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PART ONE: SECOND HALF 

I AM 

ý" 

What is this transitional Question? 

For my part, I suggest that a radical expression of the question may 
be found in the 'potentiality' of the poetic frame of the story, the 

'action', simply as such. Thus I frame the. transitional situation in 

terms of a configuration of 'actor' and situation, $in this asserting 

part in the transition, and find that an 'actuality' of the situation 
'responds' to this 'framing' of the situation, 'agrees' to it, 3'confirms 

the tentative assertion of Drama. 

- The figure 'works' somehow. - They 'figure' of framing the 

"transitiori, revonding to its 'question', and this cbrres, )onds to a 

'new' actuality 'in' the World, in the configuration of the beginning 

of our Era - or, say, Augustus' integration of a 'World' -a 'World' in 

'which this 'part' is open to the man Octavian, who in asserting himself 

in the Dart open to him - as 'actor' - becomes in that 'World' a 'god', 

partakes in that 'divine' or 'heavenly' figure of self-activity. 

'In' the 'transitional' configuration the question of radical 

chrice - 'choosing to choose', to frame one's activity - becomes, as it 

Were, systematically open, an actuality of Choice in the World as new 
frame of activity,. The actuality of a figure -a figure, indeed, of 
Actuality - in which is inscribed for the first time'the relation of 
internal 'logical' order and -external 'physical' order: the meeting 

hhý 
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of this 'inside' and 'outside' in a 'poetic' actuality that now be- 

gins to distinguish itself in the dramatic articulation of these two 

orders, and this through our part in this articulation = and first of 

all, in our simple assertion of this part, of our part as 'actors'. 

Up to the point of transition, as we have seen, the 'poetic' 

or dramatic frame of articulation of the two 'sides' of activity, 'in- 

ward' and 'outward', was only 'comprehended' in abstraction. - The log- 

ical circuit of Theory - the determination of the relations of teert and 

context 'in' the text, did not 'incorsorate' the economy of the actual 
interface of text and context. - to which 'economy' theoretical assertion 

was thus more or less blindly subordinate in fact. 

The 'point of transition' marks, in the form or figure of 
Question, a minimal coincidence of logical, physical and poetic orders. 

- This-appears in the logical order as the inscription or appearance of 
the''economy', the Doetic articulation in activity, of text and context, 
as a question. 

As I suggested some way above, it seems to me that the most rad- 
ical or focal expression of such a 'theoretical' question may be found in 
the writing of the alexandrian Jew Philo. I have already suggested that 
the 'question' is 'outwardly' expressed in the framing of activity in a 

World integrated by Augustus - as the possibility of knowing the radical 
actuality of Choice in choosing to assert oneself as 'actor'. 

Within this configuration of Reflection and World, the primary 
'dramatic' or poetic expression, 'focussing' as it were the figure of 
dramatic actuality in its minimal expression, amountb to a dramatic 'pos- 

sibility' exemplified in various stories whici 
werelintegrR ed/icn pärallefs t 

narratives of the arrival of the Jewish 'messiah', xetIr1 3, 'anointed', a- 
Tound the beginning of the century. (Indeed, it was upon these accounts, 
correlated with other texts in a common context of Augustus' World, that 
this incarnation or 'arrival' was taken, 2 und527, as the beginning of our 
Eras thgfocua of7transfiguration of Time and the History it frames). 

lbb, 
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Now, what is 'dramatically' fundamental is not one of these 

sometimes conflicting 'stories' of the transition into our 'Era!, into 

a new frame of accounting, of History, but rather the dramatic possibil- 
ity of action they exemplify, which in itself' amounts only to the act- 

uality of a question. -A Question to which these varying accounts are 

the responses, after the fall of Jerusalem in the seventieth 'year of the 

Lord'. Behind the accounts, as it were at a 'focus' behind them, lies a 

common question: what are we to make of all this? And these accounts, 
these versions of a 'message' from Heaven, what some people made of it 

towards the end of the first century, themselves participate in the con- 
figuration of the transition into our 'Era' as a question. 

" 
This 'second half' of the first Part of the Story, this Story, 

amounts to a progressive integration of this question or Mystery with- 
in an Economy of Kosmos - from the bare appearance of the Question, which 

marks the beginning of our Era, to the integration of an aristotelian 
Economy of Inscription with a dual Mystery, in the thirteenth century. 
The frame of this development may be taken to be the 'dramatic' interact- 

ion of logical, poetic, and physical orders of 'framing' activity over 
these thirteen centuries, from the initial configuration represented by 

Philo, 'the Christ', and Augustus, to the integration of these figures 

in the 'Church' of-the thirteenth century. 

The development of the 'logical' order over this period may be 

articulated within the question posed by the two sides of Aoyos 
, Reason, 

'Word': this is simply the primary or most radical 'logical' expression of 
the transitional 'Question'. These two sides, the Economy and Mystery of 
Framing, eventually meet in the figure of Aristotle's Active Reason, in 
the thirteenth-century Schools (and, primarily, the leading School, Paris). 
The elaboration of questions, within this general frame, which culminates 
in the 'scholastic'"articulation of Inquiry, with its formal economy of 
disputation,, is parallelled over the same period by the integration of 
heavenly Mystery and earthly Economy (framed in Law), culminating in the 

dual articulation of Empire and Papacy as primary frame of activity. 
From this thirteenth-century mirroring, then, of Reflertion and its Con- 

text, arises a new question, and a new framing of individual activity, 
within whose subsequent development the 'middle Part' of t}« Story may 
in turn be articulated. An analogous transition out of this middle per- 
iod will then, finally, lead us towards the configuration of this our 
writing and reading. 
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This second half of the first part naturally falls into three 

sections: 

I: From the initial Question to the third century. 
Over this period is developed the 'logical' articulation of the mystery 

of the transitional question, to the point (with Origen) where it is log- 

ically 'symmetric' as between the 'christian' subordination of theory to 

story or narrative, and the 'pagan' incorporation of the dramatic figure 

of'Mystery into the logical circuit of Theory. Parallelling this logical 

development are the articulation of the christian groups or assemblies, 
Ltc"ý? ývtscýi 9; uconclluding in the 'World' Assembly or 'catholic' Church, with 
its unitary frame and administrative hierarchy; and the progressive break- 

down of the political and economic order organised by Augustus. 

Its From the third century to about 500 

Around the end of the fifth century (in Proclus and D amascius, notably) 

the 'pagan' attempt to incorporate the figure of Mystery within the log- 

ical circuit of abstraction (in terms of the logical determination of the 

relations of logical and physical orders of text and context) closes in 

a configuration which presents the 'Question' of the poetic frame in an 

extreme or limiting form. At this point independent pagan reflection 

effectively closes, being assimilated - through the inscription öf this last 

configuration within the missing Doetic figure of the christian Mystery, 

in 'christian' 'mystical theology'. By this time the governments of East 

and West are almost independent, the latter having passed effectively into 

the hands of the Church hierarchy, which preserves the forms of roman in- 

stitutions, interacting, in this new embodiment, with the customary Law 

of the 'barbarians'* 

III: From the sixth to the thirteenth century 
This phase may in turn be divided into three subordinate periods: 
A: c. 500 - c. 750 - The emergence of two new frames, represented by 

the ascendancy of the Franks in the West, and of Islam in the East 

B: c. 750 - 0.1000 - Emergence of feudal order in the west; cathedral 

and monastic schools. Califate of Baghdad: symmetries of arithmetic, 
astrology, alchemy abstracted from greek logic of representation (a con- 

verse, as it were, of 'pagan' abstraction from theological History)! 
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C: c. 1000 - c. 1250 - Decline of Baghdad, rise of Cordova, and--interact- 

ion with West. Systematic integration of 'Christendom' under Emperor 

and Pope; transition from cathedral schools to 'University', and in- 

corporation of Islamic and western chr_stian traditions in a scholastic 

synthesis. 

I will not treat these developments in the same way that I treated the 

transition from the pythagoreans to the beginning of this 'second half'. 

The principles of articulation of detail would be much the same, and the 

point of this Story is not primarily to construct a uniformly detailed 

History. 

Rather will I now begin to apply the 'dramatic' figure of art- 
iculation of two 'sides' of the poetic-frame of activity - the correlat- 
ion of simple or elementary 'figures' of Reflection and Context - within 
the primary figure of Drama, which I will begin by trying to exemplify 
in my 'definition' or rather, identification, of this figure in the 

transition from first to second half of this 'first Part'. 

0 
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I; From the initial Question to the third century 

I have tried to mark a 'dramatic' transition into 'our' Bra, our Time, 

as a 'question': the question posed by the 'poetic' frame simply as such. 

'Question': or perhaps 'possibility' - something Open: a fig- 

ure of open-ness of which the 'logical' figure of the question, determ- 

ined within a logical order of 'in' and 'out' abstracted from the actu- 

ality of Choice, is one 'side', one aspect. 

'Question', then, in the widest sense, of what is 'dramatical], }f 

open to action. And my part in this configuration of Question, it seems, 

is simply t ark the question as such, by exemplifying it in this very 

figure of marking. 

For this 'question' of transition into a dramatic frame of Re- 

flection expresses itself as what is 'open' to my framing of 'it' as quest- 

ion. - An actuality which 'responds' or corresponds to my 'I' which asserts 

itself in framing the transition, just as - as one 'side' of this actuality 

the stoic Aöyos 'responds' to Zeno's rational inscription of that inscr- 

ipticn in Reason, At y. - Just as E-oicurus' Tvo-s3 
, Movement of Mat- 

ter, 'responds' to hie inscription of that inscription in 'physical' terms. 

-In the simple figure of framing, assertion (then), of the trans- 

ition as= Question - of Question as the most radical actuality of the Frame 

of which Reason and Matter are two 'sides', aspects; - this actuality of 

the Frame expresses itself. The question is there , simply in virtue of 

my assertion, since questioning of this 'framing' of the transiticn 

itself embodies the very figure in question. And within this figure of 

Question as radical frame of Drama, an actuality of historical assertion 

of self, of 'I', recognising its actuality in*choosing the very frame of 

self-assertion, begins to inscribe itself. 

hh, 4 Y4ý1 
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'Choosing', determining: for the frame of the story, 

of our framing of activity (ours or another's), is itself inscribed 

in the radical psychical figure of 'I', asserting itself in the claim 

of its 'logical' determination of the relations of the two 'sides' of 

an action (logical and 'physical', inside and out), and this first of 

all in the minimal actuality of asserting this very actuality, identi- 

fying itself as the figure of identifying, framing, as what is at 

work in this very act or actuality of('self)identification, choosing, 
deciding. 

But rather than taking place within a logical frame of fig- 

ure, of one figure 'in' another (and this figure of III 'in' itself - 
as in the case of earlier reflection), this identification now begins 

to inscribe itself in the poetic frame of Action, Drama. The 'I' coin- 

cides, as it were, with the previously 'formal' abstraction of the 'log- 

ical' order from the more radical actuality of this move of abstraction 
itself. 

That is: this self-assertion or self-recognition of 'I' in- 

scribing itself within 'I', involves at the same time the self-expres- 

sion of the 
. possibility of this identification as a complementary act- 

uality, an actual 'open-ness' to this actuality of 'I' in the actual 

situation 'in' which it takes place (and time). In the limiting case 
this open-ness is just the fact, the ontical actuality of the question, 

as inscription of the relations of logical and physical orders of act- 
ion in the 'outward' configuration 'in' which we choose to assert our- 

selves in one logical figure of self-assertion, rather than another - 
'appropriating', as it were, one frame from the actuality of an open 

range, from the actuality of a question, 'a choice' in the 'ontical' 

sense. 'A choice' outside us, in that it is not reducible to the ins- 

cription of the physical order of 'in' and 'out' (physical difference) 
to the logical recurrence of 'I', to our 'choice', in the 'psychical' 

sense. 

The radical question, hen, for 'us', the range of 'I' in 

which we can each assert our specific or individual 'actuality', is 

simply that of our 'part' in the dramatic articulation of these two 

comp: -nents of Actuality at work in the particular situation in which 
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we 'find' ourselves. We participate, simply as-individuals, as a 

materially embodied range of possible assertion of 'I', in the inter- 

face of the 'psychical' and 'ontical' orders. We are the locus of their 

articulation, participating in both the figure of assertion and (through 

this) in the configuration of what is open to my, or your, or his, or 

her subsequent assertion or choice, action. 

And the most radical question which confronts us is (then) 

that of our Dart in this interaction of assertion and possibility, of 

psychical and ontical. - And this question first appears in its most 

radical form in the outward. configuration of the 'transition' into a 

new Era, a new framing of action, of activity in Time, in which it is 

open to each of us as 'I' to find. our part in framing our part. 

- And this, in turn, amounts to the recognition of this pos- 

sibility in the figure of the Question 'appearing', opening-up, in our 

Space and Time: the framing of out part in terms of the appearance in 

Time and Space - in Matter - of this question, the embodiment of this 

most personal question in the frame of our activity, through the art- 

iculation in our Past of a response to that question. - Of responses 

which in turn elaborate further the Question, unfold and embody it in 

the frame of our activity, as an actuality of 'I' open to us, if we 

choose. 

Again: in the configuration of the transition into our Era, 

which marks in our situation the question or choice of our 'framing' 

of our activity, in terms of an actuality of 'I' embodied in our sit- 

uation (both individually and collectively), we are confronted with 

the figure of 'I' open to us, to be this, to be me. Neither side, Reas- 

on or Matter, is actually reducible to the other: such an 'imaginary' 

scheme of reduction or definitive inscription amounts to the logical 

circuit of an abstraction from our actual situation, a blindness to our 

part in actuälly framing such an abstraction, choosing it, and so, like 

Zeno or Epicurus, "framing' our part in a 'one-sided' way. 
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Rather are we actually - and this is our most radical actuality- 

'in-between' these two sides, the locus of Choice itself. And in the 

Question posed in our situation as the 'beginning of our Era', we have 

open to us the possibility of choosing this Choice as the most radical 

actuality of our 'part'. - Choosing not to refuse the choice, and its 

figure of 'responsability', by blindly assenting to a figure or framing 

of our situation in which such a Choice is not open to us. 

- But why should we choose to choose, rather than not? Are we 

not here back to some ciceronian circular morality, a 'part' which requires 

of us - as our 'duty' - that we should assent to the part? 

There is here, however, an utterly or irreducibly radical dif- 

ference: eantrary to the cieronian case, here we are the part, for the 

part is simply choice, and we cannot choose not to choose. There is no 
'I' or 'me' which can stand outside this radical configuration of embodi- 

ment and 'responsability', as 'I' stands outside the circular obligation 

of Cicero's part, an 'I' that might just as well be slave or millionaire, 

an 'I' that has not chosen the part (which ciceronian 'part' rather chooses 
itself in abstraction from radical Choice - the part of Pilate)" The part 
here is rather that of myself, which I cannot refuse and still remain my- 

self. In such a refusal I cease in part to be, I become less of an actuality 

and more of a mere 'image' of myself, a nothing from which I come into fur- 

ther being through choice. - Through choosing to choose, and so myster- 
iously distinguishing myself from indifferent Nothing. 

9 
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The first step 

Choice cannot choose but be choice. 'We' is or are in the middle, 
between choices open to us, the possibility of Choice, and its Act- 

uality in a choice. 'We' know or knows 'ourselves' most radically 
in recognising, choosing, our part in this distinction of 'I' as self- 

assertion of assertion, from the mere possibility of this distinction 

(marked by the word, mark, 'I'): in choosing the part of choice. 

In 'playing' this part of choice we frame, as 'open' to us, 

further choice; we participate in the wider frame of 'I' as Being, dis- 

tinguishing itself from the open possibility of being, from open Nothing. 

And we find ourselves already in a configuration or situation framed, 

in part, by 'past' activity. We frame our part - that, precisely, of 

'framing' - in a Drama of choice and actualisation: the ontical order 

of what is open is, on the one hand, already articulated, in part, by 

'past' Choice; Choice is, in turn, constrained by this embedding in 

our situation, in things. The dramatic transition marked by Choice as 

a question, by the embedding or inscription of this question - its 

marking - in the roman World of that transition, is the 'historical' 

opening-up in our past of the radical choice or possibility of direct 

active participation in Kosmos as Drama. 'Direct': simply 'in terms' 

of the question of the 'part' of the pure self-assertion of Choice, in 

the framing of our choice, - which is at the same time the question of 

our part in framing that part of Choice in our situation. A question 

marked on this our Earth, in this our Space, in this our Time. A 

question marked in our Past, and in this marking a transition into, 

or opening-up of, a 'new' Time, a new Heaven and a new Earth, a new 
World. 

The 'first step' in this 'orening-up' of direct participat- 
icn in Kosmos as Drama of cosmic 'history', corresponds to the embed- 
ding in this our Earth of a minimal figure, a 'germ', of dramatic 
Actuality: a germ of Actuality, a 'focal' part in the cosmic Drama, 
the part of first framing activity, of framing one's part, in the 
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figure of that Drama. The figure of marking the possibility of 

access to the new frame of activity as a question, a question marked 
by the posing of the question as (perhaps) the first step into, the 

first activity in, the new frame opening up as question - as what is 

open to us in the suggestion that the part of Choice in our situation, 

and our part of framing that part, poses the same question: presents 

a new coordination of 'heavenly' Choice and 'earthly' choices as open- 

ing up. Opening up through this simple question, 'through' this 

question as something open, as the minimal 'germ' of what opens up 

in the 'transition' into a new World, the 'transfiguration' of the 

roman World 'through' this question. 

The 'first step' in the transition then, might be taken to 

be the very marking or posing of the Question in the roman World, which 

is at once the first arising of the question, and the first response: 

the very posing of the question is a recognition of what is open, and 

that recognition is itself a response. 

But then any account or 'story' of the transition must it- 

self be a response to the Question which is here taken to mark a radic- 

al 'transition' or access to a new World. Any 'story' of what opens 

up 'our era', any story of what becomes open, must recognise itself 

as a response to what it frames as open, as opening up. Any story 

of that question must be as 'circular' in its self-assertion, as the 

Question is circular in its open-ness. Indeed we may at once frame, 

and respond to, the Question, by finding it radically embodied in just 

this circular complementarity of circular open-ness and closed circuit 

of primary response as 'description' of the Question. 

We must, then, try and find the Question in the configuration 

of our attempt to give a story or account of the Question. The quest- 

ion of what story to give provides a radical access to the Question. 

What story, then? 

Cicero, a hundred years before the posing of the question, 

had 'stepped into' the part of Lawyer, representative of the (roman) 

Law. The full complexity of 'circumstances' of that step, that assumpt- 
ion of the 'part' of Lawyer, is of course incalculable, unthinkable 
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indeed. One might, for example, imagine an unlimited variety of dif- 

ferent developments from the configuration of Cicero's birth in 106, 

any of which would exclude such a step. - One might proceed to imagine 

a wider range of circumstances associated with that birth itself. In 

terms of a configuration of individually (relatively) independent de- 

terminations of Fact, of relevant facts, we cannot even find any fixed 

point, however remote (unless it be some supposed first point of tthe' 

physical World) at which to begin a 'full' account of that step. And 

yet the configuration of the part of Lawyer itself, a correlation of 

coordinate figures, beginning with, working out from (a correlation 

'in') the figure of Lawyer, presents different questions (the question, 

in particular, of where to stop, rather than that of where to begin), 

and is, relative to the 'full' complexity of a 'complete' account, 

simple and straightforward. Thus we begin to unfold, from the figure 

of Lawyer, in the 'poetic' symmetry and coordination of an account or 

story, a correlation of, say, its components or dimensions of greek 

reflection and roman institutions, in the wider 'historical' config- 

uration of the early first century: the convergence in this figure, 

say, of several primary components of greek reflection since the third 

century, as they interact with institutions that are slowly being in- 

tegrated within systematic roman Law as general frame of a roman World. 

A similar configuration of the correlation of reflection and institut- 

ions might in turn be applied (as in the first half of this first part) 

to various prominent 'parts' in this situation of Cicero's part itself, 

giving an elementary 'story', a schematic dramatisation, a simple 

account, of Cicero's part or place in the general development of re- 

flection in Antiquity, and in the transmission of greek reflection to 

Rome which may be taken as a central strand in a general history. 

We may then unfold the poetic symmetry of 'story', by working 
'out' from the figure of 'Lawyer', correlating or coordinating various 
figures 'around' that 'part' of Cicero. Such a correlation or analysis 

may be unfolded as far as our account requires - without our ever reach- 
ing, for example, any determination of why some particular man (or 

bundle of elements or epicurean atoms or whatever)-called 'Marcus Tul- 

lius Cicero', actually existed, lived, rather than not - without ever 

reaching the limiting physical order of the fact that Cicero played the 

part he did. 



".. But-an imaginary 'definitive' explanation which leaves 

no questions unanswered, which unfolds the 'part' of Cicero into its 

complete embedding in a global History - say, embeds Cicero in some 
deterministic coordination of atoms or elements or whatever within 
a unitary physical Universe - that is no essential part of an 'account' 

or story of Cicero's step into the roman Law. The point of the ac- 

count, determining which questions are pursued and which left aside as 

the account unfolds, lies rather in the poetic configuration, the po- 

etic symmetries and coordinates, of the step itself, considered in 'po- 

etic' abstraction from the unlimited range of possible questions, pos- 

sible details (such as the facts, say, that he was reading (Euripides' 

Medea) just before being killed, that he had two wives, the question, 

say, of his whereabouts on the Ides of March in 44... ). The point or 

organising direction of the account given here is rather to outline, 

to discern, a certain fairly simple configuration, correlation of dim- 

ensions (and implicitly a correlation of corresponding unanswered fur- 

ther questions), in the context of this very account of Cicero's part, 
itself: in the common context of Cicero's 'part' and of this text of 

of an account of that part. 

This text is internally articulated as a mirror of its own 

configuration, determination, framing, in a 'historical' context or- 

ganised as 'history' insofar as it reflects the poetic articulation 

of this text. The account in the text of Cicero, is coordinate with 

the meeting, in the figure of the roman lawyer, of various configurat- 

ions of this book's context. The direction, 'point', end, of the ac- 

count corresponds to the guiding axis, through the question of the 

relation of Cicero's part in the text, and in its context, constituted 
by the radical question posed by asking in the text about the relations 

of text and context - text and context of this very questioning itself. 

The configuration of this questioning, the stage in the inquiry, marked 

by Cicero leads, as it is brought into question, to a new configurat- 
ion of context, and a new relation of text and context as an attempt 
is made to give an account of that configuration. 

It is just this characterisation of our inquiry into our 
inquiry itself which must now determine what might constitute a 'next 

step' on from Cicero's step into Law, as next configuration of context. 
The question attaching to the ciceronian component in text, context, 

and in their relations, itself provides the figure for the next con- 
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and in their relations, itself provides the figure for the next con- 

figuration of context, the next configuration of text... and the next 

configuration of this inquiry, in the mirroring of these 'external' 

and 'internal' dimensions. 

What account, then, of the 'part', in Judaea, around the 

thirtieth year of our Era, of the marking of the 'Question' which is 

here taken to constitute a transition into this Era? What of the 

'Christ', the 'Anointed', the 'Messiah' of the Jews, what of the man 
from Nazareth in the border-area of Galilee, between Syria and Judaea, 

who, according to various accounts, played this part? 

Our account must itself be drawn from those various later 

accounts of the 'first step' into our Era, which themselves in their 

turn amount to further steps in a configuration opened up by the 'first 

step' of which they are accounts. Thus the 'first step' itself at once 

partakes in the Question it is here taken to mark. Otherwise, indeed, 

it could not mark that question. Yet we may find a simple configurat- 
ion or figure of a first step as, precisely, a question - as a possi- 
bility, something open, to which the texts of the central 'second step' 
(around the middle of the century), taken by the graeco-syrian pharisee 

Paul of Tarsus in Cilicia, may be taken as a response. - This 'second 

step' is expressed in letters of instruction from Paul to 'assemblies' 
(most of which he had personally set up) among the 'gentiles' (those 

of 'nations' outside the closed circuit of jewish culture), and in a 
later account of this work of 'assembly', this 'mission'. The later 

account, the 'Acts of the )c o_Aet19 belongs to a third step or phase, 
in which the letters of Paul are given a context. The latter setting 

of text in context is part of the wider coordination of various accounts 

or stories exemplifying the 'first step'*of the Christ - various re- 

sponses to his 'question', his 'call' - in the unitary context of a 

continuous narrative of the 'first step'. One doctor-friend, Luke, 

of Paul's, seems to be responsible for one such narrative (one of 
three extant 'synoptic gospels'), as well as the extant-narration of 
the various parallel 'second steps' of the 'apostles' in the 'Acts'. 
This third phase, the integration of texts and contexts in the unity 

of a narrative abstracted from the particular situations of the various 
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'responses' to the Christ it coordinates, begins around the time of 
the fall of Jerusalem (until then the chief 'assembly') to the roman 

army, concluding an attempt by fanatical Jews to reassert jewish in- 

dependence from Rome (in the years 66-70). The narratives of the 

doctor Luke are intermediate, in this third phase, between the initial 

narrative exposition of Mark (probably an associate of the Peter who 

figures prominently in the narrative itself), together with a collect- 

ion of the Master's X 6y uc, texts, sayings, by a Matthew (who himself 

figures in the various narratives as a 'scribe') on the one hand, and 

some 'John's systematic dramatisation of the narrative, as embodiment 

of the figure of A yo in the activity of a Man, on the other. The 

relation of the writer of this final 'version' of the 'good news' to 

the figure, in his narrative of 'the disciple whom Jesus loved' does 

not seem very clear. The composition, 'dramatically' integrating the 

'poetic' figure of the earlier fragmentary stories with the parallel 

graeco-judaic reflection of the alexandrian Philo, may perhaps be as- 

signed to around the end of the first century. 

What, then, is the question 'behind' these various accounts 

of it, which are also so many phases in the articulation of response 
to it? How can we move 'back' through this configuration of texts to 

an initial posing or 'marking' in the roman 'World', of the Question 

of participation in dramatic Actuality? What initial figure, what 
initial missing point, will allow us to coordinate these responses, 

and accounts of responses, as so many versions of the missing point, 

and so many versions of the context in which the initial point, and 
these various versions, are all set? 

... But the very circularity of a 'version, of the initial 

question or invitation, which itself frames the context of both 'call' 

and version, is itself reflected in the earliest extant account of 
the 'invitation'; the question hiding 'behind' the various versions 

of it as responses to it, is just the question posed by the part of 
framing our situation, in the dramatic dynamics of that situation: the 

invitation to respond to what is open in that circular figure by 

echoing the initial response which is. -just 'the Christ's' marking 

of what is now open: 
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Have faith in God: I tell you it's really true that if someone 

says to this mountain 'Be moved away and thrown-into the sea', and 

doesn't waver in his heart, but believes that what he says comes 

to pass, then it will come to pass. By this I'm telling you that 

whatever you ask or. -choose, 
believe it granted to you, and it will 

be. And whenever you stand asking like this, set aside anything 

you've got against anybody, so that your father in the skies sets 

aside your shortcomings too. 

The later narratives, in particular the more 'greek' Luke, do not 

frame this asking or 'prayer' in this figure of 'moving mountains', or 

impose such a burden of belief, 'faith', as Mark. Yet this simple fig- 

ure of faith - making something true by believing it in the heart of 

one's being, recognising one's part in 'framing' what is the case, cre- 

ating one's world - lies 'behind', at the root of, each narrative. The 

unthinkable possibility of moving mountains provides a simple figure 

'by which', in which, to frame more modest scenes - there is here no 

suggestion of any practical situation in which the immense physical 
forces of earthquakes, say, might be brought 'into play'. Having moun- 

tains is a more or less limiting figure of what is open to the figure 

of 'I', to me, in visible Matter; a limiting figure 'in' or 'by' which 

the particular figures of less 'dramatic' situations may be inscribed. 

A figure of 'prayer', of the framing in the 'heart' (as in Aristotle, 

and generally in Antiquity, the seat of conception and imagination) of 

an action in which we have the part of framing. 

1: Mark XI. 23-5 
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Open to 'I': open to 'I AM', Yahweh, Jehovah, 'God', to 

that pure self-assertion of assertion, 'I am who am', complementing 
Matter as the pure possibility open to such assertion. 'Prayer', me 

asking that pure 'I' of which I am an image in matter, an earthly 
'son'; 'in faith': my participation in that radical circularity of 

pure self-confirming assertion, as I frame my choice from what is 

open in the world around me and, unwavering, make this choice come 
to pass, make it 'true', by believing it, acting according to it. 
Just as my 'I', my assertion, is a particular image or reflection of 
pure self-assertion in the local and temporary detail of my spatio- 
temporal embodiment, incarnation, so in the figure of 'prayer' I can 

participate in the magical or mysterious dynamic of 'I's' self-con- 
firming Choice from what is open in Matter simply as such. Prayer 

will work if what I ask is framed in the simple correlation of 'divine' 

I, and my particular 'I', as 'faith in God', faith in my 'heavenly 

father' or exemplar. Prayer is our 'part' in the pure self-assertion 

of assertion, as we respond to the invitation to frame our incarnate 

activity, the details of ou lives in Matter, on Earth, in Space and 
Time, in terms of our own circular self-assertion as locus of framing, 

choosing, of our world. The simplest figure of such participation 
in a formal principle reflected in matter - of our 'part' in the gen- 
eral Frame of the World, in Creation as its framing, is reflected on 
Earth in the figure of an earthly father. So that through 'faith' we 

can, simply by a sort of unthinkable circular choice, become 'sons of 
God', just as we have already become, without choosing, 'sons of Man' 
by our earthly fathers' inscription of the male principle he embodies 
(if we follow the scheme of Aristotle) in female matter. 

What is the special part in this scheme of 'the first-born 

son of God'? Simply, perhaps, to choose to mark the possibility, 
for all men, 'to become sons of, God': to mark, and so open up, the 
dramatic possibility of framing our activity as participation, on 
Earth, in 'I AM', as this figure is constantly, systematically, open 
in every possible situation in which 'I' find myself involved. Once 

what thus becomes open to 'sons of Men' is marked in their world, 
the world presents them with the choice of 'becoming sons of God', 

and the very act of marking what is open is itself simply the first 
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response to what becomes open - in this unthinkable temporality of 

being a response to a question first posed by the response as marking 

of the question somehow strangely intermediate between the 'heavenly' 

circularity of pure self-assertion, and the earthly response to a 

question that has been marked through this intermediary figure, by 

this 'first-born son of God'. The seed or germ of the question or 

possibility as presented by this odd man, and transmitted through 

responses to him of further men - and women - partakes of a radically 

paradoxical figure of 'I AM' itself ('him' self) choosing to become 

incarnate - or rather, of a radical confusion in this initial marking 

of the question as first response to the question, of a heavenly and 

earthly 'I'. Is God asserting himself in determining this initial 

figure of 'faith', in choosing the earthly locus of its marking as a 

new possibility open to men... or does some man, 'Jesus', just find 

himself in a position of marking a question to which the marking is 

itself a response, 'by chance'? Is the initial self-assertion his, 

or God's? 

Let us, consider the frame of this odd step in more detail. 

First of all, as it embodies a sort of point of coincidence or inte- 

gration of two converging traditions of Law as frame of the World. 

Jewish Law: the relations or related 'parts' of 'Heaven' 

(that circle of circles 'framing' activity in Time, in which we part- 

icipate as we frame our world and our part in it) and 'Earth' (that, 

this, 'natural' Economy or play of possibilities in which such framing 

is 'open') had been framed in a developing jewish tradition in the 

figure of 'Law', as it were intermediate between the chaldean frame 

of a general open Economy of Heaven and Earth, and the egyptian tra- 

dition of a unilateral downward Hierarchy and Government of the Whole 

(with the earthly economy organised 'below' as image or reflection 

of the rule of the Sun in Heaven). 

'Intermediate', rather as the history or story of the Jews 

is framed in the interface and interaction of these two great 'empires' 

of Babylon and Egypt. In the Books of the Law (which frame the texts 

of the jewish laws strictly speaking in their legendary context) the 
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initial figure of 'Law', and the culture or activity it frames, is 

provided by a sort of 'contract' between 'his' god and Abraham 
(Ab Raham, taken by the later narrator to mean 'father of many$). 

The figure of a 'personal god' of Abraham echoes a figure prevalent 
in 'chaldean' or mesopotamian culture towards the end of the third 

millenium. Chaldeans (as is attested by their cuneiform 'deeds') 

would make and break contracts with heavenly forces, with 'actual- 

ities' governing the working of particular frames of action, just 

as they made business contracts with earthly colleagues, within a 

general Economy of Heaven and Earth (in which temples were also 

the main financial centres, coordinating that trade in and between 

chaldean cities which organised mesopotamian 'culture'). His 'per- 

sonal god' leads Abraham out of Chaldea, down into Egypt, and then 

into the intermediate coastal strip of Palestine. What is radically 

new in the figure of Abraham's relation to his god, is their agreeing 

to the figure of Contract (this itself a recasting of the earlier 

less binding contract) as primary frame of all their action, a sort 

of indissoluble marriage, and a contract binding on all of Abraham! s 

heirs. An irrevocable choice of this Contract as primary frame, 

rather than just one compcnent or consideration in a'wider, radic- 

ally open, Economy - but also a free choice by both parties of such 

an irrevocable contract, rather than some egyptian passive recognit- 

ion of one's subordinate part in a unitary scheme of cosmic govern- 

ment. This 'legendary' figure of Abraham instituting the 'Jewish' 

culture of his heirs presents a later 'Jewish' version of a cultural 

configuration in the interface of babylonian and egyptian worlds, 
that is echoed or reflected in extant babylonian and egyptian docu- 

ments from around the beginning of the second millenium (in particu- 
lar, Abraham's god's warning to leave 'Ur of the Chaldees' before 

impending destruction is echoed in the violent end of the city 

known by archeologists as 'Ur III' - until then the organising 
centre of southern mesopotamian culture - in 2003. 

The simple figure of the inaugural Contract or Covenant, 

the choice of or assent to a 'legal' framing of activity, through 

an initial act of choosing a fixed frame in which subsequent acts 

are thereby contracted to be framed, corresponds, it will be seen, 
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to the figure of Law in Cicero's late philosophical writing - as 
indeed to a figure current in the pharisaic schools in the first 

century before our Era: a primary 'moral' actuality or 'working' 

of Law. 

The figure is 'opened' to Abraham, 'proposed' by his 'god', 
in Palestine. And this place in which the possibility of a new frame 

of activity is opened up to Abraham, this land of Palestine, is it- 

self a primary component or term of the proposed contract, defining 
in the opposition of 'inside' and 'outside' of its boundary the spat- 
ial dimension of the frame of action into which Abraham agrees to 

enter. The possession of this land of Palestine, the control of the 

spatial frame, the land 'open' to one's disposition of it, is guaran- 
teed by the initial framing of the contract, by Abraham's choice of 
this contract as frame of his and his heirs' activity. The heirs thus 
become the primary 'actors' in a drama whose space or scene is defined 
in temrs of the 'inside' and 'outside' of this land, this land thus 
'promised' to them, in the contract transmitted by being marked or 
inscribed a week after birth on that male 'organ' of procreation by 

which life itself is transmitted. Here then are the scene, and the 

principal actors, the 'culture' embodied in a whole people thus chosen, 
as specified or defined in the initial contract. The story or history 

of this Schosen people', framed by their contract, made in their name 
by their father Abraham, now begins to unfold. 

The contract is ratified, reasserted, by Abraham's immediate 

heirs who, at the end of the first book of the 'Law', are settled 
within the borders of Egypt; but several centuries later (a phase 

corresponding in a more general 'history' to the thirteenth century 
before our Era), at the opening of the second book, the heirs of those 
immediate descendants are in disarray, reduced to slavery in Egypt, 

'outside' the framing of activity within the initial contract, out 

of control of their lives and destiny, just as they are outside the 
Land of the Covenant. In this configuration there opens up a figure 

of reaffirmation of the forgotten contract, framing a return to the 
Land which to be 'in' is guaranteed by being, acting, in, within, the 
Law, the Contract: framing-the-Return, the Exodus from Egypt, in the 
simple relation of 'within' and 'outside' the Law, to 'within' and 
'outside' the Land. 
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In this configuration 'the god of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob' 

appears to 'Moses' (egyptian: -'son', interpreted as hebrew 'drawn-out') in 

the figure of 'I': I AM 'I AM'. In the context of the transition or re- 

turn from Egypt to Palestine, related in those four books which together 

with the first, 'Creation', constitute 'the Law', the contract is renewed 
in this new figure, I AM governing the articulation of what is 'within' and 
'outside' the Law, as Moses inscribes the activity of enunciating the Law 

within the primary figure of 'I' asserting itself in the articulation of 

the Return. Thus, for example, the relations of 'inside' and 'outside' the 

inscription of activity within this figure of 'I' asserting itself in the 

situations of choice, assertion, are themselves inscribed within this fig- 

ure of 'I's' self-assertion: At one extreme the Law governs the relati ns 

of the community of those ('Israel' - the progeny of Jacob or Israel) sub- 

ject to the Law, and 'the Nations', 'gentiles', outside the Law; at another 

extreme it governs the symbolic articulation of 'ritual', activity which 

reflects the contract in the articulation of the step into a 'figure' of 

the self-assertion of 'I' in that step. Between these extremes the Law 

articulates the activity by which, having found oneself or another 'outside' 

the Law, one may bring oneself or the transgressor back within the Law. 

Within the frame then, of this 'Law', jewish history subsequent to 

the Return is articulated as a story of 'I's' self-assertion in the reflect- 

ion, in Israel's internal and external relations, of the adherence (or 

otherwise) of individuals and community to the Law. The principal dynamic 

is simple enough: each individual, in the configuration in which he finds 

himself can frame his action inside or outside the Law. This in turn con- 

tributes to his, and to others', subsequent situations, in which the choice 

or figure of Choice again recurs, and so on. Finally, in the sixth century, 

through the development of this figure, I AM finds the People, taken as a 

whole, as no longer within the Law: the point comes where the Law is reas- 

setted in a new Exile. The truth of the Law is re-established by the re- 

flection of the departure of israelite activity (in its general frame) from 

the Law, in the transportation to Babylon in 586 (after the destruction of 
Jerusalem) of the whole governing class - of all those with any 'responsab- 

ility' in the direction of'the community, the people. 

The return from this Exile of the priestly class, in several 
phases (in the last third of the sixth century and first third of the fifth) 
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marks a transition to a new phase of the Law and Tradition, of the fram- 

ing of the jewish story or history. A transition outwardly reflected in 

the rebuilding of the Temple at Jerusalem, the House of God, and the paral- 
lel organisation (centred on this rebuilt temple) of a unitary and system- 

atic frame of activity, of life. 

Just as the first phase of the tradition was framed in the ar- 

rival of 'Abraham' in the Land of the Contract, and the second by the re- 

turn of 'Moses' to this Land (as re-assertion of the contract), so now a 

third phase is framed in a return to the Land from Babylon. - Framed, 

around the end of the sixth century and beginning of the fifth (the time 

of Pythagoras'and Heraclitus) by a new figure of the Law and the Tradition. 

- The Law as unitary and comprehensive frame of a systematic story or History 

of the interaction, the dialogue, of I `AM and HIS People. The traditions 

relating to 'Abraham' and 'Moses' are collected by the priesthood, and in- 

tegrated for the first time in a single written account. 

-'A History is constructed or framed, embodying the articulation 

of eaitr choice and actions in the frame of a Law -a Law whose enunciation 

and institution this History, in its turn, frames. The Law thus 'framed' 

articulates the Action, the Drama, of which its framing is itself one com- 

ponent. 'Inside' and 'outside' the Law are again and again inscribed in the 

figure of La. w, as the Law is broken, 'trangressed', again and again - giving 

rise, opening-up, again and again, situations in which individuals and groups 

are faced with the possibility of choosing again the Law, reasserting the 

Law as frame of action, and as frame (in particular) of this its reassert- 
ion. 

This History, then, as self-expression of 'I' in the World, is 

punctuated by critical points at which one man finds himself in the posit- 
ion of presenting the People with the choice of reaffirming the Law as 
frame of their activity. A man finds himself in a situation in which it 

is 'open' to him to embody the figure and actuality of 'I', to present the 

Law as a question, and to frame this choice in that Future which is itself 

articulated in the primary choice of Law as choice of a frame of Action. 

That is: the books of the Law are succeeded by books of History subsequent 
to-the Return from Egypt, which in their turn frame the books of the Pronh*ts. 

Prophets: men to whom the figure of 'I', its assertion, is open, opened, 

revealed. Men who-may choose or assent to the self-expression of this fig- 

ure of 'I' in their speech or action, men 'inspired', steeping into the fig- 
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ure of I AM, and so punctuating the articulation of a History with a 

choice presented to the People as a whole - just as the History is art- 
iculated, in general, through the choices of individuals and groups them- 

selves leading to further situations of choice. 

The Law directs the People to ask a prophet for a 'sign': his 

part in the configuration of Action, corresponding to the limiting frame 

of the choice of Law as frame of future choice, includes that of 'seeing', 

of fore-knowledge and fore-telling, corresponding to his participation in 
the figure of the I AM that frames Time in the figure of Law. It includes 

also other figures of participation in the framing of things which are not 
'open' save through a participation in 'I' as the primary instance of fram- 
ing what is 'outside' what we as simple men can naturally frame (with, for 

example, our hands, visibly). 

Around the beginning of the Captivity in Babylon the prophet 
Ezekiel embodied the assertion of I AM in the framing of expulsion from 

Jerusalem as consequence of departure from the Law. The figure of Return 

is focussed, towards the end of the sixth century, in the prophecies con- 

stituting the latter parts of the book of Isaiah: 'I' in these poems, ad- 
dressing 'you', Israel, frames a figute of transition. The return marks 

a turning-point in a universal History, in the Time of an Everlasting Con-tract, 

when the Law will be seen to govern the relation of 'inside' and 
'outside' Israel, just as Israel has been 'redeemed', renewed, through re- 

cognising the reflection of departure from the Law in departure from the 
Land of the Contract. The Law will become universal, its integration of 
'within' and 'without' , as two sides of a single frame of History, L-UCCA ng 

On the figure of Israel's Return. Like Israel, who mark this transition, 
? en within and without the Law will see that this opposition is itself 
in the Law, and thus seeing their place in the everlasting frame of their 

activity, will act in accordance with the Law - will accord with the Law, 

where before they wandered in darkness, confused by their inability to 

see the Law as the frame of their action (whether they chose or not). Now 
MI'\ 

all action will be framed in the'same Law and so `accord - where before 

actions framed according to limited vision conflicted, though this con- 
flict was itself (as was then unseen) framed in the universal articulat- 
ion of Law. In this 'vision', the frame of activity in time, on Earth, 
is seen to be the self-expression of 'I'; our earthly nature leads us 
out of the Law, only to enter into a wider Law embracing both sides. Fin- 
ally we see the Earth itself as a passing frame within the universal frame 
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of assertion of I AN, of which Heaven and Earth are two (passing) sides. 

That is: the figure 'opened up' in the complex configuration 

of the Return from Babylon corresnonds to a cosmic frame of History, a 
'cosmic' framing of a universal Story in the figure of Law, Law as primary 

principle of articulation of the 'elements' of the Story. - Within the 

universal frame of which Heaven (the place of I AM) and Earth are two com- 

plementary 'sides', a Contract is instituted on Earth -a primary correl- 

ation of being-within the Law and being-in the Land of the Contract. The 

general figure of choices leading to situations in which further choices 

are made, is now framed in a -primary figure of a choice of recognising the 

correlation at Babylon (or in the Exile) of being-outside the Land and 
being-outside the Law. In this simple figure of correlation, defining 

the primary 'scene' of History, the Law may now be re-asserted in a uni- 

versal form, in terms of the inscription of all activity within the pri- 

mary 'space' of inside and outside the Land of the Contract, and the time 

or sequence of successive choices. This wider or universal Law frames not 

only activity within the Land, but through the figure of correlation of 

transgression and exile opens up the possibility of an integration of all 

activity, within and without the Land, within and without the Law, within 

a universal frame. The transgression which led outside the Law and the Lana 

itself fits into a wider scheme, by opening up the possibility of a wider 

assertion of Law in the wider frame of a World, of which the 'inside' and 
'outside' of the Land are two complementary or correlative 'sides'. 

That is: the assertion by exiled Israel (the collective agent 

or actor - 'servant' in Isaiah) of the correlation in the Law of this 

exile and a prior transgression amounts to a turning-point in World-Hist- 

ory, the beginning of the integration of all earthly activity within one 

unitary frame - the self-expression of I AM in the primary spatial frame 

of Heaven and Earth as a whole, and the primary temporal sequence of a 

universal Story, each choice or action leading into the configuration of 

a subsequent choice and action. 

4 /'6z7oj 
-A turning-point: In the Beg, nningj a primary distinction of 

Heaven and Earth in the self-assertion of I AN, distinguishing itself and 
Heaven (as its Place) from Matter, Earth; next a correlation of these two 

sides in human choice - earthly nature eaE1iný us out of direct partici- 

p aticn in the figure of I AM on Earthy... and 
now, 

in the recognition of 
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of Earth as the spatial frame of interaction 
. of I AM and earthly na Lure - 

in the recognition of this primary configuration of Heaven and Earth in 

the correlation on Earth of transgression and exile, a new framing of act- 
ivity (and with it a universal self-expression of I AM) is opened up. 

- The figure of an integration of all earthly activity within a universal 

recognition of this simple frame, presented to all the World as a question 
by Israel's 'redemption', by their inscription of the relations of 'inside' 

and 'outside' their Land within universal Law as frame of their activity. 

This figure of the Return, and of a cosmic Law which mirrors the 

relations of Heaven and Earth in two 'sides' of an earthly boundary, and 

of the special part of 'Israel' in effecting the integration of all earthly 

activity within the unitary frame of this mirroring, marks (then) the open- 
ing-up of a new phase of the framing of Jewish activity. - Opens up a more 

radical figure of our part, of the part of our choice and action, in the 

universal frame of things, now articulated as a universal Story. A Story 

beginning with an initial figure of separation of Heaven and Earth, an in- 

itial radical self-assertion of I AM, turning about the recognition on 
Earth of this radical framing of all activity, and thus passing into a uni- 

versal institution of Law as interface of I AM and Nature, as the whole 
World recognises, in the activity of Israel, the question of their parts 
in this Frame and this Story. 

-A new phase, in which this figure is itself developed - in- 

corporating the arrival of Alexander, submission to Egypt under the first 

Ptolemies, syrian conquest, maccabean reassertion of independence, and e- 

ventual incorr_oration within the roman Law. 

Over this period, the figure of the institution or recognition 
throughout the Earth of a universal Law comes to be focus!: ed in the fig- 

ure of an 'anointed' of I AM - of some one man who will be in a position 
(to whom it will be open) to effect the transition foreseen by 'Isaiah'. 
'Anointed' - in hebrew, Messiah; in greek, Christ, XeLF'SOS .- Anointed: 

chosen, consecrated, by I AM as his agent, like the priests and kings be- 

fore the babylonian exile. - For the 'turning-point' of History must be 
focussed for the whole World in the activity of one man, just as the turn- 
ing points in the internal History of the Jews had been focussed in the 
Prop]i `ts who presented the People as a whole with a choice of returning 
within, or exclusion from the initial Contract. 
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By the time of Antidchus Eniphanes 'and the maccabean revolt, 
the 'apocalyptic' or revealed scenario of this 'turning-point' Of World- 

History - the 'Day of the Lord', 'Time of the End'. 'Judgement of the Nat- 

ionc' appears in the form of a narrative which is set at the time of the 

Exile, and which situates the conflict with Antiochus and the syrians as- 
the last step in an interaction of earthly and heavenly forces beginning 
in the prophesy of 'Daniel' at Babylon. The conflict is 'dramatised' or 
framed as a sort of invocation of 'Michael', the 'Prince of the Jews', the 
'angelic' or heavenly force corresponding to the People as a whole: by foc- 

ussing the framing of resistance in this imminent self-assertion of the 

archangel Michael against the. 'anti-christ' Antiochus, the Revelation or 
Scheme of 'Daniel' actually works to introduce this figure of 'Michael', 
the chief intermediary between I AM. and the Jews, into the conflict, pre- 
cisely as the 'force' whose 'part' in the conflict the story or symbolic 
configuration frames. - The story itself tends to effect the framing of 
its immediate context according to the story, to realise the 'angelic' in- 
tervention it narrates. 

Over the following century-and-a-half, this figure of a story 
framing its own enunciation converges with the parallel developments of 
Reflection already traced, towards a sort of formal coincidence of those 

two 'circular' assertions - 'poetic' and 'logical' - in the figure of a 
Question which I take as constituting a transition into our 'Era'. Thus 

at Alexandria over this period there develops a 'wisdom literature' (em- 

, 
bodied in the greek text of the Jewish 'writings'- in the Septuagint - 

J but not in the hebrew texts) in which the framing of the 'dramatic' cir- 

cularity of apocalypse as/Memra, divine 'Word' is incorporated in the rin- 
folding of the stoic conception of Aöý<-oS This alexandrian develop- 

ment parallels Posidonius' incorporation in the stoic scheme of the syr- 
ian astrology and angelology which constitutes one side of Jewish apocal- 
yptic after the Exile. At the same time, stoic schemes are incorporated 
in the apocalyptic framing of the integration of the World within a uni- 
versal Law. 

More generally, one may see a formal parallel and convergence 
of the 'logical' development of Reflection, within the primary figure of 

introduced towards the end of the sixth century, and the 'poetic' 

or dramatic development of the 'framing' of Jewish activity within the 

primary figure of the par in universal History of the framing f, this 
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limiting Story in the figure of Law. That is: these two radical 'cir- 

cles' in which the development of 'theory' and the framing of jewish activity- 

run parallel over five centuries may be seen to pass through successive 

phases of integration in the common context of successive phases of in- 

tegration of the 'World' over this period - concluding with the unitary 

scheme of Augustus' roman Law. The 'logical' and 'poetic' analogues de- 

velop from the simple initial schemes of Pythagoras and 'Isaiah' towards 

their coincidence in the figure of a Question - the question of the framing 

of action, and in particular, of the framing of this very framing itself. 

As 'question' this coincidence of 'logical' and 'poetic' circles 

of Reflection and Dramatisation does not, of course, appear in any definite 

form to mark the 'beginning' of an Era. It rather corresponds simply to 

a possibility of framing a 'transition' into our 'Era' in a unitary scheme, 
to something radically 'open' in the transition: its 'framing'. The fram- 

ing of the transition simply as 'question', as a systematic open-ness to 

different constructions, as 'oben', itself marks the closing of an 'Era' 

opened up by this figure of question, open-ness. In the recognition of the 

possibility of framing this transition simply as what is open to different 

'framings', this figure of 'open-ness' comes, as it were, 'full-circle'. 

In such a 'full circle' parallel framings of the Question of framing may 
themselves be inscribed, whereas the intermediate dynamics of these para- 
llel and apparently opnosed framings (which frame their opposition, one 
to another) systematically exclude any symmetric or unitary framing of the 

different historical accounts of the Question. Indeed, it is only in the 

systematic configuration or articulation of this 'full-circle' from the 

formal coincidence of 'logical' and 'poetic' circularity in the question, 

that the Question may itself be identified as such. 

- In particular, the figure of the transition as 'question' 

may be first discovered in an initial divergence of two primary 'framings' 

of the Question posed by the convergence of Reflection and Action in what 

was subsequently framed as a 'beginning of an Era', a turning-point of 
Time, a passage from one figure of Time to another, into its 'transfig- 

uration'. - Two''primary' framings, resolutions, of the figure of Quest- 
ion, of what is 'open' in the configuration of the transition, in the con- 
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vergence or coincidence of poetic and logical orders of questioning 
in the unitary World of Augustus: framings of this transition within 
the poetic circularity of a framing of action which (in-this) frames 

itself as a critical act, and within the logical circularity which in- 

sribes 'theory' or reflection within the frame of an. initial 'psychical' 

actuality of the logical distinction of logical and physical orders. 

These two parallel steps, parallel and complementary 'markings' 

or framing of the transition, are taken - in their initial or minimal or 

most radical configuration - by Jesus of Nazareth (in the judeao-syrian 

borderland of Galilee) and Philo the Jew, of Alexandria - and this around 
the same time: parallel 'first steps' over about the first third of our 
first century of years -a 'first century' later defined in terms of the 
'dramatic' part of Jesus 'the Christ', since this 'dramatic' resolution 

of the question is more 'central' in the poetic frame of a universal History 

than the 'one-sided' logical step of Philo. 

In terms of the figure of the framing of action as question, 

at which the first half of this First Part arrived (and in which it con- 

cluded or closed), the second half of this Part may be minimally charact- 

erised as a successive inscription within the 'logical' figure of Philo's 

reflection of the poetic figure of 'the Christ'. As I indicated at the 

close of the first half, this inscription naturally falls into three major 

phases, each defined by the 'coming full-circle' of sons-) simple subordin- 

ate figure of integration of 'poetic' or 'dramatic' in the logical circuit 

of Theory or Reflection. The first of the three phases, then, closes (in 

the 'third century') with the theoretical question of the logical symmetry 

of the 'poetic' and 'logical' framing of the Question - and this parallel- 

ed by the unitary framing of 'christian' activity in the roman World: by 

the figure of a Kc<DoaL,, ý a single Assembly in which the 

previously independent 'christian' groupa were then integrated. 

As I also noted at the close of the first half, the three 'phases' 

of the secon half will here be inscribed within the figure of the simple 
'dramatic' scheme framed in the radical figure of the question of fram- 
ing action. 
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- Thus here in the second half, as before in the first half, 

the questionJng of my identification of figures 'at work' in text and 

context will be paralleled or mirrored in the identification of success- 

ive figures as questioning of earlier such 'figures'. - So that the quest- 

ioning of any particular such identification will itself be framed in the 

radical or primary question which frames this account as a whole - the 

question, precisely, of its 'frame' or framing. 

To begin accounting. for this 'second half, then: 

What is the minimal figure of the 'poetic' or 'dramatic' fram- 

ing of the transitional Question - of the identification of what is 'open' 

in that transition (or in 'this' transition, since its identification here 

as Question is itself an essential element of the 'transition' here identi- 

fied)? 

Is it not simply the question of the part of 'the Christ', the 

'anointed' of I AM, of 'I', in the transition? - Of the part, indeed, in 

this figure of 'the Christ' of the choice of that part, of the framing of 

a man's action as 'Christ' in an 'apocalyptic' scenario or scheme whose very 

enunciation'belon to that 'dart'? -A focussing of the 'abstract' schemes 

of 'Isaiah' and 'Daniel' (and the latter's successors in the field or fig- 

ure of Jewish apocalypse) in a scheme which directly incorporates the en- 

unciation of the scheme as focal element - as the presentation of the 'mes- 

sianic' question of transition into a universal Law? 

-A scheme of a universal or radical Drama in which the 'part' 

of the Messiah or Christ becomes 'oven' as the choice of that part -a 

choice framed or opened-up in the augustan integration of the 'World', and 
focussed in Judea? 

- For what is the minimal figure of the 'poetic' framing of what 
is open in the framing of action taken simply as such? - Simply the story 
that if y-)u 'believe' a story 'with all your heart', it becomes true. 
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- Simply the framing of our part in framing action and our part in it: 

our part in 'actualitý', and the implicit application of this figure of 

actuality (-of our part2in the 'working' of the Frame of things) to its 

own enunciation. - Simply that figure of 'Faith' we found (above) in 

'Mark's' account of the Christ - the figure of framing activity within 
the actuality of I AM, within the figure of 'I' as it is most radically 
'open' in the configuration or situation of our choice. 

'If you believe a story it becomes true' - amyl this, most part- 

icularly, in the case of just that story of truth or actuality itself. 

- So that if one doesn*t believe such an actuality possible then (accord- 

ing to the story) that is because one sees one's activity framed in some 

way in which (indeed) it i! t possibleCfor this conception one has of 
I k: c 6I Cc ac 

oneself. That is: one hasn't assented to the basic or radical figure 

open to each of us simply by our being (participating in the figure of) 
'I', of framing the part of our framing of an action. ... And the figure 

of the 'Christ', in whom 1aaiah's 'turning-point of History' is focussed 
(as 

critical points in the internal history of the Jews prior to the exile 
had been focussed in the framing of a choice for Israel by the Prophets) 

corresponds (then) to the part of marking this choice, oa en to each of 

us inasmuch as 'we' each participate in the figure of an 'I' or 'I AM' 

which expresses the framing of the framing of activity in its minimal form 

of simple self-assertion, 'my' assumption of the part of framing my self- 

assertion as 'mine'. 

The Christ, that is, is the part of assuming the part of Christ, 

the part of first expressing the possibility of framing one's part so as 
to include in it the figure of this framing. - The Christ as minimal in- 

stance of this figure of the 'part' in the universal Drama of Creation: as 

simple participation in the figure of 'I', 'God' in 'us'. - In the figure 

of this participation as, the activity of 'I' simply as such - of 'God' - 
in incarnate humanity. - In Man, whose most radical choice, then, is frames 

in the symmetry of 'logical', ' and 'physical' orders of his identity, of this 

'I', this Name, Word. - The choice between a Matter in which we act simply 
in accordance with a part in some frame whose choice does not figure i` 

that 'part', and a 'Spirit' - our entry, in the self-assertion of I AM and 
our assent to it, into apart framed as if framing its part in the uni- 
versal Drama. - The choice between 'The World', Earth, and the 'Kingdom', 
'Rule', 'Government', of Heaven 6 the rPlacel of 'I' simply as sucY .-A ch:. icc 
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which is itself frayed for us by the 'Christ's' first step into this 

common figure of 'I'. 'I' distinguishing itself, in the cosmic frame 

of Law, from the mechanical inscription of a formal figure of assertion 
in an earthly Economy of figure-inscribed-within'f igure - 

ýn actuality 

of I AM distinguishing itself from its formal inscription in the passive 

play of figure, from the passive economy of World, from that very figure - 
'World' - of 'my' passive assent to the mechanical part of 'I' which ex- 

cludes my choice of this part, which excludes the 'heavenly' actuality of 
'I' of which this mechanical part, and its material embodiment, is a mere 
Image. 

How does the choice of the part of presenting this question of 

our choice - of our recognition of our 'respos ability' for the framing of 

our part in a universal Drama - amount to the part of the 'Christ', in 

whom Isaiah's figure of the integration of all earthly activity in the frame 

of Law has come to be focussed? 

'Isaiah' (the latter parts of the Book of Isaiah) had presented 
the Jews with the assertion of the Law - or rather its reassertion - in the 

correlation of exile and transgression, as transition into an integration 

of 'inside' and 'outside' the Land of the Contract within a universal re- 

cognition (in this Jewish act of inscription of Space and Time within the 

primary dramatic frame of Law) of Law as primary articulation of all activ- 
ity, all assertion, in a cosmic Drama. But although this assertion of Drama 

was itself 'inscribed'outsidelthe Land, in a correlation of transgression 

and exile, and a correlation of the affirmation of that correlation with 
Return, 'Lthis configuration of cosmic-Drama framed in Law and marked (at the 

critical point of the Drama) as a universal question, 'what is your part 
in all this/ 0 Nations) since the Scene of the Drama includes all the ''world, 
'inside' and 'outside' of the focal Land? ', the self-expression of the fig- 

ure of I AM through universal recognition by all men of their part in the 
Drama and Law was not actually effected in the Return. Over the subsequent 

centuries of conflict and foreign domination - of 'external' framing of the 

part of Israel in World-History - the effecting of the transition from Law 

as the internal frame of Jewish activity to Law recognised as the universal 
articulation of World-History came to be focussed in the figure of 

Ithe Christ. 
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At the beginning of 'bur Era', augustan Law framed activi y 
, #,. I 11f, i is 

throughout a roman 'World', - embodying the figure of 'World'las uiitary 

economy of 'inscription' of figure-within-figure, action-within-action, 

within the working-of the whole. -A whole in which, as we have seen, 

the very fArf- of'Augustus (and his immediate successors) as primary loc- 

us of Decision, Choice, was itself framed in the Law. - As, indeed, was 

the rdAof the Jewish Law as a subordinate frame. 

Within the 'mechanical' economy of such a 'World' - such a unit- 

ary frame of inscription of activity within wider activity (in which this 

figure of 'inscription' is itself one component) - arises, or opens up, the 

simple question of 'my' part in such activity. For the 'World' determines 
'my' part only insofar as I identify. my part in the situation in which I 

find myself. The stoic, for example, as 'stoic', has the part (precisely) 

f 'duty', officium, subordinating an 'I"' which somehow stands outside the 

specificity, the limited figure, of any 'part', to a part. To a part as 
determined this stoic figure of 'I's' primary actuality. ... But why, 
though, sh^uld I understand this 'I' as a stoic? How can I choose the part 

of the stoic in the first place? - The argument of the stoic is circular: 
the choice of the 'part' of stoic is itself presented within a stoic figure 

of-choice: this is the limiting circle and impasse we found in Cicero's 
framing of his activity as Lawyer: it was the Lawyer 'in' Cicero (precisely) 

who (or verhaps 'which') chose the part of Lawyer, and presented a judic- 

ious deliberation upon the primacy of delijration in the framing of activity. 

... But the figure of 'I' which asserts simply its assertion, 
its framing of this act of aGsertion as its"'own', stands outside this 

circular princiule of 'identification' of a part in terms of that part as 

already somehow assumed, but not 'chosen', not inscribed within the radical 
figure of simple assertion or choice, of 'I' which cannot choose but chooser 
X. --L C-A W- "Itt -IL-V ýr ý aLwar. 

'I', which distinguishes its radical actuality from any such 

unquestioned or circular 'identification' of 'my' part; which presents 
a radical choice between assenting to the mechanics of 'choice' attaching 
to the part of Stoic or Lawyer or Priest or 'Job' ('I'm only doing my job') 

and seeing that there is indeed a choice between this unquestioning assent 
to some 'part' in which one seems to find oneself (without choosing it), 

and the part of radical choice itself, - Between acting out a part which 
one has not chosen and does not question (except in the terms available to 
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such a Dart + as, for example, ' the stoic might 'choose' in terms of 

stoic 'choice (or'asseni)to be a stoic), and assuming the part of rad- 

ical choice, which is simply the distinguishing-itself from the abdic- 

ation of choice in some mechanical image of oneself. Choice chooses to 

be choice, rather than not to choose, rather than excluding the quest- 

ion 'what is my part' by identifying oneself with some image in which 

that question is not open, in which there is no question of the part one 

must play, the 'choices' one must make. 

This radical figure of the part of choice, of the distinction 

of my actuality from some part, some image 'I' has not (have not) hosen, 

corresponds exactly to the primary-figure of athenian Tragedy, that 
VN 

'Action' or 'Drama', theü'mystery' of Dionysos which wasLtaken as a 'poet- 

ic' analogue of the pythagorean self-assertion of III in 8!, 4f ^c around 

the beginning of the fifth century. 'Tragedy' turns precisely upon the 

'transgression' of , of a circular identification of oneself with 

some 'part'. Thus (to take Aristotle's example) Oedipus assumes the part 

of Reason, only to find the root of this 'part' in Confusion, in the fig- 

ure of an Identification, an,: irrational and unquestioned identity, which 

reflects in the imaginary-space and time of the Drama the '-identification' 

of Aristotleb rational spectator with the actor, with Oedipus. Actor and 

spectator participate (then) through this 'ritual' action or activity, in 

a moral actuality of Choice which, in the configuration of the ritual 

drama or action, distinguishes itself from the spectator's identificat- 

ion with Oedipus' illusory identity; from the image of self or identity 

in the 'play' of figure, the free play of figures of inscription of one 

figure in another - the free play of figures of 'this' side and 'that( 

side of the action, of' inner' self or identity, and 'outer' thing, trealityI. 

We saw above how this initially 'poetic' figure of athenian 

ritual drama was successively incorporated within the logical circuit 

of 9Ewp1 , @-I- , within the figure of Reflection itself taken as (in the last 

instance) unquestioned. Thus Aristotle as it were 'purged' his initial 

distinction of two unquestioned 'sides' of QZ'''S 
, position , of the 

confusion attaching to this initial identification, by inscribing just 

this figure of 'confusion' within a rational figure of the distinction 

of this distinction from the 'voetic' figure of irrational identificat- 

ion. 
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Stoics and epicureans, in their turn, recognised the part, 

in this configuration, of Choice - brought into question the initial 

distinction of two 'sides' of position, and the dynamic of tkre self- 

distinction of Reason from the confused play of figure, of the Image. 

- But they framed this Choice in complementary 'one-sided' ways, un- 

derstanding the initial resolution of the 'two sides' of positing from 

one side or the other, and unable to question or frame what decides be- 

tween these complementary 'versions', except in terms of one version, one 

side, or the other. Academics, in their turn, brought such one-sidedness 

into question, but couldn't resolve the more radical question of whether 

to act or to question the basis of choice and action (this questioning 
itself being an action). 

Towards the beginning of our Era, as we saw, with the convergence 

of stoic and academic 'parts' or nositiöns, 'thw various determinations of 

choice, 'logical' (with the stoics), 'physical'(enicureans) and 'poetic' 
(academics) tend towards a formal coincidence in the question of the 

frame of action, considered simply as such, recognised as radically 'open' 

to different accounts, different framings. At the same time, I have sug- 

gested, the jewish figure of Law as framing all activity in a unitary cos- 

mic Story or History, tends towards the question of the part of this very 
framing of History in that History itself. - Tends towards the figure of 

a transition into a clew Age, as this question is focussed in the figure 

of a Christ, a Messiah. - In the maccabean revolt (for example) in the 

middle of the second century (when Rome first achieved a mediterranean 
dominance that was to be integrated in Augustus' 'Empire'), the 'framing' 

of the rebellion (beginning with 'Daniel') actually enters (through a kind 

of fictional displacement of the locus of assertion or framing) into the 

configuration of activity which it frames. 

Alight the 'part' of 'the Christ'. then, as primary or first 
'poetic' figure of the part of framing History in History, mark an elem- 

entary incorporation of the 'logical' figure of thE. Question of the Frame 

of Action, within the 'poetic' figure of that question as practical, as 

actually 'open' in the unitary integration of a 'World' under roman Law? 
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- Night this part (then) amount to a minimal 'poetic' figure, 

a minimal 'dra'natic' configuration, of the Question of the Frame. or fram- 

ing of Action? 

- To a marking of the question of the part 
Kosmos framed as simply Story, Action, Drama? - To a: 

a radical and universal form, in the figure of World 

relate of that figure in which we are all involved - 
for each of 'us' (as each being 'I'j each a locus of 

our -part in the Story.. 

of Ch ice in a 

a inscription in 

- as simple cor- 

of the question, 

radical Choice), of 

-A marking of that question at a point of coincidence or con- 

vergence of a roman Law as unitary frame of the relations of different 

'parts' (with their associated 'duties'), and7jewish Law as articulating 
the question of the part of 'I' in our choice and activity. As we saw, 

the figure of 'I' and its radical actuality of Choice is systematically 
'open' in the figure of a unitary articulation of one activity within an- 

other, within 'the World' as comprehensive Activity, as mechanical frame 

of inscription of one figure within another. With the formal inscription 

or integration of Jewish Law within the unitary frame of a roman World, 

the question of each man or woman's 'part' in Kosmos and World is framed 

in the simple symmetry of a roman inscription of the instance of 'I' in 

a mechanical Economy of Law, and the 'messianic' distinction of an actuality 

of I AM from this its inscription in a worldly or earthly eco nomy. 

- That is to say, the simple symmetry of the 'mechanical' inscription of 
the Jewish 'Law' as one department of the roman Law( governing a range 

of subordinate, 'jewish', activity)within the wider Activity of the roman 
World or Empire as a whole, and the 'dramatic' inscription of this roman 
Law (and its formal inclusion of the Jewish Law as one department) within 
the figure of I AM distinguishing itself from any image, any of the 'parts' 

correlated in the articulation of roman Law. 

'The Christ', then, amounts to the part of inscribing, marking, 
this question in the 'mechanical' or earthly frame of 'World', marking it 

In this figure of a dynamic of inscription of 'figure' within ' figure' , as 
the 'question 'Who am I? ' . In this question is focussed the question at- 
taching to each of us, simply as each 'I': 'Who am I? - What is part 
in the symmetry of these two 'versions' of the 'World'... for in the '6hrist', 

version it is my Dart to choose between these two versions; in the 'world{jt 
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version such a'choicelmakes no sense - the World is simply the 
World, and itself frames my part in it.. seeing my 'I' in this figure 

of a World, I have no choice but to be just what I find myself tobe, 

just this 'me'.. I don't even know what this 'me' is exactly, but it's 

just a fact, somehow, independent of my choice. 

In the scenario, the story, enunciated by this 'Christ', then, 
his part is just to present us with a question - Who, what, is he? And 
there is a suggestion that if we consider that he might be the Jewish Mes- 

siah, then this question will in turn begin to make sense. - And in disc- 

overing how our part in framing his part 'works' in that story, we discov- 

er the operation of 'I' or TAM' 'in the World', as articulating this 
World so that an inscription of our choice in this actuality of 'I' is al- 

ways open, and this inscription of choice and action in this figure of pure 
t 

self-assertioh. itself leads into a wider configuration in which it i Lenore 

extensively 'open'. - For example, the injunction to consider our 'trans- 

gressions', our abdication of this choice of 'I' in the past, when we 'pray' 

or (as it were) 'step into' this figure of Choice, repeats the figure of 
'redemption' familiar from Isaiah - the reintegration of our actuality in 

the figure of III, through the correlation of E.. 
PLabdication 

of this III and 
the situation in which I find(s) myself -a correlation of 'transgression' 

and 'exile' - of assenting to an image of identity rather than a working or 

actuality of self-assertion, and then finding myself somehow only an image 

of myself, divorced from being. 

... And this question, 'who is this man? ', then fits into the 

scenario or story, the 'apocalypse', he presents: for if, in presenting 
the question of his part, he induces me to assume 'my' part in his story, 
this in turn induces others to ask 'what's happenings, what is the story of 

this situation which they tvo are 'in' (insofar as their wondering what it 

means, what to make of it, is itself part of the story of which they're 

trying to make something): Thus the question becomes as it were more and 

more widely diffused, and this in turn tends towards effecting the trans- 

ition presented in the story. 

What, more exactly (then) is this story? 

- It is in a way a simple repetition or re-assertion of the 
figure of a transition into a universal recognition of the basic 'working' 
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of Kosmos as self-expression of I AM, differentiating itself from the 

mere possibility of this self-assertion -a reassertion of the figure 

expressed in terms of 'I' and 'you' in the latter parts of the Book of 
Isaiah. The transition will be effected through people wondering about 
the story told by this man Jesus, 1]2 which th M very telling of th C story 
is the turning-point. Their part in the story (according to the story) 

amounts to deciding, choosing, what to make of this very story. If they 
(this is how it goes) see how this choice is open to them, and interpret 

it according to the story, then they will enter into thecoordination of 

activity in the World, in the figure of self-assertion of I or I AM. At 

a certain voint, then, corresponding to the Jewish 'Day of I AM', this 

'coordination' or divine government, the 'Ki lom of God', will simply 
distinguish itself openly as Actuality, and those who have abdicated 

their part in the Kingdom (those who have refused to reco niG e _the part 

of their interpretation of the story in the story, those who have assent- 

ed to an image of identity rather than an actuality or 'working' of their 

identity in the scheme) will somehow find themselves excluded from the 

New World (this bit seems to be somewhat ambiguous). 

Now according to the subsequent accounts - the subsequent 'in- 

terpretations' of this story or apocalypse, revelation, the focal ele- f" ere- f-.. F.. f V 0% 
ment 1 tthis story is the distinction of the true identity of the Christ 

from the activity of an ordinary man within the material economy of bod- 

ies. That is, the recognition in this figure of Jesus as Christ of a 

radical actuality which distinguishes itself from 'normal' activity within 
the familiar worldly economy of 'embodiment', that latter being simply one 

component of the more radical actuality. - The more radical actuality 
of a figure of personality of which the visible and tangible embodiment 
is but an image, an element, a subordinate part. That is: the general 
figure of the question of a distinction between the 'I' and the 'part' - 
between, for example, 'I' and a Lawyer who some 'I' might be (Cicero, for 

example), here appears in i most radical form as a distinction between 
'I' and its primary image, a body (with its familiar part in the 'mech- 

anical' economy of World or Earth). 

What, then, is the figure or configuration of this distinction, 
in the 'story'? 

The man Jesus, it appears, was condemned under jewish Law for 
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sacrilege: he marked the question, already alluded to, posed by the 

meeting of roman and jewish Law - the distinction between the inscript- 

ion of the jewish Law within a roman Economy of the Word, and the inscri7, t- 

ion of such 'material' Economy as a whole within the figure of particip- 

ation in the self-assertion of I AM, systematically 'open' in the mater- 
ial economy of our embodiment. 

... Then the 'part' of 3ewish Law as framed within roman Law - 
its 'response' to this radical question Dosed by the coincidence of these 

two 'Lins', is itself a basic or primary element in the question itself. 

The question is determined by this 'mechanical' version of the Jewish 

Law - by the Jewish Priests and Lawyers of the Council who play these 

Darts of Priest and Lawyer in abstraction from thh radical part of 'I', 

of Choice - as 'outside' this Law, this 'part' of the Jewish Law within 

a roman Economy of 'World'. The Image excludes the question of its Act- 

uality, just as the part of Lawyer excludes the radical question of the 

choice of that part, the framing of one's actions as those of the Law- 

yer, the inscription of ones choice and deliberation within that limit- 

ed figure. 

.. And this worldly 'image' of the jewish Law determines a 

correlation of this question 'outside' the Image, and the 'exclusion' 

of the man responsible for this question from the World. 

... And it precisely in this correlation that the question of 
the relation between the part of 'embodying' this correlation (as Israel 
in Exile 'embodied' the correlation of exile and transgression in the 

part of Isaiah's 'suffering servant' and sacrificial lamb) and the Dart 
of 'the Christ' is itself 'embodied'. The Jewish authorities, in their 

application to the roman authorities for a sentence of death upon the man 
Jesus of Nazareth (for this matter of 'exclusion' from the World had to 
be referred from Jewish Law to its part in roman Law as ultimate judicial 
instance) made this question the fundamental charge, the fundamental sacr- 
ilege which called for the sentence of death, exile from the World: 'He 

said he was the Christ'. ... Yet according to the 'christian' version 
of the story, he only presented the relation between the Jewish 'Christ' 

and his hart as a -question... 
A question that, in the 'christian' account 

corresponds - precisely - to the part of 'the Christ'. -The Jewish Coancil, 
then, inscribing its Law within a roman Economy of 'World', excludes this 
radical question by attaching it to the 'part' of playing the Christ, a 
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'part' which has, indeed, no oýace in the figure of 'World', and the 

inscription of the articulation of choice in the Jewish Law within a 

'worldly' economy in which each choice is in turn inscribed within the 

unquestioned assent to some 'part' of Priest or Lawyer or whatever else. 

... And here, in this primary figure of correlation of the 

'part' of the Christ with exclusion from the World and its Economy of 

the unciuestioned part, is posed the most radical question, the most rad- 

ical configuration in which the self-assertion of 'I' is open to our part- 

icipation. -A question 'prefigured', as it were, by the analogous fig- 

ure in Isaiah. For in this image of exclusion of the question of the 

part from the Economy of the Image, is opened up a configuration of a 

radical reassertion of 'I', in relation to the material Economy of World 

or Image simply as such. - And, according to the story which presents 

this 'opening' as inscribed in the very Economy of the World as that story, 

we understand our part in this self-expression of 'I' (as an Actuality dis- 

tinguishing itself from any inscription in the Economy of Matter and Im- 

age) by participating in an actuality of 'the Christ' which (if we choose; 
distinguishes itself from the limiting figure of the mere 'part' (from the 

inscription of its actuality in the figure of some man, some human embodi- 

ment) in the configuration of a reassertion of 'I' in the correlation of 
the question of 'I' and its exclusion from the 'World'. - That is, in the 

figure of a reassertion of 'the Christ' in the configuration of his death, 

his 'exclusion' from the World, according to the worldly image of such 
'exclusion' (bndily exclusion, material exclusion). -A 'reappearance' 

of this same actuality of 'the Christ', 'after' death, through the very 
figure of his choosing this 'death' as correlation of the Image of Act- 

uality, and the image of exclusion from Actuality of the question of the 

relation of Image and Actuality. -A 'resurrection' of 'the Christ', as 
'first-born of the dead'. 

- Then (again: according to the story) a transitional ima-e of 
this 'spiritual' actuality of 'the Christ' (whatever exactly one is to 

make of that paradoxical image) leads into a more radical participation 
in the actuality of this figure of 'the risen Christ'. as simply a fig- 

ure (or perhaus force, or actuality) 'at work' in the limiting frame of 
the Story - in the primary configuration of I or I AM distinguishing it- 

self from the mere possibility of its self-assertion, marked by the fam- 
iliar 'economy' of the figure of 'I' in the World (the way, for example, 
that children naturally come to, recognise themselves as the 'I' that as- 
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serts that it is asserting itself in this 'word', 'I', this sound, 

when they 'make' it) . 

An 'image' of the risen Christ leads into a more radical part- 

icipation in the actuality of that figure of 'Christ': in the story, the 

bodily risen Jesus soon leaves 'the World', and his invisible 'Spirit' 

avpears to the 'apostles' or 'messengers' which he had earlier framed 

as the Drime exoonents of the story (this choice, again, being one ele- 

ment in the story they were chosen to 
. 

expound) . 

What are we, after two millenia, to make of all this, of this 

'story' (insofar as we can actually regard it as a unitary frame somehow 
'behind' its various versions)? 

- The story, for a start, includes this very question. of what 

we are to make of it. Are we, with our more developed 'mechanical' under- 

standing of all activity to simply inscribe the whole business within 

some mechanical delirium or 'madness'? ... But then that move is itself 

already inscribed within the story as one possible response - as one way 

of simply refusing the radical question posed (in the story) by the story. 

- Rut what else can we 'rationally' make of it? 

Can we not, quite 'rat1 sally' - within the figure of an aristo- 
telian initial separation of two 'sides' of mechanical reality (inner im- 

agination and outer thing) - at least recognise, in the inscription in the 

story of our interpretation of the story, the figure of a question? 

- 'I', then, (me), writing this, can inscribe the part of this 

my writing in the story, as simply the presentation of the story (and thus 
this my part in it) as a radical expression of the figure of Question. 

- Radical, in that the figure attaches (quite rationally) to what we make 
of it in a systematic way: it incorporates as one element the move of our 
abdication of any part in the question, which is one possible response; 
it attaches directly to the figure of what is open to each 'I', insofar 
as each such 'I' recognises its formal implication in the frame of the 
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story, the Drama of 'Histoby'. - Its place or part, in the very sit- 

uation in which the question arises, of choosing between 'I' and some part, 

some abdication of the radical Choice implicit in the figure of 'I' - in 

that figure which, insofar as 'I' respond to the question posed by the 

story, I am personally implicated. 

- Thus, for example, I, writing all this down, at once find 

myself framing this 'christian' story within the question posed at the 

outset by this 'book', this frame of writing - this story - and find that, 

in thus framing that story, I am inscribing this very framing of the story 

in the figure or frame of that story itself. The story is at once inscribe, 

in the figure of 'question' found at the outset in the framing of these 

words as words, and at the same time includes this framing of the story 

as question, and the appearance (at'the outset) of this writing as quest- 
ionable, in the cosmic Drama it presents. - In that Drama, the implicat- 

ion of (my) 'I' in the 'economy' of questioning, of Reflection, as one el- 

ement in the wider Economy of an earthly World, itself simply constitutes 

a part of what is ('optically') open. I find myself, through pursuing my 
initially unquestioned 'part' in a worldly economy of Reflection, faced 

with the (involved in the) figure of what is 'open' to me as a limiting 

question, in which all the prior figures of my questioning may be inscribed. 

-I find this radical 'open-ness', in which, for example, I have the in- 

comprehensible possibility of asserting difference from 'I' otherwise 

embodied (you, for example, in the singular and plural) - this, and the 

complementary 'closure' which somehow restricts this open-ness so that 

somethinpr (rather than uniform Everything) is open (I who write, for ex- 

ample, embodied 'here' and 'now' have different possibilities of assert- 
ion from you who read what I have written). - An open-ness most radical 
in that it actually incorporates the framing of what is open, the resolut- 
ion of this my situation into wiat is 'open' in it and what is not. An 
'open' in which is inscribed or incorporated the symmetry of what is open 

and closed in any situation in which 'I' find myself. 

- In which 'I' find myself - or perhaps, 'I' finds myself, 
finds 'me' somehow open to me as a possibility of self-assertion. - As 

a child might find in a sound, 'I' (or 'me', more probably), a radical 
aossibility of self-assertion, of first being himself or herself (or per- 
hans, 'itself', before the aossibility of 'him' and 'her' has opened up). 

... Now this 'story' of the Christ, which I find inscribed in 
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the very fabric of my situation (as a figure in which so many activ- 

ities, through 'ins'titutions' - through their very 'institution' - or 

directly, are inscribed) presents me with the possibility of framing 

this most radical 'oven-ness' of my situation (the way that it is open 

to me to frame what is open to me) in the 'poetic' figure of a story 

in which my choice of this story as frame is one element. - In the 

situation in which I find myself, this is one possibility, one thing 

'oven' to me. - And from the very correlation of this figure and the 

figure of your reading this, it is equally open to 'you', too: you find 

it in these words, which are part of your situation (insofar as you are 

reading them), just as I found the question attaching to my part in the 

economy of Reflection (in which, without knowing quite why, I found my- 

self engaged) . 

Again, then, what are we to make of this situation? 

Well, as I have already tried to explain, I find I must make 

of it a Question, framed in the radical question of this writing and 

reading, as itself framing that (rather, 'this') question... and I must 

of course leave you to make of it whatever you choose (that being your 

choice whether I or you like it or not). 

-I must make of it a question (in which that very 'must' is 

of course a basic com-oonent). I must leave it 'open': but that does 

not exclude my making it fairly specific. For example, I may ('without 

prejudice') recognise in this question the primary 'poetic' figure, in 

this our common earthly situation, of what is perhaps a more radical 

Question posed by the coincidence of 'logical' and 'poetic' figures of 

what is 'oven' (what is in question) which I have taken as a figure of 

'transition' into this our Bra. 

- 'Perhaps' more radical: certainly this 'question' is 'logic- 

ally' prior to its inscription in the 'poetic' frame of the 'christian' 

story or question. - And, indeed, as I have already remarked, this trans- 

itional coincidence of logical and poetic orders (presented in the 7oet- 
ic frame of the christian story as the configuration of Incarnation of 
the Christ) has a 'logical' presentation in Antiquity which parallels 
(in the reflection of the alexandrian Philo) its 'poetic' presentation 
in the figure of the Christ. 
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- Furthermore, the coi plementary inscriptions of these two 

orders of the transitional Questicn, one in another, through successive 

phases of the Tradition, constitutes (as, again, I have already remarked) 

a primary figure of development, in which the second half of what I have 

taken as a 'First Part' of the Tradition may be inscribed in a unitary and 

systematic manner. - That is to say, one may 'frame' this second half of 
the Pi: -st Part as a series of parallel steps, in each of which the prior 
inscription of logical within poetic orders of the Question-is reinscribed 
in a reassertion of the logical order, and the prior inscription of poetic 
in logical orders is reinscribed within the poetic order (to eventually 
become christian 'orthodoxy', as a unitary version of the christian 'story' 

becomes one element in the unitary articulation of the christian community 

as a 'catholic church'). 
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What, then, of Philo? What of his 'part' in this scher, his oart in 

this book and its'relations to a context in which we write or read it? 

We know, from his own account of an embassy to Caligula, that 

he was over fifty at the time of that visit to Rome. Caligula, succeed- 

ing Augustus' successor Tiberius in 37, decreed in the following year 

that he be worshipped as a god throughout his Empire. Many Jews, who 

would admit (in accordance with their Law) of no other 'god' but I Alai, 

were nut to death - this, most particularly, in Alexandria - and Philo 

was chosen by the Jewish community of that city to petition the emperor 

for the reassertion of the ? place of Jewish Law within the roman constit- 

ution of the imperial province of Egypt. The unsuccessful embassy short- 

ly preceded the emperor's ass ßnation in 41, which Philo was taken to 

have prophesied, uion the failure of his mission. 

- Thus Philo's intellectual 'flourishing' (according to the 

conceptions of Antiquity) was roughly contemporary with the death of 
'the Christ' around 30. Furthermore, each figure, each 'part', is framed 

in the configuration of Jewish Law in a roman World, and the question of 

the Dart of dibinity in that configuration. - Caligula had taken it upon 

himself to assert his part of himself framing this ? art in the framing of 

'the World', in the figure of 'god' - whereas the 'divine Augustus' had 

only assented to a widespread and more or less spontaneous attribution 
to him of this figure throughout the Empire. 

... But in Philo's case, the part in the convergence and con-. 
frontation of the two Laws is ijself subordinate - it may be 'inscribed' 

as one component or element - to the meeting of Jewish Law and that pre- 
dominantly 'greek' Reflection that amounts, as we saw, to one 'side' of 
the roman 'World', one 'side' of the closed circuit of a nie iiterianean 

latt r 'Culture' whic/i self incor-'orates as one com^onent the relations of 
'inside' and ! outside' of its circuit, of itself. The dominance, in 
Philo's 'part' of th f figure of 'greek' Reflection, and its relations 
to the general "Economy' of a roman World in which Alexandria was the 

central Market, and the central intellectual 'Forum', is perhaps suggested 
by Philo's 'position' in the Alexandrian community: the Jewish historian 
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Josephus (in his rather 'greek' reconstruction of jewish History down 

to the revolt of 66-70 in which he himself played a prominent part) tells 

us that Philo's father had been prominent in Palestine before moving to 

Alexandria, where his family was the noblest among the jewish aristocracy. 

philo's elder brother Alexander was in charge of Taxes at Alexandria, the 

richest man in the city (and thus perhýps in the World of which it was the 

economic focus), and an old friend of Claudius, who succeeded Cäligula as 

Emperor. Philo himself was to occupy an equally prominent place in the 

'intellectual Forum', where the romans had continued to fund the Ptolemies' 

Museum and Library as departments of the egyptian state. 

Just as the 'poetic' framing of that meeting of Reflection and 
World in what I have called a 'transitional Question' is 'focussed' in 

Judea, so the 'logical' framing of the same radical figure seems to be 

focussed at Alexandria. - Thus I traced in (barest) outline the 'poetic' 

or 'dramatic' figure of the framing of action or activity, down from the 

greek city-state at the beginning of the fifth century, through its incor- 

noration within a macedonian 'empire', and the subordination of this maced- 

onian rule to the power of Rome, to the unitary framing of mediterranean 

a tivity in the roman 'World' articulated, around the beginning of 'our 

Era', about the 'imperium' of Augustus, who frames his own part of framing 

Law as primary frame of activity, within this frame or figure of Law itself. 

- Within the figure of a roman Law as frame of a roman World, in which one 

activity is inscribed within another (one 'figure' of activity within an- 

other), in the limiting figure of Law itself - within the limiting figure 

of this very 'inscription'. In that limit the question arises of the frame 

of a Kosmos, a cosmic law, in which this unitary 'World' of Inscription and 
its Economy might itself be inscribed and 'justified'. And in that question 
roan Law meets a Jewish Law whose articulation of the two 'sides' of Heaven 

and Earth (or World) has itself been widened to the point where the quest- 
ion arises of the part in cosmic History of the inscription of the Frame of 
this History or Drama in the figure of Earth or World. 

In a parallel development, the part of the figure of Reflection, 

of the 'logical' circle (in which logical distinction distinguishes itself 
from the physical difference by which this very distinction is marked), in 

a Kosmos which it'reflects within the intermediate circuit of Culture (as 
'poetic' frame of activity), is itself again and again reinscribed within 
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this very figure of Reflection itself. I traced this dynamic or econo- 

my of Reflection (in outline) from an initial point (in the pythagorean fi 

figure of 9f wl ^-) down through the recognition (around the middle of the 

fourth century) of the figure of Reflection itself inscribed within Re- 

flection, and through Carneades' recognition in this figure of the 'self- 

activity' of the 'I' which frames itself as framing action, down to the 

recognition of Reflection itself as one activity among others, which to 

determine simply in terms of an unquestioned activity of reflection seemed 

somehow arbitrary. - That is, the figure of Reflection (like the figure 

of Law) was widened (through the dynamic of reinscription of relaticns 

of text and context within the figure of text) down to the point where 
it discovered or confronted the question posed by the symmetry of 'log- 

ical' and'poetic' orders of the 'frame' -a question which cannot, in 

principle, be resolved within the figure of a Reflection 'abstracted' 

from the actual situation of abstraction, from the initial 'move' into 

the figure of Reflection. 

It will, I hope, be immediately evident that this radical 
Question: why think rather than act, to resolve this symmetry of Reflect- 

ion and Action? is itself simply the question of 'framing' posed logit- 

ally - and is thus simply the 'logical' figure of access to an 'open-ness' 

in which even this matter of how the questicn is to be posed, is itself 

'in question'. - That is, the two complementary figures of Law as frame 

of Activity, and of Reflection, go through parallel 'economies' of devel- 

opment (from an initial correlation in the pythagorean 'mystery'), until 
they eventually converge and coincide in the figure of a Question, which 
incoroorates the question as to how this juestion is itself to be framed. 

At Alexandria the 'dramatic' frame of this radical Question 
is reflected in the resurgence of 'pythagorean' schemes or figures of 
the place of Reflection in a Kosmos which it directly and exactly 'mir- 

rors'. Such 'neopythagoreanism', with its inscription of the interplay 

of all' figures within a primary frame of Symmetry disrupted by a radic- 

al actuality of 'framing' Kosmos (in which this framing of the radical 

actuality itself participates), marks a formal convergence of the ' athen- 
ian' and 'alexandrian' traditions, after their initial divergence in the 

third century. In the symmetry of the neopythagorean scheme is mirrored 
the syrmetry of the Question: What is involved in the very actuality of 
this figure of Question? - Well, the stoic figure of the rational in- 

scription of such rational inscription in Reason; the symmetric epicurean 
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inscription of that initial inscriution in a physical order (in which 

alone such a rational act is 'open' to us); the academic question of the 

poatic symmetry of these complementary actualities of the mark ... and 

the actuality of the resolution of this last symmetry, which actuality is 

itself indirectly 'marked' by our recognition of the mark as mark, with 

its complementary logical and physical orders - the peripatetic order of 

the 'working' of the whole configuration, of the 'working' of the marking 

of this 'actuality' as 'outside' the poetic order of the mark. 

The relations of these various orders, the 'play' of their in- 

scription, one in the other, is thus formally 'framed' in the familiar 

Pythagorean symmetries of point or unit as marking the figure of 'mark' 

simply as such - in its minimal expression. The various 'logical', 'phys- 

ical', 'Psychical', ' ontical' , 'theological' aspects of the mathematical 

poetics of the noint and unit are develored in an (in principl unlimited 

play of reinscription of a primary symmetry Z these elementary orders, 

within the various elements of that primary sy-nmetry corresconding tithe 

various orders. In particular, an initial theological actuality reflected 

in the initial mark or unit, reappears in the 'quaternary' correlation of 

two sides of the mark (theological and 'poetic') b. the poetic symmetry 

of logical and physical 'sides' of the mark; this quaternary configuration 
in which the initial One is supplemented by a Trinity, in turn unfolds in- 

to a ten-fold symmetry in which the four basic orders are further correlat- 

ed, and so on. 

Yet this 'neopythagorean' inscription of the interplay of stoic, 

epicurean, platonic and aristotelian figures within an arithmetical order 

of symmetry, itself only frames the Question of our part in this play or 
interplay - just as the roman World with its unitary Economy of inscription 

of activity within activity only frames the question 'Who am I?.. Who should 
be, in order to choose who or what to be?.. How choose how to choose? '. 

For the neopythagorean scheme only incorporates the self-distinction of 
Actuality from its mathematical poetics as itself one element of that sym- 

metric poetics. 

- It is within this analogue, then, of the 'part' of the Christ 
in the symmetric inscriptions of roman and Jewish Law(s), one within the 

other, that we find the 'part' of Philo, framing Actuality within a prim- 
ary figure of Choice, in which he inscribes his very choice of this frame 
or figure as. primary. 
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Choice 

In the choice of Choice as primary Frame, primary framing of Actuality, 

the 'transitional Question' as focus or turning-point of this First 

Part (of our narrative) finds its initial 'logical' framing - just as 

it found an initial 'poetic' framing in the identification of the 

'part' of I AM opened up in the configuration of that Question, with 

the part of 'the Christ', the Anointed One. In each case a choice of 

Choice is framed in the Jewish figure of Law as dramatic order of Kos- 

mos. A primary actuality or working of framing is found in the config- 

uration of a step into the figure of I AM: a configuration articulated 
by Jewish Law in the free play of figure, be this in the poetic economy 

of Action, or the logical economy of Reflection. 
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(Moses') 
(starting-point.. 

partakes of the highest degree of wonder, 

comprehending the framing of Kosmos such that both Kosmos is con- 

cordant with the Law, and the Law with Kosmos; and such that the 

man who rightly observes the Law is a citizen of Kosmos, regulat- 

ing his actions by the will of Nature, by which the whole economy 

of Kosmos is directed. 

Philo begins at the Beginning (as this 'Genesis' is framed by 

Moses at the point which it in turn frames as focal: the point at which 

the Law is marked in the cosmic frame, in the cosmic story or history, 

which it governs). In the Parmenides the question of Actuality ( Actu- 

ality as question, mystery) had been posed, in effect, by the free play 

of figure, form: by the discovery in that play of inscription of one 

form or figure within another, an articulation or configuration that 

somehow 'works', a closed circuit so to say in the open play, in which 

that play of inscription (in and from which this framing of Actuality 

distinguishes itself) is itself inscribed as one term or element. This 

primary circuit or 'frame' of a configuration of orders of inscription 

that 'works' (to borrow Aristotle's term) appears in the Timaeus as 

1: On Moses' Framing of Kosmos ( ems T ýccc; ý M, 
ý, 

u6 ýeýeý.. eýdý-; Ký ), I" 
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primary Act framing Creation (1). Within this primary Frame, Order, 

coordination, 'Kosmos' indeed, the figure of the 'play' of figures is 

itself determined, identified, as the open Economy of 'Matter': as a 

Chaos ()aoS : 'open-ness') which, 'before' the Act of Creation, is Not- 

hing, no 'thing', nothing fixed: it has no 'identity' or 'being', not 

even (properly speaking) the temporal definition of a 'before', since 

the play of figure is not so much 'in' (the figure of) Time, as Time 

one figure in the chaotic 'play'. Philo finds this primary or primord- 

ial configuration of Act, Actuality itself, reflected in the cosmic fram- 

ing of Moses' enunciation of the Law as marking in that cosmic Frame (with 

whose framing 'Moses' opens the books of the Law) the cosmic 'Law' in 

which it is inscribed as the marking. The opening or Beginning of the 

Drama, the Story, the identification (by 'Moses') of whose Frame as Law 

marks the central turning-point (the Return) in the Drama, 'Moses' frames, 

identifies, thus: 
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In the beginning God made Heaven and Earth. And Earth was unde- 

fined, without configuration, and Darkness was on the upper side 

of this bottomlessness, and the Breath of God was moving on the 

upper side of Water. And God uttered 'Let there be Light', and 

there was Light. And God saw that Light was good: and God parted 

one half of Light and one half of Darkness. And God invoked Light 

as Day, and invoked Darkness as Night. And there was dusk and 

dawn: One Day. 

Here the. initial configuration of Actuality, the configuration 

of a primordial Act or Action, opening the cosmic Drama, is marked or 

expressed, so to speak, 'within' the 'play of figure' - in a story, in 

a 'mystery',. by which the figure of the distinction of Actuality from the 

1: cf. ib. V, ad fin. 2: LXX, ab init.; cf Philo, op dt, y 
III- 
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open play of figure, from Chaos, is itself inscribed in the play of 

figure directly - rather than within the figure of systematic greek 

Reflection which is, as it were, properly subordinate to this primary 

Actuality, this primary figure or Frame of identity. 

Indeed, according to Philo, this 'mystery' revealed to Moses 

is itself, in its successive developments, the source of greek philosophy: 

only in Philo's time has that philosophy in turn unfolded to the point 

where it discovers the figure of its inscription in a more radical mystery. 

At the same time, this radical mystery of Actuality may now 

first be fully understood 'philosophically', though the inscription in 

Reflection of the place of that Reflection within the cosmic Drama. This 

through the coincidence of the 'poet&c' actuality of allegory or mystery, 

and the 'logical' actuality of definition, in the figure of Law as primary 

frame of Kosmos. 

Philo's reflection is not presented, then, as a systematic 

'theory', but rather as framed by his commentaries, his readings, of the 

first book of the Law - the book 'Beginning' ,S. Since the pri- 

mary self-expression of Actuality lies in the inscription in the play of 

figure of the figure of distinction of Actuality from this empty play - 

and this in the figure of a book, as that figure of book itself enters 

into the play of figure at a certain time, in a certain historical con- 

figuration - then the 'part' of Philo is to reflect on the inscription of 

his reflection in this radical Actuality - in the 'poetic' interface of 

text and context of 'Moses' ' book. 

::. And we know, from the account given in that book of the 

writing of the book (or rather of the five books of Moses - the 'Law' or 

'written Law'), that in the figure of the Word in which it is framed, 

Elohim (grammatically a sort of empty form of substantive - 'The One', 

perhaps - though indeed it is strictly a plural form) expresses 'him' self 

even more radically as I AM. - That is to say, the opening configuration 

of the First Book of Moses should in its turn be framed in the figure of 

Word, A os , in which the book and words themselves (as it were silently) 

partake, before even the account of Creation begins. 

Indeed we then see that the primary Act or Actuality of Kosmos, 

the act of pure self-expression as Light, is simply the primary actuality 
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of this figure of Word: 

Elohim said: Let there be Light - and there was Light. 

- and this primary actuality is simply the Good of the Timaeus, 

corresponding to Plato's primary configuration of Actuality in that 

book as movement towards an Image of itself. 

The next act or actuality is then the definition of the play 

of figure or Chaos, Matter, from which Actuality first distinguishes itself, 

as a formal opposite, an absence of Actuality, of self-expressionyf'hid- 

den primaeval Light' -a 'Light', as it were, 'behind' the visible light 

which reflects the invisible actuality of the play of figure, 'in' which 

alone this visible play has any being. Properly there is no 'name' for 

Actuality simply as such - in principle it cannot be inscribed or compre- 

hended in the poetic economy of the mark, the visible - it can only be in- 

directly indicated as 'outside' this frame of inscription. This Actuality 

of I AM, 8V, is CK. ýsoyo 'tc5ý ZQevyioý, äK91-1ý1, -ros, unnameable, unspeakable, 
incomprehensible. Like Actuality in Aristotle's scheme, it cannot be de- 

fined because it is Zö jVVLK%5't+c-I-v , the frame of all definition, which can- 

not be distinguished from anything else in any 'wider' or more general and 

comprehensive frame. 

The Word, Ao-'og 
, then, is the first self-expression of Actuality, 

distinguishing itself from the 'empty' play of figure (in which the formal 

sym^ietry of Actuality and this 'Nothing' as two 'sides', theological and 

poetic, is itself one element). The play of figure, Chaos, is, as in the 

Ti eus, identified, inscribed in the actuality of a distinction of Act- 

uality from this 'nothing', as 'physical' Matter. The actuality of Mc-c 

expresses itself in the familiar figure of distinguishing itself from the 

material order of the mark (of this play) in which that very distinction 
is made: the A11`(°S is 'the Place of the intelligible world', of which phys- 
ical Space isaan empty reflection: the actuality of physical Space lies 

properly in the articulation of its 'logical' distinction from an 'inner' 
Space which is the articulation of f\öYe 

This figure of Word or AA(os is, then, the very Frame, the very 
framin , indeed, of Actuality. It is the 'Image of God', 'second God', 
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'first-begotten Son of God'. gismos is articulated within this primary 
IX .1 

figure of 
I\((C5 

, as the inscription of subordinate figures, oyrý , within 

this first figure - the inscription of subordinate figures, one within 

the other, within this primary Actuality. 

As (again) in the scheme of the Timaeus, the 'initial' frame 

of Kosmos comes full-circle in the actuality of individual human identity 

and choice, in which 'logical' and 'physical' coincide. For we are the 

locus in which the choice between the 'logical' inscription of the figure 

of 'I' in the material economy of the visible, the empty play of figure, 

and the 'psychical' inscription of that Image, of choice in the radical 

actuality of an I AM which distinguishes itself from its inscription in 

the mere play of figure, reappears in the mechanical economy of figure, 

in that figure of World, Earth. 

Thus the polarity of /\ä{c a+nounts, in Philo's scheme, to 

an intermediate figure between a pure Actuality of I AM 'beyond' the op- 

position of Actuality and the Vothing of the opposition of this Actuality 

and Nothing, and Man, in whom these 'opposites' are two symmetric sides. 

That is, AöYnS - and ' *, (crv - have two sides: the Word is 'Man-God' , the 

mirror in which Man is made ' in the image of God'. The 'A'6 ", (a, -L, or aspects 

of this Man-God appear 'on one side' - in the play of figures in which 

the Law as Word of God is inscribed by 'Moses' - as those 'sons of God' 

or 'angels' of jewish History. Their other side, though, brought out by 

Philo in his allegorical reading of the History, is the eternal actuality 

of a form or platonic idea, inscribed within the primary form of A6 f5 

itself, in the actuality of distinction of Actuality fbnm its 'earthly' im- 

age. 

Such a central duality of 'heavenly' Actuality and 'earthly' 

Image is of course a constant element in the framing of Kosmos from Par- 

menides on. In Parmenides' poem, for example, we saw how What Is dist- 

inguishes itself from the inscription in the 'fictional' play of forms 

or figures of a 'fictional' opposition of Actuality and Fiction - from the 

inscription 'in' Fiction of a fictional opposition of 'inside' and 'out- 

side' of Fiction - from an inscription in the poetic order of the Text 

of the opaosition of Text and Context. What is radical in Philo's com- 

mentaries on the Law is his 'inscription' of that elementary 'critical' 

figure of the Commentary - of standing 'outside' the text of the Law, 
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and framing the relations of Law (Text) and cosmic Context in a wider 
Text - within 'Law' as the primary expression in the domain of the Image, 

of the self-distinction of Actuality from Image. 

In this radical step of framing his critical distance from the 

written Text of the Law, within the scheme which such commentary reveals - 

within the cosmic frame of Law of which the 'literal' Text is thus revealed 

as primary Image (or reflection in the domain of the Image) - Philo thus 

'knows' the Actuality of I AM as Choice, by direct participation of his 

choice of the part of Commentator in this very Actuality of Choice. 

Actuality is known, then, through participation in the 'working' 

of this very Knowledge, I'°-' : known primarily or most radically in 

the recognition of our part - as each 'I', knowing ourselves as and in 

knowing - in Actuality, knowing ourselves at work in Kosmos - in a Kosmos 

that focusses the formal correlations of its various basic orders in a 

choice oven to us: to know ourselves as the interface of Being and Nothing, 

'Spirit' or psychical actuality and 'Matter' or the part of mechanical in- 

scription of figure within figure in a wider frame 'outside' all mechanism. 

- Through an actual participation in the resolution of the 

'philosorhical' question Dosed by the formal symmetry of the Nothing of 
this symmetry, and an Actuality of the symmetry in which the formal sym- 

metry or opposition may be actually presented as a question, and seen to 

be, ' in itself' , Nothing. 

In this 'act' of participation in the resolution of that radical 

symmetry then (of the formal articulation of Kosmos, and its actual art- 
iculation - its possibility and its actuality), which knows itself as 
first of all self-recognition in the act of recognition, the actuality of 
'I', of I AN, is known as an Actuality of Choice, a 'deciding' of the sym- 

metry of symmetry and decision (of Matter and Spirit), which is outside 
any systematic and symmetric articulation of figure-within-figure, howev- 

er extensive. I AM is knowable, but incomprehensible. 

And in the act of choosing Choice, Decision, rather than an 
endless elucidation of the structure of distinction of Choice and Mechan- 
iam, we know this Ch-)ice as incomprehensibly free, 'outside' any definit- 
ive inscription in a formal or mechanical economy of inscription of action 
within action - outside (in particular) 'Matter' äs/mecREnical 

framing of 
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earthly action. That is: we know Actuality as radically 'dramatic', 

in which the framing of our activity as 'mechanical' is simply one pos- 

sibility, complemented by the formally sy, metric possibility of framing 

our action 'spiritually' - or rather, framing it in the question of that 

complementarity, that most ralical choice. - And so seeing that the 'pos- 

sibility' of framing our activity or actions 'mechanically', 'materially', 

is not properly a 'choice', symmetric with a 'spiritual' framing of activ- 

ity at all: it is the abdication of choice in the aquiescence in an image 

of choice, rather than a participatiop in the actuality of which this 'mat- 

erial' activity is only an image, - An image which, within the tem-'oral 

frame of an earthly life-time, does indeed (as a figure) comprehend all 

activity, except the paradoxical self-consciousness of different instances 

of 'I' as each somehow 'me' rather than 'you' - except the actual distinct- 

ion of this mechanical figure of human Being from its very actuality in 

each individual instance. 

Within (then) this 'dramatic' Kosmos -a Drama which turns about 

the recognition by each 'I' of his or her 'part' in the Drama - about the 

recognition of Actuality as dramatic, as Drama - each 'I', by discovering 

himself or herself simply as taking part in the radical actuality of I AM, 

directly knows the self-distinction of I AM from the formal inscription of 

'I' as figure of framing action within the 'mechanical' or 'material' eco- 

nomy of figure. - Each 'I' knows this participation or taking-part as it- 

self 'inscribed' within an Actuality of Choice which, formally, logically, 

might not have been. The actuality of our choice of Choice rather than 

mechanical Necessity, of Spirit rather than Matter, Actuality rather than 

Image, must itself have some root in a 'prior' actuality of a situation 

in which such an individual choice is 'oven'. And by knowing our choice 

as free, we know the radical differentiation of Actuality from mere pos- 

sibility as equally Free - indeed as the very Freedom in which our indiv- 

idual chice participates. That is, we know the Act of Creation, the lim- 

iting distinction of Actuality from Nothing (or a coordinate 'Matter')as 

itself incomprehensibly free, and the very possibility of our framing the 

question of that distinction as a radical self-expression of the 'I' that 

distinguishes itself from Matter in that primary Act, as this 'I' or I AM 

speaking to us, in that figure of self-expression which we recognise in 

another human 'I" freely choosing to address us, and anticipating some 

resoonse to his or her question. 
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Within this cosmic framing of dramatic Actuality as Dialo use, 

then, the Drama of cosmic History (in which we play a crucial part in re- 

cognising History as primarily Drama, and seeing our actuality as primarily 

that of 'part', 'actor') is articulated as the interaction in Man (in whom 

Actuality and Nothing symmetrically meet in the earthly inscription of 'I' 

in the open play of figure or form) of free Spirit and mechanical Natter, 

of 'divine' and 'natural', 'heavenly' and 'earthly'. Freedom, Divinity, 

is 'outside' Natural Law and its mechanical Economy of inscription of fig- 

ure within figure. Yet this Freedom, which is (first of all) Self-Expression 

expresses itself precisely in a formal recognition that the very Actuality 

of Natural Law is itself 'outside' that Law. In the very Fact of Nature, 

what we must naturally call 'what is outside Nature' speaks 'in' Nature. 

- Here again is the figure of Beginning, of the Act of Creation: the 'hid- 

den Light' shines or speaks in the distinction of Light and Dark, in the 

Actuality which distinguishes itself from a merely formal opposition of 
two symmetric 'marks' or 'names': 

Elohim called Light 'Day', and Darkness 'Night'. 

More particularly, within this limiting cosmic Frame of the Actuality 

of Distinction, the divine Spirit freely intervenes through 'providential' 

suspension of the Law of Nature - that is, through the inscription in the 

natural Economy of Matter of figures of the distinction of what is 'natural' 

and what 'outside Nature', 'supernatural'. Indeed the very Act of C_'eation 

may be seen as a limiting instance of this figure. We, in turn, may part- 
icipate in this figure of Spiritt- by assenting to the actuality of I AM 
in us - in 'prophetic' inspiration. Most notably, with the figure of the 

mosaic authorship of the Law, is revealed a general figure or frame of 
participation in this interaction of I AM and World, of Spirit and 'latter. 

This Law of Moses is for Philo the primary embodiment or Actu- 

ality of the figure of 'mystery', and he describes its elementary 'work- 

ing' in the language of the 'mysteries'. The written Law is the inscrip- 
tion in the earthly play of figure (itself 'framed' by the figure of 'law' 

as principfef/öFinGCriution of one figure within another) of the distinct- 
ion of Actuality from this very Image in which it is inscribed. This fig- 

ure of the Jewish Law as primary Mystery comes full-circle in framing the 
very configuration of its 'inscription' in the earthly Economy of natural 
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activity: the allegory of Genesis, Beginning, comes down to Moses' re- 

assertion of Law in the figure of Return to the Land, Exodus from Egypt, 

In which the allegory finally defines the part in Kosmos of the inscript- 

ion of the allegory in the figure of Writing. The allegory defines the 

part of allegory as framing within the written Text of the Law its cos- 

mic Context, this figure being the very Image of the framing of the play 

of images (including the image of a difference between Actuality and Image) 

in actuality - the very Image of the actuality of the Image. Thus the 

'mosaic' Text frames allegorically the literal texts of particular laws. 

In particular laws - in the jewish framing of activity within a literal 

Law - jewish activity is articulated so as to frame, in its unitary ins- 

cri#ion in the figure of a Law in which literal and allegorical coincide, 

a question for all nations, and all individuals, which is systematically 

answered in the recognition of Moses' cosmic framing of the literal Law 

as itself allegory. And one enters into this Answer to the question of 

'I', by finding in the figure of Law (at the very beginning of the first 

Book) the self-expression of a distinction of Actuality and Nature in the 

frame of a Word, 1\koc 
, of which this Law is the direct reflection in one 

of its 'sides' - in its 'natural' or earthly side. 

That is: the question posed by the inscription of this Law in 

the material Economy of the World, as frame of Jewish activity, and amount- 
ing to: 'What is my part in this distinction of 'within' and 'without' the 

Jewish Law? ' is answered by the step into the frame of Law, by the step of 
identifying this very step with its part in the Law, knowing this choice 

as a participation in that Choice which, as the first Act or Actuality of 
Kosmos, frames the Law as reflection in an earthy Economy of a heavenly 

distinction of Heaven and Earth. Jews, says Philo, are born into this 

primary Mystery; outsiders, 'the Nations' ('Gentiles'), can only find this 

last step of the chice of Choice at the limit of a laborious philosophical 
Deflection, which ultimately leads to the question of the difference of 

Actuality from Nothing, and (perhaps) the recognition of the Answer to this 

limiting Question in the Mystery of the Jewish Law. 

The opening-up of this step to gentile Reflection has come 
through a long unfolding or development of this 'greek' figure of Reflect- 
ion or Philosophy. In that 'natural' access to the Mystery of Law - in 
the last step in which the 'gentile' in some sense becomes spiritually 
a 'jew', he knows the self-assertion of I AM in the radical Ch ice of 
Creation as 'outside' the symmetric 'natural' articulation of figure 
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within figure, form within form. In particular, he knows this Choice 

as 'outside' that Time which frames the material Economy of Nature or 

Natural Law. This Choice 'outside' Time, though, articulates figures 

'in' Time, insofar as it frames the the very figure of Time in which 

those figures are in turn inscribed. - It appears or expresses itself 

in Time as articulating Time 'towa. rds' an 'End' chosen 'outside' Time: 

and this Actuality of Choice 'in' Time is simply the reflection in the 

figure of Time of the inscription of that figure within a primary Actu- 

ality of Choice. 

Thus, stepping 'outside' Time, the gentile philosopher who 

has at last reached the radical Question, Choice, at the limit of his 

reflection, can see his concluding-step into the Mystery of Law as itself 

partaking in the articulation of Time in Choice. - As his part in the cos- 

mic scheme 'chosen' in the very Act of Creation (itself timeless). - In 

a 'scheme' or frame of Time which is a direct correlate of the radical 

Actuality of Choice itself. - Kosmos as Frame in which the instance of 

framing frames itself simply as I AM. 

What, then, is the simplest figure of such a scheme of Kosmos? 

We saw how the initial Actuality of a distinction of this Actu- 

ality from the play of figure in which it is formally inscribed as 'out- 

side' the symmetrical play unfolds to the pc'int where this distinction is 

itself reflected in the play of figure (the latter being inscribed in Act- 

uality as 'Matter', 'Nature', 'Image'. We have now seen how this Mystery 

of the jewish Law eventually becomes accessible at the limit of gentile 
Reflection - this constituting a primary figure of the integration of 'in- 

side' and 'outside' of this Law within an Actuality first presented in the 

domain of the Image only to those born within the Law. The 'end' or final- 

ity of the whole Scheme then consists in the complete integration of the 

domain of the Image within this inscription in Actuality. This amounts, 
it will be seen, to the integration of Image and Actuality in the figure 

of Man, in whom these two sides are mirrored. All men will enter into the 

primary f'ystery of the I-awl and all human activity and choice will be in- 

scribed in the Actuality of Choice. The 'End of Time' amounts to reaching, 
in the activity of integration of choices within Choice, the initial figure 

of a cosmic distinction of Actuality and Image: this last step in the re- 
integration of Actuality and Image is focussed in the figure of Man, who, 
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in this last step, this last Day, knows himself in the, unity of I AN. 

The Act of Creation is as it were completed in the last step of integrat- 

ion of Actuality and Image, concluding a cycle of unfolding and integrat- 

ion prefigured in the initial cycle of the First Day: 

Elohim called Light 'Day', and Darkness 'Light'. And there was 
Evening and there was Morning: One Day. 

The unfolding of Nature is as it were. mirrored, in the eternal framing 

of Time in the radical Actuality of Choice, by the involution or converg- 

ence of Time towards its inscription within the Actuality of Distinction 
(of which it is initially the barest image): the End of Time is its trans- 

figuration through the interaction of Spirit and Matter in the figure of 
Man. 

Thus for Philo the figure of the Messiah, the Christ, has two 

'sides': allegorically it presents the transfiguration of the individual 

man in the participation in I AM; literally it represents or prefigures 

the integration of all human activity, each agent knowing his part within 

the coordination of all choices within a unitary Law. The stoics - Aratus, 

Polybius and Posidonius - had framed World-History down to the first cent- 

ury before our Era as the inscription of cycles of activity within wider 

and wider cycles, ending in the limiting cycle of recurrent cosmic con- 

flagration. Philo took this scheme, but made the end of the cosmic cycle 

of Creation (in which Time as limiting figure is inscribed in the prim- 

ary actuality of Choice) not a repetition of the beginning, but rather 

the transfiguration of the beginning - the transfiguration of the figure 

of Beginning, Genesis. Each participation of our choice in the Actuality 

of Choice further articulates this Actuality 'in' Time, until the scheme 

concludes in the complete articulation of the distinction of Eternity and 
Time 'in' Time, the full inscription (that is) of Time in Eternity - the 

complete integration of earthly activity within heavenly harmony. 

Thus the elementary figure of our part as men and women in 
Creation is articulated in the inscription of choice within Choice, of 
our activity within the figure and actuality of Actuality. Our part 
lies primarily in the distinction of our divine actuality as each 'I' - 
as each, indeed I AM, God - from the bodily image of this actuality, 
lost in the play"of images, in Sense, in the 'World', 'earthly' imaginat- 
ion. The highest activity of man is that Prayer which is a direct part- 
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icipation in I AN - in Divinity, Actuality. The chief virtues are those 

we have already seen (in Mark's account of the Christ's instruction in Pray- 

er) articulated in this figure: vTKZ e, the 'faith' which is the flaming 

of action within the primary scheme of I AM distinguishing itself from Mat- 

ter and Image; the mercy or forgiveness of faults which sees these not as 
the faults of any 'I', but rather as the results of some 'I' being lost in 

an image of himself or herself - and the 1vvtvot.. c, repentance, which is the 

recognition of this figure of fault in ourselves, through which the actuality 

of 'I' in us distinguishes itself from its empty image, through that divine 
Mercy or Grace in which our exercise of mercy towards others itself partici- 

Dates. As action is first of all choice, and choice the inscription of act- 
ion within the primary. figure of Actuality - Choice - so these primary ele- 

ments of such inscription are for Philo the primary , virtues - just 

as Plato had found the primary virtues of justice, wisdom, courage and bal- 

ance corresponding to his framing of action in the Philebus and the Laws, and 
the stoics had found the primary virtue of 'playing one's part' in detachment 

from Sense. 

The primary 'end', the result or 'reward' fer the practice of 
these philonic virtues is simply the actuality 'outside' Time discovered 
in this practice. When the bodily image of this actuality dissolves in 

death, the actuality is left or somehow remains - knows itself then in 

a more radical distinction from its material or bodily image, than is pas- 
sible while still 'in' the body. Knows itself as participating in the et- 
ernal actuality of I AM - Actuality which is the primary End or Good, of 
which all earthly goods are sensible images. 

I suggested at the beginning of this 'second half' of the First 
Part of this History or Story, that one might find in the 'parts' of the 
Christ and of Philo analogous or parallel 'versions' of that coincidence 
of 'poetic' and 'logical' orders in a radical figure of Question that frames 

a transition into 'our Era' (a transition later determined as Conception of 
the Christ). Indeed this figure of 'Question' finds a primary expression 

-Vrecise. ly`as a sort of imaginary point of convergence of Reflection and Act- 
Son from which 'christian' and philonic versions are taken as parallel 
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initial steps - as a notional coincidence of parallel 'steps' back from 

these analogous 'versions', and notional steps forwards from the analogous 

positions of, say, Cicero, Posidonius and Antiochus, towar, s the middle of 

the first century 'before Christ', before our 'Era'. 

- Of course such an imaginary 'point', 'in Time', merely marks 

the figure of Questicn - the figure in which the transition from Cicero 

to Philo and Christ may be framed in a unitary way. 'The QuestiDn' does 

not (of course) appear as such at any point in-between Cicero and Philo: 

what I frame in this figure of Question is simply what, in the configuratio!. 

of Reflection and Activity, World, is 'open' to such framing. To frame 

what is thus 'open' to being framed as Conception of Christ, or Access of 

Reflecticn to the T-Tystery of the Law, or simply as the question of how to 

frame the possibility of different 'framings' opened up in the configurat- 

ion of these various different framings... is simply to mark this 'opening- 

up' in various ways. To mark it simply as 'Question' - as the question of 

how to mark it - amounts, then, to marking a distinction from this marking 

of 'what' is thus marked. It was just this actuality of what is 'open' in 

the transition, distinguishing itself from its 'marking', inscription, in 

the logical frame of this present text, that amounted to the marking, at 

the close of the Introduction, CC an ontical 'out-side' of this text. 
_, 

Philo, then, frames this radical iuestion of the Frame, of 
'framing', 'logically': the limiting question of greek Reflection, posed 

by the inscription in the symmetries of the neopythagorean scheme of the 

distinction between such a scheme and its actuality, is resolved by inscr- 

ibing this very resolution in the primary 'outward' working of such a dis- 

tinction as primary Actuality of Kosmos. This 'participation' of the fram- 

ing of Actuality in the Actuality it marks as primary cosmic Frame, frames 

itself in the intermediate 'poetic' figure of Jewish Law as primary reflect- 
ion in the play of figure of the distinction of Actuality from its Image 

in that play. That is: the 'logical' figure of the primary Actuality of 
Kosmos as a psychical distinction of this distinction from the ontical dif- 

ference by which it is marked (as the 'psychical' self-distinction of I AM) 

is mirrored in the configuration of the Law by Philo's assertion of his 

part of reflection on the Law as participation in this Actuality. 

This move presents a 'logical' parallel or analogue of the 'part' 
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of 'the Christ': the part of presenting to each III the question of 

his or her part in the transition marked by this question, in the Last 

Days. The pp. rt of framing the Law as a simple question: Image or Actuality. 

- And within this 'part', itself framed as a whole in the death of the 

Christ - in the question, Body or Soul.. Platter or Spirit? - this question 
framed in the allegorical figures presenting an image of the distinction 

of Image and Actuality in particular situations - in TrAeKý->. ' 
, 'para- 

bles' or parallels. - Or in those wonders, 'miracles', in which the same 
figure of an image of the distinction of image and actuality in some part- 
icular situation finds (if we are to believe the stories) 'physical' ex- 

pression. - Or in those simple cosmic schemes or figures of Heaven and 
Earth, expressed literally, rather than transposed into parables and mir- 

acles. 

- Again this 'part' is framed in the figure of Jewish Law as 

Drimary image of the self-distinction of Actuality from Image. - But 

whereas in Philo's part the basic question which frames all the others 
is that of the framing of the initial Distinction which itself frames the 

Kosmos in which (in turn) it annears as a question for Reflection, here 

the basic question is: How frame the activity of this man? 

- An activity which presents itself as question, and presents 

our part in it as 'framing' it one way rather than another. - And this 

questi^n focussed - framed indeed - in the question: Is this the Christ 

of the Jews? .. And this focussing of the question of our part in framing 

our hart in Kosmos, in the question of the 'part' of this man Jesus of Na- 

zareth (rather Yeshua or Yehoshua: 'I ATT (is) salvation') amounts precisely 
to the figure of 'Christ', if we so choose. - In this recognition, in 

choosing that story, and our part in it as that choosing, we recognise 
the actuality of I AM as Choice presenting itself as a universal choice 
focussed in the question 'Who is this man? ', 'What does he think he's do- 

ing? ', 'How am I to take this insistence that it's up to me to decide..? '. 

- And this focussing of the question of Choice in a 'universal' form - at- 
taching to all men and women simply as each finding their part marked as 
the question of how to frame - this in the 'story' to be framed - corresp-& 
onds to the figure of 'Messiah', 'Anointed' or Chosen of I AM as it ap- 
pears in the Return from babylonian Exile towards the close of the sixth 
century. (Just as Philo's 'mystery' of the Law repeats the pythagorean 
figure of marking what distinguishes itself - in the configuration of the 

mark - from the mark). 
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r? ow whereas Philo's reflection is 'logically' framed as 
text (albeit 'commentary', inscribed in the interface of the Text of 

the Law, and Kosmos as Context), this 'question' of the Christ is fram- 

ed primarily as activity - as Action, Drama. - As a drama in which sub- 

sequent written accounts, subsequent attempts to frame the action as, 

text, themselves correspond to the 'parts' of 'christians' (or, later, 

the parallel 'parts' of their critics) in the dramatic configuration they 

themselves frame as text, as a unitary story. 

That is (then) Jesus' framing his activity as Christ, and in 

this presenting as open in the context of this activity the part of fram- 

ing one's activity, one's situation and one's part in it, amounts form- 

ally to a 'poetic' or dramatic framing of what is 'open' in the config- 

urntinn -ubseauently framed as the beginning of an Era ( as a new Begin- 

ning, indeed, a"mirroring of Philo's initial configurati(., n of Genesis in 

one side - the 'Darkness' - of that first Beginning). 

The successive framings, then, within this 'dramai; c' scheme or 

configuration, of this scheme, eventually arrive at a 'logical' -a 'philo- 

sophical'-account of the inscription of such an account in such a scheme, 
during the third century - notably in Origen's 'apology' for christianity 
(written about 248) in his defence against the criticisms made by Celsus 

about a century before - criticisms attaching primarily, it seems, to 

the 'unphilosonhical' circularity of a 'poetic' framing of one's framing 

of activity as one element of the activity so framed. (From the point of 

view of the Critic, standing 'outside' such a short-circuit of the free 
'play' of figures and frames, the circu1. a- ty corresponds to figures of 
dogmatism and superstition - which, indeed, a 'mechanical' circularity 
of a story which incoruorates as one element the difference between story 

and context, precisely is.. ). 
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'Apostle to the Gentiles' 

The first step in the framing of the ' christian' drama within that dranaý 

as text - and. the earliest 'christian' texts - are found in the letters 

of the graeco-syrian pharisee Paul of Tarsus in Cilicia to the 'churches', 
Z'assemblies' (most of which he had set up) amang the 'gentiles' - outside 
the Land of the 'Old Contract', asserting a New Contract as universal frame 

of activity for every 'I', Jew or gentile. 

Paul had begun by finding his part in christian activity as the 

reinscription of the new 'version' of the Law within the old Law as a trans- 

gression of that old Law - by attempting to reinscribe this new distinction, of 
Choice from its image in the formal articulation of all activity under the 

old Law, in the articulation of that Image. The question of his part, then, 

in the christian drama, focusses this question of the 'part', of the choice 

of Choice distinguishing itself from its Image. In his attempt to reassert 

the Law in Syria, Paul - or rather Saul the pharisee - somehow finds him- 

self in a new part: the figure of the Christ asserts itself to distinguish 

the distinction of Actuality and Image from the image of this distinction 

as inscribed within the formal articulation of literal Law. Saul becomes 

Paul: his 'I' shifts from the bodily image, the Flesh, Saul the pharisee, 
to the Actuality of the Christ in which Paul finds the actuality of his 

new 'I': 

4a bam, o%fC L&. Lw 0A. 
, 

XQ0. C1°i (1) 
I lice, but not I, but Christ, lives in me. 

- And the 'art of this new 'I' in the frame in which it thus first 

finds itself, 'newborn in Christ', is simply to assert this part of 
Christ asserting through him the distinction of Actuality and Image, of 
Spirit and Flesh, Grace and Law, Faith and Works, Paul and Saul. 

This assertion, then, and the activity, the 'mniss_on' it organ- 
ises, is framed first of all simply by Paul's physical or bodily Posit- 
ion 'outside' the Land: in this simple physical image the true 'home' of 
the believer distinguishes itself from its historical i: e in that Land. 
The true Exile is exile from participation in the figure of Spirit, of 
the actuality of the figure of the Christ distinguishing itself from its 
bodily imageE7 'r8m this actuality as framing our activity through assent 
to our cart in that figure, and the story it frames - Exile from 'Grace', 
Xeýýý 

, from the 'free gift' of actuality as participation in the free 

1: Letter to. he Galatians, II. xx 
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Choice that appears in Philo's commentaries as the Act of Creation, 

and as divine Mercy. 

ý The outward, 'physical', correlation of Exile and Transgression 

in the history of the jews is thus an image, a prefi, ration, opening up 

now the possibility of direct participation in the more radical figure 

of Mercy and Grace. 

Paul's part, as he frames it in his letters, is to present or 

represent this new 'frame' or figure, 'outside' the Land of the Old Con- 

tract, the old frame of Law. His part thus 'frames' access to the New 

Contract from 'outside' the Land and Law, as this 'part' of figure of 
'AnOstle to the Gentiles' is in turn. 'framed' in the figure and actuality 

of the Christ. That is: his inscription of his part, his 'I', his assertion 

and activity, within the activity framed by the question of the Christ, in 

its turn frames the activity of those, those 'I's', those fmrther 'parts' 

in the drama, that enter into this figure of the Christ 'through' him, Paul. 

His letters to christian groups in Asia Minor and Greece, that 

he has thus 'framed' - of which he has 'laid the foundation' - in which he 

is 'present in the Spirit' - with which he is 'in labour-pains' - groups 

of which he is the 'father' - these letters amount then (as he sees it) 

to his part in framing activity within these groups, consequent to his in- 

itial part of framing those groups 'in Christ' through his 'good news', his 

aýý YýL1"ýoý , his version of the story. 

In these letters, then, Paul presents his part, his 'apostolic' 

authority, as itself inscribed within the primary figure of the framing 

of christian activity as a whole 'in Christ', in that primary figure of 
distinction of Law and Grace, Flesh and Spirit, Works and Faith, Image and 
Actuality. -A figure which, in turn, frames the authority by which he 

himself asserts the primacy of this figure. The articulati. n of these 

distinctions in the primary distinction of Spirit and Body, focussed in 

the bodily death of the Christ, and 
P anl framing 

of his assertion of this 

primary frame of christian activity in that frame, amount to his framing 

of his part in deciding questions which arose in christian groups 'outside' 
the Land of the Old Contract. 

A first letter, then, dating from around the middle of the cen- 
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tury, to the gr- up he had instituted in the macedonian ca-)ital, 'hes- 

sal"nica, exhorts them - in the face of local jewish persecution which 

had driven Paul from the-city to faith, activity which reflects his own 

n art in first framing the group. - This in the simple scheme of an im- 

ment transition from earthly to heavenly life, prefigured by the trans- 

itinn from the earthly body of Christ to his heavenly Spirit in his death. 

The current framing of the relations of Heaven and Earth on Earth in earth- 

ly terms will soon be 'transfigured' dramatically into a 'heavenly' King- 

dom in which those relations are framed in Heaven, in Spirit. 

A long letter, a few years later, to the independent group at 
Rome (which he had not instituted ) presents Paul's part in the Drama, as 

he himself frames this Drama and, in it, this part of presenting it to 

the 'Gentiles', the 'Nations'. The letter announces the part in this scheme 

of an intended visit to the capital of the World, after an impending vis- 

it to the capital of the Jews - to Jerusalem, where he had already come 

to an agreement over his cart 'outside' the Jewish Land, with the 'most- 

les to the Jews' (1). 

- But the Jews of Jerusalem brought him (like the Christ before 

him) before the roman authorities, as seeking to incorporate the Jewish -11 
Law in the new Way - just as he had earlier tried to reinscribe this 

Way within that Law, as a Jewish transgression of the Law. After a couple 

of years under roman house-arrest, Paul appealed (under roman Law) to the 

emperor in Rome to resolve his case. While under house-arrest in Rome 
(61-63) awaiting the outcome of this arpeal, Paul heard of a new 'version' 

of the cosmic drama, that was being asserted in the church of Colossae, 
(near Ephesus) whöse institution he had delegated to the colo'sian Epaphras .!, 
Paul's last three letters are to the grout at Ephesus (which he had per- 

sonally founded) to that at Colossae, and a short personal letter to one 

of the prominent members (who he had himself 'converted') of the latter fi 

group. The letter to Colossae contains an injuction that it be trans- 

mitted to the phryrgian capital Laoiicea, and that the letter to .- ira_ F 

re read at Colossae: the letter to Laodicea may well be the same as that 

'to Ephesus' - an open letter to the various groups in'Asia' (western 

Asia Minor). In these two open letters, Paul frames the authority of 
his assertion of the part of the figure of Christ in the scheme of Kosmos , 

1: Letter to Galatia, ch 2 

so 



which he opposes to the reinscription of the christian Drama within 

an abstract greek scheme: 
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See that no-one makes a prey of you through Philosophy and 

empty deception, according to human tradition, according to 

the elemental spirits of the Kosmos, and not according to 

Christ. For in him the whole fullness of deity dwells bodily, 

and you are fulfilled. in him, who is the head of all rule and 

authority. 
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.. stripping all rules and authorities [principalities and powers'] 

he freely presented them for what they were, triumphing over 

them in himself. So let no-one pass judgement on you in quest- 

ions of food or of drink, of festivals or new moons or sabbaths: 

these are a shadow of things to come, but the Christ is the very 

body. Let no-one disqualify you, insisting on self-abasement 

and worshipping of angels, taking his stand on visions, puffed 

up without reason by his sensuous mind. 

'Philosophy': the 'godless and silly myths' of the pseudo-paul- 

ine letter to Timothy: 

1: Letter to the Colossians, 11,8-10 2: ibid, II, 15-18 
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.. to% S5 ýýCýý. 6/` K. I: 
V 

ý/Q O<rýlýslý ýV eaý NOl eOý+r?. Oýi.. 
(1) 

.. keep away from profane and silly myths.. 

ý�(Z -rº 
iw o8 u-, 't ýV caec a- CV :ý 

oV , 
CdýT ettcö ýº1. ToýS' 

(ýL\. ý.?. e"ýS ýGtvoý.. aJýöºS KIa. ý . 
ýý7-týýýi1ýc 'Cýý ýLvýA1ºý+ý,. oJ 

6r. L. ve.. 
14 (2i 

Oh Timothy, guard what has been entrusted to you. Stay away 

frgm the profane empty talk and contradiction of 'Knowledge' 

as it is falsely called, for in professing it some have missed 

the mark as regards the faith. 

'In him the whole fulness of deity dwells bodily': 'Fulness', 
lT&. ai Actuality, Being, 'in itself', distinguishing itself from 

its inscription in the physical order of Matter, Image, as 'outside' 

that worldly order... a 'logical' actuality of Knowledge, riýS 
, dis- 

tinguishing itself from the 'outward' physical difference of 'inside' 

and 'outside' by which the distinction (from that outwardness) is 

marked. 'Fulness' then a pure 'inside' which is outside the physical 

difference of inside and outside: such is the 'God' of 'Philosophy', 

of that 'profane myth'. A myth framing physical Creation as Fiction: 

a formal or merely apparent, 'outward' distinction of Actuality, 1t {- 

from something 'outside' - which latter has no actuality.. a 
'fiction' turning in the formal marking of something 'outside' Being, 

a fiction turning in and upon itself, like Parmenides' inaugural 

distinction of Being and Non-Being, which distinction itself is the 

very nothing nominally identified as one of its 'terms', the inau- 

gural abstraction of the circuit of Fiction from true Being. 

A Fiction or Creation in which we are trapped, imprisoned, 

by the very circuit of fictions, the circular return of Fiction upon itself] 

1: First Letter to Timothy, IV, 7 2: ibid, ad fin. 
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-A Fiction or Creation 'framed' by the formal 'I' of the jewish god, 

with our own actuality or part in Actuality, trapped as a bodily image 

within frames-within-frames, fiction-within-fiction - within the circuits 

of astral (planetary) forces, one within the other, framing this last cir- 

cuit of earthly matter in which we are trapped in the image of ourselves, 

reflecting within the iniiial fiction of a distinction of this fiction from 

Actuality, the very configuration of that distinction. 

- The only way to return to the I -p-'k, then, is to find our 
way back, from frame to frame, until-we reach the ultimate frame of Fict- 
ion as such, and see it for what it is: until we frame the final distinct- 
ion between Actuality and the fictional distinction of Actuality and Fict- 
ion. We learn that way back, that Return, through the Knowledge, t c%S, 
which frames out hearing of that knowledge in fiction-within-fiction, un- 
til the whole series of frames are finally inscribed within the primary 
distinction through which Actuality distinguishes itself from Image or 
Fiction, through which the 'fulness' of the 'inside' distinguishes itself 
from the 'outward' distinction of a symmetric 'inside' and 'outside', from 
the formal difference of Being and Nothing. 

lTow, just as the whole Fiction or Creation is framed in the 
Jewish Law, in the first circuit of 'I AM', in that initial recurrence 
of the logical order in a symmetrical opposition of logical and physical, 
so the successive astral or planetary circuits within this primary cir- 

cuit correspond to the 'angels' of the Jewish Law - the 'powers' , Sývr ýº4i5 , 
that Philo identifies with under the primary 'powers' or 'princi- 

palities' of the Book of Daniel - Michael, for example as the angel who 
frames the activity of the Jewish Nation or Principality. 

So much for the 'godless and silly myths', in outline... just 

what version or versions were appearing in the churches of Asia after the 

mid-century we do not know - except that they must have prefigured the 

complex 'gnostic' systems of the succeeding century. Presumably the ear- 
liest 'p'°55 embodied the simple figure just sketched, common to the sub- 
sequently divergent developments. The very simplest figure is simply the 
inscription of the 'poetic' figure of the christian 'mystery' of Paul, 
in a more 'radical' logical figure: Out of an initial simple 'inside' or 

there comes, in a first step, a distinction of 'inside' and 
'outside', which is somehow mistaken (the various versions of this init- 
ial Aistake diverge) fvr something 'outside' the logical articulation of 
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the The christian 'mystery' , then, is taken as the 'poetic' 

or dramatic presentation, within the 'outside', in Creation as primary 

Fiction, of the initial Mistake. Various later gnostic schemes, for ex- 

amDle, mae of Jesus' embodiment a sort of phantasm or collective halluc- 

ination in which the Actuality of the expresses itself at the 

'centre' of Creation, by distinguishing itself from the sensible Image, 

this distinction focussed (as it were) in the actuality of the Christ, 

distinguishing itself from that bodily image to which we are all so firmly 

attached. The christian story is inscribed within the logical or cosmo- 

logical frame of T orl& as allegory - within the 'logical' determination 

of this figure of allegory as image of the distinction of actuality and 

image. The 'christian' chooses his part, in the christian story, of choos- 

ing that story, and acts out that part, framing his activity in r*TtL 

'faith'. The 'gnostic' frames this 'faith' as an 'image' of the truth, 

that works to effect a rising of the soul through various degrees of il- 

lusory figures, but which does not overcome the last figure of Fiction, 

Creaticn, Image, itself - the step out of which, out of the illusory op- 

position of logical and physical orders, into the participation in the 

logical determination of this distinction (into the logical distinction 

of logical and physical, and the final abstraction of this logical order 

of distinction from the outward difference by which it is marked) is part- 
icipation. in the 'psychical' actuality of Y, Tcýs . The christian story, 
then, leads to the last question, the last figure, in which Actuality ex- 

presses itself by distinguishing itself from the 'outward' or fictional 

distinction of 'inside' and 'outside' - leads to the interface of ýºýºýQýt 

or 'fulness of deity' and visible Creation. 

Cosmic history, then, is presented as an initial descent of Act- 

uality, 'Light', into Darkness, Ignorance, and a subsequent process of Re- 

turn to the simple Inside or Actuality of the -f. ýýýý Actuality expres- 

ses itself in the Darkness of Creation, Matter, in figures, images, of 
the distinction of actuality and image, as these find expression in dif- 

ferent historical myths and religions, which are all thus framed in a unit- 

ary way as more or less radical allegories, amounting to the intervention 

in Creation of more or less powerful forces of Light, mirrored in the astr- 

al forces of Creation, since the logical or psychical articulation of the 
is mirrored in the physical articulation of visible Creation. 

Man, in this scheme, amounts to the very reflection of the Act- 

uality of the ºý(' -in the Nothing or Matter of its 'outside' , and thus 
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the 'christian' figure or image of the distinction in Man of Actuality 

and Image, Light and Dark, constitutes a sort of limiting frame in which 

all religions and mythologies may be inscribed, the last step in a pro- 

cess of Actuality expressing itself in the illusive play of figures which 

is visible Creation. In some gnostic systems the Jewish Law was the pen- 

ultimate stet in this progressive revelation - in others the God of the 

Old Contract was the chief of the forces of Darkness, an I All that doesn't 

know that it or He is the interface of Visible and Invisible, knowing 

nothing of the Actuality 'above' him, of the but seeing himself 

as fing the whole of Creation, the Image which he takes for the Whole, 

when properly it is Nöthing. - An illusory 'I' that is the very framing 

of Darkness, imprisoning Man in the systematic image of choice and its 

actuality, in His Jewish Law. 

By certain kinds of 'exercise' , 
'oý--l tj , one could learn to 

distinguish the actuality of one's part in the 'fulness of deity' - one's 

part in Actuality - from the image in which one was 'imprisoned', and be- 

gin to rise through the various stages of the Prison, the Frame of Cre- 

ation. Thus Paul refers to abstention from certain kinds of food and 
drink: by detaching oneself from certain 'natural' figures of appetite, 

one could distinguish one's 'spirit' (or ranter Spirit could distinguish 

itself) from certain 'images' in which it was naturally trapped. Thus an 

appetite for a certain food or drink corresponds to a 'figure' of mechanic:: 
bodily existence: in one's imagination there is a 'me' and a certain food, 

say; the wcrking of the image is such that the 'me' eats the foot. I as 

it were unthinkingly play my part in the little scene, which then leaves 

me in another situation where I play my part in another little scene, and 

so on and on in a mechanical circle. ýýýý"e" S breaks these circles and al- 
lows the actuality of a choice Iwhich has distinguished itself from the un- 
thinking mechanism of the little scenes or frames of action, to better 

know itself in distinction from the image of choice according to which, 
for example, appetite seems to induce me to 'choose' to eat cdrtain food. 

Certain ritual acts, certain figures of action, will allow 

certain 'angelic' forces of Light to express themselves (through these 

figures, images of their distinction from the Image) through me - which 
is to say: will allow my access to these figures, these forces, and the 
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'breaking' of a complementary or antithetical force of 'Darkness'. 

In particular, rituals associated with the astral cycles of Time, 

'festival or new moon or sabbath', will allow me to break through 

the mechanisms of cycle-within-cycle in which, otherwise, my earthly 

activity is trapped - in some self-perpetuating circle or other. 

Further, by 'thinking', framing my situation, in the scheme 

of 00-iS , in this cosmic scheme of Descent through nested frames of 

the Image and Return back through them to"%O'wr, oc, I can enter con- 

figurations in which I play a part, participate in, 'heavenly' figures 

of Actuality: when it, where it, is no longer this embodied 'me' that 

is thinking, but some 'higher' actuality that was 'lost in' that bodi- 

ly image. An earthly configuration of imagination and activity gives 

way to 'visions', and the interaction with angelic forces they frame. 

I 

In short, the 'gnostic' inscribes his activity in this 'log- 

ical' frame, inscribing in that logical scheme the christian frame of 

dirt as one component: as a limiting allegory in which all other al- 

legories can in turn be inscribed as subordinate figures, subordinate 

actualities within that radical image of the distinction of Actuality 

from Image. The christian 'mystery' prefigures the final mystery of 
r'yw4r%S, which organises the activity of the 'illuminated' gnostic as 

systematic abstraction from Matter, from the Prison of the Image. 

Confronting this incipient inscription of the dramatic frame 

of the christian mystery within what purports to be a deeper or higher 

Mystery (of which the christian mystery is the last prefiguration, just 

as the jewish Law ', prefigured' christianity), Paul insists upon the 

more radical character of the figure of the Christ, the very frame of 

coordination of T1ý ýeý and Image in the Drama of Creation: 
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He' is the image of the invisible God, the first-born of all 
Creation: for in him all things were created, in the Heavens 

and on Earth, Visible and Invisible, whether Thrones or Domin- 

ions or Principalities or Authorities - all things were created 
through him and with him as their end: he is before all things, 

and all things are coordinated in him. And he is the Head of 

the Body, of the Church: he is its principle, first-born of; the 

dead, that he might be first in all things. For in him the 

whole Fulness pleased to dwell, and through him to reconcile all 

things to him, making peace through the blood of his cross, 

through him, whether things on Earth or things in the Heavens. 
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He has abounded to us, making known to us in all wisdom and 

prudence the mystery of his will, according to his purpose which 
he set out in him as an economy of the fulness of time, bring- 

ing all things to a head in the Christ, the things in the Heav- 

ens and the things on Earth. 

The purportedly 'deeper' knowledge of the gnostic has 'indeed 

an appearance of wisdom', but this appearance is just that: 'only a 

shadow', belonging to the World (3)... to the World, the Flesh, which 
it appears to oppose.. the appearance of opposing Appearance. 

1: Colossians I, 15-20 2: Ephesians I, 9-10 3: Colossians II 
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The figure of the Christ, which (rather, who) frames the 

step into the christian 'Drama' - the step into the working or actu- 

ality of that figure, distinguishing Actuality from Image in the very 

configuration in which we find ourselves (unlike the gnostic 'myth' 

which is centred in an imaginary 'fulness', an Inside 'outside' the 

outward two-sidedness of Heaven and Earth), frames all activity. 

- Frames, as the limiting figuration of its Actuality, Kosmos itself, 

of which Heaven(s) and Earth are two sides (rather than together some 

'outside' of some more radical Inside: 'In him the whole fulness of 

deity dwells bodily'). In this cosmic frame of activity, this scen- 

ario of the cosmic Drama in which our part is to find our part, to 

find ourselves as 'part', we can see that the formal inscription of 

this Drama in which we are involved, and know ourselves 'alive in the 

Christ', within some abstract figure ( in which the whole Drama is 

marked as Mistake, as Nothing).. that this imaginary inscription itself 

belongs to the formal play of 'World' - of images, figures - from 

which we are 'freed' by stepping into the dramatic actuality of the 

Christ in our actual situation and relations: 
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If with Christ you died to the elemental spirits of the Kosmos 
['World'], why do you submit to rules as though still living in 

the World? 'Do not handle, Do not taste, Do not touch' (those 

all being things which perish as they are used), according to 

the precepts and doctrines of men: they do indeed have the form 

of wisdom in their rigour of devotion and self-abasement and sev- 

erity to the body, but these are of value to no-one, serving 
only to indulge the flesh c?: various constructions of the last 

clauses possible]. 

, 111,9 

IH C 

The formal inscription of the dramatic scheme of christian framing 
of activity -and the actuality of framing one's part as thus framing activity 

1: Colossians, 11,20-23 
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in some abstract figure of Kosmos, is thus inscribed as itself only an 
image -a deceptive image - of some formal opposite of the Image. As be- 

longing to that domain of Image which is, indeed, only one 'side' of Creat- 

ion, but whose 'other' side distinguishes itself from this Image in the do- 

main of the Image. The 'invisible God', as in Philo, is the Actuality which 
distinguishes itself from any Image; the two sides of God and World, I ABI 

as the actuality which frames the World, and that 'Matter' which is 'open' 

to this 'framing', meet in the figure of Christ, 'the image of the invisible 

God'. At the midpoint of Time (as it were), the turning-point of the scheme 

of Creation, this actuality of the Christ, the Frame of distinction of Actu- 

ality from Image, appears 'in' the Image, in the World, as Man, as a man, 

and in this figure, through this' figure, we can discover our part in the plan, 

and so participate in the integration of the 'two sides' in the figure of the 

Christ. 

Following the destruction of Jerusalem by a roman army in 70, 

and the dispersion of the first chri$tian group which had been an initial 

Socus of christian activity, 'Mark' made a collection of the stories hand- 

ed down about the Christ's earthly life, and 'Matthew' a collection of 
'sayings'. Between that time and the end of the century, Paul's associate 

Luke (a physician) arranged these, and a few similar elements Iin 
the form 

of a narrative. Around the turn of the century 'John' framed a parallel 
7narrative within Paul's figure of the Actuality of the Christ as Frame of 
Creation, beginning his 'version' of the story with a recasting of the Be- 

Q'It-t., t, 1 / 
innin 

, in its philonic configuration, in this figure. Around the same 
time this writer, 'John', published a warning against gnostic 'versions' of 
the story. Those who are 'in Christ' and frame their activity in Christ, 

lave 'knowledge', YýýPiS , and directly experience, participate in, the 

'corking of truth: they directly know that abstract gnostic schemes, most 
-particularly the 'abstrac`tion' of the Christ from an incarnation in which 
'Word became Flesh', are false. In a short letter -probably to one of the 

churches of Asia Minor - 'the Elder' instructs a sister church to exclude 
gnostic versions (2 John). In another short letter he warns a trusted mem- 
1er of some group or church that he intends to come and assert his authority, 
where a certain Diotrephes has been e=IudiXii7 

itin 
efrom John's church, g 

and furtheoyn excluding those in 1s group that disagree with that measure. 
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The Elder thus frames a correlation between framing activity 
"in' the figure of Christ as primary, and participation in the christian 

group that is, as it were, an image of this framing, in which members part- 

Itate by rlaying their parts in the christian 'version' of the Drama. Re- 

Ilection must be integrated as simply one 'part' among others in this fram- 

ing of activity 'in Christ'. To frame 'activity in Christ' within the log- 

3cal order as primary, as subordinate to the logical frame of y'Nc5 , is 

to be 'outside' of Christ as primary framr: and thus gnostics should be ex- 

cluded from the physical body or frame of the individual christian group, as 

'John' suggests in his second letter. 

- Reflection, then, is simply one variety of activity, to be it- 

self framed within activity-in-Christ as more radical, as primary. Over 

-the course of the second century, various 'gnostic' elements (framing act- 

3. vity within P. 'Logical' frame of distinction of logical (or psychical) and 

'physical (material) as primary), thus 'excluded' from the initial christian 

groups (or perhaps, like the Diotrephes of the third letter, excluding the 

'poetic' framing of activity from a 'christian' group dominated by gnostic 

elements) became organised as dramatic frames, as related groups, parallel 

to 'orthodox' christian groups. Around the middle of the century such frames 

of 'gnosis' became instituted in the various systems of Valentinus, Basilides, 

? larcion and others - notably in Syria and Egypt, where the dominant 'versions' 

of Gnosis reflected the dominant cultural and mythical configurations of those 

two old traditions. 

In a parallel development, the 'christian' frazing of activity 

bad, over the same period, to decide the question of the relations between 

-playing one's Tart in the frame opened up by the Christ, and playing one's 

-part in the roman frame of the World. Paul had urged early 'Christians' to 

regard earthly Law as one side, one element, in the Drama, complemented by 

an Invisible Order which aistinguished itself from such earthly Order in 

-that order. But around the middle of the second century, Montanus, in Phry- 

cia, instituted a move to separate altogether the organisation cf the christ- 

. a. n groups, from that of the various other groups in which, as men and wom- 

en, the:. iembers of these groups were involved - most particularly, from the 

'roman institutions of civil society. Over the following century those who 

-aarticinated in this move, experiencing the framing of this distinction of 
Tieavenly and earthly orders as a new actuality of Spirit, were, like the 
'gnostics', gradually excluded from the 'orthodox' groups, which were in 

-turn being integrated within the unitary frame of a 'catholic' Group of 
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all christian groups, integrated in one Body, a unitary frame of activity, 

which was taken as the earthly image of the integration of christian act- 

ivity in the figure of the Christ. One might take as reflecting this in- 

teCration the systematic persecution of 'the Church' by roman emperors, that 

began with the emperor Decius in 250 (when, for exampie, Origen was imprison- 

ed an tortured) and extended to the severe measures of Diocletian in 303-4- 

Over the course of this third century, the roman Army eventually became 

predomin tly christian. Since the Army had become by this time the primary 

organising force in the roman World, the formal integration of the 'christian' 

frame of activity and roman Law by Constantine in the early years of the 

fourth century (following Diocletian's failure to overcome 'the Church') 

was simiDly the Dart falling to the 'emperor' in the World in which he found 

himself. 

The conflict of the early christian groups with 'gnosticism' and 
'montanism' around the middle of the second century is reflected at Alex- 

andria (as the institutiz>nal focu.; ,i Reflcctj. on in the roman World) by 

the establishment of the 'Catechitical School' as a christian institution 

parallelling the Museum and Library. 

I have already noted that the convergence of the various Schools 

of Reflection was, framed at Alexandria, around the beginning of our Era in 

the sym-netric frame of 'neopythagoreanism'. I took as the primary response 
to the Question posed by the formal difference of the symmetric neopylkhag- 

orea. n incorporation of the various convergent elements and the Actuality of 

a Kosmos in which this formal scheme is found, Philo's framing of Kosmos 

through the assertion of his part and participation in an actuality of 
Choice which (as I AM) distinguishes itself from its formal inscription 
in the symmetric scheme as 'deciding' the difference between Actuality and 
its mere formal possibility. 

By the middle of the third century the various complementary ele- 
ments had been integrated at Alexandria in a neopythagorean frame in which 
the simple philonic figure of Choice was replaced by a more or less system- 
atic scheme of Actuality distinguishing itself from its inscription in a 
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. 'ormal symmetry of Actuality and Frothing, in platonic figures inscribed 

'within the primary distinction of One and Many (in the Parmenides)as primary 

Actuality. This 'neonlatonis*n' of Plotinus constitutes a convergence of 

the parallel developments of 'neopythagorean' figures inside and outside 

the Museum. Outside t? ýe Museum the 'gnostic' figure of practical particip- 

ation in the drama or mystery of psychical Actuality distinguishing itself 

-from Matter (through a logical distinction of that logical distinction from 

the physical difference by which it is marked) appears as 'alekandrian her- 

Meticism', incorporating earlier schemes, of egyptian religion in the famil- 

iar figure of allegory - along with Jewish, christian and 'pagan' schemes 
in various combinations. 

Activity within the Museum over this period is represented by 

the mathematical and medical traditions dating from the third century be- 

fore our Era. Ptolemy, who flourished around the middle of the second cen- 

tury, articulated the spatiotemporal frame of Kosmos, figure within figure 
(according to Hipparchus' trigonometrical principles) within a primary Sphere 

of Heaven, at whose centre was the sphere of Earth (this in the Great Syn- 

taxis - arabic: Almagent - and the Geography). Positions on either sphere 

are given by two angles - 'horizontal' and 'vertical'; the position of plan- 

ts by orthogonal (rectangular) projections onto three orthogonal planes - 
horizontal, (prime) vertical, and meridian - and the position of stars on 
the sDhere of fixed stars by 'stereographic' projection onto the horizontal 

from the opposite role: 

Aor k, p ou- 
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- This systematic articulation of the physical frame of Kosmos 

in terms of its elementary components (in particular the resolution of 

planetary movements into circles-within-circles - epicycles within epicy- 

cles within ecliptics, within the unitary Sphere of Kosmos as a whole)- or 

rather, intervening between the outer Sphere and the sphere of Earth) is 

doubled by the 'invisible' articulation of Actuality set out in the Four 

Books of the That is, Ptolemy systematically presents, 
in the mirroring in the physical frame of Kosmos, of 'astrological' actu- 

ality, one 'side' of the Actuality which is inscribed in the'systematic 

sym-etries of the neopythagorean frame in terms of a primary distinction 

of this Actuality from this its inscription. 

The parallel development of medical studies at the Museum are 
best represented by the writings of Galen, who was completing his studies 

at Alexandria (again) around the middle of the second century. 

Galen integrated the various medical traditions within a primary 
figure of the psychical actuality of the living human body distinguishing 

itself from the physical Matter of its context, through the 'transfigurat- 

ion' or transformation of outward Matter, corresponding to Aristotle's fig- 

ure of Life as the recurrence of a certain form in the distinction of 'in- 

side' and 'outside' that form. That is, the various figures of physiology 

and pathology deriving from the various previous schools, are inscribed, 

one within the other, within a primary figure of psychical actuality (Tviý. 4 

4ux. iJ ) distinguishing itself from its physical inscription in the phys- 
ical difference of 'inside' and 'outside' a living body. 'Inside' the body, 

the primary figure of this 'psychical' actuality is the platonic one of 
Heart mirroring Brain in Liver: the liver effects the primary incorporat- 

ion into the 'system' of the 'physical' interface of digestion, physical 

assimilation, in which 'natural spirit' distinguic"hes or differentiates 

itself from the physical matter of the food. This tv-, Vr. i AvrvDa passes to the 

heart, another interface (of left and right sides of the heart) where 'vital 

anirit' differentiates itself. These then, rrw"r u pass to the 

interface of inside and outside of the brain (a sort of reflection 'inside' 

the body of the body as- interface of physical 'inside' and 'outside') where 
finally 1-_4s vrvý J vX%º, -4 distinguishes itself as psychical actuality. 

This elementary figure of three orders 'in' the body reflects 
(as a r+vt4ý'sz-oer. 

'S 
)a mirror 'macrocosmic' order 'outside' the body - of 
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which Ptolemy, indeed, gives the limiting frame. Medical practice oper- 

ates in each of the three orders (or a combination of them): physical treat- 

ment with drugs, operating in the nutritional interface and its analogues; 

'vital' treatment by the regulation of activity - and, most effective of all, 

'psychical' treatment through the basic figure, now familaiar, of images of 

the distinction of psychical actuality and physical image - 'charms' for ex- 

am, Dle, worn about the neck; prayers and 'magical' operations; 'astrological' 

figures, and so on. 

About the middle of the second century, then - about the time that 

Ptolemy was completing his scheme of Kosmos, and Galen was introducing his 

complementary scheme of the 'microcosm' , Man -a christian 'school', para- 

lleling the pagan Museum, was instituted under the direction of Pantaenus. 

'logically', such an in! titution embodies the figure of a 'logical' determin- 

ation of the place of the logical order of Reflection in christian activity; 

practically, dramatically, it embodies a further incorporation of the 'lot- 

ical' figure of Reflection within the 'poetic' frame of that christian activ- 

ity. This latter aspect is reflected in the part of the successive heads of 

the school (Pantaenus, Clement, Origen.. ) in the formal frame or organisation 

of the alexandrian church, which, by mid-century, was moving towards' that 

figure of a 'catholic' framing of christian activity, group within wider 

group, and one member at each 'level' of framing rescosible fvr 'framing' 

activity at that level. Thus Clement and Origen were, as head of the School, 

'elders' , -r c -rseov (corresponding to one of the three groups - alc: ng wit:: 

priests and lawyers - in the Jewish Council or Sanhedrin), under the author- 

ity of the 'overseer', + 0, -, ^C, S 'bishop') of the alexandrian 

church as a whole, as a unitary group. Origen, indeed, was excluded from the 

alexandrian church ('excommunicated') and removed from headship of the School 

in 230, in a conflict with the Bishop of Alexandria utitth involved both the 

question of an 'irregular' ordination as 'elder' by the Bishop of Jerusalem 

(without the application for the Bishop of Alexandria's approval), and a dost. 

rinal difference between Origen and the alexandrian authorities, elicited by 

Origen's intercourse with valentinian gnosticism. The decision of the alex- 

andrian council or 'synod' (vv'-vocoS ) of egyotian bishops was in turn re- 

jected by the councils of Palestine, Phoenicia, Arabia and Achaea, and Orige:. 

instituted a new school at Caesarea, the roman capital of Palestine. The ep 

sode prefigures the conflicts of different sections of the 'universal' churn 
in those universal or 'ecumenical' (oý0-.. rsr,. «S ) Councils which followed 
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'Constantine's integrat on of Church and Empire (and which were summoned 

'by the Emperor who presided) - such as those of the fourth and fifth cen- 

-turies which excluded various doctrines of Origen - this implying civil pen- 

alties for any who maintained them. 

- But to return to that earlier phase of the Church as frame of 

christian activity, and the peace of Reflection in this frane, as instituted 

at Alexandria (bearing in mind that this institution is contemporary with 

-the first 'synods' or councils: those of Asia Minor which excluded montanism'.. 

The primary object of the 'catechitical schools' of Alexandria 

and other cities was the 'induction' of christian 'converts' - those who had 

as it were discovered or identified themselves with their (part' in the christ- 

. an Drama - who were 'converted' , like-Saul into Paul - into the central 
'mystery' of 'communion'. - That is, an induction into the ritual 'meal' 

around which the activity of the churches 'were becoming organised, through 

the ritual dic'solution or washing-away of sin in 'baptism': an induction to 

-the primary frame of christian activity as participation in the figure of 
Christ through these two symbolic activities which (in the accounts trans- 

miitted from the previous century) marked the beginning and end of his teach- 

ing. Baptism: the invocation of Spirit, distinguishing itself from Matter 

or Flesh in the 'washing-away of sin' - in that 'repentance' which is a re- 

cognition of the correlation of the Flesh, the bodily image of 'I', with a 
dynamic of choice (will, desire) that always leads 'outside' the inscription 

of choice in Choice, of my self-assertion in the self-assertion of I All. 

washing: an image of the separation, at the interface of 'psychical' inside 

and physical 'outside', of psychical actuality from physical image. - An 

image, then, in terms of 'inside' and 'outside' of a bodily interface, of 
that of which this very image is itself the 'outside', the visible exterior. 

- The image of the distinction of the psychical actuality of Spi±it from the 

physical image of this distinction... For the baptised an invocation of Spi- 

rit, for the baptiser, making himself an instrument of the Actuality off 
Spirit, an act of induction of the catechumen or postulant into this Actuality 

just as t''e baptiser has himself been inducted into a higher level of this 

same Actuality through a 'laying-on-of-hands' of those to whom the initial 

laying of the Christ's hands on his immediate disciples has been (so it was 

supposed) similarly transmitted. 

With baptism, then, a change of name, corresponding to a 'con- 

verted' identity, transposed from Matter to Spirit. - And through baptism 
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a participation in the ritual meal of Bread and Wine - in the ritual in 

which the baptised members of a particular group enter together into an 

identity of Spirit, into the figure of Christ. - This, again, through the 

figure of the transformation of physical matter - bread and wine - into the 

psychical actuality of Spirit -a transmutation L' transubstantiation') in 

which Spirit distinguishes itself from the image of this distinction in 

the transformation of physical bread and wine into our physical flesh and 

blood, through our eating and drinking (this parallels Galen's primary fig- 

ure of the rsychical actuality of Spirit distinguishing itself from the 

image of this distinctizn in the transformation or assimilaticn of 'outside' 

food into 'inside' body). 

- 'Communion', because in the sharing of a common bread and wine 

in the ritual the 'communicants' discover themselves to be simply 'aspects' 

of a common Spirit, a common 'I', that distinguishes itself from the phys- 

ical Matter of the bread and wine in the' frame of the group. - Of the group 

as a sort of mirror: physically many bodies, many 'I's' or 'me's', but in 

the Actuality that distinguishes itself in the ritual from body and image, 

simply aspects of one 'I', that, in the ritual, knows itself or experiences 

itself as such. 

- 'Mass', missa, because before the ritual meal the unbaptised 

catechumens or postulants were excluded, dimmissed, from the group. 

Within the frame of this direct participation, then, in the 

figure of Christ as spiritual actuality of the group, distinguishing itself, 

'himself', from the plurality of 'his' bodily image in the men and women of 

the group, christian activity had begun to be articulated by the middle of 

the second century. Communal meals, love(-feasts), had indeed 

been a central aspect of activity within the earlier groups, but the formal 

articulation of the activity of the various groups within this comron fig- 

ure or 'mystery' did not arise until the physical re-appearance of the 

Christ (exDected so soon by Paul, and by the John who saw r "S as the 

'antichrist' that heralded the Last Days, as by the other John (his con- 

temnorary) whose Revelation presents a scenario of the Last Days, in terms 

of the activity, around the end of the first century, of the 'seven churches 

of Asia') seemed no longer imminent, and so no lcnger provided the primary 

frame of activity. 

The principal business, then, of the catechjtical school - 
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kwý"1ý«ýa , 
(oral) instruction - is to show the 'convert', who has found 

that the christian story somehow 'works' (in the circular figure by which 

he recognis&s himself in the story precisely j ja this part of recog- 

nition or identification) the place or part of this 'working' or actuality 

in the unitary frame of christian activity, of the Drama embodied in that 

'story', as a whole. The initial figure by which the convert has gained ac- 

cess to the working of the story or Drama, the initial identification with 

the 'part' of identification, is inscribed, figure within figure; within the 

primary figure of the mystery of the Christ in which the activity of the 

Church is coming to be framed in a unary way. And the primary end of the 

instruction is to 'induct' the, catechumen into this 'framing' of activity, 
1ý4 ""` 1&i 

through the 'mysteries' atin: sacramenta) of baptism and 'communion', euch- 

arist, I %x t1vVI V. " 

Pantaenus' pupil (indeed, catachumen) and successor Clement, to- 

wards the end of the second century, expresses this catechztical induction 

into the 'mystery' of Christ as primary frame of christian activity in a gener- 

al form (so as the general frame of catechism) by expressing that mystery as 

the limit and completion of greek Philosophy, of Reflection. This is simply 

to repeat the figure of Philo's presentation of the Law (as resolving the last 

symmetry of potentiality and actuality in which all the particular figures of 

greek Reflection might then be inscribed, one within another) -but in relatz 

ion, now, to the elaboration of that radical symmetry (notably in 'platonic' 

figures) over the intervening period. 

The particular figures by which the new convert enters into the 

christian Drama of Kosmos have a 'working' or actuality which itself belongs 

to the figure of-KrtIS , faith. The end of catechism, when this figure of 

faith has been extended to the limit, to the primary figure of the Christ, 

he calls \VW115 

The Father, I AM, is, as in Philo, the invisible Actuality that 

distinguishes itself from every image - the Creator 'outside' the visible frame 

of Yosmos insofar as nothing 'in' Kosmos can decide whether or not there will 

actually be this Kosmos it is 'in' - but invisibly 'in' this Kosmos, reflected 
in everything which is rather than not, since it decides that this Kosmos 

which frames everything itself is, rather than not. This Father or Progen or 
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of all things, then, distinguishes itself or Himself (as I AM) from the 

mere rotentiality of Kosmos as formal fra-ne, in the primary figure of dis- 

tinction of Actuality from Image: the 'logical' figure of distinction of 

this figure of distinction from the physical difference by which it is 

marked. The psychical actuality of this figure of distinction distinguishing 

itself - 'I AM' - from its image in physical difference, thus 'frames' Act- 

uality, the actuality of Kosmos: this figure of Acyos is the figure in 

which 'the' (this) Kosmos is 'framed', 'created'. Access to this figure, 

by the inscription of this very access in the primary Figure amounts to 

YVýýýS , of which faith, 'r ö-TtS is the image, the prefiguration. And 

the primary figure of this faith is presented by the image of (the) A4'°5 

in Matter, in one of its sides, the side of the Visible, the Image: 

{,. _. 
Christ Jesus who, -though he was in the form of God, did not count 

ý. r ., equality with God 
,a 

thing_. to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking 

the, f or! n,, of -a servant, -being born in the likeness of men. And being 

., 
f. ound inhuman form he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, 

even death on a cross. (1). 
- 

The radical distinction between 'gnosticism' and the christian gnosis 

of Clement (and Origen) is that Clement, inscribing his reflection within 

the dramatic scheme of Paul and 'John' (the writer of the fourth 'version' 

of the Story) makes Visible and Invisible two sides within a unitary Kos- 

mos framed in the actuality of /VjoS . Actuality distinguishes itself from 

the Image in the Image. The Father is the One of the Parmenides that dist- 

inguishes itself (as itvery_principle of actuality, what 'decides' that it 

is rather than not) from the Visible in the Visible. The Son is the very 

image of the Father. Between his Baptism and his Last Supper he presents 

in bodily form, embodies, the question of the distinction, in the frame of 

word and action, of the psychical actuality of this distinction, from its 

outward image in 'physical' activity. This question is focussed in the con- 

figuration of his physical 'death' - and the question posed by the symmetry of 

the two sides of this life, visible and invisible, reflects the question 

nosed by the symmetry of two sides, physical and psychological, in each of us, 

for each of us. The question of our part in framing the 'story' of the Christ 

'outwardly' embodies an access to the question of our part in framing the 

distinction between 'psychical' and 'physical' sides of our being: in as it 

1; Paul, Letter to the PhilipDians, 11,5-8 
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were stumbling across the 'working' of faith in the part of our framing 

the story of the Christ in the story, we accede to our part in the actuality 

of I AM. The actuality, the part, open to us in the 'story', 'outwardly' 

reflects the part open to us in Kosmos - the incomprehensible 'grace' or 

free gift of being, the 'invitation', as it were, to 'take part' in Actuality. 

That is: the visible articulation of Kosmos about the question of 
the Christ, the inscription of this question within figure after figure with- 

in the limi*ing figure of Visible Kosmos as a whole, is a sort of exact in- 

verse or converse of the invisible inscription of figure within figure within 
the actuality of Ad%ý-os 

. Visible and Invisible are two exactly complement- 

ary 'sides' ('inward'and 'outward') of this radical actuality of the Word 

which distinguishes itself from the 'physical' side of the Image in the Im- 

age. Our part in the 'outwar:? ' question of the Christ is a direct access to 

our part in the 'inward' AO \-S . The 'catechism' then, effects the transit- 

ion from 'outward' to 'inward', the induction into the Mystery of mysteries, 
into the figure of Mystery itself. 

The question posed in the Visible Kosmos by (or in) the figure 

of the Christ is then an exact and direct 'reflection' in Kosmos of the 

question of the Actuality of Kosmos as a whole - the Son is the perfect 
image of the in which t: ze Father distinguishes himself from the 

image. 

One might perhaps say that the figure of the Son corresponds to 

the question posed by the two 'sides' of 46y;, s (Philo's 'inward' and 'out- 

ward' A oo ), and that the Father as Choice, I AM, corresponds to the actual 

resolution of that question. That is, the Son embodies the symietry or mir- 

roring of the converse psychical and physical orders of 'inside' and 'outside', 

appearing 'in' the outward or visible physical order as the figure of the Chri" 

within figure upon figure - 'in' a certain place and time, 'in' various re- 
lations to other things and other peoule, and so on - and yet also, 'inward- 

ly', being the figure of the distinction of 'inward' and 'outward', 'in' 

which the whole 'outward' physical order is in turn inscribed. The incarnat- 
ion of the Word, then, presents the very image of the distinction of actual- 
ity end i*nage, of 'inward' and 'outward' (outwardly): it amounts to the trans- 

nosition of the primary figure of distinction of 'inward' and 'outward' into 
the 'outward' physical or visible order of the Image, of Matter, Sense. 
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Then the 'question' annears 'outwardly' as: what account, story 
to give of this in--cript-Ion of the distinction of inward and outward in the 

outwerd order in which we sensibly, visibly, tangibly, find ourselfres? How 

frame that inscription? - And this is just to fins curselves, as it were, 

paradoxically involved in the very configuration of the question. - And 

-to find the figure of the Father in the very resolution in us of the question, 

'which correstonds to our actuality(s) as 'Son(s)', sons of God. We are in- 

-volved, since there is no 'objective', formal, resolution of the question 

-Dosed by the inscription of the figure of distinction of 'inward' and 'out- 

'ward' in the 'outward' physical order: the very part of our choice in framing 

this inscription is itself irreducibly inscribed within the figure we must 

somehow frane, for which we must choose some account - if it be only 'this 

question is of no account' . Again, then, catechism leads from the initial 

step of 'faith' in which we find ourselves somehow involved in the 'working' 

of this figure of the Word or Christ, to the inscription of this initial mys- 

tery of faith as one component in the Working which is Actuality - which to 

know is to know the part, the working, of this figure of knowledge, YyýýºS , 
in the dramatic Working which is Actuality. - To know our part in the Drama 

g participation in this Actuality of I AM. - And to pass, through the figure 

of Baptism, into the framing of our part in the Drama in the Actuality which 

distinguishes itself in the figure of the Christ: this through framing our 

activity in a group whose unitary actuality is mirrored in assimilation of 
the same Matter of Bread and Wine. - The part of this ritual 'in' the outward 

activity of the group mirrors the part of the communicants 'in' the activity 

or a_1"-l itv i, i1'-ich frames their actions - and this duality of ' inward' and 
'outward' framing of group activity inscribes the group in the limiting expres- 

sion of this duality: the mirroring, in the inscription of the figure of Christ 

'in' the material World, of the inscription of this World in the figure of 
Christ (as one side). 

ßlenent left Alexandria for ralestine in 203, during the persec- 

ution of christians under Sev='rus, and was succeeded as head of the School 
in the following year by his pupil Origen, whose own father had died in the 

alexan'rian persecution (there is a story that Origen wished to die with his 
father, but that, his mother hiding his clothes,, he was unable to join him). 
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Some time before the conflict with the Bishop of Alexandria 

(turning, it has been noted, upon his consecration by the Bishop of Jeru- 

salem, who had been a fellow-pupil under Clement) Origen articulated the 

dominant themes of clementine gnosis in the systematic frame of a book of 

Trincinles, Tf-Qi. 'A wl - On First Things. 

Origen transposes the primary figures of 'gnosticism' S. nto a 

unitary Kosmos, rather than framing them in a primary abstraction of 
from the formal opposition of an 'inside' and 'outside' Kosmos. Signific- 

antly, the doctrinal component in the conflict with Bishop Demetrius of 
Alexandria turns unon just this relation to unorthodox gnosticism. Against 

the valentinians Origen maintained, in 230, that if the Prince of Darkness 

had 'fallen' into the physical order through will - in the primary choice 

of an image of chice, rather than the authority of Choice itself, of I AM 

then even he cculd return into the primary actuality of heavenly Choice thruug1, 

the figure or actuality of Repentance (already disuussed in relation to Pray- 

er, in Philo and Paul, above). Neither the valentinians nor the alexandrian 
bishop, with their complementary dualisms of Light and Dark (whether the op- 

vosition be of 'inside' and 'outside' the Kosmos, or 'within' it) could coun- 

tenance such an assertion. 

In the book on Principles, this 'fall' of Satan into the Image, 

into Darkness (the darkness, precisely, of the visible order - of the phys- 

ical Light that hides inward or spiritual Light) is the very axis of Creation, 

of the cosmic Drama. Different souls, 'I's', fall to different degrees into, 

as it were, an image of themselves, into the Image, and the whole Drama amounts 
to the interaction of this principle of the Fall with the converse principle 

of Return - illumination and redemption. The Drama turns upon the Incarnation 

of t'-e Word, through which the Actuality of I AM reasserts itself in the Image, 

through the figure of a christian Mystery already discussed in relation to 

Clement. 

Psychical (or rather, 

-physical ('ma. terial', v)AvVTLues 

as interaction of Actuality and 

mediate 'vital' ( ^ý'ýý"'ýA3 )o 

f., rom Image in the domain of the 

the Incarnation of the Word, of 

for Origen, 'spiritual' and 

'sides' of the Word, then, frame the Drama, 

Image. These two sides meet in that inter- 

rder in which Actuality distinguishes itself 

Image. This 'vital' order is focussed in 

the Son, the image of the Father. -As we saw, 
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the 'external' relations of the figure of the Christ 'in' the visible or- 

der of Space and Time exactly mirror the 'internal' relations according to 

which the actuality of the various figures of the 'external' order are in- 

scribed one within the other in the 'spiritual' side of the Word, of the 

Christ. The orders of 'spiritual' inscription of figures, >, öc. - , in the 

invisible frame of Aöt(GS correspond, as in Philo, to 'angelic' orders; 

the converse 'material' figures, 'powers of Darkness', correspond to '. demon- 

ic' orders, framed in the primary Power of Darkness or 'Satan' (in effect, the 

egyptian figure of Seth, as dual and adversary of the Hidden Sun, Amun Ra). 

In particular, the ' external' relations of the figure of the 

Christ as expressed by his part in in the text of the Book, 

which the figure of the Book is focussed, as the figure of Man is focussed 

in the Christ) constitute a perfect mirror of the inscription of correspond- 

ing figures within the actuality of Christ, the invisible Christ. Indeed the 

two sides of the n6Yo5 meet in the figure of this Book, which is thus, as 

it were, the very System of Creation: in a sense it is the very Frame of Kos- 

mos, intermediate between the systematic involution of all figures within 

the Invisible Word, and the 'evolution' of this inward Word focussed in its 

Incarnation in Matter. 

Thus Origen attributes to every component of the 'Bible' or Book 

wr eminentia, three aspects (corresoonding to the three aspects of the Word 

which 'meet' in the Text of the Book): a material (or literal, 'histolical') 
) one. aspect, a 'vital' (4vxtw S) aspect, and a 'spiritual' (MK i . -sictc-5 

_ In particular each character, like each man in the context of the Book, 

has three aspects - material, vital, and spiritual; and these three aspects 

corres°ond to activity on three levels (depending which of these 'I's' is 

'framing' the action) - material activity(in which the body, and the outward 

word 'I', are involved in the mechanical economy of outward figure), activity 

framed in faith, and activity framed in ýY ý'ýS 
" 

The 'lowest' or literal sense of passages in the Book, then, cor- 

res-onds simply to the implication of actions in the material economy in 

which the ('my') assertion in the figure of 'I' is simply a mechanical con- 

comitant of 'my' embodiment. - 'I' as it were passively experience a sem- 

blance of activity, of actuality: this is the 'image' of actuality which 

hides the reality. - But on this level paradoxes arise - for example, con- 
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tradictions in the text - or, most notably, the paradox in which our part 

in the story of the Christ is to frame that story. 'Here we discover our 

implication in the Text, and that circular figure of 'faith', i tf'5 
, in 

which we discover ourselves framing our part as that of framing our part. 

This actuality of faith corresponds to the second level of the Text, the Word. 

In it we discover ourselves involved in 'allegorical' figures in which, in 

a certain episode or other element of the text, an actuality expresses'it- 

self through an image of the distinction of that actuality from that image. 
eta' t U'r pct 

Through this secondtlevel we eventually rise to the third level, where these 

figures, independent on the level of simple faith, are systematically inscrib- 

ed within the figure of the Word as actuality of the Text itself. This 'spi- 

ritual' level of the Word and of 'reading', in which our part in the scheme 

as reading is discovered in the final Truth of the scheme itself, amounts to 

N*13 lrl-ý 0 

Having formulated this scheme of Book and Kosmos before his move 

to Palestine, and institution of a new School in 232, Origen went on to est- 

ablish a systematic text of the Book - his` _ý%O K, :a collation of the Heb- 

rew text of the 'Old Contract' (and its greek transliteration) with the or- 

iginal greek version of the Seventy, and three other versions. This he com- 

pleted in Palestine, where he nearly completed also a systematic commentary 

on the whole of the Book, Old Contract and New, which Commentary he saw as 

his part in the scheme which this part revealed, and in which it was itself 

known. This palestinian period opens with a treatise on Prayer - on the el- 

ementary articulation of the three 'levels', physical, ethical or vital, and 

spiritual in the I AM that distinguishes itself from the image tf 'I' in this 

, my' material body. In prayer I discover my actuality as freedom, in the 

figure (given in Mark's account) of framing my activity as framing - framing 

my 'part' as primarily framing my part in some configuration, some scheme. 

Thus through prayer as primary frame of faith, I can frame actuality in ways 

which are not 'materially', Ophysically', open to 'me' - and this rises into 

the highest form of prayer: that 'contemplat on' or 'adoration' or simple act- 

uality of Love, which is a direct participation in the figure of I AM, rather 

than simnly in that radical Actuality as it enters into the framing of part- 

icular activities in faith. 

The palestinian period closes with Origenb apology for the christ- 
ian Faith Against Celsus, already noted above. Celsus, a contemporary of Gaup,, 
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had written in the second half of the previous century the first 

systematic pagan attack on christianity. The original of his ADVOS 

A%Av) nS is lost - but from Origen's reply in the form of commentary, 

one sees that Celsus' criticism amounts to a 'standing outside' the 

circularity of christian Faith - outside the circularity of that 

story which includes the part of the hearer or reader as one element, 

which makes the relation of text-, and context one component of the text. 

Celsus refuses the part, refuses (of course) to play the part, in the 

story, of Refusal, and becomes Critic and Satirist (for the detachment 

of the spectator from the circular frame of the actor's identity is 

the very figure of Comedy). Celsus is, like Galen, more or less a 

platonist. His criticism repeats the academic criticism of the Stoa: 

of the circularity of an 'assent' to the criterion which must itself 

justify or decide that assent. For how can we really choose such a 

circular determination of choice? 

p1 S: ' The Real Nc; Vost ('What the actually is') 9 
and also 'The True Account' which itself partakes of this reality, 

rather than the circular fantasy of 'Word becoming Flesh' and all the 

circular reasoning of superstition attaching to the 'christian's' id- 

entification with a part in this fantasy. Paul of Tarsus goes so far 

as to inscribe the rational criticism of this circular identification 

of a 'part' within the story as the mistake of inscribing action within 

reflection. Reflection on the fundamental act of identification, of 
framing one's part of framing activity, while thinking it is the crit- 

erion of Knowledge and Truth and Wisdom, does not even know itself 

as one activity among others: 
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For talk of the cross is madness to those who are perishing, 

but to us who are being saved it is the power of God; for 

it is written: 
I demolish the wisdom of the wise, 

and the cleverness of the clever I will make useles3. 

Where is the wise man? Where is the scribe? Where is the de- 

bater of this age? Hasn't God made the wisdom of the world into 

madness? For since, in the wisdom of God, the world did not know 

God through wisdom, it seemed right to God, through the madness 

of the message, to save those who believe it. Since Jews ask 
for signs, and Greeks seek wisdom, our message is Christ crucified, 

a scandal to Jews, and madness to Gentiles, but to those called, 

Jews and Greeks, Christ is the power of God and the wisdom of 
God. For God's madness is wiser than men, and God's weakness 

is stronger than men... 

... My talk and my message were not framed in the convincing argu- 

ments of wisdom, but in the evidence of spirit and power, so 
that your faith wouldn't be in the wisdom of men, but in the 

power of God... 

... Let no-one deceive himself: If anybody among you seems wise 

1: Paul, First Letter to the Corinthians 1.18-25 2: ibid II. 4-5 

3: ibid 111.18-19 
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in this age, let him become mad, in order to become wise; for 

to God the wisdom of this world is madness. 

If we try and decide 'logically' what part to choose, we will 

regard the step into the circular identification of a part in the 

christian Story or Drama as superstition, fantasy, madness... But then 

that is just ( in the christian account) the very part of 'standing 

outside', the part of a reflection which does not recognise the quest- 
ion of its part: it is simply the failure to recognise that the 'rat- 

ional' or 'logical' determination of choice, even a logical choice of 

a way of choosing, of the 'true' version of Choice, is itself only 

one option, one 'choice' - the choice that as (really) only the image 

of Choice, hides from me that it is I myself who must choose.. or I 

will simply be caught in the formal and unthinking identification with 
that 'I' which is only a word, the formal 'part' of Reflection, which 

asserts itself in me, unless I choose, and discover myself as an actu- 

ality of choosing, framing - discover 'in' myself the actuality of 
'spirit' and 'power'. 

That is, the 'true discourse' which is an inscription of 

as dramatic circularity in the figure of Reflection, subordinat- 
ing judgement to the formal 'I' which 'stands outside' the circularity 

of the christian Word or Story, is itself only the image of the 'true', 

the 'actual', Word: and it is only the image of the way that this 

actuality of the Word distinguishes itself from it, that this 'imagin- 

ary' criticism inscribes in its formal frame as folly, 'madness'. 

Origen's apologia for christianity, then, follows the same 

pattern as his introduction to Prayer; his commentary on Celsus fol- 

lows the same pattern as his commentary on the Book: beginning with 
the image, finding in the image an image of distinction of actuality 
from image, and passing to the inscription of the initial image in the 

actuality which distinguishes itself from this image, in this image. 

Thus he begins with Celsus' complaint that christian activity 
is framed in a way Which conflicts with roman Law as frame of the World. 

Indeed it does, sometimes, but that only distinguishes Justice from its image 
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in earthly Law. He passes to Celsus' criticism of the irrationality of 

the christian identification with a part in some Story or Drama - or rat- 

her to the images of this in the component circular figures in which in- 

dividual christian activities are framed, and to the frequent conflict of 

different 'stories', the contradictory character of christian activities 
(so often) when considered all together. Yet, insists Origen, there is a 

'Spirit and Power' at work - actualities distinguishing themselves from im- 

ages, while still subject to confusion with the image of this distinction. 
(This then, corresponds to the 'vital' level in the frame of christian act- 

ivity, the 'practical' level of its 'working'). 

Further, through this figure, or by integrating instances of 

this figure of Actuality (that is, component 'powers' or actualities) in 

the figure of Actuality distinguishing itself from an image of the distinct- 

ion of Actuality and Image, we discover a psychical actuality of Spirit, of 

which the logical order of Reflection is simply the image - and in this we 

resolve or answer the limiting question of that Reflection or Philosophy for 

which (while caught in the image, the formal 'I' of unquestioned thinking) 

that Reflection cannot itself account: the question of the distinction of 

Actuality from its inscription in the Image in terms of a formal op, )osition 

of Actuality and Image. - We discover, that is, the lictuality of Creation, 

of Creator as I All, in which primary Actuality we participate (and which 

we thus know) through recognising our part in the question presented in the 

World by the Story of the Christ. 

Thus Origen has passed (having first elaborated the primary 

scheme of of inscription of the principal figurea of k, )smos 
in the figure and actuality of Word) from the elementary ap, olication of 
his triple scheme to the individual - in the figure of Prayer - through 

a systematic commentary on the Book, to the general application of that 

scheme to the frame of christian activity as a whole in the World. - Not- 

ably to an incorporation in the dramatic frame of the christian Story, of 
the figure of Criticism (the inscription og the christian Drama in the log- 

ical order), as the inscription of the worldly image of the christian 
Frame within an imp re of Reason, !( 

%f : Just as the part of the Christ 

in the World, the Visible Order, the Image, is a systematic inversion of 
the 'actual' part of the Image in Christ, so this inscription of the christ- 
ian Frame of activity (as it a'pears in the World) in what appears to be 
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a more radical figure of Reflection, in the 'logical' order of cri- 
ticism, reflects (indeed anticipates) the part of the 'psychical' 
(or 'spiritual') order - of that actuality of 'I' of which the log- 

ical order of assertion is the 'image' - as one side (the 'invisible' 

side) of that Frame. 

r This scheme was completed in 248. The following year the 

roman general Decius was sent by the emperor Philip to reassert im- 

perial authority over the rebellious army of the Balkans (Moesia). 

This army proclaimed Decius himself emperor - against his will - and 
forced him to lead them against Philip, who was defeated and killed. 

Such was the common pattern of implication of political direction in 

the military balance of the third century - the balance of military 
force within-and-without the Empire as a whole, and the balance am- 

ong the various sections of the imperial Army within the Empire. 

Decius was mainly occupied, in his new part of Emperor, in the def- 

ence of the. Empire as a whole against gothic 'outsiders', 'barbarians', 

and he died in battle against them in 251. Within the Empire, though, 

he was the first Emperor to establish a systematic persecution of 
Christianity (the previous waves of persecution having been essent- 

ially local and sporadic). This mid-century attempt to constrict 

the christian 'frame' of activity - what was becoming a unitary or 
'catholic' Church or Group - within the legal frame of the roman 
World complements, in a way, Origen's inscription of the figure of 

greek Reflection (one 'side' of that World) in the christian Frame: 
it amounts, one might say, to the attempt to incorporate the 'outward' 

frame of christian activity (with which Celsus had begun his critic-, 
ism) within the 'outward' roman World... to subordinate it to the 

Economy of the Image. Origen himself was arrested in 250 in Tyre 
(in Syria) and tortured (as prescribed in Decius' decree) to try 

and make him change (as it were) his Story. He died in Tyre a couple 

of years later. With the mid-century close of Origen's reflection, 

and in it of the first closed system of christian Reflection, there 

closes a first phase of development opening with the radical config- 
uration of the roman World 'in question'. And with the opening of 
systematic persecution of a Church whose Story and whose institutional 

Frame were now themselves becoming systematic, there opens a new phase 
of that development. 
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From the Micidle of the Third Century to the Close of the Fifth 

With Decius' death, and a lull in the Persecution, the question arose 

whether those who renounced the Faith under threat of torture should 

or could be readmitted to the Church. The Bishop of Rome, and many 

other bishops, thought they should; but another party, prominent at 
Rome and particularly strong at Carthage, feeling that the apostates 
had in their choice of apostasy rather than torture and death irred- 

eemably left the unitary spiritual Body of the Church, elected a cer- 

tain Novatian as 'true' Bishop of Rome and head of their party - along 

with their alternative bishops in those sees where the incumbent had 

approved readmission. 

Thus in 251 the unity of the Catholic Church (under the 

Bishop of Rome) first became a practical question - although the nov- 

atian party (cathari, 'the Pure') soon became merely a parallel group 

of minor significance, which could not be incorporated in the Universal 

Church as summoned by Constantine to the first General Council in 325" 

Around the same time - and like the question of the Unity 

of the Church reflecting Origen's incorporation of the 'logical' or- 
der into the framing of the christian Drama - the various gnostic 

sects or groups, whose development had parallelled the rise of a 
'universal' Group or 'catholic' Church, lose any independent import- 

ance, and begin to be absorbed into the Story or Mystery announced 

around the mid-century in Persia by Mani, who had identified his part 
in the cosmic Drama as the kýeýýý. Lsos , the Helper, that the Christ 

had (in John's version) promised to men: 
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It is to your profit that I go away. For if I do not go away 
the Helper will not come to you: but if I go, I will send him 

to you - and in his coming he will convince the World of Sin and 
Righteousness and Judgement.. 

I have still many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them 

now: when he comes, the Spirit of Truth, he will guide you into 

all the Truth, for he will not speak for himself, but will speak 

rather what he hears, and will announce to-you the things to come. 

He will glorify me, for he will take from what is mine and an- 

nounce it to you. 

The identification by Mani with this 'part' in the Drama - Helper, 

Counsellor - amounts to a sort of limiting case of Syrian gnosticism 
(which was absorbed into 'rnanichaeism'). The 'orthodox' reading of 

John's account takes it as announcing the Spirit of Christ, which 
distinguishes itself from the Body, its image, when that image has 

gone (and yet the divine actuality of the figure 'embodied' for a 

while in the human Christ remains at work in the interplay of Heaven 

and Earth). The christian story is framed, inscribed, in Manias story, 

through the inscription of its ('mythological') image and imagery, 

its 'outward' side, in a symmetrical economy of logical and physical 

orders: of Light identified as rv =., -j and Dark identified as Ignorance 

(and converse equivalence of those 'logical' or psychological figures 

with the physical order of Light and Dark). 

-A symmetrical economy: hellenistic %+Z° had always in- 

volved a final subordination of 'physical' to 'logical', but in this 

limiting persian scheme such a finality is itself only one side, the 

'force' of Light, balanced symmetrically in us by the forces of Dark- 

ness. That is: the logical determination of the relations of logical 

and physical orders, which frames hellenistic gnosis, is now symmetrically 

doubled or mirrored in a converse inscription-of this logical figure 

1: John XVI, 7-8; 12-14 
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In an equally radical physical order of Darkness, Matter. There is no way 

to 'logically' resolve this symmetry from one 'side' in some primary logic- 

al frame of Light and Dark. That resolution is not somehow 'outside' the 

symmetry of Light and Dar; 

itself simply one element 
This 'rational' principle 
those sides - this figure 

which cannot definitively 

ces of Darkness. 

k, framing the 

in the poetic 

of resolution 

of recurrence 
determine its 

it relations - ratherýýhis 'framing' 

frame of symmetry of Light and Dark. 

of the two sides is itself one of 
defining simply a direction, a force, 

relations with the complementary for- 

This symmetry, then, is focussed in us, in our activity, our choice. 
But there is no 'identity' outside the symmetric forces of Light and Dark in 

'us' which c-uld frame their relation in some detached way -within some more 

radical unity. Rather does the framing of their relations itself amount to 

the operation of the force of Light in us - partakes directly in the inscrip- 

ticn of the relations of the two sides in that side, which thus, like Light 

in Darkness, distinguishes itself within the primary 'poetic' or dramatic frame 

of their symmetry. The 'logical' frame of gnosticism discovers its part as 

one side of a more radical 'poetic' frame. And in framing this Drama, Mani 

discovers his part in it, as embodying the force of "Light that - in his play- 

ing of this part - first distinguishes itself. 

- There is no 'neutral' framing of activity: what is most radical 

is the irresoluble symmetry of Light and Dark. - To frame this symmetry is 

riot to stand outside it, but is already to take one side - that of Light - 

rather than the other. In recognising the symmetry, we recognise that we 

are already involved in the conflict of Light and Dark, and that this re- 

cognition is the activity in us of the most radical form of Light, the pri- 

mal Ray penetrating into the primal Darkness of Matter itself. And yet, in 

this recognition, we also recognise the Forces of Darkness, as a sort of pal- 

pable tendency towards hiding the Rays of Light in Matter, the tendency to 

as it were recuperate the forces of Light by incorporating their self-dist- 
inguishing in some 'ochanical image which lea--- us b--. ek into confusion and 
blindness. - So that in relation to any activity we wonder if this is the 

Light asserting itself in me, of a deceptive image leading back into Darkness? 

- And is this very question, then, Light revealing the deception of Darkness, 

or Darkness trying to hide the Force of Light which seeks to assert itself 

in this 'activity. - And is the 'me' that is framing the situation the Light 
in me, or the Darkness... and how can I even decide how to decide, since I 

will not know whether it is the Light or the Dark which is framing the decis- 
ion so as to reveal itself...? 

kh, 
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... Thus in this initial questioning, introduced by the primary 

figure of symmetry of Light and Dark, I now see that these Forces are already 

at work in 'me' - while realising already that it is just this 'me' which is 

now radically in question. And the fact that the question has arisen (where 

before I just imagined I was simply myself) is itself a first obscure percep- 

tion of the Light. 

So that if I, Mani, first recognise the question, that means that 

I am the agent of Light now first revealing itself in Darkness - not in the 

figurative form of the Chris9whose message has been substituted a dark image 

in the form of an earthly Church. And for me, Mani, to frame the question in 

the primary figure of Light and Dark, their radical symmetry, is to reveal 

what was darkly hinted at by the Christ, through John. 

The persim priests, then, the Magi, playing their parts in what is 

an exact image of this primal conflict - in its inscription in the physical 

order of Earth and Stars - are the prime embodiments of the forces of Darkness, 

hiding the Truth behing a precise Image. And for Mani's followers, his cruci- 

fixion and flaying at the hands of these priestd (in 276), prefigured by the 

similar death of Jesus, presents the very figure of Darkness apparently over- 

coming the Light. So that in the recognition of this figure, Light asserts 

itself in distinghishing itself from the primary Darkness that is the Visible 

Image. Light appears in its primal Force in our recognition in Mani's life 

of the very figure of Dä. rkness seeming to overcome the Light-the figure for 

whose recognition and expression Mani, as he saw was necessary, died. 

The story of Mani, then, amounts to a direct parallel of Origen's 

inscription of the logical order of Reflection in the dramatic order of christ- 

ian activity. But whereas Origen's framing of this inscription is itself 

framed as partaking in a radical actuality of Creation which distinguishes 

itself in the poetic frame of Symmetry from its symmetrical inscription in 

that frame as, formal opposite of Symmetry, as the radical Asymmetry of the 

Choice that frames this actual Kosmos (rather than not), Mani's embodiment of 

the cosmic principle of Light knows itself as light, as a force of Light, by 

finding its part in the Symmetry of a poetic frame of (this) identification 

which is itself taken for granted. There is no question of the difference 

between the formal symmetry of 'Light' and 'Dark' as announced by Mani, and 
the working or actuality of the distinction in his situation - no question 
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of a Creation, of the (actual) distinction of an actual Kosmos and the 

formally symmetric logical and physical orders within it, from the formal 

distinction of 'actual' and 'possible' which, to have any actuality at all, 

must itself somehow be marked in an actual Kosmos. - In an actual Kosmos 

which, in the very configuration of this marking, distinguishes itself from 

its image or reflection in the formal relations of those marks, their 'poet- 

ic' order. This radical asymmetry or distinction of Actuality from its nom- 

inal inscription in the poetic order of the Image as 'outside' that order 

thus constitutes a primary distinction in which the actual distinction of 
'logical' and 'physical' orders may be inscribed. Mani's identification of 

himself with the 'Spirit of Truth' of John's account of the Christ frames 

an abstraction from the primary participation in Spirit as Actuality dist- 

inguishing itself from Image in the Image, to an image of this participation, 

in a poetic or dramatic 'economy' of symmetric logical and physical orders 

of an unquestioned Actuality. - An abstraction from the primary Mystery of 

Creation or Actuality to a sort of 'split' identity or identification in the 

play of conflicting actualities, symmetrically distinguishing themselves in 

the primary symmetry of logical and physical orders in the poetic order (in 

and from which Actuality as such distinguishes itself). - This through an 

identification with an image (the 'Helper') of the distinction between Actu- 

ality and Image. 

The importance of the manichaean 'myth' ('myth', since it is an 

image of iTystery, abstracted from the last step of recognising the distinct- 

ion of ? lystery from its image) - of that simple and symmetric economy of 

distinction of two orders with the recurrent question of which order any 

figure of inscription of one order in the other itself belongs to) - in 

this Story or History, lies as will shortly be seen in the way that it 'fra- 

mes' Augustine's 'conversion' to his part in the christian Story a century 

later. - This through the absorption into the manichaean story of those 

Syrian elements com-non to the gnostic sects of the syrian coastland (Phoen- 

icia) and the old phoeniclanyco Sny of Carthage. - Carthage which, rebuilt 

by Augustus, had by the third century become a leading city of the West, 

and, with Rome, the most prominent church of the latin part of the Empire. 
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The configuration of the 'logical' order of Reflection and the 

'poetic' order of framing activity at the middle of the third century - 

of which Origen's aoology, the decian persecution, and rieL-il e transeosit- 

ion of t'- e configurat,. on into the frame of his Story are so many as, ects - 

has, of course, many other aspects, other faces.. other versions. - Other 

'versions', each of them in turn components in that configuration, and each 

in a way a 'framing' of the configuration of which it is itself a part. 

- Each a 'framing' which itself enters into the configuration as a com-ion 

Frame (whatever, more than a certain Place and Time, is indeed common to 

all versions, rather than simply to some range or group of those). 

The middle of the third century stands out, like the 'begin. ing 

of our Era', or the begi'; ning of the fifth century before our Era before 

both of these, simply because the simple figures in which I am 'framing' 

this account - most importantly those of-Reflection and Context - meet at 

these points in particularly simple ways, in particularly simple config- 

urations. The 'beginning of our Era', for exa"iple, is here framed simply 
in the figure of Question: the configuration of Reflection around that 

'oint exhibits simple correlations between the particular forms in which this 

Question is nosed or experienced, and the situations - the relations - of 

these various forms. In particular this correlation appears in a ra-lical 

way simply in terms of the part of Reflection - as one approach to the ' . ý, uest- 

ion' - in the roman World of the time as primary frame of activity, in which 

the Question appears in a 'practical' from. By taking the figure of : -`, uest- 

ion as Frame, the (or some) relations of particular elements in that Frame 

(for example, Reflection and World) may be framed so that the 'internal' dif- 

ferences or relations between different elements directly reflect their 'ex- 

ternal' relations. Thus the 'logical' relations of the figures of Reflection 

and World (the correlationoof these figures in Reflection) reflect the 'phys- 

ical' configuration of human Reflection on Earth within the 'dramatic' cor- 

relation of Reflection and World as 'frames of activity'. In particular, 

the different 'situations' of Philo of. Alexandria and Jesus of Yazareth 

'reflect' their complementary framing of Reflection and Action. And Philo's 

reflection is framed in the ouestion of the relation of Reflection and Actu- 

ality, Jesus' activity within the question of the relation of 'framing' and 
Actuality. 

By the middle of the third century (with Origen's 'part') the 

simole logical circularity or recurrence (the logical distinction of the 
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logical order of distinction from the physical order of difference by 

which this distinction is itself marked) corresponding to the figure of 

'Reflection' is incorporated in the practical or dramatic frame of 'christ- 

ian' activity, so that one can no longer 'logically' decide to act outside 

that frame rather than within it. - The 'logical' and 'poetic' frames 

have become logically symmetric, so that the 'natural' place of Reflect- 

ion is no longer critical detachment from the 'poetic' circulars V� c-" t'-L 

clar5stian Story, and from identification with a 'part' in it. The step that 

then defines the frame of Reflection for the next two-and-a-half centuries, 

and which begins with Plotinus' lectures in Rome around 250 (and his ear- 

liest written melitations), amounts to the reinscription of this comple- 

mentarity of 'poetic' and 'logical' orders in the logical frame of Reflect- 

ion. Parallel to the development of a 'neoplatonic' philosophy within this 

simple frame (up to the point where the question of the inscription of this 

logical order within the poetic or dramatic order of activity recurs in a 

more radical form, around 500) runs the incorporation of the opposition of 

'christian' and 'roman' frames of activity within the christian frame, cul- 

minating in the collapse of the latin or western Empire over the fifth and 

sixth centuries. The end of the fifth century marks, then, another 'focal' 

point in this acc'unt, in many ways analog, us to the middle of the third. 

The complex interrelations of various figures - their complex working or 

'dynamic' - in an intervening play of figures, converge at such nodes in 

relatively simple figures of inscription of whole orders of figures, one 

within another, within an element; ýry configuration of Reflection and Context 

or 'Frame. 

These 'nodes' - 500 'BC', the Beginning of our Era, 250,500, 

1250, and so on, will eventually in their turn be framed or correlated 
within the primary figure of this account or story as a whole - which, it 

will be remembered, was 'framed' simply in terms of the complementary 'log- 

ical' and 'physical' orders of a transition from the pythagorean figure of 
Kosmos to a corresponding figure that arose in the introductierp to this 

'story'. Such a frame includes (of course) a complexity of detail which 
is in principle irreducible to the configuration of this (or any. pace Origei. 

Text. - 15 ij bvious that 'the History of Reflection' cannot be reduced in 

principle to the configuration of some text, in which is formally inscribed 

some logical difference or distance from the irreducible multiplicity of 
past Reflection? It is precisely with sudh a circular figure that tj 
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Writing proposes a break. I do not, for exam le, wish to suggest that 

the correlation of simple 'poetic' and 'logical' figures around the midcle 

of the third century by itself determines, decides, the Reflection and Act- 

ivity of that period - indeed the part of the figure of choice in that very 

configuration itself belies any such 'determinism'. I wish, rather, to try 

and find how these various figures - 'logical' and 'poetic' orders ('orders', 

indeed); 'choice'.. * even 'working', 'figure', and their 'play' .. are some- 
how 'at work' at'such a time. - To find in Reflection and its Context at a 

more or less definite time the figure of an 'economy' in the correlations or 
'play' of figures in Text and Context (and 'between' them). The question of 

the significance of such a 'play; - of an 'actuality' to which it might some- 
how correspond - reflects (continuing the familiar scheme already noticed at 

several previous 'points') the very schemes of 'actuality' which are 'in play' 

around this time, the middle of the third century. As in the analogous cases 

already treated, of the reflection in the schemes discussed of the scheme of 
'reading' or 'framing' them, the common question of the significance of such 

a 'mirroring' of texts and readings must be left until the Conclusion of this 

whole acco"nt. 

To briefly recapitulate (then) the 'scheme' of reading so far: 

The initial figure of 'Reflection' (the 'circular' logical determination of 
the relations between 'inner' logical order and 'outer' physical order of 

a text or account) was found in a minimal form in the configuration (around 

500 years before our Fra) of a pythagorean 'mystery'. - That is, the sim. le 

correlation of the various primary 'orders' of Reflection within that prim- 

ary figure or circle of the mystery itself 'mirrored' the corresponding 'phy- 

ical' articulation of the context of the mystery, in the 'poetic' or 'dramatic' 

frame of activity in the greek city-state. 

An 'economy' of corresponding 'inscriptions' of these various ord- 

ers one within another, in successive steps, led down to the appearance, in 

the 'logical' order of Reflection (as the 'beginning of an Era j, of the 

'poetic' or 'dramatic' figure of the frame of activity. At the same time 
(as it were the 'other side' of this 'logical' question) the logical figure 

of the Question aoneared in the unitary uoetic frame of a roman World, open- 
ing up a new possibility of 'framing' activity. 

Now in this 'epochal' configuration of a' aucsti.: n' as interface 
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of logical, physical and poetic orders, amounting to the 'beginning of 

an Fra' (of a new circuit or cycle or phase of development of these fig- 

ures or orders), it was seen that the initial 'pythagorean' articulation 

of various elementary orders of reflection (or questioning) 'recurred' in 

the articulation of the Question. - They recur in a sort of transoosition 

from the initial interface of Reflection and Context in the mystery of 

Croton into the analogous interface now inscribed within the 'logical' 

order of Reflection as a radical Question. - And this by a sort of con- 

vergence or formal coincidence in this figure of the Question of the var- 

ious 'orders' of Reflection that had earlier diverged from the initial 

figure of Reflection - 
ýfuecýoý 

- as one component order was subordinated 
to another, in various parallel developments, eventually taking the form 

of various rival Schools. This five-hundred-year circuit or phase of Re- 

flection was traced through for over), various subordinate phases, corresp- 

onding to subordinate 'circuits' of development (analogous to the simple 

figure of the whole phase or circuit) of primary subordinate 'figures'. 

Thus various 'nodes' were marked: the beginning of the pelopponesian war, 

the configuration at the death of Plato around the middle of the fourth 

century, the organisation of the various alexandrian and athenian Schools 

over the third century, the initial roman dominance of the mediterranean 

aropnd the middle of the second century among them. 

The transition from the simple figure of the 'Question' that 

is taken to mark the beginning of 'this' Era (of ours) to the logical pre- 

sentation (by Origen) of the logical symmetry of the 'logical' and 'poetic' 
'versions' of this initial Question, constitutes a further phase, inscribed 

within a simple figure, in which two parallel processes or economies of 
'inscription' of one of these 'versions' of the Question in the other, co- 
incide in a new question, a new configuration, of which Origen's apology 
is simply one element - the inscription of the logical figure of Reflect- 

ion within the 'poetic' frame of the 
. christian TITystery, as recognising 

f rm al (a. s it were) the%s. ym_ retry of this its inscription in that p. )etic order, 

and the converse figure of inscription of that poetic order in a logical 

order taken as 'primary' (as in Celaus' earlier attack). - And the further 

transition from Origen's apology (or rather the configuration of Reflect- 

ion of which it is a prominent comoonent) to the close of classical Anti- 

quity around the beginning of the sixth century constitutes another 'phase' 

of Reflection, closely analogous to the transition from the beginning of 
the Era to the middle of the third century. In order to discover some 
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simple analogies or correlations of these two 'halves' of the wider trans- 

ition fron the com-nencement of our Fra to the end. 'of its fifth century, we 

must first try and express the configuration of the third century simply 
in terms of the correlation of ' ogical' and 'poetic' orders, of which 
Origen's 'version' is only one aspect. 

The question posed at the beginning of the Era is marked, as has 

been noted, by the recurrence (framed now in the figure of the 'uestion, 

rather than the initial figure of Assertion) of simple Pythagorean schemes, 

expressing the 'symmetries' or systematic complementarity of the various 
'orders' of Reflection corresr. onding to the various 'Schools'- platonists, 

aristotelians, stoics and ericureans. The emergence of these schemes at 
Alexandria around the beginning of our Era may be called 'neopythagorean- 

ism', but this may be somewhat misleading, since the recurrence of pythag- 

orean schemes amounts rather to a new element in the general 'economy' of 
Reflection (in its interaction with its various contexts), than to another 
'school' parallelling the older schools (which had themselves ceased to funcy- 

ion as definite tra, 3itions, and become more like complementary elements in 

a more or less open range of schemes of themes, from which individuals might 

construct a position loosely (perhaps) allied to one of the old schools). 

I will not attempt any sketch of the various 'eclectic' positions 
of the first few centuries, in which these various elements or schemes of t. 

old schools enter into complex interaction. I have already noted that, 

within the general question posed by the difference between the formal dist- 

inction of Actuality and its formal scheme, and their actual distinction 
(the question, roughly, of 'Creation'), this radical distincti:: n campe to be 

articulated in 'platonic' figures. - 'Platonic' figures progressively art- 
iculated within the primary distinction between the formal Economy of a 

pythagorean Kosmos and its Actuality. The distinction (then) between plato- 

nism and pythagoreanism over the first few centuries is rather an artific- 
ial one, since these appear as two complementary 'sides' of a single con- 
figuration. One might better, perhaps, speak of the dominance of one side 
or t'e other - of 'platonic' or 'pythagorean' tendencies within a common 
play or interaction of schemes derived from both. One may equally well 
speak of 'stoic', 'epicurean' tendencies: there is for example a definite 
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euicurean tendency in Celsua' second-century 'platonism'. Only aristotelian 

'tendencies' seem rather rare - since (perhaps) the simpler schemes of 

the aristotelian Economy of Kosmos constitute a com, non element in the vari- 

ous different tendencies. 

Over the course of the third century stoicism and epicureanism 

disappear as independent rositions - their interplay in the first and. second 

centuries with an emerging platonic scheme is finally incorporated within 

the systematic articulation of that scheme itself. The cilician Diogenes 

Laertius may, for example, be taken to mark the close of the epicurean trad- 

ition in Antiquity. His history of Reflection down to ''. cures is framed 

in a simple scheme-of the meeting of two convergent Schools, the Ionian and 

the Italian (beginning with the ionian 'phycicista' and the pythagoreans, 

respectively) in the inclusive figure'of epicurean atomism. The configurat- 

ion of his Conclusion, in which the close of the history is made to corresp- 

ond to the closed circle of Epicurus' logic, in which the prior figures of 

Philosophy are to be considered systematically inscribed, has already been 

noted in connection with Epicurus' system itself (which, along with so many 

of the schemes thus inscribed rather awkwardly within it, Diogenes alone 

has preserved for us). - 

Roughly contemporary with this 'story' of Diogenes (whose inscrip- 

tion of Reflection in an 'external' History corresponds to Epicurus' prim- 

ary figure of inscription of that inscription in outward Nature), around the 

middle of the third century, and also expressing a 'limiting' figure of 
Reflection that constitutes one component of the configuration, the 'node', 

now under considgration is the 'empiric' Sextus of Alexandria (and Athens). 

It will be remembered that the 'Empirics' of Alexandria five centuries be- 

fore had opposed the dogmatism o'%rival 'Dogmatic' schools of Erasistratus 

and Herophilus (parallelling in-this the emergence of the diddle Academy 

of Arcesilaus at Athens). Sextus inscribed his'pyrrhonism' in the sceptic- 

al tradition of Pyrrho and Arcesilaps. His attack Against the Mathematicians 
(that is, against the neopythagorean elements at Alexandria) is a final 

systematic expression of a 'critical' position outside the primary 'logical 

circle' in which the pythagorean economy of Kosmos was inscribed, before 

the formal relations of 'inside' and 'outside' this circular Reflection 

are themselves integrated in the 'neoplatonic' recognition (in such a fig- 

ure, eventually) of an Actuality which diFtinguishes itself from its form- 

al inscription in a pythagorean economy of Kosmos as 'outside' that economy, 
as the formal complement of the symmetrical economy (in which it is thus 
inscribed) as a whole. 
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Around the same time, stoicism was finally being altogether as- 

similated into the complementary (and soon rival) christian and 'pagan' ver- 

sions of 'neoplatonism', and 'neopythagorean' schemes ceased to be distingu- 

ishable from 'neoulatonic' ones (although here one cannot properly speak of 

'incornoration': the 'neoplatonists' after Plotinus tended to call themselves 

both 'platonists' and 'pythagoreans', the latter character becoming predomin- 

ant - Iamblichus and Proclus make not only Plato himself, but also Aristotle, 

'pythagoreans'), 

I noted some way above that with the recurrence of pythagorean 

schemes around the beginning of our Era, the 'geometrical' mathematics of 
Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius began to be supplanted by an arithmetic 
(not to say 'numerology') in which the analysis of figure in terms of a re- 

duction in principle to the 'geometric' elements of point and line was re-* 

Dlaced by an 'arithmetical' play or economy of figure - of forms of numbers 

and of their composition, abstracted from the euclidean coincidence of log- 

ical and physical orders in the geometrical point. -Forms within forms, re- 

ducible in principle to the elementary unit - and an economy of such forms, 

which reflects the forms or figures within which thatýeconommyi8 lfigure is 

itseelf, in turn, inscribed within the unitary frame of Kosmos. 

Thus Nicomachus of Gerasa, a 'pythagorean', early in the first centur; 

composed an Introduction to Arithmetic, beginning with the unit and the var- 

ious figures of combination of units, and passing through correlations of these 

various figures (without any proofs, in the euclidean sense, but only examples 
to illustrate the various principles of composition and correlation), to an 

elaborate theory of proportion - that is to say, of the elaboration of a 

whole frame of Figure out of the interplay and recurrence of certain element- 

ary figures, such as those of the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic proport- 

ions which articulate the cosmic frame of the Timaeus. N icomachus setting- 

out of such a 'play' or 'economy' of figure remained the dominant mathematical 
'frame' for the rest of classical antiquity, and, through the latin adaptat- 
ion of Boethius early in the sixth century, remained dominant in the West un- 
til the introduction of arabian mathematics in the thirteenth century. 

More characteristically, perhaps, Theon of Smyrna, another 'pythaE- 

orean' towards the middle of the second century (a contemporary of Ptolemy, 

who uses some of his astronomical observations), wrote a guide to the mathe- 
matics of Plato's dialogues - integrating the mathematical elements of these 
in an 'arithmetic' frame similar to that of Nicomachus. He also wrote an 
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elaborate treatise On the Tetractys, in which the mathematical articulat- 

ion of the 'first Tetractys' is the model for the elaboration of nine fur- 

ther Tetractyes, altogether comprising a whole scheme of Kosmos, in which 

the place of the mathematical articulation of the first Tetractys in the 

series of ten, is reflected by the place of the Unit as first term of the 

rf the first et a tyc 
first mathematical) Tetractys. The place of the seconä term/is refIec ecd 

in the Kosmos of the ten Tetractyes, in the second Tetractys, giving'the 

articulation of physical Space, and so on. 

Thus the 'neopythagorean' mathematics of the first centuries are 

seen to substitute for the euclidean reduction to the point (and correspond- 

ing articulation of progressive 'proof'), a coordination of figures inter- 

mediate between euclidean point and euclidean Space, which reflects the 

'platonic' figures by which this 'mathematical' figure is itself inscribed 

within the articulation of Kosmos, as primary image of that articulation. 

In Ptolemy's work, for example, the question arises: Why does space have 

three dimensions, not more or less? This question makes no sense in euclid- 

ean geometry, but itself frames the fundamental Space of that geometry, com- 

Dlementing the elementary point. The only way to approach this radical quest- 

ion in (as in Ptolemy's rather circular answer) to mirror in the three- 

dimensional articulation of mathematical figure, the place or part of that 

figure (as its formal frame) within a complementary actuality of Kosmos. 

... It will be seen how such a 'pythagorean' tendency in the second century 

approaches the question of the distinction of Actuality from Image by artic- 

ulating this distinction itself within the 'mathematical' frame that is, as 

it were, the formal image of Kosmus. 

The limit of this 'pythagorean' tendency, corresponding to its 

coincidence with a previously complementary 'platonic' tendency around the 
(rvýr Er-Laa i 

middle of the third century, is reflected 2in the/abstraction by M#hantus 

of Alexandria (around this time) of arithmetical analysis from spatial re- 

-presentation, in nrinciDle. He develops the analysis of arithmetic 'forms' 

( clSfac in his Arithmetic), originally derived from the geometric composit- 

ion of figures in terms of a given unit 'length', to the point where he 

operates with relations of figures that have no geometric interpretation. 

Thus he takes for consideration some 'unknown' quantity whose relations 

with certain other quantities, and 
ötrier 

relations between quantities, 

are known. By combining these various 'forms' he reaches an identity be- 

tween two 'forms' - that is, he reaches two different 'expressions' of the 

same 'quantity' - in one or both of which the 'unknown' may occur in severAL 
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'forms'. These'forms are now manipulated according to rules derived from 

the principles of aidition and composition-in-square ('multiplication') of 

geometric 'quantities' : any quantity (of any 'form') may be added simultan- 

eously to both 'sides' of the identity or 'equation' ('equals added to equals 

give eel-ials' and 'equals comnounded with equals are equal' are basic princi- 

ples of euclidean arithmetic); and the inverse operations of sub's on 

and division may be likewise performed. Eventually Dkohantus transforms 

the equation into one between the unknown on one 'side' and some combinat- 

ion of 'knowns' - which is to say, some multiple or submultiple of tie unit - 

on the other. But in his manipulations 'square' quantities (for example) 

may be compounded with squares (corresuonding to a figure' of 'four dimens- 

ions' with no spatial representation), 'lines' may be added to 'squares', 

and so on. The euclidean analysis of figures is, from this point of view 
(though Diophantus could hardly have regarded it thus) simply one particular 

case of the general articulation of arithmetic figures or 'forms', rather 

than the arithmetic relations being simply abstract presentations of geom- 

etric relations, ultimately analysable into euclidean point and line in a 

process which is the simple converse of 'synthesis', geometric proof based 

on an initial coincidence of logical and physical orders in the simple eu- 

clidean 'point'. 

Diophantus' Arithmetic constitutes a formal limit to the mathe- 

matics of classical Antiquity -a sort of question p; sed by the relations 

between geometrical space and arithmetical 'figure' (like Ptolemy's quest- 

ion of the triele dimensionality of Space, or of the princi? le involved in 

Euclid's 'Parallel Postulate'). Its sequel lies in arabian 'algebra' rath- 

er than in any further development of ancieit mathematics. A similar lira- 

it is marked by the systematic exposition by his contemporary (and fellow- 

alexandrain ) Pappus of the results of alexandrian geometry over five cen- 

turies. The only subsequent work in classical Antiquity is the neoplatonic 

commentary (in, for ex_; mmole, Iamblichus and Proclus) which system9tically 

articulated the mirroring between the forms of earlier mathematical theory, 

and the place of this mathematical figure in a platonic-pythagorean Kosmos. 

The limit marked by Diophantus, then, reflects (whatever may have been Dio- 

nhantus' philosophical views... the e;: oosition of the six extant books of 

the Arithmetic has the character of an intellectual game - 'play' of or with 
(arithmetical) figures) that limit of inscription of the difference of Actu- 

ality and play of figure in the play of figure, which marks the transition 

from the parallel development of pythagorean and platonic schemes to their 

conjunction in 'neoplatonism'. 
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It remains now to note two analogues of the development of 'neo- 

Dythagorean' arithmetic over this same period. - An 'egyptian' art and a 

'chaldean' or 'magian' art, which each embody the form of a 'mystery', cor- 

resronding, in this, to the initial embodiment of the 'greek' art of mathe- 

matics in the Pythagorean group or 'mystery'. 

Firs+,: the ' egyýian art' . As part of his political, legal and 

economic restructuring of the roman World around the end of the third cent- 

ury (which included, as already noted, the final systematic attempt to sup- 

tress the christian Church or Community), Diocletian is said to have decreed 

the burning of all books on the ' egyptian art' of transforming 

'baser' matter into silver and gold. - An 'art' or activity which, like the 

failing roman economy it was thought to be attacking by increasing the amount 

of precious metal in circulation (and inflating prices), was centered in Al- 

exandria. Alexandria in Khmi - Egypt (in' the hative language). 

This ' egyptian art' was also (perhaps somewhat later) 

known asxur. c-1e& , fusion of infusion. - This as the 'chemical' transform- 

ation of baser matter into 'noble' silver or gold was expressed (in those 

texts which survive) as the interaction of 'noble' Fire and 'base' Earth 

in the chemist's vessel, as the fire of his furnace was applied to the mat- 

ter in his 'bowl'. Thus Zosimus, a contemporary of Diocletian's, and the 

earliest writer on the 'art' who can be dated with any reliability, describes 

the 'chemical' process of transformation in an allegory which focusses on 
the bowl or crucible as 'altar' at which the 'work' takes place. 'Work': 

a 'mystery', and also a 'sacrifice' and 'punishment', whose articulation 
directly mirrors the gnostic scheme of descent and ascent of the soul into 

and back from Matter, from and back to Light: 

And again I saw the same divine and sacred bowl-shaped altar, and I 

saw the priest clothed in white celebrati-: g those fearful mysteries, 

and I said 'Who is this? ' . And, answering, he said to me 'This is the 

priest of the Sanctuary. He wishes to put blood into the bodies, to 

make clear the eyes, and to raise up the dead' (1) 

The process in the crucibulum, the 'little cross' of the sacrifice, is 

an image of the cosmic scheme of Suirit and Matter, Invisible and Visible, 

Above and Below. The transmutation of the matter in the crucible is to be 

effected by recognising the place of the 'work' in this scheme, as an image 

r 
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of the cosmic scheme of Actuality distinguishing itself from Image in 

the Image. The 'bowl' is not only the chemist's vessel, but also the 

bowl of the Earth, and the 'fire' id also the Sun. The adept focusses the 

interaction of Heaven and Earth (primary image of the distinction of Actu- 

ality, Spirit, from Image, Matter), responsible for the formation of metals 

'below' in the Earth, in his bowl and furnace. He is, as it were, the in- 

termediary between the cosmic interaction of Heaven and Earth, and the im- 

age of that interaction in his laboratory: he is Zosimus' 'priest.. celebrat- 

ing these fearful mysteries'. - Mysteries 'framed' allegorically in terms 

of this intermediate order between crucible and Kosmos - in terms of a hum- 

an drama of sacrifice, death, resurrection in a new body. 

The cosmic scheme of Actuality distinguishing itself from Image 

which is 'one side' of this 'mystery' derives primarily from the allegorical 

articulation of the neopythagorean scheme (often following Philo) in terms 

of hellenised egyptian religion - an articulation which may be regarded as 

a limiting egyptian form of 'gnosticism'. That scheme is set out in the 

'hermetic books', compiled in Alexandria in the first few centuries of our 

Era. 'The Father' is identified with the 'One', the 'Son' with 'Two' or 

Dyad, 'Spirit' with Three; or the Mother may be associated with the Dyad, 

the Son, Hermes Trismegistus, 'thrice-greatest' with the Triad. The two 

schemes are not so much conflicting, as complement-. ry, figures: in the 

first the Mother or Female Principle (corresponding to graeco-egyptian 

Isis, the Great Mother whose cult was the dominant 'mystery'-in the roman 

World in the first few centuries - at least outside the army, where the 

persian-babylonian cult of the Son, Mithras was dominant, until supplanted 

by that of Christ, the Son) is as it were assumed as a sort of 'indefinite 

dyad' or multiulicity, in union with which the One produces the Two, the 

first definite dyad, called in the hermetic books the Word, 

From this first three-in-one proceed the seven planetary spheres 
(giving a familiar ten--fold ladder of cycle-within-cycle). The Son in the 

first triad is the 'Image of the Father'; the Sun in the visible heavens is 

also the 'Image of the Father'; the Moon is the Image of the Mother. But 

since the structure of Actuality and Image mirror one the other, the 'work- 

ing' of the Father is also the working of the Sun. Multiple 'versions' of 

the same scheme are juxtaposed, and image is identified with actuality - 

one image with various actualities, one actuality with various images: for 

the 'hermetic' tradition or scheme is framed at the outset as allegory, as 
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mystery. The allegorical substitution in the discourses of 'Hermes' 

or 'Asclepius' of image for actuality on the level of 'content' directly 

reflects the substitution of 'outward' words (as components of the dis- 

course) for (to speak with Philo) the 'inward' 'Aöca-_, 'powers', they 

reflect. That is to say: the free substitution of image for identity, 

the play of analogy or 'figure', itself as it were silently 'points' to 

the initial natural or unthinking substitution by the uninitiated read- 

er of an imaginary play of mere forms of 'Father', 'Sun', 'Moon', 'Ab- 

ove', 'Below', and so on, for the unitary Actuality which, in these var ouf 

figures or images, distinguishes itself from the domain of the Image, 

from the mechanical play of the 'ordinary' reader's imagination. In a 

was, the reader is himself 'Asclepius', the Son (of Hermes), insofar 

as he finds in the 'images' and allegories of the texts that of the Fat- 

her distinguishing him6elf from the Son as Image, and so 'speaking' to 

him (the reader) as the very 'son' in which this distinction is actually 

taking place (through the participation of the reader in the distinct- 

ion of Actuality (Father) from Image (Son), which distinction appears 

in the text in the image of Father speaking to Son). 

This figure of ! entrance' into the 'hermetic' mystery, by 

participation in the Actuality which distinguishes itself from its 

formal expression in words through the figure (in the play of those 

words) of Father (Hermes) speaking to Son (Asclepius-Tat (ie Imhotep)), 

leads the reader into the perception of his place between Heaven above 

and Earth below. - And the image 'below', in Earth, of the self-ex- 

pression of Actuality, 'Power', distinguishing itself from its image, 

lies in the steps of transformation of 'gross' or earthy matter into 

fiery gold, the purest and most changeless matter. These steps 'below' 

correspond to steps upwards through the heavenly actualities of Spirit, 

imaged in the successive planetary spheres (each associated with, in- 

deed identified with, one of the 'seven metals', and denoted by the 

same symbol: 0 for Sun and Gold, (C for Moon and Silver, and so on. 

Just as, in understanding the hermetic texts, the reader discovered 

himself as an interface between text and Actuality, through which Act- 

uality expressed itself (or 'himself'), distinguishing itself from its 

image in the text, the 'outward' words, so now the chemist becomes, 

through partaking of the more general figure to which the text is an 

induction or introduction, an intermediary between the heavenly Actual- 

ityr. above and gross Matter below, an intermediary through whom that 
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Actuality can express itself by differentiating higher Gold from lower 

Silver.. or Copper, or Lead. 

The configuration may best be understood in a medical ana- 
logy: the interaction of the three orders of Above (Spirit), Inter- 

mediary (Man) and Below (Matter) is reflected in the intermadiary ord- 

er by the three levels of the human organism and their interaction (as 

presented, for example, in Galen's systematic figure). The liver and 
its 'natural spirits' correspond to Earth below, the heart and its 'vit- 

al spirits' to the intermediary or mediating activity of Man, and the 

brain to the heavenly actualities whose material images are the stars. 

... Or it may be understood in terms of Ptolemy's parallel 

scheme of lastrolbgicall interaction of Heaven and its cycles Above 

with Earth and its linear movements Below. 

More generally, these two analogues, medical and astrologic- 

al, may be regarded as two sides - microcosmic and macrocosmic - of 

the chemical 'Work' or working of Actuality. Later arabian 'alchemy' 

(al kimia begins with the systematic integration of what 

one might call the 'horizontal' triple order of medical 'inside', act- 
ive passive interface, and astrological or macrocosmic 'outside', with 

the triple 'vertical' order of Heaven, Man, and Earth, common to all 

three 'horizontal' orders. 

Finally, as an example of the inter-relations of the various 
figures - 'hermetic' symbolism, the part of the 'chemist' between Spi- 

rit and Matter, and so on, I give a version of the central 'hermetic' 

text whose greek original (probably of the third century) is lost, but 

which remains in various arabic versions. It was to exercise a great 
influence --to play a central part - in the european 'hermeticism' of 
the thirteenth to the seventeenth century (that is, over the first 

'half' of the Second Part of this Story or History): 
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The Words of the Secret Things of Hermes Trismegistus: 

True, without deceit - certain and most true. 

What is Below is as what is Above, and what is Above is as what 

is Below, for the performing of the Wonders of the One. 

And as All were from One, by the intermediary of One, so were All 

born of this One, by adaptation. 
Its Father is the Sun, its Mother the Moon; Spirit carried it in 

its Womb, and its Nurse is the Earth. 

This is the Father of all Perfection in the whole Kosmos. 

Its'Power is integrative, if it be turned into Earth. 

You must separate the Earth form the Fire, the Subtle from the Gross, 

smoothly, with great cleverness. 
It ascends from the Earth into Heaven, and again descends into the 

Earth and receives the Power of Superiors and Inferiors. Thus 

will you have the Glory of the whole Kosmos, and thus will all 

Darkness flee from you. -. 
This is the powerful Power of all power - because it will overcome 

every subtle thing, and penetrate every solid. 
Thus was the Earth created. 

Hence will there be wonderful adaptations, of which this is the means, 

And so am I called Hermes Trismegistus, having three parts of the 

Philosophy of the whole Kosmos. 

What I have said concerning the work of the Sun is complete. 

Parallel with this hermetic 'mystery', whose relation to the her- 

metic books of the first few centuries reflects that of the christian 

mystery of the 'eucharist' with its transformation of material Bread 

and Wine into the Body and Blood of Christ to the early 'theology' of 

the Word, there runs the 'Chaldean' or ' magian' , 'magical art' , ýº . %(u 

whose elaboration in the terms of graeco-syrian philosophised 

mythology (or'Gnosis) is a direct analogue of the graeco-egyptian them- 

atic of alexandrian 'alchemy': sý and the Chaldean and 

egyptian ' arts' , par excellence. 
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The 'cosmic' Frame of this 'magic' is directly coordinate 

with that of contemporary alexandrian alchemy - as may be seen from 

the fragments of the 'Chaldean Oracles' (A''(k". Xbu SaL L) preserved 

in neoplatonic commentaries from Porphyry's down to Proclus and ön to 

Psellus, of the lost poem (dating from some time in the century before 

Porphyry's commentary) generally ascribed to 'Julian the Chaldean' or 

to his son 'Julian the Theurgist'. Here again appear Father-One, Son 

or Mother as Dyad, Spirit or Son as Triad. - Again the 'mystery" is 

framed as a reflection in the symbolism of the text, of the primary 
figure of distinction of spiritual actuality, working, from literal 

or material image - the distinction of 'inward Word' or words, from 

the outward configuration of the text from (and in) which they distin- 

guish themselves. 

A primary or characteristic difference between the 'Mysteries 

of the Chaldeans and of the Egyptians' (to take the title of what pre- 

sents itself as the reply of the egyptian priest Anebo to Porphyry's 

questions, and is traditionally attributed to Porphyry's most promin- 

ent follower Iamblichus, founder of the 'syrian' school of 'Neoplaton- 

ism', itself dominant until Proclus' athenian integration of alexandrian 

and syrian elements) reflects that primary complementarity of egyptian 

and 'chaldean' cultures and mythologies already noted. Whereas the 

egyptian mystery or art is framed in a primary figure of the Work of 
the Sun in the transmutation of base Matter into solar Gold - in that 

limiting figure of distinction of Above and Below, of Actuality and Im- 

age, in an image - the chaldean art of 'magic' is framed within the fig- 

ure of an Economy, in which that 'alchemy' appears simply as one figure 

of transfiguration among others. An Economy which attaches primarily 
to the 'intermediate situation of the adept or initiate, rather than 

to the extreme terms of unitary 'solar' Actuality and blind earthly 
Matter, in which intermediate figurations might be suprosed hierarch- 

ically ordered. 

That is, the chaldean magic, as reflected in the 'theurgical' 

texts or rituals that parallel the alexandrian alchemical texts of the 
first few centuries, is organised. in the duality of Spirit and Matter 
in the particular configurations in which theurgist or magician finds 
himself as 'intermediary' between these two orders. The primacy of this 
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'symbolic' framing of such intermediate activity or working (rather 

than the egyptian adept's self-inscription in the limiting figure of 
distinction of the two orders, of subordination of Below to Above) is 

reflected in the central interplay of magical text ('incantation'), 

ritual activity or drama, and symbolic objects involved in the activ- 
ity. In the limit the manichaean dramatisation of the conflict of 
Light and Dark embodied in the very enunciation or invocation of this 

conflict, might be seen as an extension of this 'chaldean' or syrian 
figure (to include, like the antiochid administration, Babylonia in 
Syria), to the cosmic Drama as a whole... for from the sixth century 
before our Era, persian 'dualism' interacts, as a sort of limiting fig- 

ure, with the babyionian cultural Economy. 

How does a scheme of 'magical art' apply 'in practice'? 
Roughly, in the configuration of a rarticular situation certain com- 
ponent 'figures' will correspond to figures by which certain 'actual, ' 
ities' - workings, 'powers', forces - express themselves, according to 
the elementary figure of Actuality, Power, distinguishing itself from 
Image: the simple figure of magical Action, Activity, Working, as such, 
the simple 'frame' of the mystery. Then, just as the text of the Ora- 

cles or frames the part in such Activity of the Word of Power - 
the way in which the text effects the entry into the 'magical'-con- 
figuratLon in general (as it were the 'script' for the Drama which 
identifies itself as one element in the Drama or Working) - so a part- 
icular "öYog 

, formula, incantation, text, frames the invocation or 
actualisation of a 'power' corresponding to some rarticular aspect 
(something open in its cosmic configuration) of the particular sit- 
uation 'in question'. This, then, through those 'words of power' of 
which, Origen tells us in the first book Against Celsus, the Tetra- 

grammaton, the unspeakable NAME of the God of the Jews and christians, 
was recognised as the most powerful by the 'magicians' of his time: 
I AM - the actuality of the Father of syrians, jews and egyptians 
alike, the Father of the Chaldean Oracles and the Hermetic Books.. 
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1: Des Places Fr. 150 (Psellus, Commentary on the Oracles, Pat. Gr. 1132c)' 
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never change foreign names... for there are among each people 

names, god-given, having mysterious power in rituals. 

-a power 'mysterious', Zee-%. -tog , which cannot be 'translated' 

into the 'open' play of everyday prose; which is rooted in a closed 

configuration of particular figures essentially embodied in the part- 
icular figuration of an 'actual' language and culture. A Qe 

v'-cS: at 

once undescribable in oven speech, and not to be so 'opened', divulged, 

in everyday intercourse 'outside' the closed configuration of the rit- 

ual, the 'mystery'. 

Qwbcr. Xs : the ' force' of the word cannot be translated, its 

import in the closed figuration of ritual. In the configuration fram- 

ed by the 'circuit' of inscription of text, of its logical order, in 

the coordination of various orders it frames - whether this be the gen- 

eral configuration of 'magic' framed by the text of the oracles as a 

whole, or the particular configuration of a certain ritual. In the 

primary magical frame of 'ascending through the spheres', magically 

transfiguring the Matter in which as participant in the ritual or mys- 

tery one is embodied, the 'words of power' invoke corresponding work- 

ings, actualities, 'gods'.. induce their self-expression in the outward 

order of the Image - in and from which they 'distinguish' themselves: 

' (1) 
the formless take form.. 

y. 1ºiKNý iyýLeL'lýL.. " 
(2) 

.. for you bodies are given to our self-revealing manifestations 

Thus the adept must be wary, above all, of confusing an image of 
this self-distinction from and in bodies, images, with an actuality, 

a 'divine' manifestation - of getting things upside-down: 

ý ec e i. 
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1: Fr. 144 2: Fr, 142 
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For in contemplation and mystery that which makes the way up- 

ward both sure and unstumbling, for us, is proceeding in order - 

and indeed the Oracle affirms: 

Nothing else so turns God from man, and with living power 

sends him upon empty paths 

- as when, without order or concordance, we make our ascent to- 

wards the most divine contemplations and workings, as it is said 

with uninitiated tongue or unwashed feet. 

The frame of 'vision' and action, 'working' - etý0 and 

`ºsZýI opens (is revealed) and closes (comes 'full-circle') in the 

entrance, 'initiation', through words, into the working of figures, of 

images, in which divine Actuality distinguishes itself in and from the 

image of this self-distinction or self-expression. The Oracles are 

the words, the Word, the Ao1 «, which frame the widest circuit of 

'magical' mystery of 'sounding light', the 'Works of Deathless Fire', 

in an outward silence.. 

p. ktvTciý 
ä. Týýo ýL(_. sV oý. tut+J cýw ciS ýttý. 

t SeV Coý 
(2) 

.. urging yourself to the centre of sounding light.. 

Ic 0 - 
-. 
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.. . 

PA3ýW v---o 

Towards the Light and the Father's rays you must hasten, whence 

Life is sent forth to you, clothed in multiple mind. 

e_" 41r4 Z9Z 1-=t: >, , -, 1 k, 
For mortal, approaching the Fire, will have Light 
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1: Fr. 136 (Proclus on the Parmenidea, 990) 2: Fr. 111 3t Fr. 115 4: Fr. 1ý 
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u=. ** k' (y ,c1 
But when. you see most holy Fire beyond form, springing shining 

through the depths of all Kosmos, listen to the Voice of Fire. 
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Ii you invoke me many times, you will see all things grow dark. 

For then is seen no curved dome of Heaven, stars do not shine, 

the Moon's light is hidden, Earth is not solid: everything is 

aflame with Lightning. 

.. and Proclus preserves a specific invocation, the configurat- 
ion of a particular scene in this dramatic mystery of Word and Light: 

Twe 
ý 
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Having uttered these Ginvocations1 you will see either fire 

spread springing like a boy on the waves of air, or indeed 

fire without form, from which comes forth a voice, or a wealth 

of Light all around the field, rushing, whirling.. 

Proclu8 further notes, in his commentary on the Cratylus, that 

the particular ritual forms framed by the general coordination of 

Word and Light are prefaced- that is, they 'open'.. and indeed are 
(en)closed - by the admonition; 

_""(' 'ý 4 

.. keep silence, "you admitted to the mystery 

1: Fr. 148 2: Fr. 147 3: Fr. 146 (from comm. on Republic) 4: Fr. 132 
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Lydus relates the inscription in the general frame of 

the oracles' identification of their order of Words as a primary 

component of the Kosmos these words frame, of the pythagorean fig- 

ure of Pentalpha - Pentangle or Pentad: the geometric image of a 

fivefold working in which that image, that geometrical order, is 

one component (this circularity then associated, as we earlier saw, 

with the Pentalpha as 'symbol' of access to, and closure of, the 

pythagorean mystery): 

0 

L 

The Oracle declares that souls, when restored to their former 

nature by means of this Pentad, transcend Fate: 

For theurgists are not counted in the herd subject to Fate 

Presumably this Five, like the quaternity or Tetrad , is to be 

understood in relation to the self-differentiation of the One Alone 

into a Triad (One 'of whose terms' being, so to speak, its''primary' 

Image): , 

(2) 

.. the Father withdrew himself, but not closing his Fire within 

his mental Power. 

Ei S t 10oc ý(a+e 'Ye üS tiTýt iZoc t4ý0 i ýV trßecý 
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The Mind of the Father uttered that all be cut into Three; his 

Will assented, and in this very moment all was divided. 

1: De Mensura, XXIII, 6 (=Fr. 153) 2: Fr-3 3: Proclus, Comm. on the Par 

menides, 1091(Fr. 22 interpolates <ýQwürioo t. wctý 4; %; Vc ( Ký(ýaey +ý" 
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The Father 'withdrew' :; Ii-v - to steal away, but also 

to 'grasp' with the Mind: and this radical withdrawing or abstraction 

as it were to one side of an inaugural distinction or Two is (as in 

Zeno of Citium's figure of itself the very figure or con- 

figuration of 'mental' 'in'side framing its part in an initial order 

of assertion; of self-assertion, of Will, indeed. 'Withdrew' as the 

logical assertion of the distinction of the logical distinction of 

physical and logical from the physical distinction by' which this is 

marked (the physical 'image', then) 'abstracts' in its primal order 

of 'grasping itself'. Radical Unity, then, of Mind as one 'side' of 

a triple order of mirroring of that Actuality and its mere Image, re- 

flection, in the Nothing of the Mark: a fivefold Pentad of the triple 

mirror and its two 'sides'. From the 'invisible' side, then - from 

a threefold Invisible Fire - proceed, as in the Hermetic Books, the 

seven heavens of Visible Fire. The Sun, middle term in this tenfold 

scheme between Father and Earth, corresponds (as in pythagorean ac- 

counts noted at the beginning of this First Part) to Five. But as I 

noted in relation to the 'multivalent' symbolism or play of figuration 

in the Hermetic Books, the 'actuality' of the Five might more properly 

be found at work in all the configurations in which the figure (its 

symmetry of 'five-fold') occurs - distinguishing itself, then, from 

all these its images - rather than being identified with one image of 

the configuration of distinction (the Sun, for example). And''the' 

One itself is here 'at work' as the. very figure of that 'abstraction' 

of 'the' Five: the figure of distinction from the image of this dis- 

tinction (from the image). Distinction, in particular, of Unity from 

the unity 'of' Five.. of Two, Three, Four... and of One 'among' others. 

6 
One, the Father, at work 'governing all', then, through 

the coordination of these images: Triad as Father-Son/Word-Spirit, 

and Spirit in turn mirroring Father and Word in Matter and Nature in 

its threefold mirror... or Son as Dyad mirroring Spirit in Nature. 

Even at the elementary level of the configuration of initial abstract- 
ion and coordinate Image, Fire, there is already a 'play, of figures, 

a: play of different figures of inscription of the first three terms. 

one in another, or in a configuration of other terms -a play of 'per- 

spectives' in the initial symmetry. A play which is itself what is 

open in the symmetry or figure of Three, in which the actuality or 
working of the Three dietinguishes itself from its various 'versions', 

images. 
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. 
The way that the three of Triad is itself framed as 'primary' 

cosmic sy'r try (whether it be, for example, within the 'egyptian' figure 

of hierarchy, or the 'chaldean' figure of cosmic economy) is in turn reflect- 

ed 'in' the account of triple division thus 'externally' framed in some cul- 

tural figure or configuration rather than another. To take a radical in- 

stance: Origen's 'dramatic' framing of a primary Trinity of Father, Son and 

Spirit is strictly analogous, if taken simply as a formal configuratioh, to 

Plotinus' primary Triad or Trinity of One, Mind, and Life, Fried within a 

primary 'logical' figure of Reflection. Each of these, in turnT might be 

said to be 'male' versions of the primary Trinity: egyptian and chaldean 

'mythologies' alike complement the figure of the Father distinguishing 'him' 

self from the Image, with the figure of the Mother (Isis-Ishtar) in which (or 

whom) this distinction itself is 'open' -I have already noted the dual treat- 

ment in the Oracles of Dyad as Son or Mother. Such duality is fairly com- 

mon in 'gnostic' schemes, where the primary mirror of Actuality 

and Image is usually female Wisdom, ýO4 C4 
, rather than male Word, Aw o. 

Leaving gnostic schemes aside, one might remember the dominance, in the first 

few centuries, of the mysteries of Isis throughout the roman World, as a uni- 

fying frame of Mystery as such. - Isis as the Female Principle of Life, Above 

and Below, of whom all goddesses were taken as so many aspects, integrated 

within the frame of the primary image of the Moon, in which (or whom) Above 

is mirrored. in Below.. the Sun of Heaven (for example) in the Gold of Earth. 

- This unifying frame was in its turn assimilated, along with most of its 

(her? ) symbolism, into the christian church, over the two-and-a-half cent- 

uries which are the subject of this section. The. third General Council was 

called to Ephesus in 431 to discuss the denial by the syrian ryestorius, Pat- 

riarch of Constantinople, of the title 'Mother of God' to Mary the mother of 

Jesus, Nestorius insisting that Mary was mother of the human Jesus, but not 

the divine Word, the Second Person of the Trinity. The Bishop of Rome and 

the Patriarch of Alexandria pronounced this view of Nestorius' 

to be 'excluded' from the Church, claiming that it involved a distinction of 

two persons (rather than simply the orthodox two 'natured, divine and hummn) 

in Christ. The Council supporting this view, and Nestorius refusing to re- 

tract it, he was deposed and banished. His supporters were in turn excluded 

from the Empire (considered co-extensive with the Church) and, growing in 

numbers on its eastern borders, eventuaily became the primary means of trans- 

mission of greek learning to the califate of Baghdad in the eigth century, 

and so, ultimately, a, ma jor comDcnent in the transmission of that learning 

to thirteenth-century Europe. 
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- To. -return, though, to the 'male' Trinities of Origen and Plotin- 

us: One may reasonably enough associate what is common in these two 'vers- 

ions', 'dramatic' and 'logical', of the Three-in-One with the shadowy figure 

of their common teacher at Alexandria, Am onius Saccas ('Sack-carrier') who 

himself wrote nothing, and died in 243, whereupon Plotinus left Alexandria 

to join the expedition of the emperor Gordianus against7Persians (who had 

invaded Syria) with a view, it is said, to studying the religion of Chaldea 

and Persia. - Upon the death at the Euphrates of Gordianus' father-in-law, 

the prefect of his personal Guard, and the murder of the emperor a* the in- 

stigation of the new prefect (this following a common pattern of the third 

century, already noted), Plotinus passed to Rome where, as I wrote above, he 
began to write and lecture around the middle of the century. 

Ammonius' parents were christian, but it is not sure quite what, 

apart from strongly eclectic, we may make . of the religion of the son: Plot- 

inus says he ceased to be a christian in later life; christian authorities 

deny this. This confusion itself might be taken to reflect that convergence 

of 'logical' and 'poetic' orders towards the mid-century which is reflected 

in the writing of Origen ann, 
'ao ter the mid-century, begins to find 'logical' 

expression in the 'neoplatonism' of Plotinus' roman essays, later collected 

and edited by his phoenician pupil Porphyry (who also first published the 

Chaldean Oracles - whatever may have been their prehistory). The backward 

deduction from the analogies between the triadic schemes of Origen and Plot- 

inus, and the correspondences between those analogies and the schemes of hel- 

lenised 'chaldean' and 'egyptian' religion already described, in which Ammon- 

ius would appear to have been keenly interested, are further strengthened by 

the consideration that Ammonius' third eminent pupil, Longinus (who was Por- 

phyry's teacher at Athens, before the latter went on to Rome and Plotinus) 

seems to be the writer of a 'poetics' - (lt 4 os , 'On the Sublime' (liter- 

ally, 'On the Above') - which presents a third 'version' of the convergence 

of 'logical' and 'poetic' orders "(a reflection on that figure of heavenly 

actuality distinguishing itself in an image). It is as though the 'mystery' 

of Ammonius' teaching (in both the esoteric and exoteric senses of that word) 

moved in some symbolic play of the various schemes elaborated in turn by Ori- 

gen, Longinus and Plotinus, and that this 'play' and its primary triadic frame 

was eventually focussed towards the end of the century by Porphyry (who had 

associated with, if not actually studied under, Crigen in Palestine, before 

gassing on, in turn, to Longinus at Athens and Plotinus at Rome). 

With this configuration of the transition from a triadic frame of 
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alexandrian syncretic symbolism to the 'logical' articulation of this 

frame as 'neopl atonism', in Porphyry's assembly of Plotinus' essays into 

a unitary scheme, we may pause for a moment to set out schematically an 

initial correlation or coordination of the various 'orders' of Reflection 

and their contexts, before illustrating how this elementary coordination 

is at work in the transition from the third century to the close of class- 

ical antiquity. Indeed, in terms of this simple scheme, it will be possible 

to show, in simple outline, how that 'close' corresponds in a way to a lim- 

iting expression of this same scheme -a limit to its 'logical' framing in 

Antiquity. -A limit that appears in '*neoplatonic' form (in Proclus' suc- 

cessors) as the question of the 'logical' or formal symmetry of the three 

orders of 'hypostasis' or actuality, of which this same 'logical' order of 

sym' etry is itself one (of the three) components. 
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One, Two, Three.. 

The discussion of the relations of Reflection and 'World' in the first 

few centuries of this 'Era' has been dominated by a simple 'figure' - that 

of the distinction of 'Actuality' from its 'inscription' in the 'play' of 

the 'Image' - and this in that play itself. -A figure which had earlier 

been found to 'frame' the concluding dialogues of Plato around the middle 

of the fourth century before this Era, this Time. .. To 'frame': that is 

to day the 'working' of t'e various schemes or figures of those last dia- 

logues - the 'logical' Parmenides, the 'physical' Timaeus, the 'poetic' (in 

the widest sense of -+r- Vs, current at that time) Laws - might be ' inscribes' 

one within another, within this simple figure of distinction. -A figure 

framed 'logically' in terms of one 'class. ' in another, in the Parmenides, 

and framed 'physically' according to a strictly complementary or inverted 

order of 'spatia. l' and 'temp -)ral' inscription of one figure or scheme within 

another 'in' a primary frame of cosmic Sphere and circular or cyclic Time. 

We saw how this duality of logical and physical 'in', inscription, 

in turn framed (in the sane sense) Aristotle's systematic 'Economy' of in- 

scription, in which the logical order of inclusion was itself 'psychologic- 

ally' inscribed 'in' the physical order of 'inside' and 'outside', and this 

phypical order, in its turn, 'ontologically' inscribed within the simple log- 

ical figure of B uts 
, position or positing - within the logical determin- 

ation of the distinction of logical and physical orders. -A distinction it- 

self abstracted, in this very same figure, from the 'physical' difference of 

'inside' and 'outside' by which it is 'marked'. 

We further saw how this 'logical circle', defining the mini-i&l 

element ani mark of simple 'position', and reflected in the maximal figure 

of cosmic Sphere and First Mover (as self-position) was itself 'inscribed' 

in this systematic Economy or Frame of inscription, as the figure of a Re- 

flection, distinguishing itself from the 'dramatic' play of figure inscribed 

within the overall scheme in the figure of "Drama. - And -then how this ' id- 

entification4 of the part of 'Reflection within the scheme which it it-elf 

'framed' in the logical figure of position, was itself recognised as part- 

aking in the same figure of 'imaginary' identification which, in the aristc- 
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telian Economy, it appeared to stand 'outside'. - This 'outside' of the 

roetic economy of figure, and the imaginary 'dramatic' identifi.: ation cen- 

tral to that economy or 'play; was itself seen to be one (most deceptive) 

element in that very 'clay' of figure: seen as the very figure of Oedipus' 

'blindness' to his part in the 'act' he thinks to stand outside and frame 

or represent. 

We saw, then, the development of two complementary 'versions' of 

this figure of 'identification', 'stoic' and 'epicurean', over the following 

centuries, and the parallel development, in the platonic tradition, of the 

question presented by the symmetry of these complementary 'logical' and 'phys- 

ical' versions of identification. The question was nosed in terms of the 

figure of Choice: these conflicting 'identifications' of the stoic and epi- 

curean 'part' in action or actuality were themselves the primary or minimal 

figures in which stoic and epicurean activity was 'framed', the primary choicE. ' 

of the figure of Choice in which particular 'choices' were then to be 'in- 

scribed', framed. But how, then, choose between these two versions? 

- More radically: how choose between choosing one of these two 

contending versions of Choice, and not choosing? - That was Cicero's questiCr:, 

which he resolved by playing the part, not of stoic or epicurean, nor even 

'greek' academic, but rather that of roman Lawyer. 

... But then, what of the circularity of framing this ch. ice of the 

Dart of Lawyer in Cicero's 'judicious' manner?... 

... So, at last, to the question of Choice, and the 'framing' of 

action, simply as such... but this question was seen to be just that -a 

question... a question in which was in turn inscribed, in practice as in 

theory, that of how to frame this very Question itself. -A Question that 

lies silently 'behind' the various 'versions' that soon begin to appear - 

a Question of the symmetry or complementarity (again) of those various vers- 

ions, and, first of all, of the symmetry of a 'logical'(or theoretical) and 

a 'poetic' (or practical) version. 

Each of these 'versions' - the 'logical' framing the Reflection 

of Alexandria over the first few centuries, the 'poetic' framing christian 

activity - are fra'ned in the radical figure of a choice, an initial identi- 

fication, in which the 'I' which chooses Choice rather than some unchosen 
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'part' (with its image of identification and'choice), knows itself, exper- 

iences itself, as in this actuality of Choice, actually 'I'. - Knows its 

', articular actuality and working in some body - as 'somebody' - as a parti- 

cinati on, a ', art', of the working of the figure of III simply as such - 

as 'God' - Knows this personal )articination in Actuality or 'Divinity, 

as a ^articinat; on in the onnary Actuality of Kosmos, distinguishing itself 

fron its Image in 'Matter' as simoly the mechanical Inlay of figure' - the 

'for-nal' inscription of one figure within another, in which the figure of 

Actuality as 'outsiae' this play is itself one element). - Knows his or her 

'I' or actuality as the analogue, in a certain 'body', of the figure of 'I' 

sim ly as such listinguishing itself from 'Body', 'Matter', simply as such. 

This simole figure, then, is comº3on to the 'logical' and ' , oetic' 

versions of 'framings' of the ' 
. Tuest . cn' . The primary . iffere e, within this 

common figure, is that the 'logical' version amounts to an inscriotion of the 

narticination in the fun'amental figure of actuality directly in that 'log- 

ical' figure of . 
is inction, of ' osychical' 'actuality in ' abstracti; )n' from 

the 'image' of listinction, the figure, in which it is remarked or marks, 

expresses itself whereas the '-poetic' version involves the inscription of 

this distinction within the "oetic' symmetry of this 'logical' figure, and 

the 'physical' inscrioticn of this figure in 'Matter', in the Image. The 

-period at which we have now arrived may be taken to begin, around the midiile 

of the third century, with the inscri-iticnl in the 'logical' figure of dist- 

inction of Actuality and trage, of that '-poetic' sy"nmetry of &bove and 'Below. 

And, of course, nara'lelling this is the inscriotitn of -he simple 'logical' 

figures of Actuality - in terms of 'Irin _ty' and 'Incarnation' - in the poet- 

ic frame of christian activity. In -)articular, over this next period, 'or- 

thodox' figures of Trinity and Incarnation were inscribed in the Church as 

the 'christian' frame of Reflection at successive 'General Councils', and 

conflicting heterodox or 'heretical' versions were excluded, along with 

their proponents, from the frame of christian activity. With the integrat- 

ion of the 'invisible' frame of that activity with the Empire as visible 

frame of bodily activity, the exclusion of heresy became a major function 

of the civil Law, and a major factor in imperial policy. 

How express the actual interplay of these various simple 'orders' 

in a correspondingly simple way? Evidently - to begin with-- the 'outward' 
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physical framing of the 'logical' order of Reflection in the third century 
mirrors, in a way, the 'internal' logical determination of the 'logical' re- 
lations of primary Actuality and the 'outward' Image in and from which it 
distinguishes itself. Further, the 'logical' symmetry of logical and poetic 
frames of choice presented by Origen's last work opens up a choice between 

resolving this symmetry within the 'poetic' framing of Reflection as one el- 
ement among others in unitary christian activity, and inscribing the resol- 
ution of this radical symmetry within the logical or psychical distinction 

of Actuality and Image as primary frame of distinction or resolution. 

We have, then, at the outset, a configuration of three 'orders', 

'logical', 'poetic' and 'physical', interacting through the play of inscrip- 

tion of this triple configuration in each of the three orders. - And, in 

particular, this complex interplay is, in the physical space and time of 
the roman World of the third century, itself reflected in the articulation 

of the 'logical' order of Reflection within a primary figure which directly 

reflects the 'triple' order of which it is itself one term. We find, for 

example, that this triadic frame of the logical order of the third century 
finds expression in all sorts of analogous 'versions', each of which re- 
flects the place of that particular 'version' within the poetic framing of 

that version within some configuration of activity. Thus the frame of 
'chaldean' or Syrian culture is reflected in a 'magical' framing of Kosmos 

within the figure of symbolic text as 'mystery', while 'egyptian' culture 

is reflected, in that same figure, as 'alchemy'. - Of course one cannot 

simply identify the circular figure of a 'culture' (where the figure of in- 

side' and 'outside' that 'cultural' frame is itself one component of that 

frame), 'egyptian' or 'chaldean', with some 'physical' frame, some partic- 

ular country or place - or rather, such an identification is itself one 

component in the interaction of 'poetic' and 'physical' frames of activity. 
The 'Chaldean Oracles', for example, were probably compiled at Alexandria.. 

On the other hand, to identify the 'magical' figures of those 'Oracles' 

simply with some abstract circuit of 'chaldean' culture, while failing to 

perceive that in them such a figure of chaldean 'economy' is inseparably 

combined with egyptian elements, would be to make a mistake analogous to 

that of identifying that figure of a 'culture' with some fixed spatial extent. 

... Yet we are not faced with undifferentiated Chaos, with a 
'play' of such various figures (an irreducible logical dimension or figure 

'in play' in the 'abstraction' of discrete 'figures' from the 'play' that 
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sible even to begin. For we can actually mark in simple terms what is 

'outside' the 'logical' correlation of these various figures - and we can 

recognise in this simple configuration of 'inside' and 'outside' what we 

can call (not thereby definining it or 'constituting' it logically) an 
'ontical' actuality; the 'working', in relative independence of ('outside') 

the text, and 'on' the text, of an 'actual' historical Past which as it 

were 'responds' to our work, the working, of abstraction. For with each 

new presentation of, say, 'the roman World of the third century', new 

questions open up out of this inexhaustible 'Past'. 'Work' or working of 

abstraction here: as this text asserts and questions, and its 'material' 

asserts itself and questions, the latter reflecting the embedding of the 

abstracting text in its wider context. A working already 'found' in Aris- 

totle's texts, as they mirrored the working of this inquiry into Aristotle 

and his predecessors and successors. 

Ontical actuality of our Past, differentiating itself from the 

formal configuration of these words, in and through them: an order comple- 

menting or responding to this text as it confronts Aristotle's text, in 

whose relaticns to its context, the same ontical actuality of the common 

context from which Aristotle, I, and the intervening writers of the third 

century, all abstract our texts. And it is the 'dramatic' symmetry of 
logical, poetic and physical, together with psychical, mystical and onti- 

cal, reflecting the question of our approach to the third century text 

and context in the aristotelian 'poetics' of abstraction, which is now 

posed as axis of this inquiry. We must find something in the third-cen- 
tury configuration which 'asserts itself' in response to our absträct 
coordinates of logical and other orders inside and outside this, and those, 

books; we must seek an echo of the 'working' of a process of abstraction 
which slowly articulates this inquiry, in the way that third-century 

schemes are embedded in the third-century context they frame, according 
to a poetics of abstraction from the 'play' of symmetrical logical, phys- 
ical and poetic orders, that we first found in Aristotle's discussion of 
tragedy. 

Formally, we may begin by positing or postulating the same 
triple order - logical 'abstraction', outward physical context of that 
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abstraction, and the poetic interplay of various component figures of 
the first two orders and component figures of this order of interplay, - 
both in the realtion of this text. to the third-century complex of texts 

and contexts of abstraction (as its 'material'), and in the relation of 
those texts to their 'material'. 

Here then is an elementary 'logic' of text and context, as this 

and those texts are articulated in a common figure first defined as that 

of the relation of this text to those texts. Now in turn we may see the 

same figure in those various 'parallel', symmetric, texts of the third 

century, their immediate third-century context the opening up of various 

orders of question, theoretical and practical, in the radical symmetry of 
the various orders of text and context that has unfolded out of the initial 

Question which opens our Era. 

We have already found a minimal form of the 'logical' figure 

and its implicit order, in the process of 'abstraction' of a logical 'in- 

side' of marks from a (logically opposed or complementary) physical 'out- 

side': we recognise 'in' the marks a formal distinction between their 

'inside' of logical distinction (and its dynamic of deduction), and the 

'extrinsic' physical difference of two sides of something ('in' and 'out') 

'by', 'through', 'in' which this logical distinction of logical and phys- 
ical is 'marked', in which it is 'made'. 

This simple figure should now be familiar: it has already occur- 

red agaian and again in our reflections upon the relations of Reflection 

and Context. It defined, for example, aristotelian 'form', and appeared 

'at work' in the aristotelian Economy of Kosmos as Life: the form or 

figure of 'inscription' in the figure of its 'two sides', formal 'inside' 

and material 'outside' or context. The figure, indeed, appears in two 

complementary forms in the two limits, formal and material, of Aristotle's 

Kosmos: in both the primary movement or actuality of Heat (the principle 

of dissociation of the primary opposites of Heat and Cold in otherwise 

undifferentiated prime matter), the 'elementary' 'principle' of Life, and 

in the limiting Thought thinking itself, which is simply the actuality 

of Form as the distinguishing of Form and Matter. 
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This radical figure of the 'logical' itself presents, as 
I have several times insisted, a 'logical circle'; the very circle, 

or recurrence of a figure in itself that closes an order upon itself, 

and institutes a separation of 'inside' and 'outside'. An 'in-side' 

defined 'in terms of' the inscription of some configuration 'in' that 

'logical' figure of 'inside' and 'outside', according to an order of 
inclusion ('logical inclusion') that is itself structured by this in- 

scription. 

How can one then hope to decide, logically, between that 

logical order of 'in', and its physical complement or mirror, in the 

'initial' articulation of the two-sided configuration in which these 

two senses of 'in' are to be distinguished, and assigned their exclusive 

spheres? Even the order supposed by this 'initial' becomes ambiguous, 

indeed confused. If we are to make this radical distinction of logical 

distinction (logical inclusion and exclusion) from physical distinction 

or difference (physical inclusion and exclusion), then we mustn't sup- 

pose it already available for this its making. 

This question - or rather this difficulty or paradox, for 

there appears not even to be the stability of any frame available to 

constitute it as a 'question' - arose in connection with the relations 

between the aristotelian determination of the 'poetic' frame of symmetry 

of 'logical' and 'physical' orders (in the 'dramatic' working of a 
difference or distinction of the two orders which could be inscribed 

in neither - an 'action' or drama somehow intermediate between inner 

imagination and outer reality), and the complementary 'poetics' of 

the aristotelian logic of drama. - Arose, that is, with the question 

of the cicularity, in Aristotle's Poetics, of an 'abstraction' of 

the logic by which drama was analysed, from the dramatic dynamic of 
the spectator's abstraction of his 'II and its rational, logical 'in- 

side' of thought, from the poetic confusion or symmetry of 'inside' 

and 'outside', as this dynamic was itself presented 'logically'. . With 

the question of the complementarity of the logic of Aristotle's Poetics, 

and the implicit 'poetics' of Aristotle's logic - with the coming-into- 

question of Aristotle's initial 'abstraction', his unquestioned identi- 

fication with an 'I' which is only a formal or nominal centre, and limit, 

of the 'logical' order. 
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The next step, then, was to logically inscribe the figure of its 

logical framing in the noetic order of this sym-netry of logical and physical 
'sides'. The primary figure of this actual choice of the logical order, in- 

scribing itself in the poetic order it thus frames 'logically', is simply the 

figure of choice, of action framed 'in' or by 'I'. - Or rather, by 'me', 

since this assertion distinguishes itself from a mere formal 'possibility' 

of assertion - the logical 'I' - being 'outside' this order, and distinguish- 

ing itself in the order as such - the actuality of the distinction being in- 

scribed logically as the 'I' that is - 'by definition' - 'outside'. 

- The formal working of this 'second' recurrence of the logical 

order within itself appears, as we saw, with the stoic choice of laical 

choice,; and the 'wording' of the corresponding identification, in the act of 

deciding between logical and physical orders, with a 'part' in the logi; al 

order ofresolution of decision. 

- The 'actual' working corresponds rather to Carneades' 'self-act- 

ivity' of the 'I' that, in some situation in which this is open, 'frames' its 

Dart in that situation as the instance of choice which 'chooses' to frame the 

situation as this its self-assertion in framing it. 

Now, the formal configuration of this actual identification of the 

'logical' order - first the simple distinction, then the distinction of this 

distinction from the physical difference by which it is marked, then the as-' 

sertion of the actuality of choice, distinguishing itself from the symmetric- 

al recurrence of logical'and physical distinctions of logical and physical, 
'inward' and 'outward', orders - corresponding to the actual working of log- 

ical distinction, in distinguishing itself from 'physical' and'poetic' ana- 
logues (each with their two 'sides'), involves the actual distinction of two 
'rides' of the triple configuration of logic 1, poetic and physical two-sided- 

ness. That is, the actual 'working' of logical distinction, involves not 
just the aristotelian 'abstraction' from symmetric logical and physical di¬- 

fererlce, but an inscription of this recurrence, in its turn, in the poetic 
symmetry of the t:; o si'. es, which Aristotle leaves unquestioned, in the init- 

ial 'logical' framing of the discussion. 

Formally, then, this 'dramatic' working of the logical order in 

what one may call a 'free play' of the figure of difference or distinction - 
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of 'in' side and 'out' side, with nothing further fixed - without presup- 

nosing that one may treat these si? es from one 'side' rather than another 

before first introducing a distinction of one side from the other - must 

involve analogous 'workings' of physical and Doetic two-sidedness, and the 

'interplay' of the three analogous orders, 'in actuality'. 

Thus, for examule, the physical order of the 'working' or actuality 

of the logical order at which we have arrived by a double recurrence of log- 

ical distinction (a d', uble recurrence implicit in distinguishing that dis- 

tinction as 'logical') must (logically) 'outwardly' or physically frame that 

'logical' recurrence in a configuration that is reflected in the part of 
'physical' difference in the logical configuration in which the logical order 
identifies itself. 

- For this 'physical' order was found to 'mirror' the initial log- 

ical 'recurrence' or 'circle' of logically distinguishing between physical 
difference, and the logical distinction 'marked' by that difference - in this 

case, the very distinction of these two 'orders'. 

Purther: nore, we know that 'logically' (again, from the primary 
'logical' configuration of identification of that configuration as 'logical') 

this 'mirroring' must itself amount to the primary articulation of the 'poet- 

ic' order, reflected in the way that it enters into the identification of the 

logical order. 

Let us then complete the configuration by a sort of induction, 

which will itself come full-circle (as it were) with the inscription in the 

'working' of the three orders, of the working of this our actual identificat- 

ion of that 'working' . 

First of all, then, the 'physical' side. How does this work? 
We must, to begin with, consider the 'ontical' actuality corresponding to 
the 'fact' that logical distinction does ind%ed 'work' (we can actually id- 

entify it - we can work with the distinction of 'logical' and 'physical'). 

- There 'actually' iB such a difference open to being distinguished by us. 
What in our situation presents us with the possibility of marking the dif- 
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ference? What is the minimal configuration in which this marking is act- 

ually open to us? 

The questi-n corresponds to the transition from the 'logical' 

frame of the Parmenides to the 'physical' frame of the Timnaeus, and thence 

from the 'dramatic' fra'nesof human community (with which the Timaeus ends, 

and the Critias and Laws begin), back to the 'dialectical' or logical frame of 

the Parmenides, but now, as it were, from 'outside', from its place in human 

community and a physical Kosmos (into whose consideration it had initially 

led). - Or to the transition from Aristotle's 'logical' treatment of the 

'working' of logical distinction (in the 'Organon'), into the 'outward' Kos- 

mos of the Physics, thence into the consideration of Life, whence into that 

of human community, and the place in it of Reflection, into which the Organon 

is the introduction. 

We begin, then, simply with a 'physical' or 'outward' order of 

'in'side and 'out'side. In this we find an initial 'physical' difference 

of 'two sides' which amounts to the primary inscription of the difference 

of 'physical' and 'logical' orders in the physical order. 

- We are by now very familiar with these ' two sides' of the 

or-sical Kosmos: In the Pimaeus they'appear as the ordered inscription 

of one actuality within another within the primary actuality of Kosmos as 

a while (the 'logical' side of the physical order), and the chaotic play 

of figure (the 'material' side, or the 'physical' side in that restricted 

sense). Life, as the interface of these two sides, their mirroring, has 

as its -primary locus the interface of 'inside' and 'outside' of the heaven- 

ly 'spheres' - this reflecting the primary actuality of 'God' as the inter- 

face (as it were) of the logical order of the Parmenides, and the physical 

Sphere of Tbsmos as a whole. 

- In Aristotle's scheme we find an analog, Dus configuration of 

this initial distinction (of 'form' and 'matter'), again reflected in the 

mirroring of the 'physical' sphere of the whole in the primary interface 

of spheres within that sphere. And the primary interface of the subordin- 

ation of 'fifth element' to the logical order of heavenly cycle-within-cycle, 

and the otherwise chaotic inter-lay of linear movement of the other elem- 

ents, is the sphere of Earth. 
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Now, to embody the mirroring of logical and physical orders in 

a 'recurrence' in this initial division of the physical order, of the same 

principle of 'physical' division, we must find (here) 'below' an image of 

the initial distinction of Heaven and Earth, above and below. 

It is this recurrence, of course, which defines the transitioh 

from the scheme of the Timaeus to that of the Critias and Laws, or from 

Aristotle's 'natural' philosophy of Heaven, Earth and their vital interface, 

to his 'moral' philosophy of community (to borrow Cicero's latinised terms). 

The familiar scheme of. this 'second' recurrence in the physical 

order of the image of the distinction of that order from its 'logical' con- 

verse, is of course that of a division of the surface of Earth into two 'sides'. 

Nature 'outside' and Culture 'inside'. 
. 

In the simplest case of mere 'enclos- 

ure' (the persian pardies, our 'paradise':. closed-around), this 'culture' 

amounts exactly to the 'agri-culture' of the ager - 'acre' or field. The 

'logical' order of heavenly cycle-within-cycle is reflected directly in the 

elementary 'culture' which articulates the activity of an agrarian community 

within the heavenly cycles of the 'seasons'. Through the heavenly cycles, one 

within another within the unity of the Sphere of Kosmos as a Whole, that unitary 

actuality distinguishes itself from the chaotic 'play' of figure - this 

through the figure of physical 'in', inclusion and subordination. Similarly 
the articulation of human activity within the circuits of a 'culture', framed 

within t'e primary activity of planting and harvest, amounts to a subordinat- 

ion of the 'economy' of free Nature to an elementary 'logical' actuality of 

choice, inscribing the activities of the Group within the primary activity 

of maintaining the earthly subsistence of the group. 

The primary 'physical' determination, then, of the 'poetic' order r 

of mirroring of 1, -gical and physical orders, is simply that of a two-sided 
'Land', 'within' which the distinction of the two sides - 'Nature' and 'Cul- 

ture' - is itself inscribed as the primary 'logical' frame of Culture. 

This does indeed correspond to the earlier discovery of V-ie logical order 

as an order of choice, and here the poetic frame of the 'land' or 'boundary' 
(the mirroring of a 'close', and a Nature 'beyond the pale') does indeed de- 

fine an elementary articulation of 'choice', distinguishing itself from the 

natural economy of possible 'choices', courses of action. Yet this inscri; Ai r, 
of the 'poetic' order within the physical order, like its earlier inscript- 
ion within the formal articulation of the logical order within the figure 

of choice (in which the 'psychical' order distinguished itself from, and so 
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defined, the logical order) is only one side of the poetic order of mir- 

roring of physical and logical. To complete the scheme, we must somehow 

find how the primary 'physical' determination of the poetic order as phys- 

ical frame of choice, and the primary 'logical' determination of the poetic 

order as simple formal mirroring of physical and logical, in turn mirror one 

the other in the poetic order. 

The scheme of this mirroring is already familiar in various guises. 

We know, for example, of the correlation of choice and Land in the figure of 

the jewish Law. We know the mirroring in Law, as the primary frame of the 

greek city-state, as of the roman World. of Augustus, of the 'logical' articula 

ion of Policy he inscription of action within action in relation to some 

end), and the 'material' or physical Economy in which this Policy is articulates. 

We know, further, Aristotle's scheme of the 'poetic' order of act- 

ion ('drama. ', 'fiction', 'acting' and so on), within the organisation of the 

City - as the frame of distinguishing the logical or ratijndlorder of one's 

identity from the free play of figure in the economy of 'imagination'. 

Now this 'rational' inscription of the poetic order in the logical 

articulation of community does indeed mirror, within Law as frame of civic 

activity, the 'physical' inscription of that order as 'boundary'. The fig- 

ure of this mirroring is already implicit in our discussion of the framing 

of Jewish activity (as 'cosmic drama') in their Law. Aristotle's configur- 

ation of the 'oetic order within the logical order of his reflection, is an 

analogue of the logical order of the text (a mirroring of this logical order 

in the tDhycical order of context -a mirroring in principle reducible to the 

'logical' side of the text, just as the logical order of reason is in prin- 

ciple to be abstracted from the physical economy of sense, through the poet- 

ic mirroring of these orders). This inscription of the poetic order within 

the logical , through the figure of text, the order of sign, language (taken 

by Aristotle as 'logically' determined from one side, in terms of a logical 

distinction of logical and physical 'sides' of language and Ole#$) mirrors 

the 6onverse 'physical' determination of the 'uoetic' frame of action, within 

a , poetic frame of which these are two complementary 'versions'. Thus within 

the poetic frame of mirroring of which these are two converse images, the 

'double recurrence' by which these converse images are defined 'physically' 
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and 'logically', in turn define a 'double recurrence' of this poetic order 

of mirroring. - So that, for example, the logical order of distinction in 

which the distinction of logicEil and physical orders is inscribed, as a 

'first' recurrence within itself of this logical order of distinction, mir- 

rors the converse inscription of the logical order of distinction in the 

physical order. That is: in this configuration or mirroring, the logical 

order as a whole mirrors the physical order as a whole, the inscriction of 

the logical order in the physical mirrors the converse inscription of the 

physical in the logical, and the recurrence of this figure of inscription in 

one case, mirrors the complementary recurrence of the converse figure in the 

other. 

... But this only gives us a formal configuration of the various 

orders. . The third instance of 'logical' distinction, in which that ordhr 

was actually identified, is essentially 'dramatic', distinguishing itself, 

as in Aristotle's figure of the spectator of a dra'na, from the mirroring of 

logical and physical orders in the 'ulay' of figure. 

'Gives us': this is where we come in. For the point at which we 

have now arrived in the formal 'unfolding' of the three orders corres' onds 

to the actual difference between 'formal' identification of their correlat- 

icn, and their actual correlation and identification, through the reflect- 

L.. on, in the configuration of this writing and reading of ours, of the con- 

figuration of 'identif±ai. t±on' which it formally, 'logically', presents. 

That is: the formal distinction between the poetic sym-netry of 

logical and physical 'identification', and its actual 'working', its actu- 

ality 
(of which the distinction between actual identification of the lcgic- 

al order, and the formal inscription of this distinction in the logical or- 

der is one 'side') is actually embodied in this discussion of the distinct- 

ion. The 'working' of the various orders is to be found 'at work' in the 

very actuality of this discussion of the working - and this through the 

articulation of the orders about the actual distinction of this discussion 

from its formal inscriit-Jon in the discussion in terms of the radical poet- 

ic 'actuality' in which 'psychical' choice and its 'ontical' force are in- 

stenced in this case. 

That is (again): the finF. l 'recurrence' of the logical order of 
distinction, in which the actuality of the logical order is found 'at work', 
is primarily (here) embodied in the distincti:, n between the actuality of 
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this distincti. cn of the 'logical order' (of this logical order in which 

this distinction varticipates, is 'at work'), and the formal distinctic, n 

'in' this disuussi: n of formal distinction and 'actual' instance. Similarly, 

the ontica. l actuality of this discussicn, of this writing and reading, dist- 

inguishes itself as this actual earthly configuration of identification, rat- 

her than some mere 'image' of the physical articulati. n of the actual context 

of writing and reading. And the 'working' of the mirroring of psychical. and 

ontical actualities in this case, distinguishes itself from the merely formal 

figure of such a 'this', as its distinction from the ooetic order of mirroring 

is inscribed in that order. 

'This' must all seem rather convoluted.. but it amounts simply to 

the mart of this identificetion of the dramatic frame of identification, in 

that frame. Formally, we might Fimnly "say that our final configuration of 

'mirroring' of a 'physical' image of the ioetic order, in the physical bound- 

p, ry of a culture, and a 'logical' iriage, in' the mirroring of physical and log- 

ical orders in that 'play' of figure from which the rational order of identi- 

f ira tion (as in Aristotle's scheme of drama) distinguishes itself, is to be 

distinguished (and is itself the frame of distinction) from the actual inst- 

ances of that 'mirroring' - and this, most radically, through this instance 

in which that distinction is actually made. One side of this 'actuality' of 

framing the poetic order of framing (and so finding it 'at work') is that as- 

sumrtion of the part of self-assertion, of the III-that distinguishes itself 

from its formal inscription in the 'logical' play of distinctions, and in which 

the actuality of logical distinctions must ultimately be 'inscribed' - this 

self-distinvti-f of some 'I' (say, me or you) being as it were the primary 

logical figure of Distinction in which (in the logical sense of 'in') subord- 

inate 3istinctions must find their 'working', one within another. This 'as- 

sumntion' of a part - ih the limiting case, that of 'I' or assertion - must 

(as we earlier saw) involve correlative 'mystical' and 'ontical' actualities, 

reflected in the formal correlation of physical and poetic orders with the 

'logical' order of this actual assertion. Now we find the simple configur- 

ation of those orders of such radical 'assertion', and we find that this act- 

uality of assertion is itself simply one side (a sort of limiting case) of a 
'moetic' order (of 'mystical' actuality, distinguishing itself from its formal 

inscription in the poetic order as 'outside' it). -A 'side' that is actually 

mirrored, always, in an ontical actuality of the situation of assertion. 

That is to say, the 'poetic' mirroiirg of the 'physical' and 'log- 

ical' images of the poetic order of action, is always 'actually' at work - is 
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only, indeed, 'actual', in particular instances. And the radical figure 

of this distinction of formal mirroring and actual instance is simply that 

of the for-mal figure of the 'group' in which the 'logical' and 'physical' 

versions of the central interface of logical and physical orders mirror one 

another, as actually distinguished from the persons, the actual 'personality' 

of me or you, of which all actual groups are made up. 

That is (yet again): the actual mirroring of logical and physical 

orders, of 'psychical' and 'ontical' actualities, is focussed in actual per- 

sonality, as the primary 'locus' of interaction of 'psychical' self-assertion 

and what one might (in virtue of the 'mirroring') call ontical 'self-assertion'. 

In particular, 'my' personality, in any actual case, is radically bound up 

with the question of the difference between this 'f., rmal' configuration of 

personality, and my 'own' actuality, in which I participate in the poetic 

order of distinction of 'inside' and 'outside' the formal 'frame' precisely 

in recognising the distinction reflected by the mere 'figure' of personality, 

from that figure. 

Realising, then, how intimately 'we' are ourselves in volved in 

this 'discussion', let us proceed to work outwards from this 'focus' of per- 

sonality, back to the question of the interplay of three orders in the third 

century. 

First of all, we find ourselves as 'actors', actual persons, in 

which the logical figure of our distinction from the 'imaginary' -poetic inter- 

play of 'logical' and 'physical' sides of aristotelian 'drama' is mirrored 

in our 'physical' situation in an earthly 'economy' of Life. Within the poet- 

ic frame of a group, the 'logical' order of rati: nal assertion is mirrored 

in the 'physical' order of our embodiment. The poetic frame of Law reflects 

the 'logical' order of text and language in the 'physical' order of an earthly 

Economy, where the group first distinguishes itself as 'inside' the boundary 

of some Land. This 'physical' determination of he poetic order of mirroring; 

whysical and logical orders in the gr. --, up may itself be regarded as a 'limit- 

ing case' of that mirroring, embodying the same 'poetic' princiDle as the 

converse 'logical' case of the mirroring of the two 'sides' of a text. In 

the general case these converse 'sides' of the poetic frame of action inter- 

act. The logical assertion or choice which distinguishes itself from the 
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interýla. y of the figures of 'choice' and 'fact', thus defining the poet- 
ic mirroring of such 'possible' choices and corresponding situations as 
'imaginary' (this is the figure of Aristotle's definition of 'drama'), is 

'mirrored'in particular actions by the 'ontical' self-assertion of a reality 

or fact which distinguishes itself from its logical determination as simply 
the 'other side' of a thought or choice or name or text (with the relations 

of these two 'sides' logically determined - the frame of 'Reflection' or 
Thought 'abstracted' from the poetic mirror of Action). 

Two sides: the 'logical' configuration of choice as an actuality 

of distinction defines the 'poetic' mirroring of 'logical' and 'physical' 

orders in terms of Aristotle's figure of the drama, or 'representation', 

ýi ºý PSS , imitation, analogy. - The'actuality of choice distinguishes 

itself from the 'imaginary' mirroring of logical distinction and physical 
difference in that order of 'fiction' of which drama (being the mirroring 

of action by action) is the orimary expression. In this it defines the 

'poetic' order of that mirroring as the merely formal order of symmetry of 
the 'two sides', logical and physical, of text and component word or sign. 
In the general case, this logical or psychical order of assertion distingu- 

ishes itself from the play of nossibie assertions, in the mirroring of the 

figure of 'my' assertion in various figures of 'my' outward situation, by 

choosing one of these instances of 'my' (possible) assertion: identifying 

with that instance of 'I', in action - of which the simple self-assertion 
IT', distinguishing itself from a mere 'image', is a limiting case. The 

'vhysical' side of this configuration corresponds to what is (in fact) 'open', 

in the play of 'choices', to 'my' choice. This is restricted by the necess- 
ity of acting 'within' the physical order. What I 'choose' must (if this 

choice is not to turn --ut to have been itself 'imaginary' or illusory) find 

its place in the 'ontical' inscription of action within action within the 

physical or ontical frame of this 'Kosmos'. In particular, my chice must 
be inscribed in the 'physical' figure of its part or 'place' in the physical 

order of Kosmos - notably in that figure of inscription of action within act- 
ion within a 'cultural' order of unity that finds its 'finality' reflected 
in a ptimary physical difference of two 'sides' of some physical circuit, a 
'geo-graphical' or regional unity as a closed system of activity, whose two 

sides directly reflect their logical analogues in the two 'sides' of a 'mark', 

a 'si¬; n' 
y (o (-Zt;, s :a definition, and also a boundary-marker, like the god 

Hermes), of 'language'. - Of a language which defines, for example 'greek' 

culture, in which the distinction of two sides is marked in the language as 
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that of speakers of the language, and 'babblers', ýceaý. , 'outside'. 

- This just as a Law defines the two 'sides' of Jews and 'the Nations' l and 

this in the primary correlation of being-within the Law and being-within 

the bo-zndaries of the Promised Land of the Contract with I AM. 

Between these two limiting cases, then, of assertion and its place 

of context (of thinking, we might say, and being) t we find the three orders 

of two-sidedness (logical, poetic and physical) at work, interacting. - This 

primarily in the configuration of the group, with on one side its structure 

of multiple assertion, and on the other the complex structure of its situat- 

ion. It is dust trios radical symmetry of the 'two sides' of the group that 

is abstracted from its actual situation in the closed frame of the 'drama' 

discussed by Aristotle, the 'poetic' frame of a 'fiction', a 'representation', 

a simple 'image' of assertion from which rational assertion (Aristotle sup- 

poses) rationally asserts its distinction. Such drama is itself framed as 

'acting' precisely within the figure of that distinction of player and part. 

Yet that very distinction must itself, ultimately, be regarded as simply 

one figure of activity, of 'acting' among others. - And in the 'general' 

case, this particular figure of 'drama' is seen simoly as a limiting case 

of the interplay of choice distinguishing itself from its inscription in 

the free 'play' of figure, and the mechanical play of that very 'figure' 

of choice distinguishing itself from its 'image' in some particular 'scen- 

ario' of action. The 'rational' choice which articulates the unitary Pol- 

icy of a group (for example) thus distinguishes itself from the open 'play' 

of possible figures of action that constitutes the 'Economy' of choice in 

that group. - An Economy in which this figure of Policy is itself one com- 

ponent. An Economy rooted in the primary inscription of cultural finality 

in natural ' efficiency' ,a Policy whose imaginary abstraction from such an 

Economy would provide that figure of the integration of the activity of a 

community within the logical order of Reflection that defies the platonic 

ideal of a Philosopher-Ving. 

What, then, is the place of Reflection in the actual communities 

with which we are dealing? As embodied in the 'poetic' frame of a cefinite 

discourse or text it may amount either to a mere contradictory image of 

abstraction from the analogous closed frame of the 'dram a' to its 'log- 

ical side', or to the expression in such a figure of ' abs traction' of a 
'psychical' order or actuality which in the text distinguishes itself from 
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its illusory 'logical' image. The latter, for example, is the case with 

the 'text' of Parmenides' poem, which in the order of narrat on distinguishes 

f_ the illusory 'play' of figure. The former 'mechanical' logic is often 

fairly marked in Aristotle's texts, and is reflected, notably, in his 'pro- 

saic' account of athenian tragedy. Yet there are of ccurse 'mechanical' ele- 

ments in Parmenides' poem, and 'mystical' elements in Aristotle's account of 

o'o K In general the illusory 'mechanism' of Reflection, of the 'logical' 

text, and the distinction in such a mechanical frame of a 'working' or actualit, 

of which it is an image, interact as two 'sides' of the text. The case is of 

course strictly analogous to the interaction of 'mystical' and mechanical or 

'representational' sides in tragedy. Aeschylus was prosecuted for revealing 

part of the eleusinian mysteries in one of his plays; whereas in Euripides' 

Bacchae the mirroring and confusion of ' inner' and 'outer' , of logical and 

p hyFical orders appears rather as pathological madness than as a reflection 

in t'-e visible order of the mirroring of Visible and Invisible. Sophocles' 

Kin Oedipus, intermediate between these 'mystical' and 'representational' 

tendencies, seems almost to balance the two sides, making the drama itself 

into a sort of question. 

The poetic order of the 'boundary' of Culture and Nature - the 

poetic order, thet is, as inscribed within the physical order of 'macrocosm'- 

thus reflects this physical Kosmos as a whole in the closure of the 'logical' 

text: the articulation of the poetic order of this 'boundary' within the unity 

of physical Kosmos as a whole exactly reflects the articulation of the Text 

within the converse order of Culture. 

On the other hand, if we take the poetic order logically determined 

as the closed frame of an 'action' or drama, then the 'physical' inscription 

of Culture in terms of a simple enclosure or boundary, is reflected in the 

simple logical order (as one of six correlative orders of the 'text', or of 

'theory') of logical 'inside' and 'outside'. 

Last of all, if we consider the poetic sym -ietry of these two 'ver- 

sions' of the poetic order of Action, and of the Interaction of symmetric 

logical and physical orders, we find that, in the mirror of the Group, and 

the actuality of nersonaiity, the simple logical order of 'inside' and 'outsice' 

abstracted from the various symmetric 'theories' which it ar�iculctes in Re- 

flection (and so constituting a reflection on Reflection itself), directly 

mirrors the 'physical' order of inside and outside, as expressed in the lim- 

iting figure of Kosmos as primary physical 'inside'. 
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This 'actual' mirroring of the working of 'physical' and 'log- 

ical' in-side and out-side is thus (if we consider the detailsof this con- 

figuration of the variou-- orders) itself reflected, in the logical order 

of the text, as a formal Gym-jetry of 'logical' and 'physical' theory - this, 

given the familiar articulation of the six primary orders of 'theory' or 

reflection within the textual order of Reflection as a whole (of which 'log- 

ical' theory - as for example the aristotelian Organon - presents only one 

department - the theory of articulation of reflection or theory simply as 

such, in abstraction from its aDplicatiQn). 

The limiting logical articulati. n of Reflecti.: n sim:, ly as such, 

then, involves a logical determination of the formal articulation of reflect- 

ion in six orders of 'inside' and 'outside'. This is the primary logical 

articulation of Reflection, constituting the formal frame of the mirroring 

of Reflection in itself. The first structure to be considered in the logical 

abstraction from the particular 'theories' or departments or orders of Re- 

flection to their common formal articulation, is simply the structure of 

this abstraction itself, which defines, as the primary frame of logical 

theory, the abstract form of abstraction to that theory itself. This struct- 

ure must then, in its turn, define the formal frame of the various theories 

from whcee 'external' or extrinsic correlation in Reflection it is abstract- 

ed. Thus each order systematically 'mirrors' in its 'internal' articulation, 

its 'external' relations with the other symmetric or correlative orders or 

theories. To put it more succintly: the application of Reflection to itself 

exactly reflects the application of Reflection to its other primary objects. 

In particular, the inscription of the relations of these primary 

objects or orders of Reflection in the logical order (as one of these prim- 

ary orders) directly reflects the inscription of the logical order among the 

other orders, and, inverting the principle of this reflection, directly re- 

flects the place of the logical articulation of Reflection as a whole with- 

in the primary orders of a Kosmos in which the logical articulation of Re- 

flection is itself one component. 

This... reflection-amounts, of course, to no more than an abstract 

consideration of the formal symmetry in which the7r eTion 
of the logical 

identification of the 'log: °ical' order was actually articulated. But now 

we c^n see how this formal symmetry implicit in this 'recurrence' of the 

logical order within ('applied to') itself reflects a formally identical 

structure of the 'physical space' of Kosmos, within the (again formally syra- 
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metric) 'mirror' of the roetic order. 

Thus the 'recurrence' of physical difference which eventually 

led us to the two 'sides' of Nature and Culture, may itself be inscribed 

within a formally symmetric 'space' which directly mirrors the 'logical' 

space in which the recurrence of the logical order within itself is theor- 

etically inscribed. A 'space', in'eed, in which the first distinction cor- 

resnonds to a closed 'surface' of Earth, and the second to a closed 'line' 

or boundary (to use Euclid's language) on or 'in' that surface, in that space 

or Space. 

A 'Space' then, of three 'dimensions' reflecting the formal space 

of Reflection in which Reflection itself is identified. And reflecting, 

within the 'logical' theory which is one 'dimension' of that formal space, 

just that form of logical 'identification' by which this logical order is 

itself identified. 

A Space, then to continue the reflection on the elementary mir- 

roring of logical and physical orders, whose actual configuration we have 

already considered), constituted by three symmetric 'dimensions' of physical 

identification of physical 'objects', the 'terms' or identities of the phys- 

ical order, or at least the primary frame of such identification. 

- But what then of the mirroring of these three dimensions in an- 

other three, corresr. onding (like the psychical, ontical and mystical orders 

of reflection) to a 'wrking' of the order, inscribed in the 'space' of dis- 

tincti-, ns as an order of distinction from that space in that space? 

This symmetry of 'two sides' of our Space, with each 'dimension' 

of our initial triple order or space its 'image' is of course just the tem- 

poral order of 'mirroring' in that space. - The 'time' that is the order of 

physical 'working' - of action and actuality. 

In the Time of Kosmos as a whole, then, we find a 'working' of 

physical difference, a primary Actuality of Kosmos which corresionds to the 

'psychical' actuality reflected in the 'double recurrence' of the logical 

order. Indeed this primary recurrence or 'closure' of the physical oräer 

corresponds directly, as in Aristotle's figure of the First Mover at the 

limit of the Sphere of Kosmos, to the 'mystical' actuality of the mirroring 
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psychical and ontical orders of Recurrence (this mirroring reflected in 

the poetic order of the unitary cosmic Action - its forking or Actuality - 

as mirror of logical and physical 'space'). 

- Time as the primary 'mirror' of logical and physical 'space': 

again the figure is familiar from the systematic articulation of Aristotle's 

Economy of Yosmos. The 'closure' of the poetic order (whether in the mini- 

mal instance of a 'drama', or in t': e maximal figure of Ko , mos as a whole) 

of action amounts to a mirroring of the 'physical' order of 'efficient' 

causality in the 'logical' order of 'finality' -a mirroring of which the 

mirroring of Culture and Nature has already provided us with an example - 

when we saw how the finality of integration of actions within the frame of 

a community reflected the 'heavenly' integration of the actuality of Kosmos 

as a whole within the cycles-within-cycles of the 'spheres' or their analog- 

ues. 
-er Ib- MI ý0 
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Thus the 'Space' of the physical Kosmos as a whole is 'abstracted 

in its Actuality, from the mirroring of two 'sides', corresponding (to use 

a spatial image) to two converse 'directions' of Time, the 'physical' order 

of efficiency and the 'logical' order of finality. As we earlier saw, the 
or Co". ct *icv 

primary image in that physical order of Kosmos of this abstractionLis to be 

found in the two 'sides' of material body - thysical 'inside' and 'outside'- 

and in the two 'sides' of the body we call Earth, in particular: 'above' and 

'below'. In Aristotle's Kosmos, for example, we saw how the recurrence or 

closed circuits of the heavenly spheres (images of the Form of forms: the 

form of distinction of Form and Matter) 'above' was reflected in the recur- 

rence of elementary Heat distinguishing Heat and Cold, and so tending 'away' 

from the Cold that unites Heat and Cold at what is thus the primary stasis 

or 'centre' of Yosmos, at which earth' fell' or aggregated, constituting 'be- 

low', from which fire 'rises' (as far as it can) 'above'. The 'efficient' 

causality of this latter scheme of 'sublunary' movemat (which itself already 

partidpates in a minimal finality, unlike the mere potentiality, the free 

play of all figures, which is the economy of prime matter) is mirrored in 

a converse finality, or rather a converse order of findity, forms within 
forms, and thus partakes in a poetic order of actions-within-actions, with- 
in a primary Actuality of Kosmos as a unity, as a whole. 
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A 'second recurrence' of this primary figure of 'physical' 

two-sidedness, leads, as we have already seen, to an 'optical' working 

or actuality of the physical order, corresponding to the 'identity' of the 

'physical object', its term. This of course mirrors that plementary log- 

ical reflection of identity or 'term' in 'order' or frame, first e. _empli- 
fied in the simple form of logical identification (or 'äistinctiorl) of the 

logical order. It is this figure of 'optical' identity or actuality which 

enters into the actual poetic or 'mystical' mirroring of logical and phys- 

ical (reflecting psychical and ontical) orders in action. Yet the formal 

frame of physical identity constituted by the 'physical theory' whose artic- 

ulaticn mirrors the self-application of Reflection in 'logical theory' be- 

longs simply to the order of the Text, abstracted from the particular con- 

text or situation of its construction. or composition. How is such a formil 

'theory' actually anolied to the physical objects whose particular config- 

uration in the actual context of the 'theory' is 'outside' the logical or- 

der of the 'theoretical' text? 

'Logically', one may derive an 'applied' theory - for example, 

an 'alchemy' which applies the formal frame of physical identity to the 

actual physical configuration of a situation in which the 'alchemist' act- 

ually finds himself - by considering the part of the 'logical' order of 

the theory or theoretical text in the logical configuration of the 'poet- 

ic' order of action. This will of course constitute only a 'theory' of 

a'nlication - actual a-+plication of the initial formal theory, as indeed 

of this further 'theory' of application (or 'applied theory') belongs not 

simmly to the logical determination of the poetic order of 'action', but 

to the actual mirroring in action of this determination of the poetic or- 

der, and its converse 'physical' determination. 

v It will be reae-nber. ^d how this figure of the 'text' appears in 

logical theory of the poetic order as one 'side' of an action, 'ab- 

stracted' from the mirroring in a 'drama' of logical and physical sides, 

and from which abstraction this 'drama' may be reconstituted by 'actors', 

producing that element of 'spectacle' which Aristotle regards as a second- 

ary image of the text, which may just as well be read as 'acted', 'present- 

ed'. 

We saw how this was a 'one-sided' view of the poetic order of 
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the text -a 'prosaic' view, indded, inscribed in the logical order 

of that 'forward-moving' style, rather than in the poetic symmetry of 
balanced 'verse' (prosa or proversa oratio, rather than the versus spo- 
ken by the tragic 'actor'). 'One side', corresponding to the inscription 

as one component of the text (defining its primary dimension, indeed, its 

'logical time') of the distinction of text and context. - We saw how this 

figure was itself a sort of illusory 'image' of the abstraction from the 

symmetry of sense, the mere play of figure from which reason distinguishes 

itself. 

- The very image, in fact, upon which the tragedy of Oedipus, 

central to Aristotle's discussion, itself 'turns'. For what is-that tra- 

gedy, but an image of the Doetic articulation of the mistake of identi- 

fying oneself with the critical assertion of an 'I' formally outside the 

action. - An'I'which, in Oedipus' case, finds itself at the very centre 

of the action which it thinks to stand outside. 

- And are not the tragedies of Aeschylus which remain to us 

prefigurations of this same sophoclean principle? Nemesis mirrors the 

substitution, for the moral choice which participates in the psychical 

actuality of the gods, of some image of that choice, some 'part', some 
'mask' or persona, mirrors such a substitution which abstracts from the 

-poetic symmetry of actor and situation, in a situation in which the ag- 

ent is trapped in the image, the part. 

- And in this poetic symmetry, then, of tPet and Nemesis - 
of the 'logical' short-circuit of the psychical order of assertion, and 
the physical situation iii which this mistake leads the agent or actor who 
has substituted an image for his self - the 'spectator' , 01.. Jcög , 'sees' 

in his detachment from this image, the mystical actuality of the 'God', ¬cS, 

who articulates the poetic symmetry of the Action. - The 'divine' actu- 

ality which distinguishes itself, in that 'image' of imaginary action or 
drama, from the image, of which the substitution by the protagonist of im- 

age or part for actuality, is one side. 

- So much for the 'spectacle' of the the place of vis- 
ion, which mirrors in the (initially circular) interface of actor and 
spectator, Action and Audience, in the ring of the the chorus, 
the interface of Culture and Nature in which that circuit of represent- 
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ation is inscribed, as one component of Culture among others. - One 

component, and that the very image of Culture, transnosed into the 

City (in the time of Pythagoras and Feraclitus) from the original 

xýQöS , circuit, of the Mystery of Dionysos, celebrated in the 

midst of 'Nature'. What, then, of the , art of the 'teyt' , reflected 
in this 'poetic' configuration? 

We saw, at the beginning of this First Part how the 'applied 

logic' of pythagorean 'mathematics' - that 'instruction', rL ývve 
-, 

that 'mystery' - was organised in an analogue of the ': poetic' figure 

of drama as mystery, just described. The 'logical' order of abstract- 
ion arrives, by a 'double recurrence' of the primary princi-le of limit 

(logical 'in'side and 'out'side), at unity or identity (limit-unlimited; 

odd-even; one-many). The logical order of this identification is then 

as it were reiterated within this figure of the 'unit', and this reiter- 

ation mirrored in the converse 'physical' space, through the symmetry of 

number and space in the poetic order of a configuration of points. 

'Logical' and 'physical' orders are thus mirrored in a 'poetic' 

configuration of the point: the Tetractys, in which ti°e%äc üä tiýenýific- 

ation of the point, as actual mirroring of logical and physical orders, 

is reflected in the poetic order of configuration of points. The 'point' 

is as it were the limiting 'image', limiting symmetry of logical and phy- 

sical orders. The configuration of distinction of actuality from image 

is reflected in the Doetic order of the image as a configuration of points. 
Thus the logical order of 'limit' or distinction and identification is 

reflected in the poetic order of action through the 'mystery' of the 

Tetractys as principle of access to that poetic order of the pythagorean 
'mystery', which for some time determined the Policy of Croton. 

How does this relate to the principle of the poetic order of 

'drama' as just elaborated? 

- Each of the six 'primary' orders of theory partake equally 
in the same simcle figure of 'abstraction' from the poetic symmetry of 
Action. In each case this 'abstraction', like the 'short circuit' of 
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tragic 4f(ýeýs 
, is complemented by the converse articulation of a com- 

vlementtry or converse order, in the poetic symmetry of Action. The 

'application' of the particular order of abstraction (or reflecti,. m, or 

theory) in each case, amounts to a participation of the 'actor' (distingu- 

ishing himself from the 'formal' part of 'I' as abstract pole of reflect- 

ion or abstraction in 'one-sided' theory) in an 'actuality' which, in 

the actual mirroring of the complementary orders of Reflection in the 

Action or 'application', distinguishes i 4self from the t; oetic order of 
the image, in the actual articulation of that order. 

Thus, for example, we saw how the operation of the alexandrian 

'alchemist' was to be effected through the 'poetic' or dramatic frame 

of a symmetry of 'Above' and 'Below', of the psychical actuality of 

Heaven and the physical potentiality of Earth or Matter. The alchemist 

as 'priest' participates in the 'mystery' or sacrifice reflected in the 

symbolic texts of Zosimus or 'Hermes'. Similarly the symbolic texts of 

that 'magical' art or mystery I called 'applied ontology' or 'phenomenol- 

ogy' mark the part of the operator of the 'work of fire' in the expression 

in the visible order of symmetry of ontical and logical of those myster- 

ious forces that distinguish themselves, in that order, from that order, 

and which may thus be brought into operation in the more general frame 

of our action, distinguishing itself in the figure of actual choice, from 

the poetic economy of possible or 'imaginary' actions (of which the 'act- 

ion' of the drama is a limiting case). 

" 
Each of these 'arts' or applied sciences, then - mathematics, 

the magical art, alchemy, medecine, astrology and 'music' (or 'applied 

poetics' - of which drama is a prime example) - corresconds to a certain 
frame of 'action', reflecting one of the primary orders of 'reflection'. 

Each amounts, indeed, to the inscription in the logical figure of the 

voetic order of some 'theory', as instance of the place of the logical 

order of Reflection in that 'poetic' order whose configuration it de- 

termines. Such 'aoplied sciences' are of course themselves more or less 

'imaginary' unitary abstractions from the actual 'application' of theory. 

They corrresnond to one side of the way theory enters into practice or 

activity - 'theories' of this annlication, which themselves must find 

practical aDnlication. Indded these 'arts' may be regarded as a sort 
of 'interface' between theory and action, in which theoretical and pract- 
ical 'figures' interact. They amount to a logical determination of the 
'poetic' interface of logical s -)hysical orders, and as such are them- 
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selves involved in the mirroring of this 'version' in the 'natural' 

economy of the interface of earthly Nature, and the Darticular culture 

in which some 'art' finds expression. 

What, then of the application of Reflection in general? Arist- 

otle had said that the 'part' of Reflection in a City (indeed, within the 

wider frame of Kosmos, too) was to effect the identification of the 

learner with his part. This amounts, of course, to an analogue of the 

rational distincticn of the reflecting subject from the symmetrical 'play' 

of Sense, in the civic institution of Theatre. The exercise of Reason 

is to distinguish this activity of Reason from the confusion of figures 

of refection and of situation in the undisciplined economy of Imagination 

and Sense, from the unthinking working of the 'lower' principles of appet- 

ite and emotion. This should lead eventually to the rational art-iculat- 

ion of choice in the citizen, and the rational articulation of Policy in 

the City. 

... But as in Aristotle's 'rational' discussion of Drama, this 

is only one side of the matter. The work of logical 'distinction' from 

the play of figure amounts, in each case, to one figure among others in 

a dramatic economy of identification and corresponding action, to one ele- 

ment in the play. 

In the general case of 'earthly' action in a group of embodied 

'actors' or agents we (being ourselves such 'actors' find ourselves in- 

volved in a ra9ical symmetry and confudion of the 'imaginary' order of 

a, 'play' or economy of 'figures', and an actuality which, in the figurat- 

ion of this play distinguishes itself from mere imaginary 'play'. Thus 

we 'choose' and actually identify with some part in the 'imp-Binary' econo- 

my of 'possible' actions - and the various converse 'ontical' elements of 

the 'scenario' or configuration of action in which we thus assert ourselves 

as 'I', 'we', in turn assert themselves, distinguishing themselves from 

their inscription in the figure of our assertion -our 'choice', identi- 

fication, and corresponding action or 'playing a part' in the s&tuati. n 

in which i.. P fine' , urselves. The 'passive' part of mere spectator of some 
'action', and the rational self-as^ertion of an 'I' distinguishing itself 

from identification with some 'actor' in the spectacle, the 'play' of fig- 

ures of 'I' and 'it', 'subject' and 'object' (in a later scheme), is mere- 
ly a limiting case of this 'dramatic' figure - the 'poetic' configuration 
in which the symmetry . of 'logical' and 'physical' sides of Action is it- 
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self 'actually' identified, itself actually enters 'into play'. This 

limiting figure of actuality and ('imaginary') drama, corresponding to 

the inscription of the figure of poetic symmetry of 'logical' and 'physical' 

figures within a logical distinction of those two 'sides' of 'two-sidedness', 

is itself only one element in the distinction of 'actuality' from 'image' 

in the 'play' of figures, images, 'possible' configurations or frames of 

action. It amounts to a working, a 'force', of Reflection, itself -'like 

Oedipus - both 'in' and 'out' side the 'play': 'at work' in the interplay 

of various elements, deriving its actuality from a 'participation' in the 

'mystical' figure of Actuality distinguishing itself from (and in) the 'im- 

aginary' symmetry of 'poetic' and 'mystical' orders. The logical 'figure' 

of Reflection enters into this 'dramatic' configuration of Actuality, both 

as 'framing' the psychical actuality which distinguishes itself from the 

'imaginary' inscription of the logical order of distinction in the 'play' 

of logical, poetic, and physical orders and, in the very logical figure of 

this distinction, inscribing itself in that 'play'. 

At the same time, the 'ontical' figure of an 'outward' actuality 

of 'things' which distinguishes itself from its logical determination (or 

'ontological' determination) as a mere formal mirror of our assertion, it- 

self enters into the 'play' of actual and Dossible, real and imaginary, in 

a symmetric way. Again, the aristotelian figure of 'drama' provides a lim- 

iting case of this distinction: the ontical order of our 'actual' situat- 

ion reasserts itself when the 'play' is finished, mirroring our 'psychical' 

reassertion of our actual identity, distinguishing itself from a passing 
identification with the 'part' of some 'actor'. But in the general case, 
the distinction between our selves and a part, and the complementary distinct- 

ion between what our situation is and what we take or imagine it to be, 

must actually be drawn in us and in things. Our situation is closer to 

that of the tragic actor. than the spectator. The distinction between actu- 

ality end image is not simply 'there' at the outset, like the distinction 

of actor and audience in the theatre. To draw the line b:. tween actual and 
imaginary or 'possible' is itself, already, an 'action', itself ambiguous 
in its very form between the two 'sides' which it appears to distinguish. 

What relation does this rather abLtract discussion bear to the 
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(actual) configuration of Reflection and 'earthly' Conte: t in the 

'third century'? 

Well (and this is after all 'my' assertion, itself an inextric- 

able element in what it asserts), this almost d¬sperate interplay of var- 

ious 'sides' seems to correspond in a fairly simple way to the interplay 

of the various factors 'at work' in the third century, which I have'al- 

ready attempted to 'frame' or outline. What seems 'fixed' in that config- 

uration, 'framing' in a rather abstract way all the complex interplay of 
'facts' and 'theories', is the framing of interacting theories in a common 

pattern, corres-, onding to the symmetrical interplay of three primary or- 
ders. The -pattern of such a radical triplicity or trinity is, of course, 

nowhere presented in the abstract form in which I have just attempted to 

present it. Rather do these different 'theories' or 'veriions' of ana- 
logous 'triple' orders (with Plotinus' three 'hyDostases', and the various 

accounts of a christian 'trinity' as the dominant examples) themselves cor- 

resnond to the actual working of the figure of Theory or Reflection in 

that symmetric scheme of Kosmos I endeavoured to sketch. That symmetrical 

working-out of a first scheme of symmetry and interaction of three primary 
'figures' or orders of Reflection (itself embodying one of the three or- 
ders as its primary frame) amounts to a symmetrical correlation of the 

various figurations discovered in various different orders of theory and 

context, through a more detailed specific analysis. What seems character- 
istic of the third century is what appears to me to be a fairly simple 

correlation, within that abstract scheme, of the 'positions' in the scheme 
of the various third-century points of assertion of different 'theories', 

and the corresponding 'framings' or versions of the triple order through 

which (or in which) this 'position' is itself defined. Thus Plotinus' 

'logical' framing of the correlation of his three orders of identificat- 

ion or hypostasis, is reflected in the part of this 'assertion' of the 

force of Reflection in the political frame of a roman 'World', shortly 
before the assimilation of that 'figure' or configuration of World within 
the 'christian' framing of Action in the 'mystical' symmetry of poetic 

and 'theological' orders. The simple abstract symmetry of the three or- 
ders will allow us, through such a simple principle of correlation of 
'versoective' or position of theoretical assertion in that scheme with 
what is thus asserted, to trace in a simple way some of the configurat- 
ions 'dramatically' at work in the subsequent interplay of these various 
perspectives. Thus we will see, for example, how the 'logical' scheme 
of 'lotinus gradually incorporates the poetic figure of 'mystery' (notably 
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in the form of syrian 'magic') until it finally faces the logical sym- 

metry of logical and poetic orders around the end of the fifth century, 

when the close of the rlotinian tradition is reflected in the material 

suppression of its transmission. 

One, two, three: the barest 'application' of logical theory, 

reflecting the simple pythagorean image of the abstraction of an Identity 

from a double difference, two two's. Reflecting the poetic symmetry of 

logical and physical 'two-sidedness', as 'two sides' of the 'poetic' ord- 

er - its very two-sidedness, a difference of differences, the primary frame 

of identification. 

Two two's make three and one:. the poetic order of symmetry of 

logical and physical orders itself reflects a unitary (and yet triple) 

actuality of identification 'outside' this triple symmetry of the three 

orders of 'figure'. 'Figure'? - Simply a figure of the symmetry of these 

three orders, a simple figure of a difference of 'in'side and 'out'side, 

itself ambiguous between logical and physical 'in' and 'out', and, indeed, 

between these and the common 'figure' of two-sidedness each, differently, 

embodies. Figure, then: itself, like the iTCoS of, Plato and Aristotle, 

embodying the interplay of the various orders of identification. 'Fig- 

ure', what is 'framed', fictio, also a 'fiction' and 'figment', the very 

figure of the 'play' of imagination, that 'inner' drama that is one side 

of Aristotle's tragedy, mirrored in some 'physical' action outside. 

Fictio: what is made or done - thus also factum, and the actio and 
s e^p- " that lies between: making. 

... A 'play' of such figure, then: ludum, a mimic contest, 

a mimicked contest, of actors, parts, actualities.. and of illusions 

and delusions, confusions of actuality and fiction, image; of actor and 
'part'. 

-A play whose identification requires an interplay of these 

orders, whose own very actuality is the interplay of these orders. Each 
order asserting itself in framing the relations of these primary orders; 
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the same figure of z double difference, a double recurrence of differ- 

ence or distinction, in each order. A mirroring of the relations of 

the various orders in each of the related orders: this the primary art- 

iculation of the actual distinction (this actual distinction, made in 

these very words now) of Actuality and Image, in this 'play' in which 

we find ourselves, along with the philosophers and bishops and emperors 

of the 'third century'. A mirroring of three-in-one in three-in-one, 

whose minimal image we. found in the pythagorean Tetractys, and will find 

again at the close of this whole account. 

We found, we will find: at the focus of this elementary con- 

figuration of Actuality, of this 'play' of figures of difference, the 

play of inscription of the whole configuration in each order, and of 
that inscription, in turn, in another order or configuration of orders, 

we find the figure of a distinction of that figure and our selves: the 

very figure of our self, of ourselves, an image in the mirror of this 

elementary configuration of identity or Actuality. A figure of 'person- 

ality', of the actual actor in this group of 'we', a figure of distinct- 

ion of this figure and ourselves, of a 'nominal' identity and the actu- 

ality which asserts itself, ourselves, in a name. 

Here we are, then. Working out now from this simple focus, 

and discovering the actualities corres~)onding to the various configur- 
ations of this 'mirror' of our actuality, our actualities, we find these 

primary articulations. of ontical, psychical and mystical actuality, 
which correspond to the arxllogues of the primary distinction of Actuality 

end Image in each of the three ord, rs of figure. Working out from the 

central dramatic mirroring of our ontical and psychical actuality in 
the earthly activity of a 'group', a frame of interaction of these act- 
ualities, whose primary-actuality is reflected in the limiting form of 
distinction of audience and actors in theatrical 'drama' - that primary 
'mystery' of Action, we find those triple phy'ical and logical orders 
of Kosmos and Reflection whose simale symmetrical r. elati". ins I have just 
discussed. "'he figure of diptinction of actual from n, -, ssible, of actu- 
alityß the play of figures (in which this figure is itself involved, 
inextricably) recurs in the inscription of this primary order of action 
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in the 'physical' order of distinction of Culture from the 'natural' 

economy or play of sim-'le Life on Earth - this in the 'mirror' or 'poet- 

ic' frame of the 'physical' or material 'frame' of activity of a 'cultur- 

al' group, a 'culture' or c'. osed circuit of activity. This framing of 

action in the 'mirror' of Culture and Nature - the integration of action 

within action distinguishing itself from the free play of a natural eco- 

nomy of bodily subsistence - is itself in turn framed in the two sides 

of 'passive' material 'economy', or play of Matter, 
andIitseintegration 

within a 'heavenly' unity of Kosmos, an image of the 'logical' integrat- 

ion of a culture presented by the cycles-within cycles of the heavenly 

'bodies', which thus provide tne 'mythological' frame of early culture, 

notably that of Egypt and Chaldea. 

Working, as it were, in the other direction, we find this re- 

current 'physical' and 'ontical' inscriation of our action in a unitary 

Actuality mirrored in a 'logical' or 'psychical' order. Action is inscrib- 

ed in the figure of a 'representation' corresponding to an identification 

of the poetic order of symmetry of logical and physical orders as two 'sides' 

of a word, a sign, a text - such as the text of a dramatic 'play', for 

example -- this mirroring, in the 'poetic' order of our interaction, the 

'external' framing of that interaction in earthly Nature. Indeed the 'phy- 

sical' interface of Culture and Nature reflects the logical interface of 

Text and Context, in the poetic frame of 'representation' from which the 

psychical order of our self-assertion, and the corres: onding order of the 

'ontical' things among which we assert ourselves dittinguish themselves, 

mirroring one the other - this, notably, in our own embodiment here on 
Earth. 

This figuration and correlation extends, then, as we saw, to 

the logical integration of the various orders of the text within a 'logic- 

al' space and time that mirrors physical Space and Time. The 'psychical' 

actuality which distinguishes itself in and from this logical order then 

corresponds to the 'ontical' order of integration of the physical Vosmos 

within a unitary Actuality, just as the logical articulation of the terms 

or identities of this textual order reflect the PQRtis -conomy of Mat- 
aß itgnglg5entary configurations 

te, from' rom w ich the Actuality of Kosmos distinguishes itself, these two ivº 

poles of physical Kosmos and physical Matter mirroring one another in our 
intermediate activity. And between our intermediate activity and these 
two poles of, for example, Aristotle's God (prime mover and self-thinking 
thinking) and prime Matter, the psychical actuality of that 'God' in which 
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or whom we, in our wa. y, participate, is identified with the ontical order 

of 'Heaven' as heavenly Mind or minds embodied in the courses of the 

stars - Aristotle's 'intelligences'. 

This three-fold mirroring of ontical and psychical orders of 

Action or Actuality, amounts, then, to a triple poetic order of integrat- 

ion of actuality, in which the configuration of our earthly action is 

reflected, in the interface of Heaven and Earth, in the configuration of 

Kosmos as a whole . Thus, for exanple, the textual articulation of a tra- 

gedy reflects, in the action it frames, a 'heavenly' configuration of 

'gods', articulating the action. 

'Gods'? Is there any place for them in our action, though? 

Already Euripides had begun to wonder... 

Rather let us move from our actual situation of reading and writ- 

ing these considerations, first out to the formal frame of correlation of 

these various orders (whatever we are to call then), to Kosmos, and then 

from this fcrm; nal frame of i: osmos back down thr ugh configurations of God 

or gods to the activities of the third century of this our Time or Era. 
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'Neonlatonicn' 

On our way back down from the simple frame of Kosmos to the third cen- 
tury, what do we find but Plotinus coming up towards us... 

The framework of Plotinus' roman essays (&b-ut 250-270, paral- 
leling his lectures, where his audience was drawn from the 'cultured' 

classes, including court circles) is schematic enough. The Kosmos is 

essentially that of the Timaeus, the 'physical' (or rather, ontical) cor- 

relate of the logical 'in' of form-within-form. The primary Actuality is 

called simply the 'One'. Outside the One is Nothing.. not even Nothing: 

that onnosition (to speak with Parmenides) is itself Nothing - One is not 
even onnosea to anything, since everything that is what it is is t': ereby 
lone', and there isn't anything which isn't what it is. In such a merely 

nominal oppositirn, then, the 'play' begins. Unity, Actuality, expresses 
itself first of all in the 'logical' figure of distinction of Actuality 

and merely formal identity, hardly even Nothing, less than T, othing... 'No- 

thing' as it were marks a 'tragic' mistake of merely formal reference, the 
'fall' of Actuality into an image which hides it. The cosmic dram lies 

in detachment from the Nothing which is the poetic symmetry and imaginary 

identity of Sense. We must get rid of nothing, says Flotinus, but Nothing 

id the hardest thing to lose. ' 

Within this primary mirroring, then, of One and not-even-Nothing, 

of One and Fiction (again, the figure derives ultimately from Parmenides), 
One and mere Image, Actuality expresses itself through the logical articular: 

of this formal distinction of Actuality from its inscription in a formal 

aistincticn. This actuality of distinction, in which the One Actuality 

can distinguish itself at work, Tlotinus calls i'10 
, Reason. 

Within this logical (or rather, psychical) order of Vc S, 

distinction is inscribed logically within the orimary fi&-ure of a logical 
distinction of logical distinction and the difference by which it is mark- 
ed, a primary psychical actuality distinguishing itself from Nothing, id- 
entifying and knowing itself as 'alone' actual. This, then, through a sort 
of circuit through Nothing, a sort of series of hyoothetical steps into 
17othing, to find itself in the return from ,.. Nothing, a false hypothesis. 
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'Eynothesis', and return from this nositicn 'outside' - which is to 

say 'below' - itself: for in the articulation of the Image, the image 

of such hypothesis or 'hypostasis' is a 'fall', eventually cDncreted 

into the ani)arently 'solid' mechanical image of earth. - And the image 

of Return, when Unity *rediscovers itself 'outside' itself ('at work' in 

distinguishing itself from that outsi"e), is a 'rising' above the cir- 

cular confusion of the Image, into converse circuits of 
No 

, 'S - stepping 

oRt of those circular illusions, 'plays' of the image, and. into the co n- 

nlementery circuits of the One, 'proceeding' from itself in order to re- 

turn to itself. And the very image of this ste"ping-out of the circuits 

of illusion, into the circles of Reason of which they are the inversion 

or mirror, is a 'conversion' of our reflection from the'confused play of 

earthly things to the cycles-within-cycles of the Heavens, of which the 

earthly play is itself (in turn) the inversion, the involution, the in- 

volvement, in Metter, 'Matter': that merely formal or nominal pole of 

'outside' the One - the imaginary centre about which the 'Dlay of illusion 

turns. 

Two 'Doles', then, the unitary actuality of the One, and the 

merely nominal reflect.. n of that Actuality 'out- ide' , in a play of ap- 

parent reference to some fixed 'Matter', 'underneath' appearances, some 

material 'hypostasis'. - But there is nothing thus 'underneath' Appearance, 

Image, no 'substantial' centre about which it turns. Rather is substance, 
hypostasis 'behind' the Image, in some c. ense - hid-, en 'under' it. The only 

actuality of the Image, its 'working' in the scheme, is that or a point 
of Return, where it is inscribed in Actuality as the actual working of 

illusion. Tot a point of return from anhing - but only from a 'fiction', 

the return of the spectator 'to himself', from his imaginary identificat- 
ion with an actor. The One is the only Spectator, and the whole Drama 
'out there' (out here) of Creation, Fiction, turns upon 'his' recognit- 
ion that this is the whole point of the Drana - the One playing hide-and- 

seek with itself. 

Kosmos as Drama: here again we find that simple aristotelian 
figure of the poetic order, inscribed within the logical frame of an in- 
itial logical distincti n Of logical and physical orders. And the part 
of Reflection in this drama is as it were the part of Reflection in the 
athenian theatre (according to Aristotle) mirrored in the part of Reflect- 
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ion in the City (as that 'Education' through which our rational part id- 

entifies itself) : that reflective self-identification of the Dart of Re- 

ilection, exträßolated to Kosmos as unitary Stage of all 'representation'. 

A cosmic 'stage': framed in that limiting circuit of Time, the 

limiting Sphere of Kosmos, as interface and mirror of the logical inscript- 

ion of figure-within-figure within the primary logical figure of a log- 

ica. l distinction of 'inside' and 'outside' the logical order of 
W. i5 

. 

Time, then: the primary interface of Actuality and Image, mir- 

roring the One Actuality (which to be 'in' is simply to be) in the nominal 

vole of latter, the very centre of that illusory physical 'being-in' the 

visible order of F'osmos, about which all that physical order of being-in 

turns - that physical order of 'in' which is the bare formal inversion or 

involution of the logical and psychical order of Actuality - form within 

form within the primary figure of ýo-0 

Time, the mirror of the 'inward' and 'outward' Ac of Philo 

and Origen. And the actuality of this mirroring, Plotinus writes, is 

the third uccO"Y--c. cs-Lc , 'ý , Life . 

Irk this mirroring, then, the interface of Noss 
, the rational 

Spectator, and visible Creation as the Stage of the great Fiction (the 

very figure of Fiction, indeed, in which all activity 'in' time is inscribed), 

the One Actuality expreCses itself, not within the 'psychical' (or perhaps 
I should say, 'noetic') figure of a radical logical distinction of logical 

and physical orders, but rather in some 'local' and 'temporal' (or 'tempo- 

rary') image, analogue, of that 'logical' figure. 

- An 'analogue', whose part in the visible physical order of 

Creaticn mirrors the part of some 'psychical' figure of logical distinct- 

ion: the part of the physical 'image', 'in' the physical order of YAsmos, 

mirrors the part of its psychical correlate 'in' the logical order of 

- And this 'mirroring' is just the systematic inversion or conversion 

of logical 'in' from logical 'inside' to 'outside' (from logical 'in' to 

physical 'in'). -A mirroring which, in that other student of Ammonius 
Saccas - in Origen - is framed as the mirroring of 'inward koy(oS ', the 
divine Reason, in the outward order of visible Creation, with all the 
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'figures' of that Creation turning about the incarnation of the inward 

Word, one within the other, in a sort of conversion of the order in 

which those same figures or 'ideas' are inscribed one within tae other 

in the figure of the invisible Word. 

- And so, in Plotinus' scheme, the figure of Reason, NcVS, is 

'embodied' in time and place by just such a conversion. Man finds him- 

self (or herself) in-between the mirror of Time (and the unitary Life 

inscribed in the symmetry of that Mirror) and the nominal or illusory 

Dole of Matter: in the order of a 
6(O't5, 

,a Nature, that mirrors 

'above'. A Nature that is not a 'fourth hypostasis' (any more than Mat- 

ter is a fifth), in that there is nothing fixed in this Mature, no fixed 

figure or identity in which the various figures of 'its' appearances, 

images, could be definitively inscribed. Any such identity, any such 

fixity of one figure (say, this my physical 'identity' as embodied in 

a place and a time) is only a passing moment in a wider play, in that 

great Play, indeed, in and from which unitary and fixed Actuality dist- 

inguishes itself, just like Aristotle's spectator of some lesser drama. 

Hare we are, then. And Plotinus as it were for a while at 

Rome, the centre of the Stage, trying to persuade the chief actors - 
the emperor Gallienus among them - that they are just that - actors - 

who have confused themselves with some image, some part - and who will 

find themselves caught by Nemesis in all sorts of circles unless, like 

Oedipus at Colonnus, they come, through reflection on the dramatic con- 

figuration of their lives, to distinguish themselves from that 'part', 

that image of themselves. Until they come, indeed, to recognise in their 

very 'selves' images of 1fo-S 
, mirrored in Time. 

... A strange entertainment, indeed, for imperial romans. 

T? ero had, it is true, regarded himself as first of all a dramatic poet 

and actor, the Emperor being merely one part among others. But now the 

lyre and chorus have vanished, the choral interface of Spectator and Act- 

ion being transaosed to the heavenly ? 4uRic of the Spheres, and the Theatre 

of earlier days recognised as simply one passing image of the Poetics 

of Kosmos. 
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... A strange irony, this.. Plotinus wanders about among the 

leading actors, -)laying his odd part: Look, there, out there, can you 

not see that that is who you really are, and that this body with which 

you have identified yourself is only a mechanical and passing reflection 

of the Spectator, your entranced Self.. and your forgetfulness of this 

only a reflection of the Spectator forgetting himself, itself, yourself, 

myself, and so identifying with this your forgetfulness? - No wonder you 

get into trouble, and the World is in trouble, since you are acting as 

though you were somebody other than y; ur true self, playing out some 

phantasy, which of course comes up again and again against an educational 

Reality, which in yourstrange phantasy you judge, according to the illus4 

ions of your 'part', as somehow wrong -when it is all the while trying to 

teach you that it is you who are wrong. 

-A strange irony: for who, then is Plotinus - or, rather, 

what, then, is Plotinus, as he engages in extended conversati, ns with 
the 'emperor' Gallienus? - Gallienus who had become regent in Italy 

in 253, and was technically Augustus, 'emneror' from 260. Outside Italy 

the various armies raised their commanders to the office of Caesar, and 

carried on a constant factional contest, until eventually the illyrian 

army proclaimed their leader as a new emperor. Gallienus was murdered 
by his own soldiers when he finally confronted his rival at T1ilaL 

68in 

the third century 'emperor' had indeed-become one 'part' among others, 
in the internla. y or contest of forces in a fragmented roman World. Plo- 

tinus survived his patron by only a couDle of years, having seen his own 

project of building a rlatonic Republic near Rome, with imperial funds 
(to which Gallienus had agreed), come to Nothing. 

I(n irony, for Plotinus' figure of the One Spectator, the psych- 
ical actuality of contemulation, with which or whom he could identify 
in the Mirror of Creation, working back through the orders of and 

,$, mirrors in a way his failure to find his part in the World in 

which he found himself, in conversation with the Emperor. Instead of 
finding the vart of Reflection in the City of Rome as he found it, Ploti- 

nus (and with him Gallienus) rather began with the figure of Reflection, 

and then tried to frame the part of Reflection in the 'Real World' (with 

all its ontical force), by first framing the civic frame of that part 
within the figure of Reflection, as 'Platonopolis' in Campania. 
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There is something tragical, and indeed something comical, 

in this irony, that Plotinus' conception of his part should reflect 

the tragic illusion in which it is itself framed - the figure, again, 

of Oedipus inquiring, as spectator, into the action of which he is at 

the centre, of Aristotle logically framing tragedy, without seeing the 

comical 'part' of the Philosopher in this, blind to its own mistaken 

identity. And the initial framing of the cosmic Drama in a logical 

figure of two 'sides', spectator and actor, which does not 'comprehend' 

the illusory circularity of its own part in that Dram, as an unthinking 

identification with the part of spectator, opens up, as it were, the 

tragicomic destiny of 'neoplatonism' over the next two-and-a-half cen- 

turies, until the final impasse. 

What, then, is the dramatic scheme of this destiny? 

Plotinus clays his pa±t, with essays, lectures, conversat- 

ions. Always in relation to some particular situation. He doesn't 

see how the figure of detachment from the poetic synmetry of the two 

'sides' of, the Image, of Sense, of the worldly 'play' of figures and 

fictions Is itself one component in the fragmentation of the roman 
World - of it Policy, its Economy, its Army and Law - in which he 

'bodily' clays this part. He doesnSt see, for example, how the hell- 

enising court circle, playing the part of Reflecti.: n, in this mirrors 
the abstraction of the court, and the organs of imperial Policy, from 

the economic and military chaos 'below'. Leading citizens as it were 

mistake the figure and part of political direction for its 'logical' 

analogue, and, divesting themselves of 'material' goods, identify 

themselves with Reason distinguishing itself from Image and Body, in 
their (or is it Reason's? ) contemplation and ýx. "ýQýS . 

Plotinus clays his part, One at the centre of the ascetic 

Reason of his roman circle, the very axlBýofg% a4 ö14ýlon of the mat- 
erial 'side' aT its various dramatic configurations into the 'spirit- 

ual' or noetic, pbychical side 'above' .- Embodying in these changing 

configurations of the circle below the psychical actuality which dist- 
inguishes itself in each 'scene' from the inscriptikin of that scene 
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in the physical order of the I'nage. Plotinus, the very Life and So41 

-4f 
the party, the focal interface of its nsychic&l and physical 'sides!, 

in which the vari-us component figuration, - of the mirroring mibht be 

inscribed. 

Into such a group, around 263, came Porphyry, born to the 

purple (if this be the interpretation of his royal name Malchus, and 

that familiar designation) about thirty years before on the phoenician 

coast of Syria. le had earlier (as I have noted above) associated with 

Origen, and studied under Longinus at Athens. 

When Plotinus died in 270; it was to Porphyry that it fell to 

edit his occasional essays. This the disciple did by arranging the mat- 

eria. l as systematically as he could into nix divisions of nine books each, 

the 'mines' or Enneaas: six parts, each triply triple. He composed also 

a Life of his master, integrating that drama of which the writings am- 

ount to one side, into a parallel unity. Shortly after Plotinus' death, 

it seems, Porphyry retired to Sicily to compose the first systematic 

neopla. tmnist attack igaihet the Christians. Thence, it seems, he returned 

to teach at Rome until his death around the beginning of the fourth cent- 

ury, and to#work out in systematic a. etail the scheme bequeathed by Plo t- 

inus. 

In toarticular, Porphyry, in extensive commentaries on their 

work, embe''ded in this system - as two corn lementary sides, as it were - 

the *sche*mes of Plato and Aristotle. In the Induction to the first 

book of the rhodien canon of Aristotle's writings - to the Categories - 

and so as the introduction to the syste-natic economy of }, osmos, Porphyry 

poses a radical question which, in the latin version (with its commentary) 

of Boethius, was to frame the secorri rise of western ? deflection 1nt dien r,. 
i the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. Are 'universell £or7rz, t? L b& 9 

properly, primarily 'in' the mind or 'outsi. e'? If outside, are things 

p rooerly 'in' them, or they rather 'in' things? 

This, it will at once be seen, is just that question of the 
figure of 'figure', raised a moment ago - the 'play' of different senses 

of 'in', in relation to the figure of 'in' itself - the 'play' that fra'i- s 
the Parmenides of Plato. Porphyry, like Plato's Parmenides, gives no 
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answer: in each case it is the very 'play' of this figure, the -)oetic 

sym~ietry of logical and physical 'in', and its Economy, which frames 

the primary c'istinction of Actuality and Image. Such a 'play' is indeed 

in a way the minimal interface of platonic and aristotelian schemes - the 

-olatonic 'Tystery and a complementary aristotelian Economy, of Kosmos. 

And it is just this mirroring of platonic ?? ystery and aristotelian Economy 

which allows Porphyry to introduce the plotinian mirror of Life, the 

third hypostasis, as frame of his 'neoplatonic' systematisati.. n. 

The primary configurations of this Mirror, this interplay of 

figuration in N05 
and 

j)uaLS 
, Porphyry finds in the ' Pythagoreans' . 

mhe , iý"trer orean principles of figures embodying an image of the distinction 

of some actuality from that image are already familiar. The plotinian 

triad becomes itself the primary instance of such figurative actuality, 

rather than an independent abstract order of distinction in which the 

'figurative' mirroring of Life is inscribed as a secondary (or rather, 

tertiary) configuration. The subsequent progress of the alexandrian and 

syrian schools deriving from Porphyry involves a gradual assimilation of 

plotinus' initial logical frame to this Mirror of Figure or figuration, 

until with Proclus' successors around the beginning of the sixth century, 

the logical distinctic: n that had always at some noint been assumed in the 

framing of the figuration, itself becomes lost in the 'play'. The key is 

as it were thrown away, and the School of Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, 

Porphyry and Proclus wanders about after its last head Damascius, circling 

in the sands of Syria and Persia. 

Porphyry himself becomes involved in the play of pythagorean 

figures. The Life of Plotinus is followed by a Life of Pythagoras, and 

a discussion of the principles of pythagorean abstinence. Porphyry pub- 

lishes the Chaldean Oracles, and begins that inscription of mythical fig- 

uration in the 'neoplatthnic' scheme that was to be carried so far by his 

succe-sors. 

This 'figurative' direction becomes more pronounced in Porphyry's 

most eminent disciple and fellow-syrian Iamblichus, in the first third of 

the fourth century: lamblichus the organiser of the 'syrian school' which 

came in the fourth century to dominate non-christian philosophy - which is 

as much as to say, with the christians, 'Philoso-Thy' - and, in the person 

of the emperor Julian ('the Apostate') framed the two-year stru Cle to re- 
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assert 'philosophic' paganism as the spiritual frame of the Empire. 

Iamblichus 'the pythagorean' - lamblichus the magician, the 

numerologist, the astrologer... there is even an alchemical textaattributed 

to him. The biographer (another) of Pythagoras, the commentator on Nico- 

machus' Introduction to Arithmetic, on the Oracles, on the mythical stor- 

ies that dramatise divine actualities, perhaps On the Mysteries of the 

Chal'ezns and Egyptians, attributed (again) to him. Iamblichus the Philo- 

sonher who wrote, like his master, Against the Christians - against that 

story taken as the fixed (in principle) poetic or dramatic frame of Kos- 
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Julian, who had studied under Iamblichus' disciple Maximus at 

Ephesus around the middle of the fourth century. The sole remaining clai- 

mant to the Empire through Constantine's half-brother (the others had all 

been murdered by Constantine's sons; the youngest, he owed to his own exile 

the leisure of study), he was appointed western Caesar or mLlitary leader 

in 355, and found himself proclaimed Augustus by his army at Paris in 360. 

His cousin's death the following year left him Emperor, and he set about 

re-shaping the World in a neoplatonic image. The following two years, un- 

til his death in a campaign against the Diersians, present a tragic figure 

played out by the last actor-emperor of pagan antiquity. A tragedy in 

which a visiona±y subordination of the earthly 'Economy of the World to 

a spiritual Policy found itself hopelec'sly enmeshed as simply one more 

component of that mindless Economy or '-play' - this reaching the point 

at which, over a year spent in luxurious Antioch, the syrian capital, 

Julian became a comic figure to the citizens. At the same time his attempt 

to contradict the christian 'story' by rebuilding the Temple at Jerusal- 

em was thwarted by balls of fire from Heaven -a figure contradicting 

him in his very own terms, universally taken at the time as a reply from 

the Invisible Side of things. 

This brief tragicom(L /Lmight well be taken as an 

epochal uoint in the development of neoplatonis-n, or rather in the rever- 

sal of the parts of paganism and christianity( Empire and Church, indeed) 

a century before, in the time of Decius. When at Rome Julian had, for 

example replaced in the Senate the statue of Victory removed by 
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Constantine's son Constantius. When it was once more removed by the 

empez'or Gratian - and this act was cuickly followed by that emperor's 

death and by famine at 'Rome, the old roman patrician class petitioned 

the new emperor for restoration of the statue, and the centralised pagan 

ritual which parallelled the now almost purely nominal activity of their 

Senate. This appeal was the occasion (384) of the first intervention of 

Ambrose (bishop of the new western administrative capital, Milan) in the 

framing of imperial (that is, civic) policy: this as representative of 

a higher 'spiritual' Authority from which, he claimed, the temporal author- 

ity of the emperor over outward things (such as Ambrose's body and mater- 

iaI. goods) was derived. In a subsequent intervention, to stop the emper- 

or Theodosius rebuilding a Jewish synagogue burnt down by a christian mob 

at the instigation of their bishop, Ambrose framed his interdictiLn in 

the uarallel between Theodosius' situation, and Julian's attempt to rebuild 
the Temple at Jerusalem. 

The part of Ambrose (and, as we will shortly see, of his 'con- 

vert' Augustine) in the latin West is parallelled by the part of Cyril of 

Alexandria in the East. Ikave already noted this patrizch's deposition 

(in concert with the bishop of Rome) of Nestorius, t997pa riarch of Con- 

stantinople who re-filded to accept the title Nother of God: 

Mary was mother only of the human nature, not of the divine nature, of the 

Christ. In fact the Council of Ephesus which deposed Nestorius was irreg- 

ular, its decision being made before the arrival of the faurth patriarch, 

jbfin of Antioch, and his Syrian bishops (who largely sup'orted Nestorius). 

John accordingly deposed Cyril (with the emperor's assent), but the egypt- 

ian church refused to recognise the decree. The following year Cyril pub- 

lished his dogmatic statement of his position, in the form of a defence 

of christianity against the emperor Julian's Against the Christians. This 

h al been preceded by definitions of the primary elements of the christian 

mystery as invisible frame of activity, of which the visible chutch was 
but the image: the heavenly 'Trinity', the mirroring of inward and out- 

ward Word in 'Incarnation' (and so the mirroring of heavenly Trinity through 

'Spirit' or two-sided Life, in the 'visible' order), and the inscription 

of activity in this frame through a ritual frame of distinction of Image 

and Truth. It will be seen how such a frame of the 'christian urama' close- 
ly parallels the 'neoplatonic' scheme: of this more in a moment. 

- In a moment, when I come to outline the figure of relations 
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between Empire and Church as complementary 'frames' of activity over 

this period (about 250-500). The interest of Cyril here (in the discus- 

si, ý"n of the fate of 'neoplatonism') relates rather to his initial activ- 

ity as bishop of Alexandria, where he succeeded his uncle in 412 - re- 

turning from a period of anchor&tic seclusion in the neighbouring 'des- 

ert' -a period 'outside' the world ( as öý... cxNtý-r. ýcý of which also, more 

in a moment). 

Among Cyril's first acts were the closure of the parallel 'nov- 

a. tian' churches (already discussed above, in connection with Novatian the 

'anti-bishop' of Rome, following the Deccan persecution of 250-1), the 

expulsion of the jews from Alexandria, and connivance at the torture and 

murder, by a christian mob led by his fellow'monks' or 'anchorites', of 

the leading ale_andrian pagan - the neoplatonic mathematician and philo- 

sopher Nypatia (415). 

Cyril's precise role in the murder of the most eminent female 

philosopher and mathematician of the whole Tradition is unclear; but his 

bitter enmity and his complicity are clear enough. To Cyril and the monks 

the daughter of Theon must have seemed almost Eve herself, the very anti- 

thesis of that 'Mother of God' in whose name their persecution of 2? estor- 

ius soon began. Sven the murder is almost an exact inversion of the christ- 

ian mystery:: returning from a lecture (the temple of Serapis-Osiris 

which, originally a d. eaartment of the Library, had renlaced "useum and 
Library under Aurelian (270-5), was sacked by a christian nob incited by 

Cyril's uncle and predecessor Theophilus in 391, following Theodosius' 

assent, already alluded to, to the destructicn of all non-christian places 

of worship; it is not clear whether lectures were resumed there some time 

after the sack, or carried on elsewhere) she was dragged from her chariot 

to the Caesarium, now converted to a church, stripped naked before the 

altar, the flesh torn from her with oyster-shells, and the rent pieces 

of flesh and dismembered limbs carried to he civic rubbish-dump and 
burned. 

Eve: embodying that radical symmetry of Male and Female Body, 

of Male Form, the rational principle, and Female Matter - of logical and 

phyrical orders of our earthly embodiment - that is the very ahtithesis 

of Mele Reason, Word, distinguishing itself from the autonomous May of 
this symmetry in Female Nature. - That 'play' which is the very principle 
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of our embodiment in Matter, in the Image: of our 'fall'. - So that the 

inscription of this princirle as Virginal Mother of God, in that figure 

of egyptian Isis, allows the limiting distinct-on, in the figure of 'V y) , 
Vord, of heavenly actuality from earthly image, of those two sides, Yale 

and Female, of dual Life. 

Eve: for not only was Hypatia a woman, but offering the Frmit 

of the Tree of Knowledge, of a yv_Wrts which had already appeared, in 

the first three centuries, to inscribe-the christian story, in the figure 

of Allegory, in a more radical logical distinction of logical and physical 

orders, of which the poetic figures of story and allegory were to be seen 

as that secondary or tertiary interface, the 'figurative' mirror of log- 

ical and physical in Life and Faith (Lrhether it be in the gnostics of the 

second cer_tury, or Plotinus in the third). 

This 7'ywrs, then, inscribing the figure of christian 'iv-9i5 in 

an apvarently more radical mirror of logical and physical orders, was it- 

self simply a complementary component (along with ., he analogous symmetry 

of the 'sexual' image of logical and physical orders of the Image) in the 

abstraction of the Image from its inscription in the christian Drama - 
the very focus of the 'devil', Satan's (egyptian Seth's) Work of Darkness. 

Paul had warned the greeks against 'the Deep things of Satan' - 
the mystery of Knowledge as taught by a female member of the group at Cor- 

inth. This warning was soon to be found in the order of the 'Fass on the 

day of martyrdom of Catharine, the heavenly patroness of learning, whose 
(fictitious) story is simply a (rather scandalous) transposition of the 

'martyrdom' of Fypatia into the frame of the christian 'Drama - this con- 

version of the story reflecting the conversion of the symbolic 'sacrifice' 

of the Mass itself, into the real sacrifice of Hypatia's body and blood. 

About this time Augustine, near Carthage, was encouraging the 

magistrate Dulcitius to carry out the decree of the western emperor Hon- 

orius againpt unrepentant deviation from the theological frame of christ- 
ian activity - against 'heresy' 9 haereGia. "ý.. ecýýs , (independent) ' choice' : 

It is much better that some should perish by their own fires, than 
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that the whole body should burn in the everlasting flames of Gehenna 

through the desert of their impious dissension (i). 

- Better to purge the soul by earthly fire, rather than allow 

it to be consumed by eternal fire after natural death. 

Cyril and Augustine were simply playing there parts in the 

fixed frame of the 'christian' Story and Drama in which they thought 

to find themselves. The symbolic or figurative 'logic' of the murder 

of the pagan philosopher Fypatia, or of those whose different 'versions' 

of the christian Story seem to involve their further 'fall' into the 

Fire below the surface of the Earth, unless they be transformed by fire 

here at the surface, follows directly from Cyriland Augustinds fram- 

ing of their 'parts' in the Story as they frame it, as thus framing it. 

This figure of 'dogma', this 'circularity' of a Doetic order or frame 

which includes the critical position 'outside' that frame as one com- 

ponent of the frame, is in effect the focus of 'logical' criticism of 

christianity from Celsus, through Porphyry and Iamblichus, to Julian, 

Proclus, and beyond. Yet, as we have seen, the 'logical' framing of 

criticism itself partakes in a strictly analogous and complementary 

circularity. And the interaction of these positions from the early pag- 

an persecutions of christians, down to the christian persecutions which 

progressed`from the murder of fiypatia to the closure of all 'pagan' or 

'heathen' schools a century later, should perhaps be seen rather as an 

almost hhanical working out of a tragic fate, than as the passing 

cruel aberrations of emperors and bishops. 

Thus Hypatia does indeed embody the very antithesis of the 

part of an intercessory 'Mother of God' in Cyril's Y. osmos. Her im2oet- 

ance (moreover) in the development of 'neoplatonism' - as the leading 

figure of the alexandrian school - itself belongs directly to the work- 
ing of an analog ; us figure in the neoplat'nic scheme or z'osmos. The 

correlation of femininity and philosophy which must have amounted al- 

most to the part of Eve (or the rabbinic Lilith, even) in Cyril's drama 

of Creation and Redemption, corresponds to Hypatia's theoretical mir- 

roring, in a systematic mathematical frame, of an aristotelian economy 
of Form and Matter and a neoplatonic mystery of self-distinction of 
Form from Matter. The 'sexual' imagery of the primary symmetry of 
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logical and physical orders (the sy*nietry of these orders as primary axis 

of neoDlatonic 'Nature') had already been wor: ced out in Porphyry's elabor- 

ate allegorical interpretation of the Cave of the Nymphs that frames one 

episode of the Odyssey. The Cave is Plato's visible World, and the Nymphs 

those principles of poetic symmetry and identification which hold us fasc- 

inated in the illusory play of this World, lost in a substitution of. Image 

for Actuality, Body for Soul - lost in the 'play' of these figures, this 

Nature. This allegorical figure then amounts to a prim y figuration of 

the Mirror of Life (Plotinus' third hypostasis), corresponding to the form- 

al configuration of that question which Porphyry raises in his Introduction 

to Aristotle's Categories. 

From what we know of Fypatia's own work, the correlation of 

edenic sexuality and knowledge corresponding to that configuration, and 
to her own position in christian Alexandria, was reflected in her work 

simply asa sort of 'biographical' configuration from which her mathemat- 
ical articulation of Aristotle's mechanical Economy, reflecting a platonic 
Mystery, was itself 'abstracted'. Abstracted - in that familiar princiýle 

underlying the mathematical and medical work of the Museum, already ana- 
lysed in relation to its origins six or seven centurie before - in that 

correlation of Porphyry's question about 'ideas', and plotinian actuality, 
which reflects the 'euclidean' articulation of mathematics. 

Hypatia's father Theon had produced (possibly in conjunction with 
his more eminent daughter) an extensively annotated edition of Ptolemy's 

Svn taxis or ' Almagest' . Hypatia followed this, and her father's edition 

of Euclid's Elements, with her own commentaries on the first six books of 
Anollonius' Conies, and perhaps on earlier works on mechanics (Archimedes' ? ý. 

Her teaching attracted students from far afield (some record is 

preserved in the many letters to her from her student Synesius of Cyrene, 

who after studying at Alexandria and Athens, and composing several 'neo- 

platonic' treatises, including collections of 'hymns', became a christian 
bishop of Ptolemais in t' le libyan pentapolis: this unwillingly, not through 

any 'conversion' to the rival faith, but sim, )ly because, as the leading fig- 

ure in the troubled city, he was eventually persuaded to accept the chief 
position, that- of bishop). With her murder the school was largely dispers- 
ed, many of the students retiring to Athens, where a new 'Academy' was in- 
stituted. 
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Proclus, who was born at Constantinople about 411, studied 

at Alexandria (whose intellectual tradition was only fully restored by 

Proclus' student Ammonius (and his monophysite student John Philoponus) 

briefly at the end of the fifth, and begin. ing of the sixth centuries). 

He soon passed on to the new Academy at Athens, now under a certain Plutarch, 

whose daughter Asclepigeneia, a priestess of Eleusis, instructed him-in 

the 'mysteries'. Plutarch and Asclepigeneia at Athens, at this time, 

seem to parallel Theon and his daughter Rypatia at Alexandria, shortly 

before. Plutarch's 'successor' Syrianus (as the name suggests) repre- 

sented the syrian tradition of Iamblichus' school, which now met the 

more 'abstract' alexandrian neoplatonism at Athens. Proclus, Syrianus' 

successor as head of the 'Academy', represents the integration of these 

two currents, syrian and alexandrian: An integration reflected in his 

identification of himself with (a reincarnation of the soul of) Nicomachus 

of Gerasa. In him the systematic 'figuration' of the mirroring of 'plat- 

onic' and aristotelian schemes incorporates both the Syrian 'dramatisation' 

of Iamblichus' school, and the systematic mathematical articulation of the 

alezandrian school, as two com-lenentary sides. 

lamblichus had indded introduced 'mthematical' figuration into 

the scheme of Plotinus and Porphyry, but this (as reflected in his comment- 

ary on Nicomachus' Arithmetic, and the Theolognumena Arithmtica, his system 

of numerology) was dominated by that ' ariihric' play of figurate numbers 

that has replaced the euclidean analysis of geometrical figure as the main 

'mathematical' concern, around the begin. ing of our Era. Theon and Ilypat- 

ia, on the other hand, had placed the emphasis on the euclidean frame of 

the 7Yements, A'ollonius' Conics, and Ptolemy's Syntaxis. As I have just 

suggested above, this return to the geometric analysis of matriematical fig- 

ure, in terms of a reduction to the geometrical point as primary or init- 

ial determination of the symmetry of logical and physical order of 'position' 

eS 9 reflects a limiting application of Porphyry's princi-)1es of inte- 
E, t 

grati. )n of platonic and aristotelian schemes (in terms of t:. e ele . entary 

syr! r' etry and inter lay of 'logical' and 'physical' sides of the 'poetic' 

order of sym'etry and identification). Proclus' major work in mathematics 

is an exhaustive commentary on Euclid's Elements of ^, eometry, in which the 

thirteen books are interpreted as a reflection of the unfolding of the One 

whose rrimary image is the Point, up to the ;, oint (... ) where the unf., lding 

arrives (at the en-I of the last book) at the 'cosmic' (or 'platonic', or 
'pythzgorean') solids, the material 'elements' of the platonic Kosmos of 
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the Tim2. eus. In the course of the development, as elsewhere in Proclus' 

extensive writings, we find the mathematical figuration of the plE. ce or 

part of mathematics (the 'mathematical order') in this Kosmos. And it 

can hardly come as a surprise that the primary figure of this mathematical 

figure of the glace of that figure in Kosmos, is that of One-in-Three. 

! 'or that the systematic frame of Froclus' integration of Plato and Arist- 

otle (and Pythagoras) is the unfolding of an initial One-in-Three until 

it comes 'full-circle' in the determination of the place in the scheme of 

this recognition of the scheme. For that the primary figure of this 'pro- 

cess' of unfolding of Eternity into Time, where it discovers itself thus 

unfllding, should be that 'circle' of hypothesis or hypostasis earlier 

found at work in Plotinus' essays. At each point in the Great Circle throuL. 

which the One leaves itself to return to itself ('falling', it will be re- 

membered, into an 'image' or analogue, and there recognising its iistinct- 

ion from the I*nage), there appears the same figure of stasis or remaining 
(r "t), 'procession' or 'proceeding' ( feý"V05 ) and return (2 rt cjý). 

I -jk . in going 'outside' itself, in appearince, the One yet 

remains, actually, 'in itself' - it 'only' an-nears to be 'outside' itself; 

or rather... it goes outside itself to appear... . For this outside sim- 

aly is Image, Appearance. There is really no outside: 'outside' the Act- 

uality of Unity is 'outside' precisely in the sense that, really, it isn't 

anything. This is what it means to be 'outside' the One, as 'Nothin ' id 

'outside' Being. This 'outside' the One is thus outside the One, and in 

this formal recurrence of the figure of 'outside', this radical circle of 
Illusion, which is only the illusion of 'position' or reference in the sym- 

metrical 'play' of logical 'inside' and 'physical' outside, turns uoon it- 

self until unitary Actuality distinguishes itself from it. Cr, rather, not 
'it', for 'it' isn't even 'nothing', - Actually, 'it' doesn't even bear 

talking about. Doesn't even bear thinking about. 'Talking', 'Thinking'? 

... But they are nothing too, We find ourselves t first of all, mxý sing the 

basic mistake of reference, identification. We first find ourselves in the 
figure of distinction from an unthinking identification in the poetic or- 
der of symme'ry of thinking -. nd being. lind this initial discovery of Act- 

uality distinguishing itself from Image, in some particular case, leads 
to a 'return' through wider and wider frames of this distinction - from 

each of which, in turn, we again distinguish Actuality as from yet another, 
more radical, mista'-en identity, yet another 'reference', position 'out- 
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side' itself - and move on. - TTove on, back and further back, again 

and age- in in thir, same recurrent figure of 'return' , of distinction of 

Actuality from Triage, stepping into ever more radical figurations of 

'inside' and 'outside' 9 until we come at last to this figure of 'inside' 

and 'outside' the One itself, to the pythagorean figure of Limit, two- 

sidedness. 

At each point in this Return, we recognise the 'working' of a 

1irror of Procession (which is simply -Forgetting, and identification in 

a 'lower' order of syTmetry and play of orders) and Return: we recognise 

and return to an Actuality which is this working, and remains just what 

it is through our forgetting and rediscovery: for it is just the pattern 

of this two-fold 'procession' and. 'return'. 

And every point in the 'process' is simply an 'image' of the 

only actual point in the whole scheme, the One. Every procession and 

return to any point an image of the Actuality of Proce-sion and Return 

which, all the time, remains sine ly the Actuality of the One. The whole 

of Actuality, then, is simply a wondrously complex system of image-within 

image of image-within-image, with its unitary actuality or dynamic of a 

sort of distributed distinction, through all this 'play' of figure-with- 

in-figure, of Actuality from this Drama or Play. 

What, then, is the first configuration, 'in' which all the 

others can be inscribed, by a sort of self-app" ication of this primary 

pattern of 'inside' and 'outside' Actuality? 

'Inside' and 'outsize': but we have just seen that this 'outside' 

is simply a fiction, an f appearance' (of the One). We can't symmetrical- 
ly 'oppose' the One to any 'not-One', as if we thereby defined, identified, 

referred to something. 

The 'play' of the various 'sides' of this radical opposition 
(of 'inside' and 'outside', Limit and Unlimited), in which the One dist- 

inguishes itself from a merely nominal 'other' side, is'dramatised' by 

Proclus in the 'poetic' frame of a text - the Elements of Theology, whose 
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logical articulation is modelled on those Elements of Geometry which 

Proclus 'inscribes' in the Scheme of the Whole as another conoonent 

'order' (of 'proce-ion' and 'return'). Dramatisation: a 'play' - for 

the One distinguishes itself from its merely nominal opposite, through 

the play or interplay of 'aspects' of that opposition, which have no un- 

derlying, 'hypostatic', substantial unity or reference 'behind' them. 

The one distinguishes itself in the play of a dynamic of Aspect or Image, 

in which there is no 'neutral' or independent account of the nominal op- 

oosite of the One, about which the 'play' turns: each of the e-sentially 

multiple accounts of this 'other pole' are themselves simply perspectives 

on the clay as a whole from some particular point 'in' the play. The oth- 

er role, we may say, is simply Fiction 'itself', whoDe only identity lies 

in the step out of its illusory frame - as when the spectator 'returns to 

himself' at the close of a tragedy, of that limited 'play' within the Play 

or Interplay of the Whole, of 'all' the aspects whose unitary integration 

lies, not in something 'underneath' as the 'matter' of a stone might be 

thought to somehow 'underlie' its vari', us aspects or ao, earances, but rat- 

her in the converse direction of 'return' from the 'ficticnal' frame of 

which such 'Matter' is a sort of limiting term - the organising force of 

the nominal opposition of One and 'Another'. 

What is the primary frame of this 'play' of aspects of our in- 
I i tial insubstantial opposition, our initial 'hypothesis' of an 'outside' 

of the One? 

- It is, of course, just the interolay of the familiar 'two sides' 

of 'tvo-sidedness', and the distinction of the One from that difference of 
differences, that 'two two's', that 'indefinite Lyad' or irreducibly double 

duvlicity. Proclus calls the formal opposition of 'two sides', 'Limit' and 
'Unlimited', returning to the pythagorean scheme of . double-difference (in 

which, it will be remembered, unity distinguishes itself through a triple 

duality: Limit-Unlimited/Odd-Even/One-Many). 

One 'side' of the initial op'osition (which, again, is 'in itself' 

nothing but the fiction of reference of the mark or sign of opposition), 

which Proclus calls that of 'knowing', :" vo. �, corresponds formally tý 

whet T have called the 'logical order' of difference (or distinction). Tne 
'other' side of this 'aspect' is (of course) logically determined as 'the 
known', is s7"tfo - though it distinguishes itself 'ontically' from such a 
'logical' determination: Proclus calls the actuality of the 'logical' side 
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WoZ, 
, and that of the other 

i04 
. These 'two sides' of distinction or 

'two-sidedness' are thus two sides of vov -. : 
rve. ýý; the 'interplay' 

of their difference or differences, one from another, and from this dif- 

ference 'between' them, which Proclus calls the order of zwo, Life. 

Now the actuality of each of these, then, involves its self- 

distinction from the symmetry of these three order of distinction or dif- 

ference. Which is simply to say that each order amounts (in a now familiar 

figure) to the analogous inscription of the relations of the three orders 

in (terms of) that order. And each of these self-distinctions are then 

seen as reflecting (in each of the three orders of actuality) a common 

figure of Actuality distinguishing itself from this its symmetric triple 

expression as 
NoVS 

, 
3-. Each order (that is) embodies - in one of 

three symmetric a°pects, the figure of self-distinction of the One from 

these three symmetric 'images' or aspects of radical Actuality or self- 

distinction (or, equivalently, self-identification, self-expression, in this 

primary figure of 'procession( of One into T1ultiplicity, into the Image, and 

self-recognition in its 'return', distinction from, this 'play' of the 

Image) . 

... Self-recognition - as both what knows ( Noss) itself as thus 

knowing-and-kiown (yvjeoY Y v, ýsýº), and knows this self-distinction and re- 

turn to itself as its very 'Life' or Actuality. 

The formal symmetry of this primary configuration or frame of 
Actuality, of the One's -elf-distinction, may thus be seen to be a distinct- 

ion of that self-distinction from its three primary (and correlative) images 

of 
ýjo,, S 1 

OvIZ. ý 
, where each of these subordinate 'actualities' of 

'hyrostases' are themselves reflections of that distinction: each of the 

tt-, ree orders 'internally' reflects' 7 öfi}figuration 
of the One's self-dist- 

inction from that order. Schematically, one might present the terms of the 

vrimary configuration thus: 

MH ZV 

1vt 

Atov 
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- That is, formally, as the One distinguishing itself from 

the three vertices of a triangle or triad of which it is the centre, and 

where each of those vertices is in turn the centre of an 'image' of this 

first triad or triangle. 

Now, before we ! 6r 'one') distinguish(es) the various orders of 

difference by (necessarily) entering 'into' one of them, these four 'triads' 

of vertices are quite equivalent or 'symmetric'. Thus we might say that 

this configuration of 'vertices', each an image of the One, quite sym-netric 

until we (as it were) decide 'where we are' in the configuration, and art- 

iculate (as it were) the remaining vertices from that particular aspect or 

'perspective' - that this 'symmetry' of twelve 'absolute unities', XP-L--_Lý` 
IV J. 

, is itself a sort of 'mirror' in which the One distinguishes 

itself from its identification with each of the vertices, each of those 

actualities of 'aspect' on a common symmetric configuration. 

In this way, then, we may see how the primary distinction of 

three orders of Actuality - Knowing, Being, Life - itself corresponds to 

the configuration of the 'breaking' of the unitary symmetry of the absolute 

unities or 'henads'. This configuration of distinction from the three or- 

ders of distinction of Actuality itself, may itself be expressed in the 

'image' of that triele articulation. - For in the mirror of the twelve 
10 

absolute henads, the operation or working of the One is analogous to the 

working of )s%S distinguishing itself, in the 'mirror' of Life, from Being. 

Further, we may see in this primary circuit of the One through the Image, 

the 'inscription' of this whole primary articulciion of the distinction of 

the One from the three primar - orders in - as indeed - the primary self- 

expression of Nrc5 actually knowing itself in this configuration. So that, 

now, the whole primary configuration is in-cribed within 
11b 

and this in 

turn amounts to the self-distinction o, 
figuration, according to the figure of 
Being in this order of jjNS 

. And it 

which allows us to frame Kosmos in the 

sides', Visible and Invisible, of Time. 

f ums from a corres, onding wider con- 

correlation of V07s , Life, and 

is this configuration, at last, 

familiar olotinian figure of 'two 

In this wider frame, then, of which the 'logical' articulation 

of the three urinary orders (this itself be in the order of NVS) is sim- 

ply one 'side', the mathematical symmetry of the twelve 'supernal' henads 
(together constituting the single 'supernal Number') are reflected in the 
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corres-nonding 'geometric' symmetry of 'physical' Space. For o.. r four 

triads correspond, when referred to some 'thing' of which they are tor- 

relative aspects, of the simple 'tetrahedral' symmetry of Space, 'seen' 

from each of its four sy-n: netric corners. An 'within'this 'ontical' ana- 

logue of the 'noetic' or psychical 'snace' of logical distinction, with 
its 'arithmetic' order, that figure of tetrahedron recurs as the 'atom' 

of Fire, the primary 'physical' element (as in the Timeeus). Thus the 

'ontical' order of geometric space (itself mirroring the arithmetic order 

of 'logical' space) distinguishes itself from its orimary image, 'mater- 

ial' or 'outward' Fire, as the 'Light' which illuminates that distinction. 

Thus (now) we can diFtinguish the primary 'images' of psychical 

and optical orders as 'inside' and 'outside' the Space of Kosmos, with the 

primary image of the mirroring order of Life, as the interface of these 

two 'sides' in Time. Yet in the correlative distinctions of the actualit- 

ies of each order from these primary images, each order is seen to be equ- 

ally 'in' the others. Thus the mirroring 'in' the logical order of N(A of 

One and the three primary orders - this in the arithmetic symmetry of the 

twelve henads - itself 'belongs' not only to the logical order of 1J , 
but also to the order of mirroring of logical and physical (or here, psy- 

chical and ontical) orders, Life. An! this radical twelvefold 'Life', 

the working of the symmetry of One and primary orders in which all a. ctua- 

lity may be }nscribed 
- the Drimary figuration of the One's procession 

from itself and corresncnding return to itself - this may be recognised 

as what is called Divinity. 

Thus the 'logical' analysis of the Actuality of self-distinction 

of the One, which 'begins' with the formal distinction of two 'sides' of 
One, properly amounts to the Elements of Theology, being simply a limit- 

ing case of the mirroring of logical and physical (psychical and ontical) 

order in the 'poetic' or 'mystical' ord. r of Life. This logical analysis 
is itse: i articulated within a primary iistinction of One and not-One which 
belongs, irreducibly, to the order of the Image - albeit a very abstracted 
domain of this order. As Proclus insists in his introduction to his e: - 
ha. ustive Conrnenta, ry on the Elements of Geometry (he is then commenting on 
Eudemus' lost FiG torn of ", qthena tics) , the abstract mathematical order was 
derived from the practical concerns of egyptian surveyors and chaldean ast- 
rologers: for we must begin our return to the One from where we find our- 
selves, in the actuality of self-distinction of some image of the One in 
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some narticulax situation. Any such actuality is essentially 'circular', 

partaking in the radical figure of 'procession' to the Image, and return 

from it, recognising in this very symmetry the actuality to which the re- 

cognition is a return. Thus the configuration of the elements of Theolo y 

is a direct reflection of the formal choice of starting-Doint, the fram- 

ing of the exposition itself in the 'logical' order. But we must, in or- 

der to understand this 'logical circle' of that text, first arrive some- 

how at its starting-point. Thus these Flerents cannot stand alone, but 

must find their place in some systematic framework of Reflection in which 

we can 'find' that starting-point, and, most im'ortantly, this scheme of 

Reflection, inscribed in the logical order of ex-)osition, must in turn be 

'inscribed' in some practical relations with the situation in which we 

find ourselves embodied 'here and now'. 

The wider theoretical context in which this 'Theology' is insc- 

3Tbed (as limiting 'logical' figure) is reflected in those Elements as the 

mathematical frame of symmetry of logical and physical orders - the mir- 

roring of the 'arithmetic' mirror of One and primary triads in the 'geo- 

metric' mirror of Space and Matter. The various specialised treatises that 

---; ---deal with various comoonent dine of 'theory' are all, as it were, ex- 
10 

tended essay's on various aspects of the monumental Commentary on the Tim- 

aeus, which Proclus presents as the very frame of his vast production. 

Thus, the 'points' at which he begins an Elements of Physics of an Abstract 

of Ptolemy's Syntaxis, or a commentary on the Parmenides, may as it were 

be found, as in a general map of F: osmos (where the specialised treatise id 

a restricted map on a different 'scale'), in the frame of the commentary 

on the Timaeus, and we will know where we are. 

Well... almost: for this systematic map or frame is itself framed 

in a Reflection that amounts to only one side of the still more radical 
dramatic frame that is reflected in the formal mathematical frame of the 

Timte s as Life. The frame of the Timaeus is itself a limiting case, as 

indeed Timaeus himself observes, of the figure of the Story. 

In the logical frame of the tlenerits of mheolo r we can see 

the 'logical' symmetry of the logical order of 
NöýS 

and the poetic or s=r 

of Life, within the arithmetic frame of the Supernal Number, the twelve 

pena, Is. But that logical order cannot determine how the symmetry is 
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actually broken, so that we find ourselves engaging in a logical ex- 

nosition, rather than say some structurally analogous or sy-ametric 

'mythology' of the twelve primary 'gods'. To explain how we got to 

the 'position' outside the One where we can com, ose a logical treatise, 

we have to tell a story. The most radical frame in which the 'narrat- 

ive' order of t'-)e Timaeus, and so the 'logical' order of the Flernents 

of "'heolory can be inscribed is just the dramatic frame of which the 

'poetic' mirroring in Divinity of the poetic mirroring of ! Joys and 
9O-V 

, of their 'logical' and 'physical' orders, is a limiting case: 
the limiting case corresionding to the reflectic-, n in the narrative 

frame of the Timaeus of the-dramatic self-expression of Actuality in 

the utterly radical order of Mystery - of which the Timaeus itself, the 

""yr tery of Reflection, constitutes, one side. 

The narrative frame of the Timaeus is thus in^cribed as a 
limiting case, ab^tracted from any particular situation, of the more 

general figure in which we actually find ourselves at the interface of 
Actuality and Ficticn, involved in the particular configuration of some 
identification in some particular 'situation', in which we also identi- 

fy particular 'outward' things, including other instances of this actu- 

ality of identifying (other ' peorle') , and so on. 

s 

" 

-The more general figure in which the '-acetic' symmetry of the 

'logical' and 'physical' orders of some situation in which we find our- 
selves, is itself an image of the mirroring of Actuality and Image. 

- That is to say: the '-'oetic' order of difference of logical and phys- 
ical 'versions' or 'aspects' of the difference of these three orders of 
distinction itself frames the difference of the 'actuality' of the sit- 

ation from the 'nosGibilities' corresponding to it-, 'psychical' and 'on- 

tical' aspects. 

We 'find ourselves' at the interface of Actuality and the 

'-, oetic' symmetry of 'fiction' in which our situation is framed - find 

ourselves in steeping out of that configuration, as an actor might sud- 
denly remember that he id - say- not Orestes, but somebody 'playing the 

part' of Orestes, that he is not before the Areopagus, but before the 
judges of the dramatic contest, and so one And we can see, precisely 
through considering the dramatic frame of T'osmos as a whole, and then 
the place of th, dramatic recognition of a distinction of Actuality 
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and Image in that general frame, that the primary articulation of this 

distinction is rooted in the mirroring of Actuality and Image or Fiction 

in the rarticular case. That the 'general' case, presented as a mathematical 
frame of Yosmos abstracted from the particular case (which it in turn even- 

tually determines as primary) itself appears, in the general frame which 

it defines, as only one side, one comronent, of the particular situations 

in which we will 'find ourselves'. 

To put it another way: we find the part, in the general frame, 

of the Presentation of that general frame, as itself only one side of the 

general case: for the general case is essentially specific or particuLar. 

The general case is framed in the primary dramatic figures of distinction 

of the poetic configuration in which 'we find ourselves unthinkingly 'play- 

ing a part' q And the range of cases, of activity (Reflectiý.. n), in which 

this distinction is framed in the logical order - althoagh in those cases 

we see the general frame of all cases - itself amounts to one range of 

cases within the more general 'poetic' figure. The 'mathematical' figur- 

ation of the general interface of Actuality and Fiction or Image, developed 

by the alexandrinn school, is seen as simply a limiting case of the 'dram- 

atic' or 'theurgic' figuration developed by the syrian school. -A figur- 

ation which, although it logically frames the 'dramatic' figuration of 

I amblichus' School, itself amounts to one component in the primary drama 

of Return. - Of return from the situation in which we find ourselves, not 

from some abstract 'position' outside the One which may amount to one com- 

no nent of the configuration in which we find ourselves. We must first find 

our way to that abstract Point - and we must somehow decide whether that 

abstract point lies on the most direct path to the One, the most direct 

path of Return from our particular situation. 

What then is the primary '-oetic' or 'dramatic' figuration of 

the interface of Actuality and Image, in which we first actually disc ; ver 

ourselves to be (at) such an 'interface'? 

- Simply 'the mysteries' which, in the form of a sacred drama, 

embody an image of the distinction of the 'divine' actuality (which thus 

distinguishes itself) from that image. Thus the mysteries of Eleusis, of 
which Proclus' early instructress Asclepigeneia was a priestess or cele- 
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brant -literally, indeed, an actress - turned about a natural image 

(the 'death', 'sleep underground', ß-n3 'rebirth' of the ears of corn - 

that fir-t figure of agri-culture, revealed in the myth by Demeter to 

Triptolemus) of the distinetlon of natural and s-)iritual, Visible and 

Invisible. 

- Or the mysteries of the cha3dean and egyptian divinities, 

in the latter of which's rigorous fasting, it seems, Proclus nearly 

left behind his earthly bo'9y altogether - nearly died. 

- Or those mysteries which involve as one element the 'text' 

of the mystery, which symbolically inscribes itself in the confiCurat- 

ion of the drama: the Chaldean Cracles, the Hermetic Books, the Crphic 

Poems. 

- Or, more generally, the 'mythology' of the whole iorld, which 

consists, for Proclus, of a systematic mirroring, in the var`Ous differ- 

ent times and cultures - the vari-us different situat,. cns - of the vari, -us 

stories, of an Actuality of the One, mediated thr, ugh the com-)lex orders 

of %vinity, which distinguishes itself, in those particular situations, 

through the franes, the poetic configurations, of those different but syst- 

ematically . related stories or 'myths' or 'mysteries'. 

And what in all this , then, is the part of the Philospher? 

Proclus, as I have noted, identified his hart in this scheme as a re- 

appearance of the 'life' or soul which had once animated the body of 

? Ticomacrus the neopy}thagorean. Fe saw his part in a Great Drama as foc- 

ussing, like Nicomachus or Pythagoras or 'Hermes' or 'Orpheus' before 

him, the frame of distinction of Visible and Invisible, Actuality and 

Fiction. - Framing the activity of Return of his fellows e-lbodied there 

with him, who had forgotten where they hat come from, what they were, and 

why they were there. 

Fis life was several times threatened by the athenian christ- 
ians: 'T"iy body does not matter, it is the spirit that I shall take with 

me when I die' he told students who offered to defend him. He was even- 
tually banished from the city for trying to Get chriýtians to return 
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with hin towar^s the One. When he was again allowed back, it was to 

a situation in which his instructi_cn was confined to a restricted num- 

ber of close associates in nocturnal groups reminiscent of the platonic 

Council of the Laws. 

Proclus died in 485. Justinian, Emperor of the East, closed 

all 'heathen schools' - forbade the teaching of pagan neopi tonism, with 

its twelve 'hegemonic gods' (the absoýute. pities) arýd complex confiGgur- 
GSd 6r. ýI �YS. X ý. tý 

JI; 
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ations of divinity - in 529. Damasciusl w had succeeded to the direct-''1 

ion of the restored Academy in the early years of the century, and six 

,, of his associates, transposed their studies to the Persian court, but 
7 

(soon found it was not the place for neonlatonic reflection and gave up 

the enterpride. 

I have at several -oints suggested that the outward 'closure' 

of the Academy by Justinian in a way reflects the impasse encountered by 

Damascius in Reflection - the material closing of the school marking the 

close of a 'circuit' of Reflection that begins, shall we say, with Pyth- 
11 

a. goras arrival in Croton, about 528 years before the beginning of this 

our rra. More exactly, the transition from Proclus t, "r^: ryscius brings 

full-circle, in a way, the logical dynamic of 'pagan' Reflecti: n which 

begins with the transition from Pythagoras to Parmenides, which I have 

generally called the period of the 'first pythagoreans', the ccntem-, )orar- 

ies of Feraclitus, and of the firtt athenian dramas (and much else besides;, 

Proclus had 'logically' determined the primacy of the 'dramat- 

ic' order of Mystery, of which the logical component was only one side. 

In that figure, as we have just seen, the 'poetic' symmetry of 'logical' 

and 'physical' orders of distinction is an image of the symmetry of that 

triple order of the Image or Fiction, and the Actuality which, in that 

Image, distingui'hes itself from that image of distinction. The logical 

articulation of this elementary configuration of orders of difference - 
the 'Elements of Theology' - is defined relative to the formal starting- 

point of the theoretical text in a merely nominal distinction (of One and 

not-One). But what, then, does that 'starting-point' amount to, except 
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an imaginary mark? And what does the logical order of the text amount 

to, other than one particularly delusive fiction among so many others? 

Indeed, how can we Ftart anywhere at all, since that would be to assume 

the fixity of some 'noinT', 'outride' the One. Any starting-point is al- 

ready itself simply another e_ement in the 'play' of figures. Ana how 

can we even begin to give any account of such a 'starting-point' - where 

can we begin? We certainly cannot properly begin with the One: that-is 

rather the end of our process of Return - if we begin formally with 'the 

One', in the logical order of some text, we are sim, ly beginning with some 

mark, some name, some fiction of reference or position - the mere empty 

form, indeed, of illusive rosition. 

Dariascius' chief text he calls On Beginnings - or 

rather 'About Beginnings', 'Around 13eginnings' , even. 

Proclus had assumed a formal starting-point, in the One: a name 

for what distinguishes itself from any name. B,. t where is this starting- 

noint to be found in the comic Scheme evolved in that play of distinct- 

ion of Actuality end Mark? With the removal of such a formal -joint of 

reference 'out-ire' the scheme, we find that everything begins, as it were, 

to spin about us. We find ourselves in a play of distinctions, in which 
the distinction of 'inside' and 'outside' that play is simily one figure 

among other(. Can we replace Proclus' formal framing of the primacy of 

a figurative order, of which this logical order of formality was simply 

one ^ide, abstracted from that more ralical order, a more radical be- 

ginning in this figurative order, which ,.: e know (logically) to be primary? 

Can we take one last step out of that logical circle, and find it within 
the play of figure, rather than inscribing the May of figure in it as 
logically what the logical order itself is 'in'? Can we not see in the 

primary logical figure of a return from a nominal 'point' outside to the 

One, an image of the departure involved in the nominal beginning of that 

logical order of ex"osition? 

Damascius' text is framed in the interplay of those 'mythcloc- 

ical' figures which Proclus had fraried, logically, as expressing the privn- 

ary Drama of Actuality from which the logical order of Reflection id ab- 

stracted. An interplay both itself fra. -ied in, and fraiing, the 'logical' 
figuration of the theoretical text. 
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What, then, is the locus of D amascius' assertion in the 'log- 

ical' figure of Reflection. How can the logical 'cira ' which frames 

the text be identified with this same 'logical' figure as it appears in 

the 'poetic' figurati-:, n of Vie text? Is Damascius' 'part' or 'place' 

inside or outside the ? poetic or dramatic order from which the text is 

'logicallyf abstracted, but which thiG very text defines as its primary 

lorus? - For the corresuondence of the logical frame of the text, and the 

place or part of that figure or frame in the poetic order of Ko=mos in 

which the text 'logically' inscribes itself, has until this impasse cor- 

resoonded 'dramatically' to the place of that circuit of Reflection in 

the 'poetic' order of the Group or Society in which the text is written. 

There is simply no place in the 'poetic' order of D amascius' activity of 

writing and teaching, for the 'logical' circuit of Abstraction: and the 

primacy of the 'dramatic' order reflected in Damascus' logical abdicat- 

ion of an 'autonomous' logical framing of Reflection is itself reflected 

by the mirroring of this 'logical' impasse in the physical 'closure' of 

the School, the 'outward' dramatic frame of his assertion. There is no 

place, in the Empire of 529, for Abstraction. And the last attempt to 

find a place by moving into the formal 'outside' of that World in which 

there is 'no glace' - as if (then) the place is 'outside' that order of 

no-place - in Persia - completes this closing scene of pagan Reflection. 

- t'or that last desperate attempt to correlate the logical 'outside' of 

the dramati6 frame of the Empire, with a 'physical' outside, outside its 

boundary, amounts to the last illusion, in which the Philosopher must 

finally recognise his distinction from that 'I' which is the logical 

instance of his assertion. 

.. This amounts to the last scene in the 'drama' of neoplaton- 

ism -a sort of radical 'crisis of identity' of the logical instance of 

self-assertion, which frames its part in the dramatic frame of activity 
by recognising the locus of its logical articulation or framing in that 

dramatic frame - this a sort of identification of the part of Philosopher 

in a 'mirroring' of the logical framing of the order of activity in that 

order, as thus framed. But now, with Damasci. us, there is no longer any 

'place' in the dramätic order of activity, corres 'onding to a formal 'star- 

ing-roint' outside that order. There is no longer any 'place' in the 

earthly play of figures, for an identification with a -, oint 'outside' 

that play, of which one's actual part in the Dlay - the part of identi- 

fying with that -point 'outside' - might be seen (in that identification) 

as a mere 'reflection'. 
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... But thus far, we have only followed the fate of this ab- 

stract point 'outside' the play of figure from 'outside' the earthly 

locus of identification with (or of) that 'point'. We simply find our- 

selves, with Damaý-cius and his a^-ociates, 'lost'. We had identified with 

that 'part', 'outsile' the earthly order of a christian Empire, and now 

see the 'Dart' finally dissolve into nothing - find that we have 'no place' 

in that foreign World, no figure, any more, in that World, corres-)onding 

to a point of assertion 'outside'. The last players of that neoplatonic 

'part' of identification with the logical locus of assertion, wander, ban- 

ished from the frame of their tragic researches, like blind Cedipus ban- 

ished from Thebes, when he discovers that he, who thought himself the de- 

tached Inquirer, finds that he is the very object of his inquiry, and that 

this illusion of detachment is precisely at the root of the disorder he 

thought to resolve. 

Looking, now, to the actual frame of this impasse of Thought, 

we find that the text that marks Damascius' impasse - in which there is 

no longer for Reflection, any possibility of identification of the logic- 

al order which 'outside' frames the text, and that order as it appears 
'in' the logical determination of the poetic frame of Kosmos presented 
in the text we find that this text, marking the point where Reflection 

finally loses itself in the ooetic order of activity, is itself strangely 

reflected - or strangely reflects - another text: the 'Book' or Codex, 

'Code' of Law, published by Justinian in 528-9, the first fruit of his 

systematic reorganisation of imoerial Law, begun immediately u_)on his suc- 

cession to the throne of his uncle, in 527. 

A 'code', a text, which systematically determines its part in 

the 'poetic' frame of a Law it itself frames or defines: a sort of 'poetic' 

inversion or conversion of Daiascius' impasse. 

- And as a prelude to this unitary Law, we may note Justinian's 

repeal of the former law which fora member. of the Senate (and so, 
_a fortiori, forbade the 'Iý'nperor) to marry an actress. The eastern seat of 

Fm-nire, instituted two centuries earlier by Diocletian, had been much sub- 
ject to the influence of the women of the court circle - t:: is, in partic- 
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uler, through their attachment to contending Church parties. The law 

forbidding marriage to ar. actress might be said to have instituted, in 

the integrated frame of the Christian 'i ire, that dramatic figure of 

abstraction fron the ''oetic' symmetry of sexuality, already noted in 

the relations between Ry7atia and Cyril of Alexandria, and his aarticular 

devotion to the Virgin 'other of Cod. To the contem? orary courtier Pro- 

coDius we owe two accnunts of the Dart of Justinianb actress-consort' 
Theodora - an 'official' history which relates her leading Dart in the 

wise government of the Em-ire reorganised under her joint rule with Just- 

inian, toget! 'er with a 'Secret Tistory' published only in the seventeenth 

century, which works out a sort of parallel inversion of the official pict- 

ure, turning uoon the very figure of the play of the actress' sexuality 

and deception, and making the official picture itself si-r)ly illusion. 

Which of the two sides is fiction, and which actuality, or which has more 

of fiction, which more of reality, it seems difficult to discover. 

In either case, the con-non figures of the two acc. "ants, whose 
different versions were to prefigure two 'sides' of the byzantine Court 

and government in the fol, owing centuries, serve to illustrate the frame 
in which nagen Reflection closes and is closed. The union of the male 

proponent of the systematic legal frame of the 'Empire, with the feminine 
instance of the 'play' of poetic symmetry from which and in which the unit- 
ary integrati' n of (activity' in Law distinguishes itself, itself frames, 
in Justinian's 'symbolic' repeal of the Law against marriage between nob- 
ility and actresses, that new figure of the Text or Coäex which is, as 
it were, the 'other side' of Darnascius' text. -That 'other side' which 
itself frames, in 529, the imperial decree 'closing' the institutes of 
abstract Reflecti^n - of Reflection abstracted from the 'theological' in- 

stance in whose dogmatic order Reflection must now inscribe itself - the 
law enacting this inscription itself martaking of the logical order of the 
: "ext as one side of the dramatic configuration it which divine ictuality 

and Authority expresses it^elf in the christian drama or mystery. 

It will be seen that the unitary frame of activity instituted 
in principle by Justinian's first Co4ex - the systematic inteGration of 
earlier imperial decrees into a single text - corresponds to a direct ana- 
logue of the 'dramatic' scheme of neopl atonism:. As the One expresses it- 
self by distinguishing itself, in the logical order of distinction, fror, 
the interilay of that order with sym, letrical 'poetic' and; 'physical' or- 
ders, so the unitary Authority of the ^mperor expresses itself through 
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a Text or Codex, in whose logical order of inscription of action-within- 

action, the integration of activity within Law distinguishes itself from 

the 'economy' of interplay of orders of legal text, pax ticular action, 

and situation. The 'logical' order of the text here inscribes itself 

in the poetic frame of action it determines, so as to articulate a sys- 

tematic drama of identification of 'parts' in the civic order thus framed 

by Law. Inparticular, the 'part' of the Emperor is thus framed as that 

of 'logically' framing tho poetic order of activity in which it thus de- 

fines or frames its part. This closed circle in which activity in the 

byzantine 7'mmire is thus 'framed' by the Emperor, itself 'excludes' the 

'part' of Philosopher, of identification with a 'critical' position 'out- 

side' the frame of the civic order instituted in systematic Law. 

This 'step' of Justinian's is paralleled in the 'West' - in 

the 'latin' West whose last 'Emneror' had abdicated in 476 - by the in- 

stitution of the Authority of the Bishop of Rome in the systematic 'Can- 

on Law' of the roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus (the Small). The last Em- 

peror of the West had abdicated: there was no meaningful place for that 

old office i-n the interplay of 'roman' Church and barbarian (chiefly goth- 

ic) military power. Justinian's army briefly controlled Italy towards 

the middle of the sixth century, but with Justinian's death and new bar- 

barian incursions (Lombards, now) the b zantine administration there was 
Fv' 4ctý... -k. -4 k- ? -fv j, & 'i-Xo ý lei 's º-o 1ý (7p v [ti. r. a fragmented, and 1, -'", 

1. 

Dionysius' systematic collection of 'canons' - decrees of councilti 
end of the roman bishops, relating to the organisation of the Church - 
are a western analogue, in many ways, of Justinian's codification of 
imperial Law. Characteristically, the Dart of 'canon law' in the Fest 

is determined by Justinian's definition of the part of a smaller (and 

contemporary) eastern collection of conciliar decrees, in the systematic 
frame of his imuerial Law as a whole. The integration of Church and 
State in the Fast is parallelled by a division and dual organisation of 
these two complementary frames of activity in the West. I will now quickly 
outline the development of these relations of Church and Empire in the 

progressive division of latin West end greek East, from the middle of 
the third century where I left Decius and Gallienus, to the accession of 
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Justinian in the 'Tast, and the determination, that same year, by 

Dionysius Exiguus in the West, of a new Era, to be dated from the 

Annumt iatic n of her part in the cosmic Drama to the Virgin Mother of 

God, at the spring equinox (25 March) which Dionysius calculated to 

precede his determination by 527 years (in this making a mistake of 

between three and five y' ars, if we are to match the accounts of Mat- 

thew and Luke with Josephus' dating of the death of Herod the Great 

to '4 BC'). I will treat as one comDonent of this configuration the 

'christian' Reflection which, over this period, considers (as it were) 
its place within the frame of christian activity as a unitary whole. 

a 

r 

I 
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Church and Empire, East and West 

We left the 'roman World' of the third century in some disarray. I 

noted the first sytema. tic confrontation of roman Law and christian 
Mystery in the decian persecution of 250-1, in which Origen was im- 

prisoned and tortured, and after which the question of the place in the 

Church of those who had renounced their faith in the persecution, first 

presented for consideration the un'ty. of the Church as a 'catholic' or 

universal Frame of the Mystery. 

I noted the way that, over the third century, the 'Emperor' 

had become simply one 'figure' in the contests of the various armies 
for military - and so political and economic - dominance. - The figure 

of 'political' direction, itself only one element or com: ionent in a more 

or less open economy of interaction of the three primary 'or3ers' of the 

Empire: integration of action-within-action in the 'logical' articulation 

of Policy; interplay of no=sible actions, of the'various 'figures' of act- 
ion in the 'materiU' organisation of an 'Economy' of Activity - and the 

interaction of these in he frame of a Law, whose 'material' embodiment 

was the Army, res'onsible for upholding the Law within, and maintaining 
those borders which defined the limit of the Law, from incursion from 

without - from Franks and Goths in the North, and Persians in the . 'ast. 

Thus we might say, as a sort of first approximation, that the 

military 'economy' of the Empire in the third century atn anted to the in- 

scription of the triple order of Policy, Constitution, and Economy, within 

a dominant order of material 'Economy' - within an inter lay of these threE 

orders, framed in the material 'image' of the Law (that is, the Army or 

armies). It is in the 'outward' context of such a chaotic'or undirected 
Economy of rm-sire, that the figure of a duality (and opposition) of worldly 
Economy, and a Mystery which distinguishes itself from such an : ýJccnomy, 
first becomes focussed in the decian persecution. 
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In this confrontation of worldly Economy and heavenly Myst- 

ery, Anthony of Thebes in üpoer Egypt, retreated from the World into 

the egyptian 'desert' - went to live, as it were, the ot'. -ier side of 

the boundary of worldly Culture, in the isolation of 17ature. This 

life 'alone' - this 'desertion' of the 'hermit' to the 

theban teµ<wL-, the uncultivated 'desert' place - is the primary image 

in that physical order of 'inside' and 'outside' the boundary of Culture, 

of the physical economy of the State, of the distinction of one's activ- 

ity from the worldly Economy or play of the Image. 

In his solitude, we are told, Anthony, alone, found himself 

involved in the interaction of Actuality and Image in the simple figure 

of Divinity distinguishing itself from the demonic illusions of halluc- 

inatory sexuality. It was from the desert that Cyril came, and the monks 

who tore apart the demonic Hypatia. 

At last, in 305, Anthony was finally persuaded to leave his 

retreat to direct the isolation of a numerous group of imitators - to 

frame as it were a new 'spiritual culture' in the primary figure of life 

'outside' Culture. He became a figure of great authority in the dissen- 

sions that were fragmenting the egyptian church: the distinction of 'in- 

side' and 'outside' Culture had itself quickly become incor-porated in 

a wider Culture, distinguishing itself, in this, from its physical image 

as one 'side' of a physical boundary. 

In the two preceding years Diocletian, who had been acclaimed 

as "mreror by his army in 284, had carried out the last imperial attack on 

or confrontation with, the expanding Church.. - This as part of his at- 

tempt to reorgrnise the Em'Dire as a unitary frame in which his own part 

would be to frame a unified and coherent policy. The familiar circularity 

of this part of the 'Augustus' as framing his part in framing activity 

throughout the Empire corresponds, in the case of Diocletian, as in those 

of Caligula and others before h_m, with his identification with the fig- 

ure of Zeus (Jove). Zeus, in this case, framing a story, a destiny, in 

which his recognition of his part in the story was a primary component. 

riocletian set about his reform by appointing a western 'Au&- 

ustus', "'aximian, in 286, to frame policy there, while he framed eastern 

policy, and the integration of the two. In 292 he took as deputy a'Caeý 
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sar' Galerlus, in charge, under him, of the government of the northern 

Dart of his eastern half of the Empire, and appointed Constantius to the 

control, under 1aximian's authority, to the northern part of the West. 

This double division of the administration, with each of the four sections 

given a certain autonomy, but this autonomy itself subject to the direct- 

ion, first of himself together with T2axiTnian, and this collaboration in 

its turn framed by Diocletian, was reflected in the systematic reorganisat- 

ion of all levels of Policy, Law, Army (with a separation of the roles of 

the armies of border defence, and the army of the interior), and Economy 

(in which last reform there figured the decree against 'the egyptian art' 

or 'alchemy'). In short, Diocletian aimed to integrate the interaction 

of policy, Law, and economy, within the frame of a policy in which he him- 

self played the decisive part . On the coins that ^layed their part in the 

reformed economy, Diocletian appears . as dominus et deus, and as Zeus; Tfax- 

imian apmears as Heracles (Hercules)., Diocletian is platonic Wisdom, gov- 

erning the relations between that rulin;, 'viýtue and herculean Strength. 

If this integration of the Em-sire into a unitary frame of activ- 

ity, focussed in Diocletian6Zeus' wise judgement were to be effected, then 

the inter-; lay of the dual frames of Economy and Mystery must be achieved 

through the Yýystery of a Policy which, itself entering into the Economy 

of the "Empire, 'worked' in that Economy so as to effect the integration 

of activity, action-within-action, within the ruling actuality of this 

mystery of government, which reflected the hevenly government of Jupiter 

or Zeus above. The interplay of the christian f ra+e of activ_ty with an 

economy of-fragmentation stood in the wajc of such a unitary integration. 

13ut, in that interolay, the christian frame as it were fed, Crew, on per- 

secution, finding in this opposition figures of distinction of heavenly 

and earthly orders, thr-ugh which its frame c: -uld be ever further extend- 

ed into the 'earthly' order from which it - in this very working, indeed - 

distinguished itself. 

Diocletian abdicated in 305, insisting that Maximian do like- 

wise, and devoted the remainder of hislife (like Gallienus before) to 

philosophy and gardening, on the Adriatic coast. After a confused contest 
between Constantius' son Constantine and Maximian's son, for the control 

of the West, Constantine found himself, in 313 sharing the Empire with 

Galerius' eventual succesir Licinius in the Fast. In the final s'. ru,: Gle 
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with Ma. °imian's son (312), the story runs that Constantine had two visions 

`%pr-that he would overcome his rival by inscribing (literally) his campaign 
in the christian myýtery. First he saw in the sky a cross and the wor: s 

'In this, prevail', and before the last battle he was instructed in a 

to have his soldiers paint on their shields 
4, the initial letters of 

yp1,4. lJS , Christ. 

Whatever be the true account, Constantine and Licinius passed a 

ý- decree of toleration for chriý=tians the following year, and by the time 

the less-than-saintly Constantine had finally consum. lated his ensuing 

contest with Licinius (begun in 314) in the latter' defeat and murder in 

323, and murdered his wife (Licinius' sidter), their son, and various other 

rivals the following year, he was ready to replace Diocletian's story, 

which had framed the latter's policy, by the christian story, and his part 

in it. One may well suppose that his part in this story was determined by 

considerati-ns of policy, and that Diocletian's policy was determined by 

a deeper conviction in his story, than Constantineb(who was not baptised - 

and that in the end only by an arian bishop4 until very shortly before 

his death) in that of the Church. 

Having consolidated his position as sole ^mperor, and chosen 

as the new imperial capital Byzantium (henceforth Constantinople), Con- 

stantine sun-noned the contending perties of the Church to the first gen- 

eral or ecumenical Council at r? icaea, isi tl: e cc st south of Byzantium. 

I noted some way above that the 17ovatians could not be persuaded to in- 

tegrate their churches and activity within the unitary frame that Con- 

stantine wished the Council to achieve. The most significant division, 

though, that was nominally resolved at the first Council, was based on 

a theological division in the alexandrian church (like so many other di- 

visions thereafter). Arius, a rather argumentative presbyter ('elder'), 

had in 318 denied his bishop's public assertion that the Three Persons 

of the Trinity partook of a single unitary Actuality or Act of Being, 

", 
9 04C . Arius in^isted that the Second Person, 'the Son, incarnate as 

the Christ, was 'created', an emanation of the One First Person, and not 
himself the immediate frame of all Creation. Arius' position parallels 
the account given by Plotinus of the relations between the Three Hypost- 

ases: the mystery of the primary Trinity is framed in a logicel order of 
'procession' from the One, rather than in the 'poetic' symmetry of the 
three primary 'hypostases' that we find in Proclus' account. 
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-A parallel or analogy only: for while Plotinus' account 

moves logically from first hypostasis, thr-Dugh second and third to 

Nature, anc? finally 1Tatter, the chri-tiara analogue - the mystery of 

a nri! 1ary 'Trinity', is at work, from the first, in a raiical symmetry 

of Above and Below, Heaven and Earth, Actuality and Image, Inward and 

Cu tward Word. In the symmetry of the christian scheme, Arius' 'logicalt 

anDroach involves the supposition of an initial Act of Creation, in which 

the One Father distinguishes himself from and in Matter (as symmetric 

pole 'Below'), prior to the inscription in this ra? ical Act of Creation, 

of the next (and thus 'created') actuality of Inward distinguishing itself 

from, and in, Outward 'Word': the 'Son'. 

- Arius' 'logical' scheme: his initial objection to his bish- 

op's assertion of the sy, irnetry of the Three Persons of Goa, was that no 

sense could be made of such a figure. How could we begin with three? If 

there is to be three, must there not first be One, a Unity, and then a 

distinctir n of Persons, int. cribed in the primary figure of Distinction, 

in the I AM' that as One distinguishes itself from the 'fictional' refer- 

ence or identity of a 'Matter' outside? 

T1e initial confrontation, of bishop and presbyter spread from 

Alexandria through all th- churches of the East. Councils in Egypt and 
Syria excommunicated one another's bishops. Arius was summoned to de- 

fend his no-ition before the bishops of East and West a°sembled by the 

F'rperor at Nicaea, where his logic was opposed by the bishop of Const- 

a, ntinoole and his young deacon Athanasius. In the end Arius and the 

two (of 318) bishops who would not be bound by the Council's decision 

in favour of Athanasius, were banished to Illyria. 

The controversy, however, continued, as different factions of 
the church combined with different court parties. Eusebius, (bishop of 
Constantinoule after the death of Constantine) combined with Constantine's 

sister Constantia to influence the Emperor in favour of Arius. When Ath- 

anasius, now bishop of Alexandria k-, would nQt receive r us back into 
the alexenarian 'communion' in 335, he was, through EuFebius' influence 
deposed and himself banished to Gaul. Under Constantine's sons, between 
whom the Endire was divided upon the former's death in 337, the western 
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bishops came to sunnort Athanasius, while in the East various positions 

of more or less modified arianism dominated the contest, with Eusebius 

at Constantino'ole maintaining Arius' initial objections to the equality 

of the Three Persons, Father, Son and Spirit. Various local councils, 

under the influence of v ricus parties, continued the process of mutual 

excommunication. Athanasius was several times restored, and then again 

deposed, from the bishopric of Alexandria. The barbarians on the northern 

borders of the EmDire, converted in this period by arians, were to remain 

arian until the sixth and seventh centuries. Within the Empire this first 

Crest schism, corresponding to the first phase of integration of Church 

and Em"lre, was more or less concluded by the second general Council, sum- 

moned by Theodosius to Constantino-, le in 381, as 'art of that last head of 

a single Empire's reassertion of the integrative princinles of Diocletian 

and Constantine. With Theodosius' death in the arms of Ambrose, archbishop 

of his capital Milan, in 395, the final administrative division of the 

Empire into an indeuendent East and West, under the rule of his two sons, 

coincides with a related divergence between latin and greek churches. 

In the East the interaction of Church and State was developed, 

over the period betwen the first two Councils (325-381), in the frame of 

the arian con test. At one Dole of that conflict the contending versions 

of Trinity and Incarnation, as contending frames of the christian mystery, 

were articulated within the scheme developed by Origen towards the middle 

of the third century. The parallel between the part of Origen's scheme 

in the development of greek 'theology', and the part of Plotinus analog -us 
Trinity in the development of 'neonlatonism' is marked. In either case 

contending alexandrian and Syrian schools (or churches) are finally inte- 

grated in an 'athenian' synthesis. In the case of the Church this synthesis 

begins arou-d the middle of the fourth century with those two (of three) 

'hierarchs' or preeminent 'fathers' of the greek Church, Basil 'the Great' 

and Gregory of Nazianzus, who were Julian the Emperor's fellow-students 

and associates at Athens. Apart from articulating the mystery of Trinity 

and Incarnation in the light of the arian 'logical' formulation, Gregory 

as the bishop of Constantinople a-'pointed by Theodosius, was in the fore- 

front of the conflict focussed in Constantinople (the arian stronghold) 
by the second general Council, and Basil formulated the Rule or Constitu- 

tion of the ' monachisrn' that had begun with Anthony of Thebes and his 

first discioles. 
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'Basil and Gregory Nazianzen, together with Basil's younger 

brother Gregory of ! yssa(0 
( their common assc.. ) iation with Theodosius) 

were responsible for the framing of ' nicene' orthodoxy. * Af ter the Coun- 

cil of Constantino'le Gregory of Yyssa travelled through the East reform- 

ing churches. Fe, following the exoositions of his brother, and their 

fellow caw adocian Gregory Nazianzen, systematically presented the scheme 

of Origen in terms of the complementary figures of Trinity and Incarnation. 

-A Trinity that amounts to the correlation in a unitary Actuality of the 

femiliar triele two-sidedness, and this common two-sidedness focussed in 

an Incarnation that mirrors the 'inward' articulation of the Invisible 

Word in the 'outward' forms of the Visible Creation. 

The Reform instituted by Theodadus was continued under his son 

Arcadius by the third 'hierarch' John 'Chrysostom', ;,.. den-^! outhed, con- 

secrated bishop of Constantino-ale in 398', but by 4o4 a combination of a 

church party led by the patriarch Theophilus, and a court party attached 

to Arcadius' wife Eudoxia, had secured Chryý-otom's banishment. 

The pattern of interaction of theology, as the 'logical' frame 

of the Church, with the inter-play of factions in Church and Fi ire (as 

dual frames 'of activity), established in the fhurth century might be 

traced through the details of conflict in the succeeding, century, punct- 

uated by the Councils of Ephesus in 431 and of Chalcedon in 451. I have 

already note:? the conflict of Cyril of Alexandria and the bishop P? estor- 

ius of Constantinople which led to the expulsion of Nestorius' party from 

the church at Ephesus. The Council of Chalce? on further Iefined the 

'two sides' of the Word by reiterating the condemnation of Yestorius' 

distinction of two ersons, b, it at the sane time- insisting unon a dist- 

inction of two 'natures', 4wwr_w 
, divine and human, heavenly and earthly, 

against those 'monophysites' who had gone to the other extreme. The great 
re. ainii C 

majority of the egyptian christians, and a large proportion of thel/syriarls 

thereu'on detached themselves from the imperial Church and Constantinople 

to form the national 'monophysite' churches that persist to thi- time at 

which I write" 

The oDposition to the rnonophyrite 'confounding of natures' was 

at Chalcedon led by the bishop of Rome. By 484 the strains between east- 

ern theorists of Trinity and Tncarnation, and the Latin -, rtriarch who was 
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attaining to a leading position in the West after the abdication of the 

lest 7, mreror in 476, were focussed in the eastern Emperor's decree of un- 

ion of orthodox and monophysite churches. The roman bishop excommunicated 

the eastern ='mneror, together with the matriarchs of Constantinople ana 

Alexandria. The resulting separation of eastern and western churches, though 

formally overcome in 519, was to be reiterated with greater and greater 

force over the following centuries. 

I will not enter into the details of these fifth-century con- 

flicts, since the principles at work in them that are relevant to this 

outline should by now be clear enough, and their results around the begin- 

ning of the sixth century have already been briefly considered in relat- 

ion to Justinian's reforms. Let it suffic. e to relate the 'theological' 

questions of Trinity and Incarnation, which frame the disputes of the eas 
eri t 

fourth and fifth centuries to the imperial policy in which they play so 

important a part. 

It must be remembered that this frame of Trinity and Incarnation, 

the 'christian' analogue of the primary neoplatonic scheme of a triple or- 
der of 'hypostasis' and its mirroring in Time and Matter, is sim-oly the lim- 

ting expression of the essentially 'dramatic' frame of the christian 'myst- 

ery'. As such it amounts not sim? ly to some abstruse philosophical dis- 

agreement anong speculative Lishops, but a frame of conflict of different 

framings of 'christian' activity - most importantly the complementary 'fram- 

ings' in the different traditions of Syria and Egypt. Such conflicting 'theo- 

logical' frames of activity do not, of course, subsist in abstraction from 

the earthly activity integrated more or less through imperial p;, licy, again 
in an analogous configuration, embodied by Justinian in the integration of 

such activity in a Law which mirrors the Authority of the Emperor in a tri- 

ple order of text, action, end situation - in an 'economy' of logical, poet- 
ic and physical figures of possible actions. 

With the simple configuration of Justinian's constitutional re- 
form of the Fettire, embodied in a text which defines its part in the 'dram- 

atic' frame it thus defines, one may a^sociate a' simple figure of mirror- 
ing of this imperial Constitution JUA a com'lementary Church 'constitution' 
in which the 'theological' frame defines the part of the text or credal 
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statement within the unitary Drama it, itself, 'efines. 

The integration of these two com'lenentary 'sides' of byzant- 

ine 'Culture' - of these two analogous orders of imperial Law and eccle- 

siatical Vystery - within the very 'mirror' of which they are complement- 

ary 'versions', leads, from the sixth century on, to an ever more rigidly 

closed circuit of activity or Culture. The principle of identification 

with some 'part', already seen in that circuit which defined Justinian's 

Authority and excluded Damascius from any place in his scheme, tends tow- 

ards an ever more static abstraction of the interaction of the two sides 

of the 'Culture', State and Church, within ever contracting imperial bound- 

aries, physical limits. 

In the West, on the contrary, a corresponding division of roman 

Church and barbarian power leads to a very different dynamic. Before pas- 

sing to the antecedents of that formative interaction in the fifth cent- 

ury, I will first Hause to note how an obscure greek theologian, around 

the beginning of the sixth century, expresses in a simple scheme the theolo- 

gical analogue of Justinian's Law, as a 'mystical theology'. For this 

simple scheme of Mystery was to become the frame in which eastern theology 

was eventually transposed into the latin tradition. 

r 

While, as we will see, the latin theology of the fifth century 
was framed in a formative disAute between l-ugustine and the british monk 
Pelagius over the part of individual choice in the cosmic Drama, the greek 
theology of the East was, as we saw, primarily concerned with an analogous 

question of the relation of the two sides of Creation, heavenly and earthly, 
Form and Matter, Actuality and Image, in the Incarnation. 

In 533 a monophysite sect cited, against the ruling on the two 

natures of the Second Person given by the Council of Ch lcedon, an other- 

wise unknown text of an athenian Dionysius, who wastknown, through the 

account of Paul's hearing before the athenian ^ourt of the Areopagus, as 
that member of the Court who was converted by Paul's defence. Some time 

shortly before this emergence of 'Dionysius'' writings, they ha_ been 

composed by (probably) a syrian monk familiar with some of Proclus' work. 

These writings constitute a direct christian parallel to Dam- 
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ascius' impas°e. 'Dionysius' shares with Damascius the giuezticn of the 

part of the logical order which frames the primarily dramatic configuration 

of Actuality in that order of figuration, but in Dionysius' mystery, and 

in the primary configuration of Trinity and Incarnation which frames a 
Mystical Theology, the Absolute Unity of Actuality most directly expresses 

itself, precisely as what distinguishes itself, in the order of 'fiction' 

of which the logical order of the text is one side, from that order. The 

Text which expresses the configuration of this distinction inscribes it- 

self in the dramatic configuration of this mystery of self-distinction, 
just as Justinian's Codex inscribes itself in the dramatic configuration 

of the Authority it frames. God, the One, the Unity of the Trinity, ex- 

tresses himself most directly in this sinle configuration of a logical 

text which marks its place in the poetic order of the mystery as itself 

a 'fiction'. 

In a treatise on The Divine Vanes this simple drastic frame 

of the 'ystical Theology, with its converse 'negative' path of inscription 

in the text of the distinction of Actuality from the order of the text, 

and 'rositive' path in which Actuality, in this very distinction, is seen 

to express itself in the text, this frame is extended to a configuration 

of names, marks of this self-distinction and self-expression, which Dion- 

ysius finds articulating the self-expression of what is most properly 

called simply 'One', in the christian Text. The primary configuration in 

which this One expresses itself, is sim 'ly tie configuration of logically 

elementary Name, ontical Reference, and the 'fictional' or poetic order 

of their symmetry, from which the-'Life' of God is to distinguish itself. 

The primary self-expression of 'God' is thus a triple order of Being, In- 

telligence, and Life, distinguishing itself from its Image in the config- 

uration of the Names of these three aspects, as One unitary principle of 
this distinction, the Unutterable. 

Within this simple figure of Trinity and Unity, defined in re- 
lation to the logical order of the Text which distinguishes itself from 

what it thus frames, in terms of that frame, ? )ionysius articulates a 
Heavenly Hierarchy corresponding to the Trinity that distinguishes it- 

c elf fro" the Visible Order of the Text,, with its earthly economy of 
imar; ination -a Fierarchy in which, by arialogy. with Proclus' divine hier- 

archy, the radical configuration of Trinity itself becomes the organising 
unity of a further tri--le division. Mirroring this in the earthly order 
of the Text is the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy of the Church, its com- 
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ronent 'mysteries' inscribed in the primary mystery of the Eucharist, 

that ? l-, --na which mirrors the incarnation in its configuration of text, 

? read and Wine, and the Action of Drama in which these mirror one another. 

In this symmetrical scheme of the christian 1'yctery, one may 

see a conclusion of the parallel developments of neoplatonism and greek 

theology from the third century up to the beginning of the sixth. The 

question of the symmetry of 'logical' and 'poetic' orders in Proclus' 

scheme, posed 'logically' by Damascius, here marks a point of coincidence 

of 'logical' and 'poetic' orders of the text, a 'point of transition from 

the logical frame of neoplatonism to the logical identification of the 

nart of the logical order in the dramitti. c order of 1Fystery. At the same 

time these pseudonymous texts (the pseudonym, as it were, framing at the 

outset their character as 'fictions') mark a limit of the development of 

the part of the logical order - of Reflection - within the dralatic frame 

of the christian mystery, instituted 'mysteriously' in the ecclesiastical 

hierarchy of the Church. Indeed the symmetry of logical and 'dramatic' 

or poetic orders in the frame of 'Dionysius'' mystical reflection on Unity 

and Trinityt is itself 'theologically' questionable, precisely where it 

treats of the symmetry of heavenly and earthly orders in the figure of 

Incarnation - whence the initial appeal to nionysius of the monophysites 
in 533, in their confrontation with the doctrine of the Council of Chal- 

cedon, which insists upon a strict subordination of the symmetry of the 

logical order of fi eaven and the physical or: ýer of Earth to the mystery 

of the Person, the self-expression of heavenly c. ivinity in its earthly 
Incarnation. Ts Dionysius' frame really a limiting expresion of that 

christinn mystery, of which tneLtext is only one site... or is it rather 

a subordination of the roetic frame of that mystery, the christian story, 
to a logical frame of determination of the relations of logical and physic2:. 

orders, in which this poetic figuration is then, in its turn, to be con- 
sidered determined - just as the poetic symmetry of Heaven and Earth is 
determined by Plotinus, for examole, as a tertiary order of hypostasis? 
The coincidence of the '-poetic, order of the christian mystery, ann:. the 
'logicel' order of pagan philoso-ýhy in these writings constitutes, per- 
ha-os, a ouestion, which brings full-circle, in a way, the parallel 'log- 
icel' and 'poetic' framings of that 'Question' that invisibly marks the 
beginning of our Era. 
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A parallel course of development in the latin West stretches 

firvm that same transitional question ('the beginning of our Era) to 

Dionysius' roman contemporary Boethius. I have already noted the nova- 

tian schism, beginning at Rome and Carthage with the death of Decius, 

which might be taken as a mid-point of this western parallel. 

Rome and Carthage: those two western capitald present two for- 

mative influences in the shaping of latin christianity. Over the course 

of the first five centuries Rome was transformed from the orga nising 

focus of the augustan Empire to the organising focus of the latin Church. 

From the third century the city ceased to occupy the centre of a fragment- 

ed imperial administration; from that time onwards the declining import- 

ance of Rome as a political focus was matched by the rising authority of 

the bishop of Rome in 'spiritual' matters. Thus in the fifth century this 

bishop began to issue decrees to the latin church as a whole - this as the 

'Emperor of the West' was progressively ceding the western provinces to 

local barbarian chiefs, until in 476 Italy itself was ceded to the gothic 

chieftain Odoacer by the last Augustus, Romulus Augustulus - whose very 

name reflects both the diminution of the function of the 'emperor' of the 

West, and the enocha. l character of this last roman, namesake of the first. 

In 498 the election of the roman bishop was transferred from the romans 

themselves tg the roman clergy, and the transfer of augustan institutions 

from Empire to Church was completed by this establishment of a 'papal' 

successor to the imperial 'court'. I have already noted how the new 'spir- 

itual' administration which thus replaces the 'temroral' administration of 

an Emperor was 'codified' in the early years of the sixth century by the 

roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus, who also defined a new Era, to replace that 

of the foundation of the imperial city in 753 'BC'. 

Rome and Carthage: for while the bishop of Rome was stea-iily 

assuming the titles and functions (the latter simnly trans "'osed from temnor- 

al to spiritual a. dministation - from the civic 'frame' of activity, to the 

framing of activity within the christian story or 'mystery') of the old 

roman emperors, the advocacy that had been central to the old civic order 

found itself (again trans, osed from the 'te-nnoral' to the 'spiritual' dom- 

ain) focussed at Carthage, the old nhoenician colony rebuilt by Augustus. 

Thus the theological controversy that in the West parallels the 

philosophical contests of the greek Church of the East, is played out, from 
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the third century to the fifth, in a carthaginian court. And it is 

framed in the forms of roman advocacy, rather than those of greek Re- 

flection - and framed by men. whose educati-n was that of the roman jur- 

ists, rather than that of a Greek philosopher. Even the illyrian Jerome, 

the associate of Gregory of I, 7azianzus, who might be thought to belie 

such a simple and schematic parallel, rather embodies precisely the 

meeting of latin and Greek (this even in the most literal sense). -A 

meeting that reflects the cultural interface of East and West in his nat- 

ive Illyria. 

Jerome the palestinian abbot whose primary activity from 386 

until 420 was the criticism of all the contending parties of the West, 

from his detached perpective at 'Bethlehem. - The 'Critic', outside the 

physical circuit of western advocacy, but this position 'outside' an in- 

tegral part of that latin culture, just'as his 'monastic' detachment was 

a part of the greek culture he also stood 'outsi-e', but in the greek 

manner of tie recluse. 'Outside' the theological frame of greek theology 

in the very homeland of its origenist scheme - against which he poured 

the invective of his maturity. {against Augustine, against Augustine's 

cartheginian adversaries t': e Donatists (those heirs of Novatian), against 

his old friend Rufinus, and against the Origen his earli, r associate was 

presenting to the latin West. 

The greek theology of the East was framed, from the time of 

Clement and Crigen, as a logical determination of the place or 'part' 

of this Reflection in the christian 'story' or mystery, drama. From the 

third century on this christian Reflection was inscribed in the primary 
frame of a triele heavenly order (a Trinity) mirrored in an 'earthly' 

order of the Image - of mirroring. In Carthage, on the other hand (a 

sort of western equivalent of Alexandria, as the focus of latin theology) 

the same ra-lical figure of a christian 'story' about one's part in that 

story is framed in terms of the familiar cforeionian scheme of Law: in terms 

of a judicious or judicial consideration of the christian 'story' as frame 

of action. 

Why . Carthage? 

- Because at Carthage this ciceronian scheme met a phoenician 
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(or, more broadly, syrian) scheme of a cosmic Economy, articulated 

within a -primary duality and interaction of two figures (Heaven and 

Earth, Light and Dark, Sun and Moon, Male and Female: Baal and Ashtoreth). 

The christian scheme of the Kingdom of Heaven as activity 'in' t: ie christ- 

ian frame or story, and the World as what, in that frame, corresponds to 

being 'outside' the Grace of Heaven - this allows a transposition of the 

roman nrinci-'les of Law into a cosmic Economy of Heaven and Earth. In 

the first carthaginian exponent of this meeting of roman Law and semitic 

Economy of Xosmos in the frame of the christian Story - in Tertullian, the 

contemoorary of Clement and Origen - the scheme leads to forthright montan- 

ism. - The christian frame of activity, corres'Donding to an identification 

with one's Dart in the christian Story, is se-paratei from the 'worldly' 

frame of activity by the closed circle of faith - of that recognition of 

one's 'part' in the Story which one thus recognises (the very recognition, 

that is) as one's part. The heavenly order of Grace attaches to an activ- 

ity inscribed, within this primary circular identification: there can be 

no worldly comoromise of acting within the christian frame in some things 

and in an earthly way in others - that primary circle of faith, of entry 

into the Story, marks a radical divide betw: en two disjunct frames of act- 

ivity. Cicero's scheme of Law as the primary choice of a frame of choice 

is trans^osed into the semitic Economy of Heaven and Earth. The circular 

step into Grace, out of 'Sin' - out of that 'Fall' into the converse cir- 

cuit of the 'world - cannot itself be inscribed in the worldly frame, here 

and there. The very absurdity, according to the worldly common sense that 

guides earthly activity and its conception, of that circle marks the mutual 

exclusion of the two inverse frames. This 'folly' in the world's eyes, 

which closes off the christian frame from the '7orld, marks in turn the 

christian '-part' and fra-le disti: g-uish__: it, elf from e : "r: rldly part. 
God's wisdom is man's folly, says Paul; Tertullian's 

... credibile est, quia ineptum est... certum est, quia impossibile. (l) 

... it is credible because absurd... it is certain because impossible. 

1: De Carne Christi, V. 4; the full text runs: 

Crucifixus est dei filius; non pudet quia pudendum est. Et mortuus est 
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stands midway between Paul's warning to the speculative corinth- 
ians (1) and Augustine's 

Dicit mihi homo: intellegam ut credam. Respondeo: Crede ut in- 

tellegas. (2) 

A man-says to me: Let me understand, that I may believe. I reply: 
Believe, that you may understand. 

Tertullian's part in his version of the Story, is to mark this 

radical distinction of two sides, 'inside' and 'outside' his story. 
In particular, as 'advocate' of this his-version, he must fix the point 

'outside' - the point of error - corresponding to each of the other 

contending versions - jewish, gnostic, worldly-compromising, and so on. 

He must even exactly distinguish between this his true part, and the 

forces which naturally lead him, as well as all the others, into error. 

He must recognise at work even in himself that Sin about which turns 

the converse or inverse circle of the World, out of which one steps into 

the closed circle of the christian Story, into the order of Heaven, of 

Grace. 

The path from Tertullian to Augustine is organised about 
that question of the lapsi, those who ffell', renouncing their parts 

dei filius; credibile est, quia ineptum est. Et sepultus resurrexit; 

certum est, quia impossibile. 

1: cf p424 above 2: Sermon on the second Letter of Peter, 
1.18 (chapter iv - cf ch vii, and Augustine's Commentary on John, 
XXIX. 6, XXVII. 9, XL. 9, as well as dozens of related texts gathered 
in Przywara & Martindale, An Augustinian Synthesis, section II). 
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in the christian Story, during the persecutions of Decius and his 

successors, down to Diocletian. 

The decian persecution was particularly severe at Carthage. 

Cyprian, who had become bishop in 248, only preserved his life by leaving 

the city in 250, to return after Decius' death in 251. He died as a 

witness', tj. aQt , of the Story, in 258, in the persecution under Val-- 

erian - one of a succession of those attempts by roman emperors over 
the second half of the third century to systematically dismantle the 

christian frame of activity, beginning with Decius, and ending with 
Diocletian, and Constantine's edict of 313. 

In the seven years between Decius' death and his own, Cyprian 

was engaged in the application of Tertullian's principles to the schism 

threatened by the followers of Novatian. - This, notably, through fur- 

ther defining the unity of the Church as frame of christian activity in 

his treatise On the Unity of the Catholic Church. 

The division within the carthaginian church did not, however, 

end with this framing of what it is to act 'within' the christian Story 

as frame, and with this discussion of the place of those who under threat 

of torture and death had moved 'out' of that frame, in the Story - did 

not end with this discussion of the question of their re-admission into 

the Drama they had for a while renounced. After the last persecutions 

under Diocletian the successors of Novatian at Carthage - who came to 

be called, after one of their leaders (Donatus) 'Donatists', continued 
to maintain the strictest division between the unity of the Church or 

collective frame of christian activity, and the 'World' as frame of a 

material economy of 'natural' activity, in which the identity of the 

human 'agent' or 'actor' was that of a mere material image of the true 

part, revealed as such in death. To enter into the christian frame 

through a circular identification of one'. s part in the Story, and then to 
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distinguish oneself from that identification and part, -under -Oersecut- 
ion, was to irrevocably close off that personal principle of access to 

the Church, revealed once for all in 'conversion', and lost, once for 

all in relapse into the image of identity from which that renounced prin- 

ciole is the sole access to the Unity of the Church 'in Spirit and Truth'. 

About the time that this 'Donatist' controversy was dividing 

the carthaginian (which is to say, african) church into two op, osed oart- 
ies, Constantine was beginning. the integration of Church and Empire as 
two sides of a unitary frame of earthly activity. In 313 Lactantius, 'the 

christian Cicero' was called from Africa to be the tutor of Constantine's 

son Crispus, and parallelled the course of this christian instruction of 

the emperor's heir with a oresentaticn of the christian frame of activity 

which reflects (even in point of style) Cicero's analogous presentation 

of Law as a primary choice of the frame of choice. 

At the same time, the manichaean story that had originated it 

the persian court around 250, as a sort of limiting form of Syrian gnosis, 

spread, through Syria and its Phoenician coa,: -! tland, to the old colony :f 

Carthage. The 'Donatist' scheme of a unitary frame of the Church, indeed, 

might almost be taken as a sort of intermediate 'osition between the mani- 

chaean scheme of a unitary Light in which the manichaean knew himself as 

a fragnent -a 'spark' or 'ray' ,a part - and the 'catholic' scheme of a 

christian frame of activity articulated within Vote institutions of a nat- 

ural World., The catholic scheme, one might say, is dominated by the rom- 

an figure of Law, and the manichaean by the Phoenician or syrian Drama art- 
iculated between the contrary forces of Light (recognition of the Drama) 

and Dark. 

It is Augustine who, towards the end of the fourth century, 

as it were 'focusses' these comnlementary figures in the central ex- 
pression of latin theology - and this in the frame of an association at 
the western ca-ei 1, * . ý'ilan, with the Ambrose who was framing parallel 
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principles of the comclementarity of Church and E-nrire as two sides of 

activity. The combination of italian and african figures, indeed, over 

the course of the fifth and sixth centuries, might be taken to define 

the emerging 'roman' catholicism of the West, a latin Qurch whose in- 

corporation in its Frame of a definition of that Frame (as one element) 

parallels the contemporary inscription of 'logical' within ', oetic' orders 

which in the Fast marks the close of ' cla^sical' Antiquity. 

I have already drawn a more specific, if rudinentary, parallel 

between Cyril at Alexandria presenting the distinction of Actuality and 
Image within a 'dogmatic' frame of Trinity and Incarnation, and August- 

ine at Carthage presenting his doctrinal authority in the West. The parE11- 

el might be extenäed much further. In particular we might try to frame 

a com-non figure of the meeting (in East and West) of 'logical' and 'poet- 

ic' orders of the christian Story, around the begin ing of the fifth cent- 

ury, in the figure of 'Dogma' which itself ppfigures the wider integrat- 

ion of 'logical' in 'poetic' order a century later. 

Here, however, I will leave aside such general considerations, 

and Merely note in Cyril and Augu-tine an analogous 'sexual' configurat- 
ion of their parallel schemes of Truth distinguishing itself - in them - 
from Tmage. In Cyril this sexuality might be taken to be in large meas- 

urv associated with the monk trying to free his s'irit frcm the inner con- 
flict of Spirit and ^lesh, whose results in Cyril's monastic prototype 
Anthony are well known. In Augustjne, on the other hand, the analogous 

conflict is framei rather in yt*nFýears' adherence to the manichaean 'myth', 

and the corresnonding conflict between Light and Dark in a body whose 
flesh he came to regard as foreign to his true self, while still somehow 

inextricably 'his', along with the 'sinful' activity that was the 'part' 

of this flesh. 

'A., 
the sam, 

Cicero , znd7ý°eäching 
What, pCerhans, makes 

is vrecisely the way 

flict ani ciceronian 

9 time Augustine was absorbed in the writings of 
the 

literar 
y principles he there-e fc'und, -( 37ý 38) "' 

Augustine so central a 'figure' in the latin Church 
that he embodies the two sides of manichaean con- 
latinity, carthaginian and roman, in such a 'schem- 
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atic' manner. - Thus does he enter as a leading 'figure' into the 

simple schemes or configurations that play such an axial part in a 
development of Reflection to, in, which he is so 'central': a 'cen- 

tral figure' in this Story. 

At twenty-seven Augustine finally found himself 'outside' 

the circuit, the circular Frame, of the manichaean Story, the mani- 

chaean 'myths'. Cicero had prevailed. But the figure of a story turn- 
ing about the reader's recognition of his 'part' in the story - that 

'poetic' circularity, embodied in the logically unacceptable manichaean 

myth - remained as a question. For three years (383-6) as a teacher in 

Milan, Augustine was caught in the interplay of this 'poetic' figure - 

as embodied, now, in the story propounded by Ambrose - and the logical 

figuration he found in the writings of the 'platonists' to whom he had 

been introduced by Cicero (and whom he seems to have read only in latin: 

in the accounts of Cicero, of his fellow-african Apuleius (a native of 

Madaura where Augustine was schooled) who published a schematic latin 

'platonism' in the second century, and in some latin versions of writings 

of Plotinus and Porphyry). 

In August 386 Augustine was visited at Milan by a high imper- 

ial functionary who, finding a book of Paul's letters on the table, be- 

gan to tell Augustine of the remarkable effect that a chance reading 

of a Life of Anthony of Thebes had had on a friend of his, one day in 

Treves, and which he had himself witnessed... 

Tum in ills grandi rixa interioris domus meae, quarr fortiter ex- 

citaveram cum anima mea in cubiculo nostro, corde meo, tam vultu 

quarr mente turbatus invado Alypium, exclamo: 
Quid patimur? Quid est hoc, quod audisti? Surgunt indocti et 

caelum rapiunt, et nos cum doctrinis nostris ecce ubi volutamur 
in carne et sanguine! An quia praecesserunt, pudet sequi, et non 

pudet nec'saltem sequi? (1) 

Now, in. that great commotion of my inner home, which I had so 
strongly stirred up against my soul in our bedchamber, my heart, 
I turned upon Alypius, my expression wrought as my mind, and 
cried out: 

ý,. ý 

1: Confessions, VIII, 8 
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What is wrong with us? What is this we have heard? The 

unschooled rise up and take heaven-, and here we are with our 

scholarship wallowing in flesh and blood. Is it shameful to 

follow, because they have led.. or is it not rather shameful 

not to follow? 

(IllucJ me abstulerat tumultus pectoris, ubi nemo impediret ar- 
dentem litern, quam mecum agressus eram, donec exiret, qua tu 

sciebas, ego autem non: ' sed tantum insaniebam salubriter et mori- 
dbar vitaliter.. (1) 

The tumult in my breast drew me away, there where no-one might 
block the suit into which I had entered against myself, until 
its issue, which You knew, but I myself did not: rather was I 

healthily mad, dying a vital death.. 

Sentiebam enim eis me tenere. Iactabam voces miserabiles: 
Quamdiu, quamdiu 'cras et cras'? Quare non modo? Quare non 
hac hors finis turpitudinis meae? 

Dicebam haec, et flebam, amarissima contritione cordis mei. Et 

ecce audio vocem de vicina domo cum cantu dicentis, et crebro 

repentis, quasi pueri an puellae, nescio: 
Tolle lege, tolle lege. 

Statimque mutato vultu intentissimus cogitare coepi, utrumnam 

solerent pueri in aliquo genere ludendi cantitare tale aliquid, 

nec occurebat omnino audisse me uspiam: repressoque impetu lac- 

rimarum surrexi, nihil aliud interpretans divinitus mihi iuberi, 

nisi. ut aperirem codicem et legerem quod primum caput invenissem. 

Audieram enim de Antonio, quod ex evangelica lectione, cum forte 

supervenerat, admonitus fuerit, tamquam sibi diceretur quod le- 

gebatur: 
Vade, vende omnia, quae habes, da pauperibus et habetis the- 

saurum in caelis; et veni, sequere me 

- et tali oraculo confestim ad to ease conversum. 
Itaque concitus redii in eum locum, ubi sedebat Alypius: ibi 

enim posueram codicem apostoli, cum inde surrexeram. Arripui, 

aperui et legi'in silentio capitulum, quo primum coniecti sunt 

oculi mei: 
Non in comissationibus et ebrietatibus, non in cubilibus et 

1: ibid, VIII18 
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impudicitiis, non in contentione et aemulatione, sed induite 

dominum Iesum Christum, et carnis providentiam ne feceretis 

in concupiscentiis. 

Nec ultra volui legere, nec opus erat. Statim quippe cum fine 

huiusce sententiae, quasi luce securitatis infusa cordi meo, om- 

nes dubitationis tenebrae diffugerunt. 

Tum interiecto auf digito auf nescio quo alio signo, codicem clausi, 

et tranquillo iam vultu indicavi Alypio. At ille quid in se ager- 

etur - quod ego nesciebam - sic indicavit. Petit videre quid leg- 

issem: ostendi, et adtendit etiam ultra quarr ego legeram, et ig- 

norabam quid sequeretur. Sequebatur autem: 

Infirmum vero in fide recipite. 
Quid ille ad se rettulit mihique aperuit. (1) 

I still felt held in [, my sinal. In a miserable voice I was 

crying: 

How long, how long 'Tomorrow and tomorrow'? Why not now? Why 

not in this moment, the end of my foulness? 

I was saying this, and weeping in the most bitter sorrow of my 

heart. And here-I hear a voice from the adjoining house, utter- 
ing in song, and again and again repeating (whether a boy or girl 

I do not know): 

Take and read, take and read. 
And at. once, my. expression changed, I began most intently to won- 

der, whether children sing any such thing in any sort of play, 
but I could not remember ever having heard it before: stemming 

my pouring tears I rose, finding no explanation but that the 

divinity was bidding me to open the book and read the first pas- 

sage I should find. For I had heard of Anthony, that coming by 

chance upon a recitation of the Good News, he was called just as 
though what was being read was being said to him: 

Gq, sell everything you have, give it to the poor, and you 

will have your store-house in Heaven; then come and follow me 

- and by this divine address was at once turned to you. 
So, excited, I returned to the place where Alypius was sitting: 
for there I had put down the Apostle's book as I got up to leave. 

I grabbed it, opened it, and silently read the short passage 
where my eyes first fell: 

1: ibid, VIII, 12 
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Not in revelling and drunkenness, not in beds and lewdness, 

not in quarrel and rivalry, but clothe yourselves in the mast- 

er Jesus Christ, and make provision no more for the desires of 
flesh. 

I did not want to read any further, nor was there any need* ., For 

at once, just at the end of this sentence, my heart as though 

filled with the light of assurance, all the shadows of doubt " 

were dispelled. 

A"finger or I know not what other mark inserted, I now closed the 

book, and with an. expression now calm, I explained to Alypius. 

And he showed what had been going on inside him - of which I was 

unaware - as follows. He asked to see what I had read: I showed 
him, and he read on beyond what I had read, though I did not know 

what might follow. But there followed: 

Admit among you, certainly, one weak in faith. 

Which he took to refer to himself, and told me so. 

This account which Augustine gives of his (and his friend Alypius') 

'conversion' from the conflict of two 'I's (a duality which is itself { 

one 'side' of the opposition) to the 'I' which distinguishes itself 

in and from this symmetric opposition is framed (as eighth book of 

the Confessions) in a reflection on the platonism and manichaeanism 

which are two components in the figure of the 'turning-point' or con- 

version: neither of these complementary 'sides' of the central distinct- 

ion of the two 'I's comprehends the actual conflict of the two in the 

focal and primary union of Augustine's own Flesh and Spirit. An actual 

union from which those complementary sides are themselves abstractions 

- which hide the primary 'practical' opposition of which they are im- 

ages. - Images, and so themselves components in that earthly side of 

opposition from which they appear to distinguish themselves: in which 
they appear to be opposed to the order of Appearance and . Opposition. 

Two sides: 'logical' and 'physical' versions of the differ- 

ence between Augustine's two Ills. And in the configuration of his con- 

versiong of his identification of his part in the christian Story or 

Drama, we find the familiar triple two-sidedness that we have seen framed 

by the eastern theologians as the Drama or Mystery of Trinity and Incarnaticai 

In the 'drama' of Augustine's 'conversion' we find a comple- 

mentarity of orders of text and situation or context, within a poetic or 
dramatic configuration of Mystery: a mystery by which the actuality of 
the Word distinguishes itself from its material image in a text (this in 
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the platonic figure of the psychical actuality of the logical crier), 

and this 'illumination' distinguishes itself from the drrkness of the 

material order (in the manichaean fi¬ure), an- this in the 'dramatic' 

mirroring of these two orders in Augustine's (and Alynius') recognit- 

ion of his part in choosing the christian Story as frame of Choice, and 

at the same time, finding this part of his choice in that unitary actu- 

ality of divine Choice already inscribed within the pauline scheme of 

conversion. 

It is this 'drama' of conversiui:, fre'ned in a ciceronian 

scheme of a radice. l ch:: ice of a Frame of Choice in a provi=iential Kos- 

mos, that is the direct 'latin' or western analogue of the greek Frame 

of Trinity and Tncarnation. In the triple two-sideness by which the 

christian story frames a mirroring of 'logical' and 'physical' orders 

as its two sides (both of those, then, images of this mirroring), the 

'divine' actuality which articulates this 'mirroring' distinguishes it- 

self, in a correlation or mirroring of the 'psychical' and 'ontical' 

v±der or images of this ra 'tical distinction, in the poetic frame in 

which this actuality of correlation dramatically expresses itself, and 

marks, names itself, as the God of Moses, I W. 

The entering into that T, Rystery which expresses itself in the 

logical and physical orders of the christian Story, involves a circular 

choice of Choice, an identification with one's part in that scheme as 
thus recognising that part, an identification with the part in the Story 

of this identification. Augustine finds this 'part' focussed in a text, 

a sentence, of Paul - Alypius finds his part in the following sentence. 
Eleven years later Augustine has extended this configuration of conversion 
this identification of his part, to the frame of his whole life up to 

that time, and his baptism the fol-. owing year. He frames the iientifice. t- 

ion of this part of identificationT in the Confersions that record it 

in a text, - as itself belonging to this 'part', framed in the same radic- 

al figure of identification which marks his 'conversion' in that text. 

The text itself thus has two sides, corresronding to Augustine's indi- 

vidual embodiment ani the I AM that articulates the drama of his life 

just as Augustine, in this drama, articulates its expression in his 

text. In the Confessions his earlier 'sins' are redeemed by finding 

their place - as 'outside' the instance of I A14 - in the radical self- 
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distinction or -elf-expression of I AM in the poetic articulation of 

Augurtine's life. The Confessions end with the cuestion of the self- 

expression of I "AM in the wider but analogous frame of All Life, of 
the cosmic Drama or Story itself, as Drama or Tivine Scheme of articulation 

of logical and physical orders in the poetic order reflected in that 

Scheme in the text of the Bible, the 'text', as it were, of the cosmic 
Drama. And the rrimary question, then, which marks the transition from 

the personal story of the ConfesG'ons to the universal prototype and ana- 
logue and frame of that particular story, is the question of Time. In 

the tenth book which begins (the ninth having closed the narrative of 
his life up to his conversion and baptism; and the _teath of his mother) 

with Augustine finding himself com-osing, closing, hip narrative, hu con- 

siders his situation, writing, in the figure of 1? rama he has discovered 

through writing his account of himself. Fis narrative had been articul- 

ated in Memory, with its mysterious two. sides, 'in' time and yet 'outside' 

time. The last three books, which follow, transpose this hic own situat- 

ion of writing to the situation. of the Author of Creation, as expressed, 
%A'r:. ý ý. ̂ , e 

in that CYeation (this CreationIn book XI Augustine discuc-es these 

two sides of Time - 'inside' and 'outside' - in the frame of the first 

verse of the book of the Beginning, 'Genesis'. In the following book he 

extends the discussion to the second verse, and the articulation in this 

urimary distinction of two sides of Time (of the 'poetic' order of mirror- 

ing of logical and physical orders) wittün- the triple order whose image 

is presented later in the work of the first three 'days'. In the lit 

book he extends this triply double order of Neaven and Farth to the nar- 

rative of the divine frame of Creation as a whole, presented as the work 

of seven (6+3} days. The Confersione close in a reflection in the close 

of the w-rk of Creation on the seventh day, of the full-circle through 

which the books have come, and which prefigures the full-circle of each 

individual life, of which Augustine's, whose first half he has traced, 

is an example - an exemplary one. 

This scheme, in its turn, was extended by Augustine after the 

sack of Rome in 410, to the poetic frame of the History inscribed within 
the Yormos of those first seven days of 'Genesis'. The fall of Rome 

frames a 'conversion' of the World: the image of the frame of Creation 

as a whole, of I'osmos, in the earthly Law which frames the interaction 

of human groups, and of which the roman Law is the very epitome, breaks. 
Breaks as Augustine had 'broken' in the garden. And with this comes the 

recognition of a cosmic Law, the frame of the Kosmos as the City of God 
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distinguishing itself from its last and most com -iete image in Rome, 

the 'earthly City'. From 413 until 426 Augustine, bishop of Hioopo near 

Carthage from 391 (when the Confeýsi:. ns were begun) articulated the Hist- 

ory of the World, with its philosophy and 'mythology' (parallelling the 

Alatonism and manichaeanism of the Confesoions) as a cosmic Drama of div- 

ine self-expression analogous to the drama of his own life, and concluding 

with the Fall of Rome, and 'conversion' of the City of Man to theCity of 

Cod, and the corresponding image -f this conversion in the passage from 

the subordination of Church to Empire as fra-ie of earthly activity, to the 

'converse' subordination of Empire to-Church, prefigured in the relations 

of Ambrose and Theodosius. 

Following the/imrý4rýCa ion 
for Africa with which the confession- 

al natrative closes, Augustine had lived for four years in the monastic 

community (the first 
in) Priea) 

which he established in his birthplace, 

magaste. Visiting Fipno in 391 he was reluctantly made a priest, founding 

at the same time the monastic com'": pity there where he subsequently lived, 

directing the affairs of the hip-ionian church until his death in 430, dur- 

ing the siege of the city by the Vandals, to whom Africa was ceded by the 

roman Emperor of the West in 440. 

Pärallelling the scheme of 'conversion' developed in the Con- 

fessions and extenr3ed in the Cittr of (; od there run the controversial writ- 
ings in which Augustine plays his part in the particular situations in which 
he finds himself over the whole period from conversion to death, as well 

as short treatises devoted to the themes shared by these controversial 

works and the systematic accounts of his own, and the World's, conversion. 

Thus the first year after his conversion produced a controversial expres-- 
ion of his recognition of manichaeanisn as but an image of the Truth, 

a tract on choice, De Libero Arbitrio, and one on the soul, De 2uantitate 

Axt. IInon his return to Africa he resumed the criticism of the Mani- 

chees in De Genesi contra "anichaeos. One may perhaps regard these early 
tracts, and many of those that followed, as constituting : jevei opments of 
the figure of conversion in various directirns, incorporated as correlat- 
ive elements or component figures in the scheme of the Confessions in 
397-8. About this time the integration of his 'oositicn' and 'authority' 
in the writing of these 'confessions' was reflected in his assumption of 
the direction of the church of Hippo, and the beginning of his attack on 
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the 7`onatists, who by this time formed a parallel church in Africa. 

Augustine reasserted Cyprian's earlier criticism of the rovatians, in 

terms of the Church as the frame of the christian Drama inscribed in the 

figure of access to that Drama presented in the Confessicns. The contro- 

verry with the Donatists extents almost exactly from the period of com- 

position of the Confessions, and that of the cu-iience-aent of the City of 

God. When his early exhortation to the rival hierarchy failed, Augustine 

supported a forced integration of the schismatics in the 'catholic' church, 

corres-, )nling to the unitary frame of the christian Story in the natural 

World: 

And the Master said to the Servant: 

Go out to the highways and hedges, and compel peo; le to come in, 

that my house may be fi: Hled. (1)-. 

Eventually the western Emperor P. onorius called the rival bishops 

to Carthage in. 4ll,., where the, catholic, party was led by Augustine, whose 

a rocacy prevailed: the Erperor's deputy, who presided, decided in favour 

of the Oatholics. In 414 the Donatists were deprived of civic rights, and 

in the following year death was ordered as the penalty for a'-tending a 

Donatist assembly. Thus does the iTovatian schism in Africa, turning unon 

the renunciation of the christian story under threat of death, come full 

circle, with, a christian decree threatening with death those who maintain 

that such a `renunciation cuts the lansi off irrevocably from access to a 

universal or 'Catholic' Church. ? Ry a bitter irony, the division in this 

finds a noiinal close: a ')onati-t who believes that his is the true Church, 

must expect to accept death as the 'witness' of this truth. On the other 

hand, those who do not accent death, thereby, in effect, become Catholics 

(for whom renunciation does not have t ýe same radical siE ificance) , insofar 

as they remain christians. As in Cyril's persecution of tlovatians and pa¬, - 

an^ at Alexandria (at exactly the same time), one should perhaps see in 

these develo-ýnents rather a relentless and fatal logic, than an arbitrary 

evil (as it were underlined by the trans-osition into the established Churc:, 

of the persecution to which it was itself subject under earlier -. iperors). 

As this conflict, in which yuCustine was the leaing figure, 

aGserting in rractice the frame of christian -. ctivity, ap earlier he had 

e srerted it in writing -drew to a close, there began another. 

4f ter the sack. of Ao'ne in 410 - which f _br s t:. e introduction to 

" Vu v, 23 
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Augustine's City of flod, the british monk nelaýius, and his 'advocate' 

Coelestius (an irish l2wyer when he fir^t attached himself to Pelagius 

in Rome) left the city for Carthage. In$te africa. n Councils the d: ctrines 

Pelagius as presented by his disciple were condemned (416,416,416), and 

as a result of the last of these the decrees of Augustine's party were 

ratified by the bishop of Rome and the Em7eror fionorius. Nineteen ita lia. n 

bishoDs who demurred were deposed, and their leader banished by the Emperor. 

The ruling of Carthage and Rome was adopted by the universal Council of 

Ephesus (which, it will be remembered; banished ITestorius, at t!. e instance 

of Cyril of Alexandria and Celestine of Rome), in the year that -, 'ol. _owed 
Augustine's death. 

This dispute, then, carried on over the period of corn osition of 
the City of God, turns (again) u--on the relations of the two 'sides', 

heavenly and earthly, of christian actiVity, and on the figure of our accen 

to the frame of that Drama or Mystery. But whereas the Donatist conflict 

was focussed in the earlier question of the Dart of kheve'fallen' , la. nsi, 
during the persecutions of 7mnerors fron Decius to Diocletian, the pelag- 

ian controversy was concerned rather with the 'fall' of man 'i:. ' his father 

Adam - with the figure of that radically divided self which, following 

the framing of Creation in those seven days with which the Confessions 

close, institutes earthly History in the expulsion of Man from Paradise 

and the divörce of Feaven and Earth whose mirroring had been framed within 

that primal boundary. 

Where Augustine and the Catholic Church framed christian activity 

within this primary figure of the patrimony of Aam, Pelagius and Coelest- 

ius asserted a radical freedom of choice in each man, simply as man (or 

woman). For ?. ugustine choice must be inscribed within the frame of the 

cosmic ? ̀rama beginning with Creation and Adam's Fall, figure within figure, 

choice within choice - just as he had discovered, in the Confessions, the 

place of that choice which marked his 'conversion' in the divine articulat- 
ion of that Drama, and of his own life within it. In the unitary frame 

of that divine Providence our finding of our part is, for Augustine, a 

self-expression of a circular Grace in which we discover ourselves, but 
into which we-cannot in nrinciole enter in any action framed by our earthly 
self, which is only known thrc_u h that 'external' Grace for what it truly 
is, as the operation of Grace distinguishes itself from the earthly fram- 
ing of activity in the figure of an earthly or natural self, divorced from 
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Bea. ven in Adam's Pall o For Pelagius , on the other hand, chice was 

rather to be understood as that figure of the resolution of sym°aetrical 

options in which will, simply as will, 'naturally' partakes. The sy metry 

of Good and Evil as simply the primary 'natural' alternative, coordinate 

with the figure of choice sim-ly as such, is nothing but the limiting case 

of this natural exercise of will and choice, of that figure which belo. igs 

to 'man' simply as 'human': without this actuality of choice he would not be 

'man'. Adam fell in making the wrong choice; but that was simply his choice. 

not ours or anyone elee's. It is the 'character of choice to attach to the 

syvmetry of a particular situation in which a particular person finds him- 

self or herself, and in this situation they can make their choice, inde- 

nendent (inasmuch as it is theirs, inscribed in the configuration of their 

situation) of Adam's. And it is only through their own mistakes that they 

'sin' and incur the penalty of a cosmic Law which articulates the cosmic 

'? ramp. (indeed) in the primary symmetry of Choice, but which leaves each 

man as a. radical instance of choice, at an aI-alogous or equivalent interface 

of the two 'sides', Above and Below, independent in its radical symmetry 

of other equally independent loci of choice, of other 'men' and women'. 

- For it is just this independence which is constitutive of 'choice' and 

'humanity', along with guilt and sin. 

r 

RQ; hly, one might compare and relate the op-)osed perspectives 

of Augustine and Pelagius, in terms of those two instances of 'I', whose 

conflict Augustine had described in the Confessiorm. There the true III, 

a narticioation in the I AM which articulates the cosmic Story or Mystery, 

distinguishes itself from the earthly 'image' of an 'I' which seems inde- 

pendently of other 'I's' to attach to our bodily - and by extension, moral - 

activity. Pelagius and Coelestius, one might say, extend the figure of 

'choice' embodied in the multiple instance of 'I' in our marry different 

bodies, to a 'natural' account of the part of each independent 'I', con- 

fronted by the symmetry of a unitary actuality of idehtification (by which 

is each equally 'I') and an essentially multiple differentiation of each 
different instance of this identificatiofl as 'me'. One might say that 

Au ¬u-tine inscribeiyChoice as a unitary frame (framing figure) of the 

cosmic Drama (as Mystery) the systematic resoluV_cn of the difference be- 

tween its own self-identification (I AM) and the earthly images of this 

nivinity (different men). Choice itself determines, in a unitary way the 
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difference between single I AN, and multiple instances of 'it's' em- 

bodiment. From the nelagian point of view, on the other hand, that 

radical self-distinction of 'I' is first framed in the-individual in- 

stance of 'I' distinguishing itself from the com-ion principle of identi- 

fication ('I') in its 'own' case (which it thus 'assumes' as its own, 

as the primary fiEure in which its 'own' acts -ýwnich it 'owns' or 'as- 

sumes' responsability- are then inscribed). 

- In other words, Augustine inscribes the distinction of 'in- 

ward' and 'outward' Word, in the 'inward' Word as primary actuality of 

distinction. - As the unitary actuality of Distinction of 'inward' and 

'outward', which itself (then) 'informs' those distinctions between dif- 

ferent possible actualities which reflect the articulati. n of divine 

iihoice in the cosmic Plan or Story - including some possibilities and 

'excluding' others, from Actuality, one within and without another in 

a unitary Actuality, distinguishing itself (this corres)onding to the 

Act of Creation) from what might otherwise have been. Insofar as an earti_- 

ly choice is 'inscribed' in this co-mic scheme, through the choice of 

that scheme as frame of action, it knows itself as a participation in 

eternal Actuality. On the other hand, the 'outward' image of choice as 

actually seeming to choose itself as frame of choice and action, is the 

very illusion of independence from the unitary Choice of God which, as 

the primary self-assertion of 'Satan', 'the Power of 'ýarkness' , itself 

directly 'frames' in the cosmic scheme. the Fall of Adam and Man. And 

the ineluctable accompaniment of that radical figure of illusion - the 

very figure of Sin and Darkne^s - is a restle^sness which never 

attains the primary end of choice, which is to choose Choice, and know 

itself in that 'working' of God. A restlessness trapped in the Fire be- 

low the Earth, which is the blind image of divine illumination. - Cf 

the self-knowledge or illumination which attaches to the part of knowing 

one's part in the unitary divine Scheme, presented by Augustine (over the 

period in which he was involved in the controversy with Pelagius) as the 

City of God. 

The Pelagian Controversy, turning upon the conflict of these 

'inward' and 'outward' framin jof choice may be seen to closely para- 

llel the controversy turning (at thin time) in the greek East about the 
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nature of the Incarnation. Indeed parallel developments in East 

and West over the fifth century lead finally to the 'Acacian' schism 

of 184-519 which opens in the roman patriarch's excommunication of the 

eastern Emperor and patriarchs who had sanctioned MonophyFite views 

by admitting their proponents once more to 'communion'. 

In general, the theological conflicts of mast and of vest 

in this century (as well as the levelo ; ment of pagan neoplatonism) 

are framed in the question of the relation of inward and outward vJord: 
Is this relation to be understood 'inwardly' or 'outwa: dly' - or how 

can one frame the relation of these two 'aspects' of the relationT Pel- 

agius, one might say, frames the relation 'outwardly'; Augustine tends 

towards an inscrinti on of the relaticn of 'inward' and 'outward' in 

the inward 'side'. In each case the question is articulated in terms 

of Law. Coelestius the celtic lawyer expresses the relation of God 

and man in terms of 'natural law' ; Augustine, in the City of Cod, inscr- 

ibes natural and civic laws within the supernatural cosmic Law which 

articulates the divine Scheme. The question turne about our part in 

the scheme, and most particularly about our part in finding our part. 
As Augustine's narrative of his 'conversion' illustrates, for him the 

discovery of his part is also the discovery that his 'natural' will 

cannot determine this 'part', which knows itself through the 'Grace' 

that distinguishes itself from natural Law, a Choice which distinguishes 

itself in 'our' choice of Choice, from the image which seems to choose 
itIrat', er than itself. 'Tor Pelagiu, ý, on the other hand, this config- 

uration of choosing Ch2ice, is simuly our natural knowledge of Good, 

as the nro^er object of our natural faculty of choice. We might say 
that Pelagius' 'naturalistic *)sychology' mirrored in the 'natural' or 

physical order of emboii-ment Augustine's 'supernatural' scheme framed 

in its self-distinction as primary `ctuality, from the 'natural' order 

of the Image, which corresponds sim'ly to the 'part' of illusion in the 

scheme. - The part of self-detention, as it were - illusion framei in 

a nri"iary illusion as to its 'own' nature, a circular turning-upon-it- 

self. The conflict of Augustine, ans Pe1agiüs or Coelestius in the ''West 

is a conflict of two harts, and, of two 'versions' of the christian story 
in which the two parts are (in their res, ective 'versions') to present 
these versions. It is a 'letal' contest: two 'a'vocates' : )resenting 
contrary version, -- of the same story before tl; e emperor or bishop of 
Rome. - And the other version bein¬ inscribed, in each case, in terms 
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of its 'part' i- the rival vers'on (Gs deception or self-c'ecept_. n). 

- And the issue, in effect, a 'constitutional' one - for what is in 

dispute is rrecisell the groper account of cosmic Law, the pr_: per accou:. t 

of the 'constitution' of the City of God, and, within it, of the Church 

which must so-nehow 'decide' the issue, choose between the two versions 

of choice. 

The Church decided in favour of . Wguc-tine's version - itself 

open to various interpretations or constructi_ns, accoraing to the de- 

gree of relative independence assigned to human choice, within the L, en- 

eral scheme of subordination of human actions to the unitary Action of 

the cosmic drama as a whole. Modified pe1agian positions were maintained 

over the course of the fifth century, notably in celtic Gaul - the access 

to 'cnowlelee of Good, as accordance of human choice with the inte-ration 

of possible ecti. ns within a unitary whole, within the figure of Choice, 

action within action, was the primary express_on of the individual's self- 

recog*nition, his ciceronian conscientia. Given (though) this individual 

access, Crace was to be allowed an operation relative to the configuration 

of group activity thus framed. 

Wi'thin the italian church, however, throu t? -, e 'r_te ratio f 

the t body in the micic? le of the century by tale roman bishops Leo 'the Great' 
(040-461), the unitary framing of ' christian' activity determined the 

part in that frame of the augustinian account of the place of that frame 

in the unitery cosmic T\rama, articulated in the primnary figure of divine 

Chice. As the various provinces of the latin ''., Jest were ce'ed to Vandals, 

Franks and Goths, this unitary frame of the roman Church asserted itself 

the more strongly in its detachment from a fragmented civic order. vv'hile 
the civic frane of activity as a sort of dual order preserved its own un- 
ity and force, the carthaginian schemes (from Tertullian to Augustine) of 
the unity of the Church as christian frame of activity, interacted with 
a comolementary civic unity, more or less balancing the tendency of the 

church towards integration, as the Emaire had earlier been integrated by 

Caesar and Augustus. As the civic ord. -r of Augustus disintegrated, its 

schemes were tr: ns'csed into the dual order of the christian Story or Myst- 
ery as primary frame. Indeed the disintegration of the western 'Em: ýire 
has sometimes been largely attributed to the rise of christianity. 
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Leo 'the r-reat' effected the convocation of the general Coun- 

cil of Chalcedon in 451, and through this, the condemnation of the 'mono- 

nrysite' scheme. Why? 

In the first tlace, that scheme conflicts with the basic Drinci'iý 

of duality of Church and State through which Innocent and Leo were or- 

ganising the integration of the latin Church as a unitary frame of act- 

ivity in the augustinian pattern. The doctrinal fo_mula of the Council 

of Cha. lcedon respecting the Person of. Christ as a unity expressing itself 

through the difference of dual natures, heavenly and earthly, corresponds 

directly to the analogous place of the Church, with its two sides, visi- 

ble and invisible 'body' of Christ, in the World in which the Council met. 

The schism at the end of the century, turning about the intercom-aunion in 

the "ast of monophysite and catholic churches marks not only a doctrinal 

difference - not only a formal difference of description of the 'frame' 

of the christian Mystery i" East and West - but also a disjuction of the 

unitary frame of western christianity that ha- supplanted the unitary 

frame of Augustus' roman Empire, from the eastern relations of Church and 

E; nperor that were soon to be reflected in Justinian's Code. After this 

initial schism, the 'disjunction' of frames, of 'stories' was reiterated 

with ever greater force, century after century, until the final definit- 

ive separation of East and West in the eleventh century. 

How does this 'Acacian' schism fso named from ti. e eastern pat- 

riarch Acacius) parallel the 'close of classical antiquity' that I thought 

to find in the transition from Proclus to Danasci_us, and the vanishing of 

the 'logical' order of pagan Reflection into the poetic order of Mystery? 

I think the rarallel may best be seen in the career of Boethius. 

He knew Proclus' Commentary on the Timaeus, and wished to present in his 

systematic way a 'latin' version of Plato and Aristotle which would re- 

veal them as two sides of a coherent and unitary scheme. - This through 

translations of, and com^ientaries upon, the whole platonic and aristo- 

telian canons, and then an integration of the resulting corpus in one sys- 

tem, by resolving a, narent conflicts of these corn lementary 'sides' of 

Reflection. fie was the head of the italian a: ministration un"er the 

gothiv king Theodoric, from 10 until his imprisonment and death on a 

charge of treason in 524/5.0. This last, it seems, arising i' part from 

his part in the reunion of eää and Western churches, to which end he had 

written several theological works 
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I have noted, above, Boethius <3iscussion - he very begin. _ing 

of his vast philosophical project - of Porphyry's ^ue^tion relating, in 

effect, to the elementary configuration of different Benses of 'in'. 

Boethius' discusssion here (in the second version of his Commentary on 

Porphyry's Introduction to the Categories) rears rather like a render- 

ing of the Pprmenides in aristotelian terms - like an attempt to 'translate' 

as it were Parmenides' questions to the y>ung Socrates into an elementary 

correlation of the primary orders of the aristotelian Economy. 

First of all I shall state a few things concerning; the ambiE~uity 

of the qu^stion, and then I shall attempt to remove and untie that 

knot of doubt (1). 

Second versions exist of his commentaries on Porphyry's Introduction, 

and on On Interpretation. It seems that Boethius wrote commentaries on 

all the books of the Organon, then translated Porphyry's Introduction, the 
,5 

C2tepories, and On Interpretation, writing new corn-tentaries as a result. (2,1 

It is in the com-nentary on the work On Interpretation that he outlines 

his -project, and this may well be as far as he got with it (one must bear 

in mind that he was made Theodoric's Magister Officiorum L& h&d thirties). 

Boethius' conception of the Hart of Logic - both as 
'instrument' of Philosophy, and at the same time a specific division 

. of 

or 'in' Philosophy - he expresses in those chapters of his Commentary on 

Porrhyry's Tntroduct;. on which orecede the primary 'logical' question of 

the elementsry configuration of 'in' - 'he correlation of its vari. -. uc, 

senses or rodes. Logic treats of the formal frame of the various orders 

corresponding to the 'categories' as primary configuration or fra, ie of 

corr_elat4. on of lifferent '-in's of 'in'. The rrimary ' loL-, -ica. 1' frame is 

just that fornal correlation which defines logical 'in' itself, and this 

configuration must then attach to each of the various orders of 'in' by 

whose correlation the logical 'in' is defined or identified. Boethius 

follows rorohyry in framing this elementary configuration of 'identifi- 

cation' (or definition or differentiation) in terms of five aspects that 

attach 'analogically' to each of the aristotelian categories - the five 

nrae-icsbili. a, 'nredicables': genus, species, difference, property, acci- 

dent. The unitary fra. -in of the lo'ical structure of identificetion in 

terms of these 'co'n ion not) ;, ns' (attaching to different cateLories as 
'common sense' attaches to t'_e 'special' senses, and fra-^es identificat- 

Ion in the 'imaginatin') is mere directly -resented in Tcethius' own 
' J. o i. ca. l' treatises - on Divir - on (of g nr ra' , "ef. init' o:: (or identificat- 

ion), To-'ical Differences (the annlication of division in induction), 
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the Cetegoricp. l Sy1J ogiGr (t:, e correlation of division v. nd c, efiniticn) 

and the Tiv-thptieel Sir] loc-^iGm (coi-)ler enting the latter as topical dif, e2- 

co-r le^lents cateUo^icel difference). 

This logicrl scheme, correenonding to the project of syste"aat- 

ic integration of the 'Diatonic 7, ialogues and the aristotelian canon - of 

the five 'categories' of the Sophist (in particular) with the ten catei, o_-icr' 

of the first book of the peripatetic canDn - will be seen to involve the 

logical articulation of the various kin. s of '! iffe'ence (or distinction, oz 

Oivisicn) in the identification ^f the logical orr? er of 'istincti_n - that 

'logical' side of two-sidedness, mirroring physical two-side'ness as the 

'other side' of the poetic order of their sy'i ietry (or: of poetic 'two-si, 
-.. e 

ness'). The radical questioning of the Parmenides and the circular assert- 

ion of the character of assertion in'the work On Interpretation meet in 

the 'poetic' interface of 'discourse', trying to discover its part in the 

scheme of things. Put here in Boethius' texts there i; no question of 

ir'entifyine in this very scheme of disco-orse an Identity which : iistinGtLisht^ 

itself from its inscription in the lcgical order of the text, and calling 
this Identity, with rionysius, 'God'. Rather do we find, as the western 

analogue of Dionysius' system? -tic mystery, a dual presentation of that 

ramatic figure, which might be taken to reflect the analogous duality 

a, of Church and State in the West, as com-lementdra, 
tisýaes 

y, fr of activity. 

The Monophysites who aDnesled to T)ionys'us in defence of there rejection 

of the doctrine of the Person of Chri- t formulated by Leo the Great, were 

precisely those resncnsible for the first divorce of Ea-t and West under 

Leo's successor. Boethius, indeed, present: a -y-te-iütic defence of t-, -. c- 

leonine doctrine of t'--e Person of rhrist in a tract Against Eutyches and 

TTestorius - against those complementary metaphysical re-uctions of one 
'side' of tie distinction of two natures to the other - against Eutyches' 

definition of the 'monophysite' abstraction of the Word from its mirroring 
in the Plesh, and also against the nestorian abstraction of two sy n, netric 

pard; =e. from this same mirroring. It is in Eoethius' definition of persona 

that one finds the focus of his reflection, not in any systematic framing 

of the duality of ? ystery and Economy within the logical frame which he 

found expressed in come lementary fashicns by Plato and Arie totle. 

A definition of persona that reflects his own position 'between' 
the gothic economy of civil order and the cath lic policy of the western 
Church, between these two interacting 'laws', natural and spiritual - rather 
than in a. monastic abstraction from ', he Economy of the World. - Adefinit- 
ion introduced by Boethius' recognition of the initial sen, -, e of the w_rd 
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as a theatrical 'persona. ', a mask, and finally discovering this radical 

principle of 'identificatiý; n' as 

naturae rationat& inditaidua substa. ntia (1) 

- an individual or single substance of a rational (reasoning) nat- 

ure. A 'form' whose nri-nary actuality, is simply the distinction of form 

(end thus itself) from its embodiment - and this, nece-'sarily, in a partic- 

ular 'individual' case. A form, then,. which directly reflects the initial 

'logical' princinnle of logically 'identifying' the logical or, -ter of definvil 

ition or identification - logically distinguishing logical distinction 

from the correlative orders of difference articulated logically in the 

scheme of the Categories. 

An actuality, though, not identifying itself in the logical or- 

der of its definition, as 'outside' discourse, as the actor might _ist- 

in, uish himself from any mask. Rather expressing itself as 'at work' in 

the interface of text or discourse and context. In this working three 

Persons in particular distinguish themselves, according to this figure 

of persona. he first is the simple Identity of Form distinguishing 't- 

self, mirroring the logical order formally defining itself, an; 7, so the 

radical configuration of definition or identificati, n. The second is 

the 'person' who expresses himself s the first person distinguishing 

himself (or itself) frort and in the sy'mietric human nature of a rarticular 

material body, an? the third is the same principle of persona embcdied in 

these first two ingtances, expressing or identifying itself as the mir- 

rorin^ of these first two 'persons'. This triple personality expressing 

itself in the interface of Form and Matter, as the primary configuration of 

Porm expressing itself mirrors ( as 'theology') the complementary '16Lical' 

configuration of identification , _-as its urimary 'actuality' or working in 

fact. 

The correlation in this sim 'le form of the logical frame of 
the aristotelian Pcono: ny of i'ostnos, and the theological frame of the 

christian Story or )rama or 'ystery is fully worked out in the thirt- 

eenth century: Boethius may be taken to here make the first step which 
frames that subsequent elaboration. The elementary correlation of loc- 

ica. 1 end theological frames in this 'western' man:: er - in terms of a 
dual Tiystery and Economy, rathrr than their integration in the unitary 
frame of 'Dionysius and the eastern 'onophysites, it itself reflected 

(. 
r"' s- C 
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in the organisation of the 'dual' or relatively in'ependent frames 

(for exam le, this relation of theological and logical ord--rs is re- 

flected in the theological doctrine of the Second Person, just noted). 

In turn it reflects the 'dramatic' context of the theological and log- 

ical texts - the dual 'temporal' and 'spiritual' frames of latin church 

and barbarian kingdoms, a unitary NNTystery (the Catholic Church) and a 

plural and fragmentary Economy of civil order in the West. This com- 

plex system of correlations is further reflected in the other theolog- 

ical tracts that are (definitely) to be ascribed to 7oethius: De Sancta 

Trinitste, and. Utrum Pater et Filius et Sniritus Sanctus Oe ''ivinitate 

suh tantialiter nraedicentur. - What is the unitary actuality of this 

triple 'personality', which mirrors the unitary logical identity within 

the triple difference or distinction wh-ch articulates the categories? 

And do the forms 'Father', 'Son', 'Spirit' belong 'substantially' to this 

unity or unitary actuality, or only analogically? Are the forms of 'Fath- 

er' and Son' actually at wotk in this actuality of self-expression? 

Boethius further frames in terms of an aristotelian Economy 

the question of the integration of actuality within the unity of the 

Good, the proper ob. iect of choice - this in his discussion t?. uornodosub- 

sta. ntiee in eo onod eint bonpe pint cum non sint substantialia bona. 

Here the platonic or3er of the rood, distinGuishing itself in an aristoteli4: 

'economy' o: nossibility, possible action and actuality, reflects the 

fifth-century conflict of auEustinian and pelaGian ace unts of Good and 

Its,, Law and Sin. The question marks, as it were, an 'interface' of tri)le 

divine actuality, and cos-nic Economy - 'Above' and 'Below' - that parallels 

the question of the Incarnation that had dominated eastern theology in the 

fifth century, as the conflict of Augustine and Pelagius had drmnated 

the western Church. 

This 'interface', in which the 'theological' order of a Trinity 

mirrors the logical order of Boethius' com-entaries an3 original 'logical' 

works (the orler of 'division' and 'definition', the l: gic of 'in' and 

'out') is also framed in the 'mathematical' order of 'applied logic', 

which Boethius articulates as a nuairiviun, a' fourfold way'. A fourfold 

framing of the 'poetic' order of Creation which reflects the platonic mat_ze- 

matics of the Renublic and the Timaeus. - Of the Republic, for there Plato 
(or 'Socrates') frames the primary division of mathematics into Arithmetik 
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Geometry, 'rarmonics and Sphaeric(or Astronomy) as comprising that ;, art 

of education of future 'guardians' which intervenes between t'--, e 'music' 

and gymnastics, of earlier youth, and Vie dialectic which comuletes their 

studies (1)StiýY- And in the Timaeus Geometry appears as the ' outward' mir- 

ror of the Arithmetic which deals with unity and plurality sim. nly as such, 

and the Sphere of 7 osmos and its contents are there articulated according 

to the forms of a rarmonics (or ? Tusic in the strict sense) which treats 

of tl: e 'numbering' or arithmetic of Time, and the As. ronomy or Spheric 

which reflects this Harmonics in the primary cycles cf the "3phere (the 

stellar motions), as the 'geometric' Sphere itself reflects an arithietic 

unity. 

Porphyry attributed this organisation of mathematics to the 

early pythagoreans, citing Archytas j 2) - in this fc' "_ ging ? 'icho-iachus 

and 'heon of Smyrna, and anticipating Proclus. i3oethius wrote treatises 

on each of these four branches of the -lathe'iatical ' quadrivium' - his 

Geometry aI! runts to the steteiient of the in et ele'ientary results of Eu- 

clid (with proofs of the first three propositions, ^nly, amended as ex- 

amnles', his Arithmetic is an adaptation fron ''icomachus, the Music (and 

rresu^nably, a lost Astronomy) from Ptolemy. 

Roethius also wrote a Rhetoric, and the boethian corpus thus 

constitutes; taken as a whole, a pore or less co"nplete model for the ed- 

ucätional fra-'e of he fol-, owing seven centuries. Fis 'logical' works 

lead to a complementary theology, and the cun~i-n Yosmos of these two 'side 

of reflection is framed in t'-. e met'. le'latics or 'applied lo6, ic' of ttýe qua. - 

rivium. Subsequently this i-,,, )lici :. Gche-ie was systematised accordin, -,: to 

the success- on from a 'triv gun' of gra'i -, ar, rhetoric and logic (or 'dialect 

ic'), through the ciuedrivium, to the study of theology. As in Boethius' 

er osition, the logical ' econo*ny' of Kos=mos was predoothantly aristotelian, 
the co'n'lementary theology predominantly platonic or eugustinian, an} the 

Mathematical frame (as far as it went) more or less 'pythagorean' . The 

scheme of triviu*n and aua(Irivium wasIfirst eystematically presented in the 

allegory-of a certhaginian conte7rorary of Augustine - l'ertianus Capella' 

Satiricon: nine boc'cs written in the 'menip7ean satire' or stylistic med- 
ley (ranging between pro-e and verse) introduced into latin literature 

by Cicero's friend Varro. The first to books are fra. - ed as the 'MarriaLe 

of Mercury -rid Fhiloloey' , and the following seven, each presenting one 
of the arten libFrales - graT-ia. r, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, geoietry, 

1: Fenubl ic, VII, 525-30 2: Co nv entaxy on Ptolemy's r'arr! ionicc = Fr I 

C& IX X 
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music ? nd astrono-zy - are frame- by the first two books as Philology 

introc? ucinj to "ercury (Ferries) her attendant maids. 

? Tow the allegorical scheme of the first two books is ado-ted 

bfr ? Poethius (together with its 'menip3ean' form) for the frame of his 

last work - an allegorical Consolation of Philosophy addressed to the 

fallen rfapister Officiorum in orison. In many ways Boethius' position 

might be seen as a sort of meeting of the parallel carthaginian or africen 

currents of Augustine's theology and ? artianus Capella's allegory of 

'Philoso^hy' (as the liberal arts cane to be collectively desig-. ated). 

This convergence of currents is itself reflected in the parallel incor- 

noretion by Augustine and his a. frican contemporary of the earlier Labours 

of Varro: the City (cr Co-^-+onwealth) of God draws heavily upon Varro's 

comp1letion of rompn history, institution', mythology e of roman 'culture'. 

1Tartianus Capella draws u' on Varro's attempt to define the frame of a 

'liberal' education (in his nine books on 'disciplines'), as also upon the 

'satiric' form that Varro himself borrowed (in the Saturae "enippeae) 

from the slave-born phoenician ohilosonher T'enipoos, a contenl, )orary of 

Timon the sillographer noted above. Cicero the equestrian judiciously 

identified his part as upholder of republivan T-aw; his friend the patric- 

ian Varro, on the other hand, marks his detachment from the cultural 'eco- 

nomy' into which neither he nor Cicero could prevent Rome passing, in 

a 'play' of his encyclopaedic 'culture' reflected in the play of styles 

in which his detachement expresses itself. In this he echos not only 

? enipnos but also that alexandrian 'critic' Callimachus (Meniopos' con- 

temnora. ry) who marks his 'part' of critic 'outside' the play of forms 

in that play of forms. The patrician detaches himself from any 'part' 

in the cultural economy of democratic or demagog is Rome, and this in 

detaching himself from any definite point and frame of assertion - mani- 

f esting a truly aristocratic 'culture'. 

In ! ''Prtianus Capella the education which is (as in Aristotle's 

figure) an identification of one's true 'part' or i? entity through de- 

tachment from the superficial 'nlay' or 'econony' of sense, is exprec: ed 

in the frame cf a symbolic drama, in w1-iich Mercury, the figure of learn- 

ing, itself enters into the 'play' from which the r1rama is to effect (in 

that other aristotelian figure) the detachment, and this through t.: e fit- 

ure of this 'Mercury', and that of his 'marriage' to female Philology. 
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Such a 'logical' mystery, in which the figure of logical de- 

tachment from the play of figure enters into the Diay or econ Dmy of fig- 

ure as one element, Mercury - like the ? Hermes of that other symbolical 

literature of Alexandria -in a. way reflects the augustinian mystery (equ- 

ally framed as the part of a text in effecting detachment from the earthly 

economy in which it is itself involved). 

Then goethius' integration of these two sides - the seven liberal 

arts, and the theological fra^ie of the christian Story - in his projected 

union of an aristotelian logical economy and a platonic thematic of Ideas, 

turning about its focus in the theatrical figure of persona amounts to a 

sort of western analogue of T ionys; us' logical determination of the logical 

order as a 'fiction' through which a theological order 'outside' that fict- 

ion distinguishes itself. 

Each of these schemes, then, corresnonds to one version of the 

common 'dramatic' figure first expressly noted in the discussion of Arist- 

otle's account of Tragedy. In the case of 'ionysius' scheme, all we know 

of its context is related to its part in the interplay of eastern Church 

and F, npire, as framed by Justinian's Code. In Boethius' case, he himself 

tells us fron his prison much about the fete that led him there, the drama 

&S which this prison was to be the last scene. And in this prison-scene 

we find rraTed that figure of tragic fate in which Boethius as it were dis- 

covers his own ner'ons., in detachment from the part he has played. 

- The Dart he has -played: theologian and logician, combining 

those two sides expressed at the beginning of the crevinus century by 

the africans Pugustine and `, artianus Capella. And finding himself, at 

last, actually embodying that figure of persona in which logic and theology 

mirror one another in the mathematical frame of a Diatonic ! 'osmcs. - And 

within that frame, playing a focal part between the theological frame of 

the 'Catholic' Church, split between East and West on the question of the 

relations of "logical' and 'poetic' orders of its frame, and the civic frame 

dominated by an arian gothic king, Theodoric. 

-A catholic, caught between an arian king and a nononhysite 
Fmueror, and a roman senator (consul in 510, and whose sons were j3int 

consuls in 522) caught between latin Church and State. 
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With the Acacian schism healed, and the eastern Emperor once 

more a catholic, Theodoric was led by coyrt factions that feared the loss 

of their western independence in a reintegrated catholic Em-)ire to have 

his minister Poethiud im'-risoned. The opening of the Consolation finds 

1Poethius, in prison, 'musing' with his pen, entering into the frame of 

his text through the 'tragic' figure of his situation - that tragic fig- 

ure in which a 'part' leaas one into an 1n-ýasse or 'prison' from which 

that 'part' has no way out. 

Rut the first ooe'n, with which the text opens, closes with a 

recognition by the 'oet of 'a woman standing over me'. Reflection, Philo- 

sophy, asserts itself, in Boethius' tragic imprisonment, through an init- 

ial 'logical' figure of detachment from the fascination of the poetic or- 

der of (Muse' with which thte boethian drama of the persona begins. Echoing 

the aristotelian scheme, Lady Philosophy presents herself as the physician 

who will effect Boethius 'return' to his true self, from his tragic identi- 

fication with a 'Dart' in the dramatic Economy of the World. 

=A Dart: Boethius complains of the systematic substitution of 

part, mask, for actuality, truth, in the World in which he has been wrong- 

ly imprisoned through the factional forces of misrepresentation that domin- 

ate the ihstitutions which frame worldly activity. Vothing is what it see'ns. 

The Senate cöncurred in an impeachment on the grounds of Boethius' support 

for the Senate, susOected of combining with the eastern Emperor against the 

arian goths. A subordinate element in the impeachment was Boethius' part 

of 'philosopher' itf7elf: his love of truth cited as an indication of his 

being false to institutions which thus declare their own radical falseness, 

like the Law which condemned Socrates. Boethius philosophical 'detachment' 

from the institute3 circuits of deception'is itself the ultimate ground of 

his exile, and loss of his position, part, in that 'institution'. 

In the second'book Philoso-'hy suggests, reiterating her healing 

instance of detachment from identification with a worldly 'part' 'and its 

deceptive economy, that this exile and loss of his position, this ill 'for- 

tune', is properly a reward for his moral and philosophical detachment fr.:,, a 

the self-interest of a worl'aly -gart -or 7osition. For through this detach- 

ment he now sees - as a direct result of it - the syste^iatic illusion and 

deception of the World, in which he had 'forgotten' himself and become lost 

in a mask, a hart, rather than 'remembering' (in the platonic figure) what 

he was, is, in truth. That is the true prison, and cast into an earthly 
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prison, as a result of the earthly tart he played, he can now detach 

himself from both 'prisons' by seeing how one simply reflects the other 

in the fatal logic of earthly activity, of that drama of deception, that 

d ra-na which we enter through losing ourselves in images, in tragic fig- 

ures of correlation of aDoarent part and apparent object or end. 

In the third book, the instance of detachment, 'return', is 

again reiterated. Detachment now - stronger medecine - from the sim-)le 

figure of attachment, identification. of correlative part and end, in 

the interplay of such images which frames the working, the Economy, of 

the World. And throughout this interplay, the same figure of correlation 

of part and object - the same 'framing' of activity in analogous schemes 

of imaginary self pursuing imaginary end asserts itself. And all of thes: 

schemes in which a false identification of oneself, of a persona, is re- 

f lectel in a false identification of one's object, are alike images of 
true self and true end - which coincide in the detachment from the rest- 

less Dlay of images. In this letachment one returns to one's true self, 
distinguishing itself from the -Dart .. iii_ which it had forgotten itself, 

end in this return one recognises this truth as the true end of which 
the apparent ends identified by the part with which one had identified 

oneself, were all so many images. So many images, drawing one on in the 

movement the detachment fron which all these 'ends' themselves reflect. 
This 'Economy' of the Image articulates the whole order of ti'osmos - every- 
thing moving towards One Good, through the outward frame of he Tmage, 
in a scheme which combines platonic and aristotelia. n 'sides' . One Q )od 

or End of detach-, ient, a divine T, ife or Person (of tri., le aspect) wr, ich 

expresses itself rri'iarily as rather of all, distinguis=hing itself from 

Nothing in the process of descent into this 1othing, and Return to itself. 

? Tothing is si-uly nothing - outside this Unity of Good which frames Y os- 

mos. Evil is nothing - the fiction that one's end eva: es one through 

ill chance or fortune, when in fact this evasion is the frame of our re- 

cognition of the correlation of deceptive part and deceptive eLd. In 

our recognition thr'ugh 'ill fortune' of this correlation we step out 
of the frame of identification with that 'part', and this recognition 
is also the self-expression of good and ''nowledge 'deecending' to where 
we ha' become i-inrisoned, lost, in a part - as Lady Dhiioso. hy has ' des- 

cende? ' t- T'ceth: iuus in orison. The descent ö 'Yr; nilosQ-, hy is simply the 

other si "'e of the detachment and ascent of 9oethius. 
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The Fconor r of figures of correlation .r riirirorin; of identi- 

fication with a part, end identification of an end, constitutes a system 

of Fete. As one progressively steps out of frame-within-frame of f ate- 

ful identificetion - this corresoonding to a rising of the sDirit or soul 

through t`, e nested cycles of heaven t'.: r ugh whi h the earthly Economy of 

the Irrege is 'framed' and governed - one recognises more and more clearly 

a dual order of Provi5ence, in which the particular 'local' and passing 

figures or frames of Pate are integrated, at hi6her and higher levels, 

within the rri"nary freme of Good passing thrcugh the Image, the frame of 

Kosmos as a whole, to, return to itself - the ? 'or, -; i of distinction of Form 

and Metter distinguishing itself, knowing itself as F'nowled¬e - and this 

'nowledge as Life itself, this Life as Being. 

This order, presented by Philoso, )hy in the fourth bock, operates 

as it were seamlessly, effortlessly, to*articulate Kosmos in Law and Just- 

ice. The reward of that evil which is rooted in forgetting one's true 

self anc' true good in some part or image is effected preciself through 

the 'working' of this figure of identification itself, thin figure of 

descent into ever stricter Fate, so that the choice of an image rather 

than true good directly lea's the misguided agent or actor deeper into 

the circles of the Image, and further from his true good. And this Good 

id constantly at work, as it were doubling this process of forgetfulness, 

illusion, descent, as the instance of distinction of true self and part, 

true good and its images, precisely through the ineluctable correlation 

of Dart and fate throughout the whole cosmos. The 'working' of this unit- 

ary ! -ood, integrating all 'actions' within a single Providence, extends 

down from frame to subordinate frame - this 'invisible' order or actuality 

exactly mirroring the visible order of the "raine. - So that as one rises 

in 17uirit through wider and wider frames of action, thr:; ugh the cycles of 

reaven to the God at the circumference, one also leaves behind the 'out- 

ward' physical orlcr of this cosmic Frame, to discover oneself returning 

through concentric actualities of images of Good, Unity, God, Father, to 

the divine focus and source of Kosmos, a single point framing the order 

of Providence, with Matter as it were a distant sphere, distant from this 

divine Centre, as the physical circumference of Kosmos is distant from 

the physical centre about which *"atter turns and gravitates. 

... But, asks ?? oeth'us in the final book, if we are indeed 
in such a mechanical order of °osmos, integrated, figure within figure 

within a unitary scheme of providence, what then is the part of or 
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ch^ice in the scheme? Doesn't our choice be-"o'ne as it were a last il- 

lusion, a last part to be resigned to fatal truth? And if so, then what 

becomes of the Law and Justice that has been presented as the Frame of 

the unitary Whole? - For our choice of good or evil is then not really 

choice at all, and the im-nanent logic of reward and punishment generated 

ineluctably by our actions themselves dissolves, evaporates into nothing, 

mere words... end we no longer have any way of framing our actions. -Our 

choice turns upon itself in a hopeless impasse.. our only true choice see-., s 

to be the recognition that this very choice is illusion. The 'working' of 

the scheme seems to determine this very figure of 'working' as the last 

illusory frame in which we think to play a part. We can no longer 'identi- 

fy' with that part of our choice.. and yet we cannot be anything 'outside' 

that figure of choice and action. 

The answer seems to be that this last 'step' out of the frame 

of our very personal identity. (framed in terms of the choice which articuiE-i 

our action as 'ours') should not itself be framed on the model of the 

earlier steps up through particular fraies of action towards this com ion 

figure in which all the particular frames participate. The mistake which 

leads to this impasse is to try and fr, J: ne the figure of Action itself, the 

'-poetic' order of correlation of our assertion and its consequence, within 

the 'part' of finite thought - within a 'logical' order in which we have 

as it were forgotten ourselves, asking the question of the difference be- 

tween 'inside' and 'outside' the order of Action - Time as its ultimate 

'noetic' frame - with ut remembering that this logical order of the quest- 

ion is itself 'in' the frame of our asking it. The impasse is itself the 

limiting case in which we must distinguish the psychical order of divine 

Ynowledge from our identification with the logical 'part' of reflection. 

The situation parallels that in which Aristotle shows that there is a 

domain 'outside' the logical order of 'inside' and 'outside', which can- 

not be 'logically' understood in terms of a logical distinction of the log- 

ical order as one 'side' of a wider and limiting order. Rather must such 

an 'outside' of the logical order be understood 'analDgically', in terms 

of the 'working' of correlative orders of difference (division or defin- 

ition), in which we discover this last distinction of two 'sides' of the 

logical order itself 'at work' in the constitution of the logical order. 

- It also parallels Tionysius' 'logical' deter'ina. tion of God 

e, s 1Loutside' the lo--I-cal order of discourse, expressing himself in the 

'dra' a. tic' working of this configuration in which Vie 'logical' order 
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is recognised Ps simply one component in the dramatic self-ex-')ression 

of rod as 'outside' that order. The 'working' of that 'outside' cannot 

be reduced to its logical component, and circumscribed by the 'logical' 

order of the text or discourse - rather does it express itself, assert 

itself, 'work', precisely by distinguishing itself from any such inscr- 

iption or circumscriot _on. 
It 'resnonds' to its invocation as 'the un- 

utterable', as 'outsi"le' discourse and text. 

- And it is with this inscription of discourse within a more 

radical actuality that Boethius' discourse itself ends. - It ends by 

steeping out of the very order of the text by whtrja into which (in the 

form of a poem, with its 'poetic' order of sym-etry, closure) it had be- 

gun. By 'stepting out' of the Doetic order of Action, not 'in' that or- 

der, not framing that step in the 'logical' opposition of two 'sides' 

that is itself one side in that poetic frame of the text, but rather 

by stepping out of that last illusion ,. that last identification with 
the 'part' of Reflection - that 'forgetting ourselves' in thought, for- 

getting the limitations of thought imposed by our actual situation, our 

embodiment in the 'poetic' order of Time, of which our thinking is one sine, 

correlative with our physical embodiment. 

In this configuration of the fifth and last book - t'.: e book 

that frames the Ust step out of the logical order itpelf, in Philosophy's 

final distinction from trat order, as 'outside' it in a way that cannot 
be reinscribed in terms of a logical opiosition - the 'divine' order of 
'foreseeing' Providence asserts itself in distinction from our 'mechan- 

ical' reason as Active rTind or Reason (1). Our reason and chice is 
framed in the operation of this Actuality of provident Reason that frames 
Kosmos in the figure of Action, in the symmetry of Law in Time, from 'out- 

side' Time. The recognition of this 'outside' the poetic sym etry of 
Time is the last 'step' of detachment from unthinking identification 

with a part, a 'mask'. And this step cannot itself be 'framed' in the 

Creation it itself frames. Eternity is 'at work' 'in' Time, in the pro- 

vidential order of Creation, of Visible Kosmos - but at work in a way 
that can be recognised (which 'expres^es' itself) in the image of 'out- 

side' this order. The image 'works' as the self-expression in Time of 
an Eternity formally 'outside' Time. This divine Eternity expresses it- 

self also in the 'working' of the moral order'of our choice. It is 'out- 

side' the raiical identification of ourselves we discover in cur choice 
and action, but expresses itself 'in' the correla. tinn of art; rn anri of- 
fect as a constant actuality of Good. Our chuice participates in this 
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radical distinction from the merely possible or imaginary actuality 

of the poetic symmetry of choice and situation (and effect) which 
frames the cosmic Drama in the figure of Action, of Working - the work- 

ing of this radical distinction itself being the absolute Working or 

Actuality in which all actualities, including our own, are framed. This 

primary figure in which Kosmos is 'framed' is both Active Reason, dist- 

inguishing itself from the merely formal possibility of this distinction, 

and also the very 'form' and 'actuality' of Life: 

Aeternitas igitur est interminabilis vitae tota simul et perfecta 

possessio. (1) 

Eternity, then, is the complete, simultaneous and perfect possession 

of unending Life. 

Insofar as our choice and activity is itself framed as a particular 
figure or form within this radical Frame of Kosmos as Drama, from 'outside' 

the figure of Time - insofar as it is 'in' the figure of Time itself - it 

is also 'in' the actuality of Reason 'outside' Time, and 'known' timelessly 

by God. But this timeless knowledge of our choice by (or 'in') God, in 

the identical actuality or form of Active Reason, is not 'before' our 

choice, thus dissolving the very 'working' or actuality of our free choice. 

Rather must we understand this 'working' of our choice in Time - and this 

in terms of the self-knowledge of ourselves as free in the step out of some 
image of ourselves, some 'mask'. Our very persona, our individual life' 

and being, we discover at work in this figure of detachment, in a partic- 

ular situation. And this freedom and personality is a participation in 

the radical Freedom and Actuality as such, which is God. It is a sort of 
intermediate term between the Eternity of divine Reason, and the nothing- 

ness of the passing image of ourselves, of sense, from which we distinguish 

ourselves in the working of our finite embodied reason. Our finite reason 
distinguishes between itself and sense: this is its very form and working 

or actuality - the very figure of our self-knowledge, freedom, identity, 

and moral being. Sense cannot distinguish between sense and this reason - 
the terms are correlative, and it is just this asymmetry which allows reaso: 

to know itself, a form of distinction of form and matter which thus distin- 

guishes itself. Active Reason, in turn, distinguishes itself from this 

'formal' ('passive') working of reason distinguishing itself from sense. 
It distinguishes itself, knows itself, as what distinguishes actual dis- 

tinction from its formal possibility. It distinguishes itself from its 

'image' in finite reason(s), as what determines the actuality of distinct- 

ion 'in' which we know ourselves. - In which we know ourselves as 'in' 

a Kosmos whose actuality, whose fact, we cannot inscribe in the finite 

1: Consclatio V1 pr.. si vi 
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onerati- n of distinction within it. We can only formally distinL; uish 

between our finite reason and a distinction of actuality from ; Do' sibility 

which is forms. lly 'outci.? e' our comprehension, and find -t1-: e 'working( of 

this Ac. ive reason distinguishing itself from that formal distinction - 

actually - in the same figure of 'reason' through which our finite reason 

distinguishes itself from sense. 

The logical order of 7oeth'us' text, -. hen, closes as it marks 

an actuality of distinction which distingý-uiohes itself from its inscrip- 

tion 'in' the logical distinctions - the 'finite reason' - of the text. 

In the drama of distinction '., etween actuality and i:. la e which is the Con- 

sohti. on, this conclusion or close parallels the figure of 'conversion' 

in ! ugsstine's Ccnfessicns. But Boethius does not, like Augustine, ex- 

tend the logical order of finite reason to the final step, the final dist- 

inction, of 'poetic' and 'theological' orders. Rather does he, following 

Aerha. ns Aristotle, refuse to frame 'logically' the distinction of the logic- 

a, 1 order of his text, and what is 'outside' this order. Thus in the last 

book of the ('onsola. tion he maintains a precarious balance between August- 

ine's tendency to frame the two 'sides' of Yasmos in terns of a distincticr. 

of T'eeven and earth inscribed in the unitery order of Heaven, and Pelagiuý' 

insistence unon human freedom - reflected in T'oethius' question which o7efl 

the last book. The order of Providence is not, as in . uCustine, a more or 

less rigid S. ýory or unitary Fistory in which 'inside' and 'outside' of the 

poetic order are themselves inscribed in a uoetic or-, er of detachment fr r. ̂. 

the poetic order of 'sense', and from any recogniti-: n of our own freedom 

(thisJsimnly inscribed as one figure in the cosmic scheme framed in extenso;. 
1Teith9r is our freedom and constitutive self-knowle'ge abstracted, though, 

from the cosmic scheme to a nelagian inscri-)tion of the sy"-, metry of 'poet- 

ic' and 'theological' orders within the figure of finite choice. Rather 

do these two pelagian and a. ugustinian 'versions' of our part in I'osmos 

now annear as two converse attempts to frame the distinction of poetic 
end theological orders within the poetic order - this in each case through 

an unquestioned identification with the 'part' of assertion. -In August- 
ine's case, with the part of detachment from the 'logical' order of human 

choice - the Hart of the dogmatic theologian who replies to the question 
'What was God doinp, before the Creation? ' with 'Thinking of torments for 
those who ask over-subtle questions'. In Pelagius' case, with the part 
identifying one's being with choice ;, Y the fi{; -ure of human choice, without 
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considering the ra-ýica. l question of the context of this self-assertion, 

the actual scheme which makes it aoc-ible - the theological instance of 

a distinction between the actual Kosmos in which this assertion is possible, 

and a merely -possible Kosmos in which no choice can be 'nine' until Chice 

as such, 'God', has asserted itself in choosing this Kosmos, in which I, in 

'my' embodiment, can assert myself. 

The close of the Consolation, marking a western analogue of 

Dionysius' inFcription of rational discourse within a dramatic frame of 

which it was identified as only one component, presents the same familiar 

limiting figure of classical Antiquity: the logical inscription of the log- 

ical order of text or discourse or assertion within a simile correlation 

of orders which cannot itself be 'logically' defined or 'comprehended', 

circumscribed. From the sixth century on the 'logical' order of Philosophy 

or reflection finds itself at work within the instituted orders of that 

'dramatic' frame of correlation of different orders, and it is not until the 

thirteenth century, and Aquinas' identification of the part in that drama- 

tic frame of the logical definition of the logical order, that there re- 

anpears the radical figure of a Theory which inscibes in the logical Drier 

of the text tae relation of that order to i1r, context. 

Boethius' interface of logical and 'poetic' orders, in a config- 

uration in which the text itself embodies the logical order in a context 

it descibes, is, like its dionysian analogue, radically ambiguous between 

these two schemes of inscription of context in text, and inscription of 

text in context - ambiguous between a 'logical' or 'poetic' framing of the 

act of writing. As in the case of Dionysius' Mystical Theology, this am- 

biguity is reflected, indeed embodied, in abstraction from the figure of 

Incarnation - or rather, the figure of the Christ, who is hardly echoed, 

even, in the ConTolation. It is as though, unless the poetic an. logical 

orders of Reflection as it were coincide - as in the texts of Dionysius 

and'Poethius (each in his way a successor of the pagan Proclus in philoso- 

phy) - the matter is clear enough: either the logical order is inscribed 

in the poetic order of the christian Story, and framed in the Incarnation 

of the Word; or the poetic order is inscribed in the logical order of Re- 

flection, as in neopl. atonic allegory. Where the logical order of the con- 
figuration itself identified the part of this order in the ' ""ra-natic' con- 
figuration, it is almost up to the reader to frame *hat is 'going on' as 
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'christian' or 'pagan'. In the 'christian' tradition of those '-ark 

ages' that succeed the close of 'classical Antiquity', both Tionysias 

and Boethius were known as leading figures in the christian Story - 
catholic T)ionysius the 'first bishop of Athens', and Poethius tie martyr of 

Pavia (where he was imprisoned), a victim of arian persecution. Their 

texts were thus found a nlace as limiting instances of he logical order 

of Reflection within the '-poetic' order of the christian mystery. Only 

later was the 'christianity' of each to be questioned: with the questicn- 

ing of the earlier identification of their 'parts' in the christian 
Story, came the questioning of the symmetry of the interface of logical 

and poetic orders in their texts. Some 'christians' felt that that sym- 

metry (corresnonding to the Question which marks the beginning of this 

our Era) must itself be definitely inscribed in the poetic frame of the 

christian 'Story' as the question of access to t: -. at Story, framed in the 

question of the Christ. The syr! retry or ambiguity of the logical and 

poetic orders of those texts (what is 'going on'in their writing) then 

marks these texts as 'outside' the christian frame of activity: as una: n- 

biguous failures to identify the question of this interface as it appears 

'in' the Story, as the Incarnation of the Word. The ambiguity, the cý, in- 

cidence of logical an', poetic orders in a Question, is the interface of 

christian Story and Context. To see this ? uestion, and not to identify 

it with the figure of the 'Incarnation of the Word'. is then to act the 

part, in the Story, of one who is 'outsile' - one who has not, faced with 

the choice of 'poetic' inside'and 'logical' outside (-like Augustine in 

the garden) chosen to identify with the part in the story of identifying 

with that Dart, recognising oneself in that part, and recognising the 

interface of logical and phetic orders inscribed in the poetic order as 
the 'historical' Incarnation of the Word. 

... But what exactly is this Story, in which we should find 

our Dart? What 'Incarnation', what 'Word'? It is as though one were 
being judged according to another story, in which these terms were quite 
fixed and definite, so that the Story unambiguously framed our part in 
it. Fere in the circular ''oetic' figure of a fixed story in which the 

relaticn of 'inside' and 'outride' the story is a fixed element in the 

story, we see that 'superstition' recognised by Celsus, and the 'dogma' 

of Cyril and Augustine - an ironical losing of oneself in an irate of 
detachment from tl_e Triage in the case of these two monks.. an abs. raction 
from the 'logical' order of questioning which attaches ineluctably to 
any assertion, any identificatior_ with some part. 

hhý 
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We have seen how the substitution of a 'poetic' order - closed, 

end in which the logical order of 'inside' and 'outside' the closed scheme 

appears as one fixed element in the scheme - for the oven mystery of a 

'dramatic' order of correlctiun of all orders of 'figure', corresionds 

to the 'material' institution of 'the' christian Story. 'de saw how the 

analogously closed frame of activity instituted by Justinian's Code left 

no -lace for Damascius' ref lecti m framed in a formal starting-point .' out- 

side' such a closed 'poetic' frame. We saw how the parallel 'Canon Law' 

codified by Dionysius Exiguus about the same time instituted the roman Ca- 

tholic Church through a parallel inscription of the logical order of the 

Code itself in the configuration of activity it defines. - And, again, 

Foethius recognises his exile and imprisonment - his twofold exclu'ion from 

the itelian frame of activity in 524 - as a correlate or result of his 

'nhilosonhical' detachment from the closed circuits in which the vari us 

factions moved. 

The end of the fifth, and betinning of the sixth centuries might 

thus be seen to constitute a transition into a co-n3on figure of activity 

framed in a closed noetic circuit in which the relation of 'inside' and 

'outside' is defined and codified as one comnonent of the circuit, identi- 

fiFd 'within' the poetic configuration whose very 'closure' this inscript- 

ion itself defines (just as the 'closure'of the logical orCer in which re- 

flection until this time was framed as 'philoso: hy' or 'theory' was defin- 

ed by the loýica. l deter-ination of the relation of discourse an" context, 

the logical distinction of 'logical' and 'physical' orders of two-sided- 

ness). Over the following centuries the develc-ment of the 'institutions' 

or frames of activ`ty embodying this principle of '_)oetic' closure e:. empli- 

fied by Justinian's Law and the roman Church (and soon by Islam) preclude 

any systematic assertion of the 'logical' order of questioning: for a long 

time there is simply no 'place' for 'original' thought. The logical order 

of distinction annears only to symmetrically articulate an encyclopaedic 

scheme of Yosmos within the primary closed circuit of some instituted 

Story, some ', oetic' frame of activity, turning; upon it-elf. 

The final sections of this 7ir-t Fart (of this story) amount to 

a sketch of the deve'_op^ient of the veriou- 'closed frailes' into which re- 

flecti:, n now nasses, to Vie noint(s) at which the '1ocic'l' circuit of 
inscription of the relations of text and context in a teyt reasserts iteelf. 
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(f cri^ary iiv'crtance in this re-e7! crEence of a. re 'ice-1 in- 

sta. nce of 'theory' is the interaction, in the lands ,, f the old iatin 

T'-quire, of the instituted christien 'mystery' codified at the begir. An 

of the sixth century, and the 'b^rbarien' institutions which succeed the 

'rome. n' civil orler. I will on'y note those byzantine and Islamic ele- 

ments which bear some fairly diiect relation to the reassertion of theory 

in the 'latin' Weit of the thirteenth century. 

As I noted at the e -d of the, f irc t half of this i ir^ t Part, 

the reme. inine- secticns, covering the period from the sixth to the thirt- 

een+h century, fall into three subordinate phases - rcughly 5(0-750,750- 

1000 and 1000-1250. I will begin an account of the first phase of devel- 

ou-nert with a correlation of the various elementary orders and figures 

thus fer identified, around the beginning of-the sixth century - this, 

*th reference to the si^iolest figuration of the period of classical 

Antivuity, ex4-. encine fromthe pytheecreans of a thousand years before, 

through the '^uestion' I take to mark the beginning of 'our Era' (defined 

around the beginning of the sixth century). The resulting frame of correl- 

ation will then serve to articulate the transition from sixth to thirteenth 

centuries, which I take to close a 'Pert' of the Tra3iticn of Ref_ ecti., n 

thet ray be characterised in a very simnle manner. 

i 

f 
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From the Acacian °chism to Iconoclasm 

Boethius' master Theodoric was king of the East Goths (Ostrogoths) -a 

confederation of 'germanic' tribes - from the death of his father in 474 

until his own death in 526, a year or so after the judicial murder of his 

minister, and a year or so before the accession of Justinian in the rast. 

Theodoric ha3 been sent as a hoptage to Constantinople in 462, 

to guarantee a treaty between his uncle the ostrogothic king, and the 

eastern emperor. He there received the education of a byzantine noble; 
in 488 he was given the mission to restore imoerial authority in Italy, 

where Cdoacer had led a revolt of the germanic soldiery in 476 -a revolt 

which began with the western emperor's refusal to grant a third of italian 

lands to his 'barbarian' troops, and which closed with the abdication of 
the last western emperor. 

From the time of Theodosius, towards the end of the fourth cen- 

tury a pattern of interaction of roman and barbarian had been set: the 

barbarians, pressed forward by the asiatic huns (the hiunp-nu later known 

as 'mongols in their turn pushed forward into eastern and western empires. 

The. germenic, "tribes and their confederations were 'bought off' by successive 

emperors with grants of land, and incorporated into the imperial armies, 

their lee'? ers given vrominent positions in Army nand State. When the pay 

of the West Gothic (Visigoth) army was reduced after the death of Theodos- 

ius, by his son, and successor in the "ast, there follo.,. ed a revolt led by 

an officer, Alaric, which was concluded by his appointment as governor of 
Illyria. A second revolt under Alaric led to the invasion of Italy, and 
the seek of Rome in 410 with which AuguFtine begins the City . The 

pattern of cession and revolt had led by the time of Theodoric to barbar- 

ian rule throughout the old provinces of the West. 

The germanic wave or migration of the fifth century was itself 

only another instance of the successive waves of linguistically and cult- 
urally allied peoples which had earlier led to the settlement of Greece 

and Italy. A first such wave, about two millenia before our Era, resulted 
in the 'ionian' settlement of the greet, peninsula; another, from about 
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the thirteenth century before our Era, displaced tLie 'ionic' greets 

to the coast and islands of Asia "inor (to 'Ionia'), and led to the 

' doric' settlement of much of the 'eninsula. A furt'Aer do . ble wave 

led to the italic settlement of the next peninsula (Italy). The firat 

Dart of thin wave may be distinguished from the second by a characterist- 

ic linguistic 1ifference: the second group generally has a 'P' sound 

where, in a similar word, the first has a 'Q' sound. An analogous 

double wave of 'P' celts and "Q' celts moved into Gaul and Britain to 

the no±? th of the italic people, and thence into Spain and Irel: nd. 

? eehind the celts came a 'germanic' wave, forced forward by 

the huns behind. - Kindred, 'germane' tribes, forming, in the fifth 

century, the great confederations of. Fast Goths, I-lest Goths, Vandals 

who moved in the fifth century through Spain into Africa (the *4est Goths 

behind them, settling in Spain and southern ^aul), Franks behind the 

roths, to the north, along with various other L; rcupings. Dehin, these 

'germanic' neo! les were the allied slays, through which groups the buns 

had broken in the latter part of the fourth century. - Puns, quite dis- 

tinct in their east-asian origins from all these allied tribes, and break- 

ing through, tower's the middle of the fifth century, into the remains of 

the western Empire already fragmented by the incursions of the tribes 

that the huns had pressed, for a century, from behind. lP. drChalons in 

Gaul the huxis met the combined visigothic and roman armies. Conternrora. ry 

accounts number those slain in the Battle of Chalons at 252,000. 

The 'Scourge of. Cod' , Attila, descended into Italy the following 

year. one was saved only by Leo the Greit's meetin- with Attila in his 

ca'np. The succeeding year, amid nreparstions for a new campaign, Attila 

died on his we3. dine-nicht. The huns seem, t'hereu'-)on, to have retreated 

in ccnstexnation, their faith in the story of world-dominion under their 

war-god broken, not to reappear in Europe until the thirteenth century. 

Parallel waves of these sa*ie pastoral ' indo-euroz'ean' ')eo? 1es 

moved down fron some com-non hrneland into Persia, India, Asia Tiinor, and 

', erhaps (as the 'Ayksos' or 'shepherd-kings') into E&ypt. A first wave 
destroýed 'Ur of the Chaldees' in 2004, and is echoed in tie story of 
Abraham. The earliest centre of settlement of this eastern or south-easter:. 
division of the 'aryans' (as the Indian group called themselves, distingu- 
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ishing themselves as agriculturalists from the nomadic ancestcrs of the 

huns) seems to have been the unser Oxus and Jaxartes, ccrres -onding to 

the 'Garden east of 'Eden' watered by two rivers that id the Paradise of 

the hebrew book of the Beginning. From Bactria, the valley of the Oxus, 

comes the 'persian' culture from the Zend-Avesta., to the reform of Zoro- 

aster in the sixth century of our Era, and the dominant influence in the 

Islamic culture of Baghdad, from the eighth to thirteenth centuries. The 

oldest traditions of the eastern division are framed (in the Rip-Veda) 

in that sinnle figure elrea.? y noted of 'culture' - a. boundary of cultivat- 

ion and pasture, and a. 'foreign' wilderness 'beyond the pale', the home 

of nomadic raiders. 

The common linguistic and cultural focus of all these waves, 

although it cannot be identified with any definite point in space and 

time, yet seems to lie in the o-eration. of the sim')le correlation of the 

'boundary' of settlement in the phypical order of the earth's surface, 

and a simple 'topology' of the phonetic 'mark' or sign constituting the 

other role of the common 'ir_do-european' culture of all the waves of set- 

tlement, east and west. Thus, for example, the simple physical 'boundary' 

or 'limit' that defines the outward frame of this sia^le uniform ' aryan' 

culture is reflected in an elementary 'topology' of the linguistic 'mark' 

or 'sign', a simple 'phonology' that 'inwardly' frames these allied 'cul- 

tures'. Corresnonding to the interface of 'inside' and 'outside' (the 

speaking body) at which the significant sound is 'made', or 'appears', we 

find the 'radicals' 

T 
0 

- the inward 'M' of me, am (sanskrit asmi) , the outward 'T' of it, that 

(anti) and the meeting of these in an 'inside' which is 'outside' (asi, 

you are) and in the 'verbal' character of their mirroring (is, the 's' of 

esmi, asti). - Or the primary inflections of the oldest greek verbs, 

corresponding to the -ý4L, --oect , --C. ct, , of the mi, "dle voice. 

Corresnondine to the order of subordination of the' distinction 

of the two 'sides' to one side, and to the two converse orders or 'direct- 

ions' of this primary self-assertion or activity of one side or the other 

we find the ra'icals 

1\ 
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- And corresponding to the 'breaking' of the symmetry of the 
two sides, common to each of these 'directions', to 'action' itself, and 
the 'actuality' which expresses itself in the meaningful sound, is the 

single radical 

K 

It will I hope be seen (for this is not the place to go into 
the matter in any detail) that this sirinle 'phonology' correspon'ing to 
to significant interface of 'inside' and 'outside' the body in the voice, 

parallels the correlation of the various Drimary orders of 'dramatic' act- 
uality - 'logical', 'poetic', physical'; psychical and ontical; mystical. 
I wish here only to suggest the correlation of this radical 'logical' 

side of the poetic order of inao-european culture, with the com-^lementary 
'physical' framing of this poetic order of activity in the 'boundary' of 
settlement in which culture is framed first of all as 'agriculture'. I 
have already noted the greek correlation of these 'logical' and 'physical' 

frames in the figure of Hermes, god of theöeoS , boundary and (as we saw 
in Euclid) 'term'. U ) 

Back now to the 'germans'. Their activity was framed, before theii 
incornoration, into the disintegrating latin Emoire, in what is called the 
'Mark System" - the frame of germanic Law. 'Mark' or its equivalent in 
the older teutonic dialects corresponds to the Creek Zoc. Thus the gothic 
marka, is a 'mark' in the sense of a 'sign', but primarily a 'boundary' - 
most particularly, the boundary of a settlement, later the boundary of a 
union of settlements -a boundary of 'settlement' it' elf , of a land- the 
english 'march', or the 'Denmark' pý 4t 3c sý , 

The primary sense is the 'boundary' of a particular settlement, 
this 'b^undary' sometimes being identified with the woods and wastes - the 
'wild' land - that 'bounds' or limits the cultivated land? By the fifth 
century gothic tribes ham become more or less settled at the confines of 
the roman 'Empire, East and West, and the system whereby the head of a sin- 
gle pastoral group (in the earlier days of a le-s settled way of life) w : ulc 
aflotLto eachfamily a 'lot' within the com'unal Aale (together with the 
use of coT-ion papture-land) for home and hayfield had become extended as 
it were by analogy to the 'lot' of a particular 'mark' or village within 

F "ý cý ., 
ýj '. t U,.. 
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a. group of villaCes (called by the latins a uagus), and the 'lot' of 

each such Croup within a 'nation' of such groups, presided over by a 

king such as, say, Theodoric. 

As well as allotting land within the 'mark' the village chief 

was also resronsible for the maintenance of the frame of the com-aunity 

outwardly-embodied in the mark and the division of the 'space' of activ- 

ity within it: responsible, in settled times or phases, for the maintenance 

of the mark within which the communities activity was spatially framed- 

- This through the organisaticn of the physical 'force' which marks the 

boundary of the community within the 'physical' economy of the 'wild' out- 

side. The agency of this 'military' preservation of the frame of activ- 

ity - young men chosen by the chief from those leading families from which 

he was himself chosen (by their heads, the 'council' of the community) - 

the romans called the comitatus (whence our 'count', comites), 'going along' 

with the chief. Like the roman army preserving the fontiers of the emiire, 

this comitatus was also the agency of internal order, framed within the 

primary 'force' which maintains the frame of the community within the 'mark'. 

Thus infringement of the 'law' of the mark might result in enforced 'exile' 

or forcible prevention of entry into the mark as frame of activity. Les- 

ser transgression might result in a forcible restriction of activity, cor- 

resTonding to the particular over-stenning of the bounds of activity fram- 

ed by law. The limiting case of this figure would amount to confiscation 

of the 'goods' within which one framed one's activity, aiad a subjecti-n 
to anothez's good and activity - this would seem'to be the lot of 'captives', 

for examo7. e, in the war in which one 'mark' confronted another, and subor- 
d`nated it by force to its own organisation. The analogue of this rest- 

rictirn of activity in the settled roman civilisation would be the loss 

of 'freedom' through imprisonment or slavery. Boethius' imprisonment in 

exile within th'e romano-gothic kingdom of Theodoric might be seen as a 

meeting of gothic and roman'law. 

'Law' - or rather gothic 'custom', like homeric Themis, which 

allots a 'part' to each, be it a part of land (like the 'wards', O Ott- 
of 

the 60ýt"D" of Athens founded by 'Theseus'), or a part in the affairs of 
the community, or a part in any 'affair'. Castom administered by the 

council and enforced by the comitatus as its executive side. Custom which 
itself defines the '-*art' of custom in the oral tradition it frames, as 
the written codes of the romans intE-grated by Justinian define the part 

of the written code in the activity it frames. Custom as the very frame 
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of activity in which the 'outward' physical Mark is reflected in the 

phonological order of the oral tradition, transrosed into an 'aryan' 

theology - 0joL, , Thetis, daughter of Heaven anno Earth, germanic Thor, 

and all the others., three sdasons, three fates, three graces, daughters, 

of t''he'mis and the King of the gods, articulating an early oral greek cul- 

ture, and so on and on, into all the stories of gods and heroes (like 

Theseus) articulated between these 'physical' and 'logical' limits of 

the 'ark. 

- Custom, a closed circuit of Convention in which questions 

may be asked, choices made, but in which Custom itself cannot be quest- 

ioned, except at the risk of exile. - Reflecting that primary figure of 

'Culture' in which the physical order is abstracted from in the closed 

circuit by which the distinction of 'outward' wilderness ('beyond the 

pale') and inward order is inscribed as one element of that 'logical' or- 

der of the ? 4ark, of cultivation and Culturr, with its seasons, laws, fruits. 

And this germanic 'Custom' of the Mark, which is nothing but 

a certain stage of development of a common 'aryan' culture of greeks, it- 

aliens, germans, at a time when 'roman' culture had developed far beyond 

its initial frame of military exmansion, to borders it could no longer de- 

fend from these allied 'germans', meets and combines with the more devel- 

oped 'latin', culture of the romans at a common border or boundary, over 

the course of the fifth and sixth centuries, to form the basic frame of 

the civic order of 'medieval' Europe, standing between the romans and our- 

selves. 

What id the primary figure of this 'meeting' and combination? 

Thus far I have only noted t;: e s r;, plest figure cf 'settlement' 

at the bounds of the Empire. This settlement, though, is 'doubled', as 
I have also noted, by a 'military' organisati,., n which meets the order of 

settlement in the defence of the village or Mark. - And this, most partic- 

ularly, in the organisation of the co-a : unity 'between' succec_ sive settle- 

ments, whether the migration be occasioned by pressure from kindred people 

or huns from behind, or by failing vasture, or whatever other reason. In 
the 'Military' order of a migration 'marks' are joined into wider feder- 

etions, the chiefs of each mark constituting the council of a pa s, the 

chiefs of each of these c--uncils constituting the council of a gothic or 
frankish or vandal king. Thus in Theodoric's migration into Italy with the 
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East Goths at the end of the fifth century he was accom -anied by about 

s, auater of a million people, organised within the frame of an 'army' 

which am, unte3 to comiteti under chiefs who again formed co-nitati of 

chiefs, the last the 'counts' of the king's co-oncil. When the army 

controlled a new land, these latter 'counts' apportioned the land among 

themselves, each (shall we say) 'count°y /p-. 'rrýdiv1 IH nto alloted 'mark-' 

within which the chief in council allotted the lands, favour being given 

to those prominent in the conquest. Characteri-tically it is a conflict 

between an elected chief of P. 'germanic' petple'(like Alaric or Odoa. cer) 

and an eastern or western emperor over the granting of land by the emper- 

or recognised as 'chief of chiefs' or 'king of kings' which leads to the 

'military' insurrections of germanic soldiery (partly b; - nDw incorporated 

into the forms of the roman armies) which finally fragment the latin m- 

pire, and lead to the formation of ger-zanic 'kingdoms' corr--s7onding to 

the old nrovincise or roman conquests. 

Py the fifth century, roman law had developed to the point 

where provinciae were settled by neo', le who would pay a 'rent' which 

guaranteed tenure of a homestead, defended by the roman army, for life - 
the system of Emphyteusis. The rent would go towar's paying for the im- 

perial organisation of the territory within the wider policy of the Em- 

Dire and its Economy. '? ore generally, land might be held, not directly 

of the '"rile, but of a landowner, to whom rent was payed. At the fron- 

tier of the moire the germanic "ark System and roman Emphyteusis were 

combined in a tenure from the 'Empire of lands, where military service 
there or elsewhere in the Emmire was substituted for the monetary 'fee' 

or rent. With the settlement, then, of Theodoric's army in Italy, or 

of a visigothic migration in southern Gaul, the two systems were combined 
in the tenure by the germanic 'counts' and their subordinates from the 
king or count or local chief (knight) accc'r'int to the 'feudal' system 
by which land was held of one's immediate superior on ccnditicn of mil- 
itary service. The radical difference between this system and the earlier 
'mark' system, was that the military organisation in the latter related 

only to migrations of a whole neonle, and settles land was held sinmly 
through a systematic division of the new territory, law aninistered 
by the 'democratic' consent of the community, through a council which 
elected its leader. In the 'feu, lal' system, the military or. er remained 
as it were the frame of the various orders of the 'nation' after settle- 
ment, and law was erministered 'from above' through the 'coutts' of the 
king, cunt, or knight. The different combination of roman and Uermanic 
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elements led, eventually, to the different 'constitutions' of the 

various 'kingdoms' that replaced the roman provinces of the We-t. 

In England, notably, the saxon 'mark' system remained more or less 

organised on the primitive germanic 'demccretic' model until the im- 

-ortatirn of feudal element from France in the eleventh century - even 

then the 'norman' king granted land to his 'barons' or 'counts', not 

in vast units, but rather as a collection of manors scattered over the 

country, and he instituted a direct relation of authority between him- 

self, the chief of chiefs of chiefs, and manorial knights, making the 

counts or barons his officers, where in France the jurisdicti.; n of the 

baronial court was absolute, with no appeal that might pass beyond it 

to the king, and no direct relation between king and knight. 

rast of the Rhine, where ro'nan elements were less established 

than in (aul, the germanic order became by the tenth century fra¬Tented 

into more or less independent minor courts within 'counties' or duchies 

whose chiefs elected (in the germanic scheme) a leader -a 'holy roman 

emueror' - from among themselves. West of the Phine, where the roman 

tradition was stronger, the struggle for supremacy among the ccnnts (or 

'barons' or 'dukes', duces) eventually led to a centralised kingdom in 

which the 'king', who could not, as in England, integrate his counties 

and duchies into a secure adminis rati n by proxy, had broken the rower 

of his feudal vaspals and assumed more or less absolute authority in the 
" 

kingdom. 

- So much for the primary figure of integration of 'latin' 

and 'barbarian' civic order in the Wept, reflected (for example) in 

Theodoric's settlement in Italy as gothic king of goths and romans, 

each subject to their own law (the romans to their 'senate'), within 

the simple' integration of these two lows in the romano-gothic military 

organisation and common laws of property. - But this is only 'one side' 

of the frame of activity under Theodoric, a limiting interaction of 

roman and Berman 'law' in the organisation of 'boundaries', that had 

itself begun at the rom2. no-gothic 'boundary' of the latin Empire. 

Complementing this 'pole' of integration is the meeting of 
gothic 'arian' christianity, and roman 'catholic' Church. The gothic 
order frames the primary figure of the civic order in that of the phys- 
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ical boundaries of Land. At the other extreme of Law as frame of 

activity stand Dionysius' Exigaus 'canonical' definition of the frame 

of the 'catholic' church. through defining the place in that 'universal' 

frame of 'christian' activ; ty of the Canons which frame that activ_ty. 

- AnA 'efining, as the focus of this 'Canon Law' that parallels Justin- 

ians combined civil and religious Law in the East, the authority of the 

bishop of Rome, the 'father' of the Catholic Church, ' 'q pa-pa, per 

eminentia. 

The two 'faiths' of roman and Both, 'catholic' and 'arian', 

reflect the dominance of goths in the 'physical' economy of activity, 
framed in the 'outward' order of the 'mark', and the . dominance at the 

other Pole of 'mark' and activity - the Church framed as mystery of 
text and Word - of an augustinian scheme of inscription of civic order 
in heavenly order - City of Man in City of God. The arian frame of 

gothic christianity reflects the gothic frame of 'earthly' activity, 

with the Christ on the 'earthly' created side of worldly activity, and 
the 'Father' on the 'other' heavenly side. The 'catholic' roman frame, 

on the other hand, equally reflects, from the roman side, the principle 

of integration of this com-lementarity of two 'sides' of western activ- 
ity within the frame of a Church embodying the mystery of the Incarnat- 

ion, of the relation of the two 'sides' or natures of the Second Person 
(of the Trinity) as defined by Leo the Great in the middle of the fifth 

century. 

It will, I hope, be seen then, that over the periali of the 

Acacian schism, and Theodoric's rule in Italy, the 'close of classical 
Antiquity' corresponds to a sirnole cor}. elation of what were above de- 

termined as the primary 'physical' and 'logical' deterninations of the 

poetic frame of group activity. - The 'logical' determination, corresp- 

onding to the aristotelian 'poetics' of drama, with the correlati-n of 
the logical order of a text, and a 'psychical' distinction of personal 
identity from its image in the 'play' of logical and physical sides of 
tragic action, frames the instituted mystery of the Church in the prim- 

ary drama of the Mass, with its Text, Bread and Wine, and Action or Ri- 

tual. The 'physical' determination is framed, rather, in the framing 

of the policy of the group (kingdom) defined by a certain 'land'. 

In the West these two complementary determinations of the 
'poetic' frame of action appear as limiting cases of a common frame of 
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Law, divine and hurlan, in which they mirror one the other, arid inter- 

act - thi^ five centuries after Cicero's correlation of an earthly or- 

der of Law, and a heavenly order of Providence. Thus Leo the Great 

strenuously op'-oces the 'monophysite' figure of an abstraction of the 

'logical' poetics of the christian mystery (or frame of activity) from 

a more ra$ical mirroring of this logical 'working' in an earthly order 

of 'vhysical' working. And the gothic kings seek to legitimise their 

rule by as it were inscribing the 'Mark System' within the roman frame 

of Law. 

In the East, on the other hand, around the beginning of the 

sixth century, the 'greek' abstraction of 'logical' poetics of civil 
law and religious mystery frames these as two sides of activity of a 

byzantine ruling order -a 'court' of higher clergy and civil servants - 

at last 'cut off' from the physical economy of the eastern Empire. -A 

coutt circle turning upon itself, as its increasing 'abstraction' from 

the material economy of its 'lands' is reflected in a successive con- 

traction of the 'boundaries' within which court rule or policy is effect- 

ive. The Acacian Schism, indeed, marks the break between this 'Greek, 

or byzantine order, and the latin order of Law as the frame of Empire - 

marks the full-circle by which the greek 'logical' frame has been first 

incorporated within the roman frame of Empire (in the second century be- 

fore our T a), and now abstracts itself as the 'ruling order' (at Byz- 

antium or Constantinople) of an Empire which is 'roman' only in name. 

This 'ruling' order of the higher byzantine officials and 

clergy is, as we saw, 'instituted' by Justinian from 529 on. By the mid- 

century it has been formally reasserted in Italy by Justinianb generals: 
but such a formal determinatic_n of the relations of byzantine court and 
the wider frame of the 'roman Enr, ire' from within-the court circle, r- 

her than by inscribing the court circle in a more radical interaction 

of 'physical' and 'logical' (economic and political) orders of activity, 
is only an inage of byzantine authority in the West, which cannot accommo- 
date the arrival of the germanic Lombards in 568. 

The closed frame of court authority codified by Justinian, 
in which there is no 'place' for the aut=. =us 'logical' order of Da- 

mascius, or political critics, or economic 'realism' amounts to a 'log- 

ical' framing of the situation as it stood in the Cast at the begin': ing 

of the sixth century. The first thirty years or so of the sixth century 
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thus in a way uaraliel those first thirty years of the first century, 

in which the situat-on - the correlation of various orders of reflection 

and activity 7 have marked as 'Question' - is first framed 'poetically' 

in the Chript, and 'logically' in alexandrian philosophy. Just as those 

f ramings of the 'Question' themselves frame the related developments that 

lead to Dionysius, Damascius, and the greek Church - and the 'vanishing' 

of the logical frame of the Question in the 'poetic' frame of the Church 

around the beginning of the sixth century - so does the byzantine Culture 

fremnec9 in Justinian's reform frame 'khe 'byzantine tradition until its close 

in 1453 with the fall of Byzantium (to which the 'eastern Empire' had then 

contracted) to the Islamic Turks. 

Similarly, the comnlementarity of 'roman' Catholic Church, and 

germanic feudalism, instituted. around the sa*ie time in the latin 'n'est, fra: iec 

the development to be sketched in this last (triple! phase of the First 

Part of what I have called the 'Tradition' of Reflection of Philosophy. 

Toethius, over the first twenty-five years of the sixth century may be 

taken as an exemplary figure. Fe 'frames' the western Reflection of the 

sixth until the thirteenth century, by his correlation of an 'aristoteliün' 

logical Economy and a '-platonic' (christian) theology - end this, most im. - 

norta. ntly, from a nositicn which is cught between the two instances of 

roman Church, and gothic State... a position dra'atically focussed in his 

last work. 

fast and West, then, the logical order of that 'question which 

marks the beginning of our Era is inscribed within a poetic 'closed cir- 

cuit' - in the Fast by the position of reflection within the ever-more- 

rigid structure of the court drama, where the 'scholar' adapted himself 

more and more to a stylised 'part', more and more rigidly fixed in its 

artificial conventionality in every detail. In the West by a process 
of in^crintion of reflection in the theoretical figure framed by the de- 

termination within the Church (or the catholic fra-rie) of the relations aT 
the 'logilcal' (rather political or theological) order of this frame and 
its com lemertery barbarian economy'- the two sides mirroring one another 
in a cemm^n order öfýeulýpean 

activity which itself reflected the wi? er 
mirroring of divine government an' material economy of a closed '"osrmos. 
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This sit'. e +icn, East and '-Test, thus nirrors, hic toricelly, 

the figure of the nythag'reen irruption of the loý. ical orJer of theory 

fron another 'closed circuit' of the '-oetic' or er of greek activity in 

the sixth, century before our "Era. - This mirroring in the correlation of 

logical end poetic orders in that ccnfiguration of ''question which pies 

midway between this 'opening"and 'close' of classical T'hilosophy, and 

is itself marked by the resurgence of 'pythagorean' figures at Alexandria, 

jnnst as the close of philosophy in Proclus and his successors is character- 
ised by a recurrence of the simple sy-nMetries and figuration of pythaC-or- 

ean 'theory'. 

There is a formal, logical mirroring or symmetry of the initial 

configuration of th pythagorean 'mystery' of theory at Croton, and the 

final configuration in which 'philoso-)hy' passes into the closed circuit 

of the christian story a thousand years later. In a way it is just such 
formality, Puch a symmetry of development of the pythagorean figures of 
'theory', which correspon's to the 'close' of this 'classical' philosophy. 
For that logical or3 r of classical 'philosophy' is differentiated from 

the '^oetic' order of the christ_an mystery precisely by what 'breaks' 

this symmetry of unfolding and return from and to pythagLrean unity and 
limit. At the midpoint of that development 'christian' reflection inscribe; 

itself in the, primary physical context of this reflection as activity, by 

finding itself mirrored in that 'outward' order in the poetic order of 

cosmic Drama. Thus at the begi:. --ing of the sixth century this 'breaking' 

of the logical neoplatonic symrietry of unfoldint; from and return to loL- 

ical Identity is marked by Dionysius Exiguus inscribing his identificat- 

ion of this 'breaking' of symmetry in a cosmic Time whose 'zero-point' 

he identifies as that 'breaking': the Incarnation of the Word, the chr: st- 
ian inscriution of the question in the christian framing of the 'Questicn. 

Thus where, in ')amascius, the 'pagan' order of Reflection dis- 

covers the logical figure of dramatic inscription of the logical order 
of Reflection in the dramatic order of ', Tystery, it simply 'dissolves', 

disanvears, 'no longer has a ^lace', and is lost, c) oses upon itself. 
Where, at the same time, this same figure of logical inrcri, tion of the 
logical crier of reflecti,:; n is identified in the christian 'fraze' , this 
frame, like the frame of Jue tinian's Jaw, closes in the poetic circuit of 
inscri-tion of the 'logical order' as one term in the poetic order of the 

cosmic Story or 7"ir tort' - this in the figure of 'Incarnation ýf 
%ý` '. 
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- 'T'hat is, by the sixth century the logical order of Ref: iect- 

ion of Theory has either 'entered into' or 'been exclude-. from' the poetic 

frame of an actual 'History' which is recognised as a cosmic Drama turn- 

ing upon our recognition of our part in it. A reflecti_n which begins with 

an abstract logical Identity, a logical determination of the distinction 

between logical discourse and phyFical context, has no 'part' in the Drama, 

. or it does not correspond to any possible nositicn of an 'actor' in the 

nrama. - Rather does, it amount to a sort of illusory identificati. n of 

the 'ohilosonher' with some imaginary focus of 'eflection, abstracted from 

his actual situation - and this 'identification', this 'part', is no lon- 

ger ? possible. 

With the recognition of this order of Reflection as itself one 

a. ctiv°1tv within the dramatic order of cosmic Eistory - and this reco6nitizn 

in a finite or definite configuration of, terms - in a 'poetic' frame - the 

'logical' determination of the poetic order of mirroring of logical and physic- 

al orders of gosmos and cosmic "'istory is inscribed, a. s I noted, as simply 

one term in a primary 'voetic' order of activity, with its two sides, Church 

and State. The logical order is at last inscribed in the ; poetic ordý-"r, 

and with this the roetic mirtoring of logical and physical orders over a 

thousand years may be inscribed in the actual time of a closed history of 

a Reflection that does not recognise its part in the actual history of a 

certain group - an 'us' - articulated in this our 'actual' time - in the 

'working' of 'rime in which we find ourselves 'reflecting', thinking - rather 
than an abstract 'working' of time in the logical order of reflection, 

which cannot distinguish (for example) between the mirror --IeveloDments 

of a th^usend years 'unfolding' of pythagoreen theory, and a thousand 

years 'convergence' of that theory towards its close in the immeiate 

successors of Proclus. This Earth and its ^istory are recognised as the 

rnyGteriously actual frame of our thinking, rather than some one instance 

among others of an abstract scheme of Creation inscribed in some logical 

frame of Theory taken as primary, as somehow 'prior' to the actual Creat- 
ion in which it is articulated within some living end dying human Lroup. 

It is not until the logical figure of this inscri-Aion of Ihilo- 

sonhy in the '-oetic' order of cosmic history, Creation, is identified 
in the thirteenth century that Reflection once more reasserts itself, and 

a new period of original philosophy, rather than a re-working of old for-"s, 
begins. 
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'or our part.. we might note here, in passing, that this 

first 'cycle' of theory - from the beginning of the fifth century be- 

fore our E'ra, to the end of the fifth century of our Era - is itself 

framed in a symnetric phyr icsl order of Time, Eistory - and that this 

'syi ietrical' phase or cycle itself embodies the simplest 'poetic' fig- 

ure of the 'mirroring' of physical and logical orders, as two com: le- 

mentary 'spaces' or 'sides of Space', in a corn^on poetic articulation 

of Time. -A cycle whose rather sy'metrmcal constitution of about a 

thousand cycles ý, f the Sun, the earthly 'year', must remain a tantalis- 

ing question at this point. - As must the significance, if any, of the 

division, in the same symmetric manner, of the remaining -Dart of this 

'story' of Reflection, by that thirteenth century which mar-!. s the begin+t 

ning of the Second Part, and which reflects, for example, the thirteenth 

century before our Era (the time of . 'Moses'), just as the close of the 

whole story reflects the configuration of the story of 'Abraham' two mil- 

lenia. before our Era. 

On then to that thirteenth century. I have not taken the 

symmetrical cycle of ' clae sical philosonhy' as constituting a First 

Part, by itself. For although from a 'logical' point of view the re- 

currence of the pythagorean mystery of Tetractys and Kosmos in Proclus 

and his successors, mirrored as it is in an earlier recurrence at Alex- 

andria around the beginning of our 'ra, defines a highly symmetric 'phase' 

I am framing the 'story' not in the 'logical' space (and time) of Theory, 

but rather in a primary 'iramatic' Space and Time, of which that 'logical' 

space of logical configurstion is but one 'side' or corn onent. The pri- 

mary 'phases' or 'periods' or symmetrical divisions of this Story must 
thus be articulated within the correlation of 'logical' and 'physical' 

orders of this text and its context with which we began i, j the Introduct- 

ion, and in which the Pythagorean 'mystery' as starting-point of V ne Story 

or ? history was itself identified. The First Part, then, en6s, and the Se- 

cond Part begins, in the logical identification of the part of the log- 

ical order of 'Philosonhy' in a nriiaary 'dramatic' order, itself identi- 

fied as the ''oetic' frame of l; osmos - this in the thirteenth century of 
this our ', ra. 
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I have already identified 'eastern' and 'western' versions of 

a common figure of a. closed ^oetic circuit, embodied in its 'logical' or 

rather 'rolitical' articulation, in byzantine Court and roman Church. Now 

I will sketch the development from the beginning of the sixth century until 

the break of roman Church and eastern Court over Image-Worship, which led 

to the fall to the Lombards of the byzantine presence in Italy in 752, the 

invocation by the 7ope of the frankish king Pepin who defeated the Lombards 

in 754, and established the tema-ral Dower of the papacy in Italy by donat- 

ing the old byzantine exarchate to the see of Rome in 756. This period may 

be taken to turn about the establishment in Arabia (622-632) of a Story or 

Frame of activity whose locus of assertion is inscribed in the poetic order 

of the Story, ran; 'Book', in the figure of the 'Prophet', Voice of 'God' 

(al-iilah: 'Him' , the empty form of the. , efinite article, hebrew (el-)eloh or 

el ohii). -A story where the hart of the hearer is inscribed as islam, sub- 

mission (to the part of he who, in the story, thus submits to his part). 

I will begin in the ödest. First I must note a 'part' that paralleir 
that of Boethius, and like it frames Reflection over the following centur- 
ies, as well as playing a major role in the interaction of Church and State. 

- "'his is th<nart of Benedict who reformed western monasticism, and estab- 
liched (while Boethius was the -sinister of Theodoric) the benedictine Rule 

of monastic life which gradually suiplanted in the West the eastern rule 

of Fasil, an ý the fifth-century rule (this in southern Gaul) of the semi- 

nelagian Cassian. This 'Rule' or Reform reflects the familiar fi-awe of a 
Code which determines its own tart or Diace in the activity it fraies - but 

in the case of the Rule drawn uD by Bene:? ict about 515 the Rule does not, 
like Justinian's Code, embody a systematic economy of . uthority, but ratter 
frames the life of a monk who chooses to live in the Pimple frame of a Rule, 

one of whose few provisions is absolute Obe3ience. What is characteristic 
of the benedictine rule, as 'istinct from those of Basil, r thanasius, Aug- 

ustine or Ca-sign (which unifor-Ay inculcate the three vows of Cbedience, 
Poverty and Chastity, corresn_ncint to sin-, le 'abstraction' from the Fcono- 

iy of the World) are two features which reflect the western romeno-Gothic 
frone of "heodoric's. rule, just noted. Fenedict requires Stability! re- 
na. ininC within the ' enc] osure' or ' cloister' , the b_, unds of one particular 
'*. ionastery' , and this for the whole of one's life. The ew tern usage was 
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one of entering or leavinC A monastery and its rule accordinC to one's 

choice. - So that ? 'enedict's reform extends the ^ule, as it were, t: - 
'both' sides of the frc^ie of activity bounded by the pale of the cioister. 

^om"lementing this radical iM-orta. nce of 'enclosure' (which itself :., iaht 

be ta-ýen to rarallel he gothic " erominence of the '', '4r'ß') , is the further 

instruct*, on to eilend s -gart of one's time in study, teachinE, en;: the c.: p- 

yin; of books. - The T nr! c terie° were to be the locus of the reflection 

carried on in the latin. Church within the formal frame of Pcethius' scheme 

of the 'liberal arts' as propae: leutic, to theDlogy. The Rule as a. whrle- 

is frame? l es organising a sycte: matic 'Conversion of manners' -a 'ccnver- 

sion', a life framed in that a. uCu- tinian fi; ure of the relativ ns of 'Yeaven 

and ^arth. In general, one may say that the monastic Rule a-proximates 

to a sort of analogue or reflecticn within the Catholic Church, of the 

figure of that wider frame of Church in the still wider frame of activity 

of which the Chu, "ch constituted one side (that sie the analogue, in act- 

ivity, of t'Ae lor; ical crier: the 'logical' version of the poetic order of 

activity, instituted in the Oirist=an Story). The benedictine or per (and 

its later variants, until the franciscan a :d dominican 'friars' of the 

thirteenth century) comes to be an often dominant party in the Cuarch, as 

the Church comes to often dominate the affairs of the '. Aedieval' West 
(the two combining, for examnle, in the first bene'ictine 'one, Gre, ory 
'the Great' at the eng of the sixth century, and in Gregory VII in the 

eleventh). 

'A dominant warty' : just what 1_oes that ean? 

... Simply that(in this case of the benedictines, for examile) 
the monastic institution as frame of activity is in a 'r"ositicn' within 
the wider frame of the Catholic Church, to determine the relations be- 
tween Monastery and Church: within the wider frame of the christian Story 

institute'1 as ^l1-arch, the framing of individual activ ty in that 'fra-me' 

is itself framed by the inscrirtion of the relati 'ns of T onastery and 
Church within the 'frame' instituted by the Rule of penedict. Formally, 

the situation is analogous to the 'logical' determination of the relations 

of 'rhysical' and 'logical' orders. Just as through that latter inscri t- 

ion of 'inside' and 'outside' in the 'inside' of the logical order, 'as- 

sertion' in general is 'framed', so, from time to time, through the de- 

termination within the benedictine frame of the relations of Cloister 
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and Church, a benedictine pope (like Gregory the Great or Gregory vu) 

may be in a 'rosition' to frame the activity (and thus the 'policy') of 

the Church as a whole, by as it were 'inscribing' this whole frame in 

the 'assertion' of his 'part'. 

', 'ore generally, we have seen how the open 'Economy' of inter- 

play of 'figures' (those, for example, of Church and State, East and 
West, roman and barbarian, lawyer and philosopher, and so on) finds, in 

the figure of the 'person' - persona, ' 'actor' , 'part' - an interface be- 

tween the potentiality or 'possibility' embodied in t'iis 'play' (with its 

schemes or frames of possible assertion), and its integration into a un- 
itary 'actuality' or reality, fact, This 'interface' is of course simply 
the locus of Ich-. ice' -a choice which constitutes the 'assertion' or self- 

assertion of the 'person' or agent. This 'choice' in each case must de- 

pend upon the inscription of this figu m of 'person' and choice in the 

'play' or Economy of figure from which (as mere possibility) the actuality 

of 'psychical' self-assertion (as, conversely, the 'optical self-assert- 
ion of 'fact', 'things') in this very figure, distinguishes itself - as 
'actualijcr outside the symmetrical and indifferent 'play' of mere 2ossib- 
ility. An individual 'person' finds himself or herself 'in' an Economy 

of possible 'choices'. As we saw a. while ago, the range of this indivi-ual 

'choice', as 'fre-ne of (his or her) activity' is itself in part defined 

by an ident*ification with a 'part', with a figure of 'oneself' in that 

general 7conomy of possible action. The great force of the 'christian 

Story' lies arecisely in the identification of the 'christian', the actor 
in that Story, as he or she who identifies with the part of -istinguishing 
oneself from an 'unthinking' identification with a 'worldly' part - with 

a 'mart' mechanically determined by an unchosen Economy in which we (or 

rather that unchosen 'part') find ourselves (or rather, 'itself'). 

Within the figure then, of the 'part' of formulating christian 

activity (in -particular the part, in the latin West, of the Bishop of 
Rome, the 'pope'), the relations between the christian ^tory or Mystery, 

and the 'worldly' Economy of an unthinking 'ir? entificetion', may to a 

great extent be 'framed' in the chrirtian "story, and so frame activity 
throughout the 'christian' West. Of course the inscription of the cerm- 

snic 'Economy' of civil powereor authority within this figure of the 

christian T"ystery, as instituted jr. the 'closed' roetic frame of a 'Cathc-- 
lic' Church, is only 'one side' of the 'medieval' framing of activity. 
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'"he vari_ouc in-7tarceG of assertion of panel authority in such a 'fig- 

ure' (whose Tost noteble or forceful e.: pression is to be found in tile 

writings of Augustine) must themselves (in turn) enter into play with 

the 'worldly economy' dominated by the 'feulal' intef-ration of roman 

and germanic civil or"iers. This, in general, since the 'outward' identi- 

fication of various com-onents of a situation in terms of their iuscrinticn 

in a 'theoretically' or nominally unitary frame of th 'Catholic' Church, 

is itself one "comnonent, only one 'side' of whatever is thus 'identified'. 

Any nar=icular situation asserts its 'ontical' independence of its in- 

scription with the closed 'poetic' frame of the Church. In narticular, 
there may, in general, be multiple 'interpretations' or identifications 

of the comnonents of any situation, even within the 'Story' instituted 

as Church: the very unity of the Church is itself only one com"onent at 

work in a general 7conomy of figures from which the authority of the 

Church distinguishes itself chiefly throu1h this very figure of Unity. 

Thus, in the 'rest, the Churhh as 'Catholic' (which is as much 

as to say 'roman' is at work in the framing of activity in a common or- 

der of interaction of Church '-tystery and State Economy. In the 'poetic' 

order of mirroring of these complementary figures or instances of Church 

and State, the primary self-assertion of the Church as unitary order of 
determination of the relations between heavenly Mystery and earthly Eco- 

nomy, corr+Fror. ds to a logical 'side' of the dramatic order of interact- 

ion of Church and State, framed (rcoughly) in the ' loGical' determination 

of the poetic order of activity in terms of a ': poetics' of ? Drama (in this 

case, framed in the "ystery of the "ass)* As we have jut seen, this is 

complemented by a 'physical' order of the framing of activity within those 
'bounds' determined by romano-germanic bivil law - this embodied, not- 

ably in the early sixth-century Edle tsof Theodoric and the Lex Romana 

Visigothorum published in the visigothic kingdom of southern Gaul in 
506, where Alaric's successor had led the West Goths after Alaric's 

death shortly after the sack of Rome in 410. 

Yow these West Goths were, like the Fast Goths under Theodoric, 
Arians. Clovis, king of the Franks to their north, had vowed to become 

a christian should he conquer the Alemanni and Suevi to his eest, and 
he became a catholic on Chris t-re. s ''ay, 496. Obtaining from the roman 
bishop a coni ision to subdue the arian West Goths to his south, he enäed 
the visigothic kingdom of '^oulouse, and incorporated it into the catholic 
frankish confederation in 507. The arian West Goths of Spain were con- 
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verted to romanism (or catholicism) under -, regory t'-., e Great at the close 

of the century. The arian East Goths were finally overcome by Justinian's 

army and nerrnitted by his general to migrate back out of Italy in 553, 

following which last migration the confederation broke up. This migrat- 

ion out of Italy was quickly smaceeded, as I have already noticed, by 

the migration into northern Italy of the arian Lombards in 568. By the 

end of the century they controlled most of north and central Italy apart 
from coastal cities like Ravenna (the seat of the byzantine exarch) and 
Rome twhose policy was directed by the Dope,, nominally subject to the civ- 
il authority of exarch and eastern Emperor), and had been converted to 

catholicism by 'regory. In the following century eastern and western 

churches were once more split by the 'monothelite' controversy, turning 

upon the eastern reduction of the will, principle of choice, in Christ, 
to a single 'divine' will (as the word suggests). This doctrine, which 

the eastern Emperor wished to enforce in the West tough the civil au- 

thori; ty of his exarch was strenuously o? ^osed by the bishop of Rome, just 

as Leo and his successors had onnosed the earlier and analogous doctrine 

of the eastern monophysites. The cope was ^uly arrested and carried off 

to Constantinople, where he soon died. The same conflict of eastern and 

western theology led, in the following century, to the attempt on the hart 

of the eastern Emperor to ban 'image-wordhip' in the ': ist, as in the 'East. 

Again the roman bishop upheld the poetic order of duality of heavenly act- 

uality and earthly image, against the persistent greek tendency to incor- 

nora. te the distinction 
of the two 'sides' (wills, natures) in the logical 

order of the 'heavenly' side. The italians rebelled in sun ort of their 

effective leader, the bishop of Rome, and the Lombards seized the ooportunit, 

to incorporate within their feudal kingdom the last remains of byzantine 

rule (752). The none thereu'-on called the frcn': ish king Pepin to orevent 

the subor. 9iaation of the western Church to Lombard power, and Pepin, de- 

feating the Lombards in 75A, bestowed the byzantine territoties u-on the 

roman see, a''ding in those territoties civic authority of the Dope to the 

spiritual authority he already nossedsed: Frankish king and roman bishop 

now framel the formal recoenitior- of one an, otherý parts, religious and 

civil, that wa4 to be further instituted i the coronation by the -)ope 

of '71eoin's son as 'Emperor of the 7 Omans' in 8f O. Thus the pope forrially 

consecrated r'epin king of the *"rannks, recognising his effective deposit- 
ion of the last titular merovingian `-ing by this his nor'inal vas, al. That 

denoFition had effectively been acco-ilished by '' epin's fat ier, thc; elect- 

ed duke of the rast Franks, Charles 'r1artel', the 'yammer', who ha. him- 

self, over the first half 09 the century, checked the advance of Islam 
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fr'm Srain into 'trance'. Pepin in h's turn established the Pyrenees 

as the boun eery of 7sla. m in the ''lest. 

The year 622 saw in the East both the beginning of the emperor 

Ieraclius' restoration of byzantine rule in Asia ? 'inor, Syria and Egypt, 

and the 'Flight' of the Prophet from "Tecca to T-; edina which marks the beg- 

inning' of the moha"riedan Era. 

Heraclius, exa. rch of Africa (which had been regained under Jast- 

inian's generals from the Vandals) had seized the byzantine thr: ne in 610. 

In the ten subsequent years t. e persians. conquered Egypt, Syria, Byzant- 

ium and Asia ! '"Uinor. ? Ry 628 Heraclius had driven the Persian king back 

to his ca. i ital, and forced him to give up the Cross ('found' by Coonstant- 

ine's mother at Jerusalem) stolen by the Persians fourteen years before. 

The close of Feraclius' campaign coincides with the extension of T1ruharnmad'e 

'surrender' to the Faith throughout Arabia. Heraclius now devoted himself 

to the pleasures of the court and theological controversy. By the time of 
his death in 641 the ' Califs' , 'Successors' , of the Prophet, had retaken 
in 'uhammad's name Egypt and Syria, as well as Persia from whose king He- 

raclius had wrested these same provinces so shortly before. Carthage was 

finally raized once more to the ground in 698, and the islamic progress 
through Spain into Gaul only halted by Charles 'c'artel and Pepin towards 

the mid'? le of the eighth century. 'M'eanwhile the Prophet's succession had 

been disputed in the East by Abbas, who defeated the Ummayid Calif in 750. 

His successor as Calif, Al Mansur, fcunded the abbasid capital of Baghdad 

in 7t t' `'ý' "i "ý r the sole survivor of the Um ayid line, who had 

esceped to Spain, founded the western califate of Corlova. 

It is in the configuration of fran?: ish dominance in Europe, 

and the nPw califates of Baghdad and Cordova., around the middle of the 

eighth century, that a new phase of reflects: n begins in East and West, 

as parallel articulations of the logical order within the 'poetic' clos- 
ed circuits of Catholicism and Islam - and also, to r-o^ne e:: tent, within 
the closed circuit of byzantine Culture. 
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Pefore proceeding to that first. step in the re-emergence of 
? 'eflection (culminating in the thirteenth century) I will briefly note 
the most rudimentary figure of the 'ooetic closed-circuit' of Islam as 

a frame of activity. 

I have already considered the correlation between the 'abstract- 

ion' of the byzantine elite (whether of Emnire of Church) $ and the con- 
+raction of the boundaries of the eastern Empire after Justinian. And I 

have noted the relation between this contraction in the East, and the para- 
llel conjunction of the 'physical' frame of ronano-gernanic civil order 

and ±hel. aogidh1l frame of a (roman) Catholic Church in the '.! est. Just as, 

at the beginning of our ^ra, the graeco-ro-nan figure of Law was reflected 
in the situation of a Jewish l. aw, culturally intermediate between the hier- 

archical frame of egyptian culture, and the economic frame of babylonian 

('chaldean') culture - so now the dual religirus and civil order of the 

'latin' West, is reflected in a new semitic framing of Culture in Law, 

again intermediate between egyptian and syrio-persian cultures. - This in 

the desert to the south of Palestine, among those other sons of Abraham, 

tracing their descent through Ishmael rather than Isaac. 

The new Law, inscribed by the 'last and greatest of the pro- 

nhets' in the line of Adam, Noah, Abraham, ', roses and Jesus - as the close 

of that ser}es of revised contracts between Cod and Man, was defined in 

the same arabian desert of the Exodus, where Moses defined the correlat- 

ion of within-and-with-ut the Contract, and within-and-without the Land. 

- Defined in the same nomadic tribal culture, in the same radical distinct- 

ion of divine Actuality, Allah, Al-Ilah, Eloh, the One, from Image - here 

the fetish-objects of the desert tribes. 

- defined in the seine identification of Law as frame of act- 
ivity, in which the symmetry of Feaven and Earth is reflected in the 

integration in the frame of the Law of policy (govern'ent), and the eco- 

nomy of earthly life. But whereas for the sons of Isaac this correlat- 
ion was framed, as the lineal heirs of Abraham, in terms of the Land of 
the Contract, their Exile and Return, for the merchant Muhammad it is 

framed rather as an Expansion, an integration of the 'economy' of inter- 

action of the two 'sides' of the Law as frame, in the unitary orler of 
that frame. An Economy focussed in the Kaaba, the Black Stone of Mecca, 
the center of the frame, -point of coincidence of veaven end ^arth. An 
Economy whose first 'circuit' is formed by the 'Flight', t'eEira, from 
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"ecce to Medina. (' City' ; the focus of the arabian'. economy' in -,:. e restrictr 

sense) in $$22, and the first Aal, return to ? fecca, in 629, anticipat- 

ing the integration of r"Tecca in the frarºe of the Law in the following 

year, ana of all Arabia with it. 

Islam is the one Law, the one true frame of activity, re- 

vealed to the Prophet, framed in that Jaw as the locus of its assertion. 

To act within the Law is to identify with one's part in the Law. The 

Law prescribes the penalty for departure from this part of surrender, 

and so re-defines the part of one who has neglected some prior part. 

Thus in the Economy of Islam, those who would not identify with their 

part as subject to the Law were, according to the Law, to be killed - 

excluled altogether from activ1. ty (later a tax was substituted for the 

other sons of Abraham who preferred an earlier prophet). ' 7conorny' of 

Islam: framed in the distinction of God from any part in the economy of 

the ? Tage: 'There is no god but Cod', La ilaha ill' Allah. The Law for- 

bids the mechanical economy of 'play', from gambling to representation, 

and forbids lending money for profit. 

In short the complementary 'western' frames of Catholic Church, 

with its 'logical' poetics of Book and ^Tystery, and romano-Derma-nic civ- 

il order, articulated in the military preservation of the 'boundary' of 
the comruriity, are integrated in the unitary frame of Islam within the 

'n'etic' fra*ne of instituted Law. A Law which frames the military eco- 

nomy of integration of the two sides of the 'boundary' within which moh- 

em' edans frame activity in the Law( on the one han) and which frames 

the focus of the Law in the ritual 'return' to the Yaaba on the other. 

-Ana within this frame the Aooki Quran, which frames the assertion of the 

Law by the Prouhet, in his account of the relati ns of Heaven aý} ä Earth 
rVI r1vr( 

which frame the mirroring these relati. -ns in the LawC theselfocussea. 
ý 

in the heavenly and earthly configuration of his part as locus of as- 

sertion) 

I will now atteint to show the relations betwenh the logical 

identification of t? ýe logical cornnonent of the nara11el 'closed frames' 

of activity of Islam and latin Wept, over the five centuries between 
the institution of the califates of East and West (in Baghdad and Cor- 
dova), and the inteeratio-: of islamic and Latin figures of this 'identi- 
fication' in the th'rteenth century. 
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Pror, the ^ighth Century until the Eleventh 

The western Church became 'catholic' under the first benedictine pope, 
Gregory the ('treat, around the end of the sixth century. With the conversio' 

of the arian visigothic king of Spain, the catholic cler¬y, unier Isidore, 

archbishop of Seville came to dominate the country, and this d, ý-, inance 

was in sole measure responsible for the. weakness of the civil government 
in the face of the mohammedan invasion at the beginning of the following 

century. Under the presidency of Isidore, joint civil and religicuc coun- 

cils determined in Seville in 618/9 and Toledo in 633 the 'canons' or con- 

stitution of a frame of spanish activity in which the civil or.: er was to 

a great extent inscribed within the church order, on the augactinian r1an 
(it was the ididorian canons, integrating. in the Canon Law of L`ionysius 

Exiguus the subsequent papal decrees, that - supplemented by a spurious 
'Donation of Constantine' in the first half of the eighth century - framed 

the order of the medieval latin church), 

As well as framing the constitution of the western church, and 

within it the spanish kingdom (and those later kingdoms that slowly re- 

covered the neninsula to Christendom between the eighth and thirteenth 

centuries), Ipidore articulated in his tritt' boDks of Etymologies or 0rig- 

ins a syste^iatic 'encyclopaedic' outline of the va±ious orders of the Cre- 

ation. This scheme, abstracted from the vast range of classical Antiquity, 

frames - in mrinci"le ana in fact - the coordination of details of '13atür- 

el 7istory' (in Pliny's sense), rather as Boethius' 'liberal arts' and 
theology frame the' c§orainatiön 

of the rri^ýý. r"- orders of that Creation or 
Fosmos, over the following several centuries in the latin 'v, est. - Until 
the introduction of arabic schemes in the twelfth, and to a far Greater 
extent, in the thirteenth; centuries. 

Spain was the primary interface of latin and arabic cultures 
through which that introduction took place (with Provence, and Sicily 
taken fron the byzantine governors in the ninth century and retaken by 

norman byzantine armies in the eleventh). Isidore's dominante of the 
first phase of the 'middle agea' is reflected by the dominance of the 
spanish Cultural interface of Islam and Christendom in the third phase, 
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which may be taken to oven in Spain with the battle of Calacanazor 

(100 1) when the combined ariies of Christendom broke Uminayad rule in 

the peninsular (and with it the unity of moorish culture). By the mid- 

dle of the thirteenth century the court of the philosopher-kin& Alfon- 

so the Wise, alche-7ist, astrono-ner/astrologer, historian, legislator, 

soldier, at Toledo had replaced the islanic schools as the focus of ib- 

erian culture. 

This cultural 'geography' is hardly to be considered accidental. 

The integration of Church and State after the conversion of tr,;; visigoth- 
ic kings of "'oledo under Gregory itself constitutes a latin an_nroxi-nation to 

the integration in Tslam of religious and civil orders in the (poetic' 

frarne of a single Law. Indeed the transition from Catholic dominance to 

isla' is Law in the peninsular, in the first half of the eiLhth century, 

may be seen as a 'yore or less continuous and natural development. Islam 

was literally welco-ied into Sinain by theýciviinCovernor of the 11,7, peror's 

last possesltbon, the Straits - as by the many Jews whose forbearers had bee- 

trens, crted to Spain by Trajan, end by a populace whose interests conflict- 

ed radically with those of the ci. tholic clergy and the feudrl nobility they 

controlled. 

- But surely the combined crab and berber f : rces of Islam siý- 

, -)1y "dvar_cedointo Stain because it was the 'other side' of 

of Islam?. Surely they would have advenced int, Stain, accVrainL to the 
islarnic dynamic of inscriptio. i of such physical boundaries within the 

e: -psn3ing frame of Islam, whatever the confiCuretion of snanish culture? 

And, on the other hand, they would not have taken to sea to conouer, say, 
Ireland, even if the cultural confiFuretion there was even more propiti-ur 
than that in Spain? 

- Yes indeed: but that -physical boundary of Islam, marked by the 

byzentine Straits, was not somehow independent of its prior 'inscription' 

in Spanish and efrican culture. The confi ; uratior of that boundary, as 
the other bounds of Islam in the earlier stages of conquest, was itself 

pert of the 'economy' of the whole mediter. cnean (ani a. jacent) area, in 

which Islam itself emerged - üt the very boundary of this 'ecen, ny' of 
the disintegrating ^m ire(s). And within that general 'cultural eccnoTy' 

- within the general ! play' or interaction of different figures and frý-: -nes 
of , ctivity (the interfaces of frames themselves being 'inscribed' in tlneix 
interacting 'sides') - the substitution of islanic Law for Catholic dornin- 
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Fnce in Snain 'works' in e. way in which the incorroretion of northern 

t'urope Ioecn't (e. t least rot at all so readily). Similarly the gothic 

'economy' of the ! 'ark 'wor'ks' in the confif-uratic"ý of the fragmented 

latin rmrire of the fifth and sixth centuries, in a way that byzantine 

authority doesn! t. 

T7ow within the ' feuc'. ai' Economy which repulsed further islamic 

progress in Purone under the leaaershio of the fran'_: ish dukes Charles 

"ertel and Pein, the figure of the Mark was extended by Pepin's son 
Charles the rreat (Carolus ? 'a'nus, Charlemagne) , into the 'S-vanish r'Tarch' 

(or park) of north-eastern Spain, to the limits of the gern is confeder- 

? tions z, Saxony) to the east, 

and throughout Burgundy and Italy (except the byzantine extlre' e south and 

Sicily) to the south. In the east, the conquest of the Salons took the 

form of their conversion to Catholic christianity. In the south t1-. e as- 

su! avtion by rharles of the iron crown of the loribari kings was also the 

establishment of the nart of the roman bishop in the civic order of the 

great "ark, reflecting that bishop's insription of Charles' tem, )oral au- 

thority wit. -in his own s "iritual direction of the new 'roman' Empire of 

the Rest. 

-'Put this simple corrlation of the Church and romano-germanic 

State as two sides of a single frame of christian activity - of Christen- 

dem - is itself but one figure or moment of the interaction of Catholic 

r'hurch end feudal civic order, an 'idea' as it were of their integration, 

which could not, after the death of Charles and the partition of the Em- 

pire into feudal duchies under his cons end their successors, dominate the 

feudal economy of that civic orier. - An idea whose part in the inter- 

action of ecclesiatical and civil orders defines the rise of pa'al Dower 

over the next five centuries, until it frames the conflict of ^mperor 

and Fose in the thirteenth century, and the Counter-Reformetion in the 

sixt? enth. 

An idea - but 'in fact' the ffudal economy of civil cower led, 

towar's the end of Vie tenth century, to the esta_blish'nent :. f two com- 

plementary feudal orders which were to frame (in the'r intera. cti n) the 

european order of the following seven centuries. The more ronanised cFe t 

Pranks then care under the growing power of the Counts of Paris, after 
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the election of ? ugh Canet as feudal lord - 'king of France' - by 

the western dukes for counts) in 987. - This closely following the 

integration of a new 'Holy Roman Lh sire' in the east and in Italy by 

Otto the Great. 

The 'learning' of this period (from the eighth century to the 

eleventh) rarallels, in its organisation or frame, the complex econ3my 

of the feudal order in which it was prosecuted. The nrimary character- 
istic of its 'outward' frame in place(s) and ti-me, is the tem-orary asc- 

endancy of local schools, organised in monasteries and catheCrals hround 

particular teachers and perhaps one or two successors, just as feudal 

dominance was achieved from time to tine in different duchies, through 

some Particular configuration of succession and focussing of power in 

some leader or short line of lear3ers, 'dukes'. 

This 'economy' of learning, parallelling the comrilea feudal eccn- 

omy of civil rower (and church faction, these last two inextricably inte_- 

twined) was itself momentarily focussed in the carolingian 'idea' of a 

new Emmire in which civil and religious orders would be integrated as 

two sides. Charlemagne instituted 'schools' or systematic instruction 

at those 'cathedrals' or 'seats' of bishops, whose function as ecciesiat- 
ical foci mirrored the focus of civil administration in the cathedral 

city: ihatrix ecclesia. The bishop was often also abbot of the attached 

cloister. This wes generally the case in northern britain, where the 

Church had been introduced from Ireland in the monastic frame of the 

celtic church of Patrick and Columba; it was true of York, the old roman 

cavitel of the North. Alcuin studied at the cloister-school there which 
had been founded by a student of Bede, abbot of Jarrow to the north, 

under two successive archbishops. On the death of the second he himself 

took charge of the school, and shortly thereafter was sent to Rome to 

collect the rallium or official scarf of the new archbishop. His meeting 
with Charlemagne on his return journey led to Alcuin's a: ),: ointment as 
head of the court school at Aix-la-Chapelle, whence he o: ganised the 

establishment of Charlemagne's new schools throughput the Emire. Lat- 

terlyw4s abbot of Teurs, and head of the school he f:. unded there, whence 
he continued the educational reform begun at Aix. He corpo^ed for these 

schools elementary treatises on the subjects of the trio uum, as on the 

complementary theological fra^: e of the Trinity. 

In the time of Alcuin the British Isles were the dominant 
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source for the eighth-century diffusion of learning, and of the 'mis- 

sionary' work among the eastern germanic peoDles, which accompanied the 

frenkish assimilation of these ' germans' to the new =', mpire. In the yis- 

si-"rary work the southern british church, instituted under Gregory, dom- 

inated in the person of the devonian monk Boniface, 'koostle to the Ger- 

mans'. In learning it was the church of Ireland acid the north, instituted 

on the monastic princimles of Patrick, Columba and Cuthbert that dc, -ninated. 

Patrick, before organising the irish church had been a monk 

under the semi-Aelegian Cassian in Gaul (Augustine, as hisname suggests, 

converted the Angles of southern Britain on other principles; Gregory, 

whose envoy he was, had himself wished to establish the roman Church in 

the South, but was prevented by his election to the papacy). Pelagius 

himself was a british celt, perhaps irish, but more arobably 'brythonic' 

(a '13' celt of roman britain). The 'goidelic' ' Q' celts of the first 

wave of celtic migration ha'3 never been subjected to central roman author- 

ity, end Patrick's irv, ortation of Ca-Pian's monastic or-? er (instituted by 

the latter after his return from Egpyt via Constantinoile, where he had 

been ordained by Chrysostom) led to a distinctive celtic christian cult- 

ure, more or less independent of Rome for several centuries. It seems, 

also, that 1`earned celts fled to the comparative tranquility of Ireland 

during the Germanic migrations into Gaul in the fifth and sixth centuries. 

In the sixth century Columba transmitted celtic christianity 
to Scotland, with Iona as centre of diffusion, and in the following 

century monks from Iona carried the tradit: lon to Northumbria, with Holy 

Island (Lindisfarne) as centre. In the seventh and eighth centuries 
this celtic church met the romano-germanic english church, coming with 

he germanic tribes from the south; in the ninth century the forth was 

overrun by heathen north-germanic veople from Scandinavia. In France 
these 'north-men' or 1ormans were eventually contained by the grant of 
the duchy of rormandy as a french fief to their leader, whence ro-ýano- 

germanic feudalism was intoduced, rather late, into the english mark- 

system in the eleventh century. i"eanwhile, isolated Ireland remained 
a centre of learning, while the scholastic reform of Alcuin and Charle- 

maene became fragmented like the new x; m; -)ire. In the middle of the ninth 
century a new impulse was given (once more) to this scholastic economy 
by the irish monl: John (Scotus) Erigena, who was made head of the court 
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school of Charles the Bald in France. I will not treat Erigena's 

writings in t hdetail, since his original work had little direct in- 
fluence on the re-emergence of philosophy several centuries later - 
his importance in relation to this revival lies rather in his translat- 
ions from-Dionysius, whose writings (sent by the eastern Emperor to 

the western Emperor, and by him to the abbot of the monastery renut- 
edly founded by 'Denys' near Paris) I have already noted. 

Erigena, coming around the middle of the phase of reflection 
now under discussion - as Isidore stands out around the middle of the 

previous phase, rather expresses, in a fairly representative way, the 

configuration of learning or reflection in this phase (fr, 
-, m eighth to 

eleventh centurirs). In his chief original work - on the Division of 
TTature - the complementary eastern 'd. nd western figures of the close of 

classical Antiquity, Bionysius and Roethius, meet in a simple mirroring 

of their princiules of mystical theoloCy and aristotelian 'division'. 

- Thus the 'Division of r"ature', the Frame of Kosmos, is itself framed, 

as a whole, in the familiar figure of a double duality in which One Act- 

uality distinguishes itself - this formal frame of unity-in-trinity (on 

the divine side's and opposition-of-versions-6f-oprositicn (on the loe; ical 
side)of cosmic ^conomy) itself being the very mirror of Dionysius' dram- 

atic self-inccrintion of the logical order of discourse in the T-Tystery 
of Actuality, and Roethius' logical Economy of distinction of the log- 
ical order within Categories and' Predicables. 

This mirroring is articulates in the order of the seven 'liber- 

al arts' of Martianus Capella's allegory: Erigena wrote a comnentary on 
that work. Fe wrote, also, a Life of "ýoethius - in effect a sort of coi- 
mentary on that other menippean satire, tte ^ons olaticon, or rather, an in- 

scription of the logical and theological and nathenatical works V. ithin 
the fra-e of the Consolation. On his arrival at the french court he 
quickly became involved in an eighth-century revival of the pelazian con- 
troversy. Fere the semi-pelagian background of the celtic Church may 
be seen directly in its relations to the mirroring of dionysian and boeth- 
ian 'logic' focus-ed in ^rigena. The figure of ''reedoi presented i, ý the 
. aaAatfio hohhmeo6ft3the Consolation is articulated in the ="yste-ietic greek 
correlation of the various orders of Roethius' drt. ma. In the corresrondex cc 
of this articulation with the logical order of its own very asse_-tiLn 

by Fritena, the irish monk finds himself rereeting relagius' exemplificat- 
i,: n of his principle of human freedom, in the very assert-'on of the 
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configuration of this freedom. Where earlier pelagicns were condemned, 

however, EriFena was protected by his royal patron from the hostile Church 

es rerresented at the Council of Valence. This corres-cýnaence of a philo- 

sonhical position with the pcc ition of a secular Datron - since 73'rigena's 

assertion of freedom itself reflects Charles' assertion of his authority 

against the Church - was to have an extensive sequel. 

Erigena's systematic statement of his position - hiF iilscriptiý, n 

of the logical order of his system within the symmetrical articulation of 

the Kosmos it defined - must be seen as a ? assing focus of a complex in- 

teraction of civil, religious, and speculative orders, between the earlier 

focus in Alcuin, any the systematic convergence of these various orders 

towarAs the 'scholastic' synthesis or focus of t, --e thirteenth century. As 

with the parallel foci of civil or ecclesiatival orders in the feu;: al eco- 

nomy of the 'Dark Ages' , it is not possible to trace a unitary or single 

line through the various interacting developments, and s: define a uniform 

or coherent 'tra3ition' or line of lescent. Another focus, far e:: amole, 

is to be found in Gerbert, chosen towards the end of the tenth century by 

Pugh Capet as tutor to his son (the future king Robert), and (reluctantly) 

chosen pope in 999 (dying four years later). But one can no more trace 

a sim"le ling from Alcuin through Erigena to Gerbert and beyond, than one 

can trace a sim-le line from Charlemag.: e thrýuC'. a ^harl s the Bald to i-ugh 

CPpet an] his son. One might attempt to sketch a. web of interactions, per- 
hans, but much of the material for any such systematic reconstruction is 

simply lost or unrecorded. In that sense this phase, these ages, are 'dark', 

and constitute a 'break' in the Tradition. Yet the basic princiules of 
development in this period, if not the details, are clear and syste-7atic 

enough. The same principles apply to the fragmentation of 'Catholic' Un- 

ity over this period - most notably in the 'pornocracy' of its second half, 

when the papacy, fallen altogether into the control of the local Counts 

of Tusculvm, became more attached to the 'orgies' of Dionysus, than the 
'works' of the christian mystery. Indeed it should not be too difficult 
to see the princinles of interacti... n of these three orders of Church, State, 

and School within the feudal 'Economy' of the Dark Ages. It is by identi- 
fying these Drinciples that I will open the discussion of the next phase,, 
from the t1eventh century to the thirteenth -a phase in which these var- 
icus interwoven orders develop, as it were, by identifying themselves, in 
relati^n to the others, and in distinction from their confusion in a com- 
mon ' Economy' . 
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The greek Plmneror ? "ichael sent the writings of ``ionysius to 

the latin Emperor in the riddle of the nigthh century. In General there 

was very little direct influence of the 'zbstrected' greek culture of 

Ryzant; um upon western reflection in this phase. Erigena was one of the 

few latins (outside Ireland, at least) who could even read greek, let a- 

lone see the significance of what he read. - And all his greek sources 

antedate this interaction of Fast and West by several centuries. 

Fere, then, I will simply note the simplest parallels betweenn 

developments in East and West. 

In the eighth century John of "amascus (then the seat of the 
Calif) produced an encyclopaedic ex-oos1tion of the 'Orthodox Fai'th', in 

which later deviations from the theological fraý1e of the ca oa-locian 

athers of the fourth century, such as the views of the monophysites-('cop' 

rionothelites (later 'maronites'), and those of the 'iconoclasts' then d- 

inant at Constant-nonle, were shown to be 'outTit: e' the systematic art- 
iculation of the 'orthodox' view. It is said that the T*n)eror tried to 

im, licate John in a fictitious plot against the Calif. 

In the time of Charlemagne the ? mnress Irene restored Ima6e- 

Vorshio, and devised the scheme of integrating Charles' idea of a united 
'''e: t in a spill wider re-uniting of East and West through the marriage 

of Emperor and impress. Charles' idea was, at the time, unrealiFtic, thou� 

it wes to play an im-nortant part in the development of the ;, Iestg Irene's 

idea, still more unrealistic, was later reflected in successive attempts 
to reurite, 

lete)arate, in not the ? mpires, but the churches that beca*ýY 

effect, after the Photian Schism of the fol' owing century. 

-Michael (who sent nionysius' b. -. oks to the ",, est) argued with 
the Patriarch of Constantinople, de-Dosed him, and installed in his place 

a layman, Photius, rushed thr 'u ;h all the holy orders lower than Patriarch 

in a week. The pope sided with the derosed Patriarch, and excomzunicated 
the learned Photius. After various rounds of mutual excommunication and 

reconciliation, Photius eventually drew un a list of unorthodox pract- 
ices and doctrines of the latin ^hurch, excom-, unicated its leaders, 

and withdrew fron communion with the Ohurch as a whsle. The chief doctrin- 

al matter related to the interpolation in the credal statement of ?? icaea 

and Constantinople of 'and the Son' in 'The Spirit, who proceeds from 

"1 
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the 'gather and the Son' ('proces' ii. on' being the familiar Tec'-s4s of 

the neonlatonists). After various attempts at reconciliation, the rupt- 

ure was at last definitively formalised in 1054, when the po-e's re'res- 

entative laid the roman bishop's anathema on the altar of the church of 

Saint So*ohia - 
ýY Pew- 'T7oly WiFdorn' - in Cony tüntinopie. 

Meanwhile the abbasid Califs had made Baghdad the chief school 

of Islam. As I have noted above, the middle of the eighth centus marks 

the close of the first islamic expansion, as of the united government of 

Isla^º, civil and religious, under the 17mmayad 'Califs' or Successors of the 

? 'rophet. The revolt of the persian Abbasids in the Fast, which c: 'in, cides 

with the first limit of islamic expansion, and the beginliingr of fragrnent- 

a. tihn of the islamic fra-ne into more or less independent provinces (albeit 

in nominal subordination to eastern or western Calif), also marks the be- 

ginnings of e, - largely persian - islamic learning that is to beco-ae fur- 

ther and further letached from the koranic commentary that preceded and 

varallelled it. -A learning whose decline corresponds with a religious 

revival or reaction in the following 'phase' (eleventh to thirteenth cent- 

uries). 

Rere, as in 7gzant'um and the latin '! est, intellectual, relig- 
ious end civil orders uarallel one another and interact in a fairly syst- 

ematic way. ^'hus the oolitic. --, l orders of Charlemagne and the äýnpress Ir- 

ene are rarallelled or reflected by the early abbarid order in 'gypt, Syr- 

ia, Arabia qnd Persia. The greatest abbasid, Haroun el-Raschid, 'the TLiE; hý- 

eous' , actually sent ambassa6^rs tbethe cýýurt of Charlemagne in 798, as 
Irene was planning the union of Tr'st and '? 'est. Haroun, like Charlenagne, 

was the foremost patron of leei"ning of his line. In the case of Varoun, 

as in that of Charlemagne, a focal ideal of a systematic e. n . 
inteLreted 

frame of - islamic or chrirtian - activity, waz but one ' rf-nent' , the pas- 
sine do-iirance of that f' Cure a^ong many others, in an economy of power 
which was not to be reduced to its inscription in some formal sc}hie^e of 
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subordination of complex 'economy' to a unitary policy fra-red by one 

or two *men. The successors of T'aroun 'naiItained the a`-)ba, sid tra'ition of 

a cultured court only by delegating the fra ling ;f civic or : er to turkish 

governors and armies. "he initial authority of the Calif (no finally both 

civil and religious focus of Tslam!, preperve^ through this delegation, 

was quickly reduced by the incorr, o: 'ation of that figure of deleratior , 

of the relation of religious and civil orders, within the civil economy 

of turkish power. 7ventually the Calif, in 946, called u-on the , )ersian 
'ynasty of 'Oowid governors to wrest Taghc? a3 from his turýish officers, 

and reestablish his authority, civil and reliCi us. In 1050, the sane 

pa±tern of inscription of the Calif's authority in a 'Rowid econo-y of 

rower led to the expulsioi of the Fowids by the Seljuk Turks, called in 

by a c'eccendant of the Califs who had earlier called u? on the force of 

other Turks, as of the 7owids. Finally, in the thirteenth centary, the 

Seljuks were displaced by *''ongol incursions, which eventurlly led to the 

sack of 'Qsgh? ad and end of the AbbGsids, as cf the inctituti, n of Calif, 

in 1259. 

In the first phase of the califate of 7aLhrlad one may see, 
in the figure of an islamic court distinguishing itself within the is1aT- 

ic frame articuieted by the : nidAle of the eiCl-th century, a fa-liliar cor- 

relation of analogous figures of 'physica. l' end 'logical' deter"iinrti-; ns 

of the 'poetic' frame of activity. The 'noliticel' asserticn of the ec. rly 

(äa ifs of Týägh a. d, in their new cepital, within the physical boards of 
Tslam now in-tituted t' rough an earlier 'econo*ny' of conquest, both in- 

cornora. tes as one element, and is itself inscrib d in, the 'logical' poet- 
ics of court culture, focused in those texts which g_orify the patron 
? aroun (es, for example, the complex stories-within-stories of the '^h- 

. )us-and-and-One ViFhts, within which he so often annears Prlä xeannears). 

The 'logical' analogue of reroun's versic, n (as 'Successor') of 
the ? roohet identification of himself cs locus of assertion, i'1 the uni- 
tary frame of Islam he asserts, is to be found in texts which reflect, 
in the 1ogicel order of their 'iscourse, the place of this logical or- 
aer of apse. rtion in the sym-ietrical Vosmnos it frames. The 'religi us' 
reaction of the eleventh century, paral'jellinZ she decline ,. f Paghda1, 

and of the Celif's authority, denounces the inscription of this order 
of mirroring of text and z'osmos in the logical order of the 'philosoph- 

bAl 
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ical' text. In the ne,: t rhase we will see how the emergence of this 

figure of islamic 'rationalism' around the beginning of the eleventh 

century (with Avicenna) is criticised around the end of that century 

by A1-Ghazzali, an! how this criticism provokes a more ra ical re-assert- 

ion of 'rationalism' in Spain (in the figure of Averroes), which in turn 

conpAtues one component of the thirteenth century synthesis of Reason 

and (christian) Faith. The main principle of this new self-assertion 

of Reason has, in fact, alrea; y been seen in Erigena's logical framing 

of Poethius' dramatisation (in the Consolation) of the question of human 

ficedom. That the question of the orthodoxy of such 'rationalism' should 

first arise within the islamic frame is not surprising, since there the 

conflict of the logical figure of ralfonal self-assertion with the Drin- 

cinle of 'surrender' to one's part in the poetic circuit fra^ied by the Koran 

is direct, whereas the analogous conflict of pelagian freedom aad augast- 

inian predestination involves a radical comolementarity and intern lay of 

these two sides, focussed in the problematic character of the Incarnation. 

- Back though to Raghaad, and the eighth century (of the christ- 

in Ira - the second of the isla! ic Fra). 

The pattern of development of the abb as'id culture focussed in 

the court atfPaghdad is, in what concerns us here, very simple. The pat- 

tern as a whole might be ta': en to be represented by an encyclopaedic cor- 

pus attributed to a 'Jabir' (latinised Geber') said to have flourished in 

the earliest years of abhasid rille. 'Jabir's' texts as we have them in 

arabic were, it see'ns, organised or edited in the tenth century, but they 

Feen to represent a 'tradition' beginning with a real Jabir in the latter 

n art of the eighth century. Like the writings of unquestionable author- 
e+«Lti' ý 

ship in this same period (notably those of Al-Razilaround the end of the 

ninth century), those of 'Jebir' treat of 'philosophy' in precisely those 

figures of 'a. rplied logic' whose development in classical Antiquity I dis- 

cussed at various places above: mathematics, magic, ine3ecine, alchemy, 

music and astrology (the latter two treated 'mathenatically' in the ptole- 

ß2ic tralition). Logic figures as urouae7eutic to this sy'1i. etrical art- 

iculation of ' aoolied sciences', and the I '_osmos i:. which they are inte- 

grated as various orders of 'philosophy' is itself fra ed 'math. e aatically' ; 
In th^t 'anulied logic' which is the for-ial articulat3o : of the iogicol 

order, as correlated with those other orde. 's whose primary t', eories of 

' G', nlicati on' are numbered here, within the 'poetic' order of syii ietry. 
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-Pt is to say, the ordh-rs of the jabirian corpus (and1 of the 

other encyolopeedic corpi of this p'! ase) unfolds fro-.. I the sir--,. e lLiL. 
--.. Ure 

of in-cription in P. text of the releticn of text and cosmic c, ntert, as 

these two sides are mirrorid in the figure of poetic 'closure' which frames 

Islam. And this 'poetics' (or logical dramatics) of Kosmos itself reflects 

the 'physical' poetics of the abbasid framing of Islamic activity as a whole. 

What though of the integration of these varir; us orders of 'apblie 

science' or 'a'Dnlied reflection' (that is, of these theories of ai licetion 

of theory, framed. in the inscrintion of their con-, on 'logical' order in a 

'-poetic order' itself logically determined)? That of 'islamic philosophy' 

as the cosmic economy of correlati. n of these symietrical orýers? 

The com-onent figures of the encyclo, -aedic islamic synthesis of 
the eighth to eleventh centuries were first derived through graeco-syrian 

charnels. T have already noted that John of 'Damascus 'rey)ared an encyclo- 

naedie of 'orthodox' theology under theaü mayad Califs of Dammascus. John 

is said to have been eaucate, J by an Italian monk brought as a slave to the 

moha-rielan cenital, but eventually made a minister by the Calif . By this 

time the forced conversion of infidels (the choice of 'surren, er' or death) 

had been ren7. äced by a tax on those who recognised Abraham but not the com- 

nlete succession of prophets down to ', Iaham -ad. 

Yost of the graeho-syrian subjects of the Califs were not as 

'orthodox' as John. Indeed, most of the learned men in the area of the 

new abbasid canital t3aghdad were ? r'estorians who had been expelled from the 

rmnire in the fifth century. The theological frame of Yestorius, it will 
be remebered, involved a division of natures, heavenly and earthly, of the 

Second Verson. After Nestorius t': z is theological 'economy' of interaction 

of Feaven and 7arth became dor inant in Syria, just as the 'hierarchical' 

scheme of the 'Monophysites' became dominant in Egypt. -These complement- 

ary heresies (contemned, it will also be remembered, through Leo the Great's 

influence at the Council of Chalce? on in 451) reflect com^lementary fig- 

ures of egrptian an^ syrian 'mythology' and culture, eetvblished a couple 

of nillenia before the time of the Christ. 
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It will also be remembered that the close of cla, sicsl rnti- 

ouity, ': ast and 'le't, was marked by an integration (notably by Froclus) 

of axistotel, an 'e'conomy' of Tos-nos, and the nlaton±n actualities, ' ideas' , 
distingui^hing themselves, as the integrative order of unitary Actuality, 

from their ref] ectin in the '-)lay' of - conoray of figure. 

1 ow the dominant frame or scheme of nestorian reflection turns 

out to have been (not very surprisingly) an in. crintion of this mirror- 

ing of aristotelian and -ilatonic 'sides' of the cosmic orier (of, among 

other things, our incarnation) in the aristotelian Economy of Kosmos - 

or rather in the aristotelian correlation of various orders as primary 

frame, the actual details modified by the ilentification of the 'working' 

or actuality of this frame in the mirroring of -, -)latonic and aristotelian 
'sides' in the 'figuration' of the Incarnation. (A parallel may be seen 

in the rart of allegory and the 'poetic' order of 'figuration' in }the 

syrian School of neoplatonism deriving from Porphyry and Iamblichus). 

- '7Tor is it surprising to find that this aristote iEn frame 

of correlation of the various orders of Tosmos, articulated in the prim- 

ary '"oetic' working or actuality of figure, should have been embodied 
10 

in nestorian traditions of those two fundamental 'applied sciences', 

mathematics and meýecine, and that it was Euclid, Ptolemy and nestorian 

medical works that were first tranRlated under the abba- sid Califs. 

- That 'greek' learning first aný)ears at Baghdad in the : persons of graeho 
syr14r 

physicians and astronomers (or astrologers). 

In the unfolding of t'-iis initial impulse (which fra, ies, then, 

the 'logical' analogue of abbassid rule, already defined), the latter 

'art of the ninth century (the time of rrigena and Photius) sees the 
first systematic correlation of the various 'applied thec--ies' - he 

various orders of inscriution of theory in the 'circular' poetic frame 

of Tslam - in a symietrical encycloraedic , cheme. The earlier part of 
that century an ticioates such an inte&ration in th.. mathematical fig- 

ure of 'algorisml or 'algebra' - the Al-jabr wall muaabbalah of Al- : hwa. r- 
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ismi, the Calif's librarian. 'Algorism': Al-Khwarismi, as the nahe in- 

dicates, was, like a great Dart of the learned representatives of abbasid 

culture, a" native of Yhora-san. Yhora-san: 'East' - that focus of the 

eastern aryan migrations already referred to above, that prime locus of 

the ' arya. n' mirroring of the organisation of the phycical b.: undary of cul- 

ture, in its 'logical' articulation. - Also the eastern limit of Islam, 

its boundary, where it confronts the successive waves of turkic migration 

or invasion, and behind them, the 'buns', hiang-nu, mongols. - This cult- 

u al configuration outwardly reflects the part of eac t--lrn persians at the 

abba. sid court: it was they, largely, who embodied the interaction of the 

closed poetic frame of Islam, and the graeco-syrian logical analogue of 

this frame, represented by the nestorians. 

Al-jebr wall mugabbalah: 'Putting-together of parts, and equation' 

'Joining and bringing-together' - the title of Al-Kh-earisrniI's book, 'Algebi ''. 

- Which is to say, just that correlation of mathematical 'figure' in ab- 

straction from the re luction or euclidean decomposition to point end . pine, 

which we saw in 'Diophantus, marring there a limit of greek mathevatical the- 

ory. 

'- From the early thirteenth century, when Al-awarismi's methods 

were introduced into Italy by Leonardo (Fibonacci) of Pisa un.: er a latin 

title Algebr, et , Almucha. bala, 'algorism' cane to mean the arith-netic based 

on 41-Khwarismi's 'arabic' numeration - the cyclical notation of units, tens 

of units, tens of tens, and so on, u5cd . 
in the arabian's (rather, ? ersiaai's; 

work. 

Ac this 'algebra' in a way prefigures the encyclo~ae:. ic articu- 
lation of the sciences within an aristotelian terninolo, y in the ninth 

century, th&, k' ' encyclonaeiic' approach (of, say, Al 71azi) itself prepares 

the islaric 'philosophy' orooer of the next century. Al-Farabi integrates 

the correlated orders within a unitary 'philosophical' scaene; which repre- 

sents a step beyond encycl-nae'ic correl-tion, just as that itself re')re- 

sents a step beyond the Sim- f: 'mathematical' fi,; ure of the ' a, ), lie-' log- 

icsi order comron to the va. ri... us orders of a--Iici'; icn. This ir: terýe. iar5 

character of eneyclöpaedic , on -ila. tic :s may be seen in3"birýrincile 

of the 'alcheml-ca]. balance' - misan - for which he' is perha, )s best 

r, very king' of matter has a, ' numerical indes: of its co., stitut' n, and ::. ch 
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a. 1che"nical o-, er. t on ha. s a certain power of coi. versicn, re reSenteä by 

a Quotient, cr. y x%y, which converts matter y t:; matter x. It will be seEn 

that by atte? rtir"g to descibe oreretionc i..: this men. -er, alchemy 

might be apDro,,. i'nate to an 'algebraic' frame. 

That is, of course, a merely fcrtuit, -. uý, correlation of two, or- 

ders, which might work in some -articuler situations, but which is not 
based on some -Hore ra. aical 'mhilosophical' orincinle of correlation, ap- 

"liceble in general. 

Such an integration of the various orders within a syete,, iatic 

'philosonhic'l' frame - within a-? 'osmos with 'platonic' and aristotelien 

'rides', in which the various figures of 'applied science' mi6ht be sys- 

terp ticafly 'inscribed' and correlated, marke the close of phase 

now under cons icexaticn, and the openinC of the next, as Avicenna - Ibn 

sinn - wan-lers from court to court in search of a Fui table locus for his 

reflection. "reenwhile, in the 'Fest, the urn-ieyaca schools hed be a- to flour- 

ish under the cordovan CE lifs of the ninth century - their impetus de- 

rived largely from the abbasi"a schools of the ? sst. It is to the interact- 

ion of islamic and latin trarliti rns in the `e'es t that I now pass, first 

noting the reaction which, in the Tast, frames the position of the central 
figure in that westr'rn interaction, Averroes, Ibn i aschid. 
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The University: From Avicenna to the Sunmae (c. 1000-1250) 

Avicenna may be taken as a focal figure in the development of the ' islam. - 
c' culture which dominates the intellectual transiti. n from the 'logical' 

frame of the Philoso~)hy of classical Antiquity to the re-emerge ce of a 

ohilosoDhical tralition in the medieval universities of the latin West. 

I have suggested that this islamic transition might be fra*ied in the fig- 

ure of the simple 'Doetic' closed-circuit of Islam -a unitary or inte6ral 

Law, civil and religious, which frames its own locus of assertion in the 

figure of the divine Voice, the Pro-phet. Ani, within this simnl e clcsed- 

circuit, I have attamnted to identify a correlation of the 'logical' or. er 

of ('atin]ied') Reflection, and the rule of the Abbasids. -A rule whose 

civil order is dominated by the interface of Islam and successive turkic 

and mongolic waves in Phorassan, just as the court culture of Baghdad and 

t'ýe provincial capitals is dominated that 'East' of Persia. 

Avicenna, himself from that 'East', and playing the characteristic 

hart at various (now more or less independent) persian courts of physician, 

stands, in the early years of the eleventh century, midway between the 

encyclonaelic correlations of AllRazi Ara nds the en1 of the ninth century, 

and the re-agsertion by Al-Ghazzali ä 
, round the end of the eleventh century, 

of the primacy of the ! ramatic order of Islam over the logical order of 
'science' or '-philosonhy'. 'ore generally, he stands between the encyclop- 

aedic correlations of the ninth and tenth centuries, and. the religious re- 

action or revival of the following two centuries - midway between the be- 

ginnings, then, of abbasid culture in the eighth century, and its close in 
the wake of the " ongol invasion of the thirteenth ce_ t zry. 

More generally still, one might regard the beginning of the 

eleventh century as the roint at which the symietry of logical and loetic 

or: 3ers of abbasid culture comes into question, and Avicenna's years of 
teaching at Isfahan, around 1030, as a 'logical' frarninz of that central 
or focal configuration of islamic reflection, Islamic 'philosophy'. Then 

we might see Avicenna's scheme (developed over his years as court physics&n) 

as the first steh in the interaction of 'logical' and 'aoetic' fra-nings of 
that focus, which dominates the phase now to be considered, and lea--s to 

the close of the logical order of islamic philosophy in its definitive 

inscription within the poetic order framed by the Koran. 
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W P. t, then, is the 'configuration' of this focus, as ' frame: t' 

by Avicenna? 

- Its simplest aspect is imniicit in the discussion of the 

last 'phase' of isla'nic reflection: a c: m-)lementarity of aristotelian 

Economy and (neo) latonic self-distinguishing 'Actuality' (this last 

corresponding to the 'working' of aristotelian Form). - And this comple- 

mentarity framed in the poetic 'closed-circuit' of Law, as expressed in 

the T'oran, which, focussed in the figure of the Prophet, reflects the 

primary theological actuality of divine self-exTression. 

Within such a Drirnary 'poetic' frame of F; csmos, the vari_'us 

correlative orders of reflection may be inscribed in a primary syn-, etrical 

configuration of what I have called the (primary) 'applied' orders - 

mathematics, magic, medecine, alchemy, 'music an 9. astrology. 

Formally, the whole is framed in a mat'. e*natical oraler of " ý. Los- 

mos, in which nistonic and arir! totelian 'sides' are mirrored through the 

identification of the aristotelian figure of 'Active Intellect' (psychic- 

al actuality, distinguishing itself from the formal Dossibility of this 

distinction - from 'passive inteT_lect' and its oben Lconomy of form-with- 

in form) with the aristotelian figure of the 'sphere' of the Moon as in- 

terface of heavenly actuality and earthly economy, 'otentiality - as 

'-+oetic' interface of osychica. l an physical orders, in which their mir- 

roring is articulated. 

Within this formal frame, theological actuality is articulated, 
form within form, in the scheme of an astrology which organises the 'rnus- 

ical' economy of the 'poetics' of earthly activity. Within that scheme, 
Avicenna's medecine is mirrored in his alchernjt, according to the`galenic 

figure of the human body as phyPical interface of physical and psychical 

orders. Magic amounts to a participation in sha'ing actuality through 

the invocation of 'forces', astral and elemental, corres:, onding to part- 
icular ' figuree' , numerical, talismanic, and so on. 

These orders, 'sciences', correspond to correlative 'abstraction: ' 

from the primary acetic frame of cosmic Law - bu;, this nrir cy of Law, 

as the dranatic frs-ne in which the Actual Kosmos distinguishes itself 
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from its mere nos°ibility, T"atter, is itself here deternined fornally. 

''he abstraction of the discursive order of the text or science from the 

Drama of co, ýriic Law, is itself inscribed in the order of the text, rather 

than the actual instance of this abstraction, in a particular text, being 

inscribed in the Tram-a, in the Law. 

The latter figure has, as we have already seen in relation to 

byzantine culture, two complementary iretances, there corres-, onding to the 

civil Law of Juntinian, in which the Code is itself inscribed in the Law 

it frames, and the 'mystical theology' of Dionysius, in which the dist- 

ance of text or discourse from the Drama in which it corresponds to one 

order, is itself 'invoked' in the text - the text is itself 'inscribed' 

in the 'actual' distance between the text and the Actuality which is its 

D rimary 'object'. The 'logical' order of the text is inscribed in a 

dramatic Actuality marked in the text as 'outside' the logical order of 

the text - and as 'outside' the logical order of 'inside' and 'outside' 

the text which, as marked in the text, is constitutive of the 'distance' 

of abstraction. 

In the Islamic frame these two figures meet in the Prophet's 

inscr , ption4 of the 'order' of his discourse in the cosmic Law it frames. 

There they constitute the domains of an islamic Law, articulating the 

'etaile,! figures of inscription of every action within the frame of the 

Yoran, and an islamic 'mysticism' in which the act of writing is inscrib- 

ed in the cosmic Trarna as that uarticular instance of the discursive order, 

in its 'distance' from the dramatic orier which it cannot 'comprehend' in 

this, one of the components of thr t dramatic or? er. 

These 'domains' parallel, in their develonmen t, the unfolding 

of the 'logical' order of islamic reflection. Thus Abet. Ranifa, firlt of 
the four orthodox Sunni Imams, died in prison in 13aghdad in 769, having 

refused to act as Cadi or (supreme) judge under the ajbassid Calif. Also, 

under the first abbasid Califs there anpeared in I. horassan tr; ose 'sufis' 

or wool-wearers who were to develop the persian tra'ition of is_amic mysti- 
cism. 

'Sunni-Trnam': lbb Panifa was the first to cliect the §unna or 

oral traiitions relating to the Prophet, and to integrate these within the 
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frame of activity defined by the Koran. These 'traditi.. ns' were inscricee 

within the frame of the t'cran, according to the freiinL of that principle 

of in_scrin tion in terms of the koranic frame. - And the grounds for re- 

jecting some tra it? ons as spurious were themselves a simple corollary of 

these nrincio]. es of further snecificati, n or definition of the 'orthodox' 

frame. 

Within this frane of the 'first orthodox Imam" t the same princi, ý1F 

was reiterated by successors, who eventually collected hundreds of thous- 

ends of stories purporting to further specify the primar: T Story of the 

I'oran. The vast majority were rejected, as due to the deceptions of one 

of the Prophetb as-ociates who, according to the Koran, was a great liar. 

The definitive frame, then, elaborated by the 'f-"ur orthodox Imams' in the 

eighth and ninth centuries (the last : lied in 870) is to be understood as 

a co*a, lete principle of decision for every circumstance, to which the or- 

thodox or 'sunni' mohammedan should unconditionally 'surrender' anything 
in the way of Dersonal judgement or self-assertion. The first orthodox 

Imam, Abu Fanifa, had refused to be the great Cadi for fear of the punish- 

ment he had himself defined, for a w;. cnC jit, 9. icial decision, a wrong choice, 

a self-assertion under the serble_ce of assertion of the Koran. The second. 

orthodox Tmem, Malik, taught at *'edina: 

On his death-bed he regretted with tears that he had ever used his 

own judgement in pronouncing an ooinion on a point of law, and wished 
that he had been flogged and re-flogged every time (1). 

it will be seen trat this systematisati:, n of the koranic framing of 

activity parallels the framing of an encyclopaedic 'science' within the 

sane frame of the Book, curan, Koran. A far closer parallel development 
is that of 'Shiah', sects, 'parties' - predominantly persian - who rejected 
the authority of the four orthodox Imams. The first such 'sect' recognise:,. 
as definitive only the rulings of the fourth Calif, All, and his successors 
down to the middle of the eighth century, ending with their sixth Imam, 

Ja'afar, the reputed tse. ±er of Jabir. Another major sect (or rather group 

of sects) accept(ed) twelve such Imams, down to the death - or. rather 'dis- 

arnearance' - of the last in 879 (about the same date as the comp letionpf, 
the lefinitive Sunni system). Parallel, again, to this persian reaction a.,. 
ainst arabic formalism, beginning (again) towards the enl of the eighth 
century, in ea--tFrn Persia, is the 'Sufi' tra. iition. 

1.,.,,,... "(r,. 
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It was largely through Shiah sun-port that the Abbasids of Per- 

sia overthrew the ummaya, 2 califete of '"amascus in 750. It was largely 

in the face of rising shiite power that Faroun's son and gird eucce, sor 

in the califate (833-842) app^inted turkic officers and governors who soon, 

in their turn, controlled the Calif. The persian Powids, called in a cen- 

tury later (949) to counter this turkic control, were themselves shiites. 

The seljuk Turks, another century later (1050), called in to oust bowid 

control, were orthodox. Their leader was established as 'Defender of the 

Paith'. With the overthrow of the Powids we can see the orthodox reaction 

which quickly follows the 'liberal' persian culture of Avicenna, and in 

which Al-Ghazzali is a central figure. 

- Yet Al-Ghazzali himself criticises merely dogmztic orthodoxy, 

dominant under the Seljuks: the 'theological' criticism of the logically 

circular 'philosophical' self-assertion (of which he takes Al-Farabi and 

Avicenna as the two most accertable proponents) is itself involved in a 

similar circularity. In the closed poetic circuit of Koran and sunna, it 

is not enough simply to counter ahilosophical criticism simply by identi- 

fying that 'logical' figure of self-assertion within the koranic or sunni 

frame as 'wrong'. - ''or such circular theological criticism of the 'philo- 

sophers' can itself be 'logically' regarded as amounting to the figure of 

mere superstition, with which the teaching of the Koran (for whose rep: e- 

sentative"the orthodox teachers are taken) thus becomes confused. - And, 

at the sane time, -just because intellectual self-assertion is (indeed) 

a wrong framing of activity, counter to the teaching of the Prophet, this 

does not mean that the logical frame of that self-assertion - notably the 

fundamental frame of mathematical figure - is itself 'wrong'. In itself 

Mathematical figure, for example, is neither 'right' nor 'wrong': it is the 

inscriptý on of the koranic frame in mathematical figure taken as more rad- 

ical that is 'wrong', and to argue that mathematics is counter to theology 

simply leads to another lowering of people's estimation of theology, since 

they see that mathematics, in itself, 'works'. 

In his Confess?. ons, Al-Ghazzali (born in Khoras"an in 1058) ex- 

nl ains how, seeing the cormcn circularity of 'philosophy' and dogmatic 

theology, rave up his professorship at P. aghdad in 1096 (where he had been 

the lea-ling orthodox theologian). Philosophical self-assertion he had 

seen to be even 'logically' circular: for how could one frame the starting- 

\.. 
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point of logical deduction? - Such a framing must, itself be ooen to 

question - it amounts to one story among others, which can itself, in 

turn, be framed as illusory. Thus, for e-,: amrle, we mighý iream we are 

awake, and this wakefulness will seem to know itself, in the dream, as 

wakefulness. Fow do we know that the situation is not analogous with 

any 'logical' starting-point? 

- Indeed within the circularity of this 'logical' order Al- 
Parabi and Avicenna, following Aristotle, have articulated all figures 

quite properly. In this though, tlthcugh closest of all philosophers 

to the truth, their primary mistake of substituting the logical fra: ae 

of Bhiloso' by for Actuality is reflected in their rista:. en denial of a 

uhysical resuxrection, as in their belief that rod knows only universals, 

and not indivi'uals, and that the KoSmos is eternal, without beginning 

in Time. lach of these raiical misconceptions aerive from taking the 

logical frame const tuteä in the figure of abs Fraction from Actuality, 

as itself the nrimaxy figure in which Actuality itself is to be logically 

inscribed. 

In the Sufi discourses, however, Al-Ghazzali fi'und the very or- 

der of discourse, and its logical articulation, itself 'practically', dra- 

matically inscribed in Actuality, as an abstraction from Actuality. It 

was at this point that he resigned his professorship, since theological 

discourse was itself articulated within the frame of w:, rJs and text, without 

the reco&nition that such a discursive frame must itself be dramatically 

identified 'at work' in a more radical Drama. The theological frame of 

'faith' and the logical frame of discursive 'reason' each involve an identi- 

fication with some 'part' -a right part in the former, an illusory part 

in the latter case. The sufi distinguishes the actuality of 'I' from both 

parts - this in figures of such self-di^tinction of self-asserting actual- 
ity: figures actually 'at work' in the actual situation of this listinctio:. 

of Actuality from its inscrii, tion in the discursive order(s) of philosophy 

or dogmatic theology. The first experience of such a more-embracing dram- 

atic actuality, of which its inscription in discourse is itself simrly one 

component das the sufi discourses insist) this 'negative' aspect being itsel 

a primary figure of Actualitj: ts self-distinction) through some particular 
figure, the sufi's call wajd, 'ecstasy': 'standing-outsile' one-elf (or 

rather outsi'3e that '-, art' one had until then taken for oneself). 
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When, ti-rough the 'Ira-matic interaction of ictuality and dis- 

cursive 'conception' of this interaction, one distinguishes oneself from 

one's 'part' sinr'ly aG such (rather than fron some asoect, in sane Dart- 

icular figure) q 'ecstasy' passes into ' knowleýge' : 

From the time that they set out on this (sufi) path, revelations 

commence for them. They come to see in the waking state angels and 

souls of prophets; they hear their voi-ces and wise counsels. By 

means of thie contemplation of heavenly forms and images they rise 

by degrees to heights which human language cannot reach, which one 

cannot even indicate without falling into great and inevitable errors. 

The degree of nroxi"iity to Deity which they attain is regarded by 

some as an intermixture of being (haloul), by others as identificatio: l 
(ittihad), by others as intii'ate union (wa. sl). But all these express- 

ions are wr: )ng, as we have explained in our work entitled The Chief 

Aim. Those who have reached that stage should confine themseleves 

to repeating the verse: 

What T experience I shall not try to say; 

Call me happy, but ask me no more. 

In short, he who does not 
by meand of ecstasy knows 

Al-Ghaz-7ali goes on to fr, 

logical or'? er of Peason within 

arrive at the intuition of these truths 

only the name of inspiration. (1) 

,. me the f : gore of an inscription of the 

this dramatic order where 

IThe 
miracles wrought by t'le eza: _nts are, in fact, merely the ear- 

liest forms of prophetic manifestation. (2) 

- on the analogy of the inscription within this rational or discur- 

sive order of the distinction of Reason and Sense (accordin¬, to the famil- 

iar figure of that first 'recurrence' of the logical oder in which los- 

ical and physical orders are distinguished -a recurrence which defines 

the very 'logical' circularity whdsh 'closure! separates loL, ical inside 

and outsidel. 

Within thi^ 'rirci^1e of' inscribtion ; then)' of the discursive 

order of Reason an? T'hiloso-hy within the dra^dic order, to step 'into' 

which through ecstasy is to become a sufi, A1-Ghazze. li, over the early 

years of the twelfth century (before his deati in 1111) re-inscribes the 

fiCuration of ? the '-philosphical' sciences. 
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'3efore t', e time of r 1-Ght z ca1i 'sufis' had been caul;? -. t jr. 

the same var Pries of alternating proriirence an, ' ' ersecuticn as other 

persien 'sects'. Around the time when the close, circuit of 'sunni' 

ortho, 'o1: y w? s teinC co-a'leted by the fourth orthofty_ Irnawn, after the mi. 'CIL. 

of tre ninth century - when the most pro-linent shiah or sect a-, peerec. to 

contest thet orthoc. oxy - there arose the niuesti' n of whether sufisra was 

'within' the Law. TTany of those who exnresse' their ec,, tisy as 'identi- 

fication' - ittihad - with God (as the identification of al-ilah with the 

'I' which distinguishes itrelfffrorn c'ur 'part' in thet ecstssy: Fallaj 

said: I a'n God) were executed. Others found descrinticns of this 'union' 

more in accord with the 'poetic' or theological circuit of rkoranic Law, 

pfd were regarded as 'saints'. A1-Ghazzali integreted sufisrn with or- 

thodo;. y by finding the articulaticn"of the distinction of dr2 matic actual- 

ity from its 'efinition in the discursive orýLer of the voran and sunna, 

in the koranic text. 

Al-Gha. z' ali thus defines the 'part' of the logical order in 

the dramatic fry-, me articulated through the self-inscriptio:: of the koran- 

ic text in the dramatic frame it defines, and in which it defines itself 

as one component. This dramatic articulation of this I:: smos (since the 

word which describes the Kosmos of Al-Ghazzali must indicate its part 
in the Y_os%os it identifies) is focussed in the figure of a discursive 

order in wich is inscribed the distinction between the actuality in whic_-= 

this order is one component, and the inscri tion of this relation of actu- 

ality and discourse in discourse. -A discursive order which thus inscrib 

i±Relf in a wider actva ity as one com-ýonent. This figure is embodied ir. 

the Fronnhet, in his words - e. s it is e-nboaied in prayer - end, as it were 

the 'focus' of Are. yer, the simple invocation of the actuality, 'rower' , 

which distinguishes itself from t '.. e discursive order of the words, in the 

Name of God: Allahu Akbar. A17-37ha, z7ali, i rediately before the passages 

quoted above, presents prayer as the primary figure of sufi activity: 

The drawing un of the heart by prayer is the keystone of (their 

cathartic method), as the cry Allahu _-". 
kbar is the keystone pf 

prayer (1 

This inscription of the 'logical' order of discourse in the dramat- 

ic order fremed by the part of the Voran in the Kosmos it frames (the 

part of Drirnary frame of all a. srertion, whdther that of the Prophet throu_ -. 
whorl this orimac: t is asserted, or that of the 'mohem -edan' who is to 

frame his assertion and his self-assertion in his action, by finding his 
kkhý 
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Dart it ths frame) marks a limit of abbasid 'philosophy' as framed 

in the 'logical' circle or circuit of an orc. er of ^iscourse ta'_en as 

urinary - just as Dionysius' analogous 'mystical theology' marks a 

limit of 'cla. nsica. l' greek philosophy. 

This limit - corresponding to A1-Ghazzali's resignation of 

his chair of theology at Faghdad - coincides with the renewed fragient- 

ation of the abbassid califate which had been reunite? by the Seljuks 

fifty y'crs before. -A fragmentation, againf into independent provinces, 

each ruled by a seljuk dynasty, chief among these ti. horassan and Rum or 

Asia ? 'inor (extending by the begin-r_. ng of the thirteenth century well 

into TýTesopota. mia and Persia) . The mongol invasion of Khorascan, begin- 

ning with Genghis Khan's campaign of 1225, and concluding with the est- 

ablish"nent by his grandson Hulagu of a new perso-mongol dynasty in 1253, 

preciriteted a, widesnread migration of Persians and turks into Rum. 

A small turkic tribe, fleeing to Rum from their carrging-grounds in Irhoz 

as, ian, joined in the seljuk defence of the former orovinue against the 

mongols proceeding westwards, and were as a result granted land border- 

ing on the byzantine possessions in the north-west. Hence they expanded 

over the succeeding two-and-a-half centuries westward into Europe and 

southwards" and eastwards, assimilating all of the old califate but Per- 

sia, where in 1500 Ismail the Sufi, at the head of a confederation of 

turkic tribes, began to eestablish a new nersian kingdom framed by a 

'sufi' dynasty, with shiah Islam as the natic-nal order, civil and re- 

liginus. The 'Otto-nan Empire' in 'E'urope and the '27ear East' (corresp- 

onding roughly to the old eastern 'r, man' Emlire) endured until the twen- 

tieth century, the sufi dynasty of Persia until the eighteenth. 

Among the rersians who migrated fron1: horassan to Rum on the 

eve of the mongol invasion were the family of Rumi, who in 1240 became 

a mrofesQor of theology in the capital, Ionia, (Iconium) of Rum. 'Rumi's-' 

conversion to sufism sevral years later - thrcigh his intercourse with 

a wandering dervish-might be taken as the close of the phase beCi. n1. ing 

in the rast with Avicenna's encyclopae; ic Fy, tem. - For in Rumi's poems 
the inscription of their logical or discursive order in the dramatic 

order of their enunciation (that figure alrea: y discovered in the dis- 

courses of A1-Ghazzali) becomes one cymretrical component of a mystical 
'invocation' - one among various orders sym:. ietrically inscribed within 

hh, 
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t he dra'iatic order of those night-long assemblies which begun after 

Rumi's theological students at Tonia had driven away the m , teri: -us 
dervish in 1247. 

In the outward physical frame of a circling movement -a 'dance' 

inscribed within the circuits-within-circuits of bodily rotation and 
the corresnonding temporal rhythm of music, Runi now began to articulate 

the sufi's 'mystery', through the invocation of the dervish who had fram- 

ed his access to that dramatic order, and who was now physically gone, 

though the 'working' of this figure of access through him to the mystery 

remained, like the Spirit of the Christ after his 'disappearance'. 

The songs of the dancing Rumi embody or reflect in the discur- 

sive or, ler of their words a working or dramatic actuality which distingu- 

ishes itself (in these very words, the figure they embody) from its 'nam- 

ing', from its inscription in the words, as butside' them. Many of the 

songs close in a silence where the words stop and Shams al-Din 'arrives' 

in the assembly: 

Shams-i Tabrizi, you are the Sun within the cloud of words; 

when your Sun arose, all speech was obliterated (1). 

The 'working' of the sufi figuration of 'ecstasy' in the dramatic 

situation of which the description of this working in words designates 

itself as one com'onent, is inscribed within the frame of the 'working' 

in Rumi's life as a whole, of the arrival at Ionia of the wan: iering mys t- 

ic of Tabriz. In the orler of Ru-ni's poetry, then, the inscription of 
the logical or discursive order of islamic philcso-hy within the poetic 

circuit framed in the Voran (and focused for Rurmi in Shams-al-Din as 
the primary figure of his access to the Trama) is completed. - This at 
the close of the phase which begins with Avicenna and the earliest sufi 

poetry, and nasses through Al-Ghazzali's inscription of the lobical in 

the 'noetic' circuit, in the discursive me? ium of 'logical' arose. 

Reason says: The six directions are the boundary, and there is no 

way out; - Love says: There is a. way, and I have many tries trav- 

elled it. 

Reason held a bazaar, and began trading; Love has beheld many bazaars 
beyond peason's bazaar. (2) 

1; A rb e rry :oo e' 2: ibid. 
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This integratio- in. Psia r`iror of 'Reason' and its -liscursive 

or logical order within the sym, etric figuration of the -oetic order - 

vithin the mystery of Love e ibo ied. ii t' e heart (iat:,, er than season of 

the head) - nara. liels the Dri1r. ary figure of the integrati. n of tr. ese saue 

orders in the latir West, corres Bending to the beginnirr, - arr-und the mid- 

dle of the sane cer_tury of Aquinas' teaching at the University of Paris. 

- "_nd just as Aquinas proceeded to articulate the Frame of ! '-: snos within 

the figurati-n of his initial teaching, until a 'mystical' experience in 

the year (1273) of Ru*ii's death (the year before his own) led him to for- 

sake the discursive order of Reason - so Rurai proceede to articulate the 

roetic figuration of ecstasy within the systen+atic 'rose of the Mathr_Fwi 

which frames (as in ', 'artianus CeDella or Foethius) the poetry that in its 

turn 'punctuates' that system, that prose. 

'Riirni and Aquinas mark, in their different ways and different sLit- 

uati- ns, the close of the phase that beCins with '-vicen:: a's encyclo; )aedic 
integ'ratio^ of the various orders of islamic 'science' within an aristo- 

teiUUn 'economy' of Eosmos which mirrors a (neo)platonic scheme of Actuelit; r 

mithin the poetic freue of the Foren (or rsther the poetic fra-ae reflected 

in the Voran as one co*_n, ýonent of that f-reme - as focal confiZuration of the 

discursive oräer of Book, auran, Text, in that order the Book 'frames' - so 

framing. of course, 'its own 'Dart' in the wider order). 

Within the unfrlding of a more radical figure than that whichde- 

fines the nhase fro? i Avicenna to Rumi and Aquinas, we niE-ht so-e these two- 

the christian and the mohanmedan theologians, as closing the development 

that opens in the close of classical 'ntiquity, reflected, say, in Boethius 

in the 7 etin West, and Dionysius in the hellenistic East. I have already 

indicated that the close of this wider phase or period in the thirteenth 

century corresponds to a re-assertion of the {logical' order of reflection 

in its indeDendence of the 'oetic order of 'Faith' (of the christian 'Drama' 

instituted in the Church). - This, at least, in the latin ', lest: for the 

close of thi' phase in the East, corresponding to the establishment of Hu- 

laeu's mongol kingdom in T horassan, his sack of Paghdad, and the end of 

the abbasid califa. te, a' unts to the 'definitive inscript'. on of the _ogicel 
order of the Text within the poetic frame of Islam. 
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Within the general figure of a, transition from the end of 

'clescical' Artiquity arou, r. the begi:: i_i--ig of the sixth century, to 

the 'scholastic' synthesis of the thirteenth in the latin West, one 

might t ? en inscribe - as e com-onent of this 'western' transition - 

the islamic 'cycle' beginning in the first appearance of Islam in the 

first third of the seventh century, and closing with the reassertion 

of the islamic primacy of the roetic frame of the }'Dran in the relig- 

ious revival focussed in Al-Ghazzali around the beginning of the twelfth 

century. - That is: one might see the- rise of Islam in the first phse 

of this transition (500-75o) mirrored in the reintegration of the log- 

ical order of islamic 'sciences' end philosophy over the closing phase 
(1000-1250), . The intellectual interaction of Islam and in West over 

this last phase of the transition might then be inscribed in thee figure 

of the 'cultural' interaction of Islam and Chri^ ten lom whose otimary ex- 

pression in this phase is to be found in- the military advance of the 

'latins' into moorish Spain in the West, and into the seljuk kingdoms 

of P. um and Syria in the east - this latter advance ap-nearing in the 

periodic figure of 'crusade'. 

The christian advance in Spain, after the di$integrati.. n of 
the um-nayad califate of Cordova at the beginning of the eleventh cen- 
tury, was accomxianied by a 'religious revival' or reaction parallelling 
that which, in the newly i, ndepenaent sei juk kingdoms of the East, was 
the primary motive (nominally at least) of the 'crueaýes' (the new rulers 

of Asia ''inor and Syria were, according to Peter the 'Permit upon his re- 

turn from Jerusalem, persecuting christian pilgrims to Palestine, through 

their sunni zeal). In the frag nentation of the nol itical order of Spain 

and I'? orth Africa following the collapse of the cordovan califate, the 

government of the various small kixrioms came, over the second half of 

the eleventh century, into the control of tribes from the slopes of the 

Atlas mountains, stirred uu by the teaching of Ab3allah ben-Yasin. By 

1086 these Alnoravids - 'dedicated to the service of God' - had estabished 

once more central rule at Cordova., From the mi'dle of the following cen- 
tury another group of Atlas tribes - Almohads - 'worshinoers of the One 

True God' began, in their turn, to displace their almoravid predecessors. 

Averroes, born in Cordova in 1126 to the Cedi or judge there, 

wes instructed by his father in Law, as well as studying theology, philo- 

scrhy end mec1ecine. He everntuelly succeeded his father as Cadi, and sub- L 'tt"rr. 1-1t- J se quently acted as court physician to the almohad leader then to his 
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son, Al-Mansur. His views coming into conflict with the orthodox al- 

-iohads after Al-Tansur's great nilitery success against Castile in 

1195, the -htrsician was banished to his home in 'ordova, and only re- 

instated at the noroccan court - having recanted - shortly before his 

death in 1198. 

I have noted the duality, in Avicerna's encyclooaeaic system, 

of the inscription of the sciences in the formal frame of a platonic 

actuality of Ideas "istinuuishing itself' or 'at work' in an aristotel- 

ian ^conony, and their inscription within the '-poetic' frame of the kor- 

anic scheme of the tart of the 'Koran in that sche-te. - Indeed I suggested 

that this duality light be taken to define the configuration of ' isla-nicT 

uhilosonhy at the beginning of the eleventh century. 

'+! as this logical abstraction to an sý, Iconomy of Kosmos properly 

toobe itself inscribed as one com*oonent in the koranic frame - as a fig- 

ure of 'absr: -ction' co-z-ion to the correlative abst actions of t`e various 

sciences fro, the k^ranic scheue? - Or was the koranic scheue, rather, 

to be inscribed in the logic^l order, according to the aristotelian fig- 

ure of its 'ooetics'? 

In the T)e° truct1 on of the 'Phil o,,;,, -) , hiars(1) Al-Ghazzali had criti- 

cised Avicenna (while Stet a'mitting him to have cone closest of all phil- 

osonhers to the nrirnary koranic fr? rne) for taking the logical frame of 

his scientific discourse as primary in the articulation of his reflect- 

ion. - This, rather than inscribing this very discursive frame within 

the theological order of the cosmic I)rama framed in the 'Koran. Avicenna, 

a. s it were, didn't ? mow what he was -doing: he was lost in the identific- 

ation with the -gart of abstiacticn or reflection, not seeing that this 

abstraction was itself one activity a-wong others, ?. rticulated according 

to tie "dran and its Law. 

Averroes' reply, Destruction of the Destruction(2)9 is framed 

in the logic of a critical commentary on A1-Ghazzali's text, its organ- 

ising figure the psychical order of Aristotle's Active Reason distinguish- 

ing itself from its formal inscription in the open 'economy' of Matter, in 

which it is reflected by the mere potentiality of Passive Reason. Within 

this primary frame - in which Averroes' assertion of the frame inscribes 

itself, just as the Koran inscribes itself in the scheme it presents - 

1: Tahafut al-Falasifa, Destructio Philosophorum 2: Tahafut al-Tahafut 
(1180), Destructio Destructionis; tahafut: 'incoherence', 'disintegration', 

'breakdown'. 
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the the-, logical circle of Al-Ghaz-ali's orthodoxy is itself inscribed. 

- This according, to the ari-totelian ascetics of analogy, whose 'wor_, - 

ing' in any particular configuration is essentially specific (local a_. d 

transitory), and whose 'circle' can never be closed so as to include a 

logical order. For the latter 'abstracts' from th=. particular configur- 

ations of our activity, and as it were stands outside it in principle. 

And it is only from the urincioles discovered at the limit of this ab- 

straction - the comole-nentary psychical actuality of a : logical distinct- 

ion of logical and physical orders, and the material possibility of this 

self-expression of Active Reason, that a 'science' can be framed, in the 

aristotelisn figure of a deductive return fron the limit of i iduction. 

The 'poetic' order of religion, framed in the Woran, is essentially the 

v ractical business of the judge, the Cadi, and cannot be articulated in 

the systematic frame of an orthodox, -'theology'. The frame of religious 

autivit- is essentially specific, relating to the abstraction from the 

global 'scientifib' frame to the -poetic *frame of a particular action, it- 

self inextricably implicated in an essentially open economy of inscript- 

ion of action within further action, in an open time. 

What we regard as our own identity is it-elf only a paC' sing 

figure, constant over the action of a 'J ife' , in which it is physically 

reflected in an identity of body. The actuality of the 'I' which over 

this period T (! ' identify with my --articular body, distinguishes itself 

from this passing ilentification. And the 'I' which thus distinguishes 

itself from the particular 'I' that identifies itself with a : articular 

body, when the brief 'play' of life is over, 'returns to itself', and 

knows itself as the simple and unitary psychical actuality of the Active 

Reason distin*ui-hing itself from the poetic order of identification, 

from the entry of this figure of 'I' into the open Economy of Matter. 

This inscription of the '-poetic circle' of religion within 

an aristotelian ? 'conomy of Vosrnos, in which (as mere potential. ty) the 

unitary frame of Actuality first distinguishes itself (and so frames Act- 

uality) in the psychical order of distinction of Active Reason from its 

mere logical possibility (this self-distinction amounting to the inscrip- 

tion of a. platonic Actuality in an aristotelian Economy of : distinction 

of Actuality from its formal no-sibility) - this frames the transition 

from the inscription of the logical order in the clo-ed kcranic frame 

of Al-Ghazzali, to its inscription in the dual christian or33er cf com- 

rlementary heavenly V'ystery and earthly (or material' Economy. We might 

hh" 
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regard Averroes' scýheme as a sort of interface between isla-nic and 

christian culture -a sort of step outside the c osed theological frame 

of 4slamic orthodoxy fron which it is one more step to the christian 

fre-ning of the duality of ^aith and Reason in the middleof t: thirteenth 

century. -A sim-)le schere of the interface of christian and inamic re- 

flection between the tine of Al-Ghazzali at Baghdad, and that of Albert 

the Great and his nuoil Thomas Aquinas at Paris, in which the transmis- 

sion from Islam to Christenrom of schemes derived largely from classical 

Antiquity co'irlements the scheme of the seven liberal arts and a corzesp- 

ondingly schematic theology, as represented, say, by Gerbert at the 

close of the lest phase. 

What, then, is the parallel development jr the '_atin '. Nest 

from Gerbert through A1-^hazza? i's contemporaries Land the controversy 

ever Universals freed by 'Dorphyry's quest_cn) which leafs, with the 

ae-, imilation of islamic culture fra"ied in the re^resentative figure of 

Averroes, to the Surrnae of the thirteenth century? 

The civil and rocle^iastical content of the second phase of 

this 'parallel developnent' (from the question of Universals to the 

scholastic synthesis) has already been, in part, indicated, in an allus- 

ion above to the coibined advance of western Church and States in Spate-1 

and in the 
gold eastern &roire. By considering, now, the antceewents 

of the 'crusa'des' that begin at the en' -ýf the eleventh century, we 

may fre--e the intellectual interaction of Islams and Christendom in 

the closing; phase of the period from about the beCin. ling of : he fifth 

century before this our 'Era', to about the middle of this Era's thirt- 

penth century, and so close this 'First part' of the story. 

I conclude(- the discussion of the last phase in the 1atin 

West by sueresting that the frenchman Gerbert, who as Sylvester II 

was hope fron 999 until his death in 1003, mi,, ht be taken as repre- 

sentative of the close of that phase, just as Erigena might be taken 

as a representative or focal figure in the transition from the caro- 

lingian revival of learning in the eighth century, to the situation 

exemplified in Gerbert's papacy at the close o-' the tenth century. 
hhh' 
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I suggested that the 'representative' character of Erigen-, - 

as of Cerbert - should be seen in terms of those principles of inter- 

ac; ion of ecclesiatical, civil and intellectual orders articulated be- 

tween a formz. lly unitary 'catholic' Church as religious frame of euro- 

rean activity, end a 'feulal' economy of the civic order. - And I drew 

a parallel bet-icen tie shifting dominance of local dukes in the civil ozri 

der, the shifting (and closely related) authority of local bishops and 

abbots within the nominally unitary frame of the ecclesiastical order, 

and the shifting dominance of particular cathedral or abbet schools in 

the order of reflection. 

Gerbert is representative, in that in him are focussed these 

principles of interaction towards the close of the tenth century, and that 

from this 'focus' one may plot the development of the conflict of Church 

and civil order over the following centuries, a^ also the part of 'learning' 

in this pervasive confrontation of catholic unity and civil 'economy'. From 

the convergence of these three or3ers in Gerbert, one may pass to the com- 

plementary and correlative integrations of those orders, each as it were 

'distinguishing' itself, and its primary principles or 'frame', within the 

general interrla. y of these principles or 'figures' in which each frames 

its own part, and its relations with t': -. e other orders. 

f 

t 

Gerbert was born ar-und the middle of the tenth century. Having 

mastered, at various schcols in Prance, tie Spanish March, and Italy, the 

principles of all the liberal sciences except the 'logic' or dialectic which 

fra. *nes their correlation (and through this its own mirroring in that scheme 

in theology), he proceeded to the cathedral school at Rheims tostudy logic 

under the archbishop, Adalbero, then reputed the most eminent dialectician 

in Europe. Here mastering logic, and with it the whole scheme of tute boeth- 

ian philosoahy, he quickly became the lea-Ung 'philosopher' of the latin 

West. The king of France engaged him as tutor to his son and heir, and 

the 7, mmeror, Otto II ., presented him (982) with the abbey of Bobtrio. 

He succeeded his master Adalbero as archbishop of Rheims in 991, and at 
the Council of Rheims that same year framed the princirle of the independ- 

Ance of the french church from Rome in various' matters of organisation, and 
the oart of civil authority in this/ or ar isation of the Church. 
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Gerbert thus aDrears as at once the leading 'philoscDher' of 

Eurore, and a focal figure in the interaction of french king, german emp- 

eror, and 'catholic' pope, which three dominant 'parts' in the european or- 

der first become definitely established oven the latter pat of the tenth 

century, under Hugh Caret in France, and Otto the Great in Germany and 

northern Italy (where this Emperor re-asserted his feudal authority over 

the lombard duchies). Characteristically, Gerbert's teaching was best 

known for those celestial and terrestrial globes (embodying as it were 

the mathematical frame of the Kosmos) by which it was illustrated, and 

which Gerbert himself constructed on a regular basis - exchanging tharn 

for scarce latin manuscripts of classical works (for whose discovery he 

established agents throughout Europe). 

Becoming reconciled tvs a new pope -a Berman, r? ther than (like 

his predecessor) a roman - Gerbert was translated to Ravenna in 998, and 
himself succeeded the german at Rome the following year. 

Over the following century the conflict of civil and ecclesiast- 
ical frames. öf activity - represente° by the contest between PoDe and Emp- 

eror - unfolds - and with it the frame of reflection. Gerbert, in his 

short ranacy, had called uron the civil leaders of Europe to unite in the 

assertion of the feudal military order across that physical b: )-_: ndary of 

Christendom which separated the Church from a Jerusalem that was an inte- 

gral part of the ecclesiatical frame of christian activity. This figure 

of inscription of the civil order of european feudalism within the wider 

ecclesiatical order focussed at Rome - within a universal or 'catholic' 

order in which the civil order is inscribed as one side of the physical 

boundary that sernarates Jerusalem and Rome - eventually became embodied 

in the 'first crusade', and the capture of Jerusalem from the seljuk sul- 

tan of Syria in 1099. The principle of inscription of the civil ordern 

as one 'side' of the 'universal' order embodied in the Church, focussed 

between 1099 and the fall of Jerusalem in 1249 in the recurrent figure of 

the 'Crusade', may itself be seen to embody the assertion of an au&ustin- 

ian inscription of civil order in ecclesiatical order develoned by suc- 

cessive 'ones over the co"irse of the eleventh century, with Gregory VII 

(1073-1085) foremost a-tong them. The Emperors, in their turn, insisted 

kkl 
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uron the inscription of the temporal or earthly relations of Church 

and civil order, within the unitary economy of earthly activity fram- 

ed and in tegr'ted through their inde^endent authority. Kings of 

France asserted similar rights within their borders, but the conflict 

of Pope and emperor was more radical, since the Pope as civil head of 

the 'papal states' of central Italy might be supposed subject to the 

feudal authority of the Emperor, in the latter's claim to kingship of 

Italy. The conflict of these dual papal and imperial 'frames' thus 

came to be focussed largely in the chief towns of the old lombard 

duchies (with the old capital of -the North, Milan, chief amongst the-; 
&7, si al 

which constituted interface of eccleid ical and civil orders. 

In the wider conflict in which this 'physical' interface of 

Papacy and Empire was itself one side, it was to be the french king - 

after the death of the Emperor Frederick II in 1250 - who would come 

to dominate the wider interface of-civil and ecclesiatical orders in 

Europe as a whole, just as the lombard cities would then dominate the 

economic order of ^urope, through the privileges and organisation acqu- 

ired through their part as 'physical' interface of the comolementary 

and conflicting frames of Emperor and pope during this phase. 

This conflict of 'spiritual' and 'temroral' frames is re- 

flected within the organisation of the church (this again focussed 

in the papacy of Gregory VII) in organisational reform. Thus, in 

the eleventh century, just as the papacy (representing the 'catholic' 

principle of a unitary frame of christian activity) attempted to in- 

scribe the relations of spiritual and temporal frames within a unit- 

ary 'spiritual' framing of activity, so it attempted to abstract it- 

self from inscription in the 'earthly' civil economy, through enforc- 

ing clerical celibacy and repressing 'simony'. 

Clerical celibacy had been insisted upon by the lätin Church 

since the classical period, when it (also) reflected the 'catholic' 

figure of a unitary frame rooted in the primary athority of the bish- 

op of Rome. Indeed celibacy had been an important factor in the div- 

isions of eastern and western Churches. Through a rigid celibacy, en- 
forced over the eleventh century, the clergy through whom the eccles- 
iastical order was framed, cruld assert themselves as 'outside' the 
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earthly economy of Sense, outside the figure of identification with 

an earthly body (subject to a temmoral prince) whose primary 'poetic' 

symmetry of Yale and Female framed the 'fall' into the earthly econamy 

of embodiment. The clergy thus 'outsiCfe' the material or physical 

Economy framed in the civil order by Emperors and Kings, c uld then 

assert the inscription of this 'civil' or tern-)oral frame in a wider 

order of which it was simply one subordinate side or component. - 

Simony: the analogous entry of ecclesiastical organisation 
into the economy of worldly ends, some of which might be procured throut: _ 
ecclesiatical office. Just as the. sym-etry of Male and Female is the 

primary figure of the earthly Economy of identification with a body, anc' 

corresponding identification of an 'end' -a material end - so the in- 

volvement of ecclesiatical offices in the play of that Money which is a 

common index of worldly ends or 'goods', must be inscribed within the 

wider universal order framed by Church through clergy - and so thecler,:,; 

must 'abstract' themselves from identification of their clerical ' pzrt' 

with some Dart in the civil order, and its Economy, subordinate to the 

'political' authority of Emperor or King or ot1rr temporal lord. 

As we saw earlier, the 'intel'. ectual' order of the christian 
'middle' ages that succeed cla-'sical Antiquity, was dominated by a 
(celibate) benedictine 'order' which as it were reflected within the 

nominally or ideally unitary frame of a 'catholic' Ohurch the figure 

of that Church's distinction of its part in and from the earthly Econo-, - 

of the World. Thus, for exariDle, the most forceful proponent of the 

inscription of the civil order within a wider order of activity frame::. 

by the Church, Gregory VII, was himself a benedictine who took as his 

model the earlier benedictine Pope Gregory (the Great). It is Gregory', - 

contemporary and fellow benedictine Anselrn, as Archbishop of Canter- 

bury in conflict with the nor-man hing of nngland (as Gregory was in 

conflict with the german ^mnperor) from 1093, who first frames the quest- 

ion of the relation of boethian logic to a pre ominantly augustinian 
theology, which is to dominate the reflecti:, n of thi- phase. -A quest- 
ion wh'ch, as is readily seen, reflects wit'iin the benedictine order 

of a learned 'regular' clergy, the outward conflict of spiritual and 
temporal orders of activity and authority. 
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Anselm (like his contem-'orary Al-Ghazzali in the Tuet) is 

co ncerned. with the inscript' on of the logical order of discursive Rea- 

son within the wider theological freme of which it is one component 

order. This inscription he effects by recognising in the logical or- 

der the formal distinction of formal distinction (or determinaticn) 

and actual distinction. - Py finding the Actuality within which the 

logical order is one component distinguishing itself from that marely 

-formal logical order in that order, and thus (in this radical corfig- 

ura. tion) framing the inscription of the natural Economy of which the 

logical order is one side in an Actuality whose primary dimension is 

this distinction of itself from that Economy or play of fi,; ure in which 

we first - naturally- find ourselves. 

- The 'logical' order in which we first find : urselves thin"- 

ing (even the Fool who says in his heart 'There is no God') thus 'nat- 

urally' finds itself inscribed in an Actuality, an actual correlation 

of various orders, through an initial inscription of the distinction 

of Actuality and its mere formal inscrirtion in the 'logical' order 

in that logical order of formal distinction. Through naturally as": ing 

this question of the distinction of actual and po^sible, we suddenly 
find this very question, and its discursive order, inscribed in the very 

distinction (of actual and possible) we thought to inscribe in the log- 

ical order of our initial question. And we recognise in this 'conversio-_' 

(as it we--e' of the question, the self-expression of that radical pole 

of Actuality distinguishing itself from a mere name, which we must call 

'God'. Thus, thr""ugh our natural questioning of the formal correlation 

of various orders and figurations in the 'theological' frame of a 'Fait'.: ' 

in which we-inscribe our activity, we discover the part of this order 

of questioning in the natural economy of I'osmos, and we find thi natural 

Economy as one side of the cosmic or: Ier, in which 'God' expresses hi''- 

self - and this, primarily, in the figure of Incarnation - the analogue 

in the Economy of which the logical order of reflection is one side, of 

God distinguishing himself in that order fron that order. 

This sin-)" e figure of a duality of inscriptlion of the dif- 

ference of actuality and merely 'nominal' distinction in the logical 

order, and of a 'converse' inscrint4. on of the logical order of dist- 

inction within the distinction of actuality and possibility frames the 
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comol. ementerity of logic ('dialectic') and theology in the reflect- 

ion of the following two centuries. The first question tD arise - 

constituting the ori^nary articulation of the 'logical' order in the 

'Schools', and leading to a co: -resnondingly fundamental articulation 

of 'scholastic' theology, relates to the 'working' of this double or- 

der of 'inside' and 'outside' the logical order. In Anselm's inscrip- 

tion of the logicsl or! er in the theological orler, the first step is 

a sirnle 'ontological argument', which leads to the recognition of an 

ontical actuality distingviching jtself in the logical order, from 

its 'inscription' in that order in a merely 'nominal' or for. ial way. 

- But 'faith seeking understan~ing' (to give the title of the book in 

which this argument is presented) involves the inscription of this 

simple duality within a wider order of the duality of an Economy of 

which the logical crder is only one side, and a T"'ystery of which this 

ontical actuality is but one component. Indeed this 'wider' order of 

Actuality distinguishing itself from (and in) an Economy of Possibility- 

or potentiality is framed by Anselm in terms of a Trinity, and an In- 

carnation which marks in the poetic symmetry of logical and uhysic, l 

orders, the inscription of this poetic order of the christian 'story' 

in a theological Actuality. 

s TýTow ths inscription of the duality of logical and ontological 

orders -V; ithin an analogous duality of poetic and theological orders, in- 

volves a correlation of the logical order of 'inside' and 'outside' wit- 

a complementary physical order. Towards the end of the eleventh cent- 

ury Roscellinus atterpted the correlation of the vxt us orders by in- 

scribing the logical order of 'in' and 'out' in the physical order, as 

Angelm had inscribed it in an 'optical' or 'ontological'order. Logical 

distinction is, he seems to have asserted, indeed merely 'nominal' - 

a flatus vocis (if we are to accept Anselm's account of Roscellinus' 

position). Words, and the logical distinctions they embody, are to 
be inscribed as mere sounds in a primary physical economy, reflecting 
Anselm's ontical Actuality, now to be taken as primary. William of 
Charnpeaux, teaching at Paris, on the other hand, s-=ms to have inscrib- 

ed the physical order of difference within a primary logical order, 
in the familiar figure of a logical distinction of t: -: e two orders. 
William's position, thcugh, was con§iderably modified over the CiTrt 

years of the twelfth century, to accommodate the criticism of his your, 
student Abelard. About this time various ver--ions of the relations of 
logical and physical orders of 'inclusion', of being-in, were put for- 
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ward by various dii' 'event tecchcrs at their differer_t schccls. be- 

la. rd's correlation of tl_eir different views as so many : s-)ects of the 

solution of Porphyry's cuestion abtut the being of genera (or universE1c` 

const±tutes a, first step in the inward and outward inte`retion of the 

teaching at tre difrerent european schools within a cor'ion scheme of 

'scholastic' inquiry. This step of Abelard's is itself fre:. med by, fcrr 

example, Gerbert's systematic instruction in the (liberal) Arts, and 

Anselm's suh'equent inscription of the logical ox, --er of theArts in a 
theological frame of which this order is one primary c. -mDDonent. Anselm'r 

principle of the complementerity of "lrgica. l and t'; eological orµers leads 

directly to an inquiry framed by Porphyry's quest-en: 

At Dresent, he says, I shall refuse to say concerning genera and 

species whether they subsist pr whether th,. y are p1F ced in t? ee nak- 

ed understanding alone, or whether subsisting they are cor Boreal 

or incor7orea. l, and whether they-ere separated from sensibles or 
placed in sensibles end in accord with them. 'questions of this 

sort are most exalted business end require very great diligence 

of inquiry, (1) 

- Anselm had nosed the quo-tion of the inscription of the ontical 

order of difference of actual and r. ogsible within the logical articulat- 
ion of possibility. Roscellinus, in trans ýosin6 this figure to the re- 
lation of*logical an physical orders of, Anselra's 7ccnomy of Tature, 

thereby seems (according to Anseln, at least) to have implied the in- 

scription of the difference of ontica. l and logical orders within a phys- 
ical Econ: -my of Tos*nos - and with this to have inclined towards the in- 

scrinticn of the triple order of distinction of Actual and Possible (My- 

stery and Economy) -'the christian Trinity - within the natural order. 

In general, porphyry's question, and Roethi s' exposition of 
the problem, attaches simply to the different modes of being-in. How 
is such difference to be itself framed? Are we, for example, to frame 
the different 'physical' and 'logical' orders of 'in' - of species lib' 

a common genus; of species 'in' a com"anon matter or thing - logically? 

- Or physically? Fow are we to frame the Economy, theinterplay, of 
these complementary frames? - Surely to frame that Economy 'logically' 
with William of Champeaux, or 'physically' with RoscelUinus is only to 
unthin'ingly identify the part of reflection with some component in 
the Economy. ! Tunt not the Economy of 'in' - of that triple two-sided- 
ness of logical, physical and 'poetic' orders (the fist two themselves 
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two 'sides' of the last) be itself seen to be 'in' a more radical 

order of cUstinction of Actuality from the mere Economy or play of 

formal Tocsibility? ? Rust not Porphyry's question be rec6lved in the 

'exalted business' of the Trinity, the triple Actuality reflected in 

the triple ''conomy of 'in' and ' gut' ? 

The aucstion of these two 'sides' of the matter - the theo- 

logical actuality of the difference of Actual and Possible, and its 

inscription in the rconony of distincti-2n (whether tielatter be fram- 

ed 'logically' or bhycically' or '-poetically') is not merely a further 

'logical' question of resolving their formal symmetry or complement- 

arity. Through this comnlementa. rity of logical and theological com- 

'onents, the logical frame of Ve inquiry is itself inscribed in the 

theological framing of reflection in the Church - this thrcugh the 

matter of the orthodoxy or otherwise of the account of Trinity and In- 

carnation implied in the logical framing of the relations of logical 

and theological or''ers of the question. Thus Roscellinus' position 

was condemned by the Council of Rheims in 1092; Abelard's account of 

the trinity was conciem. ned at the Council of Soissons in 1121, and a 

further syiematic condemnation of his iosition was obtained by Bernard 

of Clair, =aux at Sens twenty: years later. 

Eoscellinus' heresy amounts sim-ily to the inscription of 

the mystery which frames the unitary catholic Church in a material 

^conomy, thr, ugh the inscription of the 'psychical' order of the 

AQQ in the physical order, in terms of his inscription of the . 
log- 

ical orAer in that nhyc ical order. A new ' nnninalism' two centuries 

later was to be sun'orted by the Berman Emperor against ecclesiatical 

condemnation, as part of his aspertion of the inscription of the eccies- 

iatical frame within the civil ^conony which he ruled. 

Abe? ard's position involves the recognition of the comple- 

ment2rity of physical and logical orders of our thinking, but he frames 

the articulation of this cornplernentarity, along with the conplementarity 

of V"ystery and 7, conomy which it reflects, within thepart of his oun 

self-assertion - within the figure of an 'abstraction' 'which frames 

his account of the cosmic relations of the various orders of ' in' , in 

the Fcono'ny which is in turn framed in his account. He recognises the 

'psychical' actuality of 'universals' in this Economy of ? 'osmos, but 

only insofar as this participates in, end is thus 'comprehended'in, 
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the pri^nary circuit of the abstraction which frames his text. -A 

text, then, which itself 'frames' Creation logically, and 'compre- 

hends' Actuality by the inscription of its correlative figures within 

a nri*nary actuality of self-assertion framing the logical order of 

the text. 

Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, on the other hand, inscribes 

the instance of assertion which frames his texts within a theological 

figuration of Creation in which this logical order is only a subord- 

inate comnonent. The determination in Councils of the inscription cü 

the logical order of reflection within the prirary theological fram- 

ing of activity in the Church, which Bernard considered his part in 

theological controversy, itself amounts to one co: nnonent of Bernard's 

attempted inscription of the earthly Economy of life within the unitary 

framing of activity in the Church - an attempt which led to bis advocacy 

of the disastr-, us Second Crusade of 1147, led by tie ? ling of France 

and the german Emperor. 

If Abelard's self-assertion is wrong,, , 
'uOd jud g cement should 

be inscribed within the closed circuit of thetheological configuratbn 

in which it finds itself as si*nily one component, then how is one to 

decide between different and apparently con trac3ictory theological fig- 

ures of this inscription? Following the condemnation of his book on 

the Trinity in 1121, Abelard co*roiled a series of questions attaching 

to the various aspects of the 'theological' frame in which he was re- 

quired to inscribe his reflection. In the case of each question he 

cited anrarently opposed views, culled from the 'Scriptures' and the 

church "a. thers. If one attemots to inscribe one's reflection in a 

closed theological circuit, then, beginning with some natural quest- 

ion, one must find the place or part of that question in the orthodox 

theological scheme, and so inscribe its 'logical' order within a wid- 

er theological order - just as Anselm had inscribed the logical order 

of the question of the distinction of Actual and Possible within the 

theological order of Creation. - But if different noCsible iný-cript- 

ions of the question in a supposedly unitary 'orth-; dox' sche-ne conflict, 

then how is one to resolve that conflict - how is one to'decide that 

question? One -gust try to find its place in the orthodox scheme, e. Ca_in 
supposing that it has a definite -lace. And here again Abelard finds 

another conflict of theological 'framings' of the question. One such 
conflict leads into another more radical confict, until in the end we 

hh. ý 
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arrive et the oue-tion of whether we are to solve all our questions 
by such in-, cription of question within question - whether indeed it 

is in feet ' ortho,. o:: ' to supiose the ins criptio: 1 of any question with- 

in a. thnitery thecloeicsl frame. Thus the series of euestions leads, 

precisely, to the question of the Trinity as limiting theological frG : c. 

end the eueetion of the part of our quest:. on'ng - of its lo6ical order - 
in this relation of questi c hing to Trinity. That is to say: ',. be . lard 

es it were 
. 
'works back', after the condemnation of his self-isertion 

it the locical fr^. ming of the rel2t n- 'of the vaxi. us orders of Crest- 

ion, to a roint at which the locus of our assertion in relation to a 
"'rinity- itself questionable - invites our recognition of the part cf 

our self assertion in the theolo[ical scheme. - 7or the thEolcGical 

scheme must itgelf be somehow discovered, if we are to inscribe czur 
jud Cement w t'--ir it, end it seems that it is in some way up to u-s to 

decide the theological frame in vhic. h this our decision is to inscribe 

itself. laus the scheme of Sic et ! on, 'Yes and r o' , actually invitEa 

the reco, nition of the radical logical instance, Inc: its framinE of 
and in the 'Trinity', for which Abelard has been conde^ined. 

This 'backward'\induction (as it were) to the -, art of the 

' locical' orc? er of cur reff ecti^n wit! in the pr' mary theolo'sical sche". c 

of t'-e Trinity an-ears es one cork.; ent, er-ur the middle of the twelf '. 
_ 

century in the scheme that was to dominate the Schools for several cen- 
turies. Peter (the) bombard had stu3ied at Bologna, where there had 

been a school of civil law since the begin_-. ina of the eleventh century, 
organised as a. nrQfess-5cnal guild of students and teachers, which ad- 
r inistered t, -, e practice of law, and was incorporated - like other 
with certain privileges and rights in the civic order of the city. 
Peter came thence to France - 'tith. r&cvar! endations to Bernard. At Par- 
is he seems to have studied under Abelard, and himself was teaching 
theology around the midrle of the century. In 1159 he became bishop 

of Paris, and he died sTortly thereafter. His four books of Sentenlee 

- 'Sentences': views or opinions - constitute an attempt to integrate 
the vari""us comaenents of the 'theologicel' frame brought into cuestic: i 
by 4belerd, by starting with the Unity and Trinity of God, and as it 

were a. rticul^ting the views of Scripture and the lea ing Fathers, fig- 

ure within figure within this Primary configuratirn, by a sort of inv- 

ersion of Abelard's 'induction'. The first book treats of God; 
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the trine orýer of the '"rin'ty, and its self-expressicn in the triple 

Economy of logical nh, "Pical an3 poetic orfers - that is, the theological 

inscription of the logical order of reason in its primary frame. The 

second book treats of the Creation, inpcribed within this initial or- 

der: the framing of Feaven and Parth in six days, the heavenly order 

of angels and the infernal order of demons, and the Fall of Man with 

which human history begins. The third book treats of the focus of this 

'economy' of Fistory in the Incarnation, the last the mries or sacra- 

ments. His own pert Peter inscribes in the correlation of figures as 

thet of articulating their organisation, one within another - the con- 

verse of Abelard's identification of the part of our individual reasci 

in the cosmic scheme. 

Peter's work is in a way that of thelawyer, integrating dif- 

ferent accounts, one within the other, within a consistent story. His 

teaching and his eaiscoDacy also mark the organisation of the 'university' 

-the universitas or guild of teachers and students - at Paris; and within 

this University or Studium penerale, his Sentences were to frame instr- 

uction in the succeeding centuries. Among the 'authorities' Peter cites, 

Augustine, and the augustinian figures of a heavenly determination of 

the relations of leaven and Earth, predominate. Indeed one might say 
that the augu,, tinian inscriation of Economy in Mystery frames the whole: 

not so much as a dogmatic scheme, but rather as the primary scheme of 

orranisation of the rnie tio"-s arising from the relations of the various 

patristic schemes. In this respect Peter stan: is somewhat ambiguously 

midway between 'Bernard's practical ^upnosition of a unitary orthodoxy 
(even If he could not systematically define just what this was) and Ab- 

elards contrary assertion of the radical autonomy of Reason, c)ordinE. te 

with the one-tion of the Trinity. 

Around the end of the century the auGustinian scheme of ar- 

rangement of the ^entences was being complemented by Averroes' system- 

atic 'edition' of Vie aristotelian canon. And when in 1204, the lead- 

ers of the Fourth Crusade had won control of the Fyzantine Empire, the 
interface between Christendom and Islam in the East, the work of the 

Spanish translatDrs (chiefly 
at . he court of Toledo) fron the arabic 

was com'lemented by direct translations from byzentine te:: ts. . 
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The third interface of Christendom and Tslam was in Sicily, whcc 

conquest by moha-i'edrns ha' been com'leted in the second half of the 

tenth century and whose reconrTuect by normans and byzentines was be- 

gun in the first half of the eleventh century. In the second half of 

the twelfth century the Er»eror Frederick I (the Great' had consoli- 

dated his feudal authority in Germany and Lombardy. Ee died in 1090 

while lea3ing (with the Kings of France and England) the third Crusade; 

his sin marrying the norm an heiress of Sicily, left in 1197 hic, son Fred- 

erick as infant king of Sicily. Frederick's mother, as guardian, a. cknov: - 
leaged the pope rather than the ThnDeror as feudal lord, wherupon the 

new Emperor (of the house of Guelph or : pelf) atte-anted to recover Sicily 

Quarelling with Pore In-, ocent III, he was deposed by Inocent who in 

1212. supported Frederick's claim td the Em-+ire (as renresenta tive of 

the house of Waiblingen -a' ghibelline') . Apart from being an imnort- 

ant focus of interaction of latin Christendom with Creek and arabic cul- 
ture, Frederick's court at Palermo was a principal focus in the conflict 

of Emperor and successive popes until his death in 1250. From this 

point on the rower of Aanacy and Em-sire decline, while that of France 

and the Italian cities rise. In t':, e latter the conflict of 'Guelph' 

and 'Ghibelline' passed from the confrontation of mope and Emperor in 

Italy into the corn-ilex contests of aristocratic, merchant, and popular 
factions. The Papacy, from an alliance with France against the german 
Enreror, -soon becomes subordinate to french policy after the fragmentat- 

ion of the empire effected by that alliance. 

At the beginning of the century, In: iocent's scheme of a Christ- 

endom integrated, East and West, within the unit? ry frame of a r. rnan cet:: 

oliv Church was strengthened by the 'latin' occupation of the remnants 

of the east. -rn Ev, ire, as by the installment of (as it seeraca) his pro- 
tegee as Tmneror. In 12C9 his authority in France was asserted in an 
internal 'crusade' against the 'rnanichaean' or 'dualist' heretics of 
the kingdom of Toulouse, which was to extend over the next twenty years. 
Here as elsewhere catholic orthodoxy was pursued by the followers of 
Dominic (thus succeeding the benedictines of earlier centuries as the 

primary exponents and proponents of the theological framing within the 
Church, of the unitary frame of -the Church in the cosmic scherie) who 
founded his new 'order' at Toulouse in 1215. At the Lateran Council 
of that year Innocent ". -,, 1. agreed 
to the rule of the new order. Five years earlier he had assented to the 

Tý _ 

rule drawn upjby Irancis o2s is. 1. (by opening the bible upon the 

hkhý 
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altar three timeF). These two orders of renlicent friars (as op", ccsed 

to the 'enclosed' or cloiPtered benedictines with their various branchc- 

emnbody two com^] e-mentar ' as' ects of the figure of ecclesiatical reform 

slreayy notice! at work in the eleventh century. Francis framed his 

'order' in the simple figure of comrlete detachment from the worldly 

economy of 'goods', oro-+erty -a aetach^ient focussed in the particular 

situation of this izßiiel renunciption of a 'worldly' part, and unf oldinL 

from this nersenal focus in a -)oetic or mystical figuration which ex- 

tends (notably i"i his hymns' to its niace in the Creation as a whole. 

Dominic, on the other hand, frames within the initial figure of detach- 

ment, the systematic inscrivtion of the wordly economy (which is one 

hole, as it were, of this inttal figure) within the wider unitary theo- 

logica. l frame of orthodoxy, corning to his own personal part at the clc sc 

of this systematic articulation, 'rather than unfolding the theolo6ical 

frame of Creation from this part as startin¬-point. In the eleventh 

century these two comronents of reform - personal detachment from the 

worldly economy, end consequent inscrin tion of this economy and its 

civil order within a wider frame (from the uosition of detachment 'out- 

side' that economy) embodied in the Church - were joined in the benedic t- 

ine order (most notably at the abbey of Cluny and its subordinate fc'iný- 

at{ors'. In the first half of the twelfth century Bernard (despatched 

from Citeaux to found the abbey of Clairvaux) embodies this same combin- 

ation. " And just as, around the middle of t; L-twelfth century peter 

Lombard frames the studies at the School of saris through an integrat- 

ion of the converse nrincin'es of his two mentors ? ernard and Abelard, 

so, around the midý] e of the thirteenth century the 'franc j. scan' and 

'doninican' comuonents of rernard's Dositi: n meet the 'averroist' : e- 

velonment of Abelard's assertion of philosophical reason, in the paris- 

ian forum framed by reter's articulation of the relat=ons of theology 

an ? logic in the system of nuestions presented by the Sentences. 

I have alrea'y noted that Averroes' 'edition' of Aristotle 

was annearinG in latin at the beginoinG of the thirteenth century. 
In 1209 the use of Aristotle's works beyond thane of the Crrrncn was 

-prohibited at Faris. In 1215, a call was made to -arohibit the use of 

the SPntencefi, but the Lateran Ccuncil under In ocent (himself like 

Peter Lombard a student of roloGne ani raris) rejected this a-). -, Cal. 

-he guild or 'university' of students and teacliers of Paris was accoric 

a royal charter (like tat of a. mercantile guild) in 1200; it received 

e naoa. l charter in 1230, and the following year the Fope instituted a, 
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co^i^iss-on to deci"'e Nah, t noxt of Aristotle's syste°: v., .s c-r: ° n2 .t 

with Christian ort'holoxy, rnd whrt contrary - under incrusing -'res- 

sure fron tepchers and students, th(. University of ' &ris had. in 1225 

egein allowed the study of Aristotle. 

Two years later the Tnquisitio. ý was formclly instituted, 

thus sprerine from th(-" kingb'n of ''oulouse at the close of the 'Crusade' 

Pgainst the heretics in which the order of ^ominic had arisen. The 

work of the pa-al comriision of 1231 (which never renorted) was taken 

over by dominicans and franciscens who (against op }osition from within 

the orders, as from the secular clergy at the universities now beCan 

to assert themselves in the guilds of 'bachelors', 'masters'and doctors'. 

The vrincinle of integration of studies throughout Cüristendom in a 

unitary frame of orthodoxy, reflected in a unitary educationcl institut- 

ion (with the 'degrees' of the various"guilds recognised in all the 

other guilds, each articulrted within a com'on method and matter of 

inquiry) pafi, ll is the wort. :f the Tnouisition, bath being soon in the 

hands of the new orders of friars. Thus the parisien teach-r Alexander 

of s'a7es (from Gloucestershire), who became a franciscan in 1222, was 

charged by rope Innocent IV to write the first Summa, or systematic ex- 

mosition of christian orthodoxy, which was required to be studied (by 

Innocent's successor) in all faculties of theology. Ar, "und the same 

time, the ? nquisition was organised inta a General tribunal (1248) under 

dominican ýIirection (where before it had been local and te: i crary). 

Alexan'er syste-msticelly inscribes the natural Economy of Creation 

within a unitary order of divine Policy or ^overn-+ent, an:: within this 

effects a parallel inccrivtion of the civil order and its earthly eco- 

nomny within the unitary order of ecclesiptical govern. ent. 

In 1245 Albert (the Creat) who became doruinican provincial 

of Germany in 125/, began to teach at Paris, brinGing with hi^i from 

ColoCne his student Thomas Aquinas, who had been educated at the ab- 

bey of ""onte Cassino (founded by Benedict) and the University of 17'aples 

(founded by Frederick II) where he joined the dominican ordAr in äi1 out 

1243. In the Fame year (1245) Alexander of vales ^ ied. Bonaventure, 

who har become a francii can around the same time that Aquinas entered 

the do' inican order, and who was studying at Paris at this time, began 

to teach there as one of the two franciscan professors of theology al- 

lowed by the University in 1253, the year after Aquinas had been cal- 

led fron Cologne by his order to occupy one of the two dominican chairs. 
61 
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The first two years of a newly a -ointed professor's lectiones 

or textual exposition were, by a custom by now established, devoted 

to the Scriptures; the following to to the Sentences: \ ith the para- 

llel corrnentaries of "'homes and ioneventure of the Sentences the 'Second 

Fart' of the Tradition might be taken th7yeCdn at Paris, following 

closely upon the death of Frederick II in 1250. A first step in that 

'Second Part' closes with the deaths of Bonaventure and Thomas in 1274, 

the first at the Council of Lyons called by the Pope to effect the un- 
1n of eastern and western Churches, -the second as Thomas was on his 

way to the Council, having been sum: oned to present the papal case. 
From 1256 Bonaventure had been general of the franciscan order, and 
Aquinas had been engaged on the systematic articulation of the august- 
inian frame of the Sentences within the aristotelian Economy of Y. osmos 

as transmitted through Averroes. 

At mid-century the faculty of 'Arts' at Paris, c3mprising 
the organisation of teaching in the liberal arts (the decree of bachelor 

following upon four years study of the trivium, that of master upon 
three years study of the ouairivium) became a focus ofý averr, -ism' 
which proDoRed the inscriptio-, of the christian frame in an eternal 

aristotelian Economy, with its two poles of uncreeted matter and self- 
thinking-thought, and the mirroring of Active and Passive "Reason in- 
between. A comnlementirity was proposed be*ween the 'w, rkinL' of this 

'philosoohical' frame (including the inscription within it of the frame 

of christian activity) and the working of the 'theological' frame t%rouch 

our identification of a 'part' within it (without understanding this 
Inert' as more broadly and 'philocovhically' framed by the inscription 

of the chriotian frame of activity within a philoso-; hical Econoiiy of 

v. os, nos). It is this duality of inscriotion of the poetic frame of 

christisn; ty within the 'logical' or philosophical frame of the aristo- 
telian Economy (as represented by Averroes), and of the logical frame 

of philosophy within the poetics of the theological frame on the other 
hand that constitutes the principal question with which the Second 

Part opens. Franciscans, most notably Bonaventure, begin with a theo- 

logical framing of our situation, and proceed to extend this frame to 

Creation as a whole, thus transposing the initial frame of the francis- 

can order to the University. This tendency is e:: pressed in the very 
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titles of tie w^rzs that co'- ement Bonaventure's Com-nent, -rrv on the 

Sentences: Itinerzrium 1' entis in Teur, 'Je Reductione Artium cd Theo- 

1o'i m. The princir. le is extended into biblical e)-iosit-Jon in his 

'9iblis Peuneru*n, an allegorical (or mystical) articulation of scriptur- 

al figures within the franciscan passage from individual situation to 

Creation. 

Aquinas, on the other hand, begins his e: icyclopaedic synthesis 

in a characteristically do' inican man, -er. A point is first marked 'out- 

side' the aristotelian Economy of mere possibility (outsi_e that formal 

order) : the Actus Purus or simple Actuality of God. Within this init- 

ial polarity of Actual Mystery and Possible Economy, then, the comple- 

mentary orders of theological actuality and theýlormal -gor sibility from 

which it distinguishes itself are articulated, question within question, 

in approximately the manner an: order of the Sentences. The basic frame 

of this articuletion of theological actuality within a formally wider 

frame of systematic possibility was already presented by Thomas around 

the mid1le of the cent y in the short teatise on Being and Essence - 

the 'that' and the 'what' of things. The first pole of actuality 'out- 

side' the formal aristotelian Economy of -figure-within-figure (assort 

of systematic rossibility of Creation) - outsiCe the 'poetic' frame of 

any correlation of logical and physical orders in some account, some 

accounting for 'whatness', is that 'there is an Actuality in which we 

can recognise that the formal frame is included (actually) in it, wher- 

eas (formally) we can see that this difference of its actuality and its 

mere n ssibility cannot itself be inscribed or determined within the 

merely formal order of definition, rational accounting, 'what'. But 

formally we can thus see that the fundamental polarity in whidi'that' 

and 'what' must be articulated may be defined as the distinction of 

'inside' and 'outside' the aristotelian Economy of what-ness, of def- 

inition or essence. 

? Tow although this self-ex. nression of the distinction of Being 

and Essence is thus 'Dhilosonhically' primary, we can at once see that 

it itself parta1: es of a figure of self-e;: pression of which this 'onto- 
I, ý0 r) ii-&k 

logical' order is itself a f_ 
___,, figure. This self-expression: 

is focussed in the figure of tr: e Incarnati -n, which marks in the Eco- 

nony of our earthly existence this same pole of Actuality which is 
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'logically' outsic'. e the logical order of the philcso-A: ical text. 

- That is to say, we can recognise7nthe figure of 'that' distinguishing 
itself from 'what', the self-e; pression which appears in the wider cr- 
der of earthly eyistence (of which the philosophical text is itself but 

one subordinate component) as 'I AM "I AM" ', the Goc. of Moses. Thus 

we are at once involved in a c1 uhle movement of inscription of logical 

in theological, and theological in logical orders, of KO n1b in Reason 

and Reason in Kosmos. The primary 'philosoahical' dimension of Reflect- 

ion or liscourse, recognised in the definition of what is 'outside' t11 
discursive order of definition - the -'that' a thing is - leads into tI 
inscription of this rational order in the theological configuration of 

self-expression in the cosmic Drama with which Thomas' parisian lect- 

uring began. 

Within the c mmentary on the Scrictures, this princi , le of 
commentary itself enters into the theological configuration of the 
divine T'raria or '°ystery in terms of the logical order of text. This 

configuration of the relation of commentary, reflection, to the scriptur- 
al order, leaas naturally into the co' r-ientar. - on the Sentences. 

Thus the initial cntological distinct on of 'that' and 'what' 
leads into the theological order of self-expression in a r, ystery in 

which the '. criptural' text inscribes itself as one com-Dcnent order. 
The circle is closed when, working back. fro' the recognition of the 
formal part of the initial logical distinction in the 'scriptural' or 
theological order - from the figure of the Trinity to that of the 

chri~tian 'rysteries' or sacraments - we find ourselves again with 
the figure of 'text'. row a qurima of Theology, begin_. ing where the 
liberal arts - the 'ph'lo i: y' -1-of the Faculty of P-rts ends, lust 
articulate this circuit within the loCical order of a text beginning 

with the identification of God as the 1uri"-icry pole 'out-i:. e' the merely 
formal articulation of he text, passing through thearticulation of 
Creation or Actuality within this primary duality or two-sidedness of 
Actuality and Possibility, until we at last find the initial figure 

of ten ,t in^cribel in the ' vesticn 
. 
thus articulate'. The 'that' of 

the text and its ref] ect= on is inscribed in the to- t as a 'what'; this 
then inruces as it were) a new figure of divine self -e:. Dresg-Ion in 
the new configuration of text r. r_d ccntcxt (from tae Unity of 17oä we 
first pars t^ the Trinity). This in turn is lcgicelly articulated 
within the axistotelian Economy of whatness - t'ýir lea 's to a new 
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theoloEical figure, sn'i s:, on ^na on. 

In ftct the fcr-,. al sche'e of t': ic d: uble iovement of tlleclo"y 

end thiloso--hy was itself eventuplly in- cribed as belonjinb to the re- 

st- is+e' or3er of the Text. The project in fett - actually - c,, -pes 

full-circle in a sort of more reý. icel inscription of the to :t of the 

Su-1--a Theolopic_a, in the dual movement frage: up tý thet point in the 

text: 

In December 1273, after an experience while sayin. Tass, he sus- 

nended work on the third hart of his Suiiiia Theolcr ica, telling 

his secretary that he had reached the end of his writing and ¬iv- 

ing as his reason the fact that 'all I have written seer- to me 

like so much straw comaared with what T have seen and with what 

has been revealed to me'. (1) 

The Faris Averroists had nresenteä theology and philosophy as 

com'le-mentary, and on the basis of this principle of dual 'truths' 

had proceeded to work nut the articulation of the aristotelian Econ- 

omy within a merely logical or ontoloricaj on-+osition of God as Pri' 
Fa ý" ý. Lc1.. F*ý' Yc tom. -s. ý Ný.. Ftw 

Mover and Self-thinking-thought. Thomas articulated the T'o 
.. os, rather, 

riot in their static duplity, but through a cual movement ultimately foc- 

ussed in our freedorný at the -ýoint of intersection of theology an, -' phil- 

osonh? r, T'conomy of the World, an. "ystery of ? 'even. In thic locus of 

our choice the funa. a-ental difference of 'th=". t' and 'what' was reflect- 

ed in our personal Dartininatio1 in Being or actuality, through the 

choice to frame our activity within the theological configuration of 

the christian ? Mystery or ? 'rema. Thus against the Averroists, Thomas 

defended the principles of correlation of our individual personality, 

of the Creation of the T osmos in Tine(, and with it, of Matte). Put 

Bonaventure regarded Thomas 2s an 'averroist' hir"elf, in that he 

riaintained, for example, the rosGible eternity of the World, End 

the 'unity of substpntial forms' - the unitary V entity of the human 

form, for examine, which now distinguished itself from this its mat- 

erial embodiment. - For Thoma0 ' "ual movement' of philosophy and theo- 

logy was ultimately to be inscribed in a theological Yogm. s through 

the figure of Choice - whether the choice of God to create, or the 

chc ce in which we know ourselves as a`entc and so know ourselves. 
º, /7 ( º_ 
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This choice wac actually determinative of the relations of theology 

and philosophy, but c^uld not itself be inscrib-d in a closed theo- 

logical system, on the augustinia. n principles of Bonaventure and the 

f ranciscans. It marks the point of closure of the thornist circle, ax 

the raýicelly ambiguous part of this choice 'in' the the-., logical ord_r 

or logical orOer of the text of the Summa Theolog*ica, itself comes out, 

and is as it were underlined, in Thomas choice, at a certain Joint in 

the text, to stop working 'in' the logical order of the text, and to 

stand as it were outside it in a theological or mystical configuration 

of Actuality deter-dined not in the text, but rather by the dramatic 

configuration of this text in the theological or. 'er focused in the 

Mass. The franciccan schoolmen, on the other hand, begin with this 

ralical configuration of choice, which is as it were the end of Thomas' 

circle which he did not live to inscribe in the text of the Summa as 

the point of inscription of text in Creation. 

Thomas' master Albert died on the way to defend his student's 

orthodoxy at Paris (1280) where various elements of Thomas' system had 

been imnliceted in the condemnation by tinebishop ofEkriý o 
Averrcism 

three years after the theologian's death. It was Albert who had earlier 

prenered the thomist synthesis of aristotelian 7conomy of T'ocmos, and 

Christians *'yGtery, by his epochal comientary (or perhaps 'rea-. ing' - 

lectiones, indeed) on the newly available aristotelian canon. As Peter 

Lombard har articulated the Sentences within a primary polarity of aug- 

ustinian scheme end economy of questioning, so Albert worked thr-: ugh the 

aristotelian coroud, articulating his com-^entary 'between' the two roles 

of the aristotelian logical Economy of Ko-mos, and a dual plstonic act- 

uality 'r. utside' this Economy. thus the logical figuration of the aristo- 

telien Economy here constitutes the unitary frame of the reading (or quest- 

ioninp or commentary), just as an augustinian ? Mystery constitutes the 

unitary frame of the Sentences. Within the shifting figuration of a 

viatonic 'complement' (as it were) of the developing figures of Arist- 

otleb texts, Albert articulates the various figures of this comDlementarity; 

his main sources are Dionysius, John of "amascus, Averroes, his Jewish 

contem'orary and compatriot "aimonides, Al.. Ghazzali, and - preeminently - 

Avicenna. - Avicenna foremost, for his systematic inscriDt'on of the 

'seienccs' amounts to the nrimery six-fold fir-are of inscriýt on of 

rionysius' acetics of ? Ty--tery within the logical Economy of an aristo- 
telian Y. osmos. 
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Albert's eseentiGliy fragmentary or multiple nscriotion 

of ')ionys; us' neonlatcnic ': poetics' within the f : guration of his 'read- 

ing' of the aristotelian canon, reflected in his own treatises on the 

various 'sciences' whose organising principles dominate the com'nentary, 

corresnonds to his part as the primary scientific authority of the 

Schools, the central channel or interface in the transmission of is- 

lamic science - of the encyclopaedia of Avicenna most particularly -' 

to the latin West. It was left to Thomas integrate this 'reading' of 

Aristotle with t'-e complementary 'reading' of Augustine in the Sentences, 

through the radical figure of two 'sides' of Cosmos, a duality of Econo- 

my and *, 'ystery, What and That, which Albert presented from the side of 

aristotelian 'science' or 'philosophy', and which the aue-ustinian trad- 

ition, embodied in the Sentences presented from the side of the christ- 

ian Mystery. The averroists, on the one hand, insisted that the circle 

of Philchy could be as it were closed by the inscription of the 'work- 

ing' of the christian ""ystery - its theological order - within the log- 

ical order of a cosmic frame in which this lo¬ical order was itself in- 

scibed (logically) as one term. The franciscan tendency was to close 

the theological scheme of the Sentences by inscribing the duality of 

scheme and questioning as itself one component of the unitary scheme. 

We might take Thomas' working with or in the coma lementarity of these 

two 'circuits' as marking the principle of transition from this First 

Part to the,, Second Part of this inquiry or acc-unit. 

What, in the sim-)1est terms is the configuration of this 

'wo±king' with the duality? 

I have tried to sketch above the coraclementarity of She 

'philosophical' figuration of a 'Pure Act' or simile instance of Act- 

uality outside the formal Economy of philosophical or logical 'possib- 

ility', and the theological configuration of self-expression in which 
this logical figure of what is 'outsiz'e' the logical order may itself 

be inscribed as one component. I further suG; _ested 
that the 'philo- 

sonhical' order of Kosmos night be inscribed, figure within figure, 

within that initail polarity of That and What, and that the theological 

'grammmar' (as it were) of divine self-exnression might be inscribed, 
figure within figure, within the scriptural frame of the Word. What 

is characteristic of Thomas' position, in that neither of these orders 

of inscrintien - of theology in philosophy, or of philoso^hy in theol- 
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ogy - can be 'closed' or completed by us. 'For example, Anselm's fig- 

ure of the inscription of the distinction of actuality and possibility 

'in' the logical order of demonstration amounts to the mistake of in- 

scribing the distinction of 'inside' and 'outside' the logical order 

in (the log cal order of distinction, rather than, reco¬nising that this 

'working' of logical distinction in the relati, )ns of 'inside' and 'out- 

side' the logical order is essentially 'analogical', and belongs to the 

'dramatic' order of T'yrtery, rather than the logical order of demonstrat- 

ion. There can be no 'ontological' argument which takes the distinction 

of es4en°e and existence as itself 'essential', and thus moves 'logically' 

from the logical order of mere nossibility to the ontological order of 

actuality. Rather must we start from the inscription of logical, physical 

and poetic orders in an 'already' act. al Yosmos, an-J derive from these 

Pima] e figures those three 'indications' of God presented by ? "aimoriides, 

three 'ways' of knowing him under three vrimnary aspects. 

Vor can the logical order of possibility in which our choice 

is articulated be (then, by a sort of converse inscription) determined 

by inscription in some closed theological circuit which would mirror (as 

in Anselm) the logical circuit of 'demonstration' of the necessity of 

Actuality. The finite configuration of the theological correlation df 

the various orders of Creation or t'osmos is not to be understood in the 

came way as come corresponding 'natural' and mechanical correlation of 

various orders in a finitely-determined working of nature, any more than 

the relation of 'inside' and 'outside' the logical and physical or'_"ers 

is itself to be considered as logically or physically 'i3etermined'. We 

cannot understand the 'theological' order, as expres-ed in some particu- 

lar configuration, as sirinly inscribed in the 'poetic' order of natural 

or mechanical 'working' of figures. Rather is the 'working' of, say, 

the 'story' of Creation, essentially analogical- we can=not give any 

finitary account, for example, of the relation of the poetic ^conomy 

of possibility, and the divine mystery of Actuality, in the Act of Creat- 

ion in Time - as the franciscans suppose. We must rather recognise in 

the self-expression of God in some poetic configuration of he distinct- 

ion of theological and poetic or'ers, the radical character of the dram- 

atic Creation as '", yfitery, in which both the logical order of definition 

and its p? iycical correlate, finite determination, participate in the 

figure of Anal or-; Y - the figure of V ,e cor: Lres^ondence of finite and infinite, 

their 'mirroring', wh'ch cannot be definitively inscribed within any 

` finite closure of philosophical or theological schemes. 
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^'-us we find two cor, 1n-ýeientary ' circuits' , rhiloso-; 'hical and 

thooý ogical, which, in their ci -en limits - t=-. e ogicý: l diffeýen.; e of 

actuality anä ossibility in V, hich the ''eing of God. is known analogically, 

end the physical difference of Creatic_, and ? 'othin - coincide. '"lese cn- 

verse are themselves abstrcctione from the focal dramatic case of 

rati-nal action - the working of our chcice. We stand at the interface 

in Creation (in which) at the limits, the two orders coincide) of niural 

and suuernatural oriers - of the systematic Possibility presented by ? ot- 

ure, end the Actuality of "race, whose wor'. ing we can only -rndersta. nd in 

the fi-ite figuretion of analogy. Yet the working of this analogy is ex- 

actly ' edapt, ed' to our situation as agents, as the focal interface in Cre- 

ation of Tatter and ? orr. The configuration of ''o-sib 
. 
lity in \ý", -hich we 

find -urselves is, of its very nature, ; partly 'open'; this 'open-ness', 

corresponding to the innossibility of inscribing theStory of Creation 

within the rhilosophical Economy of an essenti,. ', ly aristotel ian T Kosmos (as 

system of Possibility-, mirrors an Actuality of Grace, in which we can pnrt- 

icio? te throu, rh the recognition of our Dart (the part of our action) as 

the interface of ? Nature and Grace, Actuality and Po^sibility, in essentially 
local and transient finite figurat"ons. In this situation we know our- 

selves through the imnlice. tion of our action in the figure of an End whideh 

is in principle 'outside' the finitf noetic figure of syrietry of identi- 

fication with P. T)articular Dart and identif i catio, of a particular end. 

In the corifigurätion of our situation and action, we at once stand within 

a natural T'conomy of mechanical mirrorin,; of material embodiment and mat- 

erial ends or goods, and 'outside' that mechanical r'ature, in the figure 

of a. n Actuality In which we nartieina. te) die tinEz~ui^hin, itself from that 

or., 'er, through the actuality of that order. - In particular, we know our- 

selves in the interface of t-e logical ordier of distinction of actual and 

uo^sible, and the actuel distinction of this possible distinction of actu- 

?. 1 and no^sible rnri its actuality. 

'F'inally, the frame of this interface of fisture and Grace, is 

to be found in our chDice - in the onen-neFs of our 'natural' situation - 

of ? "e. W e. s frp. ne of chöice. T-aw, an' the Com-iuni_ty it frames, is the pri- 

Mary figure in wh4_ch we 'rt4nd out-ide' the in-? principle open play of nat- 

ura. l uossibility. In it we recognise the principle of free choice in which 

natural and sunernstural orlers meet, tracing a closed circuit in an other- 

wice open natural Econo! y, a circuit which frames the primary poetic 'anE. - 
1ogy' , of which the analogies of Knowle 1ge an' Feing are two limiting 

Lý 
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coin-onents. Tn the analogy of this order of human com'nurity with 

the community of Creation as a whole (the City of 1'an and tie City 

of God) we then again find the relative independence of natural and 

sunernetural or'ers, here anvearing as the natural orler of civil 

society, and the supernatural order embodied in the Church. 

I will not here go into any of the details of Thomas' work- 

ing out of these various orders -I only sugCest some of thedirectiond 

of that extensive system in order to attempt theidentification of a 

sim-le figure of `ransiticn from First Part to Second Part of the 'Tra- 

dition' -a figure embo, 3ied, notably, in the thornist scheme which is 

its central 'theoretical' framing. -A figure of the relati:: ns of 'log- 

ical' and 'theological' or55ers as ra'ically Jual, with this duality 

dramatically fdcussed in our situation in the interface of these two 

orders. 

In the second half of the thirteenth century, Aquinas' scheme 

is only ' the dominant 'version' of this transitional figure - one version 

among others, parallelled by that of the Averr,, ists (notably Suer of 

Brabant) in the Faculty of Arts - in which the th. eolo, 7ical order is in- 

scribed in the logical order of the 'liberal arts' - and by Bon&enture's 

'Reduction of the Arts to Theology'. Parallels betwean the scheues of 

Bonaventure and Thomas reflect parallels between the two orders of friars. 

In a wider context, this parallel part of dominicans and franciscans 

in the University of Paris (more particularly, in the Faculty of Theo- 

logy, itself parallelled from 1213 by Faculties of Medecine and Civil 

Law) is itself reflected in the parallel dominance of franciscans at 

Oxford, where Robert Grosseteste had organised the part of these friars 

in 1224. In the first half of the century Albert's dominina. n science 

was ? parallelled by the work of Grosseteste's school. Grosseteste, bish- 

on of Lincoln (the commercial centre of thirteenth-century England) and 

the leading english churchman of his day presents a characteristic ene- 

lish converse to the work of the German Univeral Doctor. Each gives 

an eminent nocition to Dionysius (whose works Groseeteste translated 

anew into latin), but whereas with Albert the move is from the logical 

order of the aristotelian text to the dramatic configuration of that 

discursive order in Avicenna's L'osmos, the franciscan begins with 

the Unity of God, marking the first point of Matter 'outside' God 
kklý 
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and then proceeding (within this primary polarity) to articulate 

the Sphere of T'osmos in a mathematical fra*ie corn es '(., ndinG to the 

(iogica13 in, 7cri-tion of the logical order of finite reason in the 

poetic order of the initial Mystery of Creation. Outwardly the com- 

nlemetary physical order is inscribed in the Sphere in the prim y 

figure of Licht; the double movement which in Albeirt leads from the 

logical order of Aristotle's text back to the text, leads in Grosse- 

teste's school from initial divine Unity into ), perience or sense, 

and back to Unity. In a bray the Oxford scheme corres")on. s more clos; e- 
ly to the au z^tinian frame of the Sentences, than to Albert's Kosmos. 

- It is closer still to the school of Chartms which in the twelfth 

century (latterly under the english bishop John of Salisbury) rival- 

led the systematic theology of Paris with its brief tradition of sci- 

entific platonism. 

The parallel developments at Oxford and Paris over the course 

of the thirteenth century converge at its close in the figure of Duns' 

Scotus - in his two extensive Con' entaries on the Senta-nces (called, 

from their places of delivery the Onus Oxoniense and the Renortata 

Parisiensia). Two branches of his students and successors at Merton 

(the Oxford theological Faculty) over tie fourteenth century define 

the nririary principles of autonomy of logical and physical orders (tl'e 

sun'ositio of Ockham and the Tertninists, the in'netuc of the 'Merton 

Schoolmen') whose integration in the seventeeth century corLesponds to 

the central focus of t', e Seconff Part) 

What, then, is that configuration of Paris and Oxford, of 
France and England, of Germany and Italy, of Papacy and Emire, of 
dominican and franciscan, of logic, science and theology, and of so 

many other factors or figures, which constitutes the University of 
the mid-thirteenth century as the focus in which the first part of 

of a Tradition of Reflection, beginning; with the pythagorean 'mys terý 

at Croton may be said to close? 

'First Part'... a primary circuit of the figure of 'Trad- 

ition' defined. at the outset Pim-ly in terms of various 'orders' of 
the context of this text - orders whose conf iuration was inscribed 

khý 
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or identified in the interface of text and context: a logical order 

of the text (considered simply in its formal complexity or articulat- 

ion), a physical order of context, mirroring this 1oCica1 order, a 

'poetic' order of this mir-oring or symmetry... anI then three corresp- 

onding ontical, psychical and mystical orJers 'distinguishing' or as- 

serting themselves in this 'Economy' of text and context. 

The opening of the 'Tradition' was identified with the py- 

thagor. ean configuration of these correlative orders in the 'mathemat- 

ical' point - the limit 'text' of the simple mark, . The rad- 

ical circuit im-)licit in the Tetractys as a 'logical' figure of the 

part of the logical order of this figure in the correlative orders 

of 'Kosmos' it, embodied, framed acce--s to the pythagorean 'circle', 

which to enter was to learn the part' of this entry in the cosmic scheme 
The logical circuit embodied in the Tettactys reflects in the. 'poetic' 

frame of the pythagorean mystery - in the pythagorean ' ci -cle' - the 

physical order of Kosmos. 

The 'Tradition' than unfolds from this initial figure of 

'theory' - through a sequence of 'critical' positions 'out- 

side' side' successive logical circuits of theory Lelaborated through a prier 

criticism of, a -till earlier closed circuit. Thus Parmenides ; stands 

outsi'e' the logical c i-cui t of the pythagorean ' mys tery' , to identi- 

fy an 'ontical' order inscribed in the logical order of the text as 

'outsi3e' that order - an Actuality which cannot be inscribed in the 

logical circuit taken as Dri, nary, but in which this logical circuit 

must itself be inscribed. 

This 'Tr'l3ition' was then traced c3o%. n to the ap. ýearance - 
in the ' beg nning of our "ra' of the question of inscription of the 

logical order of 'theory' in the poetic - or rather theological - or- 

der,... and the lot, icel circuit, finally inscribed in the poetic order 

of . ustinian's OoOe and Dionys-us' raystic^l theolc; y, una: lc : ny long- 

er to determine ot-icc11. y the re1ati_ons of 1oLicý 1 gin:. -poetic cr 'err, 

in^cribes it-elf in the thzeo'cgic,. 1 fraie of the christian Story, 

then in that of the islamic story. 

The mird1e of the thirteenth century darks a tran^ition in- 

to the 'dramatic' fe=ure of a logical determination of this configur- 

hh, 
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ation of inscription of logicel in poetic order, within a wider 

scheme of correlation, in '"! hich no ', articular closure of the poetic 
frame of 'theology' can fully determine the or&c. n'seticn of the 10E- 

ical or'er, inscribed is one term in the theclcricy1 scheme. The 

'Second 'art' (or rather a second part or period or p? -. E. ̂ e) of the 

unfolding of the 'logical circuit' of 111: ecry, t1hen, beE; ins with the, 

possibility of a new 'logic' which identifies enew its -gart in a cos- 

mic scheme in which it reflects the physicrl or'er of T'. csmos in the 

'roetic' frame of Christendom. This new begin ing in the latin West, 

prefigured in various ways by Pelagius, Erigena, Abelard, Averroes, 

ans many other 'heretics' of various sorts, asserting themselves 'out- 

side' the theologicel circle of christiafl or islarmic orthodoxy, is at 

the same time the close of the development of Reflection within the 

frame of Islam. - or the poetic circuit -f isla'iic Law, framed in 

the Book, Voran, is not ouen to a, re Uczl 5uality of heevenly ', 'y= tery 

and earthly ^conomy. The part of individual choice cannot -ani this 

in Trinci-+le - be marked in the theological circuit of Koranic Law as 

eGGentially open, as it is marked in the scheme of Aquinas as a direot 

correlate of the essentially finite circuit of any poetic closure in 

which Law : might be embodied. With the correlation with that part of 

radical freedom or choice, with our beine as identific-tion of oursel- 

ves in suck a Dart (this, notably, in Thomas' tract Against theAver- 

roists) - our knowle age of ourselves as thus free in a divine schema, 

Ps noral agents ""a, new phase of Reflection may be taken to open. At 

the same time this radical figure also marks the =rallel (or rather, 

converse) clode' of the part of Reflection in Islam: for 'surrender', 

isia. m, is precisely abstraction from that intrinsic open-ness of the 

logical order of choice within any theological circuit. To assert 

onself within that ralical figure of choice, is simply to choose not 

to surrender, not to act as thcugh the logical o or of assertion can 
in principle comprehended in a frame of Islamic law which (in piinciple) 
determines the nethoal ofý FASTfication 

of that law in any possible sit- 

uation. 

How, then, is this 'logical' 

e, new -ohase (marked by the question of 
irscrintion of logical in theological, 

tiers) embodied in the cultural configu: 

century Europe? How does t'. -. e guild of 
61 

figure of the transition into 

cur nart in the dual order of 

an. i theological in loLicel cr- 

rp. ticn or circuit of thirteenth- 

tec. chers and students reflect 
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as 'university' the rmedievel 'Universe' (universum, universitag, each 

having this dual meaning (1)) in which - within the circle of a 'uni- 

versal' or 'cetholic' Culture which it itself inscribes in that Uni- 

verse - it frames any' identifies its part? How goes this cart of Re- 

flection, as institute3. in the thirteenth ce-, tury, anount to a recur- 

rence of the initial figure of the pythagorean 'mystery' ('mystery' it- 

relf being a nedieval synony-n of 'guild'), and in this close a period 

or 'circuit' of Reflect`on? 

Csn we give some figure in ihich this circuit or 'period' 

might itself be inscribed within the wider circuit corresponding to 

a Tre lition beginning in the pythegDrean mystery, and closing with 

the identification of that Traditi'n or circu't here? 

W'll, the materials are alreedy arranged here before us, 

by the rrogress of the narrative thus far. V'e may easily see that 

a 'circuit' from the pythegoreanc to the thirteenth century might be 

defined in terms of the widening of the logical 'circle' of Reflection 

first embo'? ied at Croton, to the roint where the recognition of the 

'analogy' between closed logical circuit and closed poetic (or theo- 

logical) circuit leads to the logical inscription of the logical cir- 

cuit in an essentially open dramatic order, of ,, hich the closed cir- 

cuit of any summosedly complete 'theology' is an essentially incomp- 

lete image or representation. This recognition amounts, as 'e have 

just ser-n, to the individual's recogniti; n of his beiig in a radical 

autonomy of choice, an identity or persena, ity irreducible to any fin- 

ite sehe-, e. The primary i-'entification of this : Dart of the 'in.. ivid- 

ual' we saw framed by the Italian dominican Thomas Aquinas - this 7ri- 

marily as a oupstion in which we can know ourselves at the point of 

rumoring or duality of logical ('philosophical') end theological sph- 

eres, circuits, domains. is franciscan contemiorary 7onaventure be- 

gins with the mart of the individual at that ra=ical focus; Duns Sco- 

tus transposes the dominican scheme of Thomas, by making that open 

question of the duality of the two or? ers, the very beginning or foc- 

us of a systematic franciscan theology and philosophy (or rather of 

a systematic franciscan integration of these -iual or,: ers). 

- Thus the initial focus of a new logical identification 

of the gart of the 1_oCical or, er in s. 'Kosmos' in which we find our- 

ýS 
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selves begins to unfold over the second half of the thirteenth cen- 

tury, from the initial recognition of ourselves (as it were) - our 

'hart' in the scheme - at the formally irresoluble interface of lcg- 

ical and theological orders - of 'theoloLical' thet, and logical 'whet'. 

Aquinas insists unon the radical duality of these two sides of Crea- 

tion, Exigence and Essence... Duns finds these as two complementary 

aspects of a more radical 'thisness', whose own very 'thinness' is 

simply to be itself: 

Gv";, ) 11 ý1 ,ý mt%cn t,., l'3, e tip. 
haecceitas est de se haec (1) 0% 

si*nnliciter falsu'a ast quod esse sit aliud ab essentia (2) 

- but what of the cultural confiiurati"-ýn of the mid-thirteenth 

century of which francipcan and dominican, Paris and Oxford, Univers- 

ity, guild, Church and so on, are components? How does this mirror 

the 'logical' configuration of which Thomas' and Duns' schemes are 

preeminent expressions? How does it frame that very preminence, as 

a new 'period' is opened by these dominican and frenciscan schemes? 

The University, whether at Bologna, Paris or Oxford, is 

a ruildg. in'stituted by royal and pa'al charter. Guilds, together in 

effect constituting the organisation of any medieval town or city, 

in an indenendance' from the complementary ecclesiastical and feudal 

ordersiconferred by char ter, controlled the access to the various 
'parts' in the business of a medieval town. The University might be 

regarded as a 1imitinr case of the guild - first of all in that it 
I. -ývýtc w. mod 

embodies t1PieL)aristotelian figure of education as access to one's pzrt 
in the community through the 'ncetics' of abstraction from the con- 
fused 'play' of identification - then, in that this access - first 

through the order of 'logic', then into the 'applied logic' (or log- 

ical roetics of 1cgic) of the ouadrivium, whencg into the civic frame 

of Civil Law, of the complementary ecclesiatical frame of Theology, or 
the intermediate frame of a riedecine that related to the individual 

at the interface of these frames - this access it is, which puts one 
in the rosition or part to direct another's access, as 'doctor', tea- 

cher. 

1: Q, t- Uji- Pass 4, ý.. , 
(c 

r 2.: 
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The craft and trade guilds, with their dual civil and re- 
ligious characters, are organise3 analoý. ously to this limiting 'guild' 

of teachers and students. At another extreme, all the craft and tra-e 

guilds cooperated in tl; e com-ion dramatic festivals of the 'mysteries' 

that were the focus of the guilds' year, and which eventually came to 

be themselves organised by specific actor's guilds. 

The guilds in general, like the lombard cities with their 

corporate naaal and imr, erial charters, present the figure of a third 

order - the 'third estate' - growing up in the towns and cities of 

the middle ages, with ecclesiatical and imperial or royal 'sides' or 

cornnonents, but coning to have a more and more independent organisat- 
ion. The universities present (here again) a limiting case, in the 

almost com'l-te ecclesiatical control of the instruction. Yet the 

mirroring of the 'highest' faculty (that of theology) by the faculty 

of civil law, as of canal charter by royal or imperial charter, al- 

rea, 3y embodies the tension of ecclesiastic4l and civil oräers, albeit 
in an extreme instance. The failure of the Church to inscribe this 

dual order of learning within a strictly ecclesistical f raine, paral- 
leling the failure of Tnnocent III's attempt to inheribe the civil 

order of Christendom within the unitary frate of the Church, is brought 

out forcibly in the associations of french king and ger*nan emperor 

with anti-papal jurists and theologians at the begin : ing of the fourt- 

eenth centu. y (John of Paris, William of Ockha*a, T. arsilio of T'adua). 

'core Generally, over the course of the thirteenth ceitury 
V: e guild-or ; anisation of the towns and cities cane to as^ert itself 

as en intermeate order between the first two ' estates' of clergy and 

nobility. - Between the ecclesiatical order whose unitary frame was 
framed in the ' ogicp 1 poetics of a 'the: )loGy' orLan'. sed in t&-figure 

of a Book whose logical order was to be taken to reflect the part of 
this book in the spiritual frame of which it was itself one component, 

and a civil order framed by Frederick II in terms of a unitary inte- 

graticn of ftrope within the feudal rcono=ay of a single Mark, a single 
boundhry, an the 'phyrica. l' framing cf t. e 'poetics' of euronean act- 
ivity, with the papacy contained within the bounds of the roman see. 
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ruhe first half of the century embodies the convercerce 

of thin conflict tuwarc. s the death of Frederick II in 1250. Thcre- 

efter the '-ire declines, with'ut a central ccntrol'_inL fLE, -are, and 

the influence of the papacy, earlier DDara. m-, unt as the only farce ba- 

lancing r. n a'ibiticus en?. -powerful T'mneror, itself decýines. Over 

the first half o£ the century these complementary or converse frames, 

with their principles of mutual inscription, one in the other, as sim- 

nly ore com'onent order in either the 'physice. l' or 'lo;, ical' poetic 

frame of a Universal Church or unitary feudal 7"m-)ire, come to embody 

two sides of a more radical dramatic frame of their symmetric and con- 

trary as-ertion. In this wider order it is primarily the independent 

towns that begin to organise the fra^ze of in t'- rection of civil and 

ecc . esiatica. l orders. In Germany. the independence of the towns and 

merchants grovS at t-. e expense of "ýi¬ Feudal : Emperor, of the bishops 

and feudal landowners (these last twö classes often joined in one in- 

dividual: Albert the Great was at once bishop, count, and dominican 
q'- of 

vrovincial). The teutonic organisation of t ese towns reflects the 

latin towns to the south, with the powerful lombard cities between. 

ý'eanwhile in Prance and England, with their co'nnlex feudal ties (one 

with another), the ca-oetian and norman kings begin to assert them- 

selves against a clergy dominated by Rome and a feudal nobility, by 

an al l ian; e with the 'third estate' representing the growing, -over 

of the towns, In, each of these rising 'nations' the century begins 

with the reaction of a feudal nobility to a strong king, and concludes 

with the institution of a fixed 'parliament' of the three estates, 

replacing the easier feudal Council as instrument of national govern- 

ment. Between the french kingdom and the Emr, ire, and facing England 

across the sea are the powerful independent towns of the Low Countries; 

in Spain the 'moors' are excelled (e, _ceot from Granada), and the islam- 
ic courts eclipsed by that of the castilian philoso-eher-king at Toledo. 
With the fall of Jerusalem in 1249 the Crusades effectively cease to 

be an important factor in european policy, and with the fall of the 

latin kingdom of Byzantium shortly afterwar'c, the prosoect^ for a 

re-unites Christendom dramatically decline. 

The 

cesýor of the 

demanding the 

original 'mar] 

by the nor'ia. n 

counts or barons (the feudalva^sals) of the weak suc- 
crusa-ing Richard, as-embled at Runnymede in 1215, were 
restoration of the saxon privileges associated with the 

:' system, lost after the imposition of latin feudalism 
kings. Over the century the new kingdom was articulat- 
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in a balancing of the norm= and saxon wrincirles of autocracy and 
democracy - thin in large Hart through the activity of Simon de Mont- 

fort (the son of the leader of the albigensian 'crusa. e') towards the 

tim- of the ? 'arlianent of Oxford in 1258... Simon de r'ontfort who, be- 

fore being despatched on feudal service to Prance (to assert the eng- 
lish king's feudal rights there) in 1248-52, had scent six years in 

close association with nobert Grosseteste (the founder of the fran- 

ciccan Oxford School) and the latter's leading stulent (discounting 

the eccentric Roger Bacon), Adam T'arsh. 

The new civil order established by the french kings of the 

thirteenth century, from Philippe Auguste who granted its royal char- 
ter to the University of Paris in 1200, to Phili-)pe le Pel who sum- 

moned the three estates to a Parliament in 1300, is by contrast auto- 

cratic. If we may say that the inscription of royal authority under 
Edward I in the legal frame of a Parliament dominatea. by the rising 
towns and cities corresponds to a 'poetic' figure of balance of the 

'logical' frage of the Church and the 'physical' frame of the feudal 

order, then we might say that the corres-^cnding order elaborated in 

France a'nounts to the beginning by the french monarchy of an essential- 
ly 'logical' integration of the kingdom within the frame of three or- 
ders dominated by the king. Thus, at the begin ing of the fourteetth 

century the old unitary 'logical' poetics of the catholic Church op- 
fa feudal TMirire, is itself physic- posed to the 'vhvsical' p et cs ý 

ý1/ CW: 1 Wý1yMCý . 1SNewý 

ally inncribedZin the 
Aw 

'logical' or? er of autocracy asserted in 

the new frame of which Church and feudal Emire are in-cribed as two 

com'lementary sides. 

Finally, then: how can we now frane the configurat'on of 

Reflection in this thirteenth-century cultural frame, which has crow', 
out of the dual orders of euronean feu'alisr end catholic Church, as 
those have developed and inter-cted since the chose of c1aý, sical Ant- 

iquity? 

I have already noted the erne-Cence of frrnciscerý and don- 
inic2n orders within the Church at the beCir. rinC of the century. The 
'theological' frp? ninC of the logical order of Reflection within the 
' loE-icpl' poetic frame of the Church( in the co^, 'le. mentary ire. es of 
the irincinl. es of there two orders) with the parallel emergence after 
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the mid-century of the focal question of the dur li'y of theoloir, ical 

and 7 o, -ica?. or ers in cur i ientification of our 'art of ch- ice, might 

be seen to embody in the Univ--rsity a reflecti n of the wider figure 

of self-assertion (of burghers and kings) in a dramatic frame of which 

eccle-iagt? ca. l and civil er? ers were but two sides. 

Up to the focal ouecti. on of , ur individuality, correspond- 

in? to the inscription of cor lemetary 7 ogical fraAn' of the theolo- 

gical order an? theological framing of the logical cider within a wider 

dramatic frame, posed at mid-century, the logical order might be as- 

sumed to be logically inscribed in the closed circuit of an orthodox: 

theology, this in turn framed in, en'. theoretically framing, the unit- 

ary scheme of a 'catholic' roman Church, with "oje at its head, and 

civil order inscribed within. Tt is in the figure of the University 

as guild of students and teachers that a new order of reflection now 

identifies itself in a wi-'er dramatic frame of which the Edudal order 

of inscription of Church in Empire, and the pa'al orcer of inscription 

of Empire in Church are seen to be but two sides. 

At Paris the new order of reflection is embodied in a guild 

partaking of the new centralised order of the french state, notably 

by averroists in the Facyilty of Arts, at'serting the symmetry of in- 

script5_o i of logical in theological, and theological in loLical orders, 
ty Thomas resolving the symmetry in the identification of hi-Dart in 

the Church as practical frame of activity; by P onaventure finding in 

such a Da. '^t a radical my^ tery. 

At Oxford the narisian guild is reflected in the town that 

is in many respects the birth-place of the english Constitution, as 

framed bý the associate of Grosseteste, the founder of francisan stu- 

dies there. This dominant part of the frag ciscans is consonant with 

the democratic princinles of that order, as contrasted with the Rule 

of Augustine chosen by Dominic for his order. In each -)lace the con- 

figuration of Reflection - of the new loGical order of ch'. ice assert- 

ing itself in the frame of 'scholastic' theology - whether in dominic- 

an or franciscan figures, plays an analogous part within the new order 

of the 17niverdity, as it an-ears in the interplay of city, nation, 
feudelism and Church. 
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Thuc, at mid-century, we may refine a rac: ically new 'part' 

of the 'individual' rerson, at the focus of a unitary 'european' Cul- 

ture: The Dart of recognising his rlace in the dramatic frame of 

which Church and Empire are seen to be two sym-etric 'su es' -a re- 

cognition of his Dart in this tra-^atic sym-ietry, as acceded to in the 

University, as embodiment of the logical order of discurrive reason 

within the 'logical poetics' of the christian Story framed in the 

Church. A University, though, of which, in this recognition, the 

ecclesiatical frame of the papal charter and episcopal jurisdiction 

is now seen to be but one side, complemented by the incorporation of 

the body of students and teachers by royal charter in the civic or- 

der of the City - whether Oxford, Paris, Cologne, Bologna, or else- 

where. The identification of this.. nart (implicit, for example, in 

Thomas' defence before the Pope of the part of dominicans and francis- 

cans in the University, in a ciispmtation occasioned by the refusal 

of the parisien authorities to grant doctorates to him and to Bona- 

venture) of the University as framing the radical identification of 

the -. art of teachers and students in the ecclesiastical and civil or- 
der of Christendom, is reflected through the 'shysical' poetics of 

the feudal order in a Kosmos in which the theological frame of Cre- 

ation (expressed in Scripture) is mirrored in an aristotelian Econ- 

omy of itp logical figuration. - Purtherrnore, the framing in the Uni- 

versity df the individual's identification. of his part in this two- 

sided Kosmos - in its 'dramatic' order which reflects the complement- 

arity of ecclesia--tical and civil orders of the 'Dart' - is in turn 

reflected in the trisle organisation of the University into the 'higher' 

faculties of 'ecclesiatical' theology, civil law, and an essential, y 

avicennian medecine fra'ied in the familiar duality of thecosraic orders 

of 'Above' and 'Below' embodied in theology and civil law respectively. 
This triple order is itself framed in the fourth 'faculty' - that of 
Arts - which embodies the access to the three higher faculties. 

"hus we can see in the framing at mid-century of the nev? 

question of the individual's Hart in the wider dra=matic order of 

which Church and 7mnire, theology and logic are two 'sides' a focal 

recurrence of the figure of correlation of 'logical', 'phyTical' and 

poetic' orders sl-etched above in relation to the analogous schemes 
of this correlation from about the middle of the third century to 
the close of cla'sical Antiquity. 

hh, 0 
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At one 'pole' of that scheme we found (it will, I hope, 

be remembered) the primary articulation of the ' logical' c. r : er of 

the text in terms of the correlative or: ers of 'theory' of text, 

' nhyn ical' context, ' Doetic' interface, and their three 'co-finitary' 

co: a-le-nents or analo£, ues - psychical, mystical and ontical oriers 

(these articulated 'psyctlogically', '±h6ologically' and 'ontologically; 

insofar as their organisation is reflected in or assimilated to tYee 

'Economy' of the finitary orders of 'earthly' things). At the other 

'mole' of that scheme eom'on to the various 'classical' versions, 

whose correlations c-uld then be exprepsed in terms of their different 

vositi, )ns of enunciation within that fc. rmal scheme, was a 'physical' 

or'er of Kos-nos reflecting that logical or'_er of the te:: t. The 'poet- 

ic' order of syrn-! etry of these two ' ^oles' was eter Tined 'logically' 

in the figure of a text which framed its discursive order in the poet- 

ic or dramatic order of which it identified it-elf as one component: 

this logical poetics is embodied at the middle of the thirteenth cen- 

tury in the scheme of a unitary or 'catholic' Church, embodying the 

configu. rat4 on of a text of the ' christian' Story (or ')ra. ma) which it- 

self '? efines its part in the Drama it frames. 

Commlementing this 'logical' roetics of the christian Story, 

understooi in terns of a unitary orthodoxy, is the 'physical' poetics 

of the civil nr'er, framed in the primary figure of the feudal 'Markt. 

The. ralicsl focus framed in the university (which institution appears 

in the 'logical' poetics of the Papacy as embodying the 'logical' or- 

der of the 'text' of the Story as 'theology') amounts to the first aop- 

neerance of a figure of this dramatic Economy of the various orders 

of figures - 'logical', 'poetic' , 'rhjsical' - the first identification 

of our Dart in the raUcally dramatic 'symmetry of 'physical' and 'log- 

ical' orders of activity - the first ir'entification of a 'poetic' frar; e 

of sym-netry of text' and Kosmos, avil of Church and civil order within that 

wider symmetry - which is not itself 'mechanically' or unthinkingly sub- 

ordinated to the interplay of its converse 'logical' and 'physical' ver- 

sions or framings. Schematically the relations of the various orders 

of this self-identiMation of the 'individual' in the Kosmos and Cul- 

ture of the thirteenth century (this in a discourse which now first id- 

entifies its hart in this ra.? ical identification) may be presented as 
thus articulated between the two poles of logical text and physiml. 
Fo; mos: 
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- The text, within the ecclesiatical frame of the Oniverity in medi- 

eval Culture, frames its part in the Kosmos it defines: the text pre- 

sents, in the interplay of these figures 'inside' and 'outside' the 

text, the 'logical' frame of a dramatic identification of writer or 

res6er in the 'Drama' of self-recognition through a choice inscribed 

in the Economy of interplay of these various orders or figures as 

'outside' the formal play of that mechanical Economy -a choice re- 

cogni. ced, in the aristotelain medieval Kosmos in which it thus in- 

scribes itself, as an individual's a. otuality at the middle of the 

thirtcenth century. 

"he way that the logical order of identification of this 

radical actuality enters into the -ramatic configuration of that actu- 

ality as one component, and identifies itself as such, marks a close 

of the 'unfolding' of the logical order, from its initial self-inscrip- 

tion in the radically 'logical' frame of he pythagorean Kosmos, to 

its logical inscription in a wider dramatic order 
o 

/crhäace, having 

passed, at the close of 'classical Antiquity', into the 'poetic' cir- 

uit of a Story embodied in catholic Church and Islam. The new identi- 

fication of the 'individual' amounts to an inscription of that poet- 

ic subordination of the logical or-Fr in the logical order of a Re- 

flection which begins to recognise its part in a cosmic drama which 

is formally 'outside' comprehensicn in any closed order: this now in 

a 'logical' figure, rather than in some 'poetic' configuration in which 

the logical order is determined as simply one component 'comprehended' 

fully in the scheme of some definite drama. 

This circuit from oythegorean mystery to thirteenth-cimtury 

University, can thus be inscribed in a wider circuit from that myst- 

ery to a figuration of the part of the logical order in the 'cosmic' 

drama, which itself 'ovens out' or unfolds, from thennew self-recogn- 

hh, 
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iti. on of the ' inlivic1ual' in his choice, in the cultural 'Economy' 

of the thirteenth century. The circuit from pythagoreans to thirt- 

eenth-century may, for example, be inscribed within a wider circuit 

which leads from Croton to the seventeenth-century Z3intification of 

that 'Pconorny' as 'experience'. That Ventif ication, which may be 

taken to mark a mid-point of the Tradition as a whole, istto be here 

taken as the 'turning-point' of the second 'period' ofthe Tradition 

now to be sketched. 

... But does not the princiale of inscription of period- 

within-period, within the simple formal 'poetic' circuit and symmetry 

of a Tradition, su'nosed to be some unitary whole, itself repeat the 

urincinle of inscription of the Logical order of Reflotion in some 

'closed' poetic or theological order, which one might suppose left 

behing after the thirteenth century? * Does not such a principle of 

inscrinti""n of logical in poetic amount to a naive 'determinism' from 

which Thomas, already, distances himself? 

.. Yes indeed.. but that ' distancing' , that opening step 

of a new'oeriod, a new 'framing' of Reflection, of the'closure' of 

the logical or-ler, is the first ^te1 cut of an 'eccno-ay' in which 

earlier. Reflection is 'unthinkingly' implicated, for want of seein 
this figure of innl. icat? on, for want of ch-, osing whether to think 

'within' that figure or not - for went of the very figure of choice 
which "+ake this choice possible, by itself being br ught 'intD clay', 
into the -nlay of figures. in which action (including reflection) is, 

up to that point, 'open' to being framed. 

That is: until the appearance of this new figure of identi- 

fication, this new 'part' of the individual (person) - until it is 

brought 'into play' in the thirteenth century r Reflection is 'un- 

thinkingly' i'rlicated - and so 'determined' - in a 'mechanical' in- 

ternl ay or econo^±y of 'logical', '-poetic' and ' phys is al' orders. 
Thus the unfolding of the in. tial logical 'circuit' of pythaeorean 
'theory' up to the -point of its in? crinticn in the n etic order of 
the christian Story (the -oint that marks the close of 'classical' or 

pag? n Antiquity) may itself be inscripbed in a corres)onding 'physical' 
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cycle which appears to cover about a thousand 'years' -a thousand 

of those 'Dhysica. l' cycles of the Sun, which 'mechanically' dominate 

so much 'natural' and unthink ng activity on the surface of this earth 

in which the physical circuit of Culture (first as 'agriculture') is 

inscribed. The '^oetic' order of symr-: etry of this unfolding of 'clas- 

sical Antiquity' is itself refl-cted in the more or less equal 'physic- 

al' division of the whole 'period' or circuit into two subordinate per- 

iods, punctuated by the point around the beginning of 'our Era', in 

which the logical question of the. sym-retry of logical and poetic or- 

ders arises - this in the form of that transitional 'Question' of the 

framing of activity, of which Philo and t'-. e 'Christ', give two cors- 

nlementary 'versions', logical and poetic, respectively. 

It will be seen that the period of a thous and years in which 
Reflection as it were 'turns about' "that question of framing activi$tr, 

reannears - 'doubled'- both in the cultural circuit that leads from 

the period of 'Abraham' - say the fall of Ur, thechaldean metropolis, 
in 2004 IBC' - to the 'beginning of our Era' (give of take a few years), 

as also (more or less) in the further (and in some ways analogous) cir- 

cuit which opens with that transitional configuration of the '', uestion' 

of framing action (the 'beginning of our Era), to the closing config- 

uration of the Traiition of Reflection, of which the writing of this 

book is -itself (it seems) a component. And within this configuration, 

we may identify another simple 'physical' symmetry of two cycles, in 

the symmetric division of the period from 'Abraham' to the pythagor- 

eans (about 2000-500 'BC') by, say, tie point of Return of the isra=l- 

ites to 'the Land', as in the division of the period from the close of 

'classical Antiquity' to the close of the Tradition of Reflection (de- 

fined by the 'mechanical' dominance of the 'logical circle' of think- 

ing), by the cultural configuration of the mid-thirteenth century. 

That cultural configuration more or less equally divides the 

period from the close of classical Antiquity to theclose of the 'Trad- 

tion' inscribed in tie 'logical circle' of Reflection, into two physic- 

ally sym-netric T eridds - as though the 'poetic' symmetry of the 'story' 

of Reflection from the time of Aquinas to that of writing this book, 

might be thus directly in, =cribed within the primary physical symmetry 

of the temporal order - of that primary physical 'image' of the poetic 

order of symmetry of phyi7ical and lr-gical orders, in the 'two sides of 

Space' - in the 'mirror' of Time. 
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Now such a simple 'outward' sy-inetry of logical and phys- 

ical orders - the direct inscriution of the 'poetic' or'; er of the 

interface of Text and Context in the 'physical' symmetry of Time - 
is not easily assimilated by a Reflection which - since the time of 

Aquinas notably - thinks to determine itself as independant self-act- 

ivity. or if each act of thought, ac sertion, judgement, is to he 

a 'free' act of choice, indeaendant of all the other free acts of 

cYoice that go together to determine the pattern of european activ- 

ity since the thirteenth century, surely the combined incal cula. bil- 

ities of those uncountable separate acts or ch-ices, will im;, ly that 

t' at 'period' is thoroughly abstracted from any simile pattern - and 

from the extreme swoerficiality of any equation of a symmetry or pat- 
tern in the development of Reflection, and an unthinking mechanical 

syn-retry of solar orbits? in particular? 

Rere we must return to the initial figure of that 'free 

ch-ice', th-ugh: it amounts to the interface of the coin 1lementaxy 
inscriptions of the logical or: 19r of reflection in the poetic circuit 

of theology (more particularly, averroistic astrology), and of this 

poetic order (in its turn) in the ]ogical er. cr of reflection. This 

figure of freedom corr s'onds to t! -ie recogniti,.: i of the im-jossibili3ty 

of definitively 'inscribing' or subor. 'inating one of these comnlG- 

mentar princi"les of 'inscriotion' in the other. Yet that sy, a-ietry 

does, all t', e same, c-)nstitute a very particular and . efinite figure 

of choice, with direct correlations with the logical order of re&Fon 

and t'-e ' astrolos; ical' or? er of heavenly cycles, within which simple 

correlations this 'choice' must be in^cribed. - The 'choice', al- 

thcugh it is not ' ,? eter'ined' within either a lo ice. ) or theological 

frame, yet has its part in that frame exactly deter-iined, so as to 

leave omen (precisely) that particular choice. 

- And this sin^le correlation, gc)verniný; all ch"ices in- 

scribed in tº1is £i -are of ' ch- ice' will thus organise an econ_o-ýy of 

chice over a fairly definite 'period' deterri. ned by the Primary cor- 

relation of the co"n-ionent orders of choice. - An 'economy': thus in- 

sofer as a. certain activity iG 'thinking' or Reflection, inscribed 

in the constitutive 'logical circle' which constitutes it as Reflect- 

ion (rather then wplkinC, say, or dreaminc, or any other activity) , 
it will elco be (simaiy t', rougii thic si!! rle figure of tie lociail 

hhhý 



'circle' or circuit of T'eflectiý, n, inscribed in a simple 'economy' 

of the irter-lay of. logicel, nhZ*ýioel end Toetic and al- 

th^ugh Fach -oryrticular act of thin'ring inscribed in this s imnle ' eco- 

no. ny' or interplay may, in the cl, m-le, xity of fi¬uretion of its 'te1_70 

(so to sneak) and 'context' may be of -n incalculable comrle)_ity, yet 

that cirn-le dorre] ati :, n will still c'ctermine a constitutive finality 

corres^cnding to a sim'le overall 'periodicity' of the incalculably 

com-ley correl etionc- of incalculably complex singe acts. Tllc t is., 

Acuinas' free assertion of the character of free chcice, which opens 

a 'second period' of Reflection, itself enters, on various levels, into 

the 'economy' of correlation or interilay of logical, physical, , n` 

Toetic orders of subsequent chc'ices. A next choice is 'opened up' by 

the configuration of this identification of ch-ice in the sin-., le cor- 

relation of or, Prs of choice which define the structure of a 'period' 

of peflretion. At each subsequent step the initial 'finality' cor- 

rea-ýonding to the simile temnoral symmetry of the period frcmes, in 

relation to the figuration of crevious 'choices', now choices, each 

equally 'free', but each lea'ing, through their correlation with the 

overall figure of correlation of logical, physical and poetic or-fers, 
to determine subsequent choices, as it were in the new space left 

'in-between' choices thus far, and the organising finality of the 

correlations constituting the period as a whole. 

I have inten ticna11 y tried to stick to the erticulation of 

'perio'5s' of "reflection, in terns of a few sim le orders of 'figurat- 

ion' within the forrial frame of the period as a wh; le. In this way 
the correlations between the different -primary figures of Reflection 
( as of 'Culture') which interact within the sim-le physical, logical 

and poetic 'frames' of an elementary 'period' or circuit of activit, 

may be articulated in a fairly symmetric 'economy' of develooment, 

organise' by a simnle 'finality' which is itself a direct correlate 

of thr character of the s bordinate activity within the 'economy' as 

Reflection. To try and give a sim, le articulation, on the other hand, 

of the historical development of, spy, clothing, would be pore dif- 

ficult... since the correlations with, for example, the physical sym- 

metry of Time, are far legs 'irect... 

I will now move on to a sketch of the remaining 'periods' 

which intervene between the thirteenth century and the ,,, riting of this 

book. I will treat these in a more abstract manner, in accor ance with 
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these general and abstract principles of an 'economy' of Reflection 

found at work in the First Part, 

I 



PART TWO FROM SCHOOLMEN TO ROMANTICS 

Opening questions 

The First Part of this Story opened with the breaking of the pythagor- 

ean Circle at Croton - with that circular mystery in question - and 

closed with the question posed by the mirroring of christian Mystery 

and earthly Economy of Creation in individual embodiment, incarnation. 

- Opened with the configuration of an individual confronting at Croton 

the closed circuit of pythagorean mystery, the opening of that mystery 
in access, initiation into, or breaking from without of, the Circle... 

and closed with the complementary configuration of christian mystery 

as, so to speak, the Open Secret of Kosmos. 

The circuit which leads, in that First Part, from opening 
to closing questions, was articulated as narrative and inquiry by suc- 

cessive questioning of successive closed circuits of inscription in 

the Kosmos it identified of the discursive or logical order of its 

framing, identification - this in the 'critical' figure of questioning 
'logical' abstraction. from the symmetry of logical and other orders 

of inquiry: a symmetry itself discovered in the very 'terms' of the 

logic it brings into question. 

hh, 
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Thus the opening figure of the symmetry of the logical or- 

der of its identification with the other coordinates of pythagorean 

Kosmos, marked by the simple symmetry of the ten 'points' of the Te- 

tractys, unfolds to the questioning of the 'part' of reflection in 

Kosmos, posed by the radical 'poetic' scheme of framing the part of 

framing in that Story of stories which relates that to act according 

to a story open in one's situation makes it true (the Story thus mak- 

ing itself Truth)... to the questioning or question of the individual's 

part, about which the first section as a whole 'turns'. This 'opening' 

of questioning towards that radical Question of our part in the uni- 

versal Story is itself mirrored in an order of closing, and convergence 

of questioning towards the question posed by the interface of circular 

Mystery and open Economy of questions in the human 'individual', around 

the middle of the thirteenth century of solar cycles after the turning- 

point: an order of closing as an organising finality of questioning, 

which is coordinate with an economy of 'opening-up' of questions. 

Within the human 'group', circle, community, as primary 
'space' or frame of this mirroring and finality, then, we may see 

a simple coordination of the abstraction of the pythagorean mystery 
in the Silence of the governing circle at Croton, within the wider 

circuits of City and Earth, to the 'global' inscription of the evan- 

gelical, 'crusading', christian mystery and 'mission', in the 'medi- 

eval' World - itself symmetrically articulated 'in theory', within 
the opening pythagorean symmetries, interfaces, of Heaven and Earth, 

Culture and Nature, governing and governed, 'theology' and govern- 

ment. 

0 

Now this Second Part opens, then, with the individual 

'finding himself, (or herself) in the interface of Heaven and Earth, 

confronting the circuit of the christian mystery as the postulant 

at Croton earlier confronted the earlier mystery. But the thirteenth- 

century 'individual' now finds himself precisely in that interface 

of Closed christian Mystery of Creation, and its open aristotelian 
Economy. If his eventual access to the closed circuit of mystery 

and its Salvation be decided 'outside' earthly time, yet the steps 
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from the actual situation in which the symmetry of closed Mystery 

and open Economy is articulated in the radical open-ness of his 

'choices', his choice, in that situation, are simply not decided 

'in' the closed circuit of the Mystery. Within the governing fin- 

ality of that order of closing, decision, the individual's steps 
towards his eventual salvation or damnation partake of the open-ness 

of mirroring of Mystery and Economy in which he (or she) is the locus 

of 'decision': the mystery leaves its own earthly 'economy' radically 

open to individual choice.. and indeed itself closes with the very 
inscription of this order of open-ness as an irreducible component 

of the mystery ... a very mysterious freedom of the individual in the 

radically dual interplay of Economy and Mystery of Creation. Of an 
individual whose actuality, then, is at the very focus of this Cre- 

ation from which any attempt to 'logically' frame that focus abstracts: 

to attempt, indeed, to 'logically' comprehend that radical coordinat- 

ion of the various orders of Creation in the individual, amounts it- 

self to a false or misguided choice of just such an individual (who 

loses himself, as it were, in the part of philosopher, forgetting 

that he is incarnate individual first, and only then, and through that 

incarnation, philosopher). 

That is to say: the focal choice of the 'actual' individ- 

ual, who knows himself most radically as actual instance of choice 

and responsibility, is articulated at once in the two complementary 

and mutually irreducible orders of Closed Mystery and its Open Eco- 

nomy. Mysterious divine finality adapts itself to successive free 

choices as an order of 'closing' which as from a fixed point in the 

otherwise 'open' future determines in successive configurations aris- 
ing from successive choices, the right choice - the choice informed 

by conscience as choice of Choice, of God. But even a wrong choice 
leads to a new configuration of choice, in which the same constant 
finality determines another right choice (different from what would 
have been the right choice in the different configuration arising 
from a previous right, rather than wrong, 'choice'). 

From such a simple coordination of the various orders of 
Kosmos, and of the interface of mysterious actuality and open eco- 

nomy of possibility in particular, in the individual who, embodied 
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on this Earth partakes symmetrically of both orders, as from an 
initial point or focus, there 'opens' that phase, period, circuit, 

of questioning framed in this Second Part. 

And now, once again, we find the figure of our 'reading' 

of the Story or Tradition of Reflection precisely in - indeed as - 
what it reads ... and now we find even the figure of this correspond- 

ence through which such figurations as it were express themselves 

or 'speak' to us in a Tradition, reflected at this point in our 
Story, in the figure of the mysterious actuality of Spirit in the 

supposedly unitary Tradition leading from Incarnation of the Word 

down to a thirteenth century 'catholic' Church. 

Our opening framing of this Second Part, then, embodies 

a figuration of a finality of Tradition articulated over its various 

circuits of subordinate finality in the human time of more or less 

'free' choice. In particular, the circuit of the First Part can 

now be framed as one of three subordinate circuits within the cir- 

cuit articulated, between opening of the first and close of the 

third, within the simple finality of Reflection, Inquiry, Question, 

simply as such. .-A 
finality or order of 'closing' which, if it 

determines the transition from a first to second of three symmetric 
'parts' or periods in terms of the simple topology of various orders 
whose 'internal' articulation (Heaven-Earth, Culture-Nature, Policy- 
Economy, for example) mirrors their 'external' coordination with 
the other symmetric orders, yet does not fully constrain the actu- 

ality of, say, Thomas' choice of the details of his exposition of 
the actuality of choice - let alone, say, what the Angelic Doctor 

chooses for his breakfast before settling down to give an account 
of that choice. 

If we open then, with the mid-thirteenth-century config- 
uration of this question of individual choice, the individual as 

radically free agent in the interface of heavenly Mystery and 
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earthly Economy, we can, even now at the outset, set out a prelimin- 

ary (or rather, liminary) frame of this Second Part in terms of a 

complementarity of 'unfolding' of questions from that initial focal 

question, and 'closing' convergence and coordination of the questions 

that thus arise towards a 'symmetric' focus which marks a further 

transition from Second to Third (or 'closing') Part. 

How do we then divide the period from thirteenth century 
to the configuration of writing this book, with which the Third Part 

('already') closes? How articulate that circuit as a whole, first 

into two cycles - the first opening with the question of individual 

choice and closing with some symmetric configuration - and then in 

terms of subordinate cyceles corresponding to subordinate figurat- 

ions - amounting to subordinate 'inquiries' and their stories - with- 
in that Second Part or period? 

We might consider all sorts of possible 'choices' of schemes 

or frames of division - though all of these must in turn be inscribed 

in the organising finality both of the closing of this very book, 

and of the wider Inquiry it transcribes - these two 'parallel' orders 

meeting, indeed, in a common Close. 

We might even, then, consider articulating the Second Part 

within this radical mirroring of our Story in its story as framed 
in this and other books 'in' the Story.. 

... And this simple mirroring of Story and its stories in 

a common order of closing does indeed provide the primary frame of 
this Second Part: opening with the thirteenth-century configuration 

of inscription of the Book which tells the Story of Creation in that 

Creation, and closing in a symmetrical configuration of the ideal 

or imaginary finality-of a (unfinished) story in whose close the 

wider coordination of that closing and the wider circuit of Mystery 

would be articulated as in a perfect Symbol. 
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The Part or circuit which thus opens and closes, turns 

about the mirroring of this opening and close in the seventeenth- 

century configuration of a 'Scientific Revolution': which 'revolut- 

ionary' transition thus mirrors in the wider order of Inquiry as 

such, the opening of the First Part in the closing of the Third. 

- This through the opening up from the thirteenth-century focus 

in the individual of an order of questioning which inscribes the 

mirroring of Heaven and Earth as two complementary sides of a sym- 

metrical open Economy of questions coordinated about the part of 
that focal 'individual', and the interplay of actuality and possi- 
bilty in the universal order of their interface as 'Experience'. 

Such a frame seems to be a right enough choice within the 

organising finality of the inquiry embodied in this book. Of course 

many other divisions might be made in other books. One might frame 

the Second Part in the parallel development of the 'institution' of 

Reflection, from medieval University through renaissance Academy, 

scientific 'society', enlightenment salon to romantic group (and on 
to the 'modern' university as it first appears in Germany at the 

opening of the nineteenth century). Or one might trace an analogous 

circuit from the 'Romance' of the thirteenth century to the 'Romanti- 

cism' that marks a transition from eighteenth to nineteenth. Thus 

we find that a 'poetic' analogue of Thomas' scheme - the second part 

of the Roman de la Rose composed by the Doctor's next-door neighbour 

at Paris, Jean de Meung - presents an order of allegory whose dom- 

inant part in the european literature of the following two centuries 

reflects that of Aquinas' theological 'analogy' of finite and infin- 

ite, poetic and theological in the contemporary Reflection. We might 
frame a period or circuit which brings that Romance 'full-circle! in, 

say, Novalis' Blue Flower, organising symbol of that 'prophet' of 

german Romanticism, just as well as bringing parisian scholasticism 
full-circle in german 'romantic' philosophy. Indeed the two circuits 

converge, so to speak, in the very part of Novalis. 
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... But these 'institutional' and 'poetic' parallels must 
here be taken as subordinate components or coordinates of a 'Story' 

(and its transcription here) governed by the closing or finality of 

a questioning articulated in the progressive opening up, in the form 

of questions, of the symmetries of the logical order of framing their 

coordination, and the other coordinate orders of that framing - insti- 

tutional and poetic among them: governed by a finality of Reflection 

in the choice or assertion of inscription of a new logical order, a 

new discourse, as one coordinate of the Kosmos it frames, in succes- 

sive configurations arising from such 'choices', from such self-as- 

sertion of the 'philosopher' in Reflection. The parallel figurations 

of the coordinate orders enter, then, into the Story, only as they 

enter into successive configurations of re-assertion of the 'logical' 

order of Reflection, as it comes again and again 'into question', 

within the overall 'logical' dynamic of a Tradition of Reflection, 

Inquiry, questioning. 

Thus the Romance of Jean de Meung enters as one component 
into the 'poetic' figuration of the latter part of the thirteenth 

century, in which the elementary 'poetic' symmetry of the logical 

order of Reflection and the 'physical' order of its 'context' itself 

becomes a question for a Reflection unfolding from the opening mid- 

century question of individual choice. By the mid-seventeenth cent- 

ury the logical order of Reflection 'logically' frames its part in 

the symmetric coordination of the various orders of its 'context', 

within the mathematical frame of a logical poetic of Kosmos - the 

logical coordination of the various orders of that context reflected 
in the symmetrical mathematical 'space' in which the physical order 
is logically articulated. By the close of the Second Part, in the 

transition from eighteenth to nineteenth century, the abstract logical 

framing of the 'space' of coordination of the various orders coordin- 

ate with the logical order of Reflection, itself comes into question: 
for such a framing itself at the outset abstracts from the radical 

symmetry of coordination in which the framing of that symmetry must 

itself be effected. 

One component in this closing configuration is the logical 

framing - the 'theory' - of the articulation of the 'logical' (or psy- 

chological)- order of finality in the physical economy of activity: 
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'political economy', the inscription and articulation of the 'logic' 

of choice in the open play of choices within choices, within what is 

physically 'open' in the material configuration of a society arrived 

at through the cumulative effects of earlier choices. Such a mechan- 

ical or 'physical' economy of the logical or psychological order of 

our self-assertion in activity is a sort of formal converse (as the 

organisation of the 'logical' order in the physical) of an earlier 
logical framing of the coordination of logical with other coordinate 

orders. Finality at work in the material coordination of choice, and 

through it of our activity, is a sort of converse in the Story of the 

ideal finality of a Tradition of Reflection: and indeed the symmetry 

of this conversion is one component of the closing configuration of 

that Tradition in which Reflection, Inquiry, cuestion, is itself 'in 

question', the question of what is open in the symmetry of its various 

orders (that is, the various orders of Reflection and its Context). 

At the close of the eighteenth century, then, the doubling 

of an ideal finality of Reflection, with its circuits within circuits 
('periods' within 'periods' corresponding to subordinate figurations 

of inquiry within Reflection as a whole) in, say, Adam Smith's 'logic' 

of the Invisible Hand's material coordination of activity and the play 

of ends.. 'goods'.. that informs it: and in'the closing configuration 

of this Second Part this complementarity of logical and physical or- 

ders embedded in the complementarity in the activity of a group and 

its organising finality of 'logical' Policy and 'physical' Economy, 

itself enters as a central component into the question of the abstract 

character of an earlier abstract logical framing of the relations of 
logical and other orders of individual choice and activity, as it were 

from 'outside' the actual configuration of our 'theory' (theological, 

economic, or other) in-individual embodied theorising (itself already 

recognised at the opening of this Part as simply one choice among 

others, the 'part' of the philosopher). 

Together with 'institutional' and 'poetic' components of the 

story (then), which, parallelling the axial finality of the Story, 

and this story of it, as Inquiry, converge with that axis toward the 

closing 'focus' of this Part, we may count a complementary physical 

economy of finality - the 'economy' of the Story in the restricted 

sense of that term. Who pays for Thomas Aquinas' breakfast? 

hhh, 
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Or rather: how does the 'logical' finality of Thomas' 

reflection enter into the outward play of ends, along with the end 

of having breakfast. Does the Doctor, for example, write the Summae 

in order to get his breakfast from the Church.. or does he eat break- 

fast in order to stay alive to write the Summae? 

Here, then, we meet again the dual orders of ideal finality 

and a complementary earthly $economy': but not in terms of the initial 

duality of heavenly Mystery and earthly Economy, rather as the image 

of that interface of Heaven and Earth in the interplay of logical eco- 

nomy of Reflection, and the converse physical economy of earthly act- 
ivity in which Reflection, as human activity, is to be inscribed: the 

earthly image of the interface of Heaven and Earth. 

At the close of the period corresponding to this Second 

Part, Adam Smith closes his logic of the inscription of the logical 

order of-choice in its physical economy, with a brief application 

of the principles he has articulated to a survey of the price of 

wheat in England since the thirteenth century: that is with a survey 

of the rates of exchange, weight for weight (pound for pound), of 

wheat and gold since market records were kept following the decree 

of the first'Parliament in 1258. By considering the variation in 

this 'price' of. the staple or primary 'good', the staff of life, and 

further, by comparing the parallel variations in the 'prices' or gold 

equivalent of other 'goods', Smith illustrates structural changes in 

the 'configuration' (so to speak) of activity in the physical order 

since the thirteenth century. 

If we chart this data (or rather data from the systematic 

survey begun by James Thorold Rogers in 1860 (1)) according to the 

system of mathematical 'coordination' introduced over the mid-seven- 
teenth century, we find a 'periodic' articulation which directly re- 
flects the periodic structure governed by the 'converse' finality of 
Reflection. In each case we find (coordinate) articulations of choice 

1: A History of Agriculture and Prices in England, from the year after 
the Oxford Parliament (1259) to the Commencement of the Continental 
War (1793) 8 vole Oxford 1866-189. 
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successively framed by the configurations arising from prior choices. 

Corresponding to the major structural changes in the 'physical' coor- 

dination of the logical order of framing activity are those 'struct- 

ural' developments of Reflection from one phase to another, associated 

with he opening-up of new orders of question in the new configurations 

of the logical and other correlative orders here considered in relat- 

ion to the logical economy of Inquiry. Thus if we chart the variat- 

ion in relative value of constant weights of wheat and gold (the scale 

being arbitrary): 

weight of gold 
for constant 
weight of wheat 
(1) 

30 

... We can immediately coordinate 'economics components with 

the turning-point (around 1650) and close (around 1800) of this Part 

as a whole, as with the 'turning-point' in the 'Reform' of the thir- 

teenth-century order, about which the development from mid-thirteenth 

to mid-seventeenth centuries may itself be taken to 'turn' (around 1500). 

(I have extended the chart to cover most of the Third Part, 'turning' 

about the close of the nineteenth century with Davis' continuation of 

Rogers' data).. 

If, now we abstract from the long-term structural changes 
by plotting average prices over successive ten-year periods against 

averages for fifty-year periods around each decade, we discern a sym- 

metric periodicity or cyclical structure: 

10-year average 
as percentage 120 
of 50-year ave- 
rage (2) ' 110 

too 

i 1K 

1250 130 

1,2: charts adapted from E. Dewey & E. Dakin, Cycles New York, 1947 
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This fifty-four (2-3 3) 
year cycle was first noted in the 

variation of prices since around 1800, around the time of the last 

peak on the chart; in the introduction to his first volume in 1866 

Rogers had noted indefinite cyclical factors and raised the question 

of their significance. Around the same time a french physician was 
discerning the primary component nine (32) year 'Juglar' cycle of the 

longer Kondratieff or 'war' cycle identified the following century. 
Just as, in relation to pythagorean Kosmos, we noted the 'harmonics' 

of Kosmos, cycle within cycle corresponding to symmetry within symmetry, 

articulated in the basic solar cycle governing the interface of Heaven 

and Earth. There was a certain simple symmetry of physical and logical 

'economies' of the Reflection of the 'classical' Antiquity opening up 
from that pythagorean inscription of the logical order of its framing 

in symmetric Kosmos. Indeed the Reflection of that Antiquity was articu- 
lated in a thousand-year cycle turning about the mid-point of its ele- 

mentary symmetry in 'physical', solar, time. That millenial circuit 

was articulated in, a 'pagan' reflection abstracted from the 'poetic' 

symmetry of its mirroring in the physical economy of classical Antiquity, 

and from the 'dramatic' order of activity of which reflection itself, 

as activity, is one component. 

Just as a structural change corresponding to the close (with 

the closing of. the pagan schools by Justinian) of 'pagan' reflection 
is mirrored in the structural change in its cultural context with the 

opening of the 'middle' (or rather, 'dark') ages in the sixth century, 

so does the transition from fifteenth to sixteenth century mark, with 
the 'Reform' of the thirteenth-century 'medieval' order in Church, Em- 

pire, 'Economy', Reflection, an entry into a 'symmetric' development 

turning about the mid-seventeenth century and closing with the eighteenth 
(passing into another symmetric phase turning about the close of the 

nineteenth century). Yet just as the symmetry of 'classical Antiquity' 

was taken as abstracted from the deeper 'dramatic' order of the Story 

as a whole, so these subsequent symmetries are also to be regarded as 

abstract. For just as, within the dramatic order of interplay of Re- 

flection with the various orders of its Context, the 'circuit' opening 

with the pythagorean mystery, and in which the First Part is articulated, 
closes with the mid-thirteenth century, so does the Reform of that thir- 
teenth century order opening roughly with the sixteenth century and 

hhhý 
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leading to the 'Scientific Revolution' of the following century, 

amount only to one phase of the first 'half' of this Second Part. 

For the 'elementary' symmetry of physical and logical orders reflected 
in the mechanical circuits of planets and clocks is only one component 

of the dramatic 'circuit' of the story of interplay of logical and 

physical 'economies' of Reflection. As the configuration of the 

logical order of Reflection in the 'dramatic' coordination of the 

various correlative orders changes, so does the configuration of 

articulation of the Story in relation to symmetric 'mechanical' 

time. And these changes of rhythm, so to speak, are reflected in 

correlative changes in the articulation in time of the physical 'eco- 

nomy' - as, say, it goes through the 'mercantile' structural revo- 
lution associated with the opening-up of a 'New World' at the opening 

of the sixteenth century. 

Now although the epochal structures of Reform (or struct- 

ural reform) in the various orders coordinate with the logic of Re- 

flection and its 'economy' (circuit within circuit, configuration 

within configuration) associated with the transition from fifteenth 

to sixteenth century constitute a 'turning-point' about which the 

unfolding from the cultural configuration of classical Scholasticism 

and convergence toward a seventeenth-century 'Scientific Revolution' 

may be symmetrically articulated (in that elementary 'poetic' sym- 

metry of unfolding and convergence or involution, coordinate with 
the elementary 'conversion' of logical and physical 'economies', those 

two complementary 'sides' of the cultural dynamic of human activity) 

... yet the structural change in the configuration of the logical order 
in the coordination of correlative orders which is its 'Context', is 

more directly associated with a mid-fifteenth-century logic of in- 

scription of that logical order in its context, outwardly reflected, 

say, in the embedding of discourse in the 'mechanical' economy of 
'printing'. Thus we may, within the general 'economy' of the Story 

as a whole (the economy reflected in the 'logic' of its transcription 
into this book as 'inquiry') articulate a 'middle' age of transition 

from 'classical' or pagan Antiquity to a certain 'renaissance' of 

t 
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of pagan classicism (or classical paganism), between the opening 

of the sixth century and the mid-fifteenth century. This simple 
'symmetry' of a certain phase or transition about the question of 
individual choice at mid-thirteenth century corresponds to a change 

of 'rhythm' in the various orders of development coordinate with the 

order of Reflection, over the course of the fifteenth century (mir- 

roring an earlier change of scale or rhythm between fifth and sixth 

centuries). The coordination of these two changes, marking the open- 
ing and close of a certain 'middle' age - identified as such, precisely, 
in the configuration of its close - as 'renaissance' - is associated, 
for example, with the centrality of the closing configuration of 'neo- 

platonic$ reflection, in the analogous cultural articulation of the 
fifteenth century. Of course we cannot identify some point at mid- 
fifteenth century when the rhythm suddenly changes; the configurat- 
ion of Reform at the close of the century, indeed, may be taken as 
more 'definitive' in this respect than the interplay of 'medieval' 

and 'renaissance' over the previous century. Yet that interplay may 
itself be articulated about a sort of formal focus at mid-century in 
the focussing of a coordination of the various orders of Reflection 

and Kosmos in the part of Leo Battista Alberti - archetypal 'renais- 

sance man' inscribing himself as 'architect' in the symmetric Kosmos 
he frames. - This in terms of the poetic 'element' of symmetrical 
inscription of the logical or psychological in the physical order 
through the physical image of the symmetry of inner and outer, psy- 
chological and physical, 'ideal' and material or real, in the two- 
dimensional poetic frame of the square, uadro, 'picture', as inter- 
face in the physical order of these two orders - organised through 
the simple coordination of the various orders of this inscription 

according to albertine 'central perspective', at whose focus the 

painter or viewer (finds himself'. A focus, then, in relation to 

which the 'architect' articulates a three-dimensional order of sur- 
faces (volumes, then; 'spaces') within the wider interface of Cul- 
ture (City-State) and Nature: and this within the still wider inter- 
face of Heaven and Earth. - And this 'spatial' poetic itself mir- 
rored in Alberti's Discorsi, in which the order of the discourse it- 

self is inscribed in the ciceronian dialogue it frames, and which 
it articulates through this inscription just as the perspectival 
'picture' articulates the space of action in which it is 'inscribed' 
or embedded. 
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'Space' of action: and we will be able to identify a 
formal focus of the Reform opening in the transition from fifteenth 

to sixteenth century precisely in terms of the more radical 'poetic' 

of action - of an action articulated by the self-inscription of 
focal agent or actor as locus of framing the action he frames - from 

which the temporal axis of discourse, and the complementary articu- 
lation of albertine space may be seen as coordinate abstractions. 

We must now proceed (then) to articulate the unfolding 
from the initial focus in a mere point, as it were, of individual 

choice, in the interface of Heaven and Earth (from which an earlier 
logic and theology appear, over the thirteenth century to be abstract- 
ions), in the spatial and temporal 'axes' of spatiotemporal action: 

an unfolding which, turning about the question of the part of the 

individual in the action he frames (in the configuration of Reform 

opening with the sixteenth century), is mirrored in the convergence 

of the various figurations of such sixteenth-century 'action' toward 

their symmetric integration in the universal Frame of Experience 

around the middle of the seventeenth century. 

What of the overall 'economy' of cycle-within-cycle, in 

which I have suggested the 'physical' economy of 'political economy' 
is reflected in the 'economy' of Inquiry governed by the ideal fin- 

ality of questioning Reflection? What, say, of the relation between 

a symmetric base rhythm of 32 or 2.33 solar cycles ('har4, ests') in 

the agri-cultural interface of Culture and Nature (wheat), and a wider 

cultural cycle of 103 'years' of 'classical Antiquity' or 2.103 years 
from the turning point of the First Part to the close of the Story 

as a whole? What of the coordination of these 'symmetries' or circuits 

associated with elementary coordinations of logical and physical or- 
ders, and the opening configuration of that coordination marked by 

the ternary-and decadic symmetry of the Tetractys...? I will not 
confront this question here, but postpone a consideration of the 

coordination of elementary physical cycles with the circuit of a 
Culture embedded in that cyclical Nature, to the point in the Third 

Part where it appears as a question in the configuration of a later 
61 
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Reflection. Let it here suffice to suggest a counter to the alarm- 

ing prospect of the free reflection of the reader following this in- 

quiry inscribed with all its free elaboration of detail, in its own 

time, brutally transcribed, with all the detailed reflections of 

earlier writers, into a schematic symmetry of its various orders 

over thousands of years: we may consider the matter from the 'other' 

side, and regard the whole story as the minor detail of the inscription 

of its 'logical' order, its 'theory', in the physical Kosmos elaborated 

by physical theory over those thousand or so years, almost impercep- 

tible, perhaps, in the thousands of thousands of thousands of 'years' 

(ten of these, it appears at the Close) in which, as its elementary 

physical 'context', it is embedded. 
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Renaissance 

Within an 'economy''of transition over a 'period' between thirteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, we may inscribe as an initial component 

or phase, then, a transition from an opening in the 'focal' coordinat- 
ion of Church, Empire, City, Guild, Theology, Philosophy, Individual 

and Choice, to a further 'focus' of the mid-fifteenth century. Just 

as this initial 'phase' is inscribed in the economy of a 'Second Part' 

(from mid-thirteenth to close, of eighteenth century) as a whole, and 

that whole in turn in the wider circuit of a Tradition opening with 

a pythagorean 'mystery' and closing in a question marked by this in- 

quiry or book, so may various component figures be articulated within 

the economy of this initial phase, extending roughly over two centuries. 

In general, indeed, one might coordinate the articulation of certain 
figures in the configurations of two nodes or foci, and the articulat- 
ion of those figures in an 'economy' of transition between them. 

'Focus': I found the close of the First Part, and opening 

of this Second, 'focussed' in the configuration of a thirteenth-cen- 

tury 'individual' recognising himself (or perhaps herself) in his choice 

- as actor, agent, at the interface of 'logical' and 'theological' com- 

ponents, and of the 'heavenly' and 'earthly' orders from which those 

components are abstracted. That first focus or 'point' at which the 
individual discovers himself 'in question' at the opening of the Sec- 

ond Part - as focus of a new 'dramatic' configuration in which feudal 

and ecclesiatical orders are recognised as two complementary components, 
two sides - was organised around the figure of the Individual, as it 

appears in the discursive order of texts, defining its (his) part in 

an order in which that discursive order of Text is itself identified 

as one component. In the configuration of Reason, University, City, 

Church, and Civil order, this new 'part' of the individual constitutes 

i 
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as it were a first 'point' in a dramatic 'space' in which all these 

component figures, 'coordinates' of the individual's 'part', are in- 

scribed to define or 'frame' that point and space. 

There is, we saw, a sense in which the University of Paris 

is at a 'centre' of this new order - the 'focus' of individuality being 

so to speak marked at the interface of the Faculty of Theology and the 

Faculty of Arts around the middle of the century, as a question: the 

opening question of a new period of inquiry. The 'focal' part of the 

University of Paris at the centre of this dramatic european frame finds 

expression in the centrality of the 'thomist' version of this 'part' 

of the individual in that frame. 

At this initial point or focus of the Second Part, then, the 

individual finds the point of assertion of his texts determined in the 

discursive order of those texts, as a central point in a dramatic frame 

of which the text is one component. By the fifteenth century, in 

Florence, this bare initial point of choice and assertion in which he 

has first recognised himself (in a european order of which the embodi- 

ment of this recognition in a text is one component) has as it were 
'unfolded' to a poetic frame of symmetry of 'logical' and 'physical' 

orders of this individuality which finds its primary or focal expres- 

sion in the 'frame' of a 'picture' organised according to the principles 
(laws, rules) of 'central' (or 'focussed') perspective. And just as 
the initial figure of bare individuality was 'focussed' in Paris, and 

more particularly in the University there, so this new 'perspective' 

is 'focussed' in the frame of a Florence, and an ideal City, articu- 
lated by a florentine at its 'architectural' focus - this albeit, over 
the mid-century, by a florentine standing like a painter 'outside' 

that frame, and planning with the first 'renaissance pope', Nicholas V, 

an ideal City as a new Rome. We will see in the next section how the 

central version of 'Reform' is in its turn framed by Luther standing 

at the focus, as 'architectf, of a new 'picture' of Kosmos: Hie steh' 
Ich, und kan nicht anders'. 
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Why Florence? 

We must remember the dramatic configuration or frame of 

european Christendom in the thirteenth century. In the first half 

of that century, Italian towns were torn between papal and imperial- 

ist factions - 'guelphs' and 'ghibellines', taking their names from 

the two rival feudal houses whose contest for the Empire had become 

a central factor in papal policy. Frederick II was a Waiblingen, 

'ghibellino', and the supporters of his papal rivals called themselves 

ueý lphi. On the death of Frederick rival aristocratic factions within 

the city guilds - arts - which controlled the affairs of Florence, 

allied themselves either with Frederick's illegitimate son Manfred, 

or with the french duke Charles of Anjou, to whom a pope had 'granted' 

Frederick's southern italian kingdom in 1262, on condition of a 'crus- 

ade' against Manfred, who was threatening him from the south. The 

guelphic or papal party triumphed, but the great principles of papal 

or imperial supremacy to which the rival factions had become attached 

earlier in the century tended, with the decline of Empire and Papacy 

after the resolution of the conflict with the deaths of Frederick and 

Manfred ( with the balance broken the papacy ironically lost import- 

ance as an organising focus of other contests), to be lost in the con- 

tinuing conflict of the factions defined and named in the earlier con- 

figuration. Thus Pisa was 'ghibelline', but the conflict between Pisa 

and Florence was rather an expression of the contest between two ris- 

ing cities, than of declining Church and feudal Empire. 

Dante had risen through the guild of apothecaries (though 

inscribing himself in their books as 'poets: the guilds, like the 

great factions, were becoming detached from their nominal principles 

of organisation) to become one of the six 'priors' (first citizens) 

elected by the guilds every two months (at this critical period) in 

1300, and as such secured the banishment of contending guelphs and 

ghibellines from the city. The extreme guelphic party soon returning, 
however, to power, Dante was himself excluded, from the following year, 
from his native city - on pain of being burnt at the stake - and spent 

the remainder of his life wandering about Italy in exile. 
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It was over Holy Week (Dante tells us) in 1300, at the 

mid-point of his threescore-years-and-ten, that he had the vision 

of Kosmos, and of his part in it, that he later framed in terze rime: 
framing in that cosmic scheme the political order of Italy around the 

turn of the century. I will not go into the details of this 'focal' 

Florentine configuration of 1300 (which presents an initial component 

or step in the 'economy' of the phase now under consideration). 
Still less will I discuss the poet's scheme of the symmetry of Papacy 

and Empire (presented in De Monarchia) or his defence of the italian 

language in which he as it were 'finds himself' in the frame of his 

vision (De Vulgare Eloquentia). What is relevant, in this focus, 

for the general economy of a transition from Paris around 1250 to 

the florentine order around 1450, is the convergence in the Commedia 

Divina, of the theology of Thomas, and the Romance Jean de Meung com- 

pleted from what had been left by Guillaume de Loris as an unresolved 

question around 1245-50: the conflict of Raison and Amour. - Or rat- 

her of the two parallel traditions of which these are the most promi- 

nent expressions in the second half of the thirteenth century (and, 

indeed, over the 'middle ages' as a whole: the two central 'theological' 

and 'poetic' versions of the question of the Individual opened up 

over the middle of that century). ' Dante himself appears to have 

studied Paris (and Bologna) in the latter part of the century. 

Commedia: the guild dramas or 'mysteries', forerunners of 
the commedia dell'arte which displaced these when the players themselves 

became incorporated as an arte or guild, are here transposed into a 
dramatisation of the part of the 'individual' poet in the new dram- 

atic space focussed at mid-century in Paris. The drama is prefigured 
in the boethian form of the Vita Nuova in which Philosophy appears 

allegorically as the gentil'donna who consoles the poet in his abstract- 
ion from the poetic mirror of sexuality in which he finds himself and 
Beatrice as two poles. It was in that primary poetic axis or symmetry 

of sexuality as its 'element' that the Roman de la Rose had been framed, 

as an 'analogy', or rather narrative allegory, of the cosmic order as 

a whole. In the 'divine drama' this element of transfigured sexuality 

- the transfiguration of the 'poetic' symmetry of bodily self-identi- 
fication and corresponding desire, 'end', in a boethian ascent from 
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that 'earthly' order of the Image to its 'heavenly' archetype - is 

complemented by the thomist theology of inscription of the individual 

in the interface of 'analogous' heavenly and earthly orders. In the 

'vision' of 1300, Thomas' identification of the human individual or 

persona as point of self-assertion at the interface of Heaven and 
Earth, has unfolded to the point where Dante can 'dramatise' the 

part of his assertion of the poetics of 'divine comedy' in that drama 

he frames in the writing that is one component of it. - This in terms 

of the simple poetic 'element' of sexual symmetry, the very axis of the 

earthly Image, at one pole of which Dante 'finds himself'. The 'tran- 

scription' of the initial confusion, lost in the Image (its image the 

bosc'oscura), through, first, the poetic frame as focussed, personified, 
in Virgil, and then the poetic symmetry 'embodied' in his love of Be- 

atrice, into the heavenly order of the divine Trinity with which the 

poem closes, might be taken as a parallel of Anselm's progress from 

the inscription of the theological order in the logical order of fin- 

ite reason, to the transcription of that inscription and its discur- 

sive progress toward transcription, into the theological order, the 

mystery of that economy of access to mystery. ' 

'Faith seeking understanding': but here it is not merely 
the logical order which is 'transfigured', transcribed into the heav- 

enly order of a 'mystery' (a drama, then, commedia), but rather the 

elementary poetic order of symmetry of logical and physical orders 
in the earthly situation in which Dante, as ep rsona, finds himself - 

not'as some abstract logical instance of question and assertion, but 

as Dante Alighieri the florentine, in the year 1300. The initial 

point of coincidence of logical and physical orders in the choice 

of an actual individual (marked by Thomas) has as it were 'unfolded' 

into the poetic dimension or axis of sexual polarity, which is an 

earthly 'analogy' of the divine order of desire mystically transfig- 

ured in Love. And Dante, embodying this configuration in the 'logic- 

al', discursive, order of a text, written in the language of the 

'everyday' poetic of earthly life, actually finds himself, and his 

writing - finds himself as 'poet' - at one pole of this simple axis, 
itself one pole of the mystical axis of which it is also the earthly 
image, into which the initial thomist 'point' or focus of self-assert- 
ion has unfolded. 
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Parallelling this simple unfolding of a 'poetic' order 

of commedia, in which the discursive component of Dante's text in- 

scribes itself, from the simple point in which Thomas marks his re- 

solution of the focal question of the symmetry of the logical and 

theological orders of mid-thirteenth century (this, then, inscribing 

this resolution in the very figure of 'resolution', choice, in which 

the symmetry is articulated)... Dante's fellow florentine and friend, 

Giotto, first unfolds into the new poetic dimension the axis of ar- 

tist and object as two 'sides' of the elementary visual 'frame' of 

the 'picture'. His master Cimabue, the contemporary of Aquinas and 

Jean de Meung, had as it were marked a first point of 'presence', 

assertion, in the interface of artist or viewer and object (more 

particularly, the transfigured or divine female, Madonna) in a 'pict- 

ure': thus moving, opening up, from 'theological' byzantine abstract- 

ion into a new vitality - articulating the visual 'poetic' of the 

image, in the new dramatic european frame, focussed in a 

coincidence of the individual's recognition of his assertion as 

agent (and, in this case, 'artist'), and the assertion of life, per- 

sonality in the image.... rather than in the abstract theological 

poetic of a closed ecclesiatical order, abstracted from the more 

radical dramatic 'play' of which Church and Empire are two 'ideal' 

poles. 

These opening parallels, this development 'in words and 

pictures', are in turn parallelled by a new economic and political 

order, unfolding analogously in the european frame, in which the 

complementary (and often opposed) frames of ideal unitary Church 

or Empire are themselves becoming symmetrically inscribed, articu- 

lated, subordinated (where before their symmetry had been inscribed 

in conflicting ways in either side, framing the attempted subordin- 

ation of one to the other). Thus at the end of the thirteenth cen- 

tury, the kings of France and England (Philip the Fair in 1300, 

Edward I in 1295-7) first summoned 'parliaments' of the 'three est- 

ates': lords spiritual and temporal (clergy and nobility), and as 

'third estate' representatives of the towns and their guild organ- 

isations. By the middle of the fifteenth century the french and 

english successors of these kings had established their ascendancy 
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over the first two estates - roman Church and feudal nobility - 

through an alliance with the third estate: the rival 'frames' and 

corresponding forces of papacy and feudal order had themselves been 

incorporated in the 'dramatic' frame of their symmetry or mirroring. 

- Integrated in that order of Constitution by which Charles VII and 

Louis XI or the Duke of York and his son Edward IV, 'frame' the act- 

ivity of France or England (subordinating the rival interests of 

clergy and nobility to a unitary policy) in the interplay of royal 

authority and national 'economy' of activity in a 'middle' class. 

We might present this new coordination schematically: 

King 

Clergy i Nobility 

01 

'- - -Towns---- ", 

S 

Economy 

... And we might here see a 

simple analogy between this new national integration of various 

orders or estates, and the contemporary organisation of visual 

space - its 'economy' of representation - in terms of the elementary 
game of central perspective. The king corresponds to the albertine 

architect, and to the artist or viewer at the 'focus' of the ele- 

mentary frame: in the new urban frame national Economy is focus- 

sed and coordinated in unitary regal Policy. 

In the iberian peninsular this same 'mirroring' of inte- 

grated Policy and Economy appears in the figure of the navigator- 
king Henry of Portugal, in whom is focussed the new economic order 

articulated in the national boundary as 'interface' of Nation and 

World: and in the atlantic boundary of Henry's Portugal is (in turn) 
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first focussed the opening coordination of european material eco- 

nomies in the common interface of Europe and Beyond. Meanwhile the 

Hapsburgs of 'Austria' - grown from the old East Mark, of which the 

margravate (Mark-Graf-schaft: 'Mark-count-ship') had lapsed under 

Frederick II, to be conferred upon his son by Rudolf of Hapsburg who 

eventually (after the 'Great Interregnum') succeeded Frederick as 

Emperor - established themselves around this time as hereditary ger- 

man Emperors, dominating the three estates of the imperial Diet or 

Council, which it fell to them to summon. While this 'mark' or bord- 

er, the interface of Empire and Italy, came thus to dominate the Empire, 

the North Mark of Brandenburg was expanding at the north-eastern (slav- 

ic) boundary, and the towns of the Rhine 'Netherlands' at the inter- 

face of France, Empire and (across the water) England were rising to 

a dominance of northern trade complementing the rise of the italian 

cities to the south. In Italy Pope Nicholas V was establishing, at 

mid-century, a dominance of the Papacy which mirrors (in his breaking 

of the power of the General Council) the new dominance of the nation- 

al monarchies in France and England... and planning with Alberti the 

rebuilding of Rome ps. ideal focus of an ideal ecclesiatical order: the 

interplay of the new national orders an economy focussed, on its spir- 
itual side, in him (as the new civic scheme was 'focussed' in his archi- 
tect). In Florence the Medici family rose to dominate the affairs of 
that mercantile city; in Milan the military Sforzas succeeded the 

ghibelline Visconti who had controlled Lombardy from 1277; in the South 

a descendant of the aragonese king who had succeeded the angevins after 
the 'Sicilian Vespers' (which quickly followed Manfred's demise) fin- 

ally recovered Frederick and Manfred's Naples, in angevin hands since 
the papal deposition of Manfred in favour of Charles of Anjou. Italy 

in the fifteenth century was dominated by these states - the 'Two Sici- 

lies', Milan, and Florence, together with papal Rome, and Venice (an 

oligarchy since 1297, controlling mediterranean trade). 

What is to be made of this fifteenth-century order of 'nat- 

ional' boundaries, outwardly framing newly-integrated national orders 

of activity, focussed. in 'ruling' individuals? 
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The national limits or boundaries of England and France 

only came to be defined at the close of the 'Hundred Years War', to- 

ward the middle of the fifteenth century. That feudal conflict from 

which the new nation-states emerged began toward the middle of the 

previous century - the midpoint, then, of the phase from thirteenth 

to fifteenth centuries now in question. The western duchies or count- 
ies of the Franks had fallen to the kings of England, while yet remain- 
ing 'fiefs' of the french king: the english king, then, sought to re- 

place the counts of Paris - the capetian 'kings' of the Franks as a 

whole - as feudal overlords of 'France', thus integrating the french 

duchies with those of England in a single feudal 'kingdom'. Over the 

course of a hundred years the old feudal order of independent duchies 

and elective monarchy - the old economy of the Mark - had been sup- 

planted by a new national order of stable hereditary 'monarchy' with- 
in more or less fixed boundaries - boundaries in which the old 'marks' 

or county-boundaries had been integrated and subordinated. The new 
definition of definite physical limits of 'France' and 'England' from 

'outside', then, mirrors this subordination to a focal 'monarchy' of 
the old feudal marks or counties (and their fluid 'economy' of power) 

within. 

Within the Italian and flemish towns, meanwhile, the ana- 
logue of the old interplay of feudal allegiance, in the old interplay 

of factions in the guild organisation (associated with changing al- 
liances of different guilds with rival noble families) is succeeded 
by the integration of the formerly independent. guilds within a 'mer- 

cantile' economy - dominated at Florence by the Medici family. This 

'urban' integration (in alliance with which the national monarchies 

of England and France take their rise) is itself coordinated within 
the primary economic 'boundary' or interface of town and World, rather 

as national integration is coordinated in the new national boundaries. 

Thus the Medici dominance of florentine policy over the mid-fifteenth 

century reflects their part as a 'merchant-house' in the florentine 

economy - its very frame. 'Merchant-house': the transactions of 
florentine merchants with those of the lombard cities, Venice, the 

Netherlands, France, and England are 'integrated' by a medicean 

hh, 
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'balancing' of external trade... One florentine merchant might sell 

some cloth to a french nobleman, another might buy wool from an 

english wool-merchant; the Medici as 'bankers', as central florentine 

'clearing-house', arrange that the 'bill' for florentine cloth is 

balanced in their Paris office with the english bill for wool, through 

another transaction, between London and Paris (a commission being 

taken from each party), arranged through their offices in those towns. 

Of course three individual 'bills' are unlikely simply to cancel one 

another exactly in three transactions: the european 'circulation' of 

goods and capital will involve Medici offices in the chief towns of 
Europe 'balancing' a vast number of coordinated transactions in the 
'accounts' of various merchants in those towns. Ultimately, asymmetries 

or 'imbalance' of trade at each town (or rather an excess or deficit 

of importation or exportation organised by the Medici through their 

office there) will be covered by a transfer of gold or silver: and 
the balance of gold or silver accrued through Medici operations as a 

whole, transferred to the central Uffizi at Florence amounted to a 

very rapid expansion of Medici 'capital' there around the beginning 

of the fifteenth century. By mid-century the dominance of the family 

in the 'internal' framing of florentine activity - the old frame of 
the arti or guilds now integrated through the activity of the bankers 

with whom the guilds held their 'accounts' - reflects, under Cosimo, 

Pater Patriae, their dominance of the economic interface of 'internal' 

and 'external' florentine affairs. In particular, the organisation of 
the Church in Florence and the adjacent towns and countryside whose 
economy is dominated by the Medici, reflects the part in the medicean 
order of the flow of gold from all parts of Europe to the papacy at 
Rome - that component of the european economy upon which the ascend- 
ancy of italian banking-houses was built from the thirteenth century on. 

The mirroring of Policy and Economy in medicean Florence 

may, then, be taken as a 'focus' of a wider integration of european 
'economics' and 'politics', of which the rise of centralised nation- 

states in 'France' and 'England', the beginnings of mercantile colon- 
ialism in Portugal, the ascendancy of the East Mark in the Empire, 
the rise of the Netherlands in the north.. are so many other parallel 
and coordinate components. For example, the rise. of the Medici from 

the beginning of the fourteenth century, along with that of the lombard 
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bankers or merchant-houses that 'balanced' the flow of papal gold 

to the Church with ever more complex frames of international trade, 

parallels another order of inscription of the 'logical' poetic of 

the papacy within the physical 'economy' of activity: its physical 

transposition, for a century, to France. The Papacy that emerges 

in the person of Nicholas V from the 'Captivity' at Avignon and the 

resulting 'Great Schism' between french and german factions in the 

Church and its Councils itself parallels, as I have noted, a new 

centralisation in the towns and nations of mid-fifteenth century 

Europe. 

-A new 'focussing' of the Church rising out of the frag- 

mentation of the ecclesiastical lparliamentsl, Councils, of the first 

half of the century: the critical point in the final contest of roman 

Pope and franco-german Council might be taken to be marked by the 

Council of Florence called (first to Ferrara in 1438) to succeed the 

Council of Basel (siiting from 1431 and formally dissolved only in 

1449 with the universal recognition of the authority of Nicholas V). 

The rival Council of Florence was called - nominally at least - to 

effect the union of latin and greek Churches, as one 'side' of an 

alliance of the West with Byzantium, now reduced almost to the limits 

of the imperial city itself, and its very survival menaced by the 

ottoman turks. To Florence in 1439 came the eastern Emperor, John, 

attended by the leading byzantine theologians, Pletho and Bessarion. 

At the Council Pletho expounded to the West the superiority of Plato 

(or rather, of neoplatonism represented by a systematic working-out 

of Dionysius' scheme) to the Aristotle who dominated the theology of 
the latin Church - the theology which was the major formal obstacle 
in the way of reunion of the two sides of Christendom, sundered by 

systematic theological divorce over the 'dark ages' of the West. 

The coordination of mid-century focussing of the latin Church in 

a roman Pope with this ecclesiatical interface of East and West as 

a whole (parallelling the focussing of civil policy in the component 
kingdoms of the West) is coupled with a new articulation of theology 

in this interface: a neoplatonic focussing of the relations of plat- 

onic Mystery and aristotelian Economy of Kosmos. During the Council 

of Florence Cosimo del Medici established, under Pletho's direction, 

a 'Platonic Academy', and began to systematically prepare the young 

son Marsilio of his physician Ficino to be the expositor of Plato 

to a latin West focussed in medicean Florence. Bessarion joined the 
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latin Church, becoming titular patriarch of Constantinople, and, 

under Nicholas V, bishop of Frascati near Rome whence he assisted 

the first 'renaissance pope' in the reorganisation of the Vatican 

Library, while Alberti worked at the reorganisation of the papal 

city itself. Where also he joined with Nicholas in energetic advocacy 

of the union of the two Churches within the frame of their new theo- 

logy, as of the military assertion of latin Christendom in its east- 

ern interface with the old greek Empire. .. But they prevailed in 

neither of these causes in time: Constantinople fell in 1453, and 

with it went the prime eastern motive for ecclesiatical reunion. The 

mid-century also marks, then, the close of the systematic eastern art- 

iculation of neoplatonic theology within the dionysian scheme, as there 

opens up the interplay of this mystery with the aristotelian frame of 

western theology, with the flood-'of literate refugees to Italy: an in- 

terplay prefigured at Florence by the establishment of a chair of 

greek ature in 1397, and the foundation of the Academy. 

... And. as Byzantium is finally integrated, after having 

contracted since the latin occupation of-the thirteenth century to 

a single spot, in the ottoman Empire, and the more or less static by- 

zantine tradition is transposed in the form of scholars and manuscripts 

into the latin culture of the West, germans are at work integrating the 

discursive order of the manuscript (in its archetypal instance of Book, 

Bible) into the new technical and economic order of the mercantile 

town: at work 'printing' at Mainz the Book from 'types', C4 o' , ana- 
logues of the platonic archetypes being brought from Byzantium... and 
these analogues might be said to meet in Marsilio Ficino's transcript- 

ion of tie greek Plato-into latin, printed at Florence in 1483... 

But let us consider another coordination of italian and Ber- 

man with East and West. Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, proponent in 1433 

of the subordination of the part of Pope to General Council as primary 
instance of framing christian activity, had, by the time of the break- 

down of the-Council of Basel in 1436, become an advocate of the focus- 

sing of the unity of the Church in the person of the Pope. The following 
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year it was he who was sent by the Pope to Byzantium to attempt 
the reunion of East and West under that Pope. The focussing of the 

interface of eastern and western Churches and theologies in this 

critical journey of 1437-8 (leading to the Council of Florence in 

1439) led to the theology of 'learned ignorance' by 1440, parallel- 
ling Cosimo's founding of the florentine Academy (as perhaps the 

spiritual crisis and vision of 1437 parallels the perspective of 
Alberti's De Pictura of that year, in their common prefiguration of 
the focal configuration of mid-century). 

Docta Ignorantia: the mathematical symmetry of the logical 

inscription of the logical order of discursive finite reason in a 
dramatic order of Mystery of which, as in Dionysius' theology, it 

is but one component - one component which knows itself in knowing 

its limitation, knowing that it cannot 'comprehend' the coordination 
in which it is scomprehendedt or comprised as one order. 

In 1453 Nicholas, made bishop of Brixen (at the interface 

of Austria and Italy) by Nicholas V in 1450, received a request from 

the benedictine abbey of Tegernsee to explain to the monks Dionysius' 

'Lift yourself into Ignorance'. Nicholas responds by sending to 

the abbey a flemish painting, and an accompanying essay, De Visione 

Doi: the picture, whose eyes follow the viewer as he moves about the 

room, is to serve as access to the order of Mystery, according to 

the complementary unfolding of the discursive order of the viewer's 

reflection as he confronts the picture, traced in the essay: from 

the elementary 'poetic' symmetry in their pictorial interface of 

viewer and object of vision (here a gaze, a viewing of its viewing), 
into the symmetry of this poetic order of Image, and mystical Actu- 

ality, Divinity... the Picture, Image, the very image of the mirroring 

of Actuality and Image... a 'dramatisation' in the space in which 
the monk and the flemish picture are embodied, of the discursive 

order of the monk pr viewer's finite reason, according to the 'script' 

so to speak of the essay, which itself inscribes itself in this 

dramatic configuration, this.. divine comedy, analogous to the articu- 
lation of Dante's poem in relation to an earlier sexual symmetry of 
the Image (from which sexuality the monastic order, of course, is 

'abstracted'). 

Now the simple figure of the symmetry of two 'sides' of 
kký 
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the image, the picture, the poetic frame, square, quadro, embedded 
in the extension of outward space, and the two 'sides' of a mysterious 
Actuality, and the Economy of the Image - the two sides of which the 

two-sidedness of the Image is at once one side, and an 'image' of its 

relation to the 'other' side - corresponds directly to the 'mathemat- 

ical' order of an inscription of a configuration of marks (the pythag- 

orean Tetractys) as one order in a configuration of orders of the mark 
that 'Symbol' reflects. And Cusanus articulates the symmetry, con- 

version, transcription of 'outward' Image and the wider configuration 

of which it is both an image and one component, in a mathematical 
frame of mirroring, conversion, of heavenly or divine implicatio, nest- 
ing of symmetry within symmetry, unfolding from the simple configur- 

ation of two sides of the mere mark or image 'outside' unitary Divinity 

(the initial 'nothing' of finitude, definition), reflecting the two- 

sidedness of divine 'inside' and this 'outside'... and converse explic- 

atio, inverting that unitary order of involution in the dynamic art- 

iculation of the same symmetry about the formal 'definition' of the 

mark, its 'Economy' turning inside-out, so to say, the unitary sym- 

metry and hierarchy of Mystery. To 'lift oneself into Ignorance', 

then, is to play one's 'part' in the working of this Mystery or 

Actuality, which cannot be inscribed in the logical 'side' of the 

finite Image, and its economy: that economy of assertion must rather 

be organised by its inscription in the wider coordination, and this 

through the simple figure of that coordination not being logically 

'comprehended'. The logical order can only define itself 'logically' 

in this negative 'not', this nescience which in its turn opens up 

our true part in the question it poses. 

Now this simple coordination of 'mathematical' symmetry 

with the symmetry of two sides of the two-dimensional pictorial in- 

terface of viewer and object - of mathematics and painting - directly 

complements Alberti's definition of the part of the architect the 

previous year - in the closing chapter of the penultimate book of 
De Re Aedificatoria:. The architect asserts himself in response to 
the question posed in a particular situation by the integration, sym- 
metry"within symmetry, of the economy of Surface defined in 1437: 
himself a 

. 
coordinating focus in response to the question posed by 

khý 
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a particular building operation... both knowing all that has been 

written - discursively elaborated - on the subject, and the working 

of the various figures or factors in the Economy of Nature..... and 
this whole Art is comprised in the complementary orders of pictorial 

economy of surface, and mathematical frame of coordination of its 

various dimensions ('dimensions', literally and figuratively): 

Verum pictura et mathematica non carere magis poterit quam 

voce et syllabis poeta. (1) 

Truly, he can no more lack the arts of painting and mathematics, 
than a poet skill in rhyme and metre. 

... And albertine Mathematics is framed in the configuration, 

so familiar now, of pythagorean marking of the coordination, harmony, 

of the various orders of that marking: in figurate number and the 

unitary articulation (Finitio) of the symmetries of Number by the 

Tetractys: 

Et profecto iterum atque iterum affirmo illud Pythagorae. Cer- 

tissimum est naturam in omnibus sui esse persimilem. Sic se 

habet res. Hi quidem numeri per quos fiat ut vocum illa con- 

cinnitas auribus gratissima reddatur, iidem ipsi numeri perfic- 

iunt, ut oculi animusque voluptate mirifica compleantur. Ex 

musicis igitur quibus hii tales numeri exploratissimi Bunt: at- 

que ex his praeterea quibus natura aliquid de se conspicuum 

dignumque praestat tota finitionis ratio producetur. (2) 

And indeed I confirm again and again that famous discovery of 
Pythagoras': It is beyond all doubt that Nature maintains a 
thorough analogy in all her components, and this as follows: 

Those very numbers by which sound is brought into concord and 

rendered most pleasing to the ears, are the same numbers which 
bring it about that the eyes and the mind are filled with won- 
derful delight. From musicians, then, who have looked most deeply 

into such numbers, as also from those things wherein Nature shows 
herself somehow striking or fine, the whole system of articul- 

ation may be developed. 

The coordination, Finitio, of spatial elements is to be artic- 
ulated by analogy with the temporal harmony of the musical line: the 

principles in each case being the 'musical numbers', 1,2,3,4. (3) 

1: De Re Aedificatoria IX, 10 (1485: z2v, 1512: f CLv) 2,3: IX, 5(y2v; C)LIIi,: 
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Alberti, though, abstracts from the limiting question or 

Mystery of Cusanus' reflection (as indeed Nicholas in turn abstracts 

from the embedding of the order of surface, image, in the sexual eco- 

nomy of the Family and House, central to Alberti's frame): his re- 

flection is articulated within the abstraction of the circuit of 

City and architecture from Nature, as from the coordinate symmetry 

of natural Earth and Heaven above, and the embedding of his practical 

scheme in such a limiting symmetry appears only occasionally in his 

reflection as a recurrent unanswered musing or questioning. His 

Iplatonism' is roman, ciceronian, rather than greek. But the comple- 

mentarity of these two coordinations of the symmetry of the two sides 

of surface... 

Quid est enim aliud pingere quam arte superficium illam fontis 

amplecti? (1) 

What then is painting but the art of comprehending surfaces 
by their origins. 

... with the mathematical symmetry or coordin- 

ation through which the economy of surface is integrated, presents 
both a primary axis of the mid-century 'focus' which I have suggested 

may be articulated in relation to the inscription of the circuit of 
florentine activity in the (european) interface of Heaven and Earth, 

and a question posed by this complementarity marking the convergence 

of two lines of development toward the reflection of the florentine 

Academy around 1470. One line is the german dominican mysticism 

or mystical theology of the fourteenth century (Eckhardt, Tauler, 

Suso, the Friends of God, the Brethren of the Common Life - at whose 
school at Deventer in the Netherlands Nicholas, like Erasmus after 
him, was schooled), leading to the coordination of two-sided Image 
(perhaps a painting of Nicholas by his friend Roger van der Weyden) 

and the two-sidedness of which that Image is one side. The other 
is a line leading from the configuration of 'perspective' which we 
left with Dante and Giotto at the opening of the thirteenth century, 

and which passes through Brunelleschi's epochal demonstration of 

central perspective in two compositions on wooden panels produced 

at Santa Maria Novella in Florence in 1428 and the association of 
the architect of Florence cathedral's dome with the young Alberti 

1: De Pictura, J489 ad fin. 
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in the fourteen-thirties when the latter was writing his series 

of italian discorsi Della Famiglia. 

What is this 'central' perspective? 

... Simply, as Alberti suggests in his treatise, the first 

systematic presentation of Brunelleschi's discovery, the organisat- 
ion of 'figures' in a two-dimensional frame, (s)quadro, surface, as 

though that surface were inscribed in an (imaginary) three-dimension- 

al euclidean 'space' of objects, in which we were at a certain point 

in front of the surface viewing the objects 'behind': so that the fig- 

ures or lines of the picture are the tracing-out in the plane within 

the frame of the straight lines of sight joining our 'point of view' 
(the 'focus' of the picture) with the boundaries of the objects on 

the 'other side'. Looking, then, from a point corresponding to the 

focus of the perspective in the real space of the picture and its two 

dimensional painted surface, we can, 'forgetting' the real space in 

which we and the picture are in fact embedded, 'identify' ourselves 

'in imagination' with someone in the imaginary space containing this 

other 'self' and its imaginary 'objects'. Brunelleschi's demonstrat- 

ion involved the placing of a painted panel on the other side of a 

screen in which a hole was bored corresponding to the 'focus' of 

the composition on the panel.. and when the panel was removed that 

focus opening precisely onto the very same, but now real, scene, re- 

presented by the panel (the view from the church door). The indiv- 
idual finds himself at a point of coincidence of real and imaginary 

'spaces', the 'focus' of their interface, in either three-dimensional 

reality or three-dimensional imagination, in a two-dimensional sur- 
face. And with Alberti's mid-century coordination of the 'economy' 

of this poetic 'element' or elementary frame of the action in which 

we assert our actuality in response to the question posed by that 

symmetry of real and imaginary, with the order of coordination of 

activity in a City (focussed like, say, Rome in the person of Nicholas 

V), of which it is itself (analogously to Cusanus' image) an image, 

we arrive at a new focus of action, of individual choice, which has 
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as it were 'unfolded' from the initial 'point' in the thirteenth- 

century interface of Heaven and Earth, into the coordination of 

such points as 'foci' in the visual or spatial 'economy' of choice 

and the activity it informs, in three symmetric 'dimensions', axes. 

I have already marked one 'step' in this unfolding as the 

complementary 'unfolding' of a single axis (so to speak) of this fif- 

teenth-century 'space' of action (in which the individual knows himself 

as a 'focus' of interplay of real actuality and imaginary possibility 

embodied in three-dimensional physical space), from the initial mid- 

thirteenth-century 'question' of the individual, in the parts of Dante 

and Giotto. - Dante's identification of the writing of the Comedy as 

one part in the configuration of Italy in 1300 which it frames: his 

writing of the choice of the part of writing, of poet, in this con- 

figuration which presents itself, so to speak, as the question of Dante's 

part. I noted that this 'perspective', integrating the initial paris- 

ian''versions' of the mid-century question of Thomas Aquinas and Jean 

de Meung, might be taken as a discursive correlate or parallel of 

Giotto's 'unfolding' of Cimabue's initial 'presence' of viewer and 

viewed in the pictorial frame (in'the Madonnas return of the viewer's 

gaze, and the transfiguration of this vision). - An unfolding of that 

initial point of coincidence of viewer and viewed, earthly and heavenly, 

through a self-recognition of artist (and viewer) on one 'side' of 

a pictorial interface - here and now, in this familiar world, whose 

objects and activities Giotto 'traces' in the figuration of his sur- 
face - the actions, most particularly, of Francis, depicted in the 

new technique of fresco, on the very walls of the chapel at Assisi. 

Petrarch, around the middle of the fourteenth century, dis- 

covers the symmetry of the two sides in the axis opened up at the 

beginning of the century, identifies that 'poetic' order - say in his 

ciceronian open letters to friends, articulated deliberately in the 

symmetry of-reader and writer in thie common - actual - situation... 
in his marking of a detachment from the poetic element of sexual 
symmetry-after the death of, -Laura in'1348... in his recognition of 
poetic symmetry systematically articulated in the style of Cicero 
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and Virgil at the beginning of. our Era, and so on. At mid-century 
he was crowned on the Capitol as Prince of Poets - this quickly fol- 
lowed by the analogous 'poetic' of Rienzi's restoration of the 'clas- 

sical' roman Republic. 

At Paris Jean Buridan was, meanwhile, confronting the quest- 
ion of choice in terms of the symmetry of our (or an ass') situation, 
this in turn mirrored by a 'self-assertion' so to speak of the objects 
of our reflection in the outward order (such complementary identificat- 
ions of 'subjective' and 'objective' self-assertion have already been 

noted in Scotus' succession at Oxford). Another component in the mid- 
fourteenth century configuration intermediate between Paris a century 
before and Florence a century later is the breakdown of the old feudal 

economy associated with the Black Death of 1348-9 (which might per- 
haps be regarded as occasion rather than direct cause of a transition 

from the social and economic order of the thirteenth century to that 

of the fifteenth.. the part of the epidemic in the development of the 
florentine order is recorded by Petrarch's associate Boccaccio). 

... But I will not enter into any details of that transit- 
ional configuration. At the close of the century the byzantine re- 

presentatives of classical Antiquity that Petrarch and Boccaccio had 

sought more or less in vain, were appearing in Italy to wander like 

greek sophists of old from city to city. Manuel Chrysolaris, sent 
as envoy by the Emperor John in 1391, was the first to settle in one 
city - to open a school - this in Florence in 1397, where he showed 
a rising generation of young florentines their way about in the poet- 
ic order discovered (so to speak) by Petrarch. The pictorial or 
visual correlate of-this new discursive order in the early fifteenth 

century might be seen in the work of Masolini and Masaccio in the 
Brancacci Chapel, which was to become the very 'school' of young 
florentine painters toward the middle of the century - in whose in- 

terface with the Florence outside Brunelleschi articulated the new 
perspective. in 1528. 'In the Brancacci fresci different components 
of picture and story are no more simply juxtaposed: rather are the 
different axes of viewer (or artist) and components integrated in a 
'dramatic'-interplay, in an economy of a common 'space'. Thus the 
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relation of viewer or artist to one 'actor' in the scene leads the gaze 
to another component, which is in turn referred to another component 

or axis. One person looks at another who looks at a third who is in 

turn engaged with the first in some common action. The poetic inter- 

play or economy of figuration in the pictorial 'space' is articulated 
in such circuits within the unitary action of the whole, within an 
istoria itself articulated in a dramatic Jspace' in which the various 

component 'circuits' are coordinated, one within another. We might 

take this first phase of fifteenth-century development opening with 

Masolino as closing in Brunelleschi's system of integration of the 

action in 1428: a unitary Space framing a unitary Action, defined sim- 

ply in terms of frame and viewer, and in which all components may be 

in principle inscribed in a coherent system - in the primary poetic 

order of symmetry of the two 'sides' of the picture, real and imagin- 

ary. This step may be taken to correspond in a way to the earlier 

step from Cimabue to Giotto at the close of the thirteenth century. 

The transition from Cimabue to Giotto is 'reflected' in the inte- 

gration of Masaccio's 'circuits' in the primary circuit of abstraction 

of the uq adro from the imaginary space in which, as interface of that 

and the real order of actual painting, it is embedded.. in the unitary 

action focussed in the viewer or artist's assertion and question at 

the focal coincidence of these two orders, mirrored in the actuality 

of the other 'foci' on the other 'side' of the frame, about which 

components of the 'action' are articulated. 

.. And the final step of integration of an economy of such 

perspectival Surface in the wider interface of real (or actual) and 
imaginary-(or possible) in the unitary activity and policy of a City, 

through a 'focussing' of the economy of question and assertion, of 

which the elementary 'frame' of that economy is itself an image - in 

Alberti's De Re Aedificatoria - and the question posed in the comple- 

mentarity of this frame of activity and Cusanus' mystery-- may be 

taken to reflect, toward mid-century, the initial step in which Thomas, 

Jean de Meung, Cimabue and others asserted themselves in response to 

the mid-thirteenth-century 'question' of the individual, in assert- 
ing their various coordinate versions, framings, of individuality and 
its assertion. Furthermore the 'circuits' of Masaccio's composition 
in the early part of the century are reflected, in their turn, in 

the breakdown of unitary space in the harmonics of Botticelli's line 

and, say, Piero della Francesca's incorporation in a picture bf Christ 
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rising from his tomb of two centres of perspective - 'heavenly' 

and 'earthly' so to speak. ... And these developments are coordin- 

ated, in the florentine Academy after Cosimo's death, say, in 1469 

and his succession by Lorenzo, with a central first step in the 

'response' of the Academy to the question posed by the configurat- 
ion of mid-century. 

Now Masolino's and Masaccio's 'circuits' of elements in 

their pictures also reflect contemporary circuits in the physical 

economy of florentine activity. The Medici wealth was amassed by 

Cosimo's father Giovanni through a policy that parallels in the mat- 

erial order the integration of Masolino's and Masaccio's circuits 
in the 'poetic' economy of composition. The circuit of a transact- 

ion involving Medici agents in Florence, Paris and London is analog- 

ous to three component actions in the dramatic circuit of a Brancacci 

fresco: and just as an elementary 'circuit' cannot be abstracted al- 

together from the complex -interaction of Medici offices throughout 

Europe and focussed in Florence, nor can one dramatic component of 
that pictorial or poetic economy focussed in the 'part' of the artist 
in the action he articulates or frames on the surface of a wall, be 

abstracted from the complex interaction of the various components 

of the: composition as a whole. The integration of the pictorial 

economy within the systematic frame of central perspective, where 

the pictorial 'economy' of composition reflects the integrating or 

controlling instance of focal artist or viewer, in turn reflects 
the articulation of the material economy of florentine activity, 

as indeed the wider 'economy' of florentine activity as a whole 
(of which the poetic economy of painting is itself one component), 
in a policy, a political order, focussed in Giovanni's son Cosimo. 

j 

... Or rather the systematisation of the articulation of 

an 'action' in the elementary two-dimensional interface of Real 

and Imaginary 'Space' reflects the systematisation over the open- 
ing part of the century of the elementary coordination of component 
'circuits' in a single medicean transaction: this corresponding to 

a simple locus of choice, of an elementary decision, in the play 
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of possible and actual. The part of Cosimo is rather the analogue 
of the focal spectator or artist in relation to the play of, the 
'economy' of transactions as a whole, rather than in relation to a 
single elementary transaction or decision: this within the primary 

physical circuit which frames the florentine republic, with Cosimo 

at the centre 'inside', governing the circuits of transaction 'out- 

side' through the simple embedding of the economic interface of Florence 

and Europe in the wider space of european material economy, and his 

central direction - like the simple embedding of the uq adro in the 

three dimensions of physical space, and the articulation of that 
interface in relation to the central instance of the artist or view- 

er, at the point of coincidence of real and imaginary, of actual and 
possible - the instance of assertion, choice. 

Now I have suggested that the 'focal' character of Alberti's 

part over the mid-century corresponds to an analogous coordination 

of the elementary articulation of surface in the poetic frame of the 
'picture', through the integration of the 'economy' of that interface 

of real and imaginary, in the mathematical frame of an analogous 
symmetry of economy of possibility and actual integration (to speak 

with Cusanus, of explicatio and implicatio). - And this scheme of 
integration outwardly framed - like Cosimo's integrated economic pol- 
icy (or Nicholas' V complementary european politics) - in the primary 

circuit of a city-state inscribed in the interface of Heaven and 
Earth. 

Alberti had been born in 1404 to a prominent florentine 
family then in exile at Venice. Receiving his doctorate of canon 
law from Bologna in the year of Brunelleschi's discovery of the prin- 
ciples of central perspective, he entered in 1431 the papal service 
as a secretary, in the chancery - coordinating the circulation of 
ecclesiatical correspondence in what had become a natural post for 

a young humanist (Valla was amoung his colleagues). Over the 'thir- 
ties, travelling with the papal court he elaborated on the one hand 
the principles of central perspective, articulated theoretically through 
the 'mathematics' of inscription of ug adro in three-dimensional space, 
and on the other, a series of ciceronian dialogues, Della Famiglia, 

articulated by an analogous inscription of the form of the dialogue 
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as one component of the discussion it frames, Just as, in De Pict- 

ura,. the pictorial frame is identified as the very element of all 

the other arts, these coordinated within the architectural frame 

of activity as a whole as its elements within a picture... 

.. pictoris regula et arte diriguntur.. (1) 

.. they are directed by the rule and art of the painter.. 

... so the elementary sexual order of the family 

contains the principle of articulation of all activity in the city- 

state which is as it were a family of families. And just as the vis- 

ual order is articulated and integrated through the focal self-assert- 
ion of artist and architect amidst the otherwise open play of figure, 

so the general economy or play of fortuna is integrated through the 

self-assertion which is virtu; indeed the painter or architect in 

his virtu participates in the integrative actuality of divinity, and 

shares in the worship, almost, evoked by this divinity: 

Has ergo laudes habet pictura, ut ea instructs cum opera sua 

admirari videant, tum deo se paene simillimos esse intelligant. 

It 
quid, quod omnium artium vel magistra vel sane praecipuum 

pictura ornamentum est? (2) 

This praise then is due the art of painting, that seeing their 

works admired, those instructed in it know themselves almost 
the likeness of God. Is not painting either as master, or in- 

deed precondition, the ornament of all arts? 

- The ornament of all arts, all art in turn being the 'ornament' 

of Nature. In the 'thirties the analogy between the elementary frame, 

whether painted wall and house or the family to whose institution 

such a house corresponds as architectural unity remains only a quest- 

ion framing the analysis of the element. But in the appendix to 

Della Famiglia ('De Amicitia') composed around 1440, and read in 

a public festival at Florence in 1441, the question of the coordin- 

ation of activity within and without the family is directly ap- 

proached. This period of residence at Ferrara (1438) and Florence 

(1439-1443) during the Council marks also the parallel opening-up 

of the architectural integration of spatial elements, surfaces, 

with the initial engagement in architectural projects, and the 
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project of conjectural restoration of the lost books of Vitruvius' 

De Architectura. By the mid-century Alberti is working with the 

new pope on the principles of a new systematic architectural frame 

of roman activity, and the completion of Vitruvius has been super- 

seded by the theoretical articulation of the spatial frame of act- 

ivity within the primary bound of inscription of Culture in Nature, 

in relation to the earlier analysis of the pictorial or 'superfic- 

ial' element: the elementary interface of real and imaginary reflect- 
ing the actual integration of activity on the base of an economy of 

what is possible. Just as De Pictura is complemented in the discur- 

sive order by Della Famiglia, the mid-century poetics of spatial 

organisation of activity is complemented by the satire Momus in which 
the king of the gods comes down to Earth, his dialogues with mortals 
(and philosophers in particular) articulating a systematic questioning 

of the order of earthly activity at mid-century, corresponding toi 

or rather complementing, the articulation of De Re Aedificatoria 

within the civic order inscribed in (and abstracted from) the wider 

interface of Heaven and Earth. By 1469-70, two years before his 

death we may see a convergence of the two orders of Alberti's 'poet- 

ics' - architectural and discursive - in the last dialogue, framed 

as a discussion under Brunelleschi's dome in which the protagonist, 
Alberti himself, questions his own part, in the coordination of the 

schemes of the mid-century (architecture, then, and systematic irony), 

and in the reflection. of this questioning in the last architectural 

project (the Church of Santa Annunziata) left unfinished. The co- 

ordination of architectural assertion in the simple symmetric frame 

of, the mid-century albertine city, and the complementary frame of 
irony, questioning of human activity in Momus may also be seen in 

Alberti's part in the discussions of the Academy around this time, 

as recorded by Landino in the Disputationes Camaldulenses: reconstruct-. 
ions of the discussions carried on by the 'Academy' at Lorenzo's villa 

at Camaldola outside Florence. The response of the Academy, in the 

first years (from 1469) of Lorenzo's control of Florence, to the 

mid-century configuration marks the transition to the configuration 

of Reform at the close of the century, to be discussed in the next 

section of this Part. What then, is that mid-century coordination 

of questions in which Alberti's part of architect is central? 

I have already suggested an elementary coordination of 

medicean political economy in the first part of the 'century with 
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a parallel visual poetic. One might trace such a parallel from 

the time of Dante through the fourteenth century, and one might in- 

scribe that parallel in a wider european frame. Indeed it should 
be apparent how an interplay of various coordinate elements might 
be articulated in a complex european cultural 'economy', analysed 

or resolved into several component phases corresponding roughly to 

the several steps through which a florentine 'poetics' of discursive 

time and visual space passes between thirteenth and fifteenth cen- 
turies. I will not attempt to trace such a development, but rather 

now simply correlate a mid-thirteenth century focus in Paris, and the 

mid-fifteenth century florentine focus of the unfolding 'dramatic' 

european order, whence the various other coordinates of the inter- 

vening development may be coordinated the unfolding of the 'poetic' 

axis (or axes) already sketched. 

I suggested one might consider that 'poetic' order of un- 
folding as leading to the individual finding himself at the interface 

of a 'real' and 'imaginary' space in front of Brunelleschi's panel 
in 1428. With Alberti's integration of an 'economy' of such elementary 

interfaces of real and imaginary - complemented, I suggested, by Cus- 

anus' formal coordination of the two sides of the Image and the two- 

sidedness of which that two-sidedness of the Image is itself one side 

... from which Alberti in his practical self-assertion as erchitect 

abstracts - the individual finds himself at mid-century in an inter- 

face of real and imaginary, actual and possible, orders: confronting 

not the elementary ug adro of 1428, but rather the interface in Alberti's 

architecture of a real and an imaginary World... these coordinated in 

the interface of Florence and Real World, and Alberti 'outside' this 

circuit or frame reorganising with Nicholas V the City of Rome in 

a sort of imaginary World outside Florence. 

Florence, then, is focal, as a sort of 'picture' of, or 

rather perspective on, the World of mid-fifteenth century. And Al- 

berti, in relation to-that civic frame embedded in real fifteenth-cen- 
tury Europe, asserts himself in the imaginary space in which the civic 

circuit is also embedded as 'focus' so to speak of (in Burckhardt's 

phrase) 'the State as a Work of Art'. In relation to this configur- 

ation the 'real World' outside Florence may. be coordinated in relation 
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simply to this frame and focus, with a sort of imaginary frame. Or 

rather, the mid-fifteenth-century european order may be articulated 
in an interface of imaginary and real 'spaces' of which Florence, 
inscribed so to speak in both, is the interface. 

I have already suggested how the medicean component of 
european trade might be inscribed in such a scheme. One might further 
find in the french order framed in a new national boundary after the 
Hundred, Years War, and focussed in the french king, a 'perspective' 

or frame of self-assertion in 'centralised' unitary policy. In Eng- 
land, one might say, within the natural boundary (more or less) of 
an island, the central order of monarchical assertion is determined 

relative to the constitutional or legal frame evolved since the thir- 
teenth century (balancing norman feudalism with'saxon democracy): the 

monarchy following upon the Wars of the Roses finds itself on one 
side so to speak of a symmetrical 'poetic' frame, coordinate with 
multiple foci of activity on the 'other' side of the picture. These 
french and english foci of 'nationality' are in turn coordinate with 
what appears in the german order of the Mark as a sort of missing 
focus, the 'German Nation' (in Luther's phrase) as a question: the 
question of a focus of german activity; a question posed in the new 
order of 'poetic' symmetry of a 'logical poetic' of a 'catholic' 
Church' and a 'physical poetic' of a feudal Empire. A question posed, 
most particularly, after the abstraction of ae: centralised 'french' 
kingdom - posed. in the mirroring or complementarity of a centralised 
order of 'logical' french policy, and the physical economy of multiple 
foci of organisation in the remaining Empire.. a logical french policy 
to which the old orders of clergy and nobility were being subordinated. 
That 'german questions - the integration or focussing of activity 
within Germany as a question - might itself be taken to 'organise' 
or focus in a sort of negative manner a broader european question 
and conflicting attempts to frame a european order, from the early 
years of the sixteenth century until the peace of Westphalia in 1648, 

which might be taken as the close of the Reform to be considered in 
the next section - the end too of the old feudal order of the Empire 
and of the 'catholic' pretensions of the roman Church. I have already 
noticed how the 'perspective' of Reform is focussed in Luther's 'Here 
I stand, and can do no else': finding himself on the earthly 'side' 
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of a Creation focussed in the divine Artist (and all-seeing Viewer) 

who frames all from his heavenly side... and finding himself, on 
Earth, in the 'german' order of a play of figures and forces in 

which one finds oneself as one among many foci... looking perhaps 
to the new Emperor to supply the missing focus which will coordin- 

ate the whole picture. 

Alberti, then, at mid-century, might be said to 'set the 

scene' for Reform. The initial thirteenth-century 'point' of self- 

assertion, that point of coincidence of heavenly and earthly, psy- 

chological and physical, in individual embodiment, has unfolded in- 

to a three-dimensional space of activity, of coordination of these 

various 'sides' in the interface of heavenly actuality and earthly 

possibility. Alberti's part is to coordinate the elementary inter- 

faces of real or actual and imaginary or possible by analogy with 
the way that the elementary components of the elementary interfaces 

are themselves 'focussed' and integrated. This in the spatial cir- 

cuit of Culture within the open play of Nature, according to the 

mathematical articulation of symmetry within symmetry: framing Cul- 

ture as a systematic space of possible activity, as the architectural 

coordination of possible actions. The architect's assertion corresp- 

onds as it were to the coordination of questions through the coordin- 

ation of possible actions in the framing of cultural 'space'. His 

part, confronted with a project, whether ornamentation or change of 

an existing building or group, whether building a new house or church, 

or even considering the architectural reform of a whole city, is to 

coordinate the possible actions to be framed by the new arrangement 

according to the general scheme'of ideal coordination of the unitary 

activity of a city-state as a whole. And the framing of that unitary 

space of questions, possible activity, as simple and focal self-assert- 
ion of 'renaissance man' (rather like Cicero's simple assertion of 

Law as frame of self-assertion), is doubled at mid-century by a sys- 

tematic questioning of actual human activity (in Momus). The thir- 

teenth century 'focus' of individuality has unfolded into a systematic 

coordination, of which the architectural coordination of possible act- 
ions in the general 'space' of culture inscribed as a circuit in 

Nature is, a static frame. The linear discursive order of articulation 
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in time is disjoint, as an order of questioning, from the comple- 
mentary architectural assertion of the civic space of possible assert- 
ion and action - just as Cusanus' complementary 'poetic' of inscript- 
ion of discourse in a mystery formally symmetric with Alberti's frame 
is so to speak disjoint... abstracted, indeed, from the very familial 

element of engagement in the albertine order of surface. 

Alberti then, sets the static empty scene, and the articulat- 
ion of actual activity in it remains a disjoint order of questions, 
meeting the spatial order of the scene only in the limiting focus or 
coincidence in the architect's assertion. Yet by around 1470 this 

complementarity itself becomes a question for Alberti: a question, 
indeed, symbolised by his entry into the interplay of question and 
assertion in Landino's Disputations of Lorenzo's and Ficino's circle, 
the 'Academy'. 

... An interplay of the formal spatial coordinates of action, 
as interface of heavenly actuality and earthly play of possibilities... 
and the discursive time of assertion in that frame, in an interplay 

of the civic space of the architect's assertion abstracted from the 
wider interface of Heaven and Earth as a whole, as Kosmos, and the 
order of questions from which that assertion abstracts. The interplay 
in the common 'pythagorean' or neoplatonic mathematical frame of Cus- 
anus' Mystery and the practical albertine order of civic activity em- 
bedded in it, like the City in the surface of Earth.. or like Plato's 
Republic in Timaeus' Kosmos. 

... And the integration as two complementary sides of Alberti's 
and Cusanus' Image as image of the mirroring of Image and Reality. The 
opening out, then, into the pythagorean or neoplatonic mathematical 
Kosmos, of which Alberti's symmetric civic frame is, like Plato's 
Republic, an image, of Dante's initial mirroring of the heavenly and 
earthly. schemes of Thomas and Jean de Meung. The coordination of the 
order of Dialogue in its circuits of question and assertion, in the 
mirroring of the sexual order of (earthly) surface in the relations 
of that earthly order of Nature with the heavenly order Above: Cusanus' 
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has abstracted from the radical sexual polarity of earthly surface, 

of the Image. The coordination of the order of Dialogue, then, in 

a dialogue both upon, and embedded in, this scheme: Ficino had com- 

pleted his translation of Plato (for which he had been prepared by 

Cosimo from 1440, producing his first translation from greek into 

latin in 1460 - so that his formative period may be said to extend 

fairly exactly over the mid-century) in 1468; this was followed by 

his coordination of the 'system' of the platonic dialogues in an 

elaborate Commentary on the Symposium. And on Plato's birthday the 

Symposium was reenacted by the circle around Ficino, who himself kept 

a light continually burning before an image of the Divine Philosopher. 

r 
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Reform 

The circle around Ficino - the Academy - at the time of Lorenzo's 

succession (1469) frame, then, in their dialogues (in the architect- 

ural space of Lorenzo's villa outside Florence) a dramatic platonic 

or pythagorean Kosmos in which they frame, in turn, this very circle 

as locus of framing. A circle 'focussed' in Ficino at the interface 

of cosmic and civic orders of a 'logical' poetic of Creation which 
frames its own part in that Creation, and so frames the self-assert- 
ion or actuality of its members in that interface: the self assertion, 
for example, of Lorenzo at the 'focus'of Florentine activity as a 

whole, and of Botticelli, associated with the Academy from this time, 

at a primary focus of the pictorial order of the quadro - the albertine 
formal focus of central perspective in its turn superseded by a sort 

of circuit or dialogue of foci reflecting the 'harmonics' of Botti- 

celli's composition. Yet this 'logical' order of a group or circle 
framing its part in a dramatic Cosmos remains - like the pythagorean 
'circle' before it, or Lorenzo's governing 'circle', abstracted from 

a more radical embodiment in Alberti's 'scene' or abstract coordinat- 
ion of the 'space' of action. The complementarity of spatial scene 

and discursive articulation of action in time is still determined, 

as it were, from the 'logical' side, still abstracted, like the 

circuit of interaction in academic dialogue from the wider circuit 

of florentine activity as a whole. And in the question posed in 

Lorenzo's city by the various coordinate abstractions of ruling and 

academic circles, in the general albertine 'scene' of coordination 

of questions in the interface of Heaven and Earth articulated in 

the focal 'frame' of Florence itself as 'Work of Art' -a frame in 

which may be coordinated the various 'foci' of activity - french, 

german and so on - 'outside' (these albeit rather orders of question 
'inside' Florence rather than definitive of the 'real' french or ger- 

man orders outside)... In this symmetrical 'scene' framed by the in- 

scription of the circuit of Alberti's City in the interface of Heaven 

and Earth, it is Girolamo Savonarola who, towards the close of the 

century, appears to focus a more radical order of activity, a more 

radical drama, from which the 'circles' of Ficino and Lorenzo are 

abstracted. In Ficino's inscription of the logical instance of its 
61 
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framing in the Academy in the Kosmos he frames, the poetic circuit 
of the christian mystery, articulated about the Incarnation of the 
Word, is a limiting symbolism within the primary neoplatonic poetic. 
For Savonarola, on the other hand, that neoplatonic coordination is 

articulated about the residual abstraction of academic reflection 
from the primary order of activity as a whole. 

By the time of Lorenzo's death in 1492, Savonarola was 
framing the cosmic order within Alberti's 'scene' in the figuration 

of biblical Apocalypse. The florentines were forgetting themselves 
in the play of the Image, of Sense, in another 'abstraction' from the 

symmetric order of a-divine Comedy, coordinate with abstract Reflection. 

The question which he found articulated about his enunciation in Flo- 

rence of the dramatic order of Kosmos, presented him with the part of 
focal prophet of an imminent millenial Revelation. Savonarola's 

part was to call the florentines who were forgetting their true part 
in the scheme of things to the recognition of that part. In 1494 the 

coordination of florentine affairs passed from Lorenzo's weak son, and 
from the abstracted medicean 'focus', to the Preacher, framing the 

Drama in his vivid imagery. And when Pico della Mirandola died that 

year, aged only thirty-one, and Savonarola buried him in the habit of 

a dominican - his own order which Savonarola asserted that the prodigy 
of the Academy had eventually decided to join just before his untimely 
death - one might see a parallel loss of the earlier academic focus 

coordinate with Lorenzo in 1470: Pico who perhaps marks this transit- 
ion in the fourteen-eighties in his articulation of the interface of 
Heaven and Earth about Man the Actor, framed in the Jewish pythagorean- 
ism of a Qabala elaborated by Moses de Leon into a system in the time 

of Aquinas. .A transition marked too, over the 'eighties, by Botti- 

celli's gradual articulation of the pictorial order in Savonarola's 

scheme. 

In the focal preacher's vision the City of God was to be 

established (in the coordination of the interface of Heaven and Earth 
in relation to the florentine frame) from an initial focus in the flo- 

rentine Republic, with himself as florentine vicar of God. But the 

monk's scheme is itself still 'abstract', in its one-sided determination 
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of his part in the interface of Heaven and Earth from the heavenly 

side: just as Lorenzo's abstraction or excessive central control 

from within his circle led to the popular reaction which, with 

french assistance, displaced his son in 1494, so in turn Savonar- 

ola's one-sidedness provoked an earthly reaction in which a restored 

Medici direction (albeit without the earlier focus and subject to 

popular constraints) burned the dominican at the stake with papal 

approval in 1498, following his excommunication the previous year. 

The apocalyptic scheme in which the french invasion (for 

the recovery of Naples from Aragon) which brought Savonarola to 

power figured prominently was, in rather a different version from 

that of the prophet, to engulf Italy in the year after his death 

(in which year Ficino died). In 1499 France took Milan; Ferdinand 

of Aragon, now in control of most of Spain, regained Naples, and 

the italian republics became the principal scene or focus of the 

great european conflict between France and the old order of Church 

and Empire represented by a newly integrated Spain, with its vast 

supply of gold and silver following the discovery by Columbus of 

a New World in 1492 (when, also, the Moors were driven from their 

last stronghold of Granada, and the Jews who had previously control- 

led spanish finance expelled). 

Florence, like England, had embodied a sort of 'poetic' 

symmetry of material economy framed in the interface of state and 

european context, and policy focussed in one individual. In Flor- 

ence this 'middle' class mercantile order was reflected in the same 

symmetry of artist and object in the pictorial frame, as is found 

in the parallel rise of a new order of painting in the mercantile 
towns of the Netherlands. Just as an analogous symmetry of policy 

and economy had not given rise in the more complex integration of 

towns in an english nation to a 'renaissance' of Culture (which was, 

rather, transposed by men like the Colet and Linacre who had studied 
in the frame of the florentine Academy towards the end of the fif- 

teenth century). nor, on the other hand, could italian and flemish 

towns maintain an independent urban or republican order within the 

wider economy of european boundaries, as England could maintain 
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political independence within her more extensive boundary defined 

by the sea (rather than neighbouring continental states). With the 

rise of France and Spain out of the same old order of Church and Em- 

pire from which the independent dities themselves had emerged, the 

independence of the latter was soon lost, and the florentine 'poetic' 

focussed within a small state was unfolded into the wider and more 

complex european 'scene' (in a sort of parallel of Savonarola's vis- 

ion) dominated for a century-and-a-half by the emergence of a new 

order out of the opening configuration of the sixteenth century that 

corresponds to the italian Apocalypse. 

.. An opening configuration, then, of 'Reform', prefigured 

at Florence in Savonarola's visionary scheme. 

.. Reform framed in the simple mirroring of 'logical' and 
'physical' orders - corresponding to the medieval orders of Church 

and Empire, as two 'sides' of a new poetic of Culture prefigured in 

Medici Florence. in the circuit of abstraction of that Republic from 

the wider order, broken over the turn of the century. A break cor- 

responding to the coordination of the previously abstracted discursive 

and spatial orders of Scene and Dialogue in Savonarola's Drama. The 

static symmetry of 'imaginary' psychological or logical 'side' or 

space, and 'real' physical side (or space) of an image further unfolds, 

continuing the unfolding of Giotto's axis from Cimabue's point, into 

spatiotemporal action, and its articulation in Alberti's static formal 

frame. And discursive time is in its turn embedded in activity where 
before it had abstracted from the coordination of its 'inner' and 'out- 

er' orders in the space of action. Of course the discursive order of 

narrative had embodied a play of imagery, and an implicit 'space' 
just as the spatial configuration of the image had implied a play 
of corresponding discursive constructions, possible actions -a play 
in time of real and imaginary orders of the picture in our questioning 

gaze, our discursive reflection before it (as I suggested in relation 
to Botticelli's departure from static focus). But at the close of 
the fifteenth century it is as though these two lines of development, 
these parallel and coordinate unfoldings of discursive and pictorial 
'poetics', converge in a dramatic vision, so to say, in which the 

two orders coincide, or from which their earlier axes may be seen 
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to be abstractions. Thus Leonardo now insists that the frame of a 

picture, and the order of composition within its be understood as 

not only a two-dimensional interface in which real and imaginary 

space are mirrored, but also an interface, as it were, of real and 

imaginary time: a two-dimensional slice through the space and time 

of a ('four-dimensional') action, in which the various components 

are integrated in a dynamic unity or system of coordination, in a 

coherent 'working' of the action thus abstracted to two of its four 

dimensions. This insistence is in turn complemented by the 'punctu- 

ation' (we might say) of Leonardo's notes on the 'working' the 'dy- 

namic' of various components of Creation as a unitary four-dimensional 

Action, by sketches which embed the discursive line of the inquiry 

in the working from which it is also a (complementary) abstraction. 
Thus Creation as a whole is framed as a harmonic dynamic of waves of 

light, of which the play of waves on two-dimensional surfaces is an 
image (which abstracts, then, from one spatial dimension - and in thLs 

perhaps, is 'water'): a cosmic dynamic, then, of 'aspect', 'perspect- 

ive' indeed, from which image and narration are complementary abstract- 
ions: a dynamic reflected in the interplay ofnarrative and image in 

the finite frame of the notebooks - these almost as Creation in little, 

in which again and again recur the apocalyptic coordination of the 

narrative line of History as a whole with initial abstraction from 

the primal surface of Water, whether at the opening of the Book, or 

in the past Deluge.. or the Deluge to come, prefigured by the swirling 

waters punctuating the narration of these scenes. 

The 'individual', then, finds himself in a spatiotemporal 
frame of Action, of which heavenly actuality and earthly possibility 

are two sides, reflecting the two-sidedness of the elementary action 
from which word and image in their complementary manner abstract - 

our earthly activity integrated in a 'scene, of which the old orders 

of Church and Empire are also sides, abstracted from the focal coor- 
dination of all these orders in the Actor, Man. Ficino's 'magical' 

schemes translated from the hermetic books (for whose translation 

Cosimo ordered that the great project of translating Plato itself be 

interrupted in the early 'sixties), the oracles, and neoplatonic 
hb, 
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commentaries, prefigure in the discursive order of narrative the 

'heavenly' actuality associated with inscription of the locus of 
its framing in the configuration of an action - and Savonarola's 

inscription of its framing by him as a focal element in the flor- 

entine Apocalypse may be taken as a dramatic prefiguration of the 

wider symmetry of heavenly and earthly orders of sixteenth-century 
'self-dramatisation'. Leonardo's contemporary Trithemius, abbot 
of Spanheim at the turn of the century, articulates his 'version' 

of the new dramatic order in the part of Alchemist, and his pupil 
'Paracelsus' was to present an axial version of the new part of 
individual in a symmetric Kosmos (one might note the parallel be- 

tween this version and that of another pupil, Agrippa). 

Paracelsus played his part in his version first as town- 

physician of Basel from 1526 to 1528, where he lectured at the uni- 

versity in the vernacular Berman (breaking with the universal euro- 

pean tradition of teaching in latin) and - it is said - publicly 
burned the works of Avicenna and Galen which (in latin) had framed 

instruction in european medical faculties since the time of Albert the 

Great. Meanwhile his fellow-citizen Erasmus was engaged in his epoch- 

al polemic with Luther, having broken with that reformer on the quest- 
ion, precisely, of our part in action - of the Freedom of the Will, 

of which controversy more in the next section. 

The period now opening up (roughly 1500-1650) is in many 

ways characterised by this figure of 'polemic'. Both Luther's and 
Paracelsus' reforms are framed in a polemic focussed in Germany - 
wars of words that reflect the outward disturbances from the old 
order of Church and Empire to the new mercantile national order. 
Paracelsus' polemics occasioned his expulsion from Basel in 1528. 

The following year he was in Augsburg, publishing the first account 

of'his reform. The year after that the imperial Diet or Parliament 

met there in an attempt to resolve the opposition between 'catholic' 

and reforming parties in the Church. Melancthon there presented 
the first systematic exposition of ecclesiatical Reform - the 'Augs- 

burg Confession' of Faith drawn up by him as a compromise between 

Luther's and Zwingli's parties. Luther directed the presentation of 
the 'protestant' case from a nearby town, his place in deliberations 

at the Diet taken by his milder colleague in the interest of reconcil- 
iation. The Emperor stayed in the house of Anthony Fugger, in whose 
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father's tyrolean mines Paracelsus had discovered the part of pract- 
ical involvement in the workings of Nature, that was, he insisted, to 

supplant the old circle of academic (or rather, peripatetic) abstraction. 

Let us continue the circuit or play of elements of the new 
configuration: Augsburg, a focal city in the early Reformation--was, 
along with Nuremberg, the focus of german trade - the interface of 
flemish and german cities in the North with italian cities to the 
South. The Fuggers had risen to prominence in Augsburg under Jakob, 
the contemporary of Cosimo del Medici, and in the sixteenth century 
Augsburg in its turn became the focus of interaction of flemish and 
italian traditions of painting under Fugger patronage. But differences 
between the part of the Fuggers at Augsburg and the Medici at Florence 

are characteristic, and reflect relations between german and italian 

elements in a 'cultural economy' of Europe which frame the different 

parts of Luther and Paracelsus in Germany and - for example - that of 
their florentine contemporary Machiavelli. 

First of all: the great wealth of Jakob Fugger's son, Jakob II9 
was derived from tyrolean mines in which Paracelsus (and Agricola after 
him) had studied. The 'school': of the Fuggers was the practical exploi- 
tation of physical Nature in a mine, rather than a platonic Academy. 
Their wealth was framed in that physical interface of Culture and Nat- 

ure, rather than a medicean economy of the interface of Florence and 
Europe. And the Fugger's political influence, reflecting their 'in- 
dustry' in that-'natural' interface, lay rather in the inscription of 
their economic power in the old frame of Church and feudal Empire: 
their services to Church and Empire were recognised by Charles V in 
the conferral on Jakob II's sons of the rights of imperial princes, 
along with feudal tenure of lands mortgaged to them by his father. 
These 'princes' find themselves, as it were, in virtue of their part 
in the physical economy of the Empire, at a nominal 'focus' of that 
frame, whereas the Medici had asserted themselves in the interplay of 
political 'focus' and civic 'economy'. 

The difference is reflected at the opening of the century 
in the 'part' of Machiavelli in the florentine Republic which succeeded 
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the rule of Savonarola in 1498, and preceded the restoration of the 

Medici in 1512. In those years Machiavelli was florentine ambassador, 
dominating the external relations of Florence with Europe (that is, 

with Milan, Rome, France, Spain and Empire) in the political turmoil 

which succeeded the relative stability of the second half of Lhe pre- 

vious century. When the Medici returned (the Pope having summoned to 

Italy a spanish army) and Ficino's pupil Giovanni de' Medici became 

Pope Leo X the following year, integrating Medici policy in Tuscany 

and the Papal States, Machiavelli, displaced from his office, wrote 

an account of the part of the Prince, in order to present to the Me- 

dici the part he might play in the new medicean order. 

The 'part' of the Prince: Machiavelli's account - itself 

an instance of . he diplomacy it frames - embodies, like the reforms of 

Luther and Paracelsus, that 'poetic' of Action in which orders of im- 

age and narrative converge around the beginning of the century... and 
indeed Leo X, the first Medici Pope, in 1519 appointed Machiavelli 

to frame a 'reform' of the florentine Republic. 

The account 'frames' the part of a Medici prince, as an 

earlier 'poetic' had 'framed' the part of Cosimo of Lorenzo; like the 

private reports prepared for the ruling Council of the Republic in 

his period as ambassador, the framing of policy in Del Principe is 

presented privately to rulers - the treatise was not published until 
five years after its author's death. In Poltics, the Art of the Pos- 

sible, the 'space' of possible actions (the analogue of Alberti's 

architectural space), if itself known by others than the policy-makers, 
is thereby changed, restricted. The part of the Prince lies at the 
'focus' of possible actin and actual decision, at which policy is 

framed. The 'machiavellian' part of ambassador or diplomat lies in 

framing for the prince this part of choice - framing as extensive as 

possible a range of possible actions, their 'economy', and focussing 

this 'economy' (as a 'picture' of the situation) in the 'central' 

perspective of the ruler. This dramatic framing of the Prince's part 
finds an 'outward' or public analogue in Machiavelli's focussing of 
the everyday life that constitutes as it were the 'element' of the 

cultural economy of possible actions, in his comedies. These were 

published:. 'public' framings of the situation, focussed in the Viewer, 

Spectator - in that 'part' in the dramatic space of the imaginary 
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action from which the actual spectator's detachment constitutes 
'comic' distance. Machiavelli's public framing of his situation in 

this poetics of 'comedy' constitutes (along with Ariosto's contempor- 

ary work) an epochal component of the new poetic, reflected in the sim- 

ultaneous rise of the spanish drama at the opening of the sixteenth 

century. Machiavelli's part, in these complementary 'private' and 

'public' versions of the florentine frame at the beginning of the 

century may thus be seen as a sort of natural further 'step' from 

the earlier Scenes of Alberti or Savonarola. And this part might 

be taken as a florentine parallel of the parts of Luther and Para- 

celsus - of Ulrich von Hutten, Erasmus, More... of Leo X, Ficino's 

pupil, of the Emperor Maximilian who directed the composition of 

works in prose and verse in which he appears as the protagonist... 

as of many others. Thus for example Machiavelli's framing of the 

part of framing the part of Prince, as rooted in the 'practical' or 

'empirical' interplay of real and imaginary situations discovered in 

the diplomatic experience which it in turn articulates - parallels 

Paracelsus' identification in the actual situation in which he finds 

himself, of the part of 'experience' -at the Fugger mines for example 

- in his identification of his part. 

The new 'poetic' that unfolds from the initial mirroring 

of-the theological frame of the christian mystery and the logical 
frame of an aristotelian Economy (framed in the initial 'logic' of 
logical determination of the relation of logical and physical 'space' 

-logical and physical 'being-in''- expressed in the coordination of 
'thesis', 'position' in the frame of Excluded Middle and Non-Contra- 

diction) slowly comes to mark its distance from the canonical aristo- 
telian scheme. Thus Aquinas inscribes the aristotelian Economy with- 
in a primary distinction of 'what'-and-'that' - inscribes the aristo- 
telian Economy'of Philosophy as a whole within the radical Actuality 

of this distinction in which the christian mystery of Creation ex- 
presses itself - this rather than, with Aristotle, attempting the 
inscription of the distinction of actuality and possibility within 
a logical Economy of Kosmos. Scotus takes a further step, inscrib- 
ing the articulation of position' in a radical order of 'thisness', 

of which the logical and physical are two complementary sides 
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-unfolding then the elementary axes of psychological and physical 
and earthly-heavenly from the initial thomist point of individuality, 
like Giotto unfolding Cimabue's initial point. Scotus' poetic symmetry 
of 'thisness' is further unfolded by his successors at Merton into a 
radical 'poetic' interplay of logical 'supposition' and physical 'im- 

petus' (or, as it later appears, inertia). By 1500 Cajetan has sys- 
tematically articulated Thomas scheme in the frame of Analogy at Padua, 

and passes into the practical poetic of ecclesiastical reorganisation 
(in which capacity he is sent as papal representative to bring Luther 
to reason at the outbreak of the Reform). Pomponazzi, on the other 
hand presents that mystery of Analogy as a system of questions within 
a restored aristotelian Economy, re-focussed so to speak in abstract- 
ion from its inscription as one term in the circuit of Mystery. Mean- 

while Pletho has been arguing for the integration of Mystery and Eco- 

nomy of Kosmos in a platonic scheme. With Paracelsus' attack on Avi- 

cenna and Galen, and the common aristotelian scholastic frame in which 
the debate between the via antiqua or logica vetera of Thomas and Duns, 

and the via moderna or logica nova of the ockhamists had been carried 
on for two centur. es, the distance from Aristotle begins to be expres- 
sed, not 'within' the working of the aristotelian Economy, but rather 
in a new 'poetic' frame in which the sterile circularity of the scholast- 
ic logical order is identified as one side - that of formal reflection 
- abstracted from the more radical dramatic order of experience and 
action. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries this distance from 
Aristotle is slowly unfolded in a new frame which still, however, re- 
tains various aristotelian figures in the very distinction of the new 
frame from the old 'scholastic' one. Thus the progress from thirteenth 
to seventeenth century is properly far more continuous than those who 
announce the break with the stagyrite would have their audiences be- 
lieve. Aquinas had framed the part of the aristotelian logical Economy 
in the actual Kosmos in terms of the aristotelian distinction of Ens 
and Essential and found the initial 'point' of a new 'dramatic' order 
in the locus of choice in the interface of these two terms - of christ- 
ian Mystery and aristotelian Economy, From that initial point the new 
dramatic frame of Action slowly unfolds, the part of the aristotelin 
logic in the new frame still defined in terms of that very logic and 
of the cosmic Economy it articulates. Thus an unfolding of the 'schol- 
astic'frame that leads from Thomas' distinction of That a thing is from 
What a thing is, through Scotus on the one hand, and through Eckhardt 

I 
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and Cusanus on the other, to the dramatic vision of Pico della 

Mirandola, parallels the unfolding of the 'poetic' frame of picture 

and narrative already traced through Dante and the Academy, again 

to Pico and Savonarola. The identification of a radical 'dramatic' 

frame of individuality, framed in different ways by Luther, Paracelsus, 

Machiavelli and many others, corresponding to a point of convergence 

of the parallel developments of the poetics of discourse and image, 

also marks the beginning of a repudiation of the aristotelian logic - 

this still in a 'distance' whose definition embodies aristotelian 

components, but which comes to recognise itself as radically 'outside' 

the aristotelian tradition of the Schools. This dramatic recognition 

of one's individuality, one's actuality, at the focus of a dramatic 

order from which the closed circle of Aristotle's scheme amounts to 

an illusive abstraction, of course parallels Luther's self-discovery 

in a dramatic order from which the scholastic theology and the roman 

Church of which it is a primary component are equally 'abstracted'. 

(We will see how, following the thomist revival led by the Cajetan 

sent to hear Luther's case at Augsburg in 1518 leads to the presence 

of two books - the Bible and the Summa Theologiae - on the altar 

throughout the sittings of the Council of Trent). 

It is at the University of Paris, the focus of aristotelian 

scholasticism in the thirteenth century that the question of a 'reform' 

of logic itself is focussed: Ramus (Pierre de la Ram4e) attempts, - 

amid virulently hostile opposition from that great bastion of schol- 

astic conservatism which pronounced against Luther in 1521 and pet- 

itioned Francois I for the outlawing of printing in 1533, the substi- 

tution of the 'applied poetics' of the Rhetoric for the Organon, as 

primary frame of Reason. At the age of twenty-one he had shocked 

the Establishment by maintaining as his Master's thesis 'That Every- 

thing Aristotle Said Was False'. By the beginning of the next cen- 

tury the Lord Chancellor of England was framing a New Organon, and 

by the middle of that century a group of englishmen-were meeting 

regularly to put something like Bacon's programme into effect -a 

concerted Reformation of Knowledge, in the frame of Experientia - 
both passive 'experience' and active 'experiment'. Characteristic- 

ally, Bacon's proposed Instauratio Magna to which the new Organon 

was to be the access, was framed in terms of Aristotle's 'induction', 

just as Ramus' new frame was to be the Rhetoric of the old canon. 
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I will not now analyse the second part of the transition 

from thirteenth to seventeenth century even in the meagre detail 

pursued thus far. Rather will I simply attempt to identify a 'focal' 

configuration of Action at the opening of the sixteenth century ana- 

logous to the earlier 'foci' around the middle of thirteenth and fif- 

teenth centuries, and then frame a figure of transition to a seven- 

teenth-century 'focus' about which this Second Part as a whole turns. 
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Luther 

The 'poetic' of the opening of the sixteenth century is framed in 

various parallel ways in various different 'orders' of framing over 

the first thirty or so years of the century - say, the thirty years 

leading up to the Diet of Augsburg in 1530. The components of these 

parallel frames, and the general principles according to which a rudi- 

mentary 'economy' of their interaction might be sketched, should by 

now be fairly familiar. Thus one can here again (as in discussion 

of earlier foci or 'nodes' of Reflection) identify primary 'logical', 

'cultural' and 'physical' frames - the first and last having been 

associated with the parts of Church and Empire over the mid-thirteenth 

century, when the question of a radical self-discovery of the human 

'individual' at a sort of initial point or focus from which a new 

'cultural' frame opens up or unfolds (with Church and State two com- 

ponent 'sides'): a new 'dramatic' space of european 'Culture'. The 

centrality or focal character of Luther's part in the 'cultural' space 

and its dynamic in the early sixteenth century lies, in relation to 

this narration, in the way that he expresses, within the 'logical' or 

'theological' poetic of the christian mystery, the inscription Of its 

logic in a more radical dramatic scheme or order, in which the logic 

so to speak identifies itself as one 'sides. This amounts to an un- 

folding of the initial mid-thirteenth century 'logical' identification 

of the primary locus of that logic in individual choice (with, say, 

Aquinas), into the logical identification or inscription of this radi- 

cal locus of Choice within the dramatic spatiotemporal framing of 

Action. , 

Luther's expression of this new self-inscription of the 

logical order of Reflection in the coordination of the various other 

dimensions of Action (following, say, Savonarola's integration of the 

complementary poetics of discourse and image) is central, focal, through 

its integration of the discursive order of the Book ('Bible') as pri- 

mary narrative 'axis' or component of the new poetic. The logical 

component of the new frame is to break the closed theological circuit 
instituted. in a visible Church abstracted from the radical individual- 

ity of choice and conscience in the frame of cosmic Law: to bring that 
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logical circuit into question by framing the logic of individual 
choice through the inscription of the Book as frame of the discursive 
order in a primary configuration of Action of which it identifies it- 
self as one component. The Church as instituted on Earth is itself 
to be judged by its approximation to the 'christian' frame of choice 
and action whose articulation is coordinated through the inscription 

of the discursive order of the Book in the Drama it frames, as one cri- 
tical component: actively coordinated through the reading in the Book 
of a configuration of further reading, and so on and on in the dynamic 
interplay of Text and Context in which the individual discovers the 
actuality of the Word. 

What of Luther's 'part' in this scheme or frame over the 
first thirty years of the century? We might take as 'turning-point' 
in his recognition or identification of such a part; the part of con- 
science, the question of the sale of Indulgences, against which the 
Wittenberg theologian drew up his ninety-five theses in 1517. This 
question is hardly an accidental or arbitary occasion for the break 
with the instituted western Church into which it eventually unfolded. 
Independently, the same question framed the beginning of Reform in 
Zurich under Zwingli in 1518. For the traffic in these cancellations 
of the debts of Sin, sold for earthly money, and a major source of 
papal revenue, embodies precisely the merely formal authority of the 
roman bishop, framed in the logical circuit of a 'poetics' of the 
christian story abstracted from its dramatic actuality of Word, and 
through this abstraction lost in the earthly 'economy' of Church: the 
Spirit lost and hidden in that mere image in its Body. 

- An earthly 'economy': the first thing printed in England 
by Caxton, introducing the new art in 1476, was a letter of Indulgence - 
or rather, identical letters of Indulgence, identical 'copies' - for 
the use (like later printed money) of the abbot of Abingdon. By 1520, 
in his address An den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation, Luther had 
found the part of the new 'economy' of printing, of the printed letter, 
in his Reform of such abuses: his tract was printed at Wittenberg, and 
four thousand copies were in circulation in a few days. 

By this time the question extended to that of papal authority 
itself. Luther had been attacked by Eck upon the publication of his 
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initial 'theses' (this publication effected in the traditional manner 

of posting the theses, and the implicit or explicit promise or responsi- 

bility to defend them, on the door of the chief church - like Pico post- 

ing his nine hundred theses at Rome upon his arrival there); the argu- 

ment drew Melancthon (the professor of greek at Wittenberg) to his col- 

league's aid the following year. In 1519 Luther and Eck met in formal 

disputatio at Leipzig. The disputation was referred to the higher in- 

stance of the Doctors of Paris for adjudication, that university having 

been long before invested with decisive authority in questions of Doct- 

rine, parallelling the Pope's authority in matters of Faith and Morals. 

Luther was now joined by Erasmus and Ulrich von Hutten, and the question 

became that of (Reform of) the whole medieval order of Church and Empire. 

In 1521 the Doctors of Paris finally announced their complete rejection 

of Luther's position, his theses. The new Emperor, on his succession 

to his father Maximilian finding himself possessed also of Spain and 
the Netherlands through recent Hapsburg marriages, summoned the first 

parliament or Diet of his reign at Worms, summoning Luther to this imp- 

erial court, as his case had earlier been referred to the theological 

'court' of Paris. After two days questioning Luther was eventually 

persuaded to give a direct answer to the question, whether he would 

recant the propositions condemned in his many publications lying on 
the table before the court. At last, before Charles, he directly framed 

his position, took his stand at the focus of Reform: 

Hic ego: Quando ergo S. Maiestas vestra dominatioriesque vestrae 

simplex responsum petunt, dabo illud neque cornutum neque dent- 

atum in hunc modum: 

Nisi convictus fuero testimoniis scriptarum auf ratione evidente 
(nam neque Papae neque conciliis Solis credo, cum constet eos et 

errasse sepius et sibiipsiis contradixisse), victus sum scripturis 

a me adductis et capta conscientia in verbis dei, revocare neque 

possum nec volo quicquam, cum contra conscientiam agere neque 
tutum neque integrum est. 

Ich kan nicht anderst, hie stehe ich, Gott helff mir, Amen. (1) 

1: Acta of the Diet - WA VII, 838, where minor textual variants among 
the ten latin editions of the Acta and Luther's reply published in 1521 
(all based on Luther's personal record) are given. Thus the first ed- 
ition published by Luther's printer at Wittenberg within a couple of 

weeks ends: Hie stehe ich, ich kan nicht anders. 
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Darauf ich gesagt hab: Weyl dann Eur kay. Mayt. und Gnaden 

eine schlechte antwort begern, so will ich eyn unstöffige und 

unpeyssige antwort geben disser massen: 
Es sei dann, das ich durch getzeugnuss der schrifft uberwunden 

werd oder aber durch scheynlich ursachen (dann ich glaub wider 
dem Bapst nach den Concilien allein, weil es am tag ist, das 

dieselben zu mermain geirrt und wider sich selbe geredt habenn) 

uberwunden werd, Ich bin uberwunden durch die schrifften, so von 

mir gefurt, und gefangen im gewissen an dem wort Gottes. Derhalben 

ich nichts mag noch will widerruffenn, Weil wider das gewissenn 

zu handeln beschwerlich, unheilsam und ferlich ist. 

Ich kan nicht anderst, hie stehe ich, Gott helff mir, Ama. (1) 

Thereupon I said: Since then your imperial majesty and your nobles 
desire a simple answer, I will give it without horns or teeth thus: 

Unless I be convinced by the testimony of the Scriptures or by 

clear argument ( for I have faith neither in Pope nor Councils 

on their own, since it is well-known that they have both often 

erred and contradicted themselves), I must be convinced by the 

Scriptures adduced by myself, and my conscience held captive in 

the Word of God,, and I neither can nor will retract anything, for 

to act against conscience is neither safe nor sound. 
I can do no else, here I stand, God help me, Amen. 

For the following year Luther was kept secretly, for his'own 

safety, in the castle of his protector the saxon Elector (who had 

arranged his 'disappearance' in the guise of a forcible abduction 
on the road back from Worms to Wittenberg). Erasmus had just pub- 
lished his critical text of the New Testament, the rewritten Contract 

between God and Man - the first printing, this, of the original greek. 
Luther now proceeded in his seclusion to translate it into german, to 

transpose this its discursive frame into the'german order of activity, 

and one more component of the framing of his part was in place. 
Shortly thereafter the monk married a reformed nun, and in the same 

year broke with Erasmus, finally, on the question of the Freedom 
(rather, as Luther would have it, the bondage, captivity) of the 

Will. For in Luther's vision, the Text he had inscribed in the new 

1: WA VII, 876-7: the first (ie the Wittenberg) of twelve german ver- 

sions of 1521; variants end: Got kum mir zn hilff. Amen. Da bin ich. 
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dramatic frame of his action itself embodied the logical inscription 

of the discursive order of Reason and Choice in a poetic or theological 

Frame of divine Law, which was thus as Mystery closed upon itself ac- 

cording to the earlier figure of Augustine, by whose conventual rule 

Luther had lived until that year of marriage. Indeed it was the dis- 

covery of Augustine that had led him to join the augustinian order upon 

receiving the degree of Master of Arts at Erfurt in 1505. Erasmus had 

himself praised the 'true folly' - Paul's 'wisdom of God that is folly 

to men' - of such an inscription of the logical order of one's reason 
in the dramatic frame of the christian Story, in 1512: a folly he had 

contrasted with the analogous worldly folly of inscribing one's reason 

and assertion in some worldly story - whether it be passed off for re- 

ligion, common sense, the story of 'reason' itself, or whatever else. 

Now the central Humanist found himself caught between the one-sided 

poetic of the Reformer and the equally one-sided poetic of worldly 

sense - the Critic standing outside the complementary closed circuits 

of inscription of a divine mystery in the earthly economy of the in- 

stituted Church, or inscription of that economy as one term in the 

closed circuit of Mystery: standing between the symmetry of Luther's 

identification of his position in the perspectival frame articulated 

about the inscription of the discursive order of Scripture, Book, Writ- 

ing, in the Action it framed (Hie stehe ich, ich kan nicht anders: like 

the albertine spectator before the picture which embeds its uq adro in 

the four dimensional frame of activity as interface of that 'real' 

worldly space with the ideal space and time it mirrors), and the comple- 

mentary closed frame of a worldly religion embodied in a visible Church 

'focussed' in the formal authority of another Medici pope (at the sight 

of whom with his cardinals in suits of armour he was physically sick). 

Erasmus, then, caught in the question of the symmetry of these 

two 'sides', his freedom impotently caught in the oven-ness which to 

assert is paradoxically to contradict: for by choosing between these 

two heavenly and earthly versions of Choice, must he not enter into 

one circuit or the other? To assert what is open between them - is 

this not necessarily to choose...? In a way Erasmus standing or caught 
in this interface of the 'heavenly' mystery of Luther's unitary august- 
inian Story or Drama of universal History, and the earthly economy of 
those competing stories in which others unthinkingly find their parts 

hh, 
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(the interplay or economy of these stories, then, that of 'elements' 

of a new dramatic order focussed, as in the Colloquia, in our part 

in the interplay of 'stories') - Erasmus attacked from both 'sides', 

presents a more central embodiment of the new order than his erstwhile 

associate. Yet Luther's part derives its centrality for this narra- 

tive as primary, focal, assertion of the new order (as it were in the 

ambiguous frame of Erasmus' poetic of reflection and action), in the 

recurrence of the perennial pauline figure of the Story or Drama whose 

very assertion or framing is the discursive axis of that Action: the 

pauline figure in which Luther frames his part, takes his stand. 

Following the break with Erasmus over this question of 
Choice, the question of the various orders of the Mystery in the 

central 'action' of the Sacrament (framing the mirroring of heavenly 

and earthly orders, and in relation to which the question of Will 

appears as a last abstraction), of 'Communion', community of assert- 
ion, faith, as organising frame of the universal Action - began to 

divide the followers of Luther and Zwingli - with Melancthon trying 

(the counterpart as it were in this humanist of Erasmus' questioning) 
to frame a unitary scheme in which Luther's theology of the actual 
Presence of the Body and Blood of the Christ in the Bread and Wine 

of the Mass could be combined with Zwingli's rational poetics of 
Symbolism. The order of the western or latin Mass had been formally 

framed by Gregory the Great, and the theological mirroring of this 

dramatic scheme of the central 'mystery' (defining the coordinates 

of 'christian' activity) in a doctrine of 'transsubstantiation' (actual 

conversion of the 'substance' under the 'accidents' of physical Bread 

and Wine into the 'substance' of the Second Person - or 

of the Trinity) was formally introduced in the time of Anselm. Inno- 

cent had made this doctrine a matter of faith, reflecting as it does 

in the focal frame of the Mystery the unitary frame or poetics of 

a roman Church. 

A compromise was framed by Melancthon in the common Con- 

fession of Faith presented to the Emperor at the Diet of Augsburg in 

1530. But thereafter Melancthon was caught (like Erasmus on the wider 

stage) in-the conflict of two parties - and it was eventually on the 
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question of Real Presence that the 'Lutherans' broke with Calvin 

and the 'Reformed' party, who insisted upon a view intermediate 

between those of the first two leaders of the Reform: the Bread and 
Wine were only symbols, but through them the communicant did actually 

partake of, participate in, the Body of Christ. The Council of Trent, 

meanwhile, reasserted in the strongest terms Aquinas' account of 
Transubstantiation. 

In 1527 Rome had been sacked by imperialist troops, the nom- 
inal allies of the Papacy against trance. Machiavelli died; three 

years later Florence was sacked by another imperial army under the 

Duke of orange, and the republican constitution of the city for whose 

reform Machiavelli had been asked by the first Medici pope to draw up 

a plan, was overthrown for good by the second (his half-brother), who 

created a Medici duchy of Tuscany. That same year, 1530, which marks 
the close of florentine independence also marks (as we saw) the first 

systematic presentation of the Reform at Augsburg: as also the death 

of Wolsey in England and the opening of the break between Henry VIII 

and Rome. This last may itself be taken as a natural sequel to Wolsey's 

policy of framing the part of England in Europe (and the World it dom- 
inated) in the 'balance of power' between France and Empire, in the 

conflict that had begun at Naples and Milan at the turn of the century, 

and was still focussed in the small italian states unable, from their 

size, situation, and factional disorder, to maintain any secure inde- 

pendence, any part, but that of military interface, in the 'balance' 

of french and Hapsburg power. 

Around this time (following, then, upon the part of the 

Doctors of Theology around 1520) the question of Reform was polarised 
at the University of Paris. Francois I began to counter the rise of 
the reforming party in University and City in 1533: 1 have already 
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noted the proposition in this year (by the theological faculty) 

that mechanical printing should be banned in France: the Doctors who 

had condemned Luther at the time of the Diet of Worms associated 

reform of the Church with reform of learning, together embodied in 

the new economy of the printed word. Calvin fled the city, having 

slowly come to adopt the principles of the Reformers, and that year 

resigned his office in the Church of Rome. Ignatius Loyola, an erst- 

while spanish soldier, then studying at the University, formed with 
four fellow iberians and a savoyard a 'Society of Jesus', an army of 

the roman Church, the following year. 

Geneva rebelled against the catholic duke of Savoy. Calvin, 

still wandering about Europe after his flight from Paris, having pub- 

lished a new 'institution' of Christian Religion in Basel in 1536, 

arrived shortly afterwards in rebel Geneva, where he was persuaded 

to play his part in helping to organise the religious and civil de- 

fence of the city. By the middle of the century Loyola had systemat- 
ically organised his new forces, trained in the discipline of Spirit- 

ual (rather, that is, than military) Exercises (the system published 
in 1548); Loyola placed his forces under the direction of the Pope, 

who was framing the opposition of Rome and Reform in the spiritual 

court of a General Council (which Charles V had been urging upon the 

papacy from 1527) which he effectively controlled: reinscribing or 

determining the opposition within the roman frame of a 'catholic' 

tradition. Calvin, meanwhile, his wandering so to speak definitively 

interrupted, had organised at Geneva a new frame of christian activity, 

systematically articulating Church and State as two complementary sides 

of a dramatic order 'focussed' in himself as head of each: as centre 

of a systematic 'perspective' articulated about the inscription of 
Book in the Action it framed (comparable with Alberti's organisation 

of the City about the elementary interface of real and imaginary orders 

of the picture, focussed in the individual, and more particularly, the 

architect) as interface, like the architect of the new christian order, 

of ideal Heaven and the material reality of Earth. Calvin as system- 

atic focus and architect in the new perspective of Luther and Zwingli, 

coordinated within the primary circuit of the city-state and its sys- 
tematic constitution. Focus at Geneva of the new Institution of 

christianity, reflected within the city as a new constitution, driv- 

ing the wider institution prefigured through its organisation of 
the relations of Geneva and outside World. 
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For Luther the augustinian frame of inscription of the log- 

ical order of choice, assertion, and its articulation in reason, in 

the poetic of a theology, through the reading in the book of the place 

of its discursive order in the cosmic frame in which it identified 

itself as one component (as canonical instance and frame of the dis- 

cursive order of Text, Scripture, Writing which organises its own 

reading) had replaced the formal poetic of roman theology and papal 

authority as frame of action, of identification of one's true part. 
Frame of choice and action in which the old circular logic of the 

roman. version of the christian Story or Drama, and the complementary 

poetic of worldly Empire were to be identified as abstractions: in 

which the discursive inscription of the Book in the Action it framed, 

and German Nation as 'outward' frame in which activity would be dir- 

ected by that new 'logic', were to be in principle integrated as two 

sides of christian activity in Germany. In the development of Luther's 

understanding - his 'reading' indeed - of his part of framing the new 

order of christian activity - and so in successive attempts at the 

new frame successively framing more exactly his part, in it, of framing 

the unity of the new order focussed in God can be seen 'at work' as 

a guiding ideal, taking on various particular configurations in suc- 

cessive particular situations. In Calvin's new order at Geneva, on 
the other hand, the logic of the ideal is systematically worked out 
in the fixed frame of the City and the earthly circuit of its boundary 

inscribed in the interface of Heaven and Earth: the closed circuit in 

which (as indeed earlier at Croton.. ) the economy of mirroring of 
'physical' and 'logical' orders of christian activity - and in their 

relation the wider mirroring of heavenly mystery and that earthly 
economy - is logically articulated as frame of unitary christian 
Action, as systematic frame of christian activity within the wider 

unitary Story of the World, of Creation. 

This logical articulation of the new poetic or dramatic 

frame over the mid-century by a focal frenchman, at the french side 

of the swiss interface of France and Empire itself mirrors the con- 

servative theology of the Council of Trent (at the border of more or 
less papal Italy and more or less imperial Germany). -A theology 
formally framed in a logical determination of the coordination of 
logical, theological, ecclesiatical and civil orders in a sort of 
ideal sixteenth-century reconstruction of the thirteenth-century 
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focus at which the logical order of catholic theology (as 'logical 

poetics' of the christian Story) defined its own part by inscribing 
the symmetry of logical and physical 'poetics' in the Economy of Earth 
in the formal Mystery which, distinguishing itself in and from that 

open Economy as heavenly Actuality, decides the relations of Heaven 

and Earth, and through this decides the earthly relations of catholic 
'ideology' and the complementary civil order by articulating their re- 
lation as the very image or reflection in ('on') Earth of the relations 
of Heaven and Earth. 

The dogma of Transubstantiation occupied the critical second 
phase of the Council in 1551-2: at this focal point, the point in which 
the opposition of Reform and Counter-Reform had come to be articulated 
about this central coordination of the various dimensions of christian 
activity as focal question, representatives of the Reform were admitted 
to the proceedings. But they quickly perceived that the formal frame 
of the roman Church, focussed in the Pope as head, was not itselr, in 
this central question, in question: rather did they find themselves at 
the very centre of its systematic reassertion. In the doctrinal decrees 
of the Council, for example, a unitary frame was being articulated (cor- 

responding, as has just been suggested, to a sort of ideal version of 
the thirteenth-century focus) in which the various different lines of 
development from the thirteenth century - notably those embodied in 
the rival schools of the dominicans and franciscans: thomists and scot- 
ists - could be incorporated as open questions within an unquestionable 
formal frame of (catholic' theology as a systematic whole: theology 
systematically inscribed in, and defining itself as, the logical com- 
ponent of a roman poetic, systematically abstracted from the Book, and 
the engagement in it, 'prisoner to God's Words of Luther's conscience. 
Luther had wished to call a General Council of all christians, where 
the canonical Text would frame the proceedings by framing its part in 
them (and their part in the wider frame of activity informed by the 
Book and its reading). His earliest impulse to Reform had been the 
discovery in the library at Erfurt that the Church had edited the 
Bible for daily reading, leaving out, in particular, passages that 
called such a proceeding itself into question: indeed the Church act- 
ually discouraged reading of the Book by the laity, and forcibly op- 
posed its translation into language that the laity could understand. 
... At the Council of Trent Thomas' Summa Theologiae lay side by side 
with the Book on the altar. 
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Around the middle of the century, then, there appear a 
logical articulation of the new 'reformed' frame of christian activity, 
defined in relation to the civil and ecclesiatical order focussed 

in Calvin himself at Geneva, with its common consistorial court govern- 
ing integrated Church and State, and a complementary systematic re- 

assertion of the formal order of the medieval Church, with Loyola 

taking upon himself the part of a second Dominic (the story of whose 
life had made such a deep impression upon that convalescing young sol- 
dier). Loyola at the head of the largely spanish Spiritual Army of 
Rome... and Charles V at the head of another spanish army, seeking to 

assert the old outward imperial order of the thirteenth century ideal- 

ised in sixteenth century spanish romance. Spain at mid-century em- 
bodying, as at the close of classical Antiquity and under the Councils 

of Isidore, as under the direction of Cardinal Ximenes at the begin- 

ning of the sixteenth century, a formal integration of ecclesiatical 

and feudal orders abstracted from what is open in thepoetic order of 
their mirroring and interplay. Thus Charles' ideal feudal vision, 

reflected in the feudal visions that were to be subjected to Cervantes' 
irony half a century later, and which he was unable to sustain in the 

outer World, the complicated european order of the mid-century, led 

him, after the Diet of Augsburg of 1555 which recognised the Reform, 
to resign the Empire to his brother, and the spanish throne with its 

Low Country dependencies to his son, and to withdraw to the monastery 

of Yuste to spend his last years in complete abstraction from the 

World, engaged in Loyola's spiritual exercises. - An abstraction 
mirrored in the contemporary 'mysticism' of the carmelite Reform, in 

that systematic abstraction from an earthly part. - An abstraction 
reflected also in the developing abstraction of the spanish order 
of affairs from the rapidly unfolding material economy of Europe 
fed by the supplies of american bullion which encouraged the expan- 
sion of french, netherlandish, and english economies, but paralysed 
any incentive to economic development in Spain herself, who could 
simply buy everything from those other countries with her gold and 

silver. 

Upon Charles' resignation of his part in the earthly order 
the Netherlands rebelled; over the following half-century the Berman 
(that is 'dutch' or low-german) Netherlands established a political 
order which reflected the emerging dominance of a trade that had 
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previously been restricted by the arbitrary policy of aristocratic 

spanish governors. France, after the long war with Charles for poli- 
tical supremacy in Europe, turned to the 'wars of religion' within - 
the old aristocratic factions earlier overcome by Louis XI now polarised 
between the protestant house of Bourbon and the catholic house of 
Guise. Eventually a bourbon succeeded to the throne and, though him- 

self maintaining the association of the french monarchy with the roman 
Church by becoming a catholic, concluded the religious contest by de- 

creeing religious freedom at Nantes in 1598. The next phase in France 

turns about the systematic centralisation of the french state under 
Richelieu, the cardinal inscribing the 'logical' poetic of a distinctly 

'gallican' catholic Church, and the complementary civil order of the 

old aristocracy, within the 'logical' policy of a unified France at 

whose expanding frontiers Richelieu himself led armies against the 

Hapsburgs of Spain and the fragmenting Empire. The subordination in 

his person of Church to State is reflected in leagues with protestant 

german princes against the papacy... 

The close of a phase opening with the sixteenth century and 

extending to the middle of the seventeenth might be taken to be marked 
in France by the final struggle, in the regency of Louis XIV, in which 
Mazarin, appointed by Richelieu as his successor, and continuing his 

policy of centralisation, completely broke the residual independence 

of the old nobility (in the 'Fronde' of 1648-53), along with that of 
the (middle' classes, the 'third estate' , of the towns, represented 
chiefly by the old Parliament of Paris. 

In Germany, on the other hand, the close of the Thirty Years 

War in 1648, and the final establishment of the Reform, with the old 
North Mark of Brandenburg at the head of the protestant Princes, and 
the old East Mark, the Hapsburg archduchy (and along with it the titu- 

lar Empire) of Austria in the South as the leading catholic state, 
the 'logical' articulation of policy in Mazarin's France is reflected 
in utter economic and political fragmentation, with a multitude of 
petty princes finding themselves at multiple political 'foci' within 

a play of power without any centre, in the predominantly 'physical' 

economy of their mutual and constantly shifting boundaries. 

h 
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The development of the english order, in an interplay of 

figures and Associated forces represents the slow establishment of 

an english 'constitution' of which the new english Church (framed in 

an interplay of which the complementary systems of Trent and Geneva 

- of 'papists' and 'puritans' - are limiting poles) and the new english 

State, of the sixteenth century, are complementary sides - their inter- 

play articulated in the interplay of monarch and subjects in Parliament 

and Law: a legal order, a primarily 'poetic' frame of english activity, 
intermediate in organisational principles between the centralised 'logic' 

of french policy, and the 'physical' economy of german disorder. 

By the middle of the seventeenth century the power of the 

catholic Spain left to his heirs a century before by Charles was quite 

as broken as the Empire he had left to his brother's heirs was frag- 

mented - and with the demise of Spain went the european role of the 

papacy. The old 'medieval' order of feudal Christendom, its unitary 

catholic Church focussed in the bishop of Rome, is by the mid-seventeenth 

century supplanted by a european order articulated in a 'dramatic, frame 

unfolding from the mid-thirteenth century, in which a new 'perspective' 

of Reflection inscribes itself as one among other symmetric components 

of activity, in 'Experience' as its limiting frame. 

Just as the turning-point in the cultural frame of Reform 

(in the reform, that is, of the cultural frame), in a development from 

the 'focal' configuration of mid-thirteenth century to another 'focus'. 

three centuries later might be found in the Reformation opening with 

the sixteenth century, so, as we saw, that reform of the medieval. 
Church (and Empire) is reflected in an analogous 'turning-point' in 

a transition from the inscription of Reflection in the logical order 

of an aristotelian Economy of a christian universal History - in a 
'logical' poetic framed in the aristotelian figure of abstraction - 
to an inscription of that logical circle or circuit within a new dram- 

atic order in which, and from which, it is recognised, precisely, as 

an abstraction of one side, one component inseparably coordinate with 

others. I noted the proposed 'reforms' of logic by Ramus at Paris, and 
by the lawyer Bacon, at the 'focus' of the english 'poetics' of Law 
(as Lord Chancellor, like More before him). I will not now attempt 
to plot the implication. of. the various parallel movements of scientific 
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or philosophical reform in the cultural 'economy' of Europe over 

the century-and-a-half between about 1500 and about 1650. Rather 

will I now attempt simply to define a simple figure of transition from 

a 'focussing' of Reflection in the question of Action around 1500, 

and a new 'focus' which might be taken to organise a complex interplay 

of various components, in various parts of Europe, of a seventeenth- 

century 'Scientific Revolution' - to organise, in particular, the 

coordination and interplay of a few 'central' components around the 

middle of the seventeenth century. The identification of this new 
focus, corresponding to the figure of Experientia (Experience or Ex- 

periment), around 1650 is itself coordinate with the definition or 

articulation of a movement of scientific 'reform' from (say) Para- 

celsus to Descartes as itself an 'action' opening out of the initial 

figure of Action: an 'action' symmetrically articulated within an 

'economy' of the various component figures and forces of transition. 

khý 
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Experientia 

In order to frame the context of the transition from the new 'poetics' 

of Action around 1500, to a poetics of Experience, Experiment - of 

Experientia - around 1650, I considered the 'central' part of Luther. 

For within the cultural frame of'this period, in which the logical 

order of Reflection (as expressed in texts and discourse generally) 

mirrors the 'cosmic' context or configuration of text and Culture, 

Luther's step - that 'step', say, opening with the sixteenth century 

and closing with the Diet of Augsburg in 1530 - defines an articulation 

of the interplay of various factors coordinate with the discursive fac- 

tor of the step, which in their turn enter into the discursive or text- 

ual identification of the step. - An articulation of a 'context' as 

interplay of the factors or figures of Church, Empire, Nationality, 

Reason, Conscience, Action, Text, Heaven, Earth, and so on, which in- 

terplay then frames several further analogous 'steps' between 1500 

and 1650. 

Thus one further step from Augsburg might be defined by the 

systematic (and complementary) framing of Reform and Counter-Reform by 

Calvin and the Council of Trent - this axis of development parallelled 
(indeed 'reflected') in Reflection by, say, Ramus' reform of logic, 

Cardanus' reform of the sciences (say, De Subtilitate in 1550), Agri- 

cola's 'technology' of the Fugger mines, and so on. 

Given an initial coordination of various correlative or co- 

ordinate orders of Reflection. and Context 'around' 1500, in terms' of 

the step from'the*perspectival scene or 'space' around 1450 to the con- 

vergence of that space and the complementarity temporality of the ver- 

bal order of discourse in a poetics of Action (rather than disjoint 

Word and Image).. then the opening step of Luther's theological 'ver- 

sion' or framing of that poetic of Action defines at the outset the 

articulation of an 'economy', and a 'story', of transition from the 

kký 
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figure of Action to that of Experience, Experiment - Exnerientia. 

The opening step, as initial coordination of various factors (or or- 

ders or figures) in relation to the opening configuration of 'Action', 

defines, precisely, the articulation of the transition it opens as an 

action. 

The initial coordination of figures, the opening frame, of 

1500 corresponds as it were to a 'slice' or section through the tem- 

poral dynamic of a Tradition, from which slice (in the axis defined 

by Luther's 'step') a transition to a slice 'through' the dynamic con - 
figuration of 1650 is organised, articulated, spatiotemporally 'framed'. 

Once again, with this articulation of the transition from Action to 

Experientia, as an action, the scheme or frame of 'reading' a Tradit- 

ion corresponds precisely to a scheme it reads in that Tradition. 

... Or perhaps 'reads into'? Once again the question of the 

symmetry of the logical order of this text, this reading, and the eco- 

nomy or interplay of terms it reads in the texts which are its primary 

objects, must be deferred. For here we confront, as it now begins to 

appear, just the question of that very 'logical circle' which has been 

taken to define the discursive 'logical' order of this text itself, as 

of the texts which are the primary objects of its 'reflection'. And 

we can only directly confront this question, and hope to resolve it, 

by further tracing the Tradition now identified to that (rather, this) 

point at which this text itself, with its definition of Text in terms 

of 'logical circle', is discovered as (its own) last 'object': in that 

closing of the circle in the Close of this book: the final 'object' or 
'end' in the economy of 'closing', of inquiry, embodied in these pages. 
Meanwhile each text in the series of which this text itself is the 

'closing' term, 'reflects' in the 'past' of this book some component 

or figuration of the coordinaticn of logical, physical and cultural 

orders of this book itself. Thus (for example) this text marks a sort 

of point of convergence or 'focus' of an 'imaginary' order in which 
(in their abstraction from Lheir own actuality as texts) 'past' texte 

are systematically articulated in the common 'space' of their Context: 

in that 'real' order to which this book, like all its objects, belongs. 

What, though, is the frame of this 'perspective', the 'perspective' of 
this text, prefigured in, 'reflecting', the perspectives of Renaissance 

and Reformation? We must now proceed to 'unfold' the picture, and, 
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first of all, see how the perspective of Reform, whether in theology, 

'science' or logic, or in their common cultural context of Church, 

Nation and Empire, unfolds into the 'perspective' of a 'Scientific 

Revolution'. 

'Unfolds': for the new perspective of mid-seventeenth cen- 
tury may be discovered emerging from the structure of the phase or 
transition from around 1500 to around 1650 as an action. An action 

articulated in the elementary 'poetic' symmetry of unfolding of com- 

ponent figures, component 'versions' of the perspective of Reform, 

and a complementary convergence toward the new 'focus' which thus 

'mirrors''in the time of the transition, and the 'space' of Reflection 

and Context articulated in that time, the initial focus - framed in 

the figure of Action - to which discursive and pictorial orders have 

converged around 1500, thence to unfold or diverge at the beginning 

of another 'phase'. A phase or circuit of opening and closing, of 

unfolding and convergence, in which subordinate components of the 

transition are inscribed and articulated, circuit within circuit, 

in a sort of 'harmony' or poetic order of 'fitting-together', Kerº"a, A. 

Within this order of transition, this 'economy' of Reflect- 

ion articulated between two foci or points of opening divergence and 

closing convergence, this figure of circuit-within-circuit (or period 

within period) which 'closes' in the new perspective of around 1650, 

itself appears between 1500 and 1530 as one opening 'version' of the 

perspective of Reform. The 'o'ening' configuration of the 'applied 

theology' of Copernicus' reform of astronomy or astrology is mirrored 
in a final step beginning around 1630, notably in Galileo's Dialogue 

.. on the Two Chief Systems of the World, Ptolemaic and Corer pub- 
lished in January 1632, banned in August, and leading to its author's 
trial before the Inquisition, beginning in October. 

Copernicus, having studied under the pythagorising neoplat- 

onists of Italy, began to lecture in Rome in 1500. The subsequent 
unfolding of his 'reforms closely parallels that of Luther, to which 
it is, indeed, coupled through the association of both with the closing 
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phase of the Teutonic Order of knighthood. 

Cor, ernicus, back in West Prussia in 1506 dates (in the pre- 

face to the treatise De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium completed in 

1530, and published at Nuremberg in 1543) the beginning of his work of 

reform to that year of return from Rome - the time of Luther's entry 

into the convent of Erfurt and his initial study of the Book and of 

Augustine. The new system was completed, closed, in the year of the 

Diet of Augsburg - in which year manuscripts of the abstract, the Com- 

mentariolus, began to circulate. 

The leader of the Teutonic Order (founded in the thirteenth 

century as a 'crusade' against the prussian slave at the border of the 

Mark of Brandenburg), an associate of Luther, adopted the Reform in 

1525. Two years earlier Copernicus had been appointed to reform the 

coinage of West Prussia, which shortly after the formal adöption of 

the Reform (and so abstraction of the Order from its formal place in 

the coordination of Church and Empire) was incorporated in the protest- 

ant Mark of Brandenburg. Such an 'outward' relation between Luther 

(who, however, personally regarded the new system as the expression 

of arrogant self-assertion on the part of the astronomer/admistrator- 

general of West Prussia) might be taken to mirror the inward relations 
between the two reforms, as expressed, say, at Augsburg in the eco- 

nomic interface of Empire and Italy, and at Frauenstadt on the extreme 

north-eastern border of the Empire where a thirteenth-century feudal 

order of chivalry ruled the slavic population. (Transposing the con- 
figuration to the close of this Second Part, we might here note how 

the 'copernican revolution in philosophy' was announced, if not at 
Frauenstadt, at nearby Konigsberg - this 'revolution' of about 1770- 

1800 then mirroring that of 1500-1530 in the frame of around 1650). 

What, then, is the copernican reform or 'revolution' in 

the physical frame or framing of Kosmos, which, largely unnoticed 

at the time of its initial publication (although Ramus was a force- 

ful proponent of the new system at mid-century), eventually frames 

a last step in the convergence of various figures of reform towards 

the middle of she following century? What is Copernicus' 'perspect- 

ive'? 

hl 
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At the focus, the pythagorean Hearth, of Kosmos, is Sol: 

In medio vero omnium residet Sol. Quis enim in hoc pulcerrimo 

templo lampadem hunc in alio vel meliori loco poneret, quam unde 

totum simul possit illuminare? Siquidem non inepte quidam luc- 

ernam mundi, alii mentem, alii rectorem vacant. Trismegistus 

visibilem deum, Sophoclis Electra intuentem omnia. Ita profecto 

tanquam in solio regali Sol residens circumagentem gubernat astro- 

rum familiam... 

.. Invenimus igitur sub hac ordinatione admirandam mundi symmetriam, 

ac certum armoniae nexum motus et magnitudinis orbium, qualis alio 

modo reperiri non potest. (1) 

In the very middle of all dwells Sun. For who in this moat beau- 

tiful of temples would place the torch in any other or better 

place, than that whence it may at the same time light the whole? 

Thus indeed not unfittingly some call it the Lamp of Kosmos, others 

the Mind, others the Director - Trismegistus 'the Visible God', 

Sophocles 'Electra' contemplating all. This rightly, in that 

Sun, set on his kingly throne, governs his circling family of 

stars.. 

.. We discover then, in this orderly arrangement the wonderful 

symmetry of Kosmos, and an exact relation of Harmony in the mot- 

ion and dimension of the spheres, which cannot be found any other 

way. 

- Thus the limiting #astrological* or 'cosmological' frame of 
the 'perspective' of Reform, 'focussed' - literally - in all-seeing 
Sun. The way had been prepared from around the middle of the fifteenth 

century by Peurbach and his pupil 'Regiomontanus' (that is, Johannes 

Muller 'the känigsberger' - latinised according to the fashion of the 

time) who was associated with Bessarion in the reform of the cAl. endar, 

on the one hand, and by the florentine publication in latin of the 

pythagorising (neo)platonists and the Hermetic Books on the other. 
Those components met in the mathematical perspective, the formal spatio- 

temporal frame, of the turn of the century: that frame already noted 
in the 'perspective' or vision of Leonardo as one component of the 

'focal' configuration of 1500. I have noticed Luther's 'version' or 

framing of that 'focus' in an Invisible God, rather than the 'Visible 

God' of Hermes Trismegistus and Copernicus. This solar focus is in 

turn reflected in Paracelsus' cabalistic focussing of Macrocosm in 
` 
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Microcosm. These, and other coordinate 'versions' - other 'foci' 

at which the instance of framing a version or perspective is inecri- 

bed in the scheme it frames - as it were unfold or diverge from the 

formal 'focus' of their coordination around 1500 in a poetics of Act- 

ion. What, then, is the complementary configuration of convergence 

of these various parallel components, framed in the new Kosmos of 

Copernicus, towards their coordination in a poetic of Experientia 

around the time of the death of Descartes at the swedish court in 

1650? What this figure of coordination of parallel reflections, which 

now appears in the configuration of reflection upon Reflection itself, 

to close the question opened up by the unfolding of various versions 

of the 'Action' of around 1500, in the transition from Action to E x- 

nerientia articulated as an 'action'? 

Descartes, by his own account, left books - and the logical 

circle of scholastic formalism framed in books by the inscrinti-)n of 
their reading-and writing, and so the articulation of debate, in that 

circuit they framed and. 'closed' - for 'experience' in 1619, around 
the time of the opening of the Thirty Years' War - whose close in 1648 

may be taken as a primary component in the 'cultural' frame of the new 
focus of Experience and Experiment. In his winter quarters, on the 

Eve of Saint Martin's Day (the formal start of Winter), after the open- 
ing campaign of the War, Descartes found himself (so to speak) at a 

new focus: 'I'. 

He set out, for ten years, to discover the 'working' of this 

new perspective in practice, in action, and then retired in 1629 to 

great seclusion in Holland - lasting until 1649 - over which latter 

period he now framed the new perspective in the 'logical' order of 

a series of books that were to inaugurate, open, a new economy, a new 
Method, of Reason: the systematic Reform of our perspective on our 
focal part in Kosmos. The Method, 'logically' framed in the economy 

of the french language, and focussed in 'I' as marking the 'circular' 

psychical self-assertion which Descartes had found himself to be, was 

publicly announced in 1637, together with three initial applications. 

- primary 'workings' or applications of the new perspective in its 

mathematical 'Space' of coordination, and the 'physical' World framed 
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in this new Space (or rather the 'meteorology' of the primary physical 

interface of Heaven and Earth), and the Optics organising the logical 

focus of 'I' in that physical order, as two 'sides' of their common 

mathematical frame. Thus the Discours of 1637, in its critical relat- 

ion to the new 'perspective' of around 1650, may be compared with Al- 

berti's epochal Trattato of 1437 in its relation to the Renaissance 

'perspective' of around 1450. 

In the configuration of around 1450 an analogy was drawn be- 

tween the part of the 'logical' version of the perspective of pictor- 
ial composition, in which the relation of central 'focus' and its mul- 
tiple 'objects' (on the 'other side' of the frame) was articulated in 

a unitary manner (as if 'from' the side of 'reflection') with the pic- 
ture as a kind of mirror, and the articulation of a centralised french 

policy focussed in a french king, within the physical frame of the 

boundaries of fifteenth-century France. When the Discours was publish- 

ed, Richelieu's part within the boundaries of seventeenth-century France 

might be taken as an analogue in the order of french policy to the em- 

erging 'perspective' framed by Descartes in seclusion at the dutch 

boundary of that France: Richelieu's part in the cultural frame of 

Europe in the open physical 'economy' of forces in the Thirty Years' 

War an analogue of Descartes' focal part in the emerging mathematical 
frame of Reflection and of Science as coordination of natural forces. 

He faced the inevitable at last with calm tranquillity - when the 

priest bade him forgive his enemies, he made answer 'I have never 
had any other enemies than the State's. We see the same inhuman 

personality in the identification of himself with the state in 

his Mdmoires - 
I have been severe to some in order to be good to all... It is 

Justice that I have loved and not vengeance... I wished to give 
to Gaul the limits that Nature had marked out for her... to id- 

entify Gaul with France, and wherever the ancient Gaul had 

been-, there to restore the new. 
He died 4 December 1642, bequeathing Mazarin to the king as his 

successor... 

... Th'e weakest point in Richelieus's character was his literary 
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ambition and the extraordinary pains he took to construct a lit- 

erary reputation. His own plays, for the sake of which he trem- 

bled with anxiety, sleep in safe oblivion, but his Mdmoires are 

still read with interest, forming a subtle and elaborate panegyric 

upon himself, so that Michelet says in his paradoxical manner, 

though not without truth: 

If one would not know Richelieu, one should read his Memoirs. (1) 

Richelieu presided, in the frame of the Academy he founded in the 

year of the Discours de la Methode.., 1637, over the very frame of french 

language itself, and over the rise of that french 'classical' Drama that 

was to hold up a mirror to the court of the Roi Soleil - that focal fig- 

ure who iri his turn founded the Academy of Sciences in 1666, and who 

would eventually see his own focal image in the mirror of the State 

inherited from Richelieu and Mazarin: L'Etat, c'est Moi. 

Meanwhile, across the water in England, the monarch's attempt 

to centralise or focus the order(s) of State and Church in his own per- 

son met with disparate results. The 'logical' order of culture - 'pol- 

icy' - was there framed in 1649 in a 'poetic' of parliamentary legality. 

It was from the court of the young Louis XIV that the 'logical' or 'pol- 

itical' focus of autocratic monarchy had to be restored or rekindled in 

1660, and to which court (in the person of that restored monarch's cat- 
holic brother) that it finally returned once for all in 1688. 

In 1687 the perspective of the 'poetic' frame of Law, in the 

mathematical order of a newtonian Kosmos, supplanted in England the 

cartesian perspective of 1637... and with the Glorious Revolution of 
the following year there came from Amsterdam with the new king invited 

by a supreme Parliament, the old Earl of Shaftesbury's physician, with 
his new 'poetic' of english Constitution. A constitution of the social 

order framing the interplay of those individuals in whom civil and ec- 

clesiastical orders were multiply 'focussed' - multiple foci of action 

and perception whose interplay in the wider newtonian constitution of 
Kosmos was framed as the 'constitution' of Experience. - The latter 
'constitution' articulated as interplay of the limiting poles of in- 

dividual and Kosmos in the frame of the 'mechanical philosophy' of 

hh, 1: Cl sv. Richelieu 
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Galileo and Boyle: in a galilean frame of which the logical order of 

Descartes' reflection was found to be but one side - the formal foc- 

us of Experience in an 'I' abstracted from embodied individuals. -A 
'side' and its formal focus or organising pole, abstracted from Rend 

Descartes, John Locke, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton, Galileo Galilei. 0 

and all the other independent individuals of England, Holland, Italy.. 

.. and even France.. 

Italy: a 'galilean' frame; the frame of 1632 already noted 
in passing, the frame of Experience-Experiment elaborated by the 'Ma- 

thematician and Philosopher to the Grand Duke oL Tuscany' - say from 

his first finding himself at the focus of a 'telescope' (or rather 

a perspicilium as the new arrangement was first called) in 1609, through 

the theoretical development over the period of controversy with the 

Jesuits (1619-1623) over the three comets of 1619, and on through 

1632 to the Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche (intorno a due nuove 

scienze attenente alla Mecanica &i Movimenti Locali) of 1638. Des- 

cartes new 'perspective' opened up from 1619 is parallelled by the 

mathematical frame of Galileo's self-assertion in the controversy of 

the Comets. First the rejection of the formal logical circuit of 

scholastic disputation: 

Parmi, oltre a ciö, di scorgere nel Sarsi ferma credenza, the nel 

filosofare sia necessario appogiarsi all'opinioni di qualque cel- 

ebre autore, s3 the la mente nostra, quando non se maritasse col 
discorso d'un altro, ne dovresse in tutto rimanere sterile ed in- 

feconda; e forse stima the la filosofia sia un libro e una fantasia, 

d'un uomo, come 1'Iliade e l'Orlando Furioso, libri ne' quali la 

meno importante cosa e the quello the vi ý scritto sia vero. Sig. 

Sarsi, in cosa non sta cos3. (1) 

I seem, besides this, to see in Sarsi a solid faith, that in phi- 
losophising it is necessary to find support in the opinion of 

some famous author or other, as if our mind, unless it be married 

with another's discourse, must remain in all things sterile and 

unproductive; and he probably thinks that Philosophy is the book 

and the fancy of a man, like the Iliad or Orlando Furioso, books 

in which the thing of least importance is whether what is there 

1: Il Sa ggiatore, ? y6 (EN VI, 232) 
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written is true. Mr. Sarsi, the one case is not like the other. 

Experience brings into question the logical (and more particularly 

the theological) circuit by which the order of reading and writing, 

question and answer, is inscribed in a coordination it frames as 'schol- 

astic' disputation. Rather should the logical order of reflection be 

coordinated with the other orders of a poetics of Experience in the 

primary mathematical frame of formal inscription of logical in poetic 

order - in that primary formal language of Kosmos... as Simplicio real- 

ises in the Second Day of debate (1636-8): 

Veramente comincio a comprendere the la logica, bencha strumento 

prestantissimo per regolare ii nostro discorso, non arrival quanto 

al destar la mente all'invenzione, all'acutezza della geometria. (1) 

I really now begin to understand that logic, while a most excellent 
instrument for the ordering of our discourse, does not attain, in 

the rousing of the mind to discovery, to the precision of geometry. 

The circuit of abstraction closed by the inscription of debate in 

the world it logically frames, by which the book of Philosophy partakes 

precisely of the figure of a fiction is broken in the new order of Ex- 

perientia, and to step out of that scholastic circle is to find oneself 
in the mathematical frame of inscription of the order of discourse, of 

the mark, of books, in an actual or working coordination of logical and 

physical orders, Reflection ('Philosophy') and Nature.. the mathematical 
frame of the reflection in the order of the mark, of language, of the 

primary working, actuality, of coordination of orders of the maus: 

.. Sig. Sarsi, in cosa non sta cost. 
La filosofia b scritta in questo grandissimo libro the continua- 

mento ci sta aperto innanzi a gli, occhi (io dico lluniverso), na 

non si pub intendere se prima non s'impara a intender la lingua, 

e conoscer i caratteri, net quali ý scritto. Egli ý scritto in 

lingua mathematica, ei caratteri son triangoli, cerchi, ed altre 
figure geometriche, senza i quali mezi e impossibile a intendere 

umanamente parola; senza quests ý un aggirarsi vanamente per un 

oscuro laberintho. (2) 

1: Discorsi.., Giornata Seconda (EN 9175) 2: continuation of 

passage from 11 Saggiatore above. One may compare a letter of 1641 to 
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.. Mr. Sarsi, the one case is not like the other. 
Philosophy is written in this grandest of all books which stands 

continuously open before our eyes (I mean the Universe), but it 

cannot be understood if one does not first learn the language, and 

recognise the characters, in which it is written. It is written 1. 
in the mathematical language, and the characters are triangles, 

circles, and other geometrical figures, without whose means it is 

humanly impossible to understand a word; without these we wander 

vainly in circles through a dark labyrinth. 

.. in a labyrinthine play of forms, figuration, in which we have 

no coordinates, and cannot see where we are, or where we are going.. 

.. gran ventura sara d'alcuno che, scorto da straordinario lume 

naturale, si sapra torre da i tenebrosi e confusi laberinthi ne 
i quali si sarebbe coll'universale andate sempre aggirando e tutta- r 

via piü aviluppando.. (1) 

.. it will be a great adventure for him who, escorted by uncommon 

natural light, will know himself out of the dark and confused laby- 

rinths in which he might have gone on with all the others forever 

wandering, and forever more enveloped.. 

- Out of the labyrinthine play of forms, figures; out of that end- 
less circuit, in which the logical circuit of scholastic fictions pas- 

sing for Philosophy is embedded. Into the light of day: led by the 

mathematical marking of the coordination of the various orders of this 

marking, this language, these characters, out of the platonic Cave, like 

Euridice led by Orpheus and his musical language out of labyrinthine 
Hades. 

1: I1 Saggiatore 9 (EN VI, 237) 

---------------- 
Fortunio Liceti (EN XVIII, 295): .. Quando la filosofia fosse quella the 

ne i libri di Aristotele 4 contenuta, V. S. per mio garere sarebbe il 

maggior filosofo del mondo, tanto mi par the ella habbia alle mani et 
in pronto tutti i luoghi di quello. Ma io veramente stimo, il libro 

della filosofia esser quello the perpetuamente ci sta aperto innanzi a 

gli occhi; ma perche 6 scritto in caratteri diversi da quelli del nostro 
alfabeto, non pub esser da tutti letto: e sono i caratteri di tal libro 

triangoli, quadrati, cerchi, sfere, cons, piramidi et altre figure mate- 

_ matiche, attissimi per tal lettera. 
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It was Galileo's father Vincentio who had been at the centre 
of the discussions of the (second) florentine Academy, upon the nature 
of greek drama, which had led to its supposed reconstruction in Dramma 

per la Musica: first in the Euridice of Peri and Caccini (1600), then 
in Monteverde's Orfeo the following year. In each the drama, the story, 
was drawn from the orphic root of greek tragedy: Orpheus 'wanders vain- 
ly through a dark labyrinth' unless he remembers that the Universe is 

written in the language of Music in its mathematical harmony. 

The element of the son's analogous 'poetics' is the archimed- 
ean frame of mathematical 'positions - or rather the archimedean figur- 
ation of Mechanics transcribed from its inscription in euclidean geo- 
metry of the ideal 'point' or position, into the 'actual' poetics of 
a physical point-mass in time: the direct physical correlate of the 
focal logical part of the mathematician-philosopher integrating the 

articulation of such masses in time, through the mathematical frame of 
their symmetry, their symmetries. 

Above, 'we discover then, in this orderly arrangement the 

wonderful symmetry of Kosmos, and an exact relation of Harmony in the 
motion and dimension of the spheres, which cannot be found in any other 
way'; Below this copernican Heaven a mathematical coordination of point- 
masses in the symmetry of physical interaction. But this frame of co- 
ordination is not to be understood as itself inscribed - like the rect- 
angular frame of some perspectival picture, in a primary aristotelian 
system of 'position'; it is not to be understood as simply inscribed 
in-a more radical distinction of celestial 'Above' and terrestrial 
'Below' - as simply one 'side' of the copernican scheme. Rather is 
the new mathematical frame itself more 'radical' than the formal 'pos- 
ition' of an object. That position is itself defined by its mathematic- 
al coordination or correlation with other positions in a single unitary 
mechanical Frame of Heaven and Earth: that opposition itself to be in- 
scribed in the spatiotemporal coordination of masses (as what is pri- 
marily 'posited') in a radical mathematical frame in which Heaven and 
Earth are 'mechanically' distinguished, opposed, coordinated. We must 
start simply from 'matter' or 'mass' as direct physical correlate of 
the primary mathematical frame in which Kosmos is logically integrated, 
figure within figure, within the limiting figure or Frame of the simple 
correlation of mass in space and time and logical integration: Mathe- 

hh, 
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matics is the very Language of 'Philosophy'. 

We may then inscribe the elementary mathematical frame of 

'dynamic' galilean perspective within a 'global' coordination of log- 

ical integration and physical interaction -a 'Universe' - just as 

the elementary 'frame' of central perspective was earlier inscribed 

as two-dimensional uq adro within three dimensions of space and one of 

time. Thus, corresponding to the physical 'focus' of our perception, 

this body I call 'I' (or 'me'.. or 'mine'), we find our relations to 

other bodies - these composed, like ours, in principle, of point-'atoms' 

of mass or matter - framed in the elementary perspective of Sense. We 

should not, then, refer the everyday logical order of definition of 

things, bodies, in terms of arbitrary differentiae of Sense (by which 

we naturally integrate our experience in practice) to the physical or- 

der of the bodies themselves, in the manner of Aristotle defining the 

primary characters of Body, Matter, in temrs of sensations - Hot and 

Cold. Rather should we attempt to define the physical properties of 

bodies simply in terms of the physical configuration of the 'point' at 

which 'we' integrate our perceptions, and the other 'points', 'atoms', 

to which we must ultimately refer our sensation. Only 'primary' dif- 

ferentiae or 'qualities', defined in terms of the mathematical config- 

uration of perceiving and perceived bodies - defined in terms of the 

inscription of the elementary mathematical frame of perception itself 

in the primary Frame of Matter in Space and Time, can be referred to 

the physical (or ontical) order of the objects of our perception. 

With this framing of our 'experience' - this inscription of 

the relation of perceiving subject and perceived object, itself, in 

the ('objective') domain of the object - we can begin to systematically 

articulate Experience in a physical order 'between' the mathematical 
Frame of the Universe as a whole, and the elementary figure of simple 

'position' or 'positing' in that order. - Between the simple principle 

of 'impetus' - or rather of inertia - which amounts to the elementary 

physical object (atomic point-mass) as one pole of the mathematical 
frame of position, and the integration of the mutual interactions of 

all such 'points' or atoms within the unitary System of a physical 
'Universe'. In this basic correlation of elementary 'positing' or 
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position, with the integration of all 'positions' in the unity of the 

Whole, we enter into the mathematical 'language' of that Universe, and 

we can begin to frame questions - 'experiments': begin to enter into 

the interrrogation of.. indeed into a dialogue with.. Nature. 

Galileo's 'starry messenger' of 1610 revealed the symmetry 

of rugged Moon and rugged Earth, and a heavenly dynamic of sunspots 

mirroring the spatiotemporal order of earthly change. The 'meteorology' 

of comets was around 1620 shown to involve change in spheres above that 

of the Moon. The 'wonderful symmetry' of Copernicus' orbits above was 
inscribed in a wider symmetry of Above and Below - the closed circuits 

of 'heavenly' actuality inscribed in a universal mathematical Econoarty 

of symmetry - in that radical or primary coordination of orders of the 

Mark, that mathematical language of the Universe, from which the schol- 

astic circuit of articulation of reading and writing of books in the 

fictional World such disputation framed had been abstracted. In the 

Discorsi written in 1636 and published two years later the elementary 

symmetries of the dynamic frame of 'positing' point-masses were present« 

ed. One might draw an analogy between the elaboration of this 'element- 

ary' frame of the new poetic (or 'New Philosophy'), and the general con- 

figuration of an Actuality articulated in the general 'Economy' of that 

frame and its symmetries. over the mid-century, and the part of Alberti's 

'elementary' frame of central perspective, presented in 1437, in the 

wider architectural framing of activity within the general economy of 

real and imaginary (or possible) actions around the middle of the fif- 

teenth century. That step from Galileo's 'elementary' coordination of 
'subjective' and 'objective' poles of position or positing - and the 

corresponding correlation of the complementary orders of Nature and 
Inquiry (or Philosophy) in the mathematical language of Experientia - 
to the configuration of mid-century parallels the cartesian step from 

the 'elementary' inscription of reflection in a mathematical frame of 

experience, to the convergence of galilean, cartesian, and other paral- 
lel elements in that wider poetic of Experientia which as it were closes 

the 'action' of developing Reflection from around 1500, in the inscrip- 

tion of Reflection as such in the mathematical frame of coordination 

of the various orders of its Context, rather than the parallel inscrip- 

tions of various orders of Reflection in corresponding orders of Con- 

text, in those various figurations of Action which 'unfold' from around 
1500, to 'converge' toward the middle of the following century. 
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One might speak of the convergence of galilean and cartesian 

frames of 1636-8 - of those 'poetic' and 'logical' elements, so to say, 

of the New Philosophy - in terms of a systematic 'focussing' of the 

play of galilean symmetry in the formal subjectivity of Descartes' 'I', 

itself constituting the elementary symmetry or circuit of the locus 

of framing the new order, which frames itself in the simple question 

which invites or demands the self-assertion 'I'. Galileo frames the 

complementarity or symmetry of subjective and objective 'foci', so to 

speak, in his mathematical frame, and the dynamic economy of its ele- 

mentary 'positions'. The frenchman abstracts from the unitary mathe- 

matical frame of cartesian 'position' to the limiting focus, 'I' sim- 

ply as such, within whose 'subjective' domain (then) the opposition 

of that subjective pole and its 'objective' correlate is inscribed 

and determined. From 1629 on the whole system of the World is un- 
folded from the limiting pole of cartesian abstraction, the limiting 

Question and its radical answer, within whose frame all particular 

questions can then be determined and answered, resolved - according 
to the systematic progress of Method: the articulation of all quest- 
ionsl all inquiry, within this radical Question. 

Within the limiting 'oben-ness' or Question, then, inviting 

our response of simple self-assertion (framing our part of framing as 

unquestionable 'I'), first the symmetry of subjective and objective 

foci of position or positing is inscribed and articulated: the formal 

correlate of self-assertion in simple 'position' is thus framed in the 

systematic perspectival Frame of a mathematical Space of coordination. 
Within this mathematical coordination of subjective and objective poles; 

of 'position',, then, are inscribed the 'perspective' of the Dioptrics 

and the corresponding economy of Meteorology (in 1637). The analysis 

proceeds, figure within figure, symmetry within symmetry (that is, 

open-ness within open-ness): every given relation of subject and ob- 
ject in 'experience' in principle analysable into its primary terms, 

those 'clear and distinct ideas', 'in terms of' which the experience 

may be methodically inscribed in the unitary scheme or perspective. 

In particular, the simple figure of 'positing', the relat- 
ion of a simple 'idea' and the 'object' to which it is formally re- 
ferred (thus far, then, just another 'idea'), leads to the question 
of whether there is an actuality of the object corresponding to the 
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actuality of our self-assertion in positing 'it' as formal correl- 
ate of our 'idea'. Here in a sense it is the logical circuit it- 

self which comes into question, as it were from 'outside'. In the 

anselmian figure of the 'Ontological Argument' the question of the 
distinction between a finite or definite idea (its 'logical' order 
of definition) and the ontological order of an actuality correspond- 
ing to . he idea (Thomas' distinction between 'what' and 'that') leads, 
through the very idea of such distinction, to the inscription of the 

order of ideas in a theological order of actuality - corresponding 
to the inscription of the logical order of clear and distinct ideas 
and the corresponding actuality of our self-assertion in them, in the 
wider dramatic 'moral' ('practical') order of their coordination with 
the actuality of their objects in a unitary Kosmos, and its 'divine' 
actuality, in which the complementary actualities of res cogitand and 
res extensa participate: God as simple Actuality, simple self-distinct. '.. 
ion of Actuality from idea - through the idea of this distinction, 

which is seen not to contain within it the actuality of distinction, 
but rather to be itself contained in it. With this primary inscript- 
ion, then, of the 'logical' order of positing within the coordination 
of logical, psychological, physical, ontological, poetic and theolog- 
ical orders - within a logical poetics of the 'idea' - the principle 
of experimental or experiential correlation of 'internal' idea with 
'external' object (whether physical object, or the ontological, psycho 

{ logical or theological actuality 'outside' its mere idea) is discoverer, 
and the activity of scientific reform can proceed, inscribing judge- 

ment, figure within figure, in the frame of a Method itself now 'meta-. 

physically' framed: in the radical frame in which we can judge the 

principle of judgement to be itself true, and so the guarantee of 
truth. Between 1637 and his death in 1650 Descartes, thus, proceeds 
to the inscription of his 'logic' in the metaphysical frame of the 
Meditations and the ensuing debate, while articulating according to 

j 

that logic of the new Method the details of his 'roman' du Monde.. 

albeit without ever resolving the radical complementarity of inscript-"; 
ion of its theological justification in the logical frame of self- 

assertion on the one hand, and the inscription of this self-assert- k{j 

ion in the theological self-assertion of Actuality on the other. 
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I have suggested, then, that the focus of a 'New Philosophy' 1; 

around the year of Descartes' death in Sweden might be characterised 

by the coordination of Descartes' 'logical' poetic of experience, and 

Galileo's scheme of experiment. - This in a 'dramatic' order in which i 

Descartes' logical organisation of the mathematical frame of experience 

and World in relation to a 'psychological' focus amounts to one 'side', 1 

to be complemented by a symmetrical physical organisation in the mathe- 

matical galilean symmetry of the two 'sides'. We might take such a 

coordination of cartesian and galilean figures to be 'focussed' in the 

meeetings of the 'Invisible College' in England - more precisely, in 

its move to Oxford over the period 1648-9, while Parliament was judg- 

ing the english king, and while Henry More, at Cambridge, was carrying 

on that coorrespondence with Descartes in which he (More) criticised 
the cartesian separation of Mind and Matter, insisting that these shoul, 
be considered dual or complementary aspects of the more radical dram- 

atic, indeed mystical, order of their mirroring. 

'Invisible College': while the florentine Academy was pro- 
ducing the first Dramma per la Musica or 'Opera', and Shakespeare was 
dramatising Action (or rather Hamlet's inaction) itself - the poetic 
frame closed in the inscription of the figure of its 'play' in the 

play itself - Giordano Bruno was burnt at the stake in Rome at the 

instance of the Inquisition. I will not here enter further into the 

poetics of 1600, the 'World as Stage'... but, from that initial config- 

uration of the new century, over the next thirty years or so, there i: 
developed a figure focussed in Germany, toward the outbreak of the 

Thirty Years' War, as the 'mystery' of the Rose-Cross. This was framed 

by some ('mysterious') publications, framing the logical order of their 

text which announced the Reform of Science (and with it of the european ;, 

cultural order) in a theatrical or dramatic configuration of alchem- 
ical symbolism. Learned Europe was thrown into something of a stir. 
Descartes, among others, was suspected of some part in the mysterious 
drama. In 1623 notices appeared in the streets of Paris announcing 
the imminent arrival there of the rosicrucian order, and its New Order. 

One component of this obscure interlude involves a sort of 
'logical' analogue of the figure of an 'Invisible Church' as 'mystical 

body of Christ' into which the christian enters (in the scheme of Paul 

noted above) by recognising his part in the christian Story - by re- 

cognising just this part of recognition. The access to the dramatic 
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frame of the christian mystery lies in the inscription of the relat- 

i-n of 'inside' and 'outside' of the story (as externally perceived) 

in the story: the entry from outside 'into' the Story by recognising 

in the story this relation of 'inside' and '. outside'. The 'visible' 

Church, as we saw, is the outward frame, the image, of the drama into 

which one thus enters. Similarly one might enter into the 'Invisible 

College' of the Rosicrucians, identifying one's part in the Drama 

announced by the rosicrucian tracts, in which the appearance of the 

tracts, and the symbolic figuration in them of entry into the Drama 

as into an 'Invisible College' of the New Science, are recognised as 

primary components. 

That germanic focus of a New Science as a mystery, framed 

in an Invisible College, may be taken as a further component of the 

mid-century configuration. It is in this figure - albeit without the 

mysterious dramatisation of the first aprearance - that the coordinat- 
ion of galilean and cartesian frames is effected: in the activity of 

a group or circle, each understanding his part in terms of its place 
in a dramatic Reform of Knowledge - just as members of the Commonwealth 

were to understand their parts in the dramatic Reform of England framed 

by Parliament. 

The 'Invisible College' at Oxford: closing a phase of the 

'action', the interplay of Reflection and 'Context', here traced, 

which opens with this Second Part, and the endowment of the first 

'college' ('University' college) at Oxford in 1249. The new college 

or societas, society, met in the rooms of Wilkins, the Warden of Wad- 

ham. They assembled there once a week to discuss developments in Eng- 

land, on the Continent of Europe, and, most particularly, developments 

in their several parts in the co: rmon programme of inquiry, 'research', 

at Oxford. This group 'focusses' for the first time those various 

elements or components of the new figure of Experientia, the new re- 

flection on the part of the logical order of reflection in the World 

it frames - the New Philosophy or New Science - which has developed 

through various parallel channels from the focal configuration of 

Action - the question of framing the part of framing as self-assertion 
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in an action -a century-and-a-half before. 

An invisible college: for the visible colleges of oxford 

were rigidly prosecuting the study of 'Arts' in the frame of Aristo- 

tle's Organon - the battle with cartesian logic or 'philosophy' was 

not to be opened until the end of the century. Linacre and Colet, 

returning from Florence at the end of the fifteenth century had in- 

deed introduced the study of the greek language, and of greek and lat- 

in 'classical' writers who were now read in the 'grammar' schools, 

such as that (Saint Paul's) founded by Colet himself in London, and 

those of the University itself. Such grammar, along with exercises 

in 'rhetoric' and the study of Aristotle's logic and the science it 

framed ('philosophy') now constituted the trivium studied by candidates 

for the degree of Bachelor. The introduction of classical writers in 

the schools of grammar and rhetoric was parallelled in the mid-seven- 

teenth century by the introduction of a guadrivium founded upon the 

classical writers themselves, rather than boethian epitomes. Thus 

Wallis came from Cambridge to fill the recently created savilian chair 

of Geometry in 1649, and played a leading part both in the reform of 

the teaching of mathematics in the University, and in the reform of 

Science carried on by the Invisible College -t the latter itself framed 

in Galileo's mathematical 'language' of Nature. This same year, Des- 

cartes' new 'coordinate' geometry, abstracted like Galileo's physics 

from the aristotelian-euclidean scheme of 'position', appeared in the 

latin language of learned Europe, and this with the commentary by the 

leader of the dutch school of mathematicians (founded by Descartes in 

Holland) which rendered his master's professedly cryptic style of ex- 

position accessible. 

... An Invisible College, then, framed by joint work at a 

programme which is a direct correlate of the framing of the group 
itself - just as the scholastic 'programme' framed in the Sentences 

was a direct correlate of the constition of the thirteenth-century 

university, still materially, visibly, embodied in the colleges in- 

stituted since that time at Oxford, Paris, and elsewhere. 

... 'Elsewhere' in England being Cambridge: instituted by 

the secession from Oxford of a group of students and teachers in the 
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two sides. In the interface of these two sides - in its mechanical 

articulation as Nature - the part of Man is framed in the primary 
bound (and bond) of Community. Our natural part, then, is to frame 

our life in an earthly scheme which mirrors the wider cosmic scheme, 
by focussing the economy of Community in the person of a king. Indeed 

there is a natural mirroring of this our part of Min, and Kosmos as 

a whole, in the intermediate order of the State, whose organisation 

may thus be taken as simply that of Man writ large. Within this frame 

of the Commonwealth in which we find our part in relation to the 'cen- 

tral' perspective of the monarch, Hobbes inscribes the logical order 

of the Sciences: the reflection of the Kosmos in which the State is 

organised, in the order, within the State, of the framing of Kosmos, 

State, and Reflection. The articulation of the Sciences within this 
(scientific) framing of Science reflects the articulation of Kosmos, 

and the focal or central science which organises the whole perspective, 
is the Science of Man: the science of the mirroring of Individual and 
Kosmos in the State inscribed in the interface of Heaven and Earth. 

This Economy of galilean position, an analogue of the general 
Economy of central perspective as articulated by Alberti in the primary 
circuit of community in Nature, may be taken as one pole, then -a sort 
of limiting instance - of the new configuration. A limit corresponding 
to Hobbes' solitary industry and cultural isolation. The general fig- 

ure of which this may thus be taken as an extreme case, presents the 

practical organisation of the sciences, not in relation to an abstract 
unitary scheme, focussed either in hobbesian individual or platonic 
divinity, but rather in relation to the group of which the isolated 
focus (Hobbes, King, God) is a limiting case. In relation to such a 
group the galilean frame of Experientia appears in particular experi- 
mental configurations of the scheme, from which the dogmatic assertion 
of formal elements is rather an abstraction than a more radical 'base'. 
Such a group operates, not within a unitary ideal hobbesian State or 
Commonwealth, but within an actual State as an actual group among other 
groups. The galilean frame is indeed the 'language' in which the dia- 
logue with Nature may be carried on - in which passive 'experience' 

and active framing of 'experiment' interact, and in which the inter-. 

play of these two moments or movements of observation and assertive 
framing is not to be reduced to one side. Just as this 'poetics' of 
Experientia is prefigured by Galileo (himself a member of the 'Academy 
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early part of the thirteenth century, and where a parallel to the 

Oxford group of the mid-seventeenth century might be seen in the group 

of Benjamin Whichcote's students at Christ's College - notably Henry 

More and Ralph Cudworth (master from 1654). These Cambridge 'platon- 

ists', though, were effecting a reform framed by neoplatonic 'theology' 

(if we take the latter in Proclus' broad sense) which reflects the re- 

lative 'abstraction' of Cambridge (since the thirteenth century) from 

the World, and it is the Oxford group who present the central component 

of the reform of learning. 

Outside both universities the 'abstraction' of the Cambridge 

Platonists is as it were mirrored (inverted almost) in what might be 

taken as the other pole of the focal configuration of the mid-century: 
this the singular figure of Hobbes. Instead of framing the mirroring 

of 'heavenly' and 'earthly' orders of the new scheme of Experience (cor-' 

responding to the 'dramatic' frame of Oxford inquiry) from (as at Cam- 

bridge) the 'heavenly' side of Mystery, Hobbes presents rather in 1651 

(that is, in Leviathan) the inscription of that mirroring in the 'earthl 

economy framed in the physical boundary of a Commonwealth 'ecclesiatical 

and civil', within the 'mechanical' order of the new physical Kospos. 

Hobbes' frame may serve to intoduce the central configurat- 
ion of the new 'focus' in the Invisible College of Oxford. At the 

close of the previous century Hooker had presented a duality of natural 

and supernatural orders framed in a unitary Law, and reflected on Earth 
in the duality of civil and ecclesiatical 'polity' in the unitary con- 

stitution of an earthly community or commonwealth. The question of 
the focussing of these two orders in the single person of the monarch, 

at which Hooker had arrived at the time of his death in 1600 was embod- 
ied in an eighth book of his Laws published from his manuscripts in 
1651. That same year Hobbes inscribed Hooker's scheme (itself a focal 

figure of english Reflection in 1600) in a 'galilean' poetics of Mat- 

ter. The Kosmos is articulated as the integration of a mechanical 
Economy whose element (replacing Aristotle's initial figure of positing 
or position) is the galilean inscription of Sense in the perspective 
of atomic Matter, in a physical unity of which Heaven and Earth zýre 
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of Lynxes' at Rome until its dissolution by the Church in 1630), and 
that prefiguration reflects the initial 'step' of various parallel., ' 

framings of the poetics of 'Action' from about 1500-1530, so the 

phase opened by the oxford 'Programme' of 1649 finds a central ex- 

pression or 'version' in the work of Boyle in the 'sixties and 'seven- 

ties. A further step, analogous in some ways to the systematisation 
'F r 

of Luther's central step by Calvin around the middle of the previous 

century, is presented by Newton's combination of hobbesian mechanism 

and More's cabalistic platonism - of elementary mechanical 'position' 

and cosmic integration - in the Law of Nature... or rather, by Newton's 

Law on the one hand, and Locke's account of Experience on the other; 

the two mirrored in Locke's account of the primary frame or constitu- 

tion of Community, focussed in a monarch whose part is itself 'consti- 

tuted' by Law - by Law framed by a king. in Parliament. 

These few 'coordinates' of a mid-century 'poetic' of Exper- 

ience or Experiment must serve to indicate some of the poetic symmetries 

of the transition from the first parallel 'versions' of the question 

posed by the figure of Action around 1500, to parallel steps toward 

the integration-of the parallel figurations in a Reflection on the 

part of Reflection in a poetic of Experientia - and so to indicate 

the character of this transition itself as an action. I will now 
indicate how the transition through the mid-seventeenth century con- 
figuration may be taken to embody in that century the figure of a 
'Scientific Revolution', and then mark a mirroring in that 'Revolut- 

ion' (not so much the circuit of an opening and closing, as the open- 
ing of a previously closed circuit of Reflection, its self-discovery 
'at work' in Experience) of the transition from about 1500 to 1650, 

in a further transition to abround 1800... and to the 'Romantic' group 

at Jena and the 'Revolution' which closes this Second Part - literary.. 

.. industrial... and french... 
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Scientific Revolution 

The configuration focussed in the Invisible College at Oxford marks 

not only a mid-point in a transition from the middle of the thirteenth 

century to the end of the eighteenth, but also - and in this -a cen- 

tral point in the development of Reflecticn as a whole.. in the develop- 

ment of 'Theory' from pythagorean ec-9,4- to a reflection which marks 

the close of a dynamic of inquiry which opens out of the pythagorean 

mystery. Thus the transition from 150: ) to 1650 articulated in the 

poetic symmetry of an 'action', the symmetry of its opening and closing 

in various orders of Reflection and Context - most particularly those 

orders of Reflection and correlative orders of Context which, in their 

symmetric coordination frame a 'space' of Reflection f reflects the 

articulation of the whole dynamic of which it is but one subordinate 

phase, as also an 'action', as corresponding to the organisation of 

a story, a history. 

In particular, that phase from around 1500 to around 1650 

may be seen as the convergence to a new 'focus' of an order which un- 
folds from the mirroring of aristotelian Economy and christian Mystery 

around the middle of the thirteenth century. The configuration of 

Action around 1500 organises a symmetry of unfolding from mid-thirteenth T 1 

century and convergence toward mid-seventeenth century: this symmetry 

reflected in the convergence toward 1500 of complementary 'poetics' 

of pictorial space and discursive or narrative time, and the opening 
out from around 1500 of various versions of the dramatic order from 

which that space and time are complementary abstractions. The conver- 

gence of those two axes or lines of development was itself seen to 

mirror their unfolding from an initial 'point' of coincidence of dis- 

cursive 'logical' order and cosmic 'poetics' in the question of 'in- 

dividual' choice. And we saw how a 'poetics of Action' in which that 

initial point has as it were unfolded into the spatiotemporal frame 

of an actual 'story' - as the 'perspective' in which the logical order 
inscribes itself as one 'focus' in a drama framed in a community of 

such foci, itself spatiotemporally inscribed in the interface of Earth 

and Heaven, marked the beginning of various 'reforms' of the 'medieval' 
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order of the thirte:: nth century. A Reformation of the Church, in 

which the closed circu; _t of her logical or theological poetic was 

inscribed in a more radical poetic of the Book; a parallel movement 

for Reform of the feudal Empire; a reform of astronomy, a reform of 

medecine; a reform of the aristotelian poetic in which these two sci- 

ences are articulated; a reform of the aristotelian logic of 'abstract- 

ion' framed in an initial logical determination of the relations of 

logical and physical orders of thesis: positing, position. . 

We saw how the various parallel figurations of inscription 

of this aristotelian circuit of abstraction (and a correlative figure 

of Authority) in a wider or more radical play of its various orders 

unfold from the primary 'question' of (or, posed by) inscription of 

reflection in a wider dramatic order of Action. The integration of 

these various developing figures of marking a 'distance' from Arist- 

otle - these various figures of 'Aristotle in question' - over the 

following century-and-a-half might (it is suggested) be understood as 

a sort of structural ('figurative') analogue or inverse of the unfold- 
ing of the figure of Action as radical poetic element over the previous 
two-and-a-half centuries. The succeeding steps of unfolding ('opening- 

up' in questioning) of this spatiotemporal Action from the initial 

thirteenth-century question of individual choice might be seen to be 

'mirrored' over the subsequent phase from Reform to Scientific Revolut- 

ion, in the convergence of various 'versions' of the 'poetic' of Action 

corresponding to various parallel identifications'of the locus (or loci) 

of assertion of a new frame of action in ('in terms of') that frame: 

various 'foci' of-the various perspectives of Reform. -A convergence 

of these parallel or symmetric 'versions' toward their coordination 

as various orders of inscription of a common order of Reflection in 

the most general Frame of Action (that is, then, in 'Actuality'), in 

the 'Scientific Revolution' of the seventeenth century - more particg- 
larly, in that 'focal' mid-century configuration of which the limiting 

cartesian question of the duality of the logical order of Reflection 

and the cosmological order of Actuality may be taken as a primary com- 

ponent, indeed as 'one side'. The syiimetries unfolded from the initial 

indeterminate locus of choice in the mid-thirteenth century to the spat- 
iotemporality of an Action around 1500 are also the symmetries through 

which the various parallel or symmetrical orders of that Action are 
coordinated and integrated - through which they 'converge' - toward 

the 'focal' coordination of the various primary orders of Experience, 
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that most general 'element' or medium of activity, around 1650. 

Of course a 'Scientific Revolution' does not happen from 

one day, or month, or year, to the next: the 'focal' configuration 

which I marked at Oxford at mid-century itself derives its aspect 

of 'centrality' precisely through its coordination with countless 

other components of a wider scheme of transition 'through' the mid- 

century. We might, for example, begin to 'unfold' that central or 
focal character of the Invisible College into a transition articulated 
from the opening of the century to its close - from Kepler to Newton, 

say, these in their turn deriving their character of 'centrality' in 

the Revolution from their relations, from the coordination of their 

'versions' of a new Frame of things with other components, other ver- 

sions of (in particular) just the limiting frame of this coordination. 

- That is to say, we might embed the Invisible College in various 

'actions', 'dramas', 'stories' ('histories') of a transition, a 'Re- 

volution', articulated between some 'opening' and some 'close'. 

How choose, identify, an opening and a corresponding close 

of 'the Scientific Revolution'? How choose, indeed, a 'turning-point' 

between these - and itself necessarily coordinate with the choice of 

opening and closing configurations? Why not have the story turn about, 

say, the publication of Descartes' Discours.. or Galileo's contemporan- 

eous Discorsi.. or their contemporaneity..? Why the Invisible College, 

why Oxford, why mid-century? Why not the invention of the telescope. * 
why not the Peace of Augsburg, even, as the beginning of 'modern' Eur- 

ope? 

By now it must be clear that the 'focal' coordination of var- 
ious interacting components of the 'Revolution' in terms of the embry- 

onic Royal Society (like the 'focal' character earlier ascribed to 

the University of Paris or the florentine Academy) is to be understood 

simply in terms of the opening and closing of this book, and the open- 
ing and closing within it of a 'history' of Reflection: the opening 

question of a pythagorean 'mystery' and `11e cl-): aing iu3sticn of this 
book itself. Indeed the 'focal' character of the oxford group it- 

self constitutes a primary 'middle term' so to speak, between the 

opening and closing of the account as a whole: between the initial 

marking of coordination of the orders of the mark (as 'mathematical' 
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Kosmos) and the closing circuit of inscription of this book itself 
in the configuration of its various orders which it frames. Thus, 
in rarticular, we may now identify the 'focal' configuration of a 
'Scientific Revolution' as framed here, as a sort of mirroring of 
that Question (the story of different versions of that story) about 
which the First Part turns between the fifth century before its foc- 

al expression and the thirteenth century afterk", ard, in the systematic 
thirteenth century mirroring of the Mystery of Actuality in the aristo- 
telian Economy of (its) possibility (of what is 'open'). Aristotle's 
logic of 'positing' now appears as doubly abstracted from the engage- 
ment of the embodied individual as perspectival 'focus' and interface 

of reality (actuality, working) and 'imaginary' order or Economy of 
what is 'open': its logical order of thesis abstracted from the mir- 
roring of (hypothetical) positing and the converse passivity of Sense 
in which 'outward' things impinge, assert themselves, and this Economy 

of elementary position and sensation abstracted as 'earthly' order of 
change from the heavenly circuits of actuality Above. The individual 
finds himself, between the poles of cartesian self-assertion and pas- 
sive sensation, and between the analogous poles of pas. 3ive earthly 
embodiment and mysterious actuality, 'actively' engaged in the inter- 

play of inner and outer, Above and Below, engaged in'the actual artic- 
ulation of what is open in the symmetry of the various orders of his 
'part'. Thus within the widest cosmological circuit of Actuality drawn 
in the open Economy of galilean 'position' and the dynamic of point- 
masses (whose symmetries define that 'open-ness'), the individual finds 
it to be his part to frame the symmetrical Kosmos in Law, and thus to 
frame and define in this widest circuit his self-assertion in the ex- 
perimental working of hypothesis, of which the newtonian Frame of Re- 

ality is the limiting case. The various 'workings' unfolded from 

around 1500 in figures of Action - actualities or wotkings of the 

various parts of framing a particular order of the 'Universe', and of 
that part of framing as self-assertion in that order - are finally 
inscribed and coordinated in this limiting working of 'experiencing' 
itself - in particular, the part of experimentally reaching the uni- 
tary framing of circular 'heavenly' actuality of the 'Universe', is 
the divine. circuit by which the newtonian Kosmos is inscribed in the 

systematic Economy of point-masses. The configuration of the focal 
'mystery' of Incarnation in the First Part - the circuit of Mystery 
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drawn in an earthly Economy closing in embodied Man as the locus 

of framing that circuit, is now found to be, in its turn, but one 

'side' of a wider Economy, and the individual finds his part 'o"en' 

in the coordination of the symmetry of these two 'sides' of Real and 

Possible, with that of an 'inner' reflection and outer world. Reflect- 

ion finds itself at work in the play of different figures of working, 

action: finds itself as the very instance of experimental, hypothetical, 

positing, framing... framing the mathematical coordination of its var- 

ious orders, heavenly and earthly, inner and outer. 

'Scientific Revolution', then: here framed as access to such 

a universal poetic of Experientia... as the very mirror of opening and 

closing configurations of this 'drama' of Reflection. As a configur- 

ation embodied in the familiar framings of seventeenth-century trans- 

itions from Kepler's mystical cosmology to Newton's inscription of 

its circuits in a galilean material Economy, or from Bacon's economy 

of inquiry to Locke's.. dramatisation. In general a 'story' of 'the' 

Scientific Revolution will 'open' as a question in a later phase of 

Reflection; a question arising, more particularly, in the abstraktion 

of a particular 'line' of inquiry precisely from its embodiment in the 

narrative order of 'stories'. Thus the story of a 'Scientific Revol- 

ution' which freed scientific reflection from a 'mythological' order 

of story-telling, from Signor Sarsi's supposed equivalence between the 

'book of Philosophy' and a romance (in Galileo's image cited above), 

presents us with a radical question attaching to an Enlightenment ush- 

ered in by the dawn of Galileo's lume naturals, as the circular myst- 

ifications of benighted or cynical priests and others are left behind 

in the dark labyrinths of pre-scientific Thought. 

Just as the 'story' of the 'middle' ages is itself a critical 

component in the framing of a 'renaissance' in relation to which (in 

its turn) that 'middle' intervening between 'classical' learninc and 
its rebirth is itself identified, so now the story of a 'scientific 

revolution' in the seventeenth century is itself a primary component 

of a consequent 'enlightenment'. And it is just this inscription of 
the part of the 'scientific revolution' as a story, as itself a sort 

hhý 
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of enlightenment myth of escape from labyrinthine mythology, in 

the development of Reflection which perhaps allows us best to de- 

fine both that 'revolution' and, indeed, the 'enlightened' age it 

(retrospectively as it were) inaugurates. 

An Enlightenment associated with the introduction of 

english ideas into France (together with parallel or coordinate de- 

velopments in Germany and England, or rather Britain, herself) from 

the seventeen-thirties on. That characteristically 'logical' and 

unitary french accounting for the developments of the seventeenth 

century may itself be taken as a turning-point between the focal 

part of the Oxford group in the 'revolution' of the seventeenth cen- 
tury, and the 'revolutions' coordinate with (marked by) the focal 

part of the Jena group at the very close of the eighteenth century. 
I do not (of course) mean to suggest that (say) Voltaire's exile in 

Britain around 1730 is a sort of node or nexus through which all the 

Reflection between about 1650 and 1800 somehow 'passes'. The focal 

character of that visit is no sine qua non of an 'Enlightenment', 

but rather does its importance lie precisely in the complex relat- 
ions among it and many other relatively independent components of 

a transition from Oxford to Jena, whose collective coordination or 

economy over the whole period determine the 'centrality' of that 

particular coordinate. .. Just as the critical importance of the 

work of-le grand Neuton in the sixteen-eighties in the vision of 

around 1730, is in turn framed by the economy of Reflection between 

1650 and 1730 as a whole. 

hhý 
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Enlightenment 

Enlightenment: Lumiýres... AufklHrung.... the same thing in a different 

language? 
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- The same european configuration following upon the half- 

light of a seventeenth-century dawn... as marked differently 'in' the 

different systems of marks, the different languages, framing Aese 

different components of an eighteenth-century european culture within 
the respective bounds, frontiers, 'marks' ('marches') of Britain, France,,, " 

'Germany'? Their common configuration marked differently within those 

different physical boundaries wherein british, french, german orders 

of activity are framed in british, french and Ferman words.. except that 

in 'Germany' it is often enough a latin or french language of Reflect- 
i4 

ion that is embedded in the 'Ferman' activity which is its 'context'. i 
Leibniz, for example, wrote his Monadologie in french, the language 

" <ä 
of german princely courts and international diplomacy... and it was saidä 
that the great Frederickj literary focus of mid-century 'Germany', could 

1'LL 

{ E. 
not even speak 'german' fluently. 

In discussing the Reformation I suggested that one might see 
in the old Empire a 'physical' poetic of the old feudal Mark framing 

german activity and 'culture', and that the Reformation in its various 

apsects amounts at first to an attempt to find or frame a logical order 

of 'focussing' the Economy of that feudal scheme in the new poetic or 

question of Action. I later drew an analogy between the 'perspective' 

of Descartes (albeit at this period on the dutch border of french cul- 
ture) and that of his contemporary Richelieu, in terms of a common fig- 

ure of inscription of the relati,: ns of 'logical' and 'physical' orders 

of their respective situations, in a primary 'logical' frame of assert- 
ion focussed in themselves. Characteristically the 'culture' of the 

petty courts that succeeded the old Empire after 1648 was framed in 

'french' - was, indeed, an attempted transcription of that french logic 

into the disordered cultural economy of a fragmented 'Germany'. Char- 

acteristically, again, it is the 'philosophe' Frederick the Great ('le 

philosophe du sans-souci' as he subscribed his (french) literary efforts; 
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who, around the middle of the eighteenth century, framed the integrated 

prussian order eventually leading to the integration of 'Germany' after 

the conflicts with France at the close of the eighteenth century, and 

then in 1870 under ßismarck.. another Richelieu. - Frederick who drew 

to his court Voltaire and Maupertuis, Frederick who wrote and ': rote.. 

in french. 

Leibniz' Monadologie was written at Vienna in 1714 for Prince 

Eugene who had, at the head of the Hapsburg army, broken (in alliance 

with England) the power of Louis XIV, over those years around the turn 

of the century which had seen Leibniz' elaboration (in french) of the 

system now presented in schematic form. Descartes - like Richelieu or 

Louis XIV - had framed his World in relation to the primary focus at 

which he found himself. Eugene and Leibniz found their parts within 

a complementary Economy of the World, an economy of possibility, of 
the Open, so to speak. I will not enter into the details of either 

of these 'parts': suffice it to say that the Monadologie framed for 
"i. 

Eugene (so that he could see his way in or through the leibnizian sys- 

tem, find his place in the scheme) amounts to a sort of universal Per- 

spective, a perspectival World framed in terms of the dynamic of that x 
primary correlation of subjective pole and point-mass which supplants, 

with Galileo, aristotelian 'position'. his relation of two element- 

ary poles - symmetric in Galileo's frame - is inscribed in a primary 
circuit of Actuality drawn in what is absolutely 'oven' and focussed 
in God as supreme 'monad' (asserting itself as it were in response to 

the leibnizian question 'Why is there something rather than nothing? ', 

Actuality as a question): inscribed in a primary Frame of actuality 

articulated in what is a still more radical possibility. Descartes' 

converse logical determination of the relation of subjective and ob- 
jective pole asserts its part of assertion in the divine Actuality 
it asserts - as asserting itself, then, both in subjects and objects 

and framing the subjective access to Truth as the reciprocity of sub- 
jective and objective factuality, self-asserti-n. Leibniz starts with 
the inscription or discovery of the logical order of focus in the rhys-' 
ical economy or play of frames, Descartes with the inscription of the 
'physical' order in the logical in terms of the logical determination 

of their relation. Spinoza in Holland, as it were 'in-between' these 

extreme perspectives (and writing generally in latin, though occasional:,, 
hh, 
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in dutch) temporally, culturally, had framed the common theological 

order to which both Descartes and Leibniz must ultimately, ambiguously, 

appeal, in inscribing their primary relation between subject and object 
in the mathematical 'poetic' of Actuality. Characteristically, while 
Spinoza articulates in this scheme of mirroring of cartesian logic and 

a complementary physics the coupled mirroring of theological and (earth- 

ly) poetic orders of human Community (in the Tractatus Theologico-Pol- 

iticus), Descartes and Leibniz, in their converse schemes, abstract 
from this order of their symmetry or mirroring. 

We might take the 'physical' poetics of Leibniz and Eugene 

to define, in its relations with Britain and France, a principal co- 

ordinate in the european transition from the order of around 1650 to 

one around 1£00. Leibniz' 'perspective', the symmetrical play of ele- 

mentary'foci', dynamic 'monads', may be coordinated by english paral- 
lels in the physics and psychology of Newton and Locke - or rather in 

the configuration of successive editinns over the turn of the century 

of Principia and Opticks on the one hand, and a 'psychology' of which 
the succesive editi-ns of Locke's Essay toward the end of the century 

may be taken as the primary exposition, to be as it were balanced, in 

its tendency to inscribe the interface of subject and object too read- 
ily 'in' Newton's physical World, by Berekeley's contrary tendency at 

the beginning of the new century. - Or we might simply coordinate 

with the leibnizian system a wider configuration opened up, say, by 

Boyle in the 'sixties and 'seventies. 

With Eugene's part we might coordinate those british devel- 

opments over the turn of the century (say, from 1689 to 1714) in which 

constitutional government takes the form of an interplay of two comple- 

mentary 'parties' (two complementary £ramings of 'parts')-first of 

all 'Whigs' and 'Tories' - which it retains to the time of this writing 

as a primary component of its british 'context'. And we might further 

note the part of the turn-of-the-century campaigns of Marlborough and 
Eugene in an initial fragmentation of Louis XIV's 'logical' policics 
which leads, at the close of the eighteenth century to the subjection 
of Louis' great-grandson to the fate prefigured in England in 1649. 

- The fragmentation, that is, of the military order of Liouville 

hl - 
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articulated at the border of Richelieu's 'Gaul': in Italy, Spain, 

the Netherlands, Germany; and of the financial order of Colbert as- 

sociated with the earlier success of Liouville's armies. 

After the breakdown of the old feudal order in the Thirty 

Years' War came the rise of the old North Mark - from 1701, through 

the incorporation of the old mark of the Teutonic Knights, the 'king- 

dom' of Prussia - and that of the Hapsburg archduchy of Austria, the 

old East Mark: Prussia the champion of protestant North and East, Aus- 

tria of catholic South and West. By the middle of the eighteenth cen- 
tury this parallel rise of new german orders produced the inevitable 

contest at the common eastern border: the War of austrian succession 
in 1740-8 and the Seven Years' War in 1756-63. Protestant Britain 

was again allied with Prussia: this time against not only France, but 

Austria. The ascendancy of the former alliance was now marked by the 

cession of german territory to Frederick the Great, and of a large 

part of french possessions outside Europe to Britain. Britain had 

supplanted Holland as the chief -mercantile nation of Europe by the 

close of the seventeenth century; now she began to dominate the eco- 

nomic order of Europe as a whole through its 'interface' with the 

colonial World outside. That interface was, on seventeenth-century 

mercantilist principles, subordinated to the home economy through 

the emphasis given to the 'balance of trade'. In the second half of 

the eighteenth century the coming-into-question of the 'mercantilism' 

developed from the fifteenth century is reflected in the secession of 
the seventeenth-century colonies of british puritans or calvinists al- 

ong the north-american coast, as by the first components of that 'In- 

dustrial Revolution' which, in England, parallels the political Revo- 

lution of the french middle class, and the 'romantic' revolution in 

Germany which I take to represent a transition from this Second Part 

to the Third. - European 'revolution' parallelled 'outside' by the 

integration (say, 1787-1816) of an american 'revolution'. 

So much, very briefly, for some primary components of the 

economic and political - or more broadly the 'cultural' - 'context' 

of european 'Reflection', over the second 'half' of this Second Part 
(about 1650-1800). How is such a context reflected in, how does it 

itself reflect, 'Reflection', the logical 'economy' of 'ideas' (to 
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borrow from the seventeenth century that identification of the ele- 

ment of that economy)? 

I have already indicated that its logical or intellectual 

economy might be coordinated, over this period, in relation to the 

configuration of 'Voltaire's visit to England in 1726-9 (forced upon 
him after his satirical attack upon a leading courtier) and the result- 
ing publicaticn of his Lettres sur les Anglais ('Lettres Philosophiques'; _ 
in 1733-4. We might take this importation of english figures into 

France as closing a phase or circuit of reflection opened by the com- 

pletion of a cartesian 'system' towards the middle of the seventeenth 

century, and turning, precisely, upon the english sequels of that Car- 
tesian systematisation, represented by Locke and Newton from the 'eight- 

ies onward, now brought back, around 1730, to France. The France of 

the 'thirties where Voltaire marks as it were an initial focus of a 

Cartesian logical circuit, and its cultural analogue in the Court, in 

question - this'in the familiar figure of irony, satire, already noted 
in Aristophanes' comedy, Timon's L1NN-- s Callimachus' 

- The logical and cultural 'circuit' framing mid-seventeenth 

century french Reflection and its Context 'in question': the self-as- 

sertion of Descartes or Richelieu or Roi Soleil in framing their focal 

part of framing seen to be an abstraction from a symmetrical british 

'poetic' of interplay of logical and physical orders in reflection, 

of political and economic orders in a culture framed, like the newton- 
ian Kosmos, in Law, in the symmetry of an open economy of questicn or 

possibility, and the unitary finality of assertion or choice and its 

actuality... and Voltaire asserting himself as Critic in a system of 

questicns attaching to the various circuits or components of closed 
french culture and reflection, framed in the presentation of british 

figures of the symmetric interplay from which those components abstract. 
The transcription, then, of the unitary character of the cartesian 
focus of self-assertion, to a characteristically 'logical' articulation 

of the questioning of that system of self-assertion, focussed now in 

the part of Critic. A Critic, like Montesquieu (who had also spent 

a critical period in England around the same time as Voltaire) after 
him, who presented the english 'system' of Law and Constitution as a 

sort of simple picture derived from a questioning whose systematicity 
derives from the unity of what is in question, as 'negative' (to use 
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that anachronistic figure) of a positive Enlightenment, Lumiýre(s). 

The same foreign systematicity thus imposed in the coordination of 

british figures, corresponding to a systematic coordination of quest- 

ions, is itself, then, precisely what is in question. Talus the french 

Enlightenment typified at first by Voltaire inhabits in its salons an 

ambiguous order at once 'outside' the systematic cartesian circuit it 

questions, yet deriving the systematicity of its questioning from that 

tradition which it thus still maintains. Indeed one might trace the 

unfolding of that Enlightenment from the seventeen-thirties to the 

seventeen-nineties in the widening domain of an activity of criticism 

corresponding to an interplay of french ! cartesianl logic, and the 

questioning of that logic in which criticism asserts itself. Character- 

istically it is a german, d'Holbach, who in 1770 marks the limiting pole 

of criticism in the systematic assertion of a Nature which amounts to 

a kind of positive converse of the whole order of critical questioning. 
Meanwhile, in the 'fifties and 'sixties, the watershed between the 

opening of criticism in the thirties and its dramatic culmination in 

the 'nineties, we might perhaps see in the parts of Diderot and Rous- 

seau - the 'open' coordination of various lines of criticism in the 

group writing of the Encyclopddie, and the closing circuit of a singu- 
lar writing of the questioning of that writing - two complementary 'foci' 

of the developing framing of reflection as part of critical activity, 

embodying the form of cartesian self-assertion in the open economy of 

questions (and correlative Sense: feeling, want) from which it had ab- 

stracted in the Sibcle de Louis XIV. 

-A wrench inscription, then, of 'centralised' cartesian re- 
flection or french administration, in an 'economy' and a poetics of 

reflection from which it has been abstracted: a figure of Reform ana- 
logous to the earlier figure. of lutheran Reformation, Voltaire's in- 

itially focal part corresponding to Luther's part in that dramatic 

order in which he inscribed the 'logical' or theological poetic of 
the roman Church as an abstraction, And in relation to Voltaire's 

focal part in the coming-into-question of 'clasýýical' french culture, 

we may begin to articulate a wider coordination of french, british, 

and german Enlightenment(s): the two lines of development from the 

cogito, in France and England, which converge again in him, french 
logic and british poetic.. and the contemporary systematisation of the 

hhhý 
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leibnizian cosmic economy of possibility (by Wolff) in Germany, 

which would become the object of Voltaire's most celebrated satire 
in 1759. - Another component of that configuration of around 1760 

(the focal parts of Diderot and Rousseau; perhaps of Helvetius.. ) 

which I take to mark a turning-point from the reforms of the 'thirties 

to the revolutions of the nineties, from the opening of a european 
Enlightenment with its parallel french, british, and german components, 
to a more radical coordination of these parallel developments in the 

convulsive play of figures and forces marking the passage from one 

century to the next. 

.. A coordination of french, german and british developments: 

for the primary interface of developments over this period on either 

side of the channel is to be found not in any english 'enlightenment' 

so much as in a Scottish order of reflection. 

Found, that is to say, to the north of the old roman pro- 

vince of Britannia, in a Scotland where norman knights had established it 
independent 'counties' beyond the rule of the new english 'kings', the 

successors of Duke William of Normandy who integrated the norman feud- 

al system with the earlier Saxon Mark system south of the old roman 
border. In the period of Reformation the slow integration of the 

civil and ecclesiatical order south of the border may be contrasted 
with the scöttish polarisation of staunchly catholic Stuarts and staun- 
chly calvinistic reformers in the mould of Knox. Indeed the integrat- 
ion of the polarised Scottish order with a parliamentary english order 

over the course of the seventeenth century articulates, as a primary 
component, the civil and ecclesiatical disorder from which the new 
british order eventually emerges in the eighteenth - this itself punct- 

uated by Stuart alliances with France towards the end of those conflicts 

which mark the beginning of the latter century, as at the beginning 

of those which mark its middle. 

... A scottish 'school': George Buchanan, the tutor of the 
first stuart king of a 'united' kingdom of Britain, and one of Europe's 
leading latin'ists in the second half of the sixteenth century, had 

studied and taught for many years in France, before becoming involved 
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in the civil and religijus conflicts. Regarded on he continent as 

the leading british 'humanist' of the second half, if not the whole 

of, the sixteenth century, he might be taken to : first focus the in- 

tellectual relations of Britain and Europe in Scotland, rather as 

another of his royal pupils, Mary Stuart focus political relations 
(and, with Knox, ecclesiatical ones). This figure opened up in the 

person of Buchanan might be traced down to Hume's part in the inter- 

play of various 'enlightenments' - that in Germany intervening be- 

tween Leibniz and the Romantics, that in England between, say, Shaftes- 

bury and the Utilitarians... Locke's pupil the third Earl who stands 

between Locke himself, whose analysis he integrated with the 'poetics' 

of Cambridge Platonism, and the scottish enlightenment inaugurated 

by his proponent Hutcheson - as indeed between Locke and the german 

Romantics at the close of the century (a Romanticism in its turn brought 

to Britain largely by the scots Carlyle and Hamilton). 

... Hume, then, as a 'focal' figure in this scottish config- 

uration of interaction of Britain and Continent. Locke had framed 

our part in the interplay of inscriptions of 'outer' physical world 

in 'inner' mental world, and (conversely) of that inner mental world 

in the outer order of bodies. He had attempted to frame the constitut- 

ion of experience and experimental science in the 'economy' of these 

converse movements, in terms of their mirroring in the elementary 

'ideas' symmetric between their two 'sides', inner and outer. -A 

constitution of experience articulated between this mechanical econo- 

my and the circuit in it of a divine Actuality closed in. the actuality 

of our assertion of it, rather as, within this Universe of the Mechan- 

ical Philosophy, the community of those individuals who are so to 

speak the middle term in the constitution of the Universe, is 'con- 

stituted' in its elementary 'economy' as the moral order of integra- 

tion of activity (policy, then). Berkeley, posing the cartesian 

question of the reference of 'inner' ideas to an 'outer' actuality, 

solved it in a manner analogous to Descartes' or Malebranche's inscript- 

ion of the inner logical order in a wider theological scheme: the 

Actuality of which our self-assertion asserts itself to be one com- 

ponent distinguishes-itself from and in the order of ideas. Hume 

asks: How do we frame these 'ideas' in the first place, with their 

two poles.. what ideas do we have of such poles? 
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If we are to recognise our knowledge as built up from the 

elementary interface of 'inner' and 'outer' worlds, how can we even 

know or frame that distinction of 'inner' pole or focus of subjective 

identity, and 'outer' identity of its 'object' in a complementary phys- 

ical order? What is the place in the 'empiricist' picture of that very 

picture or 'idea' itself? Where does it come from, this figure of an 

'idea' with a subjective focus on one side, and a corresponding object- 

ive focus on she 'other' side? It cannot, by definition, come, as yet 

by definition it must, from the simple 'impressions' from which the 

whole economy of lockean psychology and newtonian physics is articul- 

ated. Where in the economy of impressions are we to find the initial 

distinction of two 'sides', in terms of which the 'logical' order of 

inscription of the relations of logical and physical, inner and outer, 

in the (psycho)logical side, and the physical or ontological order of 

inscription of these relations (of the interface of the two orders in 

'impressions') 'outside', are supposed identified? Isn't that radical 

distinction itself merely nominal, a formal 'idea' abstracted from the 

primary actuality of that play of 'impressions' already somehow defined 

as primary interface of inner and outer? Should we, must we, not, then, 

try to find how such an 'idea' which can correspond to no impression, 

itself enters into the economy of 'experience'? But where on earth 

are we to start from, in the framing of this 'economy', this poetic 

of experience? 

We might, perhaps, begin from some sort of idea of an 'idea', 

from some sort of idea of an actuality 'outside' impressions, in which 
the order of their economy might figure as one term (closing, then, in 

the familiar figure, the circuit or sphere of actuality or reality with- 
in the otherwise open economy of the possible): from God, for example 

the God of Descartes or Berkeley. We might then find that the radical 

opposition of that nominal focus of integration of our experience 'out- 

side' the play or economy of that 'experience' - 'outside' impressions, 

and so it seems outside our 'knowledge - and she play of impressions (in 

which 'truth' appears as the reduction of a configuration of experience 

to the simple figuration of the interface or mirroring, equivalence, of 

inside and outside) itself in turn frames the 'moral' order of integrat- 

ion of activity in a 'society': in a community of experiential inter- 

faces which is itself so to speak the interface of an 'ideal' Mystery 

and the economy of elementary impressions. ... But we now find, rather, 

that this opposition of divine focus of integration and 'earthly' 
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economy, framing and establishing the Law of Nature and of Grace, is 

itself, properly, a component in the earthly economy of the social 

order it would nominally frame. -A formal component in the play of 

ideas and impressions which rather reflects, than frames, the pract- 

ical integration of activity in Society. Such a 'God' or unitary foc- 

us of Actuality, of which or whom we can in principle have no 'impres- 

sion' cannot be aaduced to establish the analogous idea of a focal 'I' 

'within', or its supposedly substantial or actual 'objects' without. 

In each of these coordinate foci or supposed actualities we find only 

a sort of idea of an idea, turning upon itself, a mere name correspond- 

ing to no impression, resolving itself into no definite reference 'out- 

side' impressions, no truth - but rather entering as a sort of organis- 

ing figure (indeed as a sort of organising mistake) into the economy 

of impressions, This organising principle, the play of names or ideas 

turning upon themselves - this circularity or circuit - amounts indeed 

to the very frame of Society, to the interface of Society with the 

wider Economy from which it thus formally abstracts in terms of the 

nominal opposition of Heaven and Earth, or 'moral' and 'natural' or- 

ders, laws. Such a circuit must now itself be inscribed in the gener- 

al Economy of what it formally determines as 'Nature', rather than 

that Economy being formally inscribed as one term, one 'side', of the { 

circuit of a merely formal psychological, ontological or theological 

actuality. 

The opening of such a radical questioning or scepticism 

with regard to the initial 'logical' suppositions of traditional Re- 

flection, the association of that traditional logic with a circuit 

of ideas or names turning upon themselves in abstraction from the 

radical play or economy of figuration of 'impressions' - names which 

as (a supposedly unitary) language frame the cultural circuit of Soc- 

iety, as physical tokens (Money) frame the material articulati n of 

Society in 'Nature' - was marked by Hume in 1739-40. By the middle 

of the century his questioning had proceeded from these logical or 

formal limits to the 'practical' frame of 'Society' - its ethical 

and 'economic' orders, its inscription in moral and natural Law as 
two sides of the primary circuit of Law itself, the primary frame 

of a humean inquiry, the primary circuit as primary Question in, -the 

radical humean open-ness of that general Economy in whose terms the 
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inquiries are framed. Ten years later Hume the inquiring lawyer had 

proceeded to the part of self-asserti-n in framing the social order 
in which he (actually) found himself: framing this part of assertion 

of the primacy of social order in an increasingly 'tort'' History of 

England down to the coming-into question of the formal focus of that 

society in the last stuart king. - Framing so to speak a conservative 

moral imperative demanded as a response to his systematic questions by 

his actual situation. 

... Meanwhile, in France, where the questioning Hume was 

at last recognised as a central or focal figure in the 'sixties (more 

precisely during his visit of 1763-6 at the opening of what I have 

suggested may be taken as a second 'half' of the 'Enlightenment as it- 

self a 'second half' of the phase from around 1650 to around 1800), a 

parallel development of the 'questioning' of a traditional logic, and 

of a traditional cultural 'circuit' in which it was embedded, had been 

embodied in the ever-broadening project of an encyclopaedic articulat- 
ion of that british figuration of the questioning of France by french- 

men which is opened by Voltaire, Condillac and Montesquieu. - Opened 

around the time of an initial focus of british 'Enlightenment' in Eph- 

raim Chambers' attempt, in 1728, to integrate the results of the New 

Sciences (and 'Arts' or applications) in the frame of an 'Encyclopaedia' 

The Invisible College, having become the 'Royal Society' with 
the stuart restoration had been prosecuting their research both in the 

old frame of weekly meetings and, since 1665, in a monthly journal* 

In 1704 John Harris organised a sort of register of these results in 

the form of a Dictionary, a Lexicon Technicum to whose accounts, ar- 

ranged alphabetically under their various heads, Newton himself had 

contributed. Chambers went one step further and introduced systemat- 
ic 'cross-reference' into the alphabetical order - thus framing in this 

interplay of accounting a systematic (albeit 'unfocussed') circuit throu 

the new Economy of the World: a Cyclopaedia in which were coordinated 
the component cycles or circuits of cross-reference; a Universal Dict- 

ionary of Arts and Sciences. This Cyclopaedia might then be taken as 

a'british 'focus' of the development from the first meetings of the 

Oxford group of 'philosophers, (through the focus in a royal patron 
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of the new learning, and from 1703 the focal figure of Newton as Pre- 

sident) midway between the mid-sixteenth century and the 'Industrial 

Revolution' over the close of the eighteenth (in which the earlier em- 
bodiment of the configuration of 'experiment' in scientific 'instruments' 

was to be extended to an embodiment in 'machines' at work in the mater- 
ial economy of british society). The scottish focus of the latter phase 
(british 'Enlightenment') might be taken to be marked by the displace- 

ment of the expanded editions of Chambers' Cyclopaedia, in 1768-71 by 

the Edinburgh Britannica. 

Encyclopaedia: a german parallel may be found in the encyclo- 
peadic wolffian System which opens the Aufklarung: a mathesis universalis 

or systematic framing of all Science (in the broadest sense) articulat- 
ed in a systematic 'perspective' within the cosmic economy of the Monad- 

ology: an integration of a leibnizian 'system' within Spinoza's symmet- 

rical correlation of the various primary orders, logical, physical, psy- 
chological, ontological, and so on - but with Spinoza's coordination now 

embedded in the economy of Leibniz' monadological perspective in terms 

of Actuality as a response to Leiniz' limiting question, Why is there 
Something rather than Nothing - with the theological 'focus' distinguish- 
ing itself in the open play of possibility, rather than the poetic ele- 
ment of Spinoza's 'economy', defined by its formal opposition to a pri- 

mary simple divine Actuality or Substance (and engendering the primary 
frame of a 'double mirroring' of Finite-Infinite and their two sides of 
inner Mind and outer Nature). 

I 

In France the unfolding of the o-ening configuration of Lu- 

mi6res in the 'thirties and 'forties led by the mid-century to the pro- 
ject of transposing the circuit of Chambers' Cyclopaedia into the french 
language and into the culture it framed. The order of questions opened 
up in the 'thirties in the french presentation of english schemes from 

which France had abstracted one side in a characteristic logical circle 
might thus be systematised. The circuit drawn by Chambers in : he bri- 
tish play or economy would itself organise those particular criticisms 
of the components of the french order corresponding to the various sub- 
ordinate circuits of cross-reference. An Encyclop4die would frame a 
general poetic of Society and Kosmos in which the closed circuit of 
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'classical' french culture and reflection would as a whole be in- 

scribed, and as a whole come systematically 'in question'.. to be 

articulated in a Reform progressing as the critical individual re- 

newed the characteristically systematic self-assertion in the wider 

play opened up by the questions implicit in the british Cyclopaedia, 

rather than in the abstract cartesian frame of the previous century. 

By 1749 Diderot (until then something of a literary hack) 

had framed a Soci4tA de Gens de Lettres, and produced a Prospectus 

for a french 'version' of Chambers' Circle of the Sciences and Arts. 

In 1751 the first volume appeared. Over the following years, as the 

volumes slowly appeared one after the other, and the original idea 

of a mere adaptation of the two-volume english scheme was left be- 

hind in the new configuration of french reflection precipitated pre- 

cisely by the circulation of the first volumes, the Encyclopddie be- 

came the frame of a more and more active programme of Reform, and a 

more and more general and radical criticism of the old order of Church 

and State. By 1768 Laporte could publish a conspectus of the new cri- 
tical frame: L'Esprit de 1'Encyclopgdie following Helv4tius' De 1'Esprit 

f 

a decade before, and De 1'Esprit des Lois a decade before that. In } 
1770 Voltaire could consider the new frame in questions sur 1'Encyclo- 

p die: the articulation of the configuration of the Encyclopaedia in 

its french context precisely as an order of questions. The answer to 

this systematic question by the old order, prefigured by sporadic in- 

terruptions in publication before, was the cessation of publication 
in France in 1772. 

The 'poetic' of this vast frame of Reform is well reflected 
in the volumes of Plates (images, illustrations to the technical art- 

icles). In the spirit - one might say - of Leonardo, Diderot insisted 

upon the complementarity of aiscursive and pictorial orders. The co- 

ordination of these two orders in the systematic exposition of the 

working of processes and machinery then in use may in turn be taken as 

a parallel to the incipient british inscription of 'scientific' princi- 

ples in an 'industrial' articulation of the material 'economy' of bri- 

tish society. 

... An interplay, then, of discursive and sensible figurat- 
ions; and in the play open in the general order of questions, a new 

man could discover himself through the working of his assertion and 
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indeed his questioning (his assertion, that is, as Critic) in this 

play. The years around 1770 might be taken to constitute a focal 

point in the elaboration of the criticism of the 'philosophes' closing 

the mid-century phase opening around 1730 with Voltaire's criticism 

and turning about the beginning of publication of the EncyclopIdie. 

The configuration of questions then presents as it were the general 

question of the primacy of action in self-assertion within the newly 

articulated critical frame. The cessation of publication might be 

taken to mark the Old Regime's recognition of this transition from 

reflective to active 'criticism' and activity. Voltaire's coordination 

of 'questions' in 1770 is parallelled (as I have noted above) by d'Hol- 

bach's german framing of the general economy of questions as the econo- 

my of 'Nature'. After 1770 reflection would become more and more rad- 

ically engaged in self-assertive action - and after the turn-of-the- 

century convulsion a new analogue of the old cartesian figure of self- 

assertion in response to the limiting question of an abstract Reflect- 

ion would appear in Maine de Biran's scheme of self-discovery in actinn. 

rather than the limiting act of reflection. 

1770, then, as an 'epoch' in french 'enlightenment', as the 

various 'questions' attaching to the various orders of french culture 

are coordinated in the question of action, or rather, of what to do 

about, what to do in, France. In particular, critical reflection be- 

comes increasingly closely coordinated with political and economic 
'questions', and the question of the coordinati-'n of those two orders 

of question in the question of the very constitution of french society 

of which they are the two sides. - The question, for example, of the 

abstraction of the Court and its Policy from the 'physical' order of 
the material economy of France. From the middle of the century the 

political economy of the Encyclopedie, the 'physiocracy' of Turgot, 

quesnay and their circle, had brought into question the 'mercantilism' 

of seventeenth-century theory and practice (already, like the politic- 

al centralisation of the seventeenth century, beginning to fragment 

by the time of the collapse of Law's 'Mississippi Schemes shortly after 
the bursting of the South Sea Bubble across the channel): had brought 

bh. ý 
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into question the theory and policy of central direction of an economy 

articulated in the interface of national importation and exportation 

as primary. The Iphysiocrats' proposed rather the primacy of the in- 

terface of french society with Nature in agri-culture, then under the 

hopelessly unproductive management of the nobility, and constrained 
(rather than the free 'economy' of what was 'open' to a society in that 

interface with Nature) by all sorts of artificial interests and privi- 
leges. 

Just as british schemes served to frame the bringing-into- 

question of the old order in France, so in turn this physiocratic cri- 
ticism is transposed in the scottish school of Hume into a system of 

political economy: a systematic account of one side of the humean 'cir- 

culation' of signs: the material economy framed by the circulation of 

money: Adam Smith's part around 1770 might be taken to mark a transit- 

ion from that of the tory Hume of the 'fifties to the 'philosophical' 

Radicals of the 'nineties framing the moral order of the social frame 

as a whole in an economy of questions that corresponds to Hume's later 

conservative assertion (or rather converts it) into a scheme of which 
Smith's material economy is one side, and which also incorporates the 

french radicalisation of physiocratic criticism to criticism of the 

social order as a whole. 
13 
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1770, then: an epoch of french lumieres, corresponding to 

an epoch (as we shall see) in the british economy reflected in the el- 

aboration in Hume's Scottish school of a new economic theory. An epoch 

marked in +'rance by Freiherr von Holbach's Systeme de la Nature as one 
limiting component, and marked in Germany - or rather at the extreme 
limit of Prussia - by a gerran reaction to Hume (to leave aside the 

critical developments that year in the parts of Lessing and Herder). 

Marked by the prefiguration of a turn-of-the-century 'Romantic' poetic 
in the first framing of a 'transcendental aesthetic'. 

1770: the Inaugural Dissertation of the new Professor of 
Philosophy in Konigsberg. The initial focus of another baltic 'coper- 

nican revolution' at that north-eastern limit of Germany where one 

critical component of a prussian Aufklarung beginning with Wolff !s 
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articulation of Kosmos within a systematic economy of perspective 

would be framed by Hamann at mid-century, preparing the way for his 

associates Herder and Kant in 1770. -A mid-century component paral- 
lelled by brandenburgian reforms of Winckelmann, Lessing, Mendelssohn 

and many others from the time of Wolff's death in 1754 as Chancellor 

of the University of Halle: that monument of the rise of Brandenburg 

after the Thirty Years War. 

In his inaugural dissertation a new professor traditionally 

framed his orientation - the orientation of the teaching which was open- 

ed by this public statement of position. The new Kdnigsberg professor's 
first works, in the years around the middle of the century (1747-55) had 

been addressed to 'a true account of vis viva' and a 'general natural 
history of the heavens': that is, first of all a consideration of the 

element of the leibnizian or wolffian economy of the physical Kosmos 

(the 'vital force' constitutive of the physical 'pole' of the leibniz- 

ian frame of mirroring of 'physical' and 'logical' poles identified in 

this symmetry as monads or atoms), then an analysis of the global frame 
A ý 

in which the economy of these elements is articulated in newtonian Law 

in relation to an initial breaking of the symmetry of all elements in 

a unitary Sphere, a primal 'nebula'. 

In 1769 Kant discovered Hume's criticism of the presupposit- 
ion of both the 'german' inscription of the elementary interface of 
inner and outer orders in the radical economy of a physical or onto- 
logical order nominally defined by this supposed inscription, and the 

'french" inscription of the interface in a primary logical or psycholog- 
ical order nominally constituted by that converse inscription. The 

Privatdozent awoke from his slumbers and the new professor presented 
in his Inaugural Dissertation 'On the Form and Principles of the Sen- 

sible and Intelligible Worlds' the following year, the new position 
in which he now, so to speak, found himself. 

.... What if Hume's contraction to the symmetry of an element- 

ary interface, and the articulation in these terms of what is 'open' 
in the Economy of the World - an interface not to be understood as 
inscribed at the outset in circular fashion in one of its 'sides' - 
were to be turned as it were upside-down: what if we were to ask about 

hh, 
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the actuality of that element itself, taken as (so to speak) pure 

possibility of experience (as well as asking with Hume about the 

actuality of its formal or nominal poles)? If there is actually to 

be an impression, must it not be inscribed in (the thirteenth-century 

figure of) a distinction or self-distinction of Actuality from its 

mere possibility - and this in the formal scheme of coordination and 

integration of 'perspectives' corresponding to Leibniz' universal 

'community' of monads, on a wider analogy of the 'working' of the for- 

mal order of names or formal ideas turning upon themselves in the con- 

stitutive circuit of humean (indeed, human) Society or Community? 

Consider, then, the humean Economy of the interface and sym- 

metry of 'inner' and 'outer': for such an interface to be articulated 
in an actual experience, it must itself be inscribed in the 'ideal' 

or formal distinction of a unitary Actuality 'in' which there is that 

experience, in and from the free or open play, Economy, of Possibility. 
Here, then, the leibnizian figure of inscription of the elementary in- 

terface of logical and physical orders in the physical economy of pos- 

sibility (or indeed physical 'potential' as opposed to actual force, 

vis viva) is articulated in a radical primacy of self-distinction of 
Actuality from its possibility (Something rather than Nothing). We 

thus meet at the close (rather, at the opening in 1770 of the close) 

of this Second Part a mirroring of the ooening figure of Aquinas' and 
Scotus' distinction of Being and Essence, That and What. 

The 'perspectival' frame of integration of experiences form- 

ally 'open' in the Economy of the elementary interface of 'inner' and 
'outer', within the primary circuit of an Actuality distinguishing it- 

self from, 'and'in; the inscription of the formal distinction of actual 

and possible in the play of possibility (of what is formally 'open'), 
is (as it were the wider cosmic analogue of humean 'community' -a com- 

mon participation in actuality rather than human activity), we know al- 

ready, simply the cartesian Frame of 'coordination' of perspectives: 
the schemata coordinandi as Kant now calls them, of outer Space and 
inner Time (1). 

We already know: for Wolff had already articulated Actuality 
in the symmetrical formal economy of distinction of Actual and Possible; 
but the open system of Possibility (in which 'this' actual World was 
articulated in relation to the divine Finality of self-expression in 

\- 4 : '415 
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the Choice, as what is o-en in the symmetry of Actual and Possible, 

of Actuality, the actuality of choosing le meilleur des mondes pos- 

sibles) is there only nominally or formally 'posited' in terms of 

a circular nominal resolution of the two roles of 'position' in the 

inscription of the interface of inner and outer in the out-side - in 

an initial formal position and order of resolution and definition which 

comes into question in the radical humean symmetry of the two sides 
(as frame of Hume's inquiry). With Hume's questions the symmetric 

wolffian coordination of the resolution of logical and physical poles 

of possible experience, with the cosmic Economy of resolution of the 

analogous sides of Actuality and Possibility, itself now frames Act- 

uality as a Question... in which, in the 'empiricist' figure of the 
british school, we now find ourselves engaged. - We, or rather the 

new professor, as he begins to articulate his 'position' in relation 
to this conversion of the symmetric wolffian coordination of formal 

principles of definition or resolution, into the coordination of auest- 
ions, of a radical inquiry into Actuality - which prefigures this in- 

quiry into the actuality of this inquiry, toward he close of the 

Third Part (of this inquiry). 

To be an actual experience (and here we return to the figure 

of Descartes' 'ontological argument' for the actual reference of an 
'idea') the humean interface of inner and outer must at least be in- 

scribed in the formal articulation of the 'formal' distinction of 
actuality and possibility. As Hume saw, the actuality of this dist- 
inction of actual and possible cannot be contained or comprehended 
'in' the 'impression' itself, any more can the correlative distinct- 
ion of 'inner' and 'outer' poles, actualities, to which the impression 
is formally referred. Thus the very possibility of an actual exper- 
ience embeds it in the formal frame of mathematical spatiotemporality. 
The interplay of psychical and ontical orders in actual experience 
(that is, of Mind and Matter) must be formally framed by the coordin- 
ation of experiences as Experience, in a unitary Sp? ce and Time. 

Kant has thus found the elementary order of his 'position' 

or assertion framed in the pure Economy of questions corresponding to 
the open play of interfaces of 'inner' and touter'. An 'open-ness' 
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then, 'in' Space and Time: what is 'oven' as a Space and a Time in 

the primary symmetry of coordination of the various orders of distinct- 

ion of actual from possible. A 'transcendental aesthetic', chen, fram- 

ing the actuality of his self-assertion distinguishing what is actual 

from what is not - an actuality coordinate with the formal theological 

'focus' of leibnizian or wolffian Actuality articulated in the formal 

'open-ness' of pure Possibility. A 'transcendental aesthetic' presents 

an initial formal framing of the new professor's 'position', an initial 

assertion of the frame of that assertion, the spatiotemporal coordinat-. 
ion of experiences in a unitary Actuality. Over the following eleven 

years the new frame of assertion in a radical economy of questions - 
the systematic asserticn, then, of he part of the 'Critic' - would be 

so to speak concreted into the newtonian Kosmos of Kant's first reflect- 

ions. And fifteen years later the professor would eventually come full- 

circle in identifying the part of critical self-assertion in the (humean) 

frame within that Kosmos of human, moral, community. 

What then, are the next steps after 1770 in a systematic 'cri- 

ticism' of the 'dogmatic' positions of wol°. fian-logic, physics, ontology, 

psychology, theology, jurisprudence - of their common circular logic or 
logical short-circuit of the more radical poetic of Experience? What 

steps lead from the formal spatiotemporal frame of Kant's new 'position' 

to the actual self-assertirn in a human community embodied in that in- 

itial critical position? 

Within the limiting or opening frame of the transcendental 

aesthetic we may find a further step articulated in the question of 
the symmetry of two 'sides' ('left' and 'right' hand or glove, for ex- 

ample) of 'out-side' Space itself, and the left- or right-handedness 
of an actual hand or glove: the question of that primary symmetry 'in' 

the limiting frame of spatiotemporal coordination, which is itself an 

outward image of the symmetry of logical and physical orders of actu- 

ality... the logical frame of our actual assertion, and the physical 
frame of objective actualities expressing themselves in 'forces'. Here 

again the coordination of psychical and ontical actualities must frame 

any possible experience - in an order of coordination of action within 
the spatiotemporal coordination of Actuality itself. As in cartesian 
Method, we proceed from the limiting frame of assertion simply as auch, 
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through the resolution of the sy: imetries and associated questions 

as it were 'nested' within the limiting symmetry or coordination of 

the primary orders of assertion. Within the Aesthetic -s general 

frame of resolution of Actual and Possible experience, we now find 

inscribed a coordination of the two 'sides' of an experience, a co- 

ordination of the logical symmetry of logical and physical orders in 

which psychical actuality asserts itself simply as self-assertion, 

with the outward physical image of the symmetry of logical and physical 

orders in two formally indistinguishable 'sides' of Space. A local 

coordination, then, of the two 'sides' in the poetic s mmitry of act- 

ion articulated in Time. Just as we mark in the general Economy of 

Possibility an initial formal distinction of Actuality and Possibility 

which cannot itself be resolved in that Economy (whence, for example, 

the impropriety of an anselmian 'ontological argument' which makes of 

the 'that' of a thing a certain 'what', makes Existence a 'predicate'), 

so we may inscribe in this general Economy an analogous formal dist- 

inction an actuality of 'I' in which 'my' experiences are integrated, 

along with a correlative distinction of noumenal and phenomenal (for- 

mal and empirical) 'object' of my experiences - each of these comple- 

mentary or correlative actualities as it were participating in the 

limiting self-distinction of Actuality simply as such, and so embedded 

in the spatiotemporal frame of that initial distinction. 

'I', then, an organising focus which is no more to be id- 

entified with the 'empirical' object of any of its experiences, (as 

Hume saw where Descartes had not), than the actual distinction of 
Actuality from its Possibility is to be identified with the formal 

inscription of this distinction in the Economy of Possibility (as 

Aquinas saw so clearly). Hume was right to find in this 'idea' of 

my Self, formally reflected in the name 'I' give 'myself', an essent- 
ial organising function in experience - essential indeed to the very 
framing of an 'experience', but which could not be defined or identi- 

fied in the play or economy of 'my' experiences. Descartes was right 
to see in this circular self-assertion of 'I' a primary and focal 

component in the distinction of actual and non-actual. But each, in 

their complementary. ways, failed to recognise the com'-lementarity of 
these two aspects. 'I' is, am, indeed 'formal' as Hume saw, but this 

very form, like those of Space and Time, is itself an irreducible 

component in he frame of any experience that is to be an actual ex- 

perience. The possibility of its recognition as 'mine' must in 
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principle, essentially, attach to any actual experience. 

This then implies that all experience must be framed in or 

constrained by this order of my self-assertion in the logical frame' 

of Judgement, my 'part' in the primary configuration of distinction 

of Actual and non-Actual (but Possible), my self-assertion as it is 

formally coordinate with the ontical self-assertion of 'objects' of 

experience. Within the primary distinction of Actuality and Possibility 

formally framed in the schemata coordinandi which we call 'Sp^ce' and 
'Time', are coordinated the complementary actualities of a 'synthetic 

unity of apperception' and 'things in themselves': this in the formal 

frame of coordination of the logical laws of judgement and the phys- 
ical laws (of Newton) governing the interplay of 'forces'. 

Laws of Judgement: the articulation of inscription of the 

relations of logical and physical orders in the logical order which, 
in the bare aristotelian 'topology' of syllogism, of inscription of 

one figure or scheme of the interface of inner or outer in another, 
exactly mirrors the articulati"-)n of that physical order of 'inside' 

and 'outside' which is its image ... which provides the outward 'image' 

of two 'sides' in which the logical order itself can distinguish the 

two-sidedness of logical 'inclusion' and 'exclusion' from that phys- 
ical 'side' of distinction, of two-sidedness. 

Thus all (any) experience must be formally framed as judge- 

ment referred to an object, the 'physical' coordination of objects 
according to the symmetry of Newton's Law(s) in Space and Time directly 

and inseparably coordinate with the logical coordination of judgements 
in what we might call 'logical space and time': the space of distinct- 
ion and the time of logical consequence. And the 'poetic' frame of 
mirroring or coordination of these complementary orders thus consti- 
tutes the articulation of their symmetry in a 'schematism' in whose 

schemata any experience, in order to be an (actual) experience, to be 

'experien^e' must be framed, just as it must conform to the limiting 

schemata. coordinandi of that Space and Time within which the mirroring 
of logical and physical orders 'before' any further coordination of 
the specific figures or schemes of particular Uistinct experiences, 
determines the 'schematism' of Experience in general. 
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Any particular 'object' of experience must, then, simply to 

be an 'object', be coordinated with other objects in the frame of this 

general or pure schematism -a focus, for example, of the various os- 

sible judgements anyone might make about that 'object', outwardly co- 

ordinating the order of judgements, or rather he objective actualities 

asserted in those judgements about it and other objects, just as assert- 

ion is 'inwardly' coordinated in the simple figure o? my self-assertion 

as 'I', as subjective focus of experiences. It makes no sense to ask 

'what' an object 'is', 'outside' the schematism of this coordination 

of 'inner' rind 'outer' orders of experience, 'in' itself. The 'what' 

of an object (which is in principle an object of judgement) is just its 

place in this coordination of logical And physical 'space' rind 'time': 

that's what's what. That's what's 'what'.. Scotus, from whom the figur- 

ation of the $transcendental' derives at the close of this phase which 

he opens had insisted: haecceitas est de se haec. 

So much for 'transcendental'. Analysis, the primary articulat- 

ion of the various orders of question in which Actuality is coordinated 

with the actuality of its assertion. The 'working' of the schematism 

as Actuality is, no more than the 'working' of Aristotle's analogous 
'scheme' or configuration of 'categories', is not to be understood 'with- 

in' the 1: )gical circuit which formally abstracts from actual Experience. 

Rather must this 'logical' order of abstraction be itself understood, as 
in Aristotle's figure of wok tw, in terms of its working in the Scheme. 

A scheme 'before' any particular experience in 'logical time', in this 

sense a priori 'anticipating' any experience simply as 'experience'. But 

this 'before' does not imply the abstract comprehension of all experience 

in an abstract logical time of deduction. The Actuality in which log- 

ical analysis is 'at work' is not comprehended in that circuit of ab- 

straction which constitutes the 'logical' order of analysis, that order- 

ing of questions. The actual coordination of the various orders of exp- 

erience must itself articulate its own discovery or definiti. -)n. In this 

sense the analysis is essentially 'transcendental', like the unity, good- 

ness, truth, being that are not comprehended in the aristotelian cate- 

gories, but which must be understood 'analogically'. In order for us 

to identify the kantian categories they must already be at work in the 

constitution, the synthesis, of that very identification of their working: 

in its working. 
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What, then, of our recognition, 'at work' in (cur) ex- 

n erience, of forms, 'ideas', which can (as in the old humean fig- 

ure) correspond to no particular experience, no true presentation, 
4orstellunE? For Kant maintains, through its transuositicn from 

humean 'impression' to critical 'experience', a characterisation or 

conception of 'truth' in terms of the reduction or 'analysis' of 

experience (or of a configurat on of experiences) to the simple or 

elementary mirroring or coincidence of physical and logical orde7m 
in position or nresentaticn - to the figure of complementary logic- 

al and physical 'sides' of an interface of logical 'inner' and phys- 
ical 'outer'. 

... Yet there is an analogical 'experience' -a correlat- 
ion of the 'schemes' of experience'- of (- with -) the various forms, 

'ideas', at work 'regulatively' in Experience - which cannot yet be 

reduced to any analytic comprehension in 'Understanding, any inscriit- 

ion of such 'experience' in the primary interface of Truth. 

This merely formal 'workings of the figure of experience - 

an 'appearance' which cannot itself be integrated or comprehended in 

any finite configuration of experience(s), 'appears' most notably in 

the three radical forms, Ideas, through which actual Experience is 
(simply as''experience') inescapably regulated and coordinated. It 

appears in those 'transcendental' Ideas corresponding to an initial 

distinction of Actuality from the mere Play of Possibility ('God') - 
this 'Idea' corresvonding to the framing of a unitary Actuality as 

such, Creation - and to the distinct'on of two 'poles' of the spatio- 
temioral frame of that primary distinction - to 'I' and to 'Kosmea', 

psychical and ontical limits of the scheme, which cannot themselves 

be objects of experience, but which (as indeed in the humean defin- 

ition of-an 'impression') are found at work organising Experience, 

as direct correlates of any 'experience' simply as such. 

In the 'eighties Kant proceeds to frame the 'moral' or 

practical order of Coirnunity, the 'working' of human Society, with- 
In the working of these 'Ideas' (here again following Hume), and 

kh, 
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then, in a 'critical' investigat4on 

the 'working' of the analogy of the 

and Reason, in the figure of a judg 

articulated in the categorial frame 

analogically articulated within the 

Ideas. 

of the 'faculty' of Judgement, 

two orlers of Understanding 

ement common both to the former 

of Experience, and to the latter 

working of the transcendental 

In 1785 anpeared Kant's outline of the principles of the 

*Moral Law that frames the activity' of a rational subject, in 1786 

an outline of the physical Law that frames the complementary order 

of objects (1). In 1784 ha-3 appeared the first part of Herder's 

Ideen zur Philosouhie der Geschichte der Mengchheit, outlining the 

cosmic frame of mirroring of natural and moral orders in a human 

Culture articulated in a unitary History - this framing the reflect- 

ions of Herder from his irate' lectual* revolution of 1769-70, down to 

his systematic criticism of Kant in 1799-18(10. In the same year ap- 

peared Kant's own Idee zu einen allgemeinen Geschicfte im weltbßrA- 

lichen Absicht, in which the Professor of Konigsberg had himself con- 

sidered the integration of natural and moral orders of efficiency 

and finality in the figure of a world-history, as well as his severe 

criticism of the articulation of the 'ideas' of his friend and com- 

patriot, -according to a 'poetic' play of analogy, rather than accord- 

ing to the formal frame of hip own 'idea' of History, inscribed with- 

in the critical frame of the 'working' of the Ideas. This same year 

appeared Jacobi's account of his conversation with Lessing in 1780, 

in which the . latter had asserted that Spinoza's theological frame 

seemed to him the most radical figure of Reason. Jacobi at once as- 

sented to this assertion, and took it as the clearest expression of 

the irreducibility of the Faith in which we frame our activity to 

the Reason which abstracts from our particular identification with 

some varticular Dart, to a formal and foreign instance of impersonal 

Reflection. 

Spinoza was studied intently at Weimar, in the circle of 

Goethe, Wieland, Herder and their associates, over the winter of 

1784-5, and by 1785 the intellectual life of northern Germany had 

become focussed in a Pantheismus"streit, a controversy over Stinoza's 

'pantheism' (the duality of natura naturans and naturata, God and 

Nature) in which the split betweeen Rant and Herder over the Ideen 
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became polarised in a confrontation of logical and 'poetic' frames 

of Kosmos, which might be taken to mark a midpoint of the transition 

from the perspectives of 1770, and those of 1800, with their romantic 
'focus' in the Athen'Aum at Jena, and the 'romantic' circle whose lit- 

erary 'organ' that was. 

The perspectives of 17701 that turning-point in the devel- 

ovment of Kant, Lessing, Herder, as also of Goethe and a Berman 'poet- 

ic' of Sturm und prang which then first broke with the classical, bog- 

ical poetics of french modele - this break itself reflected in the 

situation of imaginary protagonists (such as Goethe's Götz von Berl- 

i chingen of 1771) outside the closed order of a Society abstracted 
from the free poetic Economy of Nature. 

By 1785 the parallel developments of a' german' critical 

philosophy, and a german tioetic (focussed resuectively in the figures 

of Kant at Konigsberg and Goethe as Minister of the Weimar Court) 

meet in the configuration of the P antheismusstreit, and Herder's 

quarrel with Kant over the relations of logical and poetic orders 

in ? TTistory as the urimary frame of activity; by, 1800 these parallel 
'logical' and 'poetic' frames, whose relations have been brought in- 

to question in the mid-eighties, converge in the S ymnoesie or S ymphil- 

os onhie which are equated in the 'poetisation of the World', the IIn i- 

versalnoesie, announced in the Athen'äum. 

Around 1785, Goethe begins to apply 'poetic' principles to 

the 'scientific' account of Kosmos, treated, in association with Her- 

der, as simply a sort of limiting Story, whose form is directly re- 
flected in the poetic order of those lesser stories which articulate 
the workings of details within the cosmic whole. About this time too, 

Schiller, in his poem 
Der Kuinstler, was expressing a parallel scheme 

of a uoetics of Kosmos. In 1786 Goethe departes for Italy, to re- 
turn to Weimar in 1788. Meanwhile Schiller, having taken up the 

study of philosophy and history about 1785, had arrived in Weimar 
(1787), and been introduced to the kantian philosophy by the new pro- 
f es^or at the university of Jena a dozen miles to the south-east of 
the administrative capital of Saxe-Weimar. In 1788 Schiller joined 

Reinhold (the prdfessor of philosophy) at Jena as professor of hist- 

ory. From this time until his collaboration with Goethe in 1794-6 

on their journal Die Poren, Schiller forsook the practice of poetry 
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for the elaboration of a theoretical poetics of human activity, 

finally nresdnted in the Briefe tlber die asthetische Erziehung 

ies *Tenschen published in T)ie Horen. This statement by Schiller 

of a universal poetic was rarallelled by the final publication by 

Goethe (largely through Schiller's encouragement) of the 'educat- 

ion', the Erziehung, Bildung, Lehrjahre, of Wilhelm Meister -a 

story of the induction of a young man into a' brotherhood' ,a' myst- 

ery', framed in a uoetics of self-discovery whose very element is 

that 'story' of which the novel or romance of Wilhelm Meister's Lehrf 

Jahre is itself the focal instance. Goethe had been working on 

this poetic 'mystery' since the comnletion of the final version of 

Werther in the late 'seventies' - indeed Meister, as the 'romantics' 

were to call this dominant instance of Goethe's poetic, might be 

said to unfold from the initial tragic distance of writer and reader 

from Werther's identification with the subjective pole of the 'feel- 

ing' which was the voetic element of Sturm und Drang, parallelling 

the Sense of the Inaugural Dissertation, and Herder's contemporaneous 

discovery of Gefühl as primary element in his poetics of Culture. 

In 1799 Schiller, having returned through his theoretical 

detour, to the practice of poetry, and completed his trilogy of Wal- 

lenstein, whose materials he had assembled in his History of the Thir- 

ty-Years War (the writing of which had parallelled his theoretical 

researches at Jena), joined Goethe in Weimar to collaborate in the 

work of embodying their shared vision of a poetics of Culture in a 

new German Theatre. Meanwhile the young richte had succeeded Rein- 

hold as professor of 'hilosophy at the university (1794), and had ef- 

f ected a parallel development of the logical frame of critical philo- 

sonhy, so that towards the end of 1798 Friedrich Schlegel could pub- 

lish in the Ath n. um: 

Die Französische Revolution, Fichtes Wissenschaftslehre und 
(oethes Meister sind die grössten Tendenzen des Zeitalters. Wer 

an dieser Zusammenstellung Anstoss nimmt, wem keine Revolution 

wichtig scheinen kann, die nicht laut und materiell ist, der hat 

sich noch nicht auf den hohen weiten Standpunkt der Geschthte 

der Menschheit erhoben. Selbst in unsern dürftigen Kulturgesch- 

icten, die meistens einer mit fortlaufendem Kommentar begleit- 

eten Variantensammlung, wgzu der klassische Text verlorenging, 

gleichen, spielt manches kleine Duch, von dem die lärmende Menge 
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zu seiner Zeit nicht viel zu Notiz h hm, eine grössere Rolle 

als alles, was diese trieb. (1) 

The French Revolution, Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre and Goethe's 

Meister are the greatest forces of this age. He who is shocked 
by this juxtanositi^n, to whom no revolution can seem important 

which is not noisy and material - he has not yet raised himself 

to the broad high standnoint of the History of Mankind. Even in 

our sketchy' cultural histories, which generally amount to vari- 

ant readings of a missing standard text, many a little book, of 

which, in its time, the clam^uring crown took little notice, plays 

a greater part than all the striving of that crowd. 

- 'ichte's systematisation of t''e critical philosophy, and Goethe's 

parallel and complementary poetics of -induction into a 'poetic' Wor- 

ld, are the two sides of a german 'revolution', of which the outward 

Dolitical revolution of Europe, focussed in France, is itself the other 
r'. 10 o- _7'. ý_ 

side (2), the 'outward' reflection. 

This german revolution, this 'movement' of transition into 

'an altogether new era of Sciences and Arts'(3) is 'romantic's Fried- 

rich Schlegel trans-)oses (1798) Schiller's distinction of naive' and 
'sentimental' poetics (1795) into a distinction of 'romantic' and 
'classical'. The 'classic' in poetry, philos o-jhy, and in Culture 

generally, frames his poiesis, his activity, within a formal, a log- 

ical determination of the poetic frame of the World.. the 'romantic' 

rather finds the logical order )f his assertion as one element in a 
more ra'iical poetical working of this World. The Romantic Revolut- 

ion is announced in Fragments, in those circular interplays of fig- 

ures (including the figures of 'romantic', 'revolution', 'fragment', 

and sowöiVýtýie 
nýergration 

of this figuration in the limiting and 

absolute circuit, the poetic closure of the true Roman, the true 

Book ... The fragments of 'Novalis' (the figure assumed by Friedrich 

von Rardenberg'1n his subscription of the Blütenstaub edited by Frie- 

drich cohlegel In the first is ue of the Athenäum) close with the 

1: Athen'Aum I, ii (Fragmente), p50 2: ibid, pill 3. ibid, p3'ß 
* after a thirteenth-century forbear, de Novali (latin: Novalis). 

kký - 
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fragment: 

Die Kunst Bücher zu schreiben ist noch nicht erfunden. Sie 
ist aber auf dem Punkt erfunden zu werden. Wragmenten dieser 

Art sind literarische Samereien. Es mag freilich manches taube 

Körnchen darunter sein: indessen, wenn nur einiges aufgeht! 

The art of writing books has not yet-been invented. It is, how- 

ever, on the verge of invention. Fragments like this are literary 

seeds. There may well be many unfruitful little grains among them: 

but.. if only one were to germinates 

The same year Novalis wrote: 

Der Roman, als solcher, enthält kein bestimmtes Resultat - er 
ist nicht 'Bild und Faktum eines Satzes. Er ist anschauliche 
Ausführung - Realisierung einer Idee. Aber eine Idee lesst sich 

nicht in einen Satz fassen. Eine Idee ist eine unendliche Reihe 
i 4, 

- (1,, 7ý 
von S 9tzeri (1) %-} 

The novel, as such, contains no definite close - it is not the 
the representation and expression of a proposition. It is the 

visible working-out, realisaticn, of an Idea. But an Idea will 

not be expressed in a proposition. An Idea is an infinite series 

of propositions. 

In 1793 Schiller had accused Kant and roethe of complementary 
one-sidedness: Goethe was too 'naive' (in the terms of 1795) , Kant 
too 'classical'(in the terms of 1798). The 'voetisatir, n of the World' 

announced in the Athen'Aum by Friedrich Schegel and Novalis was to 

amount to the convergence and integration of these parallel logical 

and poetic orders. 

A Fragment was a closed circuit of interplay of figures: 

Ein Fragment muse gleich einem kleinen Kunstwerk von der um- 

gebenden Welt ganz abgesondert und in sich selbst vollendet 

sein wie ein Igel (a�) 
. 

1: Schriften, 11,570 2: Fraarmente (Athen um I, ii), P- 
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A Fragment must, like a little work of art be quite cut off 
from the surrounding world, and `closed upon itself, like a hedgehog. 

.. Yet this fragmentary figure of distinction of fragment 
(this fragment in particular) from context - exemplified in this 

fragment, itself enters as a figure into the play of fragments, fig- 

ures, which turns in a wider and analogous circuit, of which the 

Roman is the 'ideal' figure. 'Thus in editing Novalis' Aliitenstaub 

for the first issue of his journal, Friedrich Schlegel inserted se- 

veral 'fragments' of his own, by which he inscribes the part or fig- 

ure of 'editor' in the play of the fragmentary text. In the follow- 

ing issue tfor the second half of 1798), fragments of riovalis, Schlei- 

ermacher, Friedrich's brother August Wilhelm Schlegel (his co-editor) 

and of the latter's wife Caroline were brought into play by Frie- 

drich with fragments of his own, in the circle of Fragmente of which 

some examples have already been given. This circuit prefigures the 

Sym*+oesie or Symphilosouhie, elaborated by a multiple 'I', and announ- 

ced as follows: 

Vielleicht würde eine ganz neue Epoche der Wissenschaften und 

K nste begin"en, wenn die Symphilosophie und Symooesie so all- 

gemein und so innig würde, dass es nichts Seltnes mehr wKre, 

wenn mehre sich gegenseitig erginzende Naturen gemeinshaf tliche 

werke bildeten.. (1) 

An altogether new era of Sciences and Arts might begin, ifSym- 

philosonhie and Symnoesie were to become so general and so deep- 

ly imuressed, that nothing singular remained in the product- 
ion of collective works by mutually complementary natures.. 

... A multiple 'I'ss an interplay between the unitary 'I' of 
Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre, and the poetic identification with the 

characters of a fiction. Friedrich cchlegel enters into this inter- 

play as the instance of assertion which frames the circuit, the in- 

definite interplay of the various figures, of the various fragments 

with their various figures of 111, their various 'authors', confused 
in the common 'assertion of the group. Symnoesie: framed in this group 

'I'... Symphilosonhie: the recognition by the group of this multipli- 

city as the interface of Fichte's absolute 1119 and its reflection 

in the play of 'I's in the Doetic Economy of the World. A new era 
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of the Sciences: a Wissenschaftslehre framed as SpmT)hilosonhie, as 

one side of the primary circuit of the Group, as Enzyclopädie: 

Die Philosophie geht noch zu sehr gradeaus, ist noch nicht 

zykliah genug (1) 

Philosophy still proceeds much too directly - isn't yet circul- 
ar enough 

The New Science will be framed in the circle of which the fig- 

ure of abstraction to Fichte's 'I' will itself be one component: it 

will be 'circular', 'encyclopaedic', since the abIraction in which 
it is framed will itself reappear as one component of thecircle of 

abstraction. Thus it will reflect the new era of theArts, exempli- 
fied by the 'art of writing books' which 'has not yet been created', 
by the Roman which incorporates as one component of its closed cir- 

cuit the figure of distinction of imaginary World of the novel, and 
'real' context. And these two circuits, of Encyclopaedia and Novel, 

will appear as two complementary sides of a thoroughly 'poetic' Kos- 

mos: 

Die romantische Poesie ist eine progressive Univeraalnoesie. 

Ihre Bestimmung ist nicht bloss, alle getrennte Gattungen der 

Poesie wieder zu vereinigen und die Poesie mit der Philosophie 

und Phetorik in Berührung zu setzen. Sie will und soll auch.. 
das Leben und die Gesellschaft poetisch machen.. Nur sie kann 

gleich dem Epos ein Spiegel der ganzen umgebenden Welt, ein Bild 
der Zeitalters werden... 

... Die romantische Dichtart ist noch im Werden; ja 

das ist ihr eigentliches Wesen, dass sie ewig nur werden, nie 

vollendet sein kann... (2) 

Romantic poetry is a progressive Universal Poetry. Its vocat- 
ion is not simply (to reunjte. ali the sundered species of poetry, 

and bring poetry into contact with philosophy and rhetoric 

It will-and 
must 

also... make life and society poetic.. Only it 

can, like the Epic, become a mirror of the whole surrounding 

World, a picture of the Age... 

1: Fragmente p 13 2: Fragmente p 21 
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... The romantic Art of Poetry. is still coming 
into being - indeed that is its very being, that it is always 
only coming into being, and can never be completed.. 

This figure of a 'romantic' transition into a new era of eu- 

ropean society, of which the outward turmoil of the french Revolut- 

ion is inscribed as one component, as an 'outward' side, may perhaps 
be taken to be focussed in the close of the unfinished project of 
the Athenl. um in 1800, and the part of Novalis' unfinished Roman, 
Heinrich von Ofterdingen, in that configuration. The first half of 
this novel, intended as an embodiment in a Book of the mystery of 
the poetic frame of poem, story, book, word, as the direct expression 

of the boetic mystery prefigured in Goethe's Wilhelm Meister (itself 

only the first half of a book)... the first half, in which the pro- 
tagonist, at the close, accedes to the primary figure of that myst- 

ery (to be systematically unfolded in the second half... which could 
have ended only in the inscription of the book itself in the story, 

of the distinction of imaginary world of the book and real context 
in the imaginary world) was written over the winter of 1799-1800. 

The following winter Novalis was at work on the second half, and on 
the projects organised in the figure of the close of the Book. In 

the spring he died, at the age of twenty-eight -a transition into 

that other side of the visible world reflected in this visible world 
in the figure of the imaginary world which is one side of a fiction, 

a victure - which victure, inscribed in this analogy, becomes Symbol. 

This transition, corresponding in a way to the 'close' of the second 

part, and prefigured in the Hymnen an der Nacht in the last issue of 
the Ath=, was in turn taken in the following year by Friedrich 

Schlegel and Tieck to frame the 'story' of Novalis, prefaced to their 

edition of his 'works', in which a selection from the vast field of 
the notes, the fragments, he 'left behind', was appended - Schegel 

and Tieck's 'edition' of 1802 comnleienting Schlegel's initial fram- 

ing of the Bltitenstaub of 1798. 

The figure, then, of this transition from 1798 to 1802, 

might Derhaps - with the central 'Symbol' of the winter of 1799-1800, 

the Blue Flower around which the'symbolism of the Romance is artic- 

ulated (like the Roman de la Rose about a pink flower, its earthly 
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counterpart of the complementary colour - day rather than night) - 
be taken as a figure in which the 'romantic' revolution of Germany 

is organised: the transition from the proEpective romanticism of 

the Athenilum to the retrospective romanticisation of the story of 

! ovalis. 

How then are the two parallel currents of 'logical' phi- 
losophy and pre-romantic poetic, turning in their parallel develop- 

ment from 1770 to 1800 about the Weimar of 1785, focussed in this 

Blue Flower... and how can that focus of logical and poetic figures 

of Romantik be as it were unfolded. so as to constitute a focus of 

the wider developments of Reflectiin in the european context, in 

the period from the end of the Thirty-Years War, say, to Napoleon's 

seizure of power in the winter of 1799-1800? 

- First to the first question - then the transition to 

the answer to the second will soon become clear. 

J 

Y 

I have already noted the confrontation in 1784-6 of the 

' logical' scheme of the critical philosophy, and the pre-romantic 
'poetics' of the World - the meeting, one might say, of Goethe and 
Kant in Herder's Tdeen and the question of Sninoza's theology. 

Reinhold, in 1786, published at Weimar, in the Teutsche Merkur of 

his uncle, Wieland, Letters on the kantian Philosophy: this was 

the first attempt at the presentation of the critical nhilosovhy 
to a general audience, and marks the entry of the leading schemes 

of that baltic reflection into theýcýrrole of german Culture. Rein- 

hold was, unlike the vprious figures considered thus far in the 

development of the germ an thought of the eighteenth century, an 

austrian... born in 1758, he entered into the Jesuit novitiate. 

The order was dissolved throughout Europe by the Pope in 1773 (this 

concluding the process beginning with its dissolution in Prance in 
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1764, under the joint opposition of Court and philosoohes), and 
Reinhold took a cost teaching philosophy in a rather monastic cat- 
holic college, until breaking with the church at the age of twenty- 
five. 

Tn his schematic presentation at Weimar of the new syst- 

em of reflection, he called for a more unitary presentation or or- 

ganisation, vrincinle within princivle, within some radical princ- 
iple - like Soinoza's Substance - proposed at the outset. It is 

perhaps characteristic that all of Reinhold's chief successors in 

the development of the critical philosophy began their careers with 
the study of theology... 

The following year he was avpointed professor of philoso- 

phy at the duchies university of Jena nearby -a university founded 

in 1548by Luther's prime supporter, the saxon elector, as the centre 
for dissemination of a' lutheran' Reform, as opposed to the Calvin- 
ism that had sunnl anted the initial Reform at Wittenberg. Melanc- 

thon had been the first to hold Reinhold's chair of philosophy. The 

s axon elector had reverted to catholicism in the seventeenth century, 

and Prussia took over the leadership of the protestants of Germany. 

Reinhold at Jena, and his school, might perhaps be taken to exemplify 

a focal interface of the prussian protestant culture of the TM'orth, 

and the catholic culture of the South#-dominated by Austria: the in- 

itial focus of the Reformation passes over into the initial focus of 

another 'revolution', which Novalis defines (in Die Christenheit oder 
Furo a) as a reintegration of the thirteenth-century figure of a uni- 
tary Christian Culture, a european Christendom, with the figure of 
the individual which marks the transition from fifteenth to sixteenth 

c enturyr and the fragmentation of the old european order which cul- 

minates in the Ftench Revolution. 

When Reinhold was succeeded in 1794 by Fichte, Jena was 

indeed the centre or focus of the german discussion of the kantian 

Dhilosonhy. It was to be Fichte who was to frame the 'system' sought 
by Reinhold: two years earlier, at the age of thirty, he had D re- 

rented to Kant in gönigsberg his Critique of all Revelation, which 

Fant had had published (by mistake omitting the author's name) by 

his own publisher. The work was generally taken to be a further 

. -c 
* "c_. .' 
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step by Kant himself -the integration or coordination of the prin- 
ciples of the critical philosophy of the 'eighties in a discussion 

of the 'working' of the form or figure - the 'transcendental Idea'- 

of that primary distinction of Actual and possible in which the 

distinction of subjective and objective voles of actual experience, 

and their correlation in the figures of Judgement, are inscribed. 

-A discussion, then, of the 'theological' figure of a self-dist- 
inguishing Actuality, a sort of 'transcendental' self-expression 

or self-activity - of Revelation: the corrlation of the transcend- 

ental Ideas of Soul and Kosmos in the working of the transcendent- 

al Idea of God. 

Kant had insisted in his criticism of any 'ontological 

argument' - as in his contribution to the controversy of 1785 over 
the system of Sninoza (Was heisst: sich im Denken orientieren) that 

the formal figure of distinction of the actuality of an experience 
from its possibility - its 'that' from its 'what' - could not it- 

self be a 'what', a content of any experience. Rather was the 'pos- 

iting' of such a figure the introduction of a merely formal 'object' 

into the categorial frame of coordination of theoretical and pract- 
ical judgements, which through this coordination with actual exper- 
iences regulated our intellectual and moral activity. Not a posit- 
ing that cöuld correspond to any object of experience and discursive 

knowledge - rather a formal coordinate or position 'at infinity', 

corresoonding to a direction or 'orientation' - an axis of the World 

relative to which experience and activity could be coordinated, but 

not itself something that could be thus 'coordinated' as one exper- 
ience among others. Not a term to be vosited like the initial 'Sub- 

stance' of Spinoza's demonstrative Ethics, corresponding to the in- 

itial 'point' of Euclid's Elements. 

By the time he succeeded Reinhold at Jena Fichte had taken 

a step beyond this 'critical' point of view. Taking the 'working' 

of the transcendental Idea of self-distinction as primary, he pro- 

ceeded to inscribe the 'working' of the various schemes of the cri- 
tical philosophy, figure within figure, within this primary 'working' 

of our participation in the self-distinction of Actuality from Pos- 

sibility. - This radical or originary distinction expresses itself 
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most ' irec tly in the very act or actuality - the 'working'. Wirk- 

lichkeit. - of 'our' making or recognition of this distinction: we 

know the distinction directly by Darticipating in it in our self- 

recognition as an 'I' that makes the distinction. The three Cri- 

tiques of the 'eighties (1781-90) are inscribed, in their outlines, 
in a familiar scheme of a radical double distinction: the 'vertical' 

order (so to say) of the distinction of Actuality from the play of 
figure, from Possibility; and within this the 'horizontal' distinct- 

ion of 'subjective' and 'objective' Holes of Judgement - of exper- 
ience and activity. Within the open 'poetic' Economy of possible 

experience and activity, Actuality is articulated within theprimary 

figure or 'transcendental Idea' of the distinction of Actual and 
Possible. We n articiuate directly, in this Actuality in judging 

that the finite or limited frame of our judgements - the poetic 

order of 'their figuration (whether as -experience or activity) - 
is itself inscribed in Actuality through a Judgement which distin- 

guishes its own actuality from its mere-formal possibility, from 

its inscription as simply a figure or idea of 'judgement' within 
the oven olay of figuration in general. - The scheme is of course 

a direct analogue of Aristotle's ro4& - the participation in 

self-positing vDVns yogrs«ºS , ºOT%S - which, in the figure of dis- 

tinction of logical distinction and its actuality, frames the log- 

ical artidulation of aristotelian Kosmos. 

Over the years 1794-1800, Fichte worked back, as it were, 
from this primary frame of 'Science', theoretical knowledge, to the 
figure of its inscription in the very Kosmos formally articulated 

within it. Here again we find the primary expression of this theor- 

etical circuit, familiar since Aristotle's inscription of the part 

of the 'theory' of Kosmos in Kosmos, in the circuit of Community or 
Culture din the broadest sense). And by 1800, just as Schiller 

had mov^d from the theoretical poetic of 1794-5 into his part in 

the application of this '-noetic' in or to german Culture (this in 

his association with Goethe in the reform of Berman drama), so Fichte 

had moved from his first discovery of the working of 'I', to has 

part in the assertion of a 'german' Culture. In the latter case, 
the transition from the initial framing of a Wissenschaftslehre to 

Fichte's identification of his 'part' in Germany, passes through 

the formal 'poetic' of Kosmos, the formal figure of an abstract 
kantian Community of Ends, while Schiller's move from the poetics 
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of 1794-5 to the implication of 'aesthetic education' in the act- 

ual context of its 'theory' (presented in the Briefe.. ) moves through 

the complementary abstraction of historical dramas or dramatised his- 

tory. 

In 1796 Fichte published his Grundlage des Natu chts, 

inscribing the circuit of Community in the frame of the Wissenschafts- 

lehre, as the formal interface of finite individual 'I' and infin- 

ite ideal 'I' in which each individual participates. In 1798 he pub- 

lished a System der Sittenlehre, framing the part of our activity 

in this mirroring of finite and infinite 111. The following year 

he was accused of atheism: he had insisted that the working of the 

transcendental Idea of distinction of Actuality and Possibility, 

God, could not properly be identified with some part in the finite 

configuration of any story, any representation, any 'voetic' frame. 

Any attempt to inscribe that Idea in a story amounts to idolatry: 

I AM must and can only be truly found at work in the interplay of 

moral and natural orders of Community. Fichte threatened to resign 

his chair if he were not permitted to pursue reflection wherever it 

might lead: this was a moral imperative. Under pressure from the 

Saxon government the councillors of Saxe-Weimar, Goethe among them, 

took this threat as an offer of resignation, and promptly accepted 

it, naming the young Schelling, a lecturer from 1798, as D'ichte's 

successor. The latter, bewildered, moved to the orussian capital, 

'Rerlin, where in 1800 he published popular lectures (for a general 

rather than an 'academic' audience) 'on the vocation of Man'. 

With the victory of'Nanoleon at Jena in 1806, and the clo- 

sure of the university, Berlin became the intellectual and political 

focus of german resistance to french domination - and this self- 

assertion of a deutsche ration was focussed in 1807-8 in Fichte's 

Reden - his Acidresces to the German Nation of Luther. The move 

from Jena to Berlin marks a transition from the formal circuit of 

'academic' reflection, through the recognition in 1799 of the mor- 

al inscription of this abstract circuit in a wider circuit of com- 

munity, to the demand in 1807 for a new educational institution 

which would embody reflection in the moral order of this wider 
frame. The t)russian king asked Fichte to draw up the constitut- 
ion of a University of Berlin, which was established in 1810, and 

Fichte, as professor of philoso-hy, unanimiusly chosen by his fel- 
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low professors, Wilhelm von Humboldt and Schleiermacher among them. 

D'ichte's death in 1814 from a fever caught from his wife, 

who was nursing those wounded in he War of Prussian Tndependance 

from France, might be taken to mark the cl ose a transition from the 

mid-eighties to the new order after Waterloo. That 'transition' 

might in its turn be inscribed in a wider transition from about 
1770 to about 1830 - to another french revolution (with a 'poetic' 

revolution from Classic to 'Romantique' as one components the re- 

form of the TTniversity another) - to' the deaths of Goethe and Hegel, 

to the Reform of english government, and to much else. The consid- 

eration of these nineteenth-century developments belongs of course 

to the next 'Part' of this narrative, the transition to which I 

have already focussed in Novalis' Blue Plower - its 'Symbol' , as it 

were. I took that 'symbol' to organise the transformation of Nova- 

lis 'part' between 1798 to 1802; the 'boetic' configuration of that 

transition or transformation involves, as one component - as its 

'logical' order - Schelling's parallel account of the 'Symbol' which, 

in the logical order marks a transition from Pichte's frame of 1794 

to the intellectual frame succeeding the Battle of Jena in 1806 - 

Aegel's marking of his distance from Schelling's closed circuit of 

abstraction, as he moves from the now-closed university to edit a 

newspaper,: and Fichte defines the part of the University in a new 

Berman Society. 

In many ways the transition from the 'nineties to the first 

decade of the following century corres' onds to a transition from a 

time of young men to older men. Schelling in 1795, at the age of 

nineteen, framed the nart of a radical Reflection in the scheme of 

the Wissenschafstlehre (in an essay 'On the Possibility of any form 

of philosoahy') . Over the years 1796-8, while Fichte was articulat- 

ing the formal mirroring of finite 'I' and infinite 'I' in the frame 

of kantian Community, Schelling (in his Letters on Dogmatism and Cri- 

ticism) was defining the participation of the 'working' of the Tran- 

scendental Idea of the individual Soul and a correlative Kosmos in 

the more radical 'working' of the distinction of Actuality and Poss- 

ibility as 'intellectual intuition', a direct, non-discursive, Know- 

ledge, a 'position' involved in the critical definition of 'exper- 

ience' itself. By 1800, when he had succeeded Fichte at Jena, he 

had framed the inscription of Nature in the working of the Idea of 
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F osmos (Spekulative Physik), and Spirit in the working of the Idea 

of Self (Fichte's 'I'), and proposed the integration of these com- 

elementary 'workings' or actualities in a common working or poetic 

of Symbol. This correlation of the transcendental Ideas in a 'system 

of Transcendental Idealism' (1800) marks the transition to an Identi- 

t9tsphilosonhie articulated in a unitary 'symbolic' logic which para- 

llels the transition marked in D'ichte's reflection by his move to 

Berlin, as also the transition announced by his friend Hegel, in a 
letter of November 2 of that year 'from the Ideal of youth... to a 
sue' (l)" 

'The Ideal of youth': Hegel was thirty. But Schelling 

was only twenty-five. His associates Novalis and Schýljln$ were 
both twenty-eight. Hegel's career was just beginning, Novalis' 

closing. The transition from one century to the next embodies 

as it were the figure of an 'education' which, in the aristotel- 

ian scheme of Society already compared with that of Fichte, amounts 

to the individual's distinction of his Dart from its imaginary id- 

entication with söme story - the individual emerging, as it were, 

from the 'theatre' of adolescence into a recognition of a definite 

part in Society. Novalis' part was, in what would have been his 

thirty-first year, to become identified with a character in Schle- 

gel and Tieck's 'story' of Novalis - the poetic circuit of the 

romantic scheme closed, in the inscription of the author in that 

circuit as one component. Aegel's part was to inscribe his abstract- 

ion from such a 'romantic' identification as one component in the 

closed circuit of the Fnzyclonl, die that Friedrich Schlegel had id- 

entified as the logical counterpart of the romantic novel. 

The german 'revolution' of the Jena Romantics was (as 

earlier in Schlegel's fragment of 1798) reflected 'outwardly' in 

the assumption of Hower in France on the ninth of November 1799 

by the thirty-year-old Bonaparte. As in Germary the 'play' of fig- 

ure - Schiller's Spieltrieb of 1795, mediate between a logical 

Formtrieb of Reason and a physical Stofftrieb of Sense - was leading, 

in the configuration of Novalis' 'fragments' , to the articulation 

of this clay in the figure of Symbol, and the logical identificat- 

ion of the part of the logical order as one component in a primary 

'symbolic' order, so 'outwardly' the interplay of forces in a 

french 'revolution' was leading to their integration in a new cen- 
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tralisation of the french order, focussed in a man of thirty. In 

the parallel german 'play' of fragmentary 'romantic' figuration, 

converging toward the closed figuration, the circuit, of the roman- 

tic Roman on the one hand, and towards the comnle'nentary logical 

or critical determination of the Symbol as frame of the romantic 

poetic on the other, the (or a) relation of the romantic 'revolut- 

ion focussed in this roint of convergence to the French Revolution 

of its context itself enters into the 'romantic movement' or roman- 

tic revolution as one component - just as that german 'Romanticism' 

in turn enters (for example in the person of Fichte in Prussia, or 

August-Wilhelm Schlegel in Austria) into the political configuration. 

One might take Novalis' 'Die Christenheit oder Europa as a project 
for such an entry of romanticism into its european context: In the 

autumn of 1799, ! ovalis was assembling materials for the canonical 

R_, set in the thirteenth century,. with as its central character 
the Minnesinger Heinrich von Ofterdingen. The frame of the novel 

was to be the integration of the various orders of the thirteenth- 

century Kosmos in the idealised poetic of a christian mystery, in 

which a story contains as one component its part in the World it 

describes -a mystery, then, framed in the divine Word as absolute 

Symbol, a figure which embodies the distinction of its actuality 
from its mere possibility. In the working of this christian story 

or mystery in the thirteenth century Novalis found a reflection or 

prefiguration of the new order that was to emerge from the play of 

forces opened up by the french Revolution. This chaotic play was 

itself to be seen as the limiting fragmentation of the medieval or- 

der - the figure of this fragmentation itself embodied in a german 

Reformation which had broken, as it were, the closed circuit of the 

thirteenth-century scheme. In the play of forces that outwardly 

mirrored the play of figures in the romantic Fragments, a new order 

was to be articulated within the radical figure and force of the 

mystery of the Word -a new order of which the romantic revolution 

and the french revolution would be seen as two comAlementary com- 

ponents, as in Schlegel's celebrated Fragment quoted above. The 

essay was to have been published in the Athentum of Spring, 1800, 

but Goethe advised August-Wilhelm Schlegel against this. 

In the framing of german reflection from Leibniz through 
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Wolff and Kant to Fichte, the same figure of an 'ontological' 

distinction of Actuality from the open Economy of Possibility 

recurs to frame each new 'system'. I have already suggested that 
this primary figure of 'german' reflection corresponds to the in- 

scription of the 'logical' order of Reflection within the dominant 

'physical' economy of its context... this dominant economy of ger` 

man Culture since the medieval Holy Roman Empire complementing the 

predominantly 'logical' articulation of french policy. In the con- 
figuration of 1800 Schelling inscribes this Berman order of reflect- 
ion as one side of a more radical 'poetic' or 'symbolic' order, in 

which the distinction of Actual and possible is itself inscribed 

in the play or natural Economy of figuration from which it distingu- 

ishes itself, just as this 'clay' or Nature is in turn given a cer- 
tain 'actuality'. 

' Play' : St iel.. like a drama or Schauspiel in which the 

figure of spectator is itself 'in Play'. - in which everyone is an 
' actor' ... Spiel: the interplay of Reason and Sense, Spirit and 
Nature, which Schiller had identified in 1795 as more radical than 

Kant's formal Reason or rationality... a play of figures in which 
Actuality is at work in the figure of distinction of Actual and Poss- 

ible, whether in our activity which decides among various possible 

actions, or in the actuality of a situation which turns out to bor- 

respond to one of various possible 'constructions'. 

... And this logical identification of the part of the 
logical order of Reflection in a 'universal Doetic', in Germany, 
is in turn one component of a wider transition of Novalis' Europa 

into a new, nineteenth-century, 'poetic' and Culture... 

... or is it?... Is not such a 'clay of figures: Reflect- 

ion, Germany, France, Revolution, Play, Poetic and so on... is 

that not some 'romantic' abstraction... some symmetrical story 
abstracted from the open play of an unlimited range of other con- 
structions or reconstructions of this 'revolutions ' period? Ab- 

stracted just as Novalis' idealised thirteenth century is abstracted 
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from what really happened five-and-a-half centuries before! 

Here again we find the framing of a certain phase or con- 

figuration of Reflection mirrored in the very Reflection it frames. 

Again the question which attaches to this framing of a certain phase 

appears to frame the succeedind phase. I have tried to characterise 

a romantic 'focus' of 1800 at Jena - in the group around the Athenäum - 
in terms of the play of figures which appears in the fragments of 
1798, and which converges, by 1800, into complementary 'logical' and 
'roetic' circuits of Enzyclonädie and Roman - philosophy, as one of 
the fragments had announced (1) the theory of poetry, poetry the em- 
bodiment of philosophy. I suggested that Novalis plays a focal part 
in this configuration - seventy years later the historian of the 'Rom- 

antic School' would take the association of Novalis with the Schegels 

from 1798-1801 as marking an epoch in the story of the 'movement', of 

that transition from eighteenth to nineteenth century(2).. but that 

framing of the 'School' itself belongs to the. german 'historical school' 

of the nineteenth century, and cannot be considered here... 

... Novalis as a focal figure: I have suggested how the 

transition'from one century to the next is reflected in the way that 

the young romantic, dying halfway through the writing of the absol- 

ute romantic Novel, Roman, himself becomes a 'romanticised' character. 

. But that figure is only one component of his focal part.. It was 
Novalis, above all the others, who wrote fragments.. with Heinrich 

von Ofterdingen (whose close Tieck tried to frame in 1802) as simply 

a sort of limiting fragment. In his imagination, around the turn of 
the century, was carried on a play of figures of almost every order 
whi&h reflects in a focal manner the play of forces outside from 

which the frame of the nineteenth century was to emerge. By far the 

greater part of the material he left behind, from which Friedrich 

Schlegel and Tieck published two volumes of Werke the year after his 

death, consisted of fragments. As I have already noted, these edit- 

ors constructed a configuration of selected fragments that would em- 

body their own version of Novalis' part in the fragments, just as 
Schlegel had 'edited' other fragments in 1798. Thus, for example, 

a great mass of mathematical and scientific fragments were abstracted 

from altogether, and one might easily fail to find in them the 
VV 
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Assessor of the Saxon salt-mines from 1796, the student of chemistry 
under Wiegleb, of geology with Werner.. the student of Paracelsus 

who had studied, like him and Agricola, in the Berman mines, in that 

interface of german Culture and Nature, as also in the mathematical 

works of Lagrange and Lavlace: 

Die Mathematik ist gleichsam eine sinnliche Logik, sie ver- 
h , lt sich zur Philosophie wie die materiellen Ktlnste, Musik 
und Plastik, zur Poesie (1) 

Mathematics is a perceptible logic - it stands in relation to 
philosophy as the concrete arts - plastic and musical - to 

poetry. 

In the general play of analogy - the 'magic wand of analogy' 

which allows the correlation of thirteenth century and close of the 

eighteenth century in Die Christenheit oder Europa (2) - mathematics 

appears in the figure of an ap'lied logic, just as music appears as 
a kind of applied poetic. In the mathematical fragments of 1798, 
this ' autilied logic' is found to be the frame of Kosmos, a pure 
'symbolism' articulated in relation to the 'sign', Zeichen, simply 

as such: 

Die ganze Mathematik ist eigentlich eine G1eiohung 
im gros-en für die andern Wissenschaften. Was ihr die Logar- 

ithmen sind, das ist sie den andern Wissenschaften.. (3) 

Mathematics as a whole is truly equivalent on a wider scale to 
the other scien'es. What logarithms are to it, so is it to the 

other sciences. 

Mathematics is the eigentliche Element des Magiers, the true 

domain of the magician, the radical frame of magical actuality, an 

actuality which asserts itself in the figure of distinction from the 

play of figure.. 

X: Gott+. ist.. das personisierte X... (4) 

X: God is.. X personified 

... 'X', Kant's noumýSpr, a simple position like the initial 
ri 
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oint of Euclid's Elements or Spinoza' s Ethics 

Das Leben der Götter ist Mathematik.. Reine Mathematik ist 

Religion. Zur Mathematik gelangt man nur durch eine Theophanie 0. ) 

The life of the gods is mathematics. Pure mathematics is relig- 
ion. One accedes to mathematics only through a theophany. 

The element of the universal poetic is the sign: 

Die idealischen, repräsentativen E1emente sind die 
Zeichen - die Zeichen sind also ebenfalls materiell. Die 

Ordnung der Zeichen muss also der Ordnung der ElementarthlLt- 

igkeiten - so wie die Zeichen *diese Elemente selbst - analogioe 
(allegorisch) entsprechen. Die Urthlätigkeit wird durch einen 

Begriff von sich selbst elementarisirt. Die Welt oder das Re- 

sultat dieser Elementarisirung ist diesem Urbegriffe (diese 

Urreflexion) conform... Die Wissenschaft von den Weltelementen 

ist ein der Welt simultanes Produkt (2). 

The ideal representative E1ements are signs - and signs 
are thus equally material. The order of signs must thus cor- 

resnond analogice (afg c1 ally) to the order of elementary 

facts - just as tl,: e signs correspond to these very elements. 

The primary Fact must correspond to an elementary concept of 
itself- The World, or result of this elementary correlation 

conforms to this primary conception (this primary reflection) 
The Science of the world-elements is produced simultaneously 

with the World. 

... Again, this primary actuality of self-position corresponds 

to Kant's working of the transcendental Ideas: 

Antinomien sind Urgleichungen.. eine antinomische Frage kann 

sich der Frager selbst antworten - und lediglich nur selbst. 
Fine solche Frage ist also Erinnerungsanlass an' die Selbstmacht- 

an das Prinzip was die Welt geschaffen hat. Durch eine solche 
Frage nöthigt sich der Prager zur absoluten SelbstgleiderunR - 
zum achtsynthetischen (simultanen), philosophischen oder j ,,; - 
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genialischen Droduktiven Denken. So erweckt der Mensch sein 
Genie. Die dummen 1'ragen der Rinder erscheinen jetzt in einem 

ganz andern Lichte. Mann kann sagen - die Welt ist aus einer 
dummen Frage entstanden (1) 

Antinomies are primary equations. The questioner himself can 

answer an antinomic question - and , indeed, only he. Thus such 

a question is a'remind'ing -mark of self-activity - of the prin- 

ciple which has created the World. Through such a question the 

questioner must arrive at absolute self-participation - at purely 

synthetic ('simultaneous) philosophical or genial productive 
thought. Thus does man awake his genius. The silly questions 

of children now appear in a wholly different light. One can 

say: the World has arisen from a silly question. 

Fragments: a play of figures, of forms - of Zeichen, in the lim- 
it, with their two sides, ideal and material. ... a play in which the 

figures by which this 'play' is characterised are themselves compan- 

e nts, are themselves inextricably involved. 

Friedrich von Hardenberg enters into this play as the 'Nov- 

alis' which, who, marks the part of author in the subscription to the 

first Athenlaum fragments. 'The Prophet of Romanticism' : playing the 

part in that Universal Poetic of the locus of its assertion, as ear- 

lier prophets had played the part in their framing of the World, of 

the locus of assertion in that frame of the frame. Schiller's 'genius', 

framing its part of framing the situation, in the radical 'play' of 

frames which is this World.. Fichte's self-activity of 'I'. 

In the configuration of 1800, this 'Novalis' - this charact- 

er or figure -'may be taken as a 'focus' about which or whom the var- 

ious-other leading 'parts' or 'figures' of the 'Romantic ? ovement' 

may be organised. The frame or poetic 'space' (or spatiotemporality) 

of this romantic configuration or constellation may be characterised 

in terms of various figures of self-assertion in the open play of 

fragmentary figures, converging. at the turn of the century in various 

'versions' of the figure of distinction in and from this 'play' , of 

Actuality. -I have already noted the 'versions' of Fichte, Schiller, 

Schelling, Hegel, Friedrich Schlegel... in each case a part in the 
ý< 
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transition from one century to the next (so to speak) is defined 

relative to the common Jena group between 1799 and 1801 - each of 
these 'figures' of the Romantic movement finds its 'part' as self- 

assertion in the assertion of some radical frame of this self-assert- 
ion or self-activity - each discovers his particular Genie. 

... And Novalis, at work on the Book, from 1799 to 1801, 

plays the Dart of self-assertion in the frame of the 'Universal Poe- 

tic', of which each of these figures are as it were analogous or par- 

allel 'versions'. Novalis' Dart defines itself as the focus of the 

interplay of these 'versions', and is in turn incorporated, after 
his death - which amounts to an essential comronent of his 'tragic' 

Dart - in various forms in these various 'versions', as they are 

consolidated in the early years of the nineteenth century. I have 

already noted this interplay in the cases of Friedrich Schlegel and 
Tieck. Equally important, perhaps, is the figure of Schleiermacher, 

who at the age of thirty defined his position at Berlin (where he 

was in close corresnondance with the Jena group, most notably with 
Friedrich Schlegel) in his addresses (Reden fiber die Religion) which 
Novalis had studied upon their publication in 1799, and whose id- 

entification of the christian God as the primary figure of the fram- 

ing of Actuality within the play of Possibility, and of Community 

as articulated in this primary axis of Actuality, is a fundamental 

X comoonent in Novalis' vision of 1799-1801. In the second edition 

of the Reden, after Novalis' death, Schleiermacher in his turn drew 

a parallel or analogy between Sninoza's self-inscription in the 

frame of his theology, and Yovalis' self-inscription in the voetic 

which this self-inscription defined and by which it was defined. 

One might further proceed, in the romantic fashion, to 

consider Novalis in relation to a figure who marks as it were an- 

other Hole of the 'romantic' configuration. Hblderlin, born in 

1770, and who studied theology at Tübingen with Hegel and Schelling 

before moving to Jena, where he associated with Fichte and Schiller 

from 1793-5 - and where he and Fichte met Novalis in the summer of 
1795 - was from 1798 to 1802 working on the drama of Der Tod des 
Empedokles, set in an idealised Greece that parallels Novalis' 
idealised Mildle Ages. Novalis' death in 18ol is parallelled by 
the fragmentation over the period 1798-1802 of H lderlin's identi- 
ty - as the part of 'author' becomes as it were lost in the frag- 
mentation of his text, up to the point where, in the year of the 
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battle of Jena, the figure of the ' author' , of ' HSlderlin' , is no 
longer in a rosition to frame even the most fragmentary text, and 
is lost in silence. 

One might then extend the configuration further, outside 

of the german 'poetic' framed at Jena in the Athenaeum, into the 

figuration of the mathematics and natural science that Novalis id- 

entifies as sinnliche Logik, as the formal frame of the Universal 

Poetic. In this correlation of philosophy and mathematics in a uni- 

versal poetic whose element is the open play of figure (mathematical, 

philosophical, musical, medical, chemical, magical, and all the rest) 

one may see a wider convergence of 'parallel eighteenth-century cur- 

rents, of which 'poetic' and 'logical' in Germany from 1770 to 1800, 

along with, say, german and french reflection over this period - the 

close of this 'second part' of a historical dynamic of Reflection - 
are themselves comnlementary components. 

"". Thus I have noted the part of the figures of French 

Revolution and Berman self-consciousness in the fragmentary play 

which prefigures the poetic of 1800, and I have noted the part of 
the mathematics of Lagrange and Laplace in Novalis' Universalpoesie. 

I have also suggested that this Berman poetic in which logical and 

voetic orders meet as two sides of dramatic 'romantic' activity may 
itself be considered as inscribed in the figure of a german reflect- 
ion framed in an initial or constitutive assertion of the logical 

order within a cultural 'economy' dominated by the 'physical' econ- 

omy of Germany after the Thirty-Years War. 

I traced parallel figures of Reflection within the cultural 

frames of a Britain dominated by Law, and a France dominated by the 

logical order of centralised Policy, up to the last third of the eight- 

eenth century. It remains now only to inscribe the figure of german 

Romantik in a wider and symmetrical cultural frame of 1800, of which 
it is one component. - 'Symmetrical', in that one must find the part 

of the 'romantic' determination of the relations of French Revolution, 

for examvle, and abstract 'romantic' revolution, in a configuration 
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in which that abstract determination is itself inscribed in the 

'physical' context of French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars. 
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In Die Christenheit oder Europa, Novalis mirrors the configuration 

of Eurore at the turn of the century - in the month of Napoleon's 

seizure of power, November 1799 - in the configuration of the thir- 

teenth century, the time of Frederick II9 in the library of whose 
biographer (General von Funk) Novalis was at this time working, pre- 

paring the materials for his Book: 

An die Geschichte verweise Ich euch, forscht in ihrem belehrend- 

en Zusammenhang, nach ähnlichen Zeitpunkten, und lernt den Zaub- 

erstab der Analogie gebrauchen. (1) 

I direct you to history - look in-its instructive coherence 

for similar uoints in time, and learn to use the magic wand of 

analogy. 

... We knob' how Friedrich Schlegel saw the reflection of the 

romantic revolution in the French Revolution from the 'high broad 

standpoint of the history of Man', and how in the same play of fig- 

ures, the i'ra. g'mente of 1798, the romantic poetic was to 'make life 

and society voetic' and 'become a mirror of the whole surrounding 

World, a victure of the Age' .I found, at the outset of this 'Part' 

the figure of the individual's self-discovery as instance of choice, 

self-activity, in the meeting or mirroring of logical and theolog- 

ical figures in mid-thirteenth-century Paris, in the frame of the 

University; I traced the unfolding of this 'initial point', in which 

the logical instance of judgement judged itself to be at the focus 

of a dramatic order of individual activity, through the parallel de- 

velopments of pictorial and narrative perspectives to the convergence 

of these at the beginning of the sixteenth century, to the indivi- 

dual's self-discovery, around the end of the Thirty-Years War, as 

one vole of a mathematical frame of Experience and Experiment, this 

self-discovery taking different forms, for example, in the different 

cultural frames of France and England: in the former case the scheme 

of identification was framed in a logical order of determination of 

the relations of logical and physical orders, in the latter in a 

'uoetic' or dramatic order of two-sided experience and experiment. 

Diems ., tenheit oder Europa - Schriften2 III, p518 
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The 'Scientific Revolution' of the seventeenth century, 
dominated by these complementary english and french ('poetic' and 
'logical') components, may be taken as a configuration which 'mir- 

rors' as it were the initial point or question of individual self- 
discovery in the thirteenth century, and (to use Novalis' express- 
ion) the 'analogous' figure of individual self-assertion which clos- 

es the eighteenth. At Jena - or rather in the configuration of ger- 

man Romantik focussed at the turn of the century at Jena - this self- 

assertion avpears in the german (indeed 'saxon') form of the logical 

inscription of a radical or initial logical self-distinction of the 

logical order from and in a 'physical' economy of the play of figure, 

in the 'poetic' order of mirroring of these comvlementary physical 

and logical sides. We might say that this 'romantic' figure of in- 

dividuality is framed logically by Schelling and poetically by No- 

valis, This 'romantic' configuration may in turn be regarded as 

one primary -comnnnent of the discovery of the poetic order framed 

in the community of european Culture as a question. This german 

version of the question is itself one component of the more general 

order of the question relative to the circuit of european culture 

as such. In this more general order the german version of the quest- 

ion reflects the part of Berman culture as one side, one component 

of that 'european' Culture, of Novalis' Europa. Thus we may attempt 
to as it were 'step back' from this german version to the more gen- 

eral question, through the correlation of the figure the question 
takes in Germany, and the Dart of Germany in the configuration of 

european Culture at the turn of that century. And then we find that 

the german abstraction of the play of figure from the play of forces 

of which this force or figure of german abstraction is one compon- 

ent can itself bp regarded, indeed, as a representation, a Bild of 
the Age, a mirror of the surronding World.. ein Spiegel der Ranzen 

webenden Welt. 

Stepring then from the german side of the european Mirror 

to the complementary french order of its outward context, we find 

Na^oleon at the age of thirty dominating the physical configuratirn 

of the european Culture of November 1799; we find Laplace presenting 

to the First Consul the firs$Yvolumesof the Mecanigue Celeste, in 

which he frames the mechanical Systeme du monde, in terms of Lagrange's 

analytical mechanics -a mathematical 'poetic' of the physical Kosmos. 

ý. ý. 
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Laplace went in state to beg Napoleon to accept a copy of 
his work, and the following account of the interview is well 
authenticated, and so characteristic of the parties concerned 
that I quote it in full. Someone had told Napoleon that the 
book contained no mention of the name of God; Napoleon, who 
was fond of putting embarrassing questions, received it with 
the remark, 'M. L aDlace, they tell me you have written this 

large book on the system of the universe, and have never even 
mentioned the Creator'. Laplace, who, though the most supple 
of voliticians, was as stiff as 'a martyr on every point of his 
philosophy, drew himself up and answered bluntly, I je n' avaL. a 

pas besoin de cette hyAoth6e-lä'. Napoleon, greatly amused, 
told this reply to Lagrange, who exclaimed, 'Ah, c'est une 
belle hypothese; ca explique beauccup de choses'. (1) 

. 24eanwhile, in the Institut National set up by the Directory 

in 1795, the work of Lagrange and Laplace in the Masse des Sciences 

was parallelled by the group around Destutt de Tracy and ^abanis in 
the Classe des Sciences Morales et politioues. While the convergence 

of the mathematical researches of the eighteenth century towards 

the synthesis, the 'mathematical poetic' of Lagrange and Laplace can 
be traced from d'Alembert's general framing of mechanical systems 

around the-middle of the century, the work of the Id4ologues at the 

T nstitut represents a parallel convergence of the work associated 

with the other side of the Encsclopedie. In 1748 appeared Montes- 

quieu's Esprit des Lois and La Mettrie's L'Homme Machine, in the 
following year Diderot'a prospectus, for, tie Encyclopedie, and in 

1751 the first volume, prefaced by D'Alemberth Discours Prdliminaire 

to the whole work. In 1770 appeared Holbach's Systeme de la Nature. 

Towards 1800 the Ideologues were attempting the systematic organisat- 
ion of the philosophes' psychology in terms of an elementary idee, 

the sensation identified by Condillac as the interface of 'physical' 

and 'moral' orders at the surface of the body (or Condillao's notion- 

al statue), and the systematic articulation of the political order 
in the natural economy of this interface through Rousseau's figure 

of the Social Contract, and Montesquieu's analysis of the inter- 

face of Culture and Nature. They set themselves the project of 

establishing a systematic social order which would correspond to 

the new language or id4ograohie whose elementary terms would be 

reducible to the interface of natural and moral orders in sensation% 

1i Bill', pp41;? -8- 
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and whose articulation would mirror the articulation of Nature 

in that of Thought. 

Around the turn of the century, then, the Universal Poetic 

of Germany was mirrored in a french Ideology and its project of 

universal rational representation and reform of the world-order. 

Each of these two components of the new dramatic order of european 

Culture at the time of Napoleon's 18 brumaire was framed by a log- 

ical inscription of the logical order in the poetic, order of symmetry 

of logical and physical, 'moral' and 'natural' - this whether it be 

in Novalis' poetic, Schelling's philosophy, Laplace's Celestial Me- 

chanics or Cabanis' Rangorts du Physique et du Morale chez 1'Aomme 

of 1797-1802. At Paris this radical figure of the logical inscript- 

ion of the logical and physical orders in the roetic order of their 

sym-etry was determined in terms of a formal interface of inner and 

outer, according to the common figure of logical determination of 

the relations of logical and physical that runs from Descartes through 

Condillac to the ideologues. In Germany it was determined, on the 

other hand, in terms of the inscription of the logical order of dist- 

inction of logical and physical in a natural economy of the play of 

figure, &n the tradition of Leibniz, Wolff and Kant. In each case 

the 'logical' or philosophical framing of the general 'uoetic' of 

the World corresponds, as in Novalis' figure of the relations of 

logical and mathematical orders, to a formal mathematical frame. 

At Paris at the turn of the century Lagrange, President of the 

Commission of Weights and Measures established to systematise the 

elementary mathematics which frames society, and professor at the 

new Poole Polytechnigue instituted as the scientific school of, the 

new Republic, was at work on the systematisation of the different- 

ial and integral Calculus of Leibniz and his successors in France and 

Germany; Laplace (as already noted) was at work on the mathematie- 

ation of the physical Kosmos. The young Gauss, twenty-three years 

old, sent from Brunswick to the Institut, in . 1800, a mem oir which 

effected a parallel systematisation of the Theory of Numbers, but 

this was rejected and returned to Gauss who published it in Germany 

as ? )isguiRitiones Arithmeticae in the following year. 
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I have not attempted to trace the developments of the 

mathematical frame of the eighteenth century which parallel the 
'logical' developments sketched already. Nor have I attempted to 
trace the various parallel developments of 'experimental' science 
from the idenfication of the figure of exnerientia in the seventeenth 

century through to the more radical integration of logical and 'poe- 

tic' orders around 1800. It should be fairly clear from the princ- 
inles already discussed how the various components of Iapvlied' sci- 
ence or reflection might be traced in a parallel development to the 
formal mathematical frame which is eine G1eichung im grossem 
für die andern Wissenschaften, and how the parallel developments of 
logical and mathematical frames from 1650 to 1800 might be articulat- 
ed in the figure of mathematics as 'applied logic' developed at some 
length in Part One of this book. The primary figures in this complex 
development from mid-seventeenth century to around 1800 are set out 

in a table at the end of this Second Part. I will here note just a 
few of the most elementary characteristics of the period, illustrated 

by that table. 

First of all, the parallel development of philosophy in 

the restricted sense of abstract Reflection, and mathematics and the 

'applied' Reflection of chemistry, medecine andrsö on, oin France, is 

brought out fairly clearly from the middle of the eighteenth century 

in the EncyclonPie, and the complementary parts of Diderot and D'Alem- 

bert as editors ( this relation being reflected, in Diderot's per- 

srective, in the Reve . d'Alembert and the Dialogue entre ')iderot 

et D' Ale'nbert) . Diderot's part in framing the ncyclopddie is mirr- 

rored in D'Alembert's general framing of a mechanical system, and 

his framing, within the EncyclopAie of the scientific articles. 

In a wider context, this collaboration of Diderot and D'Alembert 

is reflected at the middle of the century in Frederick the Great's 

reorganisation of the Berlin Academy established by Leibniz in 1700. 

Maupertuis was made president in the remodelled academy of 1750; the 

following year he enunciated the Principle of Least Action which, 

with D' Alembert's general figure of a mechanical system, was to 

frame the analytic mechanics of Lagrange, and through it Laplace's 

Systeme du 1 onde. Euler, working at Berlin, published in 1748 his 

Analysig Infinitorum, the frame of his systematic integration of 

the differential and integral Calculus of Leibniz' school, over the 
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s eventeen-fifties. The calculus of variations - the mathematical 
frame of apulication of Maupertuis' Principle of Least Action, was 

established in a series of wavers beginning with Euler's in 1741, 

extended by those of Puler and D'Alembert in the 'forties and 'fifties, 

and systematised in Lagrange's first work in 1759. In general one 

may say that over the middle years of the century Puler coordinated 
theýivarious developments of the mathematical frame defined by the 

introduction of cartesian geometry and Fermat and CavaliPri's 'inf in- 

itesimals' around the middle of the previous century, while D'Alem- 

bert at Paris outlined the logical articulation of a frame in which 
Euler's coordination was to be unified by Lagrange, Laplace and Gauss. 

This interaction of french and Berman mathematicians at the middle 

of the century may be taken as the midpoint of the development from 

Leibniz and 1'Hopital at the close of the previous century: the 'con- 

tinental' school of the eighteenth century derives from the work of 

Leibniz over the last thirty years of the seventeenth century, and 
the transmission of this work through his german-swiss pupils John 

and James Bernouilli was framed by l'HSspital's first attempt at a 

unitary presentation of the principles of the new Analysis or Calcu- 

lus in 1196. In the last thirty years of the seventeenth century 

european mathematics were dominated by Leibniz and Newton; the acri- 

monious disvute between their respective disciples over the rival 

claims of these two figures to the invention of the differential 

'calculus' marks the break of english and continental schools at 

the beginning of the eighteenth century, and the rejection by the 

english school of Leibniz' combinatorial methods, in which the de- 

velopments of Analysis in the eighteenth century were to be effected. 

English mathematics then ceases to play an important part in the 

develov'nent of that science until continental methods are intro- 

duced over the first thirty years of the nineteenth century. 

In the 'practical' or experimental sciences and arts, on 

the other hand, Britain comes over the eighteenth century to achi- 

eve a dominant position. The integration of logical and physical 

orders whose french and Berman expressions at the close of the cent- 

ury have been noted appear in Britain in the machines which mark 

an 'industrial revolution' comparable to the political revolution 

on the continent. The dominant 'logic' was the 'common sense' of 

the 'scottish school' of Hume's successors and critics, parallelled 

outside the educational and political institutions by the programme 

of Reform of the Philosophical Radicals, the followers of Bentham. 
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This english Reform parallels the revolutionary 'uoetic' 

of the continent: the systematic articulation of society in the 
frame of Law is to be worked out in terms of the inscription of 
that vrimary circuit or frame in a natural 'economy' of ends whose 

element is taken to be the simple figure of an action directed to- 

wards satisfaction, Dleasure - 'hanviness'. Adam Smith's rational 

economy of the material component of this satisfaction of wants and 

needs, itself articulated in a sort of humean working of monetary 
tokens or signs, is to be extended to the more general 'constitut- 

ion' of society, of which the material economy is one side or com- 

v onent. Priestley, with his sympathy for the princivles of the am- 

erican and french revolutions, and his association with Watt and the 

other leaders of the 'industrial revolution'. might be taken as re- 

presentative of the 'radical' tendencies in England towards the end 

of the century, when he was forced to emigrate to America. 

The convulsion of the european order which marks the 
transition from one century to the next (as from this Second Part 

to the Third) may be characterised in terms of a 'logical' order 

of interaction of the various american, english, german and french 

rrincioles' of reform and revolution which reflects and in part de- 

termines the political configuration of the context in which dif- 

ferent nrincivles dominate in different components - 'England, France, 

ermany (and indeed America) - of the 'outward' context. I have 
taken the german roetics of a 'romantic' revolution, which were to 

play a leading part in the emergence of a new prusian order out 

of the eurooean convulsion, as an index of this wider european con- 
figuration, and have attempted to mark the figuration of that Ho- 

mantik in terms of the Jena group and Novalis. In the wider frame 

this 'german' revolution enters as one figure into the french and 

english scene through the journey of Wordsworth and Coleridge to 

Germany in 1798-9 - between the first publication of their joint 

manifeGto of poetic reform in 1798, and the extended second edition, 

with Wordsworth's preface in 1800 - the year in which Coleridge pub- 

lished his translation of Schiller's Wallenstein, Joined William 

and Dorothy in the Lakes (where they had settled the previous year, 

upon returning from Germany independantly of their friend) 9 and be- 

Ban to be drawn into the imaginary world of Opium. - Into the french 
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scene through Madame de Stalls De la Isitterature consider4e dens 

ses Rangorts avec lea Institutions Sociales of 1800, and her assoc- 
iation with August Wilhelm Schlegel from 1804. The principles of 
the french revolution, on the other hand, entered into the frame of 
english Reform through the american (or 'cosmopolitan) Tom Paine's 

The Rights of Man of 1791-2... and the complex interaction of euro- 
Dean Reflection with its context over the transition from one century 

" to the next might be traced in a play of logical configurations and 
configurations of their context, from which the already complex in- 

ternlay of the Frauenente would constitute an abstraction correlated 

with the outward nlay of forces at Jena that were to lead to the 

decisive battle of 1806 and the closure of the university the fol- 

lowing year. On the other hand, the discovery by Napoleon of his 

focal part in the primary physical -economy of that context consti- 

tutes a comDlementary component, equally 'abstracted' from the more 

general Dlay of logical and ' whys ical' orders of euronean Culture - 

of the euronean Community - as a whole. Then one might consider, 

for example, the failure of Naboleon in 1807 to dominate the english 

framing of resistance after Jena through his attempt - the 'Conti- 

nental System' - to close continental Europe to english trade - to 

dominate the eurovean economy in such a way as to exclude the 'poet- 

ic' frame of english resistance through a political control of the 

relation between -political and economic orders in Europe. Over the 

period of the great eurovean convulsion, it is rather the english 
'working' of an inter"lay of political and economic orders, framed 

in the physical order of literal 'isolation' l which - after the set- 
back of the american revolution - is reasserted in a more radical 
domination of the interface of Europe and colonies. -This prefigured 
in the results of the german conflicts of mid-century, and now framed 

in the 'poetic' of mechanisation - 'industrialisation' - whose elem- 

entary com onent, mechanical nower, is incor', orated in the new order 

at the beginning of the century. As half-a-century before, it is 

an anglo-prussian alliance which eventually overcomes a Franco-aust- 

rian alliance, and it is the rise of England and Prussia which dom- 

inates the following century. 

I will not attempt to analyse the detail of the interact- 

ion of the various orders of the european convulsion I take to mark 

a transition from one phase of Reflection, beginning in the thirt- 

eenth century, to the next, covering nineteenth and twentieth cent- 
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uries. I will here close this Second part with the simple charact- 

erisation of the transition from eighteenth to nineteenth century, 

and from one phase of Reflection to another, as yet again a _quest- 
ion, Dosed now by the 'roetic' order of symmetry and correlation 
of the various versions of this newly discovered order, and their 

'revolutionary' implications. For the moment this 'order' of in- 

terplay of its different 'versions' with one another, in their var- 

ious contexts, must remain a question, since we cannot simply char- 

acterise this order 'from one side' or the other, but as yet have 

no way of characterising it in a more radical and symmetrical way, 

save as the question it presents of how to so characterise 'it'. 

... For to speak or write of a common 'poetic' or dram- 

atic cultural frame, with its physical component inscribed simply 

in the geographical boundary and boundaries of Europe (and now we 

must consider this '1urope' to have as it were two sides, for the 

transition from Second to Third Part involves the assertion of an 

independant ' american' theatre of interolay of Reflection and Con- 

text, which at once 'belongs' to the eurovean order from which its 

p rincioles derive, but at the same time somehow stands 'outside' 

it) is not so much to define the relations of the various versions 
r 

of this. "'dramatic' order, as to mark their comolementarity as a 

question: what does this 'Drama' mean?... Most particularly what 
does 'it mean to us? That is the question that must be somehow an- 

swered in the Conclusion, which considers the close of the third 

phase of Reflection around the end of the twentieth century - and 
this Third Part turns about the recognition in America, internally 

integrated, and at last entering into a part in the european order 

at the close of the nineteenth century, of the part in the 'meaning' 

of things of 'how they work', and our part in this working. 


